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JOINT HEARINGS ON THE IRAN-CONTRA
INVESTIGATION

Testimony of Dewey R. Clarridge and C/CATF *

TUESDAY, AUGUST 4, 1987
HOUSE SELECT CoMMIT To INVESTIGATE

COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN

AND

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET MILITARY
ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION,

Washington, DC.
The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m. in

room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Select Committees will-come to order.
The witness this morning is Mr. Dewey Clarridge. Mr. Clarridge,

would you stand and raise your right hand.
[Witness sworn.j

TESTIMONY OF DEWEY R. CLARRIDGE, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

Chairman HAmLTON. Do you have an opening statement, Mr.Clarridgze?
Mr. CLARIDG. No, I don't.

Chairman HAmILON. May I suggest that you pull that micro-
phone close to you and speak right into it. Otherwise it doesn't
carry very well.

Mr. Eggleston.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman, may I make an inquiry of the chair?
Theyoung lady with Mr. Clarridge, can we find out who the

young.lady Is?
Chairman HAMITON. Would you identify yourself please.
Ms. McGINN. Kathleen McGmn from the Office of the General

Counsel of the CIA. I represent Mr. Clarridge in his official capac-
ity and the Central Intelligence Agency.

Mr. BROOKs. She is sent here as a representative by the Agency?
Ms. McGINN. I am here in both capacities for Mr. Clarridge as a

CIA official, and for the Agency. Those interests coincide.

Chief of the Central American Task Force of the CIA.
(1)
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Mr. BRooKs. Mr. Chairman, that raises in my mind a question. I
am not going to object, but nonetheless it seems to me that the
committee has to consider that if counsel appears as a representa-
tive of the Agency and at the same time represents an individual
witness who is here, I wonder whether or not there isn't a conflict
of interest.

Mr. FAscouz. Of course there is.
Chairman HAMILTON. Counsel, you said you were representing

the Agency and Mr. Clarridge in his official capacity, is that your
statement?

Ms. McGINN. That is correct.
Chairman HAMILTON. You are here, I presume, with the consent

of Mr. Clarridge and with his approval?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. It is fine with me.
Mr. FAscL. Who represents him in his personal capacity, Mr.

Chairman?
Mr. CLAIDGE. No one.
Ms. McGiNN. He is here without a lawyer in his personal capac-

ity.
ChairmanHAMILTON. Any further questions?
Mr. Eggleston.
Mr. EGGLETN. Let me begin with a brief review of your back-

ground. You were born in New Hampshire?
Mr. CLARDGE. Right.
Mr. EGGLESTON. You are a graduate, are you not, of Brown Uni-

versity, and then you did some postgraduate work, I think, at Co-
lumbia, is that correct?

Mr. CLARumGz. That is correct.
Mr. EGGuETN. You started with the Agency [deleted], and you

had a number of aasigfnments with them since that timane?9
Mr. CLARRDE. Yes.
Mr. EGGLMTON. You had one period of time as Chief of Oper-

ations in the Near East Division?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I was Chief of Operations for a brief period of

time and then Deputy Chief for the Division for [deleted].
Mr. EGGLEsTON. You were [deleted].
Mr. CLARDGE. [Deleted].
Mr. EGGUESTON. In August of 1981 or so, you became [deleted] of

the Latin American Division?
Mr. QAmDG. Correct.
Mr. ECIGLESON. There comes a time then when you became

Chief of the European Division, when was that?
Mr. E. About 1 October 1984.
Mr. EGGL TN. So you became-you left your job as [deleted] of

the LA Division right before the Boland Amendment became effec-
tive, is that fair?

Mr. CLARRIGE. That is correct.
Mr. EGGL TON. You remained as Chief of the European Division

until what time?
Mr. CLAmuRIG. Until mid-February 1986.
Mr. EoowzwrN. At which time you became [deleted]?
Mr. CE. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTN. What is your position now?
Mr. CL A&RRD. I still hold that position.
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Mr. EGGLwTN. Having reviewed your background, let me turn
to the first area that I want to ask you about this morning, that is
about the Iran initiative. I am going to ask you questions initially
principally about the time period of November 1985. I know youhave testified on this subject before.

Before you is an exhibit, a number of cables which are exhibits,
DRC-1-1 through 1-84. You don't have to look at them now, but as
we go through, I will ask you to direct your attention to various
aspects of them. I am not going to take you through all of them
since you have testified before and since members are generally fa-
miliar with most of your testimony. I will summarize aspects of
your testimony where convenient. If I do so inacurrately, please
stop me.

Is is true that late in the evening or afternoon of November 21,
1985, which was a Thursday, you received a telephone call, you
were at home, and you received a call from Colonel North?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. I would guess that it was sometime in the
early evening or mid-evening of the 21st.

Mr. EGGLOmN. And at the time that you received the call, he
asked you if you could provide some assistance to him with regard
to something that was taking place in [deleted]?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is right.
Mr. EGGLSTON. What did he tell you about what it was that was

going on and what he needed your assistance in?
Mr. CLARDGE. I don't recollect exactly, but I think he said he

needed to get an aircraft landing rights to come into [deleted].
Mr. EGGLESTN. In response to his request, you had the CIA

Headquarters cable [deleted] to go in [deleted], is that correct?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Correct.
Mr. BiGGLEMN. There comes a time shortly air that when

there is sent a cable telling them that they should assist a Mr.
Copp if he should require assistance, is that fair?

Mr. CLAIIDoN. Yes. The cable mentioned not only Mr. Copp, but
it also mentioned that Mr. Copp was Mr. Secord. Both names I be-
lieve were used.

Mr. EGGLETN. As of the time that you sent the cable, which
tells them to provide assistance to Mr. Copp or Mr. Secord, did you
know from Colonel North what it was this operation was about?

Mr. CLARwIOE. I don't believe so at that point. I think all I knewat that point was that [deleted] needed to e instructed to contact
or would be contacted by Mr. Copp-Secord.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You knew though that a flight was coming in
from someplace and needed the permission [deleted] to land [delet-
ed]?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I don't know whether I knew the flight had
actually left from Tel Aviv at that point or not.

Mr. EGGLETN. That was my question. You knew it was coming
from Tel Aviv?

Mr. CLAR lDGE. Yes, but I probably only knew that once I had
gotten to the office.

Mr. EGGLFTN. Which would have been Friday, November 22d?
Mr. CuARIDGE. Yes, sometime in the early morning, it might

have been as early as 2:00 or 3:00 o'clock in the morning.
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Mr. EGGLETN. Did you know at that time what kind of plane it
was that was coming in?

Mr. Cu muwz. At some point during that time, I was told that
the plane was an El Al 747.

Mr. EGGoIzsuN. As of this early time, your initial conversations
with Colonel North, did you know or had you been informed by
Colonel North what was on the plane?

Mr. CLA=DGE. No, I was not.
Mr. EGGLESTN. Let me ask you to direct your attention to exhib-

it 2 in the book.
Mr. CLARMDGE. DRC-2?
Mr. EGGuwrON. Yes, sir. Do you have that?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I see it.
Mr. EGGLEmTON. This is a State Department cable that was sent

by [deleted], back to headquarters of the State Department, dated
November 22d, and it relates events which occur, Ibelieve, on No-
vember 21. I would like to direct your attention to the second half
or so of paragraph 2 of the cable where it begins, "The [deleted]
manager,' do you see that?

Mr. CLARRIDG.. Correct.
Mr. EGGLESTN. I will just read it to you. "The (deleted] manager

stated that he hoped Foreign Ministry authorization would be
given for two aircraft to transit [deleted]. They would be ring
arms provided by Israel for Iran. [Deleted] said that the [deleted]
official (apparently acts as broker for the arms deal) referred to an
'American general' involved in the undertaking and the close rela-
tions of [deleted] with the United States. [Deleted] wondered if the
Embassy had information about the strange case perhaps involving
a retired U.S. General," and the response, if you go on, I won t
read it-the response, as you go on, essentially relates that the Em-
bassy ideietedJ related to [deletedj that they didn't mow anythng
about it.

I take it that this cable, which makes explicit reference to arms
going from Israel to Iran through [deleted] involving a retired U.S.
general, is not something that you knew about at or about Novem-
ber22d?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, this is the first time I have ever seen this
cable.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You were then in the office on November 22d,
and I believe you begin sending and receiving a series of cables re-
lating to this problem of obtaining landing rights for this flight. Do
you recall that occurring on Friday?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESON. Let me direct you to one which is a sample of

others, No. 1-6. There are not separate tabs for each cable. Wat I
have done is I think in the lower right-hand corner of each one,
you will be able to see it is 1-6.

Mr. CLA DGE. Right.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me just read the first paragraph of this one.

It is a sample of others. "NSC has requested that you ask [deleted]
to weigh in with appropriate (deleted] officials on this matter. 'Pull
out all stops' a aircraft is 1 hour from its abort time." This is a
cable sent, I take it by ;you to [deleted]?

Mr. CLARRwG. That is correct.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. Is this what is called a privacy-channel cable?
Mr. CLAuuiDGx. Yes. That indicator at the top indicates that it

was the European Division's privacy-channel.
Mr. EGGLESTON. The indicator, so that it is clear, there is a place

at the top that says E/O, then.[deleted].
Mr. CLARUDGE. That is the indicator for the European Division's

privacy-channel.
Mr. EGGLESTON. What is a privacy-channel cable?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. A privacy-channel is a channel of communica-

tions betWeen usually the Division Chief or the acting Division
Chief and his Chiefs of Station in which he discusses the matters
that are particularly sensitive.

Usually it is used for, or very frequently it is used for personal
matters and copies of this, of privacy-channel traffic going in or out
also go to the Deputy Director for Operations.

Mr. EGGLESTON. I take it, though, the reason that it is a privacy-
channel is that there is not the usual distribution of cables within
the Agency; is that fair?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, that is fair. There are other such systems,
but that is a fair enough statement.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So the result of doing this on privacy-channels
was that you would receive copies of these cables and in addition to
you, the DO would receive some as well?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Right, the Deputy Director for Operations would
also receive all of them.

Mr. EGGLESTON. We covered this a little bit in your deposition
and have done some subsequent looking into it. Is it also fair to say
that on privacy-channel cables, these cables are not maintained in
any executive registry; they are filed by the Division Chief?.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. They are filed by the division-when you say the
Division Chief, I don't think the Division Chief normally files them
all.

Mr. EGGLESTON. I wasn't referring so much to who put it in the
file as that the files are maintained--

Mr. CLARRIDGE. By the division and by the Office of the Deputy
Director of Operations.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you know, Mr. Clarridge, whether the DO
maintains copies of these or whether or not the only copy is main-
tained by the Division Chief, in the Office of the Division Chief?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I didn't know that.
Mr. EGGLESTON. I want to direct your attention to the date/time

group on this channel.
It says TOT: 22 [deleted], November 1985. Do you see that?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. I take it, and this is so that it is clear, the 22

refers to the day, so this indicates this is a cable on the 22d of No-
vember, 1985, and the time is [deleted]-Z stands for Zulu?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Zulu.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And that is a designation of Greenwich mean

time?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Right.
Mr. EGGLESTON. I take it the reason you do that is because you

have stations all over the world and this way everyone is on the
same time?
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Mr. CLAmDoz. That would make it [deleted] Washington time.
Mr. EGGLmSTON. Five hours' difference. As of the time that you

sent this cable to which I have just referred your attention, indicat-
ing that [deleted] is to pull out all stops and enlist the aid of the
charg6 in pulling out all stops, do you know anything more-about
this initiative other than that Colonel North has asked you to
obtain permission from [deleted] to permit a flight to land?

Mr. C(ARRIDGE. Yes. By this time, I assume that Charlie Allen
had come to see me and had shown me some intelligence reports
having to do with an effort underway to get the hostages out of
Lebanon.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So you recall that by Friday morning, you have
had a conversation with Charlie Allen [deleted]; is that right?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESON. Do you remember how many [deleted] you were

shown?
Mr. CARIDGE. I don't remember how many or even their con-

tent.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Obviously, you remember something about their

content because you remember that they relate to getting hostages
out of Lebanon.

Mr. CLA=DG. Yes, I do.
Mr. EGLESTON. Do you remember anything else about their con-

tent?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, I do not.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you remember that there were references

[deleted] to negotiations between Americans and Iranians?
Mr. CLARRIDGES. I don't specifically remember that.
Mr. EGGLmoN. Do you have any recollection that [deleted] made

reference to weapons?
Mr. CLARRiDGz. No, I don't.
Mr. EGGmoN. You do not remember that there were any refer-

ences to weapons [deleted]?
Mr. CURRIDGE. Not at all.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Are you confident that this meeting with Mr.

Allen took place on Friday morning, November 22d?
Mr. CLADGE. Yes, I'm confident about Friday-it must have

been, because it seemed to me that in my conversation on the
F hone with Colonel North, he mentioned that he would have Char-
ie Allen come to see me with some material that would explain

what was going on.
Mr. EGGLSTON. As of this time, do you have any idea what it is,

why there is a problem with [deleted] permitting this plane to
land?

Mr. CLARRiDGE. Well, I don't know-I think the cable traffic has
it all, sort of spells it out step by step. There was a problem that it
[deleted], and apparently some arrangements that Mr. McFarlane
had made with the Foreign Minister or somebody had not jelled.

Mr. EGGLaTN. Let me ask you, Mr. Clarridge, if you could look
at cable 1-7. Do you have that in front of you?

Mr. CLAiumwE. Right.
Mr. EGGLETON. This is a cable also dated 22 November 1985. It

is [deleted], which would have been [deleted] DC time?
Mr. CLAM=G Yes, that is correct.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. And this is a cable from [deleted] to you; is that
correct?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me read to you from the first para nh-it

says, "At 1603 hours local, Copp, which is Secord, 'adved that
[deleted] the Ministry of Foreign Affairs" n principle opposed clear-
ance and would recommend same to Minister."

Then if you go down to paragraph 2, it reads: "Copp called back
again while I was writing this message. I advised him above. He
called White House and recommended authorization for (deleted],"
[deleted] to pull Minister out of cabinet meeting. He said McFar-
lane was being pulled out of meeting with Pope. He said my in-
structions were to pull out all stops."

[Deleted.] As of the day that these messages are taking place, do
you yet have any knowledge, have you been told what it is that is
on the aircraft?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I cannot recall specifically when I was told that
there were sophisticated oil-drilling spare parts on the aircraft. I
don't know whether it was by this time or later on in the day.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You think sometime on November 22d you were
told that the content of the airplanes was oil-drilling equipment?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is what I think is quite possible.
Mr. EGGLESTON. I know you were asked this in the depostion. I

take it, it is your testimony that you were not informed that it is
something other than spare parts for the oil-drilling industry until
substantially later, maybe as late as January, 1986.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I think, as I said in the deposition, Charlie Allen
tells me that by the 26th or 27th, he would have showed me some
[deleted] reports that would have indicated to me that the equip-
ment shipped in on the 25th was in fact weapons or mfunitions or
whatever.

Mr. EGGLESTON. But the information that you are relating to us
is information that you received from Charlie Allen [deleted], not
as a result of anything that Colonel North or anyone else would
have told you?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Not at that point, to my recollection.
Mr. EGGLESTON. When is the first that you believe Colonel North

indicated to you if ever that there was something other than oil-
drilling equipment onboard the flight?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, he has stated that he told me sometime
around the 25th, 26th, 27th, I believe. He may well have done that,
but I don't specifically recollect it. Maybe he did and maybe he
didn't.

The thing is that perhaps I knew by the 27th when Charlie Allen
showed me [deleted] and when he told me or when I asked him, it
just didn't make that big an impression on me.

Mr. FGMON. Your testimony in your deposition was fairly
clear that you did not know shortly after the flight that these
flights contained weapons and you certainly had no recollection of
Colonel North telling you prior, I think you said, to maybe as late
as January 1986-

Mr. CLARRDGE. I didn't say anything about Colonel North telling
me in January 1986. I said that I offially learned in January 1986,
that there were HAWK missiles onboard. I also stated in my depo-
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sition that I was----Charlie Allen says that he showed me materi.
al at least by the 26th that would have indicated that there were at
least weapons onboard.

Mr. EGGL STN. Do you recall Charlie Allen showing you that
material?

Mr. CLamoz. I remember Charlie Allen showing me material
all the way along. I don't specifically remember him showing me
material where it mentioned weapons.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And you do not have this recollection either
before or after the flight; is that fair?

Mr. CLAmmG. When you say "before," you mean when he first
came to see me on the 22d?

Mr. EGGLESTN. Yes, sir.
Mr. CLARRmGE. That is right.
Mr. EGGLESN. And indeed, you do not recall now that Charlie

Allen showed you [deleted] after the flight which indicated they
were weapons; is that correct?

Mr. CLARwmDc. That is right.
Mr. EGGLTON. So your testimony is based on something that

Charlie Allen has told you subsequently?
Mr. CLIDG. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLETN. When do you, sir, first have it in your head

through a recollection of your own that you knew that there was
something other than oil-drilling equipment on the flight?

Mr. CuRDGE. When I remember being told officially that there
were HAWK missiles onboard was some time in January. That is
what I recollect.

Mr. EGGwLTN. Do you know who told you that in January?
Mr. CLARRDGE. No, I don't. But I know it had something to do

with the time that the Finding was being put together.
Mr. ELwwN. Mr. Clarridge, throughout November 22d, you

also continue or begin to arrange not just a landing clearance for a
flight coming in [deleted], but you begin to arrange a-clearances
for flights going from [deleted] into Iran and you become involved
in getting the [deleted] involved to get an overflight clearance [de-
leted], do you recall that?

Mr. CLARm E. That is correct. I do remember that. There are
two parts to that, actually.

Mr. EGGLMON. OK. I will make you or ask you to refer, if you
could, to cable no. 1-12. I am not going to read from it, but it might
be helpful for you to have it right in front of you.

Do you have that?
Mr. CLA=DGE. Right.
Mr. EGG LMON. This is, I take it, the first cable or appears to be

the first cable you have sent to [deleted]. The beginning of it indi-
cates that you are com,,nioatiner to [deleted] that this is an initia-
tive that has the highest levels ofU.S. Government interest; is that
correct?

Mr. Ci RImGE. That is correct.
Mr. EWLGxSAN. And the rest of that cable goes on to discuss the

need for three overflight clearances for this flight, which is going
to Iran; is that correct?

Mr. CLARDGE. That is correct.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. As of November 22, I take it, you know that
there is a flight going from Israel into [deleted], you know or be-
lieve that it is going to be broken down into at least three flights
and fly from [deleted] into Iran, you know that it relates to the hos-
tages in some fashion, you know-and you also believe that-it is
your understanding as of that time that the cargo onboard is oil-
drilling equipment; is that a fair summary of the state of your
knowledge as best you recall it today as of November 22d?

Mr. CLRiuDG. Yes. It depends on-yes. I think basically it is,
Mr. Eggleston. We are talking about day, time, [deleted] minus five
is [deleted] on the 22d. Now, I don't-as I said, there are two parts
to the request of communicating with [deleted] as far as overflight
clearances. Apparently the first one on-or the first requirement
was that because the El Al 747 had to abort, and went back to Tel
Aviv, there was an effort made in Tel Aviv to redo the flight in a
different form. And again, apparently they wanted to use [deleted]
as the breakpoint on the flight into Tehran.

So that is one part of [deleted] thing. I don't know if that is what
is going on right now. The second part of the need for the over-
flight from [deleted] was when the decision was taken not to use
[deleted] anymore and to go from Tel Aviv through some other
country to Tehran.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Right. Let me get to that in a second.
I think we are going to see some cables late in the day, at least

Zulu time, November 23d, that indicate there is a decision made
not to pursue the initiative through [deleted].

Let me just ask you, though, once again, because I am not sure I
quite understand this, as of the 22d then, you know there is an ini-
tiative underway that has very high level U.S. Government inter-
est. You believe that it involves what appears to be an ordinary
cargo plane carrying spares for the oil industry. We have just re-
viewed a cable where despite the fact that there is high-level pres-
sure involving Mr. McFarlane pressuring high-level people in the
[deleted] that [deleted] have made a decision, at least tentative and
initial, not to permit this plane carrying oil-drilling equipment to
land [deleted].

What is it that you think is causing as of this time, as of Novem-
ber 22d, what is it you thought was causing all the problems with
[deleted]?Mr. iCLAI GE. Well, I mean I haven't gone through this to look
at that particular point, but to the best of my recollection, there
was still a problem of getting the right authority in [deleted] to
agree to the flight coming in.

It seemed to be that-whatever arrangement had been made
before was not working and an effort was underway to try to get
McFarlane to contact whoever he had talked to before to get thn
loosened up.

Mr. EGGLETN. My question, Mr. Clarridge, is what is it about
this operation that you even thought required such a high level of
interest and attention at both the U.S. Government and [deleted]
level. After all, all we are talking about in your mind as of this
time is a landing of a single flight containing nothing but ordinary
routine cargo.
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What did you think in your mind was causing the [deleted] to
balk over the landing of an ordinary cargo plane?

Mr. CLAPJUDGE. Well, at some point, and it becomes clearer in
the traffic as you go along, they wanted a diplomatic note stating
why we wanted to do this. Now, that may have been the problem
at the time.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall that one of the things that they
wanted in the diplomatic note as well was an indication of what
the nature of the cargo was?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. I see that in the traffic coming in [deleted].
They also wanted, in a second diplomatic note, a statement that
was unacceptable to the White House.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And do you recall what that statement was?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. It had-there were two parts to the second note

and the second part was a statement that what was going on here
was an arrangement to get the hostages out, and the White House
was unwilling to have that statement made.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Clarridge, let me ask you now, not directed
to this initiative perhaps as much as perhaps just generally, is it
fair to say that weapons require special handling on aircraft and
airports? Do they require a different kind of handling than other
forms of nonlethal cargo?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I am not an expert, but I suppose so. Certainly
munitions do.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Munitions would?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. You now know what was contained on these

flights was going to be HAWK missiles which I understand are
highly explosive. Would it be fair to say that HAWK missiles
would require different kinds of storage and handling and loading
and unloading and other types of facilities at the [deleted] airport
than oil-drilling equipment would have required in terms of han-
dling on the scene?Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, again, I mean-I don't know that much
about it. It sounds right to me.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Sounds logical?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Indeed, although this has not been made avail-

able to you and if you want to challenge it, you can, Mr. Secord
pt !fid in AI depaitionbefore sJcomnlittee that, indeed. there

was simply no way in which you could possibly unload these
flights, load them into other planes in [deleted] airport without [de-
leted] and a number of other people knowing perfectly well what
was in the flight because, after all, as he indicated, all sorts of spe-
cial handling would be required.

Mr. CLARmDGE. Well--
Mr._EuoAmN.- _Did it occur t you at any time Mr. Clarridge,

that the difficulty with this flight, the-reasoi thtdeleted-was ob- -
jecting to the landing of this flight, was because of something about
the nature of the cargo?

Mr. CLARIDGE. Well, I can't say for sure whether it did or it
didn't. I can't recall back then. But I don't recall thinking that it
had something to do particularly with the cargo. What I felt was,
the proble, was that whatever arrangements had been made and
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because of the issue involved of the hostages and the requirements
that [deleted] might have had in that regard, that that was what
the problem was.

Mr. EGGLFETN. But it never occurred to you that the reason
that they were objecting to the landing of this otherwise perfectly
ordinary cargo flight was because there was something about the
nature of the cargo that was causing the problem?

Mr. CLARRMGE. Well, it is not exactly, you know, perfectly ordi.
nary cargo. The United States had an embargo on off-drilling
equipment at that time, and maybe [deleted] considered that sensi-
tive. But frankly, Mr. Egg1eston, I cannot remember-and maybe I
did think through some things at the time, but I cannot recall now
sitting. down trying to figure out why [deleted] wouldn't let the
cargo i. All I was trying to do was get the goddamned cargo in.

Mr. EGGIurOIN. And send a number of cables back and forth to
that effect. Let me move this forward, if I could.

On November 23d, which would have been a Saturday, the cables
indicate and continue to reflect efforts to get the flight clearances
into [deleted] and then the overflight clearances from [deleted] over
[deleted] into Iran.

Let me ask you to look, if you could, to cable 1-19.
This is a cable from [deleted] dated November 23d at [deleted]

Zulu, which would have been late morning on Saturday, November
23d, DC time; is that correct?

Mr. CLARIDGE. No. It would be fairly early. About [deleted] in
the morning.

Mr. EGGLESTON. OK. Let me ask you to look-direct your atten-
tion to the bottom of the first paragraph-excuse me. The second
paragraph. It is a little hard to read because of the photocopying.
Let me read it to you anyway.

At 1130 hours charg6 went to Ministry of Foreign Affairs and met with [deleted]
and [deleted]. They stated they needed note because note would confirm that U.S.
Government really involved as they had had doubts. Charge presented note. They
agreed to meet and advise decision soonest.

Move down to paragraph 3 where it says, "[deleted] met with
Copp in brief car meeting at 1130 hours. Coordinate action and
brief each other."

The final thing I want to direct your attention to is paragraph
four which indicates [deleted] are concerned, [deleted].

Do you recall seeing this cable when it came in?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I do.
Mr. EGGEwoN. And let me ask you first about [deleted]. [Delet-

ed] is a [deleted] company that is an arms company. By this time,
by November of 1985, you had been Chief of Euro for approxi-

-mately a little over a year, year and a month, maybe; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. CLARRIDE. Yes, that would be about right.
-Mr. G~G~L ON.Was the n-Siedeked]-failiatroW6 -?

Mr. CLARRGz. No, it wasn't.
Mr. EGGLEmTN. It had not, as they seem to say in the CIA, come

across your scope during the time that you were Chief of the Euro-
pean Division?

Mr. CLARDGE. No. I can't remember it. It may have, but I can't
remember it. [Deleted] arms company is not a particularly big deal.
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Mr. EGGL soN. This was, as I understand it, at least a fairly
major arms dealer, exporting company, in Europe. Nevertheless,
this was not something that you know anything about?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. I mean, you have got to remember, Mr.
Eggleston, the European Division is the biggest division in the Di-
rectorate of Operations. There are an enormous number of things
going on at any given time. The fact of the gray arms trade was
not particularly a big issue that the European Division of the Di.
rectorate of Operations was concerned with, frankly.

Mr. EGGLESTON. I might say, as well, Mr. Clarridge, you don't
need to look at it, but paragraph- 5, of this cable to which I have
directed your attention is the cable where (deleted] are indicating
that they would like a formal diplomatic note indicating the origin
and destination of the flight, the equipment, U.S. commitment that
operation not be made public and airports other than [deleted] but
in [deleted] that are being used.

This is a situation now where things are escalating that [deleted]
now wants a very formal diplomatic note setting forth the outlines
and just exactly what is happening with regard to this cargo flight
flying into [deleted]; is that correct?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is correct. Then they asked for a second
note.

Mr. EGGL SoN. And they ask for a second?
You, I think, have been advised by now, Mr. Clarridge, that the

reference in the paragraph 3 to which I directed you abut [delet-
ed] meeting with Copp in a car, you have probably been advised
that [deleted] has indicated that as of that time, at least, Mr.
Secord instructs him or tells him specifically that the flight is
going to contain HAWK missiles and that HAWK missiles are
going to be shipped in return for the release of the American hos-
tag es.

ou are aware that [deleted] has testified to that effect, are you
not?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I am.
Mr. EGGLETON. And I am certain you are also aware [deleted]

indicated that he sent the cable which is 1-19 and that he also sent
a subsequent cable shortly thereafter which dealt only with that
conversation in the car with Mr. Secord. That is something you are
aware of, that he has testified to that; is that fair?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. That's fair.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Clarridge, let me just review for you in light

of the testimony that [deleted] knew what was going to be in the
flight. Let me just review with you if I could who it was who knew
that this flight was going to contain weapons as opposed to oil-drill-
ing equipment as of midday on November 23.

And let me just analyze it in terms of the -problem that hadarisen. The problem was [deleted] was balking over landing rights.
eTh -rson-whhrought wuthe problem olonel-Northhe-obvi----

ously knew and he's testified here before us that he knew that the
flight was going to contain oil-excuse me, HAWKs and not oil-
drilling equipment.

The person that you were principally directing to solve Colonel
North's problem, [deleted], has testified that as of this date, he
knew that there were weapons going to be on the flight.
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We have received deposition testimony from [deleted], who was
also part of the solution to this problem that he knew that there
were going to be weapons on the fli ht.

[Deleted] has told us as well that [deleted] knew there were going
to be weapons on the flight. [Deleted] testified that that was what
the problem was. [Deleted] didn't want to be seen as transporting
weapons to Iran without a diplomatic note from the United States
telling them that they could do that because they didn't want to be
left holding the bag in case this initiative fell apart.

Mr. CLA G. That was the first instance. It's clear the require-
ment for the second note was the note that made everything fall
through.

Mr. EGGLESTON. What is it, you understand is the difference be-
tween the two notes?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, as is clear in reading this material over
that in the-the first note, that was delivered by the Embassy to
the Foreign Ministry, or whomever, contained all of the required
information that is spelled out in here that [deleted] were asking
for. Now clearly they must have told [deleted] what was on the air-
craft, because that is what [deleted] asked for.

Mr. EGGLSTmON. Is it your understanding that they told [deleted]
the aircraft was going to contain weapons?

Mr. CLA DGE. I don't know that. I have never been told that. I
just heard it from what you said these other people said. But it is
interesting that that note must have satisfied [deleted]. Then there
came a requirement for the second note and the second note, the
White House refused to mention anything about hostages and the
whole thing came a cropper.

Mr. EGGLETON. Correct. But my point was [deleted] is one of the
actors in this.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is right.
Mr. EGGLETN. [Deleted] is essentially the problem. They know

there are going to be weapons on the plane?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is right. They did, if you look at this traffic.

The note they asked for, they asked for what's on board. They must
have been satisfied with the answer which they got.

Mr. EGGLEwToN. OK. But they knew weapons were going to be on
the flight?

Mr. Cw IDGE. If that is what you tell me, yes. I can see this,
thy must have.

r. EGGLESTON. The person who gave you the problem knew.
The person you gave the problem to solve knew. The person who
was helping, [deleted], knew. [Deleted] knew. But you did not
know?

Mr. CQ.A DGE. That is the way is was.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me ask you about this conversation with

.......CharlieAUen Hav~e_-y had any opportunityo review-[deleted]
Charlie Allen showed you on November 22d prior to testifying or
since that time?

Mr. CLAuDGE. First of all-the answer to your question is no.
The other part of it is that I wouldn't even recall what ones he
gave me, and I'm not so sure that he could remember what he gave
me on the 22d.
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Mr. EGGwwN. Do you recall that he was-appeared at your
door-you didn't summon him; is that fair?

Mr. CLAmuDG. No. I did not.
Mr.EGGuwrN. He appeared at your door [deleted]. Do you

recall him telling you that he had come at the request of Colonel
North?

Mr. CLmmDAG. No. I don't remember that specifically..I think
Colonel North said to me that he was going to send Charlie Allen
to me. I never met Charlie Allen before.

Mr. EGGLzEoN. This was the first time you met Charlie Allen?
Mr. CLAmiRm. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTN. Just so the record is clear, who is or was Charlie

Allen?
Mr. CLimi. Charlie Allen is and was the National Intelli-

gence Officer for Counterterrorism.
Mr. EGGuz4ON. He currently works for you?
Mr. CLARmDxm. No, he does not.
Mr. EGGLEsToN. He currently works in the counterterrorism area

and you work in that area?
Mr. CLARRDGz. Yes. When (deleted] was set up, he was sort of

sent to us but still retained his hat as the National Intelligence Of-
ficer for Counterterrorism. Those hats have now been separated
and he is now strictly the National Intelligence Officer for Counter-
terrorism reporting to the Director.

Mr. EGGLESmON. It's your testimony that you don't recollect any-
thing [deleted] that you saw that dealt with arms?

Mr. CLARDGE. No, I do not.
Mr. EGGTwroN. Mr. Clarridge, let me focus in for a second, as I

suppose you expected me to, on the cable that [deleted] has indicat-
ed that he sent to headquarters. It's his testimony that he sent two
cables and the reason he sent the second one is that he wanted the
conversation that he had had with General Secord to be highlight-
ed and it was very important that he send it in a second cable. I
take it it's your testimony you never saw at anytime such a cable?

Mr. CwARunxmm. I cannot recollect ever seeing such a cable.
Mr. EGGLmTON. And indeed you can be a little stronger than

that I take it, because if you had seen such a cable, I am certain
you would have remembered.

Mr. CLARRDGE. Yes. I think I said that in my deposition.
Mr. EGGLEmSoN. Let me just advise you that the committees have

done a substantial amount of investigation into that cable which
- [deleted] has claimed that he sent. He's obviously testified that he

sent the cable. [Deleted] has testified either that he saw the cable
or was advised at or about the time by [deleted] such a cable was
sent. In addition, we have conducted a deposition of the senior CIA
communicator [deleted] who recalls at or about this time receiving
a cable--excuse me, seeing a -cable that-dealt with HAWK missiles
and Iran. Were you aware of the testimony we had received from
the communicator? Am I telling you this for the first time?

Mr..C P.&nw. No. I had heard-I didn't know specifically what
he had said, but I had heard that you had received it.

Mr. EGGLETN. Indeed he testified that he specifically remem-
bers itI think because a friend of his had been a hostage in Iran
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and he was outraged that this kind of operation would be going for-
ward. So he has a very vivid recollection of ha seen that cable.

There seems to be fairly convincing evidence that such a cable
might have been sent. I take it it is your position that-you don't
know whether one was sent or not sent, but you do know that you
never saw it?

Mr. CLABRDG. Correct. That is also the position of the Deputy
Director for Operations and the people in his office who would also
have received copies of that cable.

Mr. EGGLESTON. The committee has also done a study in trying
to collect all of the cables that were sent out [deleted] on the after-
noon of November 28. They are in our book. You don't need to
look at it. We have pretty much collected all of them sent on the
afternoon of November 23d, including some that are just personnel-
related. And there are two cables that are simply missing and we
have been advised by the Office of Legislative Liaison that those
cables are simply not available within the Central Intelligence
Agency.

ave you heard that?
Mr. CLAluDoK. Well, no, I hadn't heard that specifically.
Mr. EGozsrN. So in any event, we are left with a situation

where two cables are simply unfindable from the afternoon of No-
vember 23, that were sent out [deleted]. No explanation?

Mr. CLAPuRwE. Well, I'm not an expert on how the cable traffic
operates in our system. But I understand that there are people who
are, who are prepared to come and talk to you about how it works
and the efforts the Agency has made to find those cables.

Mr. EO;ouzN. OK. I think they would testify their efforts to
find the cables have been prodigious but they have been unable to
locate them despite looking in a lot of different places.

Mr. Clarridge, if you could look at exhibit 1-29?
This is the cable from the evening of November 28d that indi-

cates that the operation going through [deleted] is now terminated,
and you are not going to proceed with that; is that correct?

Mr. CLmUmUGE. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLwSTON. And the operation then continues, however, onto

the 24th because by this tine you are looking for a new place
through which to transport the weapons--excuse me, the cargo;
and indeed, you continue to need overflight clearances over [delet-
ed] for the flights into Iran. Is that correct?

Mr. CLARtIUDE. You are talking about the cable that just goes on
from here. Yes. Correct.

Mr. EOOizrOw. And exhibit no. 1-33 is a cable from (deleted] to
you. If you look at paragraph 4(a) there is an indication that [delet-
ed] is cabling you t at deleted needs to know what is going to be
in the aircraft. And just quickly, if you look at 1-37, you are re-
sponding that the aircraft is going to contain sophisticated spare
parts for the oil industry. ......

Mr. CLAR .. You understand here that two things were going
on at the same time. The aircraft in Tel Aviv was also filing flight
plans on its own through normal-the normal commercial process
in which it was at sometime saying it was going to carry machin-
ery and sometimes saying it was going to be carrying medical sup-
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plies and whatever. That was creating a lot of confusion within the
clearance system.

As we go along that was why we had to clarify on several occa-
ons for [deleted] sifically what we were carrying.
Mr. EGGLESTN. In fact, is you look at cable 1-49, this is a cable

that is actually sent after the flight had landed in Iran. And the
bottom of the second paragraph indicates there is confusion over
exactl, what is in the flight. Your [deleted] had told [deleted] this
was oil industry spare parts. The telex from the carrier stated it
was medical supplies. And the pilot of the plane, the person who
was actually, flying the plane, told the ground controllers he was
carrying military equipment.

Now did it alarm you at all that the pilot of the aircraft is the
person who--the person who obviously is closest to whatever it was
that was inside the plane, did it alarm you at all that he is the one
who was indicating that it was military equipment, when you be-
lieved it was something other than military equipment?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, alarm may be too strong a word. Obviously
I was interested in clarifying the matter.

Mr. EGGuLSTON. If you just look at 1-52, this is the cable you sent
back a couple of hours later and in paragraph 3, you indicate again
that the cargo was spares for the oil industry and you cannot un-
derstand why it is the pilot thinks he's carrying military equip-
ment.

Mr. Clarridge, you, of course, are here in Washington and the
pilot is over there with cargo. Do you recall if you took any steps
between the first cable I showed you and this cable to verifyfor
yourself what it was that was inside the plane prior to the time
you cabled back to [deleted] that he should make a representation
to deletedj that the pilot was in error and it was actually spares
for the oil industry?

Mr. CrARRiDGE. Well, I can't recollect specifically doing so, but
from the tone of my language here, it sounds to me like I must
have.

Mr. EGGLMON. Do you have any recollection of what it was that
you would have-it seems to me that you probably did as well? Be-
cause you are now learning specifically in a cable that the pilot
said it was military equipment. Do you have any recollection what
it was that you did?

Mr. CLARRiDGE. No, I don't have any specific. But I assume I
probably talked to Colonel North because he was the fellow who
had told me in the first instance there was oil-drilling equipment
on there. I can't recall making a telephone call per se.

Mr. EGGLwON. I take it there wouldn't have been anyone else
other than Colonel North whom you could have called to find out
what was in it?

Mr. CLARuDGE. No.
Mr. EGGLETN. If you talked to anybody on the morning of No-

vember 25th to determine what it was, you-would-have spoken to
Colonel North?

Mr. CLARRMGE. Yes.
Mr. EGGLETN. On November 25th, did there come a time when

you spoke to Mr. McMahon?
Mr. CLARRDGE. Yes. In the evening. Or he called me.
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Mr. EGGL~mN. Did he ask you to come to his office?
Mr. CLAmmE. No, he didn't.
Mr. EGG 'N. So it was not a face-to-face conversation? It was

a telephone conversation?
Mr. CLAaawz. Very brief telephone conversation.
Mr. EGGLwETN. Was the conversation about this flight that had

taken place?
Mr. CLARRDE. He mentioned simply on the phone that he had

learned of the flight and the use of our proprietary, and he said to
me that it didn't make much difference as far as he could see
whether they were ofl-drilling spare parts or it was gunpowder or
weapons or whatever, that a Finding might be necessary. And that
was the total sum of the conversation.

Mr. EGGLESN. You have a recollection then of him saying
something about he didn't care what it was, whether it was off-
drilling spare parts?

Mr. CLARRDGE. He also mentioned that in either case, they
would be embargoed items.

Mr. EGGLETN. Did you have any conversation with him about
where he had gotten the notion that there could possibly have been
weapons onboard?

Mr. CLARIDGE. I did not.
Mr. EGGLETON. You had not heard, I take it, other than this

cable from the-that reflected what the pilots had said, it is your
testimony that you hadn't heard -that it was anything other than
oil-drilling equipment?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I had not.
Mr. EGGuToN. Did you correct him as you corrected [deleted]

earlier in the day that it was not oil-drilling equipment?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I don't recall whether I did or didn't.

Mr. EGGLESrON. You indicated earlier that you have some famili-
arity with the testimony of Colonel North on the issue of the state
of your knowledge. It is in front of you as exhibit 6A. I think there
is one tab that has both 6A and 6B.

I'm going to ask you to look at 6-A. Directing your attention to
page 42, line 921 on to page 43, line 925-

Mr. CURRIDGE. This is where I actually, I think the testimony
here is incorrect. The final reason for not allowing the plane to
land had nothing to do with what was onboard that aircraft. It was
the failure of the second note to state that the reason for this
whole operation was to free hostages. Whatever that meant.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Is it fair to characterize his testimony as saying
that he had told you as best he recalled by the time you spoke to
Mr. McMahon, he had confirmed to you that there were weapons
and not oil-drilling equipment onboard the flight?

Mr. CLARRIDGE.'11 have to read the whole thing here.
No, I don't think that is necessarily true from what he said here.

He says at some point, he remembers telling me.
Mr. EGGLETN. If you look at page 43, line 947, through 952, it

- --says, question by Mr. Nields: "But I take it you are saying it was
very close in time to when the shipment was actually sent and
your best recollection is that it is prior to the time the Deputy Di-
rector hit the roof, so to speak."

"Mr. North: Yes. My recollection is that is why he hit the roof."
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I take it Mr. McMahon hit the roof when he found out there had
been the flight?

Mr. CLARmDGE. He didn't with me.
Mr. EGGLETN. Is it your testimony that you were unaware that

Mr. McMahon had become upset when he learned that theflight--
:Sir. RIDGX. That is correct. He had a very moderate conver-

sation with me and he had always had in every conversation, he
certainly did not hit the roof with me and I've given you to the
best of my recollection the statement that he made at that time.

I don't recall that I corrected him on whether they were spare
parts or weapons or whatever.

Mr. EGGLETN. It is Colonel North's testimony that he believed
that by the time you spoke to Mr. McMahon, he had advised you
that it was HAWK missiles and not oil equipment?

Mr. CLARRIDGui. Fine.
Mr. EGGLESMTON. It is your testimony, I take it, that that is inac-

curate?
Mr. CLARiDGE. I don't know whether it is inaccurate. I don't re-

member specifically when and if he told me that there were
HAWK missiles on that particular aircraft or whether I asked him.
I simply don't know. Just like if you look at one of his notes in the
notebook here, it again doesn't make any sense whatsoever in con-
nection with all of this.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you have a particular note in mind?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. It is one of these-I guess it is out of his note-

books. I don't know whether we have those here. It is where he
says something about "this is criminal."

Mr. EoGoUsrON. Please look at exhibit 5-23.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. OK. Yes. It says "Call from Clarridge." Now, it

says "summoned in by Clair and McMahon." If he's talking about
me being summoned in, I never was summoned in. If he's saying
that he was telling me that he was summoned in, I don't know
whether he was or he wasn't but I can tell you, I never was.

Then "this is criminal," and I don't understand this one, "total
agency was freight-forwarded by Dewey."

Mr. EGGLESTON. The last line essentially describes what your
view of the Agency's position was, isn't it, that you were acting as
courier--

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I never said that. That is Mr. Juchniewicz's posi-
tion. I never said when we were asked for a charter airline and the
final- decision was to use the proprietary, that the Agency was
simply throwing business to our proprietary; I've never said that.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me ask you a few questions about 5-23. It
appears to say 26 October. I'll represent to you that this was re-
ceived by us in a series of other notes which would lead to the in-
ference that he has mislabeled this and it should be 26 November
1985, the ones in front and behind it both say November. I think
the conclusion is that he simply put the wrong month.

Do you recall speaking to Colonel North in the early-morning
hours on November 26th about what had taken place?

Mr. CLwuuDGz. I don't remember whether I did or didn't, but I
specifically don't remember this telephone call and it is inaccurate.
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Mr. EGGLSTON. Did you have a conversation on the 25th or the
26th with both Mr. McMahon and Clair George?

Mr. CLRRuw. No, I did not. There was one point when Ambas-
sador (deleted] sent a message in to the DCI asking whether he
should continue efforts to get [deleted] flight clearances, and I
wrote a message and took it to McMahon to sign off on as the
acting director.

I'm not sure Mr. George was in town on 26 November, if this is
the date of this particular thing.

Mr. EGGLFoN. But in any event, to "this is criminal," this ref-
erence purports to relate a conversation that you had with Colonel
North about the conduct that had taken place in the previous
couple of days, you don't recall any such conversation with Colonel
North taking place?

Mr. CL.MDGE. No, and I was never summoned by Clair George
or McMahon to any meeting.

Mr. EGGLESrON. Mr. Clarridge, after the flight lands on the 25th,
there is a Finding as a result of McMahon learning about this. I'm
sure you've heard now that there was a Finding prepared and sent
to Admiral Poindexter. You may have heard Poindexter's testimo-
ny that it was actually signed on December 5th and subsequently
destroyed by Admiral Poindexter.

Did you know that the Finding first was being prepared?
Mr. CLAIDGE. No, I did not.
Mr. EGGLESTON. You knew that Mr. McMahon had objected to

the flight that had taken place over the weekend because there had
not been a Finding?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is not what I said. What he said was he
called me up and he said that he didn't think that it mattered
much whether there was oil-drilling spare parts or weapons on-
board that flight; both items were embargoed and that we might
need a Finding.

Mr. EFaGsoMN. Then you certainly recognized that he had a con-
cern that a Finding might be required?

Mr. CLARRWIGE. Yes, I did.
Mr. EGGLETN. Did you know that he had consulted with the

general counsel, Stanley Sporkin, about whether or not a Finding
was required?

Mr. CARiDG. No, I had nothing to do with that or no knowl-
edge.

Mr. EGGLEmoN. Did you have further conversations with Mr.
McMahon about whether or not he had gone ahead and sought to
have a Finding?

Mr. CLJARREw. No, I did not.
Mr. EGGLESTON. So between November 6th and when you left

town December 5th, you continued to send cables arranging for
landing rights, overflight clearances, but you do not know at that
time whether there had been a Find or whether there had been
a decision that a Finding had to take place?

Mr. CLuGoE. That is correct, and supposedly the people superi-
or to me getting the cable traffic are not telling me to cease, must
have a reason to tell me to continue on.
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Mr. EGGIwrON. Please look at 1-78, another cable. Paragraph
one reads as follows: "As I said"-this is a cable from yourself to
[deleted].

Mr. CLARjuDGE. And[deleted].
Mr. EcGLSTOu. And [deleted]. [Deleted], I take it, was going to

be the backup place once [deleted] fell through?
Mr. CLARmDGE. No. After [deleted] got upset with the use [delet-

ed] as the break point, we made arrangements with [deleted] to
make [deleted] the break point.

Mr. EGGusoN. Is that to say the flight was going to go from
Israel to [deleted] to Iran?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, because the Iranians didn't want the flight
to go from Tel Aviv directly.

Mr. EGwriOz. Paragraph one says, "As I said in previous mes-
sage"-and the "I" here is you-"this operation is still on. Howev-
er, at this point I do not think we'll be ready for our second sortie
until probably early next week. FYIO, whatever was supposed to
happen after the first sortie did not happen and we're regrouping."
What do you recall it was that you thought was supposed to
happen after the first sortie that did not happen?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I don't recall specifically, and-but I can guess
now.

Mr. EGGLESTON. I take it your guess now would be that the hos-
tags weren't released?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. EGGLrTON. Do you know whether you knew that at the

time?
Mr. CLARRiDmc. I'm sorry, I can't say.
Mr. EGGLESTON. That was a cable which was on the 27th of No-

vember, 1985; the last cable I want to ask you about is DRC-1-80,
dated December 3, 1985, from you to [deleted] and [deleted] again.
"We're still regrouping, key meeting of principals will take place
this weekend with earliest possible aircraft deployment sometime
mid to late week of 8 December."

What did you know about what was going on with the mission at
this time?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, I don't know, but I think it was when I
talked with you at the deposition, you told me there was a high-
level meeting, an NSPG meeting or something on 5 December. I
may have known that but I can't recall knowing it.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you have a recollection today of what you
knew about this operation on December 3d?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, you know, what I knew on December 3d-
you know, presumably I knew that it was a hostage deal, that the
deal had been more than that, at least the conception more of a
strategic initiative to Iran. This had already come up in conversa-
tions.

Presumably I knew by this time that there were weapons on-
board, or at least surmised it from material that had been given
me or maybe that was what I was told. And that there was an
effort to continue the initiative to get the hostages out and this
might require four more.sorties of aircraft.

Mr. EGGLEsTON. Containing weapons?
Mr. CLARRunx. Well, yes, maybe I knew that, maybe I didn't.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Clarridge, I'm getting a little confused about
just what you knew at various points. I thought you had indicated
that you didn't have any recollection of Mr. Allen showing you [de-
leted]shortly after the flight took place and that you didn't learn
officially that there were weapons onboard until January, 1986.

Are you now testifying that you think that you did know by De-
cember 3, 1985, that there were weapons onboard the flights?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. What I'm saying is that I'm told by Charlie
Allen that he showed me material that would have indicated to me
that there were weapons onboard, and it may well be that I dis-
cussed that with Colonel North and Colonel North or Colonel
North discussed it with me.

What T have said before and I'll say again, the only thing I can
recollect knowing is when I was officially told sometime in connec-
tion with the January 17 Finding that weapons had been onboard
and that weapons were involved in this whole transaction.

I'm not saying that I didn't know before January, but that is
when I can specifically remember it.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You have indicated that you had a conversation
with Mr. Allen about [deleted], that he showed you subsequent to
this flight and you have testified that it is your recollection that it
is his testimony or his conversation with you that he told you
shortly after the flight that there were weapons onboard on the
basis of his analysis [deleted]?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, he says that he's sure that he showed me
material that would have inicated to me-I had read it. He says I
read it-that there were weapons onboard the flight.

Mr. EGGLETN. So he says that he showed it to you. He says you
read it and he says if you read it, you would have concluded there
were weapons onboard?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is right.
Mr. EGGLETN.: And you don't remember?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I don't remember specifically.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Have you had a conversation with Mr. Allen [de-

leted] that he showed you on the morning of November 22d before
the flight, did you have a similar conversation with him [deleted]?.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Not that I recall.
Mr. EGG moN. So he has not told you that he showed you [de-

leted] before the flight which you read from whichyou could con-
clude that weapons were involved in this hostage deal?

Mr. CIAmIUDGE. He has not.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Clarridge, could you take a look at exhibit

9? Do you have that? I am almost out of the Iranian phase.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. You want me to read this whole thing?
Mr. EGGLwmN. I will direct you to particular sections of it. You

are mentioned specifically on the last page, the second-to-last para-
graph.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I recall this. This is the famous statement,
"Dewey andIhave been through the whole concept twice"-

Mr. ESTN. This is a PROF note which the committee mem-
bers have now seen repeatedly, dated December 4, 1985, a note
from North to Poindexter. I am not suggesting that you saw this
note at or about the time that it took place, but it is a note that in
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some detail outlines what had taken place in the weekend of No-
vember, 1985, extensive and explicit discussions about weapons.

On the second-to-last page, near the top, there is a timetable for
delivery of weapons and exchange for hostages and on the last
page, about the middle, it says "Dewey is the only other person
fully witting of this entire plan. Copp, even General Secord is
not briefed [deleted], although he suspects. The Israelis are in the
same position. Dewey and I have been through the whole concept
twice, looking for holes, and can find little that can be done to im-
prove it, given the trust factor with the Iranians."

Mr. CLwRRE. Then it goes on to say some other things.
Mr. EGGLSTON. Do you want me to keep reading?
Mr. C LARDGE. "I have not confided in Dewey the longer term

goals," et cetera.
Mr. Ex.GswoN. Do you recall the conversation with Colonel

North?
Mr. CLxmuuDG. I do not.
Mr. EGGOTON. I take it, it is your testimony that if you had

such a conversation, which would have been in such detail outlin-
ing the initiative and the proposed plans, you certainly would not
have forgotten it?

Mr. CwmAim. Was the date on this thing?
Mr. EGGLESTON. December 4th.
Mr. CLuuu1. Let me make a couple of points here. Number

one is this initiative was not being run by European Division, and
subsequently after the 17 January Finding was run by the Near
East Division. I would not have been the appropriate person for
North to have discussed this with in the first place.

The second point I would like to make is that on occasion North
had a tendency to use my name with McFarlane and Poindexter
because if I said it was a good idea, then they tended to think it
was a good idea.

Mr. o rON. So after you stopped sending these cables back
and forth in December of 1985, you were not involved again, I take
it, according to your testimony, until September or so of 1986?

Mr. CLARRIDGe. In actually doing something. I was familiar with
what was going on because Charlie Allen sat two offices from me
and George Cave, who didn't have a desk, often sat at his desk and
would come in and talk to me on occasion about what was going
on, but I was not officially involved, no.

Mr. E.GLETON. Did you continue to have conversations with
Colonel North about the operation?

Mr. CLA1R=E. I am sure I did, but I can't recall them.
Mr. EGGLETN. Didyou consult and plan with him?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, I did not.
Mr. EGGLETN. Did you know Admiral Poindexter?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I-did.
Mr. EGGuLErON. Did you speak to him on occasion on the phone?
Mr. CLARRIDG. No, I can't recall that.
Mr. EGGLSTON. Did you attend meetings on occasion with him?
Mr. CLAM.DE. In the past, yes.
Mr. EGGLSTON. Similarly, Mr. McFarlane is someone you had

some familiarity and dealings with?
Mr. CLARUUDE. Correct.
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Mr. EGQIuSTON. If Colonel North in this PROF note to Mr. Poin-
dexter has indicated not just tangentially the fact that he has in-
detail reviewed this particular operation with you, wasn't there
some danger that if this is not a truthful statement by Mr. North,
he could get caught the next time you met with Admiral Poin-
dexter?

Mr. CLARRniE. That is quite possible.
Mr. Eauwz'row. But it is your testimony that this note in the

PROF note is incorrect?
Mr. CT.AmuDm. It is incorrect. If all he was saying, but sort of

embellishing it a bit, was that he had been through it on the meth-
odology of getting flights from Tel Aviv through [deleted] to Tehran
with me; that was discussed.

Mr. EGGLESTON. But that is not how you read the line?
Mr. CuRRDGE. No, it seems to be implying that this whole

grand scheme was checked out with me, which was not true.
Mr. EGGLasN. If you could look at exhibit 15-
Mr. CLARRmE. What-
Mr. EGGLESTON. Fifteen.
This is a document dated January 24, 1986. It has been called a

notional time line document. Pagelof this document reads, and it
is a memorandum from North to Poindexter, "To my knowledge,
the only persons completely cognizant of this schedule are" and
under the CIA witnesses you are listed. The schedule listed is a
very detailed schedule tihat details flights coming, flights going,
weapons, all sorts of stuff.

I take it, it is your testimony, that this is erroneous?
Mr. CLAmmmi. I never saw this, and I don't think I was even in

the country at the time, and if I was in the country, Iwas in the
process of writing the document that became [deleted], and so,
therefore wouldn't have been involved anyway.

I would like to make one other point. As this operation began to
take its new form after the 17 January Finding, Colonel North
wanted me very much to be involved, and that didn't turn out the
way it happened. But his intention was to get me involved, but the
operation was run on a different way.

Mr. EGGLESTON. It was run instead, I take it, through the Near
East Division?

Mr. CLAmUDE. Correct.
Mr. EGGRMN. And not through [deleted]?
Mr. CLARRIDG. That is correct.
Mr. EGLsTN. But his indication in the memorandum to Admi-

ral Poindexter that you were completely cognizant of the schedule,
which is a very detailed schedule, that is inaccurate?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, I wasn't.
Mr. EGGLETN. If you could look at exhibit 16-the second para-

graph, it is a memorandum from North to Poindexter, dated May
22, 1986. It indicates "The following people will have copies of this
time table, Clair George, Dewey Clarridge and Bob Earl." It seems
to indicate that you were one of three people who will have copies
of a timetable, again with regard to flights that were going to take
place in late May of 1986. Didyou have this timetable?

Mr. CzARRDGE. This is the first time I have seen this.
Mr. EGLESON. You certainly didn't have it in May, 1986?
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Mr. CL.RRIDG3 No. Was this ever sent anywhere by the NSC? I
see, it was just going to Poindexter.

Mr. EoorsrON. The memorandum was just going to Poindexter,
but it indicates

Mr. WCuawo. That this attachment-OK, yes. The operational
plan I guess was s -it there-do you know whether it was ever sent
to anybody?

Mr. EG&LETON. Well, I guess the more relevant question is, did
you ever get an operational plan, this one or any other one, in May
of 1986?

Mr. CLANRDGE. Not to my recollection.
Mr. EGGLErON. So to the extent that this indicates that you

were continually to be involved in the planning of this operation,
that is not accurate?

Mr. CLAwme. That was not true. The only time I came near
being involved was when (deleted], Chief of the Near East Division,
went on a4rip-somewhere,-and he asked me to oversee his efforts
in getting the logistics of this whole thing put together.

Mr. EGGLETON. Mr. Clarridge, I don't have any more questions
about the Iranian initiative. I want to ask you some questions
about your prior job, which is during a period of time that you
were [deleted] of the LA Division. I take itou have testified that
n August of 1981, you became (deleted] ofi y?

Mr. CLmnxB. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLaErON. And one of your jobs as [deleted] of the LA Divi-

sion was, among others, was to be ultimately responsible, whatever,
for the Contra program, is that correct?

Mr. CLmuuw. That is correct.
Mr. EGGomN. And that was a program that was funded

through Congress up until the time of the Boland Amendment and
operated under a covert action?

Mr. CLaRRiE. You mean up until 1 October 1984?
Mr. EGGLESToN. Yes, sir.
Mr.-LtARmn.b. Right.
Mr. EGGLEMN. And the funds for the program begin to runout

in the spring of 1984?
Mr. OA Eiwx. Yes, certainly by May.
Mr. EGGLE N. They were pretty much gone by May?
Mr. CLuuuw. No, because we had a program to phase them out

in early August.
Mr. EGGLETON. But by that time, you knew there was going to

be a problem with the funding?
Mr. CLUUUDGE. Certainly.
Mr. EGGLxsUN. Is it fair to say that the funding and where the

Contras were going to get money from were going to be a problem?
Mr. CiARUD.I am sorry.
Mr. EoGamoiN. Is it fair to say that where the Contras were

going to get money in order to sustain themselves in the field mili-
tarily and everything, that became a source of concern in theAency?

Mr. uu s. I think that is put a little too strongly. I think

within the Agency, and that really involved myself and the Direc.
tor and in the interagency group, there was still the hope that the
President would be able to pull it off and that the Congress would
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vote the money. The effort, as I recall it, from, if you want to say
from late spring through the summer, was focused on that particu-
lar effort.

Now, there was discussion about, you know, where could you pos-
sibly get other funds from, and there were frankly not very many
good ideas.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Clarridge, you will recall in your deposition,
you were asked a series of questions about a trip you took[delet-
ed r" -CLRI .. Correct.

Mr. EGGLESTON. -In April, 1984, and you were asked questions
about whether there were discussions with [deleted) about provid-
ing assistance to the Contras. Do you recall being asked those ques-tions in the deposition?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is right, and I would also like to state that
prior to giving that deposition, I did not have an opportunity to
review the cable traffic which led up to my trip out [deleted].

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Clarridge, could you take a look at exhibit
18, which is your deposition, excerpts from your deposition? Let me
just reference a few sections of this.(Deleted.]

Page 123, line 11, "Question: Do you recall any discussion with
officials of [deleted] Government about [deleted] providing assist-
ance to the Contras?

"Answer: No."
And if you could just look at page 130, a question by Mr. Barba-

doro, Deputy Chief Counsel for the Senate Select Committee, at
line 13, "Question: Picking up on what Mr. Eggleston is asking you
about, at any point [deleted] the Latin American Division were you
aware of any discussions in the Agency about soliciting aid from
third countries?

"Answer: No."
Then, 131, line three, the question is: "During that period of

time, to your knowledge, were there any discussions in the CIA
about soliciting aid from third countries?

"Answer: No."
Mr. Clarridge, if you were asked those questions today, would

you answer them differently?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I would, based on the review of the cable

traffic prior to my going out, but I think that cable traffic also
needs to be clarified, because I'm not so sure the answer was solic-
iting. My reading of that cable traffic is that at least the Agency
thought something was being offered.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Well, let me ask you to look at exhibit 19-4.
This is a memorandum from Mr. Casey to Mr. McFarlane dated

27 March 1984. This would have been shortly before your trip to
[deleted]; is that correct?

Mr. CLAIUiDGE. Yes. I don't know exactly when I went. I went in
APir. EGGLESTON. I seem to remember somewhere it is around the

10th through the 13th.
Mr. CLA iGE. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Paragraph 1 says "In view of possible difficulties

in obtaining supplemental appropriations to carry out Nicaraguan

75-938 - 88 - 2
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covert action project through the remainder of this year, I am in
full agreement you should explore funding alternatives with [delet-
ed] and perhaps others."

The rest of that paragraph in paragraph 2, deals with [deleted].
Paragraph 3, says, "The second alternative we are exploring is the
procurement of deletedd. There is a name deleted which is appar-
ently [deleted]--'has indicated he may be able to make some equip-
ment and training available"-I think it says "to the Contras, [de-
leted]."

This would indicate that the CIA is itself exploring the possibili-
ty of obtaining assistance through [deleted]; is that a fair summary
of this?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, that's what this states, but I don't think
the facts are exactly-were exactly that way.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So is it your testimony that this memorandum
from the DCI, Casey, to Mr. McFarlane is not an accurate memo-
randum?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. As far as my knowledge.
Mr. EGGLESTON. What is your explanation of-or your discus-

sion of the events that took place?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well
Mr. EGGLESTON. What is the distinction you are drawing between

the facts as you know them and the facts as they are represented
in this memorandum, and I guess in the cables?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, from my reading of the traffic, after I gave
my deposition on this, what I see happening, and it would start, I
think, in January when [deleted] official came over to this country.

Mr. EGGLESTON. January of 1984?
Mr. CLAIUDGE. Was it January?
In January 1984, came over to this country [deleted] and met

with the Director. Now at that meeting or at the end of that meet-
ing, I was called up to it and asked afterwards to give him a brief-
ing on the Central American situation. What it looked like on the
ground. I had done that also the year before. Now then there
begins a cable exchange in which it appears that [deleted] had of-
fered something in terms of-or was prepared to offer training and
equipment. I cannot say whether the Director of CIA solicitethat
[deleted] or whether he offered it. But then as we-as that traffic
goes along, there is a key cable, which I would refer you to, which
is [deleted], which states very clearly what [deleted] discussion with
[deleted] as to what at leas[deleted] understood would be the form
of assistance at that time.

And-you must have this cable here.
Mr. EGGLESTON. I don't know it by that number.
Mr. CLAnam. What it talks about, if I may say, is bilateral ar-

rangements between [deleted] and [deleted. All right?
Mr. EGGLIuON. I'm asking someone to find it for me. Let me just

ask you, did you have any conversations directly with deleted]
about-I'm not using the word soliciting. About them providing as-
sistance to the Contras?

Mr. CLAU GE. No. The only they raised with us, and
that's why I think this cable is sig cant, because I think there
was a misunderstanding within our building throughout, i.[delet-
ed] said that they had had a request from [deletedF-for assistance

I,
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and [deleted said they will have to pay for it. And I said to him at
that time, there isn't any [deleted] with any money to pay for it.

Mr. EGGLzeSON. Let me ask you my question over again. Did you
have any of these conversations directly with individuals in [deleted]
about assistance? I'm not asking about solicitation or payment.

Mr. CL miDG. No.
Mr. EGGLFroN. Did you have conversations with them about

that?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No.
Mr. EGGUNTON. You had no conversations whatsoever with

them?
Mr. CLAmiDGE. No.
Mr. EGGLESMN. You were aware, however, that the conversa-

tions were taking place inside the building with regard to whether
or not [deleted] would provide this assistance to the Contras?

Mr. CLARRMGE. I don't think that is correct. At least to my
knowledge it wasn't. I don't remember any conservations where
there were people involved in the building discussing whether they
could get help from [deleted] or anybody else.

Now that may have been going on, but they weren't going on in
my presence.

I was aware that there was "an offer" from [deleted] which
turned out not to be an offer.

Mr. EGGLSTON. Well, could you take a look at exhibit 19-2?
Do you have that?
Mr. CLAimDG. Right.
Mr. EGGLETON. A cable dated 23d March 1984. It would have

been about a week before the memorandum that we just-to which
we just discussed. The upper right-hand corner seems to indicate a
copy of this cable went to [deleted], that's handwritten on this
cable. That's you, I take it?

Mr. CiuRmDGE. No. I wrote it.
Mr. EGGLETN. That's your handwriting?
Mr. CLARR=wE. No. It's not my handwriting, but the cable says

from [deleted].
Mr. EGGLESTN. This cable is a cable you drafted?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Correct.
Mr. EGULSTON. There are a lot of code names in this. Let me

just take you through it. "During a meeting with [deleted]--"
Mr. CLARuDGE. That's with the DCI.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Casey?
Mr. CiAimuDm. Right.
Mr. EGLOMN. -"on March 23d on the Nicaraguan project, I

mentioned to him [deleted]?"
Mr. CLARRIDGE. YeVS.
Mr. EGGLSTON. -- "comments to you in reference A."
Reference A is an earlier cable.
"He suggested that I send a cable to [deleted]"-that's McMa-

hon?
Mr. CLARmDGE. Correct.
Mrt EGGLMSTON. -"asking him to meet with [deleted] regarding

possible support.'
This entire cable is labeled Subject: [Deleted] Assistice to Nica-

raguan Project.
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Doesn't this reflect a conversation, that you had with Director
Casey about [deleted] assistance to the Nicaraguan Project?

Mr. CLaRmmmE. About a cable which was sent in, I believe, by
[deleted] where [deleted] appeared to have made an offer. That a
why I think it is important-you have to get the reference.

Mr. ELESTON. I think the cable is exhibit 19-1. You may want
to check that yourself. Or it might just be 19. I'm sorry. It's exhibit
no. 19.

This is the first cable in the series?
Mr. CUJmDGE. I don't know. We have them here. It's the first

cable in your series.
Mr. EGGLFzTN. OK. This is a cable from [deleted] to the Director

dated March 8, 1984. It makes a reference to various dinners and
makes a reference to the possibility of your visiting, and about half
way down, it says "On the latter"-which is a reference to your po-
tential visit, and you at the time were [deleted] the Latin American
Division, the [deleted] official mentioned that he was optimistic of
positive support. It's a little hard to read. It appears to say "to'past
requests if[deleted] comes here."

Are the past requests past requests by the Agency for assistance
to the Contras?

Mr. CLmmGz.. Must have been. Must have been.
Mr. EGG wmN. Doesn't that imply that the Agency had made

past guests for assistance to the Contras?
Mr. CiAmwic. Certainly does. It does more than imply.
Mr. EGGLWMN. Wouldn't you derive from, this that there had

been a past solicitation from the Agency for assistance to the Con-
tras?

Mr. CLAmm i. well, I can't really tell this from this, but, you
know.

Mr. EGGLFzTN. There are a whole slew of those cables and don't
they all deal with discussions between [deleted] and the Agency
within the Agency about whether or not they should accept these-
the assiswne ruv [dieeiLd] for the Contras, for the Nicaraguan
Contras?

Mr. CuRDwc. That's why I refer you to [deleted]where it is
clarified by [deleted] what they are talking about, which is they are
not talking about anything.

Mr. EGGLMN. But you would agree with me this first cable
seems to indicate there have been past requests and this entire
series of cables is arising in the context of [deleted] now responding
to past requests by the Agency for assistance to the Contras; is that
fair?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. It appears to say that.
Mr. EGGLESToN. Are you referring-you keep directing my atten-

tion to a cable. Are you referring to 19-3?
Mr. CLARDGE. Yes.
Mr. EGOLu TOr. Paragraph 1-the second half of paragraph 1 is

the reference to which you have been directing my attention; is
that correct?

Mr. C IAmiwE. Right. 0
Mr. EGGLpmON. It reads as follows: [deleted] "foresees these

being undertaken on direct basis between [deleted] involved, with
[deleted]"-that's the CIA?
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Mr. CLARRIDO. Right.
Mr. EGGLETN. -"offering behind the scenes advice of where to

plug in and what assistance would be truly useful. However (delet-
edj remains open to suggestions for other approaches."

Isn't this just an explanation of how the assistance is going to be
provided? This isn't an explanation of who is soliciting the aid? It's
an explanation of how it's going to get there?

Mr. CL mxDGz. Mr. Eggeston, it became very clear when I went
to (deleted] that [deleted) were not offering assistance to the Nica-
raguan Resistance. Now if they had offered it to the Director or
somebody else before, maybe, but I don't know that. But when I got
to [deleted], neither asked for any assistance, they did not offer any
assistance to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance.

What they said, which seemed to track with what [deleted] final-
ly got out of them in this particular cable, is that they had been-they had had a request to them from [deleted] which they refused
to identify that wanted assistance from [deleted]. [Deleted] was
thinking about providing this assistance, but it would have to be
paid for, which, as I said before, I mentioned to [deleted] that there
wasn't any [deleted) with any money that wasn't tied up in-by
some other legislation here in the United States that would be
available to pay [deleted] for whatever they might give them.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Clarridge, is it your recollection that all
these cables and all this discussion relates to a cash deal between
the Contras and [deleted]?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. Nothing to do with a cash deal between [de-
leted] and the Contras.

Mr. EGGLFsTON. I am just not-I guess I am not understanding
you. You indicated that this initiative all dealt with [deleted] being
willing to provide to [deleted] weapons that [deleted] would pay for.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Didn't even know for sure whether it was weap-
ons, backpacks, shoes, or whatever. What I am saying to you, Mr.
Eggleston, is that I think there was a misunderstanding or thero
was a change in [deleted] position from January 1984 until you
begin to see this particular cable I have drawn your attention to
and the time when I arrived in [deleted].

Mr. EGGLESTON. Well--
Mr. CLARRIDGE. That there was apparently the Director, at least,

believed that [deleted] were prepared to offer some assistance to
the Nicaraguan Resistance. And at a cetain point in time, appar-
ently [deleted] thought so also. It became very clear, however, by
the time this cable arrived in Washington that what we were talk-
ing about was no longer an offer by [deleted] to the Nicaraguan Re-
sistance. It was that they were prepared to enter into a bilateral
relationship between two sovereign governments. And that was cer-
tainly reinforced by the time I got to [deleted]. More than that,
more than that, the Director had already decided prior to any trip
to [deleted], after I think consultation with Secretary Shultz, that
even if [deleted] offered anything, we would not accept it.

Mr. CoHEN. Mr. Chairman, could the counsel inquire about the
exhibit 19-4?

Mr. EGGLSTON. I think I asked a few questions about 19-4 at the
very beginning of this line of questioning.

Mr. COHEN. Paragraph 8?
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Mr. EGGLESTON. Yes. I asked him about that. I have been strug-
gling since then.

Nineteen-four was the memorandum from Casey to McFarlane?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Which I never saw until one of these depositions.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And this is the memorandum, and, indeed, this

memorandum takes place kind of in the middle of this first series
of cables prior to your trip and it indicates at least Mr. Casey be-
lieves that you were exploring an alternative of the procurement of
assistance to the Contras from [deleted]?

Mr. ClRIDG. That is what I have said, that I think that he
believed that and whether he believed it on tha basis of something
he was told by [deleted] or what, I cannot say.

Mr. EGG L N. Mr. Clarridge, look at 19-5.
First sentence, this is a cable actually from [deleted], I guess, in-

dicates you got a copy of it. "[Deleted] has now secured the neces-
sary endorsements to proceed with the discussions on [deleted] as-
sistance in Central America."

Again, the subject of this cable, the subject: [Deleted] Assistance
to Nicaraguan Project. This is only a couple of days after the
memorandum which is exhibit 19-4.

Doesn't this indicate that you have now received the endorse-
ments to proceed with discussions with [deleted] about providing
assistance, about [deleted] providing assistance to the Contras?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. Because-I mean, if everybody wrote cables
perfectly accurately, all the time, I would agree with you. But just
because [deleted] who hasn't got a clue about what was going on in
Central America happens to subject his cable, support to the Nica-
raguan project doesn't mean anything. It was certainly clear by the
time [deleted] was received that what [deleted] were talking about
was a bilateral, sovereign nation to sovereign nation assistance.

Mr. EGGLSTON. What was the second sovereign nation?
Mr. CLA=DGE. They never told us. We only guessed that it could

be possibly two countries most likely.
Mr. EGGLESTON. So what you are telling me is that none of these

cables have anything to do with the Contras?
Mr. CLAMUxE. I didn't say that. I am saying there was a belief

at a certain point in time that [deleted] had-were offering assist-
ance to the Nicaraguan Resistance. Before I ever went out to [delet-
ed], it was very clear that that isn't what they were talking about.
And when I got out there, that became patently clear.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Look at 19-7, will you? This is from [deleted] to
the Director. Paragraph one says that [deleted] welcomed [deleted]
visit, that is you, and opines he should be able to come up with a"modest but reasonable amount of equipment, plus a good bilateral
[deleted] training program in short order."

Again, this cable is labeled, subject: [Deleted] Assistance to the
Nicaraguan Project. Doesn't this cable indicate that [deleted] are
going to provide equipment and a training program in connection
with [deleted]-excuse me, with the Nicaraguan project?

Mr. CLAuRDGz. Let me try at something that is not the best way
to do business, but people tend t copy the heads on the cables that
they are receiving. You will notice that in the cable you have just
referred me to that Director 894326 is referenced by [deleted]. And
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now if you go to 894326, and look at the subject line, it is [deleted]
assistance to Nicaraguan project.

Many of us are like lemmings, we just follow what was said
before. So you cannot read into subject lines and all of this, that
that necessarily meant support to the Nicaraguan proect.

Mr. EGGLFrON. Mr. Clarridge, let me ask you to direct your at-
tention to 19-18, which is the very last cable..It is a cable drafted
by you. You do not have the same subject heading.

It is dated 11 May 1984. It is after you have returned from the
trip. The prior cables indicate that there is an additional discus-
sion. Going back-going on after you get back about whether or not
we should permit this assistance to take place. This cable reads as
follows: "Current furor here over the Nicaraguan project urges
that we postpone taking [deleted] up on their offer of assistance."

This is you writing a cable deciding not to go forward with assist-
i -ce, and you are referring to the furor over the Nicaraguan
project?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is right.
Mr. EGGLETN. Is it your testimony that this assistance had

nothingto do with the Nicaraguan project?
Mr. LRIDGE. Yes. And I will explain why. The furor was the

mining. So it was a big hullabaloo going on about that.
And a decision was made-not mine-may have been an inter-

agency decision or it may have been Casey's decision, that we
didn't want to be-or we could not be seen, the administration
could not be seen as being beholden to [deleted] in any way.

In this case, we didn't even want [deleted] mucking around in
providing bilateral assistance [deleted]. And that is what this says.

Because in the end that is all they were offering. If they got paid
for it.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Clarridge, is it your testimony that this
cable is calling off a deal between [deleted] that we were otherwise
uninvolved in?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. There was no deal.
..... Mr. EGGLTON.Let me make sure I understand this. Is it your

testimony that [deleted] were going to provide assistance to the
Contras [deleted].

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, never came up.
Mr. EGGLESTON. So it is your position that these entire series of

cables have nothing to do with [deleted] providing assistance to the
Contras?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. I didn't say that. I said that in the beginning
there was apparently an impression that the Director had and
maybe others, maybe even myself, I can't recall, that [deleted] in
January 1984 were prepared to offer something to the Nicarguan
Resistance. It became very clear as time went by that that was not
the case.

Mr. EGGLETN. Let me just summarize so I make sure I under-
stand. At the time this initiative began-and I think you said it
began-initiative may be the wrong word-that it began in Janu-
ary of 1984. There were discussions involving Fdeleted]and various
people about [deleted] and the Contras. That is how you indicated
the whole thing started?

Mr. CLARRiDGE. No.
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Mr. EGGLSTON. There was a briefing of them on the situation in
Central America?

Mr. CLRiuuDGz. Excuse me. What I said was that there was a
meeting between the Director, [deleted], and I assumed [deleted]
was present in the Director's office. I don't know what they were
talking about. I was called up there and the Director asked me to
give [deleted], a briefing on what was going on on the ground in
Central America.

OK? That is all I know.
Mr. EGGLErTON. And it is your testimony then that the beginning

cables in this series are erroneous because someone has gotten the
misimpression that [deleted] want to provide assistance to the Con-
tras? You go to [deleted], find out that isn't true.

Mr. CLARRMDGE. We knew that before I went to [deleted].
Mr. EGGuLTN. And all of these cables then are not dealing with

[deleted]. All these cables sometime during the middle of the initia-
tive are not actually dealing with [deleted] assistance to the Con-
tras?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is correct. But we were-and maybe we
were under a mistaken impression from the beginning that [delet-
ed] were offering assistance to the Contras or perhaps in the inter-
vening period, [deleted] changed their mind.

Mr. E LFmoN. And it is your testimony that the reason that
the CIA decides not to proceed with this has nothing to do with the
fact that [deleted) are interested in providing assistance to the Con-
tras and you don t want to mix up those [deleted] in the same oper-
ation? That is not what this had to do with?

Mr. CLAmDG.. Yes. I think the final cable here that you just
drew my attention to reflects the fact that because of the furor
over the Nicaraguan project and the mining, the administration or
the interagency group, or whomever, decided that it wouldn't be a
good idea to have [deleted] mucking around in Central America
even on bilateral relations, in giving any kind of assistance down
there.

Mr. EGG wmN. What was the name of the country to which [de-
leted] were going to send the aid?

Mr. CLARIDGE. They refused to tell us, and we only guessed it
was probably [deleted]. But that was a guess.

Chairman HAMILTON. We will take a 10-minute recess.

nairman HAMILTON. The joint committees will resume, and Mr.Eggleston.Mr. EGGLmrN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Clarridge, I'm within a couple of minutes of being done. I
just want to ask you, because I think maybe my questions got im-
precise or something, could you restate for me again what it was
that you think these cables are about and what occurred that gave
the impression to someone that these cables were about assistance
to the Contras from [deleted], and what is it that led you to con-
clude that that is not ultimately what [deleted] *ere interested in?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. The way I read this cable traffic and the way I
remember it, somebody in the Agency, I think, at least the Direc-
tor, took away from that January meeting with [deleted] that they
were offering assistance to the Democratic Resistance. Some of that
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cable traffic coming in from [deleted] after that meeting, after [de-
- leted] had gone back, continued that far, that we were talking

about [deleted] support for the Democratic Resistance.
However, by the time you get to [deleted], it is very clear that

they are not talking about that, and then after I went to [deleted],
it became abundantly clear that they were not talking about assist-
ance to the Nicaraguan Resistance.

Moreover, a decision had been taken before I went to [deleted]
that we would neither ask for, any assistance nor would we accept
any assistance from [deleted] to the Democratic Resistance, and
that was reinforced in a cable that was sent to me out there.

Mr. EGGL oN. Cable no. [deleted] is a cable dated March 24,
1984. This is the cable that you claim makes it clear that [deleted]
are not interested in assisting the Contras?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. It tells here what they are-it states here what
they are prepared to do.

Mr. EGLESTON. And what it states is that they are prepared to
provide training and equipment? And your explanation--

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Just a minute. It says they are prepared to pro-
vide training and equipment. He foresees these being undertaken
on a direct basis between [deleted] involved with CIA offering
behind-the-scenes advice, I guess, on where to plug in and what as-
sistance would be truly useful.

Mr. EGGLETN. But it is your testimony that CIA did not know
what [deleted] they were talking about?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I cannot speak for [deleted], whether he knew.
All I know is that when I got to [deleted] and this issue came up
and they raised it in the same context they were talking about one
country or two countries, and we never could figure out what the
were and they wouldn't tell us. We guessed that it was [deleted]. t
could have been [deleted].

Mr. EGGLESTON. But it is your testimony that that assistance was
only going to go to those countries, not to the Contras?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is what I was told.
Mr. EGGLESN. And when 3 days later Mr. Casey sends a memo

to Mr. McFarlane indicating that the CIA is exploring the possibili-
ty of obtaining assistance to the Contras from [deleted], that is just
erroneous?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. It would seem so. Before I even made my trip, a
decision was taken that we would not ask or, if offered, would not
accept assistance from [deleted] for the Nicaraguan Democratic Re-
sistance.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Clarridge, I started this by asking you ques-
tions about your deposition testimony. One thing is plain from this
discussion, that there were enormous discussions early on within
the Agency about third-country assistance.

Mr. CLARRiDGE. That is not correct, to my knowledge, Mr. Eggle-
ston. There were not enormous discussions. In fact, I can hardly
recall any discussions that you could label as serious discussions
except for this [deleted] business.

Furthermore, there were not any real serious discussions within
the RIG about whether there might be third-country assistance.

Mr. EGGLSTON. Exhibit 19-2 specifically refers to a conversation
that you had with the Director about assistance for the Nicaraguan
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project and that is what led up to the rest of the cables and your
trip, correct?

Mr. CLARDGE. The one where he asked me to send the cable to
McMahon?

Mr. EGGLESTON. Yes.
Mr. CLARRmDGE. Yes, he still thought that was the case.
Mr. EGGLESTN. So you had discussions about assistance to the

Nicaraguan project as of that time and you were asked in your dep-
osition whether there were discussions-

Mr. CLARlUDGz. I simply did not recall at the time.
Mr. EFGLESTON. Had you forgotten this entire incident?
Mr. CLAmuuDGn. Yes, I had. I didn't remember any of this cable

traffic. All I knew, and as I so deposed is that when I went out to
[deleted], I did not ask for any assistance. I wasn't offered any as-
sistance.

Futhermore, a decision had been taken that we would not ask or
receive. I had not had a chance to review this cable traffic, and I'm
sorry I can't remember it. For you, all these events may take on an
enormity that they certainly don't for somebody who's working on
this thing day to day. That is iust the way it is.

Mr. EGG mmN. So as of the time of your deposition, it is your
testimony you had simply forgotten this incident?

Mr. CLA=tDGE. Correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Buck.
Mr. BUCK. Good morning, Mr. Clarridge.
Mr. CLA"uDGE. Gcod morning.
Mr. BUCK. Let's put some things in context here. You have been

asked a lot of questions about your memory on certain detailed
events. How long ago did the HAWK shipment occur?

Mr. CLARRDGE. In November, 1985.
Mr. BUCK. Around 20-months ago?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. BUCK. Were you concerned about other projects during this

time?
Mr. CLARRiDGE. Oh, yes, many. That I guess is the point I was

trying to make a little bit before, that is because of this particular
subject that everybody is talking about here, these seem to be large
events. That particular operation was a nickel-and-dime thing. I
was doing probably 20 other things on the given days that I was
also trying to get clearances. This was no particularly big thing in
m experience.

Mr. BUCK. Approximately how long ago was your visit to [delet-
edMr. CLARmDGE. The [deleted] visit was in April, 1984, so that is

over 3 years ago.
Mr. BUCK. And again, you have been asked questions about your

deposition, your testimony about [deleted]. Did you have the oppor-
tunity to review the cables concerning [deleted] before your deposi-
tion?

Mr. CLARRmGE. No, I did not and I simply did not do it, and I
had forgotten that such cable traffic existed.

Mr. BuK. OK. I would like to put something-some testimony
that was read to you earlier in context, Colonel North's testimony.
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You were told, I believe, that it was North's testimony that he told
you that the cargo was weapons before the Deputy Director hit the
roof. I would like you to look at lines 937 through 946-let me find
the exhibit number here. I believe it is exhibit 6, page 43 of exhibit
6.

Mr. CLA=DGE. 6-A and B, yes.
Mr. BUCK. This would be 6-A.
Mr. CLAMRDGE. Yes, page 43. What line are you speaking about,

please?
Mr. BUCK. I'll read lines 937 through 943.

Question by Mr. Nields: "In other words, you are saying that you told Mr. Clar-
ridge what the real cargo was prior to the time the Deputy Director got angry and
insisted on a Finding."

Answer by North: "I'm not saying that for sure. I'm saig that is the way it may
well have happened. I do recall, although I do not recall the time and date, confirm-
ing to Mr. Clarridge when asked, the cargo is not oil-drilling equipment; the cargo is
HAWKs. OK. Now, I cannot tell you, Mr. Nields, here at this point, a good while
after the fact, when Oian point was."

Is this also your recollection?
Mr. CLARRDG. That is right. And I think I've already stated

that today. It may have been, as he said, after McMahon hit the
roof. I didn't know McMahon hit the roof. But anyway, I cannot
recall specifically.

Mr. BUCK. Do you have any recollection of when North told you
or confirmed to you that the November shipment contained weap-
ons?

Mr. CLARDGE. I can only give you a guess, and that is if Charlie
Allen is correct that he showed me [deleted] sometime around the
26th, that clearly indicated that at least weapons had gone into
Iran, then I'm quite sure that I very likely said something to
North, asked him a question. I don't know whether I asked him on
the 26th or the 27th or whenever. I can't say.

Mr. BUCK. I would like to read you another part of Colonel
North's transcript that he stated during these public hearings
which isn't in the exhibit book. Do you have Colonel North's testi-
mony there?

Mr. CLARRGE. Yes.
Mr. BUCK. Page 183 of that testimony-line 4109.

Mr. Nums. And then it says, "cargo must be listed as machine parts, spares for oilindustry."
Mr. Noarm. Right.
Mr. Nizus. That is Mr. Clarridge telling you?
Mr. NoRTH. Again, I told you that I had originally dissembled with the Agency.

In my initial contacts with the Israelis we had agreed that we would call these ma-
chine parts for the oil fields or whatever, that we specifically talked about when in
my discussions with the Israelis way back on the 1 th or 18th that was the agree-
ment we had come to.

So I had told people at the CIA that.
Mr. Niz s. I understand that.
Mr. NORTH. You are asking me if I by now had told Mr. Clarridge the truth about

what is on the cargo and I cannot tell you, counsel, whether it was that I apprised
him of it.

Mr. BUCK. Mr. North used the word "dissembled" with the
Agency and later on states that he doesn't know when he told the
Agency the truth. What is "dissembled"?

Mr. CLARDGE. Well, dissemble is to not tell the truth.
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Mr. BUCK. Is that your recollection?
Mr. C w . Yes. But I think this incident here, if anybody is

interested in what we are talking about here, is not quite like it ap-
pears. What was going on at the time was the problem with the
aircraft in [deleted] just had come in from Tel Aviv. As I have said
before today the aircraft was attempting to obtain various clear-
ances using the normal commercial airline method during which it
variously described its cargo as machinery, medical stores, et
cetera, which was confusing the whole clearance process. What I
was telling North here was they have got to describe the cargo as
to what it is. They can't keep talking about medical equipment and
machinery.

Mr. BUCK. Which American Government official was primarily
responsible for the management of the November shipment of
HAWK parts to Iran?

Mr. CMLRRDGE. I am not sure I understand the question. The
shipment of HAWKparts--do you mean of-

Mr. BUCK. What I am trying to determine here is whether the
operation was being run out of the CIA or out of the NSC.

Mr. CLAREmi. I think it was going on in two places.
Mr. BUCK. Was the CIA's role more one of being a facilitator or

did you have operational control over the operation?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. We were simply facilitators, in the first in-

stance for the clearances and in the second in providing an airline.
Mr. BUCK. At any time from November 21, 1985 to November 27,

1985, did you have a need to know what the aircraft was carrying?
Mr. CLuzx. No, I didn't, frankly.
Mr. BUCK. What was your function during that period of time?
Mr. CLAmDiwz. I was simply facilitating in two areas, one-well

actually clearance procedures involving several countries and in ar-
ranging for the aircraft ice the dec -,on had-been made to use the
proprietary and even there I had a very small role.

Mr. BUCK. I would like to read a section from your deposition,
Mr. Clarridge, which I believe was just handed to you, on page 49. I
am sorry, page 49, not in the exhibit book. Line 2.

Qustion.But you don't remember there came a time where North tells you thatit =saymissiles?
Answer: I cannot say that.
Question: Do you recall any discussion with him where you discussed with him

the fact that it was-that he had told you that it was oil-drilling equipment but in
fact it was not, that it was weapons?

Answer: I just don't know whether we ever had a discussion of that or not.
Question: Would it have upset you to have been lied to about the contents of the

aircraft?
Answer: Well, it was compartmentation, that is compartmentation, you have a

need to know only so much.
Is that your testimony here today also?
Mr. CLA=DGE. Yes, that is correct on that issue.
Mr. BUCK. Durng November of 1985 what was Ed Juchniewicz's

position at theCIA?
Mr. CLARRGE. He was the Associate Deputy Director for Oper-

ations.
Mr. BUCK. And during that same time period John McMahon

was the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence?
Mr. CLRRmGE. That is correct.
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Mr. BUCK. I would like to read a section of Mr. McMahon's depo-
sition, exhibit 8. This is a conversation between Mr. Juchniewicz
and Mr. McMahon Monday, November 25, 1985. On page 95 of that
deposition. Starting with line 8.

And then Monday morning I came in and he said hey, do you know what those
guys did? And I said what guys? And he said Secord. Now that is the name I heard
and I said what was that? And he said they used our proprietary to send over some
oil supplies. And I said goddamn it, I told you not to get involved.

Is that your recollection also of Mr. McMahon's reaction?
Mr. CLARDGE. No, because as I have stated here today, I had

only a single conversation dealing with this issue and, as I havesaid, that was in the early evening I believe of November the 25th
in which he said to me, he called me on the phone, wasn't agitated
at all and talked about it doesn't make much difference what is on
that aircraft, whether it is military supplies or oil-drilling parts,
they are embargoed, and I think we may need a Finding.

Mr. BUCK. As of Monday morning November 25, according to Mr.
McMahon's deposition, he believes that they sent over some oil
supplies. That is the point I wanted to make, and that is consistent
with what you believed also?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. BUCK. Do you remember a meeting at the Central Intelli-

gence Agency which included Charles Allen, Colonel North, and
yourself on Saturday, November 23, 1985?

Mr. CLAmiDGx. I guess you could call it a meeting. They were
sort of in and out all day long.

Mr. BUCK. What representations did Colonel North make at that
meeting concerning the cargo to be carried to Iran?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Certainly by Saturday it was oil-drilling spare
parts. He may have even said that on Friday.

Mr. BUCK. I would like you to turn to exhibit 7, and I would like
to read you something from Charles Allen's deposition. Staring
with page 161.

Question: At what point was a representation made to you about the cargo to be
carried by this aircraft, whosoever aircraft it might be?

Mr. AuzN: I can't recall specifically but Colonel North stated emphatically that
this was oil-drilling equipment that was being sent into Iran. It was related to the
meetings occurring in Geneva. I believe in my presence and Mr. Clarridge's he
made a call to the Deputy National Security Adviser, at the time, Admiral Poin-
dexter to get Admiral Poindexter's endorsement to proceed with this activity.

Question: I am sorry, Admiral Poindexter or Mr. McFarlane?
Answer: I think he may have called both. He made a number of calls while I was

there.
Question:" Was Colonel North actually present and were you present when Colonel

North actually said that this was oildrilling equipment?
Answer: Yes, I heard him say that.
Question: You heard him say that?
Answer: Yes, I will testify to that and I will testify again, I heard him say that.
Is that consistent with your recollection of those events?
Mr. CLARMDGE. Yes, although I can't say precisely whether it

was on Saturday or on Friday......... .
Mr. BUCK. Is it fair to say, Mr. Clarridge, that you suspected the

November shipment to Iran may have contained something other
than oil-drilling equipment and that you knew it contained weap- -
ons at some point between November 20th and November 27th,
1985?
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Mr. CLA tDGE. Yes.
Mr. BuCK. Did Colonel North, Admiral Poindexter, Director

Casey, or Mr. McFarlane ever ask you to destroy or alter docu-
ments related to the Iranian initiative?

Mr. CL uuDGz. Not at all.
Mr. BucK. Did you ever discuss your testimony with any of those

individuals in any way?
Mr. CLIDGE. No.
Mr. BUCK. This committee has several exhibits, several cables at

exhibit 19 which were discussed with you earlier, discussing the
possibility of a CIA approachingdeleted] to raise funds for the
Contras. What were the reasons behind such a consideration?

Mr. CLARimGw . Well, I think it had to be that there was the fear
that we might not have enough equipment as the money might run
out towards the beginning of the summer, and so, looking around
for possible support. But I think there was a broader issue than
just that, that there had been from the beginning an interest not
just in the CIA, but in the interagency forum to get as many other
countries involved in supporting not just the Nicaraguan Resist-
ance, but the Central American democracies in any way that we
could.

And so I think it was more in that context.
Mr. BUCK. But you are clear, Mr. Clarridge, that it was an offer

from [deleted]?.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. All I can say is that it appears to have been an

offer from [deleted] rather than a solicitation. I was not present
when this conversation took p lace between-and I can only recall
that the-Mr. Casey, [deleted, and I presume [deleted] but I can't
even be sure he was present, but I would imagine he was there be-
cause that is usually the way it works.

Mr. BucK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. C h a irn, har 9-- no furtherqusios

Chairman HAMmLTON. We will begin now with the questions from
the principal questioners. They will have 20 minutes of time.

Mr. Stokes is recognized.
Mr. SToKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clarridg6, if I understand you correctly, in talking with Mr.

Eggleston this morning, you indicated that your testimony here
today is different from your testimony in the deposition that was
taken of you some time ago.

Mr. CIAUDGE. I wouldn't say different, Mr. Stokes. I would say
more fulsome, because I have had a chance to review the cable
traffic which I had not reviewed prior to giving my deposition.

Mr. STOKES. On those parts then of the deposition where you
have made it more fulsome, in the absence of your having read the
cable traffic, I take it your testimony would be the same here today
as it was in your deposition?

Mr. CLARDGE. That is correct.
M Is that correct?

Mr. CLA E. That is correct.
Mr. STomS. So I think the record ought to also reflect the fact

that at the time you were deposed, that the cable traffic was also
not available to this committee, is that a fair statement?

Mr. CL4RRIGE. Yes.
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Mr. STOKES. Let me ask you this: You mentioned a little earlier
that at the time you went to [deleted] you already knew that [delet-
ed] were not offering' aid; is that correct?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Aid to whom?
Mr. STOKES. To the Nicaraguan Resistance. The Contras. To

whomever.
Mr. CLARmDGE. What became very clear shortly before I went

out to [deleted] is that they-deleted were talking about assist-
ance with [deleted] not with the Nicaraguan Resistance. That
proved, indeed, to be the point when I arrived out there.

Mr. SToKE. What was your purpose as [deleted] Latin American
Division to go to [deleted]?

Mr. CIARRIDGE. Well, actually, there were three purposes, prob-
ably. One of them was Casey wanted me to go out there and brief
[deleted] on Central America, and that never turned out to happen
out there. [Deleted].

Mr. SToKES. Now, why you [deleted], as opposed to [deleted]?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, because those subjects that I have just

mentioned to you, Mr. Stokes, have to do with Latin America
mainly.

Mr. STOKES. [Deleted]?
Mr. CLARDGE. [Deleted].
Mr. SToKES. Let me move to another subject.
You told us that the caption on exhibit 19-5 was misleading. You

indicated it was written by someone, [deleted], who didn't know
about the [deleted] matter. Now, I ask you to look at-look at this
exhibit 19-5. And where it indicates at the bottom portion of it
that the writer of the cable coordinated with you?

Mr. CLA RDGE. Correct.
Mr. SToizs. All right?
Mr. CLARDG. Right.
Mr. STOKES. Then earlier in this series of cables, exhibit 19-2,

you are the one who writes Lhat part.. ul.ar ab 'Lee, U t y.
Mr. CLA DG. Correct.
Mr. SToKES. Don't you use the caption there "[deleted] Assistance

to the Nicaraguan Project"?
Mr. CLARmE. Correct.
Mr. SToKES. So what is the difference when you use it?
Mr. CLARRDGE. No. What I am saying, Mr. Stokes, is that when I

sent the message out at the request of the Director about McMa-
hon possibly meeting with [deleted], it is clear at that time that
both he and myself understood that there was an "offer" from [de-
leted], and I presume this offer occurred at the meeting with the
Director in January 1984. What I have said here today is that I be-
lieved that-that the Director's observation that there was an offer
was in error or [deleted] changed their mind and were no longerprepared to offer anything to the Democratic Resistance by the time
deleted], as sent, reinforced on the occasion of my arrival in [delet-

.....r, STOm . All right. But in terms of this caption that you use,..

"[deleted] Assistance to Nicaraguan Project," is that misleading?
Mr. CLARRI z. No, I didn't say it was misleading. What I said

was that you will notice that in several cases in response to a ques-
tion by Mr. Eggleston about the use of a subject line which is re-
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peated over and over again, we as cable writers are often like lem-
mings. We simply take the easiest way out. We are writing a cable
based on a previous cable and so we use that subject line.

We are not as accurate as we should be.
Mr. STOKES. Tell me this. When you used the term "Nicaraguan

project," you are referring, aren't you, to the CIA's covert action
program to assist the Contras?

Mr. CLmiDGE. Yes.
Mr. SToKS. Isn't that what you are referring to?
Mr. CLARDGE. Yes. Yes. I believe so.
Mr. STOKES. Correct. Now, you also indicated to us this morning

that it was concern about the mining that led the Agency to reject
[deleted] connection; is that correct?

Mr. U DGE. I believe the timing is about right on that. I
can't-I am guessing that it was the mining episode, because that
seemed to have blown up in April.

Mr. STOKES. Tell us why you would even go to [deleted] during
this furor over it?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. It hadn't blown up yet by the time I left, I don't
think.

Mr. STOKES. When did the mining situation occur in Nicaragua?
Mr. CLAMuwE. Well, the minings--[deleted]? Or when did it

blow up?
Mr. STOKES. When did the situation blow up?
Mr. CLARRiDGE. I think it blew up some time in April. I think it

became public in April. The letter from Senator Goldwater to the
Director may have been May. I can't recall precisely.

Mr. STOKES. And you went to [deleted] when?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I believe Mr. Eggleston said I went between the

ninth and the 13th or the 10th and the 13th, something like that,
of April.

Mr. STOKES. Of April, right?
Al 11~.L &,%TV w'%#% %"&o Anitaiwe't morning t it Was not

clear which [deleted] would buy the arms fromi [deleted],' right?
That is, you didn't know?

Mr. CLAmDGE. I don't know. As I said before this morning, I
didn't know whether it was arms. They kept talking about training
and equipment. They would not reveal which [deleted] had asked
for this.

Mr. STOKES. Now, in exhibit 19-4, in Director Casey's memo to
McFarlane, he indicates in there that the country was [deleted].
You were going to go to [deleted]. Isn't it logical that he would
have told you since you were going to [deleted]?

Mr. CLARRiDGE. Well, there is a certain amount of logic in it, yes.
But, you know, logic doesn't always prevail and I did not know it
was [deleted] or that he thought it was [deleted]. It was my guess it
was either [deleted] when they raised it in [deleted].

Mr. STOKES. Let me ask you to turn your exhibit book to exhibit
DRC-31.

Thia-is a-pagefromnQOiivr_ North's notebooks. This particular
page is dated January 5th, 1985. You will see there thati-t shows
that at 1840-6:40 p.m.-there was a call from Clarridge. Then it
says, "200 T.-"-I presume that is tons-"of arms in route to-"
-and it says [deleted] I presume further that that is [deleted].
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Then it says, "-from [deleted]." Below that it says "David
Duncan." Now, David Duncan is an arms dealer; is he not?

Mr. CLAIDGi. I don't know.
Mr. STOKES. You do not know?
Also, it says on this exhibit, "off loading 70 tons tonight."
First, let me ask you, do you recall that telephone call with

Oliver North?
Mr. CLAmuUDGE. No, I don't. I don't recall it. All I can do is guess

at this point as to what this might-it may have been that we had
received an inWlligence report and also you have to be careful
here. He may have called me and referred to something and asked
me to check on something. So I don't know which way that could
be. But in any event, this may have come from an intelligence
report that I either called him up about or that I was asked to
check into. I simply can't tell you, Mr. Stokes.

Mr. STOKES. The question is why in January of 1985, would you
be talking to Oliver North about shipments of arms to Central
America?

Mr. ClmDGE. Well, it could well be that this was something
coming out of Europe. And at that time I was in the European Di-
vision. On the basis of these few words, it is very difficult for me to
reconstruct what it could be.

Mr. SToK. You think it's possible coming out of [deleted] into
Europe and then over to [deleted]?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I'm sorry, Mr. Stokes. I can research it for you, if
you wish, by pulling up the cable traffic and seeing if we can find
it. All I can do is guess.

Mr. STOKES. Well, any light you can shed on it, we would certain-ly appreciate.
.CLAmDG. I will certainly do that.

Mr. SToKES. Now, of course, by that time, however, you are now
the--you are no longer [deleted]; is that correct?SMr~. J..4uuic. Tha icre. I ha-ve been Chief of thc EIw------
an Division since the first of October or thereabouts, 1984.

Mr. STOKES. Now let me ask you to turn to exhibit DRC-19-19.
This is a Central Intelligence Agency memorandum dissemination
report dated February 5, 1985. As I understand it, Mr. Clarridge,
memoranda disseminations are one of the ways the CIA distributes
sensitive intelligence reports to a limited number of people. This
one went to 11 people in the government who were identified
by name. The title of the report is [deleted Support for Nicaraguan
Armed Opposition Sandino Revolutionary gont.

The FRS is Mr. Pastora's group; is that correct?
Mr. CLARRDGE. Yes, I believe that was the designation at that

time.
Mr. STOKES. Now this re prt goes onto say that [deleted]-in

paragraph 2-that "Durin January 1985, a ship is scheduled to de-
liver 200,000 pounds of iiy supplies from [deleted] to the San-
dino Revolutionary Front (FRS)."Then it goes on in paragph3 t say, [deleted],

Now I am rather struck by the juxtaposition of this exhibit with
exhibit DRC-31. Apparently you called Colonel North in January
1985 or he called you and then you tell him about arms shipments
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from [deleted], according to this. Also, apparently in January, [de-
leted] Mr. Pastora is getting assistance from [deleted]. So the ques-
tion is, do these two exhibits refer to the same shipment of arms from
[deleted]?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. It would seem so.
Mr. STOKES. Tell us how you knew about it.
Mr. CLARiDGE. This kind of thing gets disseminated to-inside

the building to a variety of people. I assume that I saw it or I was
called by Colonel North, and he asked did I have any information
about it. Why he would call me, I don't quite know. In any event, I
either checked on it for him, or I told him about it.

Now there's one thing that is a little peculiar here. I just
wonder, do you know whether we ever had any confirmation this
report was correct? Or is this just, you know, we put out a lot of
intelligence that, you know, sometimes is right and sometimes
wrong. Have we ever-have you ever inquired as to whether this
report was confirmed from any other source?

Mr. STOKES. That is something I cannot verify.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I think we ought to do that.
Mr. STOKES. You might be able to shed light on that.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. Yes. I think we ought to do that.
Mr. STOKES. Tell us this then, Mr. Clarridge. You stated pretty

emphatically you didn't know of any [deleted] assistance to the
Contras, and so the question would be, why were you calling Colo-
nel North, or what were you calling him about if you did not know
anything about the [deleted] Contra link?

Mr. CLARRDGE. Well, I think we have an apple and an orange
here. I cannot tell you why I called him or replied to his telephone
call in this particular note that we have just looked at.

The other question you asked me, when I say that I had no
knowledge of [deleted] assistance to the Democratic Resistance, I
didn't, to my knowledge, until you drew this to my attention.
- Mr-"a-.,U4. ght-Let-me-referyou to another exhibit, DRC-
27. This exhibit is a page from Colonel North's notes, dated Novem-
ber 10, 1984, which notes at 12:30: "Call from Clarridge. Keep
mouth shut. Never mention North. Advertise now. Heavy buys
raising questions."

Then it goes on and on. Can you tell us what that telephone call
is about?

Mr. CLARRnDG. No, I'm sorry, Mr. Stokes. I can't. It doesn't seem
to make much sense. Why would I call North and say never men-
tion North?

Mr. STOKES. And also keep mouth shut?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Keep mouth shut. I'm sorry. I can't-
Mr. STOKES. No recollection of it?
Mr. CLARRmGE. No. When is this? November, 1984?
Mr. STOKES. November 10, 1984.
Mr. CLARmDGE. I'm sorry. I am not trying to be obstructionist. I

simply don't recall.
Mr. STos. Let me refer you to another exhibit. DRC-28. This is

also from Colonel North's notes. This one is dated December 2d,
1984. It contains a reference to [deleted], who it notes is.your
Deputy, and says: "Re: KMS"-which is Mr. David Walker's fim.
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It goes on to say, "active in [deleted]" then "Saladin," which is an-
other Walker firm. Are you familiar with these Walker firms?

Mr. ClARRmGE. No. The only light I can shed on this, from time
to time Colonel North would call me about what I knew about-I
think it was particularly some firms operating out of the Channel
Islands. And I don't know whether this is the same group or not.
And did I know anything about them as far as their reliability was
concerned and that kind of thing. I suspect that that is what this
refers to if indeed they are one of those British-I don't k',?.,v what

call them, mercenary companies, but they do training and thattndof thing.
Mr. STOmS. Now in this specific exhibit, is this as much light as

you can shed on it for us?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. STOKES. Let me refer you to another exhibit, DRC-30. That

contains the December 27th, 1984, notes of Oliver North. You will
see that it says there "Discussion with Clarridge. Activities in Cen-
tral America with the Brits."

Mr. CIARRIDGE. Yes. I think this probably refers-he had a
couple of discussions with me about whether they could get any-
and I think it goes back to this-these companies, the Saladin or
whatever that is. I'm not specifically familiar with it. He was inter-
ested in what they could do in the way of helping train the Demo-
cratic Resistance.

And as I said before, he talked to me about their reliability and
all of that. He did the same thing in connection with some boats
that he was interested in and whether they should use those for
some particular operations. I think that was Americans involved in
that particular case, and I urged him not to have Americans be in-
volved down in Central America doing that kind of thing.

Mr. SToKES. Let me ask you this specific question. Colonel North
and Admiral Poindexter have testified that David Walker was an
official of both KMS and Saladin and arranged certain sabotage op-
erations in Ncaragua funded y either Mr. Calero or by Generm
Secord.

And the authority for these operations was acquired by Colonel
North and given by Admiral Poindexter. So now my question to
you is, were you involved in any way with this type of action?

Mr. CLARmDE. No, I was not.
Mr. SToxEs. Thank you, Mr. Clarridge. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.
Chairman HAMILTON. Before turning to Mr. McCollum, I will

advise members we will conclude the morning session after Mr.
McCollum's questions, and we will come back at 2:00 o'clock this
afternoon.

Mr. McCollum, you are recognized for 20 minutes.
Mr. McCoLLuM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clarridge, good morning.
Mr. CLARRIDE. Good morning.
Mr. McCoLLuM. Could you repeat for me what your official title

. is at the present time? .
Mr.C wE. I am [deleted].
Mr. McCoLLuM. And how long have you been in that position?
Mr. CW~amVO. Since mid-February, 1986.
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Mr. MCCOLLUM. Who do you report to in the chain of command
in that title?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. To the Deputy Director for Operations, Clair
George.

Mr. McCOLLUM. Is he the same person you reported to when you
were the Chief of the European Division?

Mr. CwIDGE. Correct.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. So this is all under operations, right?
Mr. Cw IDGE. Correct.
Mr. McCOLLUM. I just wanted to square that away.
Admiral Poindexter testified that in the process of the Iranian

initiative beginning to be created and the findings that were made,
that while the Findings directed the operation to be conducted by
the CIA, that he in essence put Colonel North on loan to Director
Casey and that it was Director Casey's wish that Colonel North run
this Iranian arms hostage, whatever, initiative that we have been all
investigating.

In essence, the way I gather from Admiral Poindexter's testimo-
ny this was a CIA operation, but Director Casey chose to use Colo-
nef North instead of choosing to use the Agency.

Do you have any knowledge about that?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I don't. That is not my perception of the situa-

tion at all.
Mr. McCOLLUM. What is your perception?
Mr. CLARRiDGE. In Jaunary r-in January, mid-January, 198-

let me get my dates right, 1986, at the time of Finding, although I
was at that moment engaged with the Director in discussions on
improving the Agency's counterterrorism posture abilities, there
were certain aspects to the Iran initiative that involved Ghorbani-
far, that involved terrorism. Ghorbanifar claimed, and was later
proved correct, to have had good information on a terrorist event,
on an attempted terrorist event, [deleted], last year.

In the context of that, it was very clear to me that the Director
referred that the Agency run the entire Iranian operation. And I
have so tld the Tower Commission when they asked me on tn .is
particular issue.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. This comes from discussions you had with Direc-
tor Casey?

Mr. CLIDmmx. Yes. The Director would have preferred that the
Agency run the entire operation rather than parsing it with the
Agency only running the logistics. However, there was no support
below the Director for this largely because Ghorbanifer could not
pass a polygraph and, therefore, those below the Director involved
in the Iran operation were opposed to working the operation with
Ghorbanifar and, therefore, he didn't have any operation.

Mr. MCCoLLUM. You are talking about below the Director, you
are talking about in the Agency itself, below the Director, of Mr.
McMahon and Mr. George, in particular?

Mr. CLAmDGz. And on down.
Mr. McCoLLUM. They opposed the CIA being more involved in it

.-than they were? Is that what you are telling me?
.. Mr. Ci zum . They did-- not want to---I cannot say that they

didn't want to be involved at all. What I am saying is they did not
want to run the operation, the Ghorbanifar piece of the operation.
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In other words, which, in effect, is they didn't want to run the op-
eration. Because if you didn't work the operation from Ghorbai-
far, you didn't have any operation.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. That's how it got left to North? Is that what you
are saying?

Mr..CLAmD. That is correct. I am not saying that North him-
self didn't want to hang onto it. The Director, cerya i his inten-
tion and his wish was that the Agency run the whole thing.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Did he ever discuss it with you, your running it?
Mr. CLA=DumD. No. I think North-if North had had his druth-

ers that's the way North would have liked to have gone. But it just
wasn't in the cards. I mean it didn't work that way. I was trying to
do something on the counterterrorism side and you just
couldn't---

Mr. McCoLLuM. Why do you think North had his druthers this
way? Why do you think he wanted you to run it?

Mr. CL.AmDGz. Well, because we worked together over the years.
We knew iach other. You know.

Mr. McCOLLUM. He never told you that directly, though?
Mr. CLA=mDGE. No.
Mr. McCOLLUM. And Director Casey never actually said that to

you?
Mr. CLIDGE. No.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But he did say he preferred to have the Agency

run the whole thing?
Mr. CLAiDGz. That's right.
Mr. McCOLLUM. Including the Ghorbanifar connection, et cetera?
Mr. CLA=uDG. That's right.
Mr. McCoLLuM. And the fellows in the Agency below that op-

posed it because of Ghorbanifar? And therefore it wound up in this
split thing with North running it and you fellows doing the logis-
tics support for it?

Mr. CLARRDzE. Correct.
Mr. McCoLLum. It's a very confusing procession. One ofQthe

thingstat has been puzzling-to me abott his entire investigation
is how we got off on the Enterprise, North, all of that. Was the so-
called Enterprise with Secord and using the various setups that were
used discussed at all in your presence during this time?

Mr. CLARRIDE. NO. No.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. McCollum, excuse me. I notice the wit-

ness is answering a lot of questions with a nod of the head.
Mr. CLAUDIG. Excuse me. Excuse me.
Chairman HAMILTON. I think for the purpose of the record it

would be very helpful if we always got a yes or no response from
you.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That's a good point.
We can't record the nods too well. That's true.

The other day I asked Secretary Weinberger about whether or
not he had proposed any alternatives to the Iranian arms initiative
from getting our hostages back; and he said he did. He was-actu-
ally Senator Sarbanes asked that a couple of days before. Admiral
Poindexter said there were no alternatives proposed. I have been
curious for some time why we didn't try a rescue operation with
the hostages. And I have asked a number of questions to different
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witnesses over the period of these hearings. Most of them said we
didn't have the intelligence to do it, we couldn't get a fix on them.
There were all kinds of excuses, et cetera.

Are you familiar with any-you were involved with counterter-
rorism here. I assume you know about it. Were there any alterna-
tives you know about that were proposed for rescuing the hostages
and getting them out in some other way other than this Iranian
initiative we have been talking about for weeks now?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. If Weinberger is talking about a hostage
rescue operation as what he proposed, that's fine. [Deleted].

MC(oLLUM. Do you have an. opinion as to why Mr. Buckley
was kidnapped?

Mr. Cw zIDG. I was not involved in the Near East Division or
in terrorism at that time that he was kidnap, and therefore, if
there were special circumstances that might have been connected
with it, I'm not aware of them;

I would suggest that somebody like Buckley was just an obvious-
ly good target.

Mr. MCCoLLUM. But after the fact we had a lot of problems be-
cause of the information we have heard testimony on in closed-door
sessions that he had, and I gather that we made an extraordinary
effort to try to get him back; is that not correct?

Mr. CLARRDG. I have heard that, but I have no first-hand
knowledge on that.

Mr. McCoLLUM. You weren't a participant in that?
Mr. CLuiwz. No.
Mr. McCoLLUM. At one point in his deposition, Mr. George was

asked, "How does the hostages"-on page 10-"How does the hos-
tage-location task force interact with the chief of the Near East Di-
vision regarding the hostages?"

Answer: "We are talking bureaucracy. You had the same bureau-
cratic conflict with the hostage-location task force and N.E. that

u had nnin86 teen the [deleted] and N.E."
Is he referring to what you described that ultimately lid to this

[deleted) that you have, having the task force subsumed into it, I
believe is the word ou used?

Mr. CIA&IURo. [Deleted].
Mr. MCCOLLUM. So there was a turf battle going on during this

time when you first went into this early last year and so on. Is that
beginningto get a little reined in or not, do you think the turf
battle is beginning to get shaped up?

Mr. CIA=DG. Yes, we have got a lot of problems.
Mr. McCoLLum. I would like to reserve the balance of my time.
Chairman HAMILTON. The gentleman reserves 5 minutes of his

time, and the committees will stand in recess until 2:00. We'll
beginwith Senators Boren and Cohen.

[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-
convene at 2:00 p.m., this same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:00 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
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(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committ)presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Select Committees will come to order.
The chair recognizes Senator Cohen for 20 minutes.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clarridge, how many languages do you speak?
Mr. CLARRiDGE. You ask at the current time?
Mr. COHEN. How many have you spoken in the past?
Mr. CwmiGE. Really only two.
Mr. COHEN. Only two? [Deleted?
Mr. CLARRDGE. [Deleted] and [deleted].
Mr. COHEN. [Deleted]? [Deleted]?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I can read it.
Mr. COHEN. I am just curious because one thing is evident from

your record, that you are a highly skilled individual who obviously
enjoys a good reputation with the intelligence community. It just
struck me to the extent that you have some backgound in lan-
guages, it takes quite an exercise in memory usually, and I was
struck last evening in going through the depositions and I was, I
must confess to you, I was going from points of laughter to points
of despair as I read over the deposition itself. On practically every
single major event that we have been considering, you have virtu-
ally no memory at all and that whenever a question is directed
toward you, you indicate well, it may be, I just can't recall. It
seems to be replete throughout the deposition. Iwas just wondering
how to reconcile that frankly with your positions you have held
over the years and they've really been truly outstanding. I know

-- you have an outstanding record and have enjoyed the regard of Di-
rector Casey.

I just find that perplexing as to how there could be such a mas'or
lapse vr memory given the fact that you have obviously a very high
intellectual capability.

So, I guess that will just have to remain unexplained. I will go
forward and perhaps try to cover it in a different way.

On November 25th, 1985, according to Olicr North's notebooks,
he indicated either you called him or he called you and you've indi-
cated today that that simply didn't take place?

Mr. CLARIDGE. Which one?
Mr. COHEN. That would be the evening about 12:05.
Mr. CARIDGE. Which exhibit?
Ms. MCGiNN. Which exhibit is that?
Mr. COHEN. I don't have the exhibit here. I'll get it for you.
You testified to it already this morning.
The question was raised in Oliver North's notebooks-a call was

placed at 12:05 I believe. It indicated October 25. That was an in-
correct-it should have been November 25th. In any event, you
said-it was November 25th. "Call from Dewey, cargo must be
listed as machine parts, spares for oil industry."

That's not the one I wanted. The one I want is the one where he
indicated that McMahon and Clair George were upset and-this
would be exhibit 5-23.

"Summoned in by Clair/McMahon. 'This is criminal.' Told
agency was freight forwarded by Dewey. Poindexter to inter-
vene -or-intercede."
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But you indicated that you have no-that call never was placed
by you to Colonel North?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I didn't say that, Senator Cohen. What I said was
that I was never summoned to a meeting with Clair George and
McMahon. I'm not even sure that Clair George was in town on
the-whatever date this was-the 25th of November. I'm not sure
about that. But I can say-I didn't say I didn't have any recollec-
tion. I said I was never summoned to a meeting.

Mr. COHEN. Did you place a call to Colonel North at 12:05 that
daMr. CLARRIDGE. I have no recollection of placing any call. That

was a couple of years ago and, you know, I made a lot of calls.
Mr. COHEN. But that would have been around midnight, wouldn't

it?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. It's a peculiar time.
Mr. COHEN. Kind of an unusual event for you to place a call to

Colonel North at midnight?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. That's right.
Mr. COHEN. OK.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. But since the date is inaccurate, maybe the time

was inaccurate.
Mr. COHEN. But you don't have any recollection about even talk-

ing to Colonel North about McMahon or anyone else being upset
about the fact that the equipment was shipped?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, I don't. As I say, I was never summoned to
any meeting.

Mr. COHEN. OK. And McMahon apparently is exaggerating if he
was to testify that he went through the roof or the overhead about
the fact?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. I'm not sang that he exaggerated, if that's
what he said he did. What I said is he did not do that with me.

Mr. COHEN. In any event, he then went to Sporkin, Judge Spr-
kin, who then was Mr. Sporkin and demanded a Finding and gut a
Finding and that's what.John Poindexter called a CYA Findingto
cover the Agency's activities at that point. And do you agree that
John McMahon at least generated that CYA Finding?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I don't know that.
Mr. COHEN. Don't know? You were never aware a Finding hadbeen signed?Mr. C RIDGE. Not at that time.

Mr. COHEN. Now you stated that oil equipment and arms were
both embargoed. You indicated that this morning?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. What I said was that when John McMahon
called me he said that I don't care whether there are arms or oil
equipment on the aircraft, they are both embargoed items. And I
believe we may need a Finding.

Mr. COHEN. Well, if they are both embargoed, that would have
violated, in any event that would have violated your own CIA regu-
lations, wouldn't it?

Mr. CLARmDGE. If the President had decided he wanted to
remove the embargo, I guess he can do that.

Mr. COHEN. I am talking about H.R. 7 which is a CIA regulation
relating to support to the White House office. It says "Support re-
quested by or extended to the White House office excluding the
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production and dissemination of foreign intelligence must have the
prior approval of the Director."

Did this particular shipment of oil equipment and/or HAWK
spare parts have the prior approval of the Director?

Mr. CLARRDE. Not that I know of, but when the time came,
when I was asked if we could come up with a reliable charter air-
craft, and when the answer to that was they could not at that time
of night and recommended the use of the proprietary, I went to my
next echelon.

Mr. COHEN. Who was that, Mr. Juchniewicz?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Mr. Juchniewicz.
Mr. COHEN. Is he the director?
Mr. CLAm.uE. He is not the director.
Mr. COHEN. Does he have the authority to make that kind of de-

cision?
Mr. CLImzE. I assumed he would probably go higher.
Mr. COHEN. So you relied upon his authority that you assumed

he would talk with Mr. Casey?
Mr. CLARRIX E. No. Because Mr. Casey was not in town. He

would have to talk with the acting director.
Mr. COHEN. Who would that have been?
Mr. CLmAIDGE. John McMahon.
Mr. COHEN. John McMahon wasn't in town either?
Mr. CLARRGE. I don't know whether he was or he wasn't.
Mr. COHEN. OK.
You also indicated this morning that Colonel North would make

representations to John Poindexter and Bud McFarlane and use
your name when, in fact, he never spoke with you; is that correct?

Mr-CLAMJ E.w . I'm saying that in that particular item that's
what I think was going on.

Mr. COHEN. But-you indicated he had a habit?
Mr. CLARDGE. No. If I said he had a habit of doing it, I mis-

spoke. I didn't say he had a habit. But there were on occasions-
Mr. CoHEN. You said he liked to toss your name around because

it carried some weight?
Mr. CIARRIDGE. Yes. And I think he did.
Mr. COHEN. What does that mean?
Mr. CLARmDGE. That means he did toss my name around on occa-

sions, saying this looked good or it looked bad.
Mr. COHEN. Even though he had never spoken with you?
Mr. CLARRI ME. Well, in that particular case he had never

spoken to me.
Mr. COHEN. He wouldn't be tossing your name around on those

other occasions if he had in fact spoken to you. He would be acting
with your official or-

Mr. CARRIDGE. Well, perhaps. But I might not have known that
he was going to use my name when he approached me on a par-
ticular issue.

Mr. COHEN. In your deposition, page 33, a question was asked to
you about your meeting Mr. Secord, General Secord. I think you
indicated on page 32, that you met him once in 1986 and were sur-
prised. He said "Good to see you again." You hadn't recalled ever
meeting him in the first place. Then on the next page, I think it is
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83, you said that Secord's not the sort of name.that meant any-
thing to me. You recall saying that?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. That's correct.
Mr. COHEN. OK.
You know Ted Shacley quite well?
Mr. CLmIDGE. Well, I don't know him-I can't say I know him

quite well. It depends on what you mean by quite well. He was the
Associate Deputy Director of Operations when I was I guess Chief
of Operations for-I mean, Deputy Chief [deleted].

Mr. COHEN. So you had some professional dealing with him going
back-

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. -A considerable period of time in the past, back in

1976, at least?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. 1976 1 think it was.
Mr. COHEN. And were you aware that Ted Shackley had any re-

lations with either Mr. Hakim or General Secord at that point in
time?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. Not at all.
Mr. COHEN. Never had any communication from Mr. Shackley

about Mr. Hakim?
Mr. CLARIDGE. Never. Never even knew the name "Hakim."
Mr. COHEN. I want to show you a document. It's a memorandum.

I don't know if it's in your file or not. But it's dated August 5, 1976.
It's from Mr. Shackley and you are referred to in the memo on
page 2. I'll read it to you and then give it to you. It relates to
August 4, 1976. Mr. Hakim was transitting Washington, DC on
August 4, 1976. "As a result Mr. Shackley ran traces on Mr. Hakim
in the Central Intelligence Agency central index and found no de-
rogatory information. As a result of an appropriate clarification
with Mr. Clarridge, [deleted] made arrangements to meet Mr.
Hakim for lunch on August 4." Then it's indicated by the memo you
were on the distribution list. So the memo was sent to you. It spe-
cifically refers that Mr. Shackley had coordinated the approach to
Mr. Hakim that he might work for the Agency.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, I have-
Ms. MCGINN. Can he see the memo?
Mr. COHEN. Take a look at this.
Would that'be a misrepresentation on the part of Mr. Shackley?
Mr. ClmGE. Well, let me point something out. Iran did not

come under my purview [deleted]. [Deleted], for him to have in-
volved me, there might have been some other reason, which I don't
remember because I don't remember this at all.

Mr. COHEN. But the memo says that he coordinated with you.
That's an error?

Mr. CLARRGE. I can't say it's in error. I don't recall whether he
did or he didn't. I'm saying it is peculiar since Iran was not under
my purview at that time.

Mr. COHEN. Also in the course of your deposition, you indicated
that you believed you did not know that Ed Wilson-you didn't
follow the Ed Wilson matter?

Mr. CLAIUWE. That is correct.
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Mr. ComN. You had no interest as a high level CIA operative as
such with the implications of Ed Wilson and his tie to General
Secord, Shackley, EASTCO?

Mr. CLARaWGz. No. It doesn't mean a thing to me and it really
doesn't mean very much to me today.

Mr. COHEN. So the name "Secord-never surfaced to your level of
consciousness at the time that the Wilson matter was being tried
in the courts?

Mr. CLARRMGE. I don't think I was even in the country.
Mr. COHEN. So you had no understanding whatsoever of Shack-

ley's relationship to Hakim or Secord or Quintero or anyone else?
Mr. CURR it . No.
Mr. COHEN. That network never came to your attention?
Mr. CLARmDGE. No, it did not.
Mr. COHUN. OK. On [deleted], I guess you covered that with Con-

gressman Stokes. I was not here to hear all of his questions. But
you indicated this morning that the Agency thought something was
bemg offered by [deleted] and that was one of the reasons why, I
believe you answered in your deposition, that you certainly had no
Fart in soliciting [deleted] contributions for the Central Americans.
t raised a question for me: If, in your mind, there was a doubt asto whether the Agency was being offered something or whether the

Agency was soliciting something, would you be correct in respond-
ing to a question-were you involved in the solicitation of aid from
[deleted] to Central America? Your answer would be "no." Because
you believed that [deleted] were offering something that was not so-
icited. Is that the reason you offered it?

Mr. CLARRIIXE. No. I think it is more complex than that. As we
went through with Mr. Stokes, all I am saying in the deposition
is-and I had not had a chance to review all of the cable traffic
that I have now seen since that time, and did not recall it is that
when I went [deleted], I did not ask for any help nor was any of-
fered. And, in fact, a decision had been taken before I left that if
anything was offered, I was to turn it down and I certainly wasn't
to ask for anything.

And that was followed up by a cable which I believe is in the
record here which confirms that.

Mr. COHEN. Let me turn to the diversion issue. I think you indi-
cated that the pricing mechanism, there was some issue raised
back in the fall of 1986 about theppricing mechanism, some confu-
sion I think you indicated, but thatasfar as you are concerned,
that was just a matter of bean counting.

You weren't concerned about how the weapons were priced or
not?

Mr. CLARDGE. Let me explain, Mr. Cohen, that I was not direct-
ly involved in the Iranian matter through 1986. There came one oc-
casion when [deleted], the Chief of theNear East Division, went on
leave or went abroad and he asked me to sort of look over the logis-
tical part that he was handling for CIA. In the course of that, a
meeting was called, as I have said. I don't know whether I called
the meeting for some reason or it was called by others. And a meet-ing was held at CIA where there was discuson about what had
been shipped in the way of spare parts, what had arrived broken,
what har't been shipped.
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It was to get those accounts squared away. I left the meeting
after a short period of time because there was nothing I could add
to it, and I had other things to do.

Mr. CoHEN. Didn't [deleted show there werevery high prices
being charged for weapons which were angering the Iranians?

Mr. CLARmiDGE. Mr. Cohen, I wasn't reading [deleted]. It was not
part of my business.

Mr. COHEN. Did Mr. Allen bring them to your attention?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Occasionally he brought one or two to my atten-

tion.
Mr. COHEN. But it wasn't of sufficient importance that-the price

itself being so high might, in fact, endanger the lives of the hos-
tages? That didn't occur to you?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Mr. Cohen, I was not involved in it. I don't know
whether Iever -aw any [deleted] that- indicated the prices.were..hi h.hir. COHEN. Let me turn to the preparation of the Casey testimo-

ny. I think that you indicated in your deposition that you recall at-
tending one large meeting even though you don't recall the date or
who, in fact, was there; is that correct?

Mr. CL AIDGE. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. And who was it-
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Let's put it this way. I don't recall all of the

peple who were there.
Mr. COHEN. Well, in your deposition, I think you indicated you

didn't recall who was there?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, that may be true.
Mr. COHEN. Nor could you recall the time. I raise this because

this particular meeting occurred, you know, at a time around No-
vember of 1986, so it is fairly recent to the time that you were
called to testify before the Senate Select Committee on Intelli-
gence. There wasn't that much of a time gap where you wouldn't
have at least some memory within roughly a month's time or less
than a month's time, 3 weeks time. Yet you had virtually no recol-
lection of that when you testified before the Senate Select Commit-
tee on Intelligence, as well.

Let me just go to that meeting. I assume that you were one of
the people that Mr. Gates called in to try to prepare Mr. Casey's
testimony, is that a fair assumption?

Mr. CLARRDGE. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. What did you say about the November 1985 ship-

ment during that meeting for the preparation of Mr. Casey's testi-
mony?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I don't think I was ever asked.
Mr. COHEN. Weren't you the key-person involved in terms of

giving the authority at that time to the proprietary to go forward?
Mr. CLuARmiE. No. As I have said, Mr. Cohen, when theproprie-

tarybecame engaged or the possibility of it being engaged, raised
it to my superior level, Mr. Juchniewicz.

•Mr. COHEN. W as -•I. juelewicz-atthis meeting thatww held ?
Mr. CLARRGE. I don't know.
Mr. COHEN. Didn't you proceed with an additional four or five

other flights as far as their arranging them through your contacts?
Following the November shipment?
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Mr. CLARRDGE. No. There were plans for four additional flights.
Mr. COHEN. Right.
Mr. CLjuDGu . And I was arranging for clearance through [de-

leted].
Mr. COHEN. Right. And even though you were planning to do

that, nonetheless, when you went to that meeting to prepare Direc-
tor Casey's testimony, no one asked you a single question about
what k place on that day a year before?Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. I don't recall a single question on it. I think
everybody in the room knew what had happened.

Mr. COHEN. What was said during that time?
Mr. Cw DE. I don't think the issue of the November flight

was a big one at that particular meeting.
Mr. COHEN. It certainly was a big one. It was the major issue

whe-reby it was sita tat the government-every-ne inthe gov-
ernment believed that it was oil-drilling equipment.

That is what was so controversial about Director Casey's testimo-
ny. You think everybody in that room, all, believed at that time
that it was oil-drilling equipment?

Mr. CL"RIDGE. I cannot say what they thought.
Mr. COHEN. You don't remember?
Mr. CLm &DGE. No. It isn't a matter of I don't remember. I don't

think it ever came up.
Mr. COHEN. Did you happen to see the statement that was draft-

ed for Director Casey? Did you see the statement that was drafted
for Director Casey?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, I didn't.
Mr. COHEN. Did you appear with Director Casey before the

House Intelligence Committee?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I believe I was there for the House Intelli-

gence Committee, yes.
Mr. COHEN. When he gave his testimony, was there anything in

his testimony that you felt was inaccurate or wrong?
Mr. CJARiDGE. Frankly, I can't recall.
Mr. COHEN. Wouldn't something of that importance stick in your

memory?Mr.&"WDGE. Well, I mean maybe it should, but it didn't.

Mr. COHEN. I would like to move on to the issue of the non-gov-
ernmental, off-the-shelf counterterrorist unit. Do you have-did
you have any discussions with Director Casey on the formation of
an independent, covert operation or covert action capability for use
in counterterrorist response teams? Did you ever have any conver-
sation with Director Casey?

Mr. CLARwGE. You mean a non-governmental?
Mr. COHEN. Right.
Mr. CLARDGE. No. I never have.
Mr. COHEN. Do you know whether the DCI approved the forma-

tion of uch a grouUp undrthe ontrolof ividual- whi ha& no-
formal contact with the CIA, as such? ... ...

Mr. CLARRDGE. I never heard of such a thing.
Mr. COHEN. No discussions ever took place at that time?
Mr. CL"RR E. No. Never even heard of it.
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Mr. COHEN. Were you aware of the formation of any other
groups who were independent of official U.S. control which were
used for the conduct of U.S. covert actions?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, I was aware of what was going on down in
Central America as far as, you know, obviously somebody was
doing something down there. But I had no specific knowledge as to
who they were or what exactly they were doing. -

Mr. COHEN. So this is all new to you about this so-called inde-
pendent group that they tried to set up through the use of the sale
of funds of-sale of weapons to create a fund that could be used for
so-called off-the-shelf independent operations? You never had any
knowledge of that?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. Not at all.
Mr. COHEN. How did it come that-or did you have dealings with

Mr. Secord or Mr. Hakim in terms of the use of a ship that was
ownedtd y y r. Ham?~ ---

Mr. CLARRIDGE. The only thing I know about a ship was that at
some point in time after the Libyan raid, they [deleted]. [Deleted]
they were searching around for some sort of other vehicle, and I
believe it was that Colonel North suggested that a ship that he had
some control over in the Mediterranean might be used for this pur-
pose.

Mr. COHEN. That is the onl contact you know about that?
Mr. CLAImuDXE. That is allI know.
Mr. COHEN. From Colonel North's notebook dated January 14,

1986, there is a note that says, "Call Dewey. Tell the [deleted) to go
to [deleted].,Tell [deleted] to back off [deleted], Re: Company inabil-
ity to move."

Do you remember such a call from Colonel North?
Ms. McGiNN. Could you tell us what exhibit number that is,

please, Senator?
Mr. COHEN. I will withdraw it for the time being. It is not in

your book, and I'll see to it that you get 'that before I pursue that.
Who is [deleted] and [deleted]? Do you know either of those two

gentlemen?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. [Deleted] at the present time is my [deleted].

And [deleted] held his position previously and now holds another
one.

Mr. COHEN. Are you familiar with what the Tower Report re-
ferred to as General Secord's operation in Beirut which involved a
40-man Druze team under the coordination of General Secord and
Mr. Nir?

Mr. CLARDGE. I am not.
Mr. COHEN. Just one final point. I was curious about your, I

guess, progress or at least rotation in terms of jobs. It seems to me
that you were Director Casey's man of the hour. You moved from
the Latin American Division when, in 1984?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. The Latin American Division, yes, around early
October, 1984.

CA)HR.h you movedto Chief of the European Divi-sion - . ..... .
Mr. C IDGE. Yes, and then to [deleted].
Mr. COHEN. It seems you are the person they turn to for the

three key areas that we have been dealing with, Central America,
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the shipments coming from [deleted], where some of the weapons
were purchased from [deleted] in Europe, and also on the counter-
terrorism, somehow it seems more than coincidental that you were
picked to be rotated in those particular cases.

Can you tell us how you happened to be rotated in that fashion?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. How I got to [deleted] Latin American Division, I

don't know all the ins and outs. When I was in [deleted], from in
April when they decided to rotate me out of [deleted] until I ar-
rived in August, they sent me five different messages with five dif-
ferent positions. I ended up with the final being [deleted] Latin
American Division, and that decision was made pretty late, and I
don't know the background behind that decision.

I only met Mr. Casey once when he came on a visit to [deleted]
around March or April, 1984. When I was rotated out of the Latin
American Division to the European Division, the time had come for
me-to go.- I had-.been in the-job for over 3-years. I-have-had -medical -..
problems in the past, and I told Casey that 3 ears is all I wanted
to do. There was also, I think, some pressure from down here that
they would rather see me out of that job. There was a lot of con-
trary pressure from the State Department, Defense, and NSC to
keep me in it. I was kept in it over the time that Casey and I
agreed that I wanted to leave. I wanted to leave 1 June, and be-
cause of pressure from other agencies, it lasted until 1 October.

Why I was put into the European Division, it was the only divi-
sion available, and a lot of switching around had to be done to put
me into that position. I suppose they thought I had to have some-
thing comparable with my grade.

Mr. COHEN. What were your instructions as the head of the Eu-
ropean Division regarding working with Oliver North and his
Contra resupply operation?

Mr. CLARmDGE. None whatsoever.
Mr. COHEN. No instructions?
Mr. CwR E. No instructions; never did anything anyway.
Mr. COHEN. When you were head of that division, did you help

Colonel North buy or transport arms for the Contras?
Mr. CLARDGE. No, I did not.
Mr. COHEN. Nothing from [deleted] shipped through [deleted]?
Mr. CwaRGE. No.
Mr. COHEN. What were your instructions as [deleted] regarding

the creation or the use of any capabilities beyond those that were
being briefed to the Intelligence Committee?

Mi. CLARRwE. None.
Mr. COHEN. None?
Mr. CLIwuDGE. No.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair has two announcements. I note

for the record that for 2:08 p.m. to 2:22 p.m. during questioning by
Senator Cohen, the House committee did not maintain a quorum
because of a roll call vote in the House.

Secondly, the chair notes that there are people in the room
---- ldg-note-s.---wa-n-ttoadvs&everyon-e-that-we r i xeuiv _

session.--We-are not-to-talk-about--what we-hearin-hese--sessio ns --
and any notes taken are classified notes until declassifed by the
proper procedures of the committee.
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Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Could you complete the round of questions that I

asked you and tell us how you came to be rotated into the Counter-
terrorist Division?

Mr. CLAiuIwi. Yes. It was at the end of December of 1985 after
the Rome and Vienna massacres, and the President had talked
with Casey about the Agency doing a better job on the counterter-
rorism problem, and sometime in mid-January, Casey asked me to
take off 6 or 7 weeks and examine why the Agency hadn't done
better over the past 20 years on the problem and make some rec-
ommendations. That I did in about 10 days or so.

Those recommendations were accepted by everybody and then
Casey said, "Well, now that you wrote the paper, why don't you
take the job."

Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Boren is recognized for 20 min-
- utes.

Mr. BOREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll try not to take that
long.

I think most of the questions that I intended to ask have already
been covered by others.

I apologize; I had to leave to attend another meeting and missed
some of the questions.

[C/CATFI said he learned of Attorney General Meese's planned
press conference of November 25th when he talked about the diver-
sion at a meeting with Clair George that morning. I'm wondering
when you first learned of the Meese November 25th announce-
ment.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I think after it happened. I certainly didn't know
about it ahead of time.

Mr. BOREN. What discussions did you have with regard to disclo-
sure of information on this matter or on the arms sale to Iran or
on the Contra operations to persons outside the CIA between the
time that you learned that this investigation was ongoing, in other
words, from the time of the Meese press conference and until you
testified before the Senate Intelligence Committee in December?
With whom did you confer about your testimony or what you
would talk about between that time?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I don't think I talked with anybody.
Mr. BOREN. You did not talk with anybody about your testimo-

ny?.0
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. You mean about what I was going to say?
Mr. BOREN. Did you discuss your testimony with anybody at the

Agency?Mr. CLAR iDG. No.
Mr. BOREN. No one at all?
Mr. CLARRDGE. Not that I recall with anybody.
Mr. BOREN. What about any discussions that you might have had

with regard to your testimony or any disclosures about your own
knowledge of these matters before your interview by the Tower
Board; did you have any discussions with anyone in the Agency or
anyone otherwise, any-personsowith-regard-to-what you -woulktalk --

.about before the Tower Board? -
Mr. CLARRX. No. No, Mr. Boren, I can't remember talking to

anybody about what I was going to say down there.
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Mr. BoREN. What about before your testimony before the joint
committee in earlier depositions?

Mr. CLuDG. No.
Mr. BoEN. So you had no conversations with anyone in terms of

discussing the scope of the questions or the kind of information
that you would divulge or what you would be likely to say?

Mr. CLARDGE. I understand what you are saying now. Yes, I
have talked within CIA with Mr. Rizzo and Ms. McGinn, and I
think with-my personal assistant prepared and got together docu-
ments.

Mr. BOREN. Did you have any discussions with Mr. George at all
prior to your testimony?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. None whatsoever.
Mr. BOREN. With [deleted]?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. None.
Mr. BOREN. With [deleted] or the person who was in-ohare-ho's---..

alleged to have sent the cables to you, did you have discussion withany of them?Mdr. CLARRIDGE. No, I have not seen them.

Mr. BOREN. When you were still [deleted], according to Colonel
North's testimony you took him around and introduced him to the
Contra leaders. Who made the request of you to do that?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, I think if he has described it as sort of took
him around, I'm not so sure I would put it quite that way. I re-
member one occasion when I saw him in [deleted], I believe. Again,
it has been a long time, but I think there was one occasion when I
went to [deleted], and [deleted] with General Gorman and Admiral
Moreau and then we came up to [deleted], and there I think Colo-
nel North was there-no, I think-excuse me, I'm trying to remem-
ber this.

There was one occasion, [deleted, and the interagency group sent
myself and Colonel North down [deleted] and there we met with
[deleted]. There may have been a meeting with some of the Resist-
ance leaders, but I can't recall specifically.

The other episode that I remember is this trip that General
Gorman and Admiral Moreau and I took first to [deleted] and then
to [deleted] and then [deleted]. I believe in [deleted] Colonel North
was there and I can only remember a meeting in a cabana [delet-
ed], I beheire it was, with some people from the southern front, and
it wasn't [deleted]. I think it was deletedd. But that is the best I
can do for you.

Mr. BOREN. That is the extent of your introducing him around?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. If you want to call it introduced him to [deleted]

in Washington when [deleted] made one of his trips up here, there
was a meeting with [deleted] in the NSC-I don't know whether it
was-

Mr. BOREN. Did anyone ask you, Director Casey or anyone else,
to sort of teach the ropes to Colonel North or to introduce Colonel
North to any of these people, or was this done on your own or at
the request of Colonel North?

Mr. O IDGE. No. He was part of the interagency group and
everybody in that group was meeting Wit these people from tifro e
to time. I didn't see it as a particular effort to go out and introduce
him to these people.

75-938 - 88 - 3
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Mr. BOREN. Admiral Moreau--what was his assignment at that
time that he was with you in Latin America?

Mr. CwmiDG. I don't have exactly the correct title, the Assist-
ant to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs.

Mr. BoRE. So he at that time was somewhat involved in the
Latin American----

Mr. CLAR=e. He was a member of the interagency group.
Mr. BoREN. Dealing with Latin America?
Mr. PDGu . And probably a lot of other things.
Mr. BOREN. He went to the Mediterranean Command after that?
Mr. CLARR E. Yes.
Mr. BOREN. Do you know whether his going to the Mediterrane-

an Command occurred at about the same time that you were as-
signed to Europe? You continued to have contact with him, I
assume, after he went to the Mediterranean Command?

Mr. CLA.RmGE. I did not. I don't know when his assignment
came about. It seems to me that he left the European Command or
the Naval Command in Naples in 1985, because I remember a
social function at his house before he left, and it seems to me that
was the summer of 1985.

Mr. BoREN. That was a social function in Naples?
Mr. CLmGicE. No, a social function in Washington, DC.
Mr. BOREN. Did anybody in your division, or did you give any

advice to Colonel North on how to buy arms in Europe or how to
get them down to Central America?

Mr. CLAimDGE. No, the did not.
Mr. BOREN. And you did not?
Mr. CIARRIDGE. I did not.
Mr. BOREN. To your knowledge, did you ever hear of anyone else

at the CIA giving such advice?
Mr. CL~mVDxE. No, I didn't. I never have.
Mr. BOREN. I think you said to Senator Cohen that while you

were in the European ivison, you didn't advise Colonel North on
the procurement, after you went to the European Division, on the
procurement or transportation of arms?

Mr. CLI o. No, I did not.
Mr. BOREN. Did you have any role in Colonel North getting to-

gether with General Secord?
Mr. CLAU Gz. No, I did not.
Mr. BOREN. I think again Senator Cohen asked you about this

Hakim-owned ship that has been talked about. You mentioned the
possible use of the ship [deleted]. But we have heard in other testi-
mony that perhaps this same ship, the Hakim-owned ship, was
used to wait off Lebanon for the possibly release of hostages and
later to take equipment to Iran and possibly pick up some tanks.

Mr. CwIUGE. Yes. The only other thing, I never heard about it
lying off the shore related to hostages, but I do remember a discus-
sion or something about the possibility of a ship. I didn't know that
Hakim owned it, that a ship some place in the Mediterranean was
going to go to Bandar Abbas, I believe, and pick up a T-72.
- Mr. Bo -. Do- you- mow-whether this-ship was ever used for
any other NSC or CIA-sponsored missions?

Mr. CIzARuDE. No, I don't.
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Mr. BOREN. Did you make use of any other resources or capabili-
ties provided by Colonel North, Mr. Secord, Mr. Hakim or any of
their associates while you were stationed in Europe?

Mr. CLiuDG. When I was in the European Division or in the
counterterrorism job, no.

Mr. BOREN. Mr. Allen has indicated that he had meetings with
Ghorbanifar, he tried to get the Agency to work with him. He ap-
peared to be acting as your deputy and also a link to Colonel North
and sort of a de facto operative in a lot of these situations, accord-
ing to testimony that has been given to us. Did you supervise Mr.
Allen's activities during this period of time?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, I did not. It would appear, from my manning
table, that he reported to me, but, in fact, he did not. He reported
to the Director as NIO for counterterrorism.

Mr. BOREN. He was not reporting directly to you?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. He was not really reporting to me.
Mr. BOREN. He has indicated that he had given you [deleted]

from time to time.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. That is correct.
Mr. BOREN. How much attention did you pay to these [deleted]

regarding this program?
Mr. C ARRIDGE. Very little.
Mr. BOREN. But you were aware of them?
Mr. CLAmDwz. Yes, but I rarely ever remembered them.
Mr. BOREN. I presume you read them enough to know that at

least in some period of time there were arms sales going on, quib-
bling back and forth about the prices and this sort of thing?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I was aware, as I think I stated before today in
answer to a question, Mr. Allen sat two doors down from me, and
Mr. Cave often used his office because he didn't have any other
office. They would come, particularly Mr. Cave, and tell me what
was going on, but I did not sort of [deleted] on a day-by-day basis or
even on a weekly basis.

Mr. BOREN. Did you know [deleted] that there were some prices
being charged for the arms and that this was making the Iranian
firms angry? Were you exposed to that in this [deleted]?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I understand it is in there, but I did not read it
there. Where I heard about that was from talks with Mr. Cave.

Mr. BOREN. Did Mr. Cave ever tell you about that?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, that there were pricing problems.
Mr. BOREN. So he did tell you about that?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, but I did not read it in the actual material.
Mr. BOREN. After he told you about it, did you do anything about

it?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. It wasn't my business.
Mr. BOREN. What about Mr. Allen's analytical conclusion of Sep-

tember to October of 1986 that has been discussed with us, that
there might have been a diversion of profits from this sale? When
all this haggling was going on about price, obviously there was
knowledge as to how much the government was being reimbursed,
and he began to raise questions [deleted] as to where was themoney going. If there were excess funds, surplus being generated,
where was it going? Were you aware of Mr. Allen's suspicions
about that?
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Mr. CLAuDGz. No. I don't believe that he ever shared those sus-
picions with me. However, he did tell me after he had met with
Mr. Furmark about what Mr. Furmark had said.

Mr. BOREN. Let me ask you this one more time. On-you were
briefed on November 22d [deleted]. As I understand it, you simply
don't remember the nature of that briefing.

Mr. CLARmGE. I do not. I assume that it had something to do
with the hostage release business.

Mr. BOREN. And, again, you don't remember any discussion that
he had with you November 26th and 28th that the cargo was arms?
You don't remember that discussion?

Mr. CLARRmGx. I do not remember that discussion. If he sas
that he brought these [deleted] to mny attention, he probably did.

Mr. BOREN. With [deleted] and with the communications people
involved in sending the messages to you, those that Isay that they
had sent you a message, they remember sending you a message in-
dicating to you that this was not drilling equipment, that this was
arms, you have no recollection of ever seeing that at all?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I do not.
Mr. BOREN. And you never had a discussion with those people

after that time about whether or not they ever sent you any such
cable?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. I have not seen [deleted] since he left for [de-
leted], when he went out first on assignment. -

Mr. BOREN. And you haven't had a discussion with either of
them since that time or any time leading up to this testimony?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, and I don't even know the communicator.
Mr. BOREN. I have no further questions.
Chairman HAMLTON. Without objection, the chair will make

part, of the record, a CIA document, dated August 5, 1976, subject,
"Mr. Albert Hakim, an Iranian importer-exporter dealing primarily
in security systems and technology of interest to military establish-
ments and intelligence services."

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes under the 10-minute
rule, Mr. DeWine.

Mr. DEWINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Clarridge.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Excuse me. It has just been suggested that I

didn't understand the question that Mr. Boren was asking me
about had I talked to any before I testified on any of these oc-
casions. Yes, I talked with the Agency lawyers, and the Office of
Legislative Affairs people.

ButI-in other words,'how the testimony would go, but I think
what I taking is, did I discuss substance with anybody? No, the
answer is no.

Chairman HAmLaTON. You may proceed, Mr. DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Clarridge, wehave had a great deal of testimo-

ny regarding the policy differences concerning this Iran initiative
particularly withregard to the arms sale. We have Shultz and
Weinberger, who were certainly against the arms aspect of the ini-
tiative; Poindexter, McFarlane,.Meese, and supposedly Director
Casey generally supporting that initiative. You were close to Direc-
tor Casey, I take it, is that correct?

Mr. CARRImE. Yes. We talked about things.
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Mr. DEWmzw. Do you have any comments about this dispute, or
would you like to speak to that in any way, anything you can share
with us?

Mr. CLARRiDGE. Well, I can't prove it, but I think the strategic
opening to Iran, the idea, the concept, the desire, began early in
thi administration, probably going back to 1981, certainly to 1982,
in the form of General Haig, Mr. McFarlane, when he was counselor
at the State Department, and Mr. Ledeen, when he was working
there for Mr. McFarlane. I think the idea that we needed to open
up a strategic role or relationship started then.

The government quickly-and as things developed into 1985-
broke down into largely two groups of people. There was the group
who felt that we should pursue the strategic opening and that
there were elements within Iran that could be worked with.

There was the other group, and again I am simplifying a rather
complex matter, there was a second group which felt there was no
such thing as a "moderate element" in Iran and that what we
really should be doing is teaching the Iranians a lesson.

Now, this was also to some extent reflected inside my building by
those who had worked on the Iranian problem in 1979 to 1981.
Again, they tended to reflect the idea that we should teach the Ira-
nians a lesson, and there was nobody worth workin with i-1 Iran.
And I think that as the Iranian thing developed in 1985, those lines
were pretty clear-cut, and I think you see reflections of it today in
certain attitudes in regard to the Gulf. These are being married. In
other words, the group that had been interested in opening up rela-
tions with Iran or with some people in Iran, and as that was
progressing, there was some hope. Obviously that has come to
naught and the group more interested in teaching the Iranians a
lesson or finding an excuse to teach them a lesson have now moved
into the ascendency.

Mr. DEWINE. As [deleted] at the CIA, I am sure you are -very
much familiar and understand the need for cooperation between
the United States and with other countries. It seems to me that we
are having a tough time in getting other countries to work with us
in combatting terrorism.

Maybe you could share with us your expertise, if you believe we
have a hard time and if you believe we do, why we have such a
hard time and what we can do about it if it is a problem.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I think that Ambassador Bremer, since taking
over his position in the State Department, has made this a major
item on his agenda. The problem is, and we are talking here large-
ly about the Europeans, they have their own agendas which are
often driven by commercial and political considerations, and in
many cases they would prefer to cut deals with terrorist groups
rather than sort of getting down to dealing with the problem. I
think that is the overall issue.

Now I think if you get down to some specifics, I think [deleted],
to some extent, have found that cutting deals doesn't work very
well, and they are now paying a rather large penalty for having
gone in that direction for a number of years, and all the European
countries, leaving aside [deleted], to some extent [deleted], have
come a long ways in the last year in cooperation with us, for-exam-
ple.

4
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Mr. DzWnu. Any suggestions about what we do about that prob-
lem?

Mr. CLAIWGE. No. I think we have to keep working at it and
finding ways in which we can cooperate. We--CIA has done a lot
for these countries, particularly [deleted], for example, in the last 6
months, to make them or allow them to do a better job with their
problem. We share an awful lot of information.

And based on what we have been able to supply [deleted], and of
late they have had some rather startling successes, more of that
has to be done.

Mr. DEWrim. This morning you gave us a rather gloomy picture
of the options available to the United States for dealing with the
hose problems. [Deleted].

[Deleted].
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Inouye.
Chairman INOUY. Senator McClure.
Mr. McCLuRE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clarridge, I have a couple of questions and they really are

kind of sidelights but they are involved and I guess I'm curious at
least, maybe more. [Deleted].

[Deleted].
Mr. CLARRIDGE. [Deleted]. We see that a British ship, the P&O, I

guess it was, hit one mine, took a hit in the bow.
Mr. McCLuRE. One was-was there just one British ship struck?
Mr. CLAKxiwGEi. t-hnk just one British, but there-were other

friendly nations' ships struck, yes.Mr.MCu. [Deleted].

[Deleted].
Mr. MCCLURE. And as a matter of fact European powers have not

been very sympathetic with the United States with respect to Cen-
tral American policy?

Mr. CI AMxGE. It has changed in our favor over the years.
Mr. McCLuRE. But at the time of the mining, it was pretty uni-

formly the case, was it not?
Mr. CLmmGE. I would say, Mr. McClure, it had already shifted

dramatically by 1983 and 1984. Just to use [deleted] as an example,
they had completely changed their position in regard to Nicaragua.
Not that they were supporting us. Not that they were helping the
Nicaraguan Resistance. But they had found-they had lowered
very drastically their support to the Nicaraguan regime.

[Deleted].
Mr. McCLurE. All right. Thank you very much.
Chairman HAmLTON. Mr. Fascellis reco for 10 minutes.
Mr. FA5cinL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think I'll let that last

one go.
You got a phone call from Colonel North and you jumped to.

Wh is that? In November of 1985, North called you on the phone,
ad you got to do something about [deleted]. Why did you do any-

thing?
Mr. CLARRDGE. Because he said it was an urgent matter. He may

h.mvesaid It was life and death.
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Mr. FASCELL. Suppose I'd have called you up. What would you
have done?

Mr. CLARRWOE. Probably done the same thing.
Mr. FASCELL. Now you really got me. I'll try that with the CIA

first chance I get.
Mr. CLAJlUDGE. Got to call the right person.
Mr. FAscnL. Oh, I see. So you were tasked by the Director to do

something?
Mr. CLARPjDGE. No. I was not tasked by the Director.
Mr. FASCELL. You voluntarily did it on your own?
Mr. CLARIDGE. Ollie North calls up and says that he needs some

urgent assistance-
Mr. FASCEL. Yes. I know that.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. And it becomes clear that he is the national-
Mr. FASCELL. Is he your boss?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, he's speaking for the National Security

Council.
Mr. FASCELL. Are they your boss?
Mr. CLARMIDGE. No, they are not my boss.
Mr. FAScELL. Did you check with Casey?
14!r. CLARRIDGE. No. He was not in town.
Mr. FASCELL. Did you check with his number two?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No.
Mr. FASCELL. You didn't check?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. All I was asked to do was to provide some com-

munications assistance.
Mr. FASCELL. And you did it?
Mr. CLARRDGE. And I provided the communications assistance

on my own.
Mr. FASCELL. Well, let me ask you this then. Did you do anything

else for North?
Mr. CLAR lDGE. Well, let me think. You mean-
Mr. FASCELL. Starting November 22d, 1986 up until the time he

quit? You see what I'm getting at?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, I don't think I did anything.
Mr. FAScELL. Is he running you or are you running him?
Mr. CLARIDGE. No, I don't think I did anything else for him

prior to November 1985. During the Achille Lauro affair--
Mr. FASCELL. Did you ever tell Casey what you did for North?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. In regard to the November episode?
Mr. FASCELL. Yes.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, certainly.
Mr. FASCELL. Did you tell him after the fact?
Mr. CLARRDGE. He wasn't in town.
Mr. FASCELL. Did you tell him when he got back in town?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. He wa& made avare of it.
Mr. FASCEJL. Yes, but did you tell him?
Mr. CLAlRDGE. I cannot recollect whether I briefed Mr. Casey on

what happened or McMahon briefed him or who briefed him.
Mr. FAwL. How about North? North briefed him?
Mr. CLuRDE. Not that I know of.
Mr. FAsc A. I still don't understand your relationship with Colo-

nel North even if he is with the NSC unless you were instructed to
do whatever the NSC asked you to do?
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Mr. CLARzmG. No. I was not.
Mr. FASCELL. OK. You are a brave man. One of the few in gov.

ernment.
All right. Let me ask you about something else. [Deleted].
Mr. CLARRDGE. [Deleted].
Mr. FAsCEL. Is part of your responsibility-how long have you

been [deleted]?
Mr. CLARIDG. Since mid-February 1986.
Mr. FASCELL. Is it and has it been part of your responsibility to

draft reports on the state of terrorism?
Mr. CARRIDG. Yes. We put out a lot of reporting on-not just

the state of terrorism.-
Mr. FASCELL. Whatever you call that report on terrorism that

goes into the National Intelligence Estimate.
Mr. CLARRmiGE. Do you mean the publication that comes out

every day?
Mr. FASCELL. I don't know. No. I know what that is. I'm trying to

figure out what is the report that you draft that lays the founda-
tion for intelligence on the question of terrorism and counterterror-
ism?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. We have agents reporting to us on what terrorist
plans and intentions are. We put out reports, for instance, that put
together-

Mr. FASCELL. How about the terrorist threat--
Ms. McGINN. Mr. Congressman, if you could allow him to answer

the question, I think it would be helpful.
Mr. FASCEwL. I am trying to short-circuit it so we don't have to

fumble around. The report is [deleted], allegedly sometime in early
1986.

Now basically is that the kind of document you would prepare?
Mr. CLAiurGx. That document is prepared by the National Intel-

ligence Officer for Counter Terrorism. We contribute to it.Mr. FASCmu . Exactly. Now what I am trying to figure out, since I
don't understand how you guys operate, is what do you give him so
he can prepare this intelligence estimate?

Mr. CLDA.IDGE. He receives what we call all-source intelligence,
which could be from agents, from newspapers, [deleted].

Mr. FASCELL. Is he the sole person responsible for the accumula-
tion of the data and its analysis and its inclusion in the estimate?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No.
Mr. FASCELL. Do you have anything to do with that?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I do.
Mr. FASCELL. Do you sign off on something?
Mr. CI ImiDG. No, I don't sign off per se.
Mr. FASCELL. Well, what do you have to do with it?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I have a group of people who will probably write

his draft for him.
Mr. FASC.LL. I see. OK.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. And then it goes into an interagency group andthey'll argue about the wording.
Mr. FAscELL. Is that assessment or report or whatever it is, that

document, does it ever go to the Director?,
Mr. CLARRDGE. Oh, yes. I think the Director has to signoff on it;
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Mr. FAscpu.. All right. Now are you familiar with one of those
reports in 1986-whether it's this one or some other one-which
the Director did not forward?

Mr. CLARmDGz. Dealing with the [deleted]?
Mr. FASCELL. He did not sign off on it. Yes. Dealing with Iran,

specifically.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. I am not.
Mr. FASCELL. Are you familiar with the Graham Fuller memo-

randum of 1985?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. I don't believe I have ever seen that.
Mr. FASCELL. Are you familiar with the National Intelligence Es-

timate of 1986 which did a 180-degree turn from the Graham
Fuller memorandum?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Is this again on Iran?
Mr. FASCELL. On Iran.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, I am probably familiar with it.
Mr. FASCELL. The title for that-maybe it helps refresh your

memory-is "Iran: Prospects for Near-Term Instability."
Mr. CLARRIDGE. That would not come under mypurview. That

would be-and probably did not come'under the National Intelli-
gence Officer for Counterterrorism. That would be the National In-
telligence officer for the Near East area.

Mr. FASCELL. And the two never--
Mr. CLARIDGE. I am not saying they don't talk. You are asking

where the responsibility lies. I am trying to respond to that.
Mr. FASCELL. I am trying to find out why in the notes available

to this committee a flat statement was made on the 1986 report,
which was not too good in terms of Iran in that it-the assessment
was Iran was heavily engaged in acts of terrorism notwithstanding,
and that report was held at the CIA allegedly on the desk of the
Director, and if that went through you, I wanted to know whether
you had any part in that or any knowledge about it.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, no, I don't have any knowledge about it.
That doesn't mean to say I didn't see it. I just don't have any
knowledge about it. But what I would say, Mr. Fascell, is if the
analysis that was done looking at the period from about 19-the
summer of 1985 onward-and I can't give you the exact cut-off date
in 1986, was, in the opinion of the analysts, Iranian terrorism
against the United States had gone down significantly. Now,
whether that was part of that report-

Mr. FASCELL. That is part of it, because that is thep art that is in
dispute, obviously. And the whole question was how did it get from
where it was to where it was and I guess we will never know
unless we get the analyst himself up here.

Mr. CLARRiDGE. That is right, but I think there was enough evi-
dence for the analyst to feel that Iranian-sponsored terrorism
against the United States had dropped off.

Mr. FASCELL. While, as against the rest of the world, it had gone
way up.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, it hadn't changed very much.
Mr. FASCELL. Yes. ! see. OK. In other words, it is-I understand

now.
You recall Acting Director Gates informed all CIA personnel in-

volved in the Iran affair they would have an opportunity to go
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recall that?

Mr. CLARRB. Yes.
Mr. FAscmi. Didyou take advantage of that opportunity?
Mr. CLAmImG. No, I didn't.
Mr. FASCEL,. Did you ever appear before the Inspector General?
Mr. CLARmDGE. I did.
Mr. FAsCEI1. Just one time?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. I think one time.
Mr. FAscEU. So whatever you told the Inspector General is still

your statement as of now?
Mr. CLARmDG. Correct.
Mr. FASCELL. All right. Thank you, very much.
That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Inouye.
Chairman INouYz. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANN8. Mr. Clarridge, had you had any dealings with

Oliver North before the November 1985 phone call when he sought
your help on moving the shipment through [deleted]?

Mr. CLmmIDE. Yes, I had. He became a member of the restrict-
ed interagency, RIG, on-the interagency group on Latin America. I
can't give you a precise date.

My best guess is some time in 1983, so I saw him frequently at
the meetings of that group. And continued to see him at meetings.
of that group, and on, as I mentioned, we either met in Central
America on one occasion or I was sent down there with him.

After I left the Latin American Division, I had very little to do
with him until the Achille Lauro affair. That was when I was with
the European Division and the Achilie Lauro affair, I believe, was
maybe October 1985. [Deleted].

Mr. SARBANm. What did you understand the relationship to be
between Director Casey and Lt. Col. North?

Mr. CLJmARoE. Well, I think they were both admirers of each
other. I think that Colonel North saw Casey from time to time. I
cannot give you any real idea of the frequency.

I think he tended to see him mainly in Casey's office in the Exec-
utive Office Building.

On occasion, he came out to the Agency and saw him. But that is
about the best I can do as far as what the relationship was.

Mr. SARBAmNs. Now, you said that, I think this morning, that
some time in the period between November 20th and 27th, you
learned that, in fact, the shipment was.HAWKs, is that correct?

Mr. CLARRIG. I am told by the National Intelligence Officer for
Counterterrorism that he showed me material-'I think around the
26th or maybe the 25th, 26th, or 27th, that would clearly have indi-
cated to me that there were weapons in that shipment.

Mr. SAmRANS. But when you started out, it was your under-
standing that it was offi-drifling equipment; is that right?

Mr. CLiuwxG. Actually, I think it was portrayed as sophisticat-
ed oi-illing parts.

Mr. SA JANs. What was your view why it required such high-
level intervention in order to move sophisticated oil-drilling parts
through? I mean, did you know that the National Security Adviser
was calling the Foreign Minister? In effect, was stepping out of the

iZ
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Geneva talks in order to call the Foreign Minister in order to move
this shipment? Did you know that?

Mr. CiARimD, . Yes, I was.
Mr. SIUWANES. You knew that at the time?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, there was certain cable traffic going back

and forth. I don't know if that was reported from [deleted] that
indeed that was going on or whether we reported it from here. But
it is all here in the cable traffic.

Mr. SARBANEs. Did you wonder to yourself why all this high-level
intervention was necessary in order to move oil-drilling equipment
through?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Oil-drilling equipment was still embargoed. I felt
it was-at least I thought the thought, I can't say I actually went
through this process. You are asking me to sort of speculate. Oil-
drilling-sophisticated oil-drilling parts, [deleted], were desperately
needed by the Iranian Government to keep the oil fields going and
that the primary source of those parts was the United States. Obvi-
ously, they were embargoed. Maybe there was a problem in that
regard.

[Deleted] didn't want to get mixed up in it. Maybe it was the
question of hostage issue. They were only being told-were only al-
lowed to tell them it was a humanitarian gesture is, I guess, how it
was put.

Mr. SARBANES. When you found out it was weapons, that didn't
make it more explainable to you? It was all explainable to begin
with?

Mr. CLARmDGE. Would you please repeat that question?
Mr. SARBANES. When you found out it was weapons, that didn't

make all of the activity surrounding trying to get this shipment
through more explainable to you?

Mr. CLARRIGE. Well, I can t recall really, Mr. Sarbanes, whether
it did or it didn't.

Mr. SARBANES. I am trying to get some sense of-I want to make
some evaluation of your perceptions. I take it when all of this came
and you were being told it was oil-drilling equipment and you
looked at all of the activity surrounding trying to move oil-drilling
equipment through, including getting the National Security Advis-
er to call the Foreign Minister and all of those interventions that
were being made with [deleted], that didn't strike you as odd in
any way? You didn't think that was an awful lot of high-level
effort for this kind of shipment?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I think anything at that point in time involving
the U.S. Government and Iran was enough to raise eyebrows as to
what was going on and require high-level intervention at some
point to get the thing moving.

After all, everybdy in the world knows that our relations with
Iran were not very good, to say the least.

Mr. SARBANFs. Did it come as a big surprise to you when you
found out it was weapons and not oil-drilling equipment?

Mr. CLARR=DGE. I don't recall it coming as a big surprise. I can'tsav that.r. SAmANzS. Now, I want to get one thing clear on these exhib-

its that are under number 19. That is the [deleted] question. 19-2 is
a cable that you authored; is that correct?
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Mr. CLARRDGE. That is correct.
Mr. SARAmm. Of course, you subject it, "[deleted] Assistance to

Nicaraguan Project," and then as I understood it, you were critical
in 19-5 of a cable from the-I guess this would be from [deleted],
which was, subject, "[deleted] Assistance to Nicaraguan Project." I
think you labeled him a lemming for doing that; is that correct?

Mr. CLAIwGE. No. What I said is we are all lemmings, that
people when they write cables often just take the subject line from
the reference that they are writing the cable from.

Mr. SARBAms. But you are the originator of this subject line,
aren't you?

Cable no. 2?
Mr. CLARDGE. That is right. And at that point in time, clearly

there was the understanding that [deleted] had made an offer, ap-
parently in January, of assistance to the Nicaraguan Freedom
Fighters, as I have said today. My point is that clearly the cable
traffic, as it moves along, indicates that [deleted] had changed their
position, if they ever had that position. Yet the cable writers con-
tinued to label the subject line 'Support to the Nicaraguan Resist-
ance Project" when, in fact, some of the cable traffic makes it very
clear that what [deleted] were talking about was bilateral sup-
Wrt-or relations between [deleted], having nothing to do with the

icaraguan project.
Mr. SARBANES. Wouldn't it indirectly have something to do with

the Nicaraguan project, in any event?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Depends on who was getting it. I suppose if [de-

leted] had been the recipient, then you could say there might be
some connection. In the case of [deleted], I am not so sure you
could say that, or even of [deleted].

Mr. SARBANES. Now, when you went out to [deleted], what was
your understanding of the status of this [deleted] assistance? Before
you got there.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. From [deleted] point of view?
Mr. SARBANS. Well, give it to me from their point of view and

give it to me from our point of view.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. From [deleted] point of view-
Mr. SARBANES. This is before you got there, from the time you

left until you arrived, what was your understanding of the situa-
tion?

Mr. CLARRmui. My understanding was if you look at [deleted],
that is what I was operating on which is that [deleted] were propos-
ing some sort of relationship with [deleted]. My understanding of
what I was to do when I left was that the decision had been taken
that I was not to ask for anything from [deleted] nor was I to
accept anything from [deleted]. That was later followed up by a
cable which is probably in this exhibit which underscores that.

When I got out there, [deleted] didn't offer any support to the
Nicaraguan Resistance. They said that they had been approached
by [deleted] which they did not name and asked if they would pro-
vide equipment and training.

[Deleted] said, you know, was that a good tig to do, and they
said they would have to be paid for it. And I said [deleted]-I said
no [deleted] had any money to pay you. [Deleted].
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Mr. SARBANES. Just let me close on that point. I take it what you
say is when you got out there, you didn't ask, they didn't offer. You
both sat there and looked at each other, I guess, with some sort of
expectation? No one asked and no one offered and that is how the
matter stood; is that correct?

Mr. CLARMDGE. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, on exhibit 19-18--
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Exhibit 19-
Mr. SARBANES. Dash 18. That is a cable from you and this is after

our return. This would have been in May of 1984 after you camerack.
Mr. CIARmIDGE. Correct.
Mr. SARBANES. And you say the current furor here over thb Nica-

raguan project which you attribute the furor being over the
mining, urges that we postpone taking [deleted] up on their offer of
assistance and express regrets that we can't do it, we must do this
at least for the time being, that we cannot crank up the assistance
on a moment's notice should we decide to go forward ir,. the future.
What is the assistance you are talking about?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. We are talking about the only thing that [delet-
ed] said, that they were prepared to offer assistance to the request
that they had had from [deleted] and at this point in time for polit-
ical reasons, we didn't even want them to get mixed up in Central
America at all, whether with an individual country or with the
Nicaraguan Resistance, whether they were being paid or not. [De-
leted].

Chairman INouYE. Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, earlier I referred to an item in Clo-

.. nel North's spiral notebook and Mr.Clarridge had not had that in
his book. I would like to give him a copy and review this with you.

As I look at the document, it is dated 1-14-86 and it says, "Meet-
ing with Dick:" Correct me if I'm wrong, I'm trying to interpret
what his notes say. "Meeting with Dick, options one, make Dick an
agent of the Israelis; two, have President tell Cap make it work [de-
leted]. F-4 parts to Iran, [deleted], FAE use." Beneath that it says,
"Number three, North option for Cop p to act on behalf of," and
below that it says, "get for Copp," and below that "call Owen, be
prepared to carry currency to [deleted] for Chi Chi." Below that it
says, "Call Dewey. Tell [deleted] to go to [deleted]. Tell [deleted] to
back off pressure on [deleted], Re: Company's inability to move, 81
millimeter assets in grenades, et cetera, worth 350K."

Is that a fair reading of what that note says?
Mr. CLAIiDGE. Yes, I think so.
Mr, COHEN. Did you get a call from Colonel North telling you to

go to [deleted] to have them back off any pressure they were put-
ting on [deleted] relative to Secord's inabilitY to move weapons?

Mr. CLAIuuDxE. You are not going to like my answer. I don't
recall getting a telephone call from him. But there is one thing I
can tell you, I never sent a message telling [deleted] to tell [deleted]
to back off North.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, I ask that be entered in the record.
Chairman HAmLTON. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Clarridge, you indicated that you first learned of the Nation-
al Security Council operation involving Iran on Thursday, I think
it was, November 21, 1985.

Mr. CuAmuwzxE. Well, let's say I got a telephone call. I may not
have learned about it until actually the 22d.

Mr. COURTER. You got a telephone call from North. Based on
that telephone call, you directed [deleted] to assist in arranging
clearance for the plane.

Now, that was something that you didn't have a great deal of
time to discuss; it wasn't something that there was time for the
councils of government in Washington and the Congress to get in-
volved. It seems to me like it was a pretty immediate type of thing.
The plane was airborne, was it not?

Mr. CLARRDE. My understanding was that the 747 was over the
Mediterranean at about the time I got the telephone call.

Mr. CouRTm. You may not feelcomfortable commenting on a
proposed Executive order on covert activities. It has been reported
m the press, it is not yet in writing, but we understand that the
administration is coming forward with a new executive order on
covert activities listing certain types of requirements.

One of the things, according to the press, is as follows: All activi-
ty other than intelligence collection will be considered special ac-
tivity subject to the requirement of a Presidential Finding. It goes
on, aying that Congress should be notified within 48 hours after a
Finding, but it also, in another section here, apparently they are
kicking around the idea that there should be no retroactivity to
Findings.

Now, it seems to me, if you are going to be a strict construction-
iSt,if ther ilno retroactivityt&Findingspermissible-iivthe-future,
if in fact there is a new Executive order or legislation on that
point, and if all but collecting intelligence is a special activity re-
quiring a Finding, you couldn t assist under those emergencies-in
that type of a request, you couldn't move equipment, you couldn't
clear a runway, you couldn't gain landing rights. Would that be
your understanding of no retroactivity in everything except intelli-
gence requiring a Findin?

Mr. CL~muDGE. Yes, if you are talkin g specifically in that rela-
tionship to what you said to the events in November-

Mr. COUNTER. Yes.
Mr. CLARDGE. Then I guess you can argue whether providing

the NSC with what's seen as communications support in an at-
tempt to get landing rights, if you call that covert action, then you
would put yourself in the position that you are suggesting.

Mr. CoURm. My reading of this, and of course it is a press
report, would be quite strict and it would prohibit that type of ac-
tivity.

So my question to you is, do you think that the CIA can engage
in emergency-type, legitimate emergency-type operations with a
strict requirement saying unless it is intelligence gathering, it is a
special activity,.special activities require a Findig and there can
be no retroactivity to Findings, could you live with that or would it
dramatically change the type of operations that you are famlWiar
with?

Mr. CLARmm. You know I'm speculating here.
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Mr. COURTER. Yes. So am I. We haven't seen anything but that is
what the speculation is.

Mr. CL#A RDGE. I think what you will frd will happen to deal
with this problem is that we will start writing Findings on all
kinds of contingency possibilities and whether we will cover all
those in the process of preparing these Findings, I can't say, but I
think that bureaucratically is what will begin to happen.

Mr. COURTER. I probably agree with you. I'm looking for ways to
make the legalities and the requirements such that we don't ave
a repeat performance here, but on the other hand, when we draft
recommendations or legislation or the administration comes out
with a new Executive order, what is on their mind is a 6-month
weapon sale to Iran and not all the things that the Intelligence
Community gets involved with, and you have to be extremely care-
ful.

I hope that this committee, as it comes up with recommenda-
tions--

Mr. CLARRIDGE. If I may interrupt, I think you also run a danger
in another way by moving down this road. It is something that the
Tower Commission asked me to speak to. You have already seen an
example of it, nobody likes it, and I think it is very dangerous, that
as you begin to pin a President down further and further in his
ability to conduct covert action, and particularly in emergency situ-
ations, you will have more private enterprises in the covert action
field. If we haven't learned from this recent event, then it is a real
tragedy, but it is very clear that there are people as individuals
and governments and groups who feel strongly enough about issues
that they are prepared to put their money where their mouth is,
and I think if we are not careful, we are going to see a lot more of

I think we've got to understand that countries who feel that they
are tied to us for their own security and see our unwillingness or
the inability of an administration to be able to protect what this
country thinks is the U.S. national interest, you are going to see
people mixing in the covert action business that shouldn't be there,
and we won't have the control over it.

Mr. COURTER. I thank you for your comments. I think they are
careful.

There have been a great deal of questions to you about the con-
tents -of the plane that landed there, whether it was a-we know
what it was, but whether you had that knowledge or whether you
thought at that particular time, as you testify, it was oil-drilling
parts, and we are making a fairly substantial issue of that. And my
simple question to you, would it have made any difference to you?

Mr. CLARIDGE. That is a hard one to answer, and I'm only spec-
ulating as to whether it would have made a difference. It was
something that when-I'll get-the best I can do on the answer is
that when McMahon called me up, his concern was not whether it
was weapons or oil-drilling parts; it was the embargo issue. Wheth-
er I would have had that same view of it at the time had I known
it was weapons, I don't know. I just can't tell you. But I think it is
quite likely that if I had known it was weapons, that I would have
pushed it up further.

Mr. CoURT. You would have made an inquiry to a higher level?
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Mr. CJARRwz. I would have gone up to Mr. Juchniewicz and
said, "Hey, this is weapons onboard," andI think that is also why I
make the statement, and I suggest that other people in the Deputy
Director for Operations Office make the statement that had a cable
come in from [deleted] that stated that Secord has told me that this
is weapons'or HAWKs, or whatever it is, it would have rung some
alarm bells. And you can say that maybe it wouldn't have rung
them with me and people can say that, but I'm sure it would have
rung them on the 7th floor.
SMr. COURTER. You and Charlie Allen were probably the two indi-
viduals that both knew well Director Casey and Oliver North. Did
you ever discuss with either Mr. Casey or Oliver North the diver-
sion of money from Iran to Central America?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, I never did.
Mr. COURTER. Oliver North testified that what was in Bill

Casey's mind at one time was a full capability, off-the-shelf, inde-
pendent, perpetually funded source of money or various covert ac-
tivities. Did you ever discuss anything along those lines with Direc-
tor Casey or Oliver North?

Mr. CLARlIDGE. No, I have not discussed it with either man. I
think-I would just comment here, and it is speculation, that such
an entity would be very appealing to the Director, who saw a role
for, let us say, the private sector that went far beyond the use of
the private sector by the U.S. Government. In his view it wasn't
used enough. We didn't take advantage of it not only in intelli-
gence terms, but in other terms perhaps. So I can conceive of his
having at least speculated about the idea with Mr. North. I can't
prove he did.

Mr. COURTER. Mr. Clarridge, one last question. Did you ever de-
stroy documents related to the November, 1985, shipments or
direct that they be destroyed for any reason, whether it be for secu-
rity reasons, whether it be in the normal course of business to
reduce large filing problems?

Mr. CLRiDGE. No, I didn't, and the fact that the file exists that
we have been going through toda is simply a fact that I didn't say
to my secretary, because normay the files on the privacy traffic
were destroyed 2 months, 3 months, every division has a different
procedure for doing it-I never even askedthat it be destroyed, and
she didn't. And I was-I felt at the time it was very fortunate that
she had kept the file.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Clarridge. My time is up.
Chairman HAMLTON. Senator Inouye.
Chairman INouYE. Mr. Clarridge, just a simple question. We

have in our files and in your files copies of cables that were sent to
[deleted] strongly urging them to exert pressure to get air clear-
ances and such for the November, 1985 flight. Were these cables
cleared by the DCI or authorized by the DCI?

Mr. CLA~mIz. It depends on whether you are talking specifical-
ly authorized, in other words he signed them or told me to sendthem, is that your question?

Chairman INouYE. I am asking this because you were acting at
the request of the White.House, were you not?

Mr. CLARRmGE. That is correct.
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.Chairman INOUYE. Isn't it true that you have an agency regular
tion that says that whenever you are acting at the request of the
White House, that action should be cleared or approved by the
DCI?

Mr. CLA=uDG. That is correct.
Chairman INouYE. Were these cables cleared?
Mr. CLAIDUUW. The initial cables and looking for clearance for

getting the aircraft into [deleted] were not cleared by my superior.
Chairman INouyz. Why?
Mr. CLAIDGE. Because I didn't feel it was necessary toclear

those cables. He was also receiving this material himself on a real
time basis in his office.

Chairman INouYE. But wasn't this a request from the White
House?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. It was.
Chairman INoUYE. Didn't the rule require you to get it cleared?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I understand that-I guess it was read out here

at some point-if you could-
Chairman INouYm. Would you consider such pressure on the for-

eign government as political action?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. You are talking about [deleted] in this case, be-

cause they are the only ones that really had any pressure put on.
Chairman INOUYE. Would that be-
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Again, I think the way I saw it at the time, and

as I just mentioned in another conversation, you can interpret it
the way I think you are coming, that it represents covert action.

Chairman INouYE. Or political action?
Mr. CIARRIDGE. Political action. On the other hand, the way I

think I was looking at it at the time was that I was providing com-
munication support to the White House. I wasn't putting the pres-
sure on. The White House was asking basically that the Embassy
put the pressure on.

Chairman INOUYE. So you were just the conduit?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. Now I can t say, frankly, whether I thought

that process through at the time, to be honest with you.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Woodcock.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clarridge, would you describe your relationship with Michael

Ledeen?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Can you stand a little history?
Mr. WOODCOCK. As brief as you can make it, please.
Mr. CLMAIDGE. I was [deleted]. At some point, and I think it was

in the fall of 1980, I became aware that Mr. Ledeen, and I think
Mr. Shaekley, had entered into some sort of a contract with [delet-
e;Ir. WOODCOCK. Did you have an ongoing relationship with him

during that period of time?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I had never met him.
Mr. WOODCOCK. At what point did you meet him?
Mr. CLARRiDGE. One time I met him at the State Department,

when he was still there working for McFarlane, and I don t remem-ber why I went to see him".That would have Jen sometime n
1983, I would guess.
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Mr. WooDCocK. Mr. Clarridge, let me direct your attention to a
document which I have just had sent down to you, the lead docu-
ment that is facing you is dated April 28th, and it is from the note-
books of Oliver North. The year is 1985. Down at the bottom of
that page, there is a reference from North's handwriting that says
"Call Clarridge re: Ledeen," and under that, "Iranian." Do you
have any idea what that is a reference to?

Mr. CLARmiDGE. No. If I can speak quicker, I can come to the
Ledeen episode when I first talked to him about Iran and anything
having to do with that.

Mr. WoococK. If you would.
Mr. CLARRDGE. Some time in, I would guess it was in January of

1986, Ledeen talked to me about the Agency's negative attitude
toward Ghorbanifar and several other proposals that Ghorbanifar
had, and information that Ghorbanifar had. The reason he talked
to me about it was that some of the information that Ghorbanifar
had dealt with terrorism. Some of the other problems dealt with
matters regarding Europe.

Mr. WooDcocK. Was he speaking to you in your capacity as Chief,
Europe?

Mr. CImGE. I was in a transition period both as Chief,
Europe, and when I became [deleted]. OK? He wanted me to use
what little influence I had with the Director to get the Director to
order activity on these other aspects that Ghorbanifar was propos-
ing or on which he had information.

Mr. WoococK. Let me back you up a little bit. If you would turn
to the next document in front of you, that is a document that was
provided to these committees by the CIA. It is dated December 9,
1985, and it shows an attempt by Michael Ledeen to get in touch
with you and pass information on to you about Ghorbanifar's Irani-
an contact. Do you have any recollection of the substance of that
communication?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Could I just read it?
Mr. WooCocK. If you would.
Mr. CLARRIDGE. I don't remember even knowing the name-it

isn't spelled right here anyway, "[deleted] coming up until well
into January or even February.' I never saw this.

Mr. WooCOCK. That did not make it to you, is that correct?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. No, it did not.
Mr. WOODCOCK. You have also testified I believe on the subject of

the lengthy December 4 note that Oliver North wrote that attrib-
uted you as being aware of quite a number of things that you were,
in fa -,, not aware of,' a lot of those things that were listed in the
Iran initiative note, is that correct?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. There is one paper, a long explanation of
what the plans are, et cetera.

Mr. WoococK. That was dated December 4. There was a refer-.
ence in the piece of paper that you just read in paragraph 3, and it
is the author saying "I went down to EUR and talked to the
Dept Chief, who said Dewey was handling everything involved
with this with [deleted]." Do you know what that is a reference to?

Mr. CLARRmiD. No. I can't understand why [deleted] would be in-
volved. It doesn't make any sense. I mean, this is the first time I
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have seen this, and if I think about it some more, I may be able to
explain it, but I can't at the moment. [Deleted]--

Mr. WooDcocK. How did Charles Allen come to occup a position
within [deleted]? You testified earlier that he wore two hats during
that period of time.

Mr. CLmjamiG. When [deleted] was formed, there was no recom-
mendation that it incorporate the National Intelligence Office for
Counterterrorism. I believe-I can't be sure--but I think it was Mr.
Gates who wanted him incorporated in a* sense [deleted]. And,
therefore, he was given the title of Chief of Intelligence. But he
still had his hat as National Intelligence for Counterterrorism and
depending on the day, he wore whatever hat was most appropriate.

Mr. WooDcocK. When he wore his Chief of Intelligence hat, were
you his superior?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, but he rarely wore it.
Mr. WOODCOCK. Would that mean he would have reporting re-

sponsibilities to you?
Mr. CL tRnIDGE. In theory, yes.
Mr. WooDcocK. Did he report to you regularly on the Iran chan-

nel at all?
Mr. CLARIDGE. No, he did not.
Mr. WoococK. Is it unusual for a National Intelligence officer

to act in the capacity of a case officer?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes, it is.
Mr. WooDcoCx. To your knowledge, when Charles Allen took up

his relationship with Ghorbanifar, was that his Chief of Intelli-
gence hat that he was wearing or his National Intelligence officer
hat?

Mr. CLRRIDGE. It had to be his National Intelligence Officer hat,
and I think he even took up that relationship before [deleted]. I
would have to check the record on that.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Mr. Chairman, f I might be allowed just a
couple more questions.

Let me direct your attention, if I may, to the last document
before you. It is dated August 5th.

Mr. CLARRIaDG. Yes. This is the August 5th operational subgroup
meeting?Mr. WOODOCK. That is correct.

Let me direct your attention to the paragraph that is underlined,
hostages, and that reads,

There was a lively discussion on the next steps to take on the remaining hostages.
The discussion touched on the possibility of Kuwaitis releasing the Dawa 17 and the
conditions that would lead to that action, that is protected borders with Iran.

When Colonel North testified before these committees, he testi-
fied that in his opinion the Dawa 17 were going to be released, in
any event, and that that was why he ultimately took the position
in his negotiations with the Iranians that a plan to release the
Dawa 17 would be acceptable to the United States. What was your
position on the release of the Dawa 17?

Mr. CL&ARIGE. Well, frankly, I don't think I have ever had a
firm position..

Mr. WoomNcx. Do you recall this-
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Mr. CLARRncz. No, I do not remember-am I noted as being at
the meeting?

Mr. WOODCOCK. You are, at the top of the paragraph.
Mr. CLARInet. Well, I don't remember this particular discus-

sion, but in any event, this issue of the release of the Dawa and all
of that was much more appropriate for the State Department to ad-
dress from a policy point of view than it was an intelligence ques-
tion.

Mr. WooocK. Did you ever pass to Colonel North an opinion of
yours or an opinion of the Agency's that the Kuwaitis were inevita-
bly going to release the Dawa 17 at some point?

Mr. CLA=DGE. No, I certainly didn't pass any opinion, and I
don't have any. That doesn't mean to say there wasn't one. In fact,
I don't agree with it.

Mr..WooDcocK. Thank ou, Mr. Clarridge.
Chairman HAMILTON. The chair yields 10 minutes to Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STomus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clarridge, on page 137, of your deposition, you are asked on

this page by Mr. Barbadoro if you knew anything about a plan in
1986 involving DEA officials and their contacts to pay bribes to cer-
tain officials [deleted] to gain the release of hostages. Your answer
to him was, "No, I do not."

Is there anything about that answer that you would change
today?

Mr. CIARRIDGE. No.
Mr. SToKEu. The answer remains the same?
Mr. CLARRDGE. I was only aware, as I think I said in here, that

there were some DEA officers on Cyprus working the problem on
hostages. I don't know whether they were sent there for that or
were permanent people there. [Deleted].

Mr. SToKa. [Deleted].
Mr. CLAiIDGE. [Deleted].
Mr. SToKES. You became [deleted] at the CIA in February of

1986. There were a couple of working groups that focused on the
terrorist issue. One was known as the TIWG, the Terrorist Incident
Working Group; another was the OSG, which I believe stands for
Operations Sub-Group. Did you at any time have discussions about
these DEA operations with these working groups?

Mr. CLRRIDGE. Well, I don't think the TIWG has met, certainly
since I became involved in the counterterrorism problem. It usually
only meets when there is an incident like a hijacking, and they
may have'in the case of Pan Am 73.

The operational subgroup that I attended, I don't recall any dis-
cussion about DEA operations.

Mr. STomES. When you say you don't recall, does it mean that it
could have occurred?

Mr. CLAImwxt. I mean, I suppose it is possible, Mr. Stokes. But I
imply don't remember DEA operations ever being discussed there,at all.
Mr. STOKs. So your best recollection is that you have never had

a discussion with them about DEA operations?
Mr. CLARRIDGz. In this group, yes.
Mr. STomKs. With this group?
Mr. CLAwRaE. Or with DEA itself.
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generally aware that Colonel North was in charge of these DEA ac-
tivities?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. I can't say, because it never came up.
Mr. SToKES. As we go over Colonel North's notebooks, they re-

flect a wide range of activities trying to obtain the release of hos-
tages. Many of the activities related to his contacts with [deleted.
What did you know about Colonel North's activities with [deleted]
in obtaining the release of hostages?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Well, I think the OSG group was well aware that
he had a connection with [deleted], and then I think there was an-
other [deleted]-maybe from [deleted]. And I can't recall his name.

Mr. COHEN. I am sorry? Can we-
[Discussion off the record.]
Mr. STOKS. You can withhold on that. I think we will make

other provisions for you to respond to that under different circum-
stances.

Chairman HAmILTON. Proceed. Do you have further questions,
Mr. Stokes?

Mr. STOKES. On the 18th of September 1984, there were also some
calls between you and Colonel North. That is exhibit 25. This is
Colonel North's notebook. The entry that I want to refer to there is
1710, "Clarridge re: HPSCI" because HPSCI is the House Perma-
nent Select Committee on Intelligence, is that correct?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Correct.
Mr. SToKSm. You go down and detail what occurred at that meet-

ing. The meeting was on the 12th of September. Apparently you
discussed questions with Mr. McCurdy Mr. Fowler. You also note
what Mr. Motley, then the Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-
American Affairs, had to say. There is a notation about [deleted]
and about [deleted], relations probably with [deleted], and then
some discussion about funding. rt says "think money is going direct
to Calero, Tho won't tell us, very good chance money is coming
from patriotic Americans and other foreigners who feel strongly."

A couple questions. Firstly, did you feel a responsibility to inform
Colonel North what went on or what you said and what others said
in executive session here in the Congress?

Mr. CLmmG. I can't read this very well. No. I don't remember
ever telling him what went on at a HPSCI meeting..There was cer-
tainly-this says that I did, but I don't understand what I was
saying here.I can't really understand it all. Some of it I can.

Mr. SToIK. It appears or is apparent, is it not, that you related
to Colonel North what took place at an executive committee ses-
sion of HPSCI?

Mr. CLARRDGE. If I could understand the writing better, then I
would be able to comment, but it looks like I made at least some
comments to him on what happened there.

Mr. STom. Well, it refers to McCurdy's questions. That is clear.
Mr. CLARRDGE. McCurdy's questions re: NSPG on-and I can't

read the rest.
Mr. STOKES. Looks like deletedi ,r 'thing like. that.
Mr. CLAmuGE. Well, that doesn't mean anything to me. MoLOsaid-
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Mr. SToKEs. Motley was present with you on that occasion?
Mr. CLARRWE. He was?
Mr. STOKEs. Was he?
Mr. CLARRIE. I have no idea. Motley said we are-I don't

know.
Mr. STOKES. The next page, where it says, "Clarridge call contin-

ued." Are you able to make out anything there? "Fowler
Mr. CIA XGzIC. "-positioning himself to-"
Mr. SToKES. That would be Congressman Fowler; right?
Mr. CwmGE. I would assume so. Was he on the committee in

1984?
Mr. STOKES. In 1984, he was.
Mr. CLmuwGE. I can't read the rest of the writing.
Mr. STouS. Well, would you say that this was not something

that Colonel North just manufactured?
Mr. CLARRmGE. Oh, no.
Mr. STOKEs. In all probability, you must have talked to him?
Mr. CQAuwxDG. Certainly.
Mr. STOKES. Then I come back to why would you be discussing

with him matters related to an executive committee testimony
with HPSCI?

Mr. CLmGE. Well, I don't know. Is that against the law?
Mr. STOKE. Well, I don't know whether it is against the law or

not. I am just wondering what your policy was.
Mr. C ARiGE. I mean, I think, Congressman Stokes, I am not

trying to be difficult. We had a-'a Restricted Interagency Group
that had a number of people who attended it who also attended ex-
ecutive sessions of various committees of Congress. Frequently
what happened at those committees were discussed with members
of the interagency group.

Mr. SToKs. So then it would have been customary to call Colo-
nel North a-id discuss it with him?

Mr. CLAmuwE. No. No. I wouldn't say it was customary at all.
Mr. Stock# . Were you under any instructions from Mr. Casey or

anyone else to discuss-
r. CL&mmiou. No. No. I certainly was not.

Mr. STOKES. I see. So whatever way this occurred, you have no-
firstly, no recollection of the call? And then, secondly, no remem-
brance as to why you would have talked with him?

Mr. CwIIGE. No, I don't. These notes don't sort of lend them-
selves to that.

Mr. SToKES. OK. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I yield back subject to whatever provision you wanted to bring in

with reference to the question that we reserved on.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very mvch.
The chair, without objection, will maJ' a part of the record

DRC-1 through DCR-34.
Chairman HAMILTON. Also CIA memorandum, one dated Decem-

ber 9, 1985, subject, "Ledeen phone call," and a second memoran-
dum dated August 5, 1986, aNational Security Council memoran-
dum, subject, "Operations Sub Group terrorist incident working
group meeting." Also a part of the record, notes by Lt. Col. North
dated 26 and 28 of April, 1985.
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[The information appears in appendix B.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The chair recognizes Mr. Liman.
I am sorry. Senator Cohen?
Mr. CommN. When you include the records, I think 1 through 34,

would that be subject to any redacting of otherwise sensitive infor-
mation that we may want to pursue in a smaller session?

Chairman HAMILTON. Yes. It would be subject to such redacting.
Mr. COHEN. I am thinking of exhibits 3 and9, in particular.
Chairman HAMILTON. We will take special note of that.
I thank the Senator.
Mr. Liman.
Mr. LI N. Mr. Clarridge, you were completing your term as [de-

leted] the Latin American Division before the Boland Amendment
prohibiting CIA support for the Contras came into effect, am I cor-
rect?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. If that was I October 1984?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes.
Mr. CLARRiDGE. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Prior to that, the CIA was providing military and

paramilitary assistance to the Contras?
Mr. C AmRIDGE. Correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Who did you contemplate would take charge of the

care and feeding of the Contras once the CIA was out?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. As I think I have stated today, and I have stated

in various depositions, the hope was that the President would be
able to pull it off again and get the Congress to support aid to the
Freedom Fighters.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, in the interim, between the time that the CIA
was out and the time that Congress might appropriate money, who
did you think would be in charge of the care and feeding of the
Contras?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. My instructions were to draw down on our pres-
ence [deleted] and to get ready to cut and run.

Mr. LIMAN. Let me put it differently. Did you understand that
the NSC staff would be filling the vacuum?

Mr. CLARDGE. No, I did not.
Mr. LIMAN. And Colonel North never told you in any of his con-

versations that he had been tasked to do so?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. He never told me that he was tasked to take

over the support to the Contras. I became aware of his efforts
through various things that he said to me over a period of time
that he was struggling to do this.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever have any discussion with him as to
whether the Boland Amendment applied to the NSC staff?

Mr. CLARRIDG. I believe at one time that I suggested to him that
he find out from lawyers whether it did.

Mr. LIMAN. And what did he say to you?
Mr. CLARmiGE. I don't recall.
Mr. LIMAN. And do you recall when it was you made that sugges-

tion to him?
Mr. CAmumE. I don't know because this would be simply a

guess.
Mr. Lai". OK.
Mr. CLARRnDE. You don't want me to guess?
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Mr. LwAN. Let's call it a best recollection and then you could
sa Iit.

r. CLARRIDGE. I would guess some time in late 1984.
Mr. LimAN. Did you ever discuss that with-Director Casey?
Mr. CLimmm. No, I did not. I saw very little of the Director

from the time I left the Latin America Division until in October
1984-until December 1985.

Mr. LJmAN. Now, you also said before that Director Casey was in-
terested in using the private sector more in covert operations?

Mr. CiAIUDGz. No, I said that Director Casey was interested in
using the private sector more in the totality of support not only to
the collection of intelligence, but to various other things that it
could do for the U.S. Government.

Mr. LimAN. What did he say to you that gave you that opinion?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. [Deleted].[Deleted].

ut he simply felt we didn't use it enough and he made a big
effort to improve on that.

Mr. LIMAN. Did he ever express to you the view that the private
sector could do this work more effectively because it wasn't under
the same restrictions as the CIA?

Mr. CLARRIDGE. No. He never did. And I was speculating or to
use your phrase--

Mr. LimAN. Best recollection?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Best recollection-well, it doesn't really apply to

this. I can imagine that what Colonel North said that the Director
might have been interested in what the private sector could do in
the covert action field.

Mr. LIMAN. The last few questions.
In your profession, you come across cover stories frequently, is

that so?
Mr. CLARIDGE. Oh, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And they-cover stories, if they are to have any

chance of working, are supposed to have a degree of plausibility?
Mr. CiARRD GE. Correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Did it ever occur to you when you were told about

the cargo being oil-drilling parts that that might be a cover story?
Mr. CLARRIDGE. Yes. As I said, I think in my deposition, I was

not unaware that there were various arms deals going on or that
Iran was trying to work out-or that people were trying to work
out with them, most of which apparently were scams of some sort.
I am sure that that crossed my mind.

I can't prove it did, but I am sure it crossed my mind.
Mr. LIm . Did you ever at the time say to Colonel North is that

the cover or is that the truth?
Mr. CLARRiE. I can't recall having said that.
Mr. LIMAN. It seems to me, certainly to me, that when we came

to November 1986, about half the people were using the cover story
and the other half usig the reality, and I was just wondering
whether you had ever discussed with North at the time, in 1985, is
this a cover story?

Mr. CLARDGE. No, I can't say that I did.
Mr. LimAN. And you never suggested it as the cover story?
Mr. CA GE. No, I never did.
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Mr. Lumw. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTr. The chair wants to remind members and

all persons present that this is an executive session and under the
rules of the House and the Senate we are not to talk about and we
are not to reveal any information that has been learned here
today.

Se ondly, the chair would request that we release the declassified
testimony of Mr. Clarridge as soon as it is ready.

Is there any objection to that?
If not, it is so ordered.
Mr. Clarridge, we thank you ye much.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Chan, had 5 minutes, I believe.
Chairman HAMILTON. I am sorry. Mr. McCollum, you are right.

The chair recognizes you for 5 additional minutes.Mr. McCOLLUM. I do want to clarify something. This morning in
my direct questioning you testified to something that upon reflec-
tion I found to be really quite incredible, and that is that in the
process of setting up the Iranian initiative, Director Casey initially
wanted to use the CIA to do the whole-run the whole operation,
but that because of those underneath him, Mr. McMahon, Mr.
George, other people, you didn't name them all, but we ran
through some of them.

Mr. CLARMDGE. Yes. But I cannot speak for some of those people.
Mr. McCoLLUM. I understand you cannot, but people in the

Agency, under him, not wanting to deal with Mr. Ghorbanifar, not
liking the situation with him, that only the logistics operations
were kept with the Agency and Colonel North wound up running
the other operation, or NSC wound up running it.

I don't know which interpretation to place on this. Therefore, I
want to ask you so there is no question about it: Was it your under-
standing that Director Casey's desires to run this were expressed to
people in the Agency and because they had these feelings about
Ghorbanifar he decided it wasn't a good idea to press this on them?
Or did we have a situation where Director Casey really ordered his
petrie and they wouldn't do it?

Mr. CLRDGE. I can't give you a fmal answer on that. All I
know is what he said to me. I would guess it is the former. That he
sensed or he knew from the discussions with others that they did
not favor dealing with Ghorbanifar because he was a scumbag-
maybe I shouldntsay that.

Mr. McCoLLUM. Whatever you want to say. It is all right. He's
been described in many ways openly and publicly. You can call
him anthing you want in here.

Mr. D1GE. He couldn't pass the polygraph even to get his
name right. I think that was the feeling they had and I think the
Director sensed that there wasn't support down there and, there-
fore,, never pushed the issue. But that is only, you know, sort of
sensing.

Mr. MCCoILuM. You do know and you have testified to us that at
least we know for a fact that Director -Casey had a preference for
the Agency initially running'the whole thing?

Mr. CumDE. I knowthat for a fact. •
Mr. McCoLLuM. I have another followup question to this morn-

ing's questioning.
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(Deleted].
[Deleted .
Mr. M CoLLuM. I understand completely what you mean. I think

that is why we need to have an understanding and general public
acquiescence in changing some anti-terrorist policies if we are
going to be successful. To some degree or other, whether it is on
specifics, we -certainly need to do that. We certainly need public
debate to change that climate. I think you would agree with that?

Mr. CLMDGE. Yes. I think probably the climate is there.
Mr. McCOLLUM. Let me conclude by saying that there are some

of us that think you are doing a heck of a job in this area. We ap-
preciate it and are grateful for it. Keep it up.

Mr. CLA=uDGE. Thank you very much.
Mr. McCOLLUM. Thank you.
-Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair would point out that redactions

should be made and are necessary in exhibit 16, the references to
[deleted].

Are there any other questions?
If not, Mr. Clarridge, let me express my appreciation on behalf of

the two committees to you again for your testimony. You have
been helpful and you are excused, sir.

Mr. CLARRIDGE. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. We will have a 10-minute recess and then

begin with [C/CA TF].
[Recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint committees will come to order.
Our witness this afternoon is [C/CATFJ. [C/CATFJ would you

stand please and raise your right hand.
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF [C/CA TF]
Chairman HAMILTON. Do you have ari opening statement, [CI

CA TF?.
[C/CATF]. I have a few opening comments that I would like to

make. It is not a prepared statement.
Chairman HAMILTON. Please proceed.
[C/CATF. I would like to thank the committee for the very thor-

ough arrangements that were made for my appearance here and
protecting my identity. [Deleted] and I appreciate the arrange-
ments made to get me into this room avoiding publicity.

Second, I would like to thank the committee for the opportunity
to appear here. References to my name have come up many times
in these hearings, and I think it is proper that I have a chance to
make my comments, answer your questions and get my story or my
perspective on the record for you to hear personally, andI thank
you for that opportunity.

Thirdly, I would ask in these proceedings that we try to proceed
chronologically because my situation or the situation in which I
found myself changed chronologically from 1984 to the summer of
1985, when the laws changed. Then again in December of 1985
when the laws changed again and then again in the fall of 1986,
when the laws changed again. And at each time, block of time, my
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involvement, my level of acknowledgeability changed and that was
because I understood from the very beginning the position in which
I was found.

Some of you will remember October and November of 1984 when
the Tayacan manual, in the press known as the Murder Manual,
flap hit. I was new in the task force at that point in time and lik-
ened my position to a cap thrown in a dryer, tumbling and trying
to figure out what was happening to me.

I learned that I was in a charged political environment, that
there were perils on all sides andI was going to have to learn to
live in that environment and be very astute if I was to survive and
I did that. Each step of the way I had the laws in mind, the politi-
cal dynamics in mind, and I knew almost from the beginning that I
was caught between the dynamics of a giant nutcracker of the Leg-
islative on the one hand and the Executive on the other, and I was
in the center in a very exposed position.

There were those who said I was not smart for taking the job but
the Director had asked me to do it and I believed in what he had
asked me to do, and so I did. During the 3 years that I have been in
that job and particularly the 2 years that are the question of in-quiry of the committee, I worked to serve the administration, the
Executive, within the bounds of the law as laid down by the Execu-
tive, by the Legislative and to do so to the fullest of my ability and
to in every way possible work with the Congress to change that law
and to clear the contradiction that was at play to try to get myself
out of the nutcracker I found myself in.

It was clear to me then, it is clear to me now that the words of
Abraham Lincoln are as true as the sun rising in the east every
morning-a house divided against itself cannot long endure, and in
Nicaragua and in Central America we were clearly a house divided
against ourselves and we had to change it. And I think that is what
this hearirg is all about.

I am here to answer your questions how I handled myself during
this period, why I did what I did, what my logic was. I don't claim
that every decision I made was the right one. If I could turn the
clock back I might do some things different, but not many. And in
the end, I hope two things happen-one that the House is no
longer divided and second, to persevere in Central America, be-
cause if we don't, I don't want to think what the 21st Century will
be like for us as a great nation.

Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you. Questioning will begin with

counsel, Mr. Carome.
Mr. CAROME. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon [C/CAT I. What date did you become the Chief

of the Central American Task Force?
[C/CA TF. On or about 9 October 1984.
Mr. CARoME. Am I correct that that is just within a day or two of

the effect of the full Boland Amendment?
[C/CA ... As I recall the full Boland Amendment actually wassigned into law on 11 October 1984.
Mr. CAROMx. When did you start work at the CIA?
[C/CATYJ. June of 1967.
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Mr. CAROME. And if you could very briefly summarize the posi.
tions you have held?

C/CA TF. [Deleted].
leted] was scheduled to come back and to take the job that I

had really hoped to take, it was my career ambition to be [deleted].
Director Casey asked me in I think it was August of 1984 to take
this job or to take a new job-Clair George actually told me what
the job was, Chief of the Central American Task Force-and I
began to study in for that job in mid-September of 1984 and have
been in it ever since.

Mr. CAROME. This current position you have was your first CIA
position that related in any way to Central America, is that right?

[C/CA TF]. Yes, it is.
Mr. CAROME. Could you give me a three-sentence description of

what the Central American Task Force is?
[C/CAT1]. It is the headquarters element of the Central Intelli-

gence Agency which manages our operations in Central America. It
is a unique entity in that it is self-contained. It has a support appa-
ratus that is normally found in an operating division. It has a re-
porting line that goes through [deleted] but also directly to the
DDO and under Director Casey, directly to the DCI. It also is
unique because it has a heavy operational element in dealing with
various assets and various programs, unlike other divisions, which
are mostly managerial.

Mr. CAROME. Do you use any code names?
[C/CA TF]. Yes, I do.
Mr. CAROME. What are they?
[C/CAT]. [Deleted] and [deleted], in this job. I've used other

names in other jobs.
Mr. CAROME. Which of those code names if any would Oliver

North have known?
[C/CA T19. [Deleted]. I don't think he knew the [deleted]. If he did

it was not central.
Mr. CAROME. What is your understanding of the law as it applied

between October 1984, when you took your job, and August 1985 on
the subject of Central Intelligence Agency passing intelligence to QW
the Contras?

[C/CATFI. It was my understanding that intelligence could not
be passed to the Contras, period. There was one point that was a
matter of discussion in the law and that was whether or not we
could pass defensive intelligence to the Resistance forces. We met
with the intelligence committees, particularly the House Intelli-
gence Committee, debated that issue and finally came down to the
fact that it probably was not something that was politically wise to
do but under extenuating circumstances we probably could.

Mr. CAROME. Was it permissible for you to pass intelligence in.
formation to Colonel North and for him to then pass information
on to the Contras?

[C/CATI. No, I would not think so.
Mr. CARoMz. During that timeframe did Oliver North ever ask

you for intelligence information relating to Nicaragua?
[(r/CAT D. Yes. tMr. C"aOME. Did you sometimes provide it?
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[C/CA TF. Never when I thought it was going to Nicaragua. As a
matter of fact, many times when I thought that was where it was
going I did not Provide it. When I was told that it was to be used in
the context of his-White House job, I think it is important to say
here that he was the central figure for the administration on Cen-
tral American policy during the period in question, and there were
unique circumstances that created that circumstance. I would pro-vide it to him and did I think as I go back and reflect and look at
some of these exhibits, which thanks to the committee I have seen,
might have from time to time but mostly I did not.

Mr. CAROME. Robert Owen has testified to this committee that in
mid-November 1984 North gave him intelligence, including maps, to
take to Contra leaders for use in a possible operation to take out
Hind helicopters. Owen said that North told him that these maps
had come from across the river and that that meant either the
Pentagon or the CIA.

My question is, were you aware at the time that Oliver North
was seeking to obtain intelligence relating to the Hind helicopters
and seeking to pass that intelligence to the Contra leadership?

[C/CATFJ. Let me take the question in two parts. During the
time that the Hind helicopters were delivered to Central America
and Nicaragua, I was very much aware that not only North but ev-
erybody in the U.S. Government and Congress and the press was
trying to seek information on exactly what was delivered. There
was first a thought that they were MIG-21s which called into place
serious political questions and questions as to whether or not they
were in fact Hind-21s. There was an intense exchange that took
place within the administration, particularly with the White House
and particularly with North, about whether or not they were
Hind-21s. There were also discussions about what options were-to
exercise contingency plans or to exercise markers which had been
laid down by the administration.

So in that context, yes, I was very much aware that Oliver
North, others at the highest levels of the government were deeply
and intensely interested in following this matter and were seeking
intelligence from multiple sources.

The second question: Was I aware that Oliver North was seeking
intelligence on that issue to pass to the Nicaraguan Resistance.
There were meetings that I attended in the Department of State
under the chairmanship of Ambassador Motley where the whole
issue of how to deal with the MIG-21s was discussed. One particu-
lar issue discussed was whether or not CIA could exercise a par-
ticular contingency plan which had been laid out prior to the
Boland Amendment. I said we could not and repeated the law. I
was aware that Oliver North was interested in exercising sort of an
option like that or looking at options. I cannot recall a specific
awareness that he was looking for intelligence to take out the
Hind-21s and was seeking for intelligence to pass to the Contras on
that subject.

It is possible that 2 or 3 years ago I was aware of it, but I don't
recall specific knowledge of that.

Mr. ACuo. Would you please turn to exhibit 1. Exhibit 1 is a
memorandum dated November 7, 1984 from Oliver North to Robert
McFarlane. It indicates that North was trying to get intelligence
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information to Calero to take out the Hinds. In the middle of page
1 it st tes that Mr. North had on the evening of November 5th
called Bob Vickers, NIO for Latin America, and General Paul
Gorman and asked them for all we had on the location of the
Hinds. Were you familiar that such a request had been made on
November 5th?

[C/CATF. I could have been. I don't recall specifically.
Mr. CAROME. Turn to the middle ofpage 2-at the beginning of

the last paragraph it states, "the meeting with Calero was terminat-
ed by 5 p.m. and then after theCPPG meeting I again called
[C/CATFJ and asked for any further updates on the Hinds and on
new information on the MIG."

Does that refresh your recollection that Colonel North was
speaking directly to you and asking you for intelligence informa-
tion on taking out the Hinds at that time?

[C/CA TF. As I told you, it does not bring back specific memories
but I know that we talked about the MIGs until about a year ago
or the deliveries. [Deleted]. It was an intense discussion and in his
capacity as the focal point for the NSC and the White House on
this subject, I talked to Ollie a lot about those .things. I don't re-
member the details of those discussions in passing information to
him, but I undoubtedly did do that.

Mr. CAROME. When you did that did you do anything to make
sure that that information was not being passed on to the Contra
leadership?

[C/CATF . I didn't pass it to the Contra leadership. At that time
I had been in my job for 6 weeks or thereabouts and had no reason, I
don't think, to believe that Oliver North would have been doing
that at that point in time, and frankly wouldn't have probably
said, Ollie, don't you pass this to the Contras, because I am not
sure I had developed much of an understanding.

Mr. CAROME. But you knew that would have been illegal if that
had occurred?

[C/CATFJ. I would have known that I couldn't have passed the
intelligence to the Contras, and as you will hear throughout this
testimony, I couldn't do with Ollie something that I couldn't have
done myself directly and that was my guiding light in dealing with
Ollie for the next 2 years.

As I would talk to him, racing through my mind would be, could
I do this myself. So the answer is I would have known I couldn't
have done that, and it would not have been proper for me. Wheth-
er or not it was legal for Ollie to do it, at that point in time, I don't
think the thought crossed my mind. It does, as you'll hear my testi-
mony, at a later date.

Mr. CAROME. In February 1985, there came another occasion
where, according to the testimony of Robert Owen, Oliver North
gave him maps to take to the Contra leaders for use in a military
operation on the [deleted], Nicaraguan border. Mr. Owen has testi-
fied that the maps that were originally provided were too large for
him to take down surreptitiously to Nicaragua and that he was in
Oliver North's office when Oliver North called you to ask you to
provide maps of a suitable size to take down to the Nicaraguan
leadership.

Do you recall that event in February 1985?
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(C/CATF]. I am trying to recall what was happening with the Re-
sistance in February 1985. I do not recall that specific event. I
think I have testified to that 3 or 4 times in various depositions
and such, and don't think that-I don't recall that conversation
having taken place, no.

Mr. CAROME. If in February 1985 Oliver North asked you for
maps relating to activity on the Nicaraguan-[deleted] border, would
you have provided it to him?

[C/CA TFJ. No. As a matter of fact I would have found some way
to have avoided doing that if that is what it was for. -

Mr. CAROME. Would you please turn to exhibit 2. Exhibit 2 is an
entry out of Oliver North's notebooks dated February 8, 1985, the
time we were just talking about. At 7 o'clock there is an entry that
says maps delivered by [deleted], and 15 minutes later at 7:15 it
says meeting with Rob Owen. That appears to relate to the inci-
dent that Mr. Owen testified about.

[C/CATF]. No. There is another meeting, another entry there,
they are two things. I am going to be a little bit particular here.
The meeting with Rob Owen was 5 minutes after the map is al-
leged to have been delivered, meaning he was not in the room
probably.

Secondly, there is a 9:30 meeting With Ronald Reagan and so on.
If I had delivered a map to Oliver North and it looks like I did,
deleted] was a person who worked on my staff-it would have been

because Oliver North said I need this to brief the President, and
that is the way he dealt, bombastically, and you would push and
push and push and the decision I had to make each time a segment
came in was whether or not it was for his NSC job or something
else.

At the time the Resistance forces were withdrawing, the Nicara-
guans were getting ready to make their first incursion at some
point in time [deleted], and it is very likely that he pushed and said
I need intelligence on this. He did that frequently and each time I
had to respond in a way that I felt was in keeping with the law
and in keeping with his position to work in the NSC. So if I did
that and I don't recall that particularly, I vaguely recall in the
back of my mind [deleted] carrying a map down or doing some
work, it was not specific enough to be of any tactical use and was
meant for briefings at the White House in his position with the
NSC as far as I knew.

Mr. CAROME. Did Oliver North tell you at that time that these
maps were going to be produced to Robert Owen?

/CATFJ N o.
Mr. C LRoME. Did you know at that time who Robert Owen was?
[C/CATF9. I don't think at that early stage I knew who Robert

Owen was. I would put my understanding of who Robert Owen was
later in 1985.

Mr. CAROME. Specifically do you recall Oliver North calling you
and telling you that the maps that were provided for Owen were
too large and that he needed smaller maps?

[C',CATII: I don't recall him doing that. I don't recall him
me and telling me maps were too large or that he had given them
to Robert Owen.
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Mr. CAROME. Would you please turn to exhibit 3. Exhibit 3 is a
memorandum dated February 6, 1985, from Oliver North to Robert
McFarlane. This is one of the documents that Mr. North saw fit to
alter in November 1986. It refers to efforts to seize or sink the Nic-
araguan merchant ship, the Monimbo. Were you familiar with the
plans to seize or sink that ship in February 1985?

C/CATFI. Yes. [Deleted].[leted].

r. CAROME. This memorandum specifically refers to providing
intelligence information to Calero so that he could take action to
seize or sink the ship.

Did you have knowledge of those plans?
[C/CATF]. That was not my operation. I don't think I had knowl-

edge of it. I would not have condoned it, because that was clearly
something that I wouldn't have been involved with at that point in
time. [Deleted].

[Deleted].
Mr. CAR oM E. But you specifically do not recall, discussing the

provision of intelligence to Mr. Calero?
[C/CATP]. No. If it would have come up, I would have told him

we can't do that. That was clearly something that we could not do.
Mr. CAROME. Did you provide intelligence information to North

on [deleted] the Monimbo during the month of February, 1985?
[C/CAT)1. Not specifically that I can recall, but I would add to

you that that intelligence is readily available [deleted]. It's around.
Mr. CAROME. [Deleted].
[C/CA Th]. [Deleted].
I didn't call and pass that intelligence and say, "Now, Ollie, you

can pass it to Calero and do the job." You must remember-and I
know it's difficult to understand-but you have got to remember
that the key figure on policy in Central America during this
period, I mean the key figure, was Oliver North.

Let me take a minute and tell the committee why. There was-
the Central American Directorate in the National Security Council
was Constantine Menges. The Assistant Secretary of State for
Latin-Inter-American Affairs was Tony Motley. ley fought like
cats and dogs. Motley would not hold a meeting with Menges in the
room. They couldn't talk to each other.

Also, because of what had happened earlier at the negotations-
the bilateral negotiations between the United States and Nicara-
gua, there was tension at play in the system. And, essentially by
default, Central American policy in its execution and to a large
degree in its formulation fell to Oliver North. He was the person
that filled the void and who dealt with these things by dint of the
void and by dint of personality, and he did it, and he was the
person who moved and formulated and polished and cajoled, and I
think the committee has seen enough of his personality they can
understand how that happened and why that happened.

When he called and asked me about that, the conversation prob-
ably went something like, "[C/CAMFJ, McFarlane wants to know is
this and this and this happening? Where is this? How is this going
down?"

[Deleted].
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But he knew. There is very little-and you will hear this as the
day goes on-that happened in Central America that I didn't talk
to Ollie about, particularly up through sometime in April of 1986. I
mean it was a very unabridged conversation, because he was the
man on the National Security Council with the responsibility for
the administration for this program.

So I might have done that. In fact, I probably did. But I didn't do
it to somehow get the intelligence to Calero. Frankly, I don't do
dumb things. It would have been a dumb thing to try to run this
operation [deleted).

Mr. COHEN. [Deleted].
[C/CA TF9. [Deleted].
Mr. COHEN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CAROME. [C/CATF], when you provided intelligence informa-

tion to Mr. North on these various occasions during the full Boland
proscription, did you take any steps to ensure that he would not
pass that intelligence to the Nicaraguan leadership? The Contraleadership*?

[C/CATFJ. Not specifically, no. Except that I did at one point
fairly early on-and I would have had-I had several times asked
Ollie if he was sure everything he was doing was legal, and he as-
sured me that he was doing everything legal and was within the
law.

Mr. CAROME. By early 1985-let's say March 1985, I take it +hat
you had a knowledge that Oliver North was playing a role in locat-
in arms for the Contras; is that right?e

C/CATP . By that time,i 1 e w hat Oliver Noth was playing a
ro e in a-in supporting the overall Nicaraguan-in supporting or
facilitating support to the overall Nicaraguan Resistance.

Mr. CAROME. You knew he was playing a role in locating arms
for the Contras, didn't you?

[C/CATF. In seeing that arms were provided to the Contras; I
knew he was providing a role in seeing arms were provided or help-
ing in facilitating provision of arms to the Contras and that was
causing-and could affect-and caused that to happen but not that
he was playing a specific and direct role in doing it, in executing it
at that point in time.

Mr. CAROME. You also knew at that time that Richard Secord
was playing a role in getting arms to the Nicaraguan Contras; is
that correct?

[C/CA TF]. In a very narrow sense, yes. I think that--
Mr. CAROME. I refer you to exhibit.
[C/CAT)1. Exhibit 5?
Mr. CAROME. Exhibit 5 is a cable dated March 5, 1985-do you

have that in front of you, exhibit 5?
[C/CA TF]. Yes, I do.
Mr. CAROME. That cable refers to a purchase in, I believe, [delet-

ed] of ammunition of various sorts by Richard Secord to be provid-
ed to the Contras; is that correct?

[C/CATFI. Yes, it is.
Mr. CAROME. And so by March of 1985, you were aware that

Richard Secord was involved in the provision of arms to the Con-
tras; is that right?

75-938 - 88 - 4
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[C/CAT1. I must have known that. I do not recall that specific
cable. What I recall is a much earlier-I think earlier cable that
talked about provision of SA-7s from [deleted]; but, yes, I knew
that.

Mr. CAROME. When you received an intelligence report such as
this, is that the kind of thing that you would then go and talk to
Oliver North about?

[C/CATF9. We would disseminate it through sensitive channels,
and I would not necessarily pick up the telephone and talk to
Oliver North about it, but he would see it and from time to time
we might talk about it. He might call me and ask me about it and
want to know further details about it as was his want to do.

Mr. CAROME. In your deposition before this-one of these com-
mittees on May 1st, 1987-and you have that in front of you-it's
the binder right by the lights-you were asked a question at page
28, "Did you discuss with North whether Secord was working with
him in getting arms for the Contras?"Answer: No. Not to my recollection. I stayed awa from it. I
didn't want to get involved, and I must tell you that f knew that
Ollie would see that intelligence report."

That is referring to exhibit 5 here.
"I knew that Ollie would see that intelligence report, but I

wouldn't just up and down and say, 'Look at this.'"
Was that your testimony that day?
[C/CA TFM. That was my testimony. It is still my testimony to this

date.
Mr. CAROME. Why would you not want to et involved in telling

[C/CATFJ. It reflects back to my comments that I made in my-
earlier on in my testimony. I knew by-certainly by March of 1985,
that I was in a precarious position, and I had to make each deci-
sion I made based on the laws and based on staying with-keeping
the Agency within the bounds of legality that I have discussed. I
didn't want to get too close to dealing with Oliver North on some-
thing like that because-as you said-by that point in time, I knew
that Oliver North or had suspicions that Oliver North was playing
a role-I thought at the point in time indirectly in facilitating sup-
port to the Nicaraguan Resistance, and I knew where I was legally,
and I knew that I wanted to stay away from it and did not want to
get involved with it and would have backed away from it unless
confronted with the situation otherwise.

Mr. CAROME. Would you please turn to exhibit 6?
[,CATF1. I have turned to exhibit 6.
Mr. CAROME. Exhibit 6 is another entry out of Oliver North's

notebooks. It is dated March 7, 1985. It is headed "Meeting with
VDeleted]." This exhibit appears to indicate that 2 days after receiv-
In the intelligence which is exhibit 6, you in fact, did meet with
Oliver North and did discuss in precise detail the nature of that
intelligence report. Does that refresh your recollection and indicate
to you that you did have discussions with North about that intelli-
gence? It is virtually verbatim out of the cable.

[C/CATFJ. It would appear that I did that. I don't recall having
done it, but these notes would appear that I talked with him prob-
ably in responding to questions that he asked me.
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Mr. CAROME. Let's turn to another subject.
[C/CA TM. But, I must tell you that I did not clearly sort of have

the mental vision of that meeting having taken place and me doing
that particular thing, and I must also tell you that it is not very
likely that in a meeting with Oliver North that I would remember
that kind of detail given the amount of traffic that was flowing
over my desk. I mean, this is a lot of recall with me ticking these
things down. I have got a pretty good memory, but unless I anno-
tate something, I wouldn't have one, two, three, four, five ticks like
that.

Mr. CAROME. I take it you were aware-y-early 1985 Oliver North
was assisting the Contras by routing money to various Contra lead-
ers, is that right?

[ C/CA T M. Y es.
Mr. CAROME. In essence, correct me if I am wrong, Oliver North

was in some ways picking up where the Central Intelligence
Agency had left off at the time Boland came into effect by way of
providing this money to various leaders, is that right?

[C/CAT]. I wouldn't-your statement is correct, in fact, but at
the point in time, my level of knowledgeability, I wouldn't have put
it that way. That was not my understanding. Ollie always main-
tained that he was the interface, the go-between between donors
who were providing funds to the Resistance and left the impression
that he was causing things to happen, but was not actually doing
them himself.

What I thought he was doing, very frankly, unt,_'!very!late in the
game, was facilitating donors, rich Americans, b3 and large, which
waa what Mot nf the peple around us th1oight, to donate funds to
various individuals ButI id not know that he was actually paying
the cash out himself or was controlling the accounts.

Mr. CAROME. For instance, you learned at RIG meetings in the
first quarter of 1985, that [deleted] was receiving payments ar-
ranged by Oliver North, is that right?

[C/CAT1F. Not at RIG meetings. I think Oliver North told me
that in phone conversations or some other discussions because we
talked very clearly in RIG meetings and in phone conversations
about the impact in the political context of the cutoff in funding
[deleted].

I think the members of the House Intelligence Committee re
member those discussions very, very clearly. We talked about the
political impact of that, what it would do to the political side of the
program, what it would do to where we were going. Ollie was fully
aware of it, and I had discussions with Ollie talking about the sort
of, "Gees, this is just a terrible thing, isn't there some way this can
be paid?" And Ollie said we can do that thing or it can be done,
passive voice.

Mr. CAROME. Around the same time you also learned that Calero
was receiving substantial sums being arranged by Oliver North, is
that correct?

[C/CATF]. No. I learned it earlier. I began to understand it earli-
er, and I think it is important to expand on that. As I said in my
deposition, I began to see things happening with the Resistance
forces that were not explainable. They didn't withdraw from Nica-
ragua like they were supposed to. They were feeding their troops.
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They were doing things in December, particularly January, and
that surprised me.

And I began to look around for where things were going. It
became clear to me that they had access to money. And as it
became clear to me that they had access to money, I suppose some-place in January, February of 1985, I began to develop an under-
standing that Oliver North was in and around and had some role
in this and that was when I began to develop with Clair George,
who will follow me, the very clear policies that would govern our
operations and my particular behavior, and I thought the behavior
of our various [deleted] employees for the next 2 years.

So the answer to your question is I knew it slightly earlier, but I
didn't know that he was providing. I thought he was causing to be
provided.

Mr. CAROME. And you also learned around that same time, I take-
it, that [deleted] was receiving payments arranged by Oliver North,
is that correct?

[C/CA TF]. That is a difficult question. Because-
Mr. CAROME. Let me refer you to exhibit 9. Exhibit 9 is another

item out of Oliver North's notebooks. The first part of exhibit 9 is
dated July 11. That is July 11, 1985. It says 10:00 o'clock, call from
[C/CA TFI. Get 25 K to [deleted].

Then it goes on.
[C/CA TF]. Yes.
Mr. CAROME. Were you talking in July of 1985 with Oliver North

about getting money to [deleted]?
[C/CATF. We had been talking about money to [deleted]

throughout Lh, pri u1985. [Deeted.
We discussed it extensively. We decided it was probably legal to

provide funds [deleted], but politically controversial, and our guid-
ing light in those days was we will do nothing that is politically
controversial because we want to build credibility with the Con-
gress and be as straightforward as we can be and try to reinstate
and to rid ourselves of some of these restrictions.

So we didn't fund [deleted], and I would think, my recollection is,
by the spring of 1986 or 1985, there was probably a lot of discussion
about the impact of that.

It is entirely possible that I would have said, "Gee, [deleted] is
telling us [deleted] needs $25,000 to do something," but I don't
recall, A, making a specific request to Oliver North to give [delet-
ed] $25,000. I remember later that he said he was paying [deleted].
This was after laws changed [deleted], but I was surprised in my
own recollection when [deleted] told [deleted] had been receiving
funds from Oliver North, because I really didn't have that in my
psyche or in my mind.

Mr. CAROME. You don't deny that exhibit 9 here reflects your
making a phone call to Oliver North and saying "Get $25,000?"

[CICATFh. I don't deny that is what it says. What I am telling
you is that I don't recall having g made that phone call in just those
terms. I'm telling you it is entirely possible that I could have had
that conversation with him, but I don't remember, and I would
have not put it in those terms. It probably would have been in an-
other sort of context.
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I am trying to read the rest of this note and see if it reminds me

of anything else.
That is my answer to the question.
Mr. CAROME. I would like to turn to another subject. Ambassador

Tambs testified to this committee that before he took up his post as
Ambassador to Costa Rica in July, 1985, Oliver North told him
"We want to open a Southern Front," and he took the "we" in that
instruction to open up the Southern Front, as coming from, ema-
nating from, the RIG on which you sat.

Tambs and [deleted], both have testified to this committee that
Tambs told [Castillo] off, his instruction to open up the Southern
Front and that Tambs encouraged [Castillo] to go out and speak to
the commandants in the South.

My question to you, [C/CATi, you talked to Ambassador Tambs
beforehe left Washingn to take up his post, didn't you?

[C/CATF. Yes, I did.
Mr. CAROME. Is it your testimony that you neither gave him an

instruction to open up a Southern Front or that you had no knowl-
edge that anyone else was giving him an instruction to open up a
Southern Front?

[C/CA TF. My testimony is that I did not give him instructions to
open up a Southern Front. What I think I said was-mine is not to
instruct an ambassador. My deposition is very clear about that
meeting.

It was a bizarre meeting at a transit apartment on 14th Street in
Northwest Washington. Ambassador Tambs was in his underpants.
His wife was in her petticoat. The baby was crying. They were 20
minutes from going to catch their airplane. I said to myself, frank-
l y,ma G , .le -'ei NWI - fu la bassadorquiteA Alke tsX. VV
talked about Costa Rica. We talked about the Contras. But an in-
struction, no. I didn't give him an instruction. It was a first en-
counter. I don't know why he thought I was an authority figure
that would have done that. No. I did not give him an instruction to
go down and open the Southern Front.

Mr. CAROME. To your knowledge, did anyone else give him such
an instruction, including Oliver North or anyone else on the RIG,
Elliott Abrams?

[C/CATF]. I don't know the substance of discussions Elliott
Abrams or Oliver North might have had with Ambassador Tambs
prior to his departure for Costa Rica.

Mr. CAROME. Ambassador Tambs also testified to this commit-
tee-

C/CA TF. Excuse me.
Mr.CAROME. Ambassador Tambs also testified to this committee

that in the summer of 1985, he was asked by Oliver North through
your [deleted], to approach [deleted] regarding the construction of
an airfield to-for use in support of the Contra resistance. Do you
recall that occurring at that time? ,

[C/CA TF]. No. I don't recall that occurring. I don't recall having
discussed that with [deleted] in the summer of 1985.

Mr. CAROME. Would you please turn to exhibit 10?
rC/CATF]. I'm there.
Mr. CAROME. Exhibit 10 is a cable from [deleted]. I'll use the

pseudonym [Castillo] to facilitate declassification.
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[Deleted] was asked and favorably responded to the idea of an
airstrip [deleted].

Did you receive this cable in or around August, 1985?
[C/CATII. Yes, I did, obviously.
Mr. CAi~o M. Do you have an recollection of that?
[C/CA TF. I've read the cable many times subsequently. At the

time this cable was brought to my attention, I didn't have a recol-
lection of it. I was somewhat surprised. There is an extenuating cir-
cumstance for that, I think I said in my deposition. This was my
last day before going on annual leave that particular summer and I
don't recall having read the thing, but obviously I did read it and
obviously I did draft a response to it, which we have discussed a
couple of times.

Mr. CAROME. Your response is exhibit 11. Why don't we turn to
that.

(C/CATh]. Let me make a point here that is a very important
point, however. Note there is no director reference on here. That
means it's coming from [deleted], self-generated; [deleted] and,
therefore, it means that whatever happened there, happened as
being generated from [deleted], not driven by something that hap-
pened from Washington.

Mr. CAROME. Did you view it as inappropriate that your [deleted]
would be engaged [deleted] regarding the setting up of an airstrip?

[C/CA TF. I didn t feel it would be inappropriate for him to have
knowledge [deleted]. I felt it would be, as is clear in my response to
it, clearly inappropriate for CIA to be involved in anything to do
with it given the strictures of the law at that particular point.
[Deleted].

Mr. C1~oME.But y u ferainl %&dd not rebuke or criticize [Cas-
tillo] for having played a role in these discussions to encourage an
airstrip, did you?

[C/CATF. Let me go back and review this cable. You used a
word that bothers me.

I don't see my (deleted] was in the meeting [deleted]. I see it
sayng[deleted] concurring-[deleted].Mr. CAMmz. [Deleted].

[C/CA T19. [Deleted].
Mr. CAROME. [Deleted].
sC/CATF]. Deleted]. What we did then was go back out and -we

said we are gratified, but we made it very clear, this said we must
emphasize [deleted] neither CIA or DOD can become involved nei-
ther directly nor indirectly in assisting [deleted] in implementing
this new policy. This is for [deleted] to implement this new policy.
We are authorized to share information, by that time the law had
changed through its first iteration with the Resistance. It will be
possible to brief them on this new [deleted] policy. [Deleted]. We
are pleased, so on and so forth.

That was a clear and very concise statement of saying you can't
be involved with building an airstri.

Mr. CARoMz. Owen and [Castillo] have both testified that later
-that month, they went on a flight to look at possible sites for the
airstrip. Did you know that that was going on?

[C/CA T11. Let's go through a little time warp here. I have been
over and over and over the whole airstrip story in my mind, in tes-
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timony before the grand jury, in testimony both sworn and uns-
worn with this committee, with the Tower Commission, and the
first clear recollection I have of that airstrip is [deleted], in Decem-
ber of 1985 when I talked with [Castillo] about it on the veranda of
[deleted], talked with [Castillo] about it.

Mr. CAROME. I want to get to that point.
[C/CA TFJ. I just do not know. So the answer to your question is,

-no.
Mr. CAROME. If you could turn to exhibit 15, please? Exhibit 15 is

notes by Ambassador Duemling of an NHAO meeting on the 1st of
October, 1985. You are listed as one of the people attending that
meeting.

About a third of the way down, on page 2, there is a reference to
a discussion of the airstrip being prepared under the heading [de-
leted].

Are you telling me you have no recollection of that subject of the
airstrip coming up at that meeting?

[C/CATF]. What I am telling you is that I have seen this before.
I have read Ambassador-Assistant Secretary Elliott's testimony. I
have read [Castillo's] testimony. It seems obvious to me that I must
have been in and around discussions of that airstrip prior to De-
cember of 1985.

But I can tell you I remember something, I can conjure up a
story, and I can see shadows in m mind, but I can't give you a
straight recollection. No, I can tel{you that this discussion took
place and after reading this 6 times, I can probably beg to see it
in my mind. But I don't recall it having been discussed in specific
terms. I don't have a clear recollection of it until that December
meeting where I discussed it on-with [Castillo]. I do not deny or
am not saying I didn't hear about it earlier than that. But I don't
recall it. I am sorry for that, because that's the big gaping hole in
my testimony.

Mr. CAROME. Let's turn to the December 9th meeting briefly.
What did [Castillo] tell you about the meeting?

[C/CATF]. He said-what he said was that as I recall it, there is
an airstrip being built and we talked about that and I said some-
thing to [Castillo] about, [Castillo], be careful; do you know what
you are doing?

And he said, I know what I'm doing.
I said, be very careful. Keep your operations within the bounds

of legality and watch yourself.
He said, [C/CATFJ Iknow what I'm doing; don't worry about me.
I said, that is fine.
Mr. CAROME. And as you recollect that meeting, were you sur-

prised that [Castillo] was involved in the airstrip?
[C/CATF]. Worried and concerned and told him to be careful and

to watch himself. I want to say a word-you keep watching the
clock.

Mr. CAROME. I am given only a small amount of time to ask you
questions.

[C/CA TF. I think if the committee would indulge me and; coun-
sel, I think it is important we get these things in context. [Castillo]
was in the most difficult situation possible. He was in the Southern
Front, [deleted]. He was next to a totally degenerate situation that
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was just like the overboiled spaghetti. His situation was more diffi-
cult than mine more difficult than [deleted] or [deleted], and he
had to deal with decisions and situations that I hope no American
citizen, certainly no American U.S. civil servant, ever gets put in
the middle of having to deal with again in terms of the nutcracker
I described earlier between the legislative, the executive and oper-
ational decisions that are real and emotional and people things. I
wouldn't sit in criticism of any decision (Castillo] made. He made
his decisions the best he could at that point in time. I might have
done differently, I don't know. I wasn't there. I told him to watch
himself, to keep it legal.

I was concerned about it, but in the final analysis, I trusted his
judgment. You will hear that theme go on further as we talk more
about [Castillo].

Mr. CAROME. Did [Castillo] tell you who was building that air-strip at that time?
[C/CA TF. He did not.
Mr. CAROME. Did you ask him?
[C/CATFI. No, but probably because I assumed it would be pri-

vate supporters to the Resistance. But I don't recall having asked
him who was building the airstrip.

Mr. CAROME. Was there a senior interagency group meeting at
some later point at which Oliver North showed you and others pho-
tographs of the [deleted] airstrip?

[C/CA TF]. Yes, there was. It took place on the 7th floor in either
the Secretary or Deputy Secretary's conference room. At the conclu-
sion-I think at the conclusion of the meeting, Oliver North, and
there were a gaggle of people there, showed pictures of the airstrip
in [deleted] and its construction. It was clearly by that time under
construction d I remember being smewat shocked b" the fact
that he was passing around pictures to everybody saying look what
was happening.

Mr. CAROME. Who was there?
[C/CAT]. I can't remember the entire group. Ambassador

Duemling was there, I think. General Moellering was there. Colo-
nel Crocker, I think Jim Michael must have been there, Elliott
Abrams must have been there. I was there. There must have been
another senior agency representative there although I am not en-
tirely sure of that. Mr. Sanchez was there, and notetakers from
various sections of the Department.

There must have been a senior, either Deputy or-Under Secre-
tary or Deputy-probably Under Secretary Armacost chaired the
meeting, given the location of it. But I don't recall him having been
there. I don't have a clear picture. But there were 10 or 12 people
there.

Mr. CAROME. You testified in your deposition that you thought it
was dumb for Oliver North to pass out these photographs and talk
about the airstrip at that meeting. Why did you think that?

[C/CATF]. Because it clearly indicated an involvement that was
something more than a facilitator at that point in time. As I said
in my other testimony, as 1986 turned into the spring of 1986, Ibegan to develop a pretty clear understanding of what Ollie was
doing and that was something where he was just flashing out neon
signs. That was where, to my recollection, and this is something
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that Counsel Liman was curious about, it is my recollection where
I told Ollie, you ought to keep your mouth shut, you ought not to
talk so much.

I read in Ollie's deposition that I said that sometime in 1984, and
I have no recollection of that. But I have a clear recollection right
after that meeting telling Ollie it was a dumb thing and he ought
not to be showing those pictures around like that.

Mr. CAROML. Your concern was that Ollie North was talking
about it, not that he was doing it; is that right?

[C/CA TFJ. It was both. He was putting a lot of people in a very
difficult position. I once again, rightly or wrongly-and this is
where I will have to be judged-took the position, I don't want to
know that, I don't want to get involved with it. I was caught in a
difficult position. I was going to keep my agency and myself within
the bounds of propriety and legality and I would do what I could
but there were things that were beyond my powers, sort of the al-
coholics creed comes to mind-God give me the strength to change
what I can and to accept what I can't, and that is kind of where I
was.

Mr. CAROME. Did you report these discussions to your superiors
at the Central Intelligence Agency?

[C/CATF]. I can't remember specifically reporting that discus-
sion, but I from time to time discussed my concerns.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Carome, would this be a convenient
time to recess?

Mr. CAROME. Yes, it would.
Chairman HAMILTON. [C/CATF, we will recess now until tomor-

row morning at 9 o'clock. May I remind everyone that we are in
executive session wid inwrumfoion learned here should not be dis-
cussed outside this room in any way.

We will reconvene at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning in this room.
[Whereupon, at 5:30 p.m., the Select Committees adjourned, to re-

convene at 9:00 a.m., Wednesday, August 5, 1987.]
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JOINT HEARINGS ON THE IRAN-CONTRA
INVESTIGATION

Continued Testimony of C.CATF and Testimony of
Clair George

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5, 1987

HousE Smear ComMrmEz To INVLSGATZ
COVERT ARMS TRANSACTONS Wrmi hA

AND
SENATE SELEC CoMMnTE ON SEREcT MnITAR

ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPeOION,
Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m. in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Le H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAmITON. The Select Committees will come to order.
[C/CATFJ returns as a witness this morning, and we will contin-

ue with questioning by Mr. Carome.
Mr. Carome.
Mr. CARoMx. Thank ou, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, [C

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF C/CATF, FROM AUGUST 4
[C/CATM. Good morning.
Mr. CAROME. I take it that in the fall of 1985, the [deleted] was

refusing to allow NHAO flights to go directly into [deleted] and
that there were discussions at the RIG meetings that you attended
about an alternative airbase to use and that in connection with
those discussions, Oliver North indicated or identified [deleted] that
could be used to continue the flights; is that correct?

[C/CATJ]. That is correct. It was more early winter than fall,
November, December.

Mr. CARoMz. When did you become aware Felix Rodriguez, other-
wise known as Max Gomez, was a key operator working on [delet-
ed] project?

[C/CATFl. I know that Felix Rodriguez was in [deleted] in the
fall, earlier in the fall of 1985, [deleted]. It was attendant to the dis-
cussions about arranging a transshipment facility that took place
in November-December of 1985, that his name came up in the con-
text of working in [deleted] as part of the transshipment operation.

(99)
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Mr. CAJoME. Would you please take a look at exhibit 15, the
second page of that exhibit. This is an exhibit we looked at yester-
day. It is minutes of a NHAO meeting dated October 1.

Do you have that in front of you?
[C/CATFJ. Yes.
Mr. CARoMz. On page 2, there is a reference, it said Mr. Green

said to call Max Gomez. Do you recall at thatt October 1 meeting
there was a discussion of Max Gomez operating out of [deleted]?

[C/CA TF. On October 1.
Mr. CAROMz. That is correct. That is the date of these notes.
[C/CA TF]. I don't recall that, no, I don't. On October 1, I don't

believe that the problem, to the best of my recollection, I don't be-
lieve the problemwith [deleted]had come into full blow yet and I
don't recall, as I testified in my depositon, a Mr. Green.

Mr. CAROME. When did you become aware that the team at [de-
leted] was dropping lethal, as well as non-lethal supplies to the Nic-
araguan Contras?

[C/CA TF3. Let me answer that in two parts. I would have under-
stood that the team at [deleted] was transshipping lethal material
from [deleted] or at least partial loads insmalamounts in January
or maybe late February, because we very much-we have talked a
lot about the 10-percent rule and whether or not partial loads could
have been mixed in that transshipment and I believe members of
the committee will recall those discussions.

It would have been about that same time or maybe a little bit
thereafter that I would have begun to see these flights were also
dropping into Nicaragua.

Now, I want to add that there was some [deleted] reporting that I
have seen subsequently [deleted] which indicated that they were
going to contract-arrange for a contract for handling their resup-
p ly problem, and I don't recall at the time having linked that with
deleted], with the drops inside. I subsequently do, but I would say I

really began to understand that the people who were handling the
transshipment out of [deleted] were also going to be doing other
missions in January at some point in time.

Mr. CAROm. There is a reference, and I believe you have already
referred to it, in this exhibit 15, to a Mr. Green. Felix Rodriguez
has testified that Mr. Green was a code name being used in the ar-
rangements later in 1985, for a lethal drop to the Contras. Do you
recall the discussion at that October 1 meeting turning to the sub-
ject of a lethal drop being organized by Mr. Gomez?

[C/CATF9. I don't recall any discussions within the context of
NHAO, and that would be within the context of the RIG where we
discussed lethal drops, and I don't recall a Mr. Green and I think-it
is very important to establish at this juncture because we are going
to be moving into this that there are parts of this story that I will
know and there are parts of this story that I don't know, and I
kind of phase in and out of it as I will testify as we go along.

Mr. CARoME. In late December 1985, you visited [deleted] with Lt.
Col. North; is that correct?

_[C/CA TF. That is correct. And along with other members of the
administration; that is correct.

Mr. CARoME. Whatwas your role on that trip?
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[C/CATFJ. Whenever a team traveled to Central America, start-
ing from January of 1985, and I believe actually before that, al-
though I can't testify to that specifically, the administration tried
to travel as a group to show some form of cohesiveness and unity,
and generally there was a representative from the State Depart-
ment, NSC, the CIA, almost all the time, DOD, and in this case
there was a representative from NHAO because NHAO was the
major participant. The purpose for that particular trip, the next
trip had on it four people, it had Bill Walker representing State
Department, a Deputy Assistant Secretary for Central America,
Oliver Noth from the NSC, Chris Arcos, the Deputy Chief of the
NHAO office, and myself.

On all of those trips in those early days, my purpose was, A, to
be there and to show continuity and, B, to provide intelligence,
backup intelligence briefings and discussions on how things stood
with the Resistance and the dynamics of the situation.

The purpose of that trip was largely, as I recall it, to go to [delet-
ed] and try to deal with what was then a major political problem
between the Government of the United States and [deleted] that
had tremendous spin-off on policy matters and on the whole NHAO
operation.

Mr. CAROME. Felix Rodriguez has testified that not long before
your trip to [deleted] in December, a SAT 707 had brought in a
large shipment of lethal supplies that was being stored at the ware-
house there at the time. Did you know when you were down there
in [deleted] in late December that that shipment had been made?

[C/CATF]. I would have to review the intelligence reporting to
see whether or not there was intelligence on it. I do not recall
having a knowledge of it, and I was not told by bodyy that it had
come in there. So at the time we went to [deletedit was my recol-
lection I was ignorant of that flight, unless there is a piece of intel-
ligence out there that some time in 1985 I read reporting thatflight.Ido recall some reporting about 707s flying lethal equipment in,

but I don't recall it specifically to the [deleted], to that [deleted], to
a [deleted] flight.

Mr. CAROME. There was large quantities of lethal materials at
[deleted), at the time you were there apparently. Did you see those
materials?

[CICAT9. No, I wanted-excuse me.
[Witness conferring with counsel.]
[C/CA TFi. Let me describe to you the [deleted] meeting which

was a brief stopover and the [deleted] meeting which was the major
purpose for going. The trip was very fast7As I recall, we did it in a
dae went to [deleted], we stayed there, had meetings with [delet-

ed] and then we went to [deleted]. Bill Walker and I stayed in an
anteroom along with [deleted], as I have testified in my deposition,
and I cannot remember whether or not the Ambassador stayed
there or not.

I am just very vague on that point..And Oliver North went off
for a private meeting with [deleted]. I did not go to that meeting. I
did not leave the general environs of the waiting room at the air-
port. At that meeting was when I delivered very clear instructions
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to our [deleted] that we were not to play a role in the management
of the [deleted] transshipment operations-I want to say specifical-
ly the NHAO transshipment operation because that is what we
were setting up there as the NHAO transshipment operation out of
[deleted]-and that they were only to report in a very fixed term
because our role there, as members of the committee, once aain,
will recall, was to report on the activities and to verify -flights land-
ing, flights taking off and so on and so forth.

AndI gave him very clear instructions that that is what we were
to do and our role was very, very, very proscribed and that was
very difficult for us to understand because we aren't used to doing
those kinds of things, we are a proactive organization, and I think
you will see in January and February that there were some prob-lems in [deleted] where [deleted] was trying to figure out what its
role was and what was going on down there. But I didn't partici-
pate in the meeting, I didn't see any arms there.

Arms being present were not discussed to the best of my recollec-
tion on the airplane down, on the airplane back. The transship-
ment operation and putting in the warehouses for NHAO material
and so on and so forth were discussed, the airplane, among our-
selves and I presume with the meeting with Oliver North and [de-
leted].

Mr. CAROME. In January 1986, I take it Oliver North recommend-
ed that Mr. Gadd handle the NHAO flights and you looked into
Mr. Gadd yourself, and then recommended to Admiral Duemling
that Gadd be used on the flights; is that correct?

[C/CATF]. Not exactly. And I can't put specificity into the entire
sort of chronology. I would say that the discussions relating to-
well, let me set it in context with the problem that had taken
place. The carrier that had been taking supplies down, Conner Air,
was disenfranchised and [deleted] said no more Conner Air into [de-
leted] and they then said no more NHAO flights into [deleted] be-
cause this is a quack operation, you can't handle it clandestinely.
There had been a couple of problems, NBC or public media televi-
sion crews on the first two flights, a breakdown on the third flight,
so [deleted] said absolutely stop it and Conner Air-they said
Conner Air couldn't flyin.

So NHAO was faced with the problem of finding a new contrac-
tor.

To the best of my recollections, during the Tuesday meetings,
and there were lots of them, and they were intense because a prob-
lem that was critical to continuing the Resistance was just literally
moribund, it was dammed up, things were coming in, nothing was
going out. Concern was high, almost on the edge of panic...........[D elte d];---- ....

That is where the [deleted] tramsshipment operation came into
being, at meetings in the RIG fionietime in December.

During those meetings, it is my recollection that the discussions
of Richard, of Gadd, came up as a possible alternative supplier.

They were discussed rather extensively and attendant to those
discussions I was asked to go out and talk to Gadd, see what he was
all about and to find out whether or not he was a viable trans-or
a viable shipper.

Mr. CAROME. North was pushing Gadd, wasn't he?
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[C/CATF]. Yes, he was.
r.CAROME. Did your background check reveal that Gadd would

be working with Secord, Rafael Quintero, and Southern Air Trans-
port?

C/CATF. No, because what we found out from Gadd, and I
wanted the meetings-there's another factor here now.

My recollection is my meetings with Gadd, which were two to
the best of my knowledge, the best of my recollection, took place in
January-February.

Now, another dynamic had taken place in January and Febru-
ary. We were also then planning for the vote in March on the $100
million program of aid, and I had been tasked to come up with de-
tailed planning as backup for briefings of Members of Congress and
discussions and saying how we were going to spend that money. We
were actively looking at how we would handle air operations at
that point in time, [deleted]. And we were talking to people. So my
purpose in talking to Gadd was really to see what he was in terms
of dealing with Ambassador Duemling and to find out whether or
not he was a viable contractor for the longer term.

What we found out was that he was not. We found out that he
did not have an operator's certificate, he was essentially a jobber,
he was subleasing aircraft out from other areas; that when you
probed for details of his operations, he backed off and got very
mystic, talked about classified DOD projects and couldn't tell a lot
of background and so on and so forth.

And I think that if you go to the testimony of General Secord,
you will see that Mr. Gadd and General Secord subsequently re-
ported they weren't very happy with those conversations because
we kept probing for details, and my man, who handled the techni-
cal sides of those meetings, was a real stickler and he didn't like
what he saw, and he came back and said, A, we don't want to deal
with this guy, wrong airplanes, fly-by-night operation, better
people; and B, you should tell Ambassador Duemling that this is
not a guy that he needs, should deal with after this [deleted] trans-
shipment operation is over. So that's the essence.

But to answer your specific question, I didn't uncover or see a
connection with Secord at that point in time.

Mr. CAROME. I believe in your previous deposition, you said that
your check into Gadd, set off, what in your mind you called "shy-
ster alarms-" is that right?

[C/CATF] . That's right.
Mr. CAROME. Did you go and warn Admiral Duemling to not use

Gadd?
[C/CA TFJ. What we talked about was Gadd was into the [deleted]

transshipment operation, but as soon as we were out of it, let's get
away from Gadd. As soon as that was over and as soon as we could,
I said as soon as you can disengage, you ought to disengage from
Gadd.

There was a specific conversation sometime in March, and I
don't put my figer on it when [deleted] said, OK, you guys have
your act together; you can now fly directly into [deleted]. Duemling
said, should we get away from Gadd, [deleted]?. And I said, by all
means get away from him, get out to the other contractors, and if
you look at the NHAO records, I think you'll see in March that di-
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versification taking place and that was directly because I didn't
like what I saw with Gadd.

[Deleted] didn't like what I saw with Gadd and the vibes were all
wrong.

Mr. CAROME. By February, 1986, I take it you knew that Felix
Rodriguez was acting under the direction, or at least influence of
Oliver North; is that right?

[C/CA TF]. Influence is the right word.
Mr. CAROME. And in fact, in February, 1986, you were at [delet-

ed] on one occasion and actually met and had a confrontation with
Mr. Rodriguez; is that right?

[C/CATF. I had a confrontation with him. I sought him out. I
sought him out.

Mr. CAROME. What was happening was that a plane was about to
go to [deleted], you didn't want that to happen, you said "don't do
thatO he said, "Well, Oliver North has told me to do it." You got
North on the phone, and finally had to get North to give him an
instruction not to take a plane to [deleted]; is that right?

[C/CATFJ. That's essentially it. There is a lot more detail. I know
time is a factor. I won't go into the detail. In broad strokes, yes.

Mr. CAROME. So by this time, early 1986, you were well aware
that the same people who were handling the humanitarian flights
for NHAO to include Gadd and Rodriguez, were also shipping
lethal equipment to the Contras?

[C/CAT1I. February-March, yes. Began to develop that picture,
yes.

Mr. CAROME. The committees have been told this [deleted] oper-
ation, starting in the spring of 1986 and continuing through the
Hasenfus flight in September-October, 1986, were flying lethal sup-
plies to the Southern Front forces. When did you first learn of
that?

[C/CATI. I knew that they were. I probably learned from re-
porting from [deleted] that they were attempting to do it sometime
in March, in March, I would think.

Mr. CARoME. Would you please turn to exhibit 20. Exhibit 20 are
a few pages out of the deposition of Mr. Dutton. I would like you to
turn to the last page of that exhibit, page 82.

[C/CA TF]. I beg your pardon?
Mr. CARoMz. The last page of the exhibit, which is page 82. I

would like to read a few questions and answers.
Colonel Dutton-this is a question from counsel. "Colonel

Dutton, what was the role of the CIA in your September oper-
ation?"

"Answer:"--
[C/CATF]. September of 1985 or 1986?
Mr. CAROMs. This was September, 1986, he was referring to.
"Answer: I think in September, I can't say that it was that much

different than at anytime. [Deleted]" -that's [Castilloj--"was criti-
cal to us throughout the operation and [Castillo] remained involved
with us throughout the operation."

And I skip down to the middle of the page.
The question: "Let me ask you this question: Could your success-

ful missions and air drops to the Southern Front in September,
could those have been accomplished without [Castillo's] assistance?
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"Answer: No way."
My question to you: At what point did it become evident to you

that your [deleted]was playing the role Mr. Dutton describes here?
[C/CATFJ. Well, first off, I don't want to speak in definitive

terms because I don't know the full range in my mind of what [Cas-
tillo's] exact involvement was. That's a very complicated question
you have asked, and I think I have to go back to May of 1986 to
answer that question, because of a sequence of events that took
place.

In May of 19-we knew in May and even before, in late April, I
believe, and I would have to check the traffic, there were attempts
by the private benefactors from [deleted] to fly flights into the
Southern Front. We were asked, and I think that you have and we
have discussed many times, for information on vectors and flights
to move things down there and that information was very clearly
to provide to the Southern Front in the context of the law, which
had now changed dramatically. The Boland Amendment had gone
the wrong way; the indirect languagIe was-we were in leaning
posture now we had in hard-core Boland, modified Boland, and we
were providing intelligence that could be used for resupply flights
and for the various Resistance forces.

We were deriving similar intelligence for the FDN in the north
as well. I knew that [deleted] was getting that information through
the-I thought through the Resistance forces into the using ele-
ment, and I knew the using element to be those people flying the
flights out of [deleted].

I did not know that he was directly involved in those flights at
that point in time or dealing with the private benefactors at that
point in time. Had I known that I would not have condoned that.

We had a meeting that was critical to this whole endeavor in
March-late May of 1986, in [deleted].

Mr. CAROME. I would like to get to that meeting.
[C/CA TF]. I think that before we get to your question in Septem-

ber, we have to cover the meeting in May.
Mr. CAROME. I want to cover that, go through it point by point. If

we haven't covered what you want to say, let me know.
[C/CATF]. Go ahead with the question, because I don't want to

get to September before we cover May.
Mr. CAROME. I am going back to March. Would you please look

at exhibit 21, a March 15, 1986, cable from the Central American
Task Force to [deleted], and [deleted]. It refers to an ammunition
resupply for Southern Front leaders.

In paragraph 2, it says "Suggest this drop be expedited by the
FDN to speed up the development of NAC forces and addresses
assist as appropriate."

You were there directing your [deleted] to assist in a lethal drop
to the Southern Front?

[C/CATF. I was directing them to be-to do what they could as
appropriate to urge that that happen.

Mr. CAROME. Later in March, I take it, you went with Colonel
North and Elliott Abrams and others to [deleted] and [deleted].

[C/CATI]. That is correct. It is very, very important in the con-
text of my previous answer to go back and study the changes that
took place with regard to authorizations in the Intelligence Author-
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ization Act of fiscal year 1986 and our actions in this cable were
-totally consistent with the interpretation of that act as of that

time. And I want to make that very, very clear, that this cable
which we signed here, and which I signed, was according to our in-
terpretation consistent with the authorizations of the Agency in
the laws governing our activities at that time.

Mr. CAROME. Did you understand that your [deleted] could specif-
ically assist in lethal flights?

[C/CATF]. I understood that they could provide information,
advice and guidmice that related to the resupply of materiel-not
material-materiel-as ons it was not tantamount to specific or
integral, I think is the word, to specific military operations in Nica-
ragua. It was generic, we could say you ought to do this or that,
you ought to do the other thing, you could do this. We had a lot of
discussion about this, and Chairman Hamilton will recall it.

There was tremedous controversy as to whether or not the lan-
guage of the Senate was-the language of the bill was meant to be
broader or narrower. The Senate Committee, Intelligence Commit-
tee, interpreted it as broader; the House as narrower. There was an
exchange of letters with the then-Director and on our legal opinion,
we went with the Senate Intelligence Committee interpretation,
which was broader. That was the way we saw it, and there was a
lot of discussion. I was involved in that discussion to make sure
that we were within the bounds of propriety and the law.

I will also tell you, and this is important for the committees to
understand, that by May or-by January or February when those
laws changed, I was in the Agency, Clair George and I were letting
the reins out. We were very, very cautious politically in the first 9
months under hard-core Boland. We were still exceedingly cautious
during that intervening period when we were operating under the
slight modification of Boland in the fiscal year 1985 supplemental
that authorized the $27 million program.

When Boland went away and the fiscal year 1986 Intelligence
Authorization Act came into play and we were allowed to provide
intelligence, advice, and communications equipment and advice on
logistics operations as long as it was not integral to a very painful
sort of construction, we let the reins out a little more.

I want to make a point here that is critical. Go back to the com-
mittee's first testimony of General Secord. You will recall him
saying that there were times when we thought the Agency, I think
particularly in the February-March timeframe, the Agency was
going to come into this thing, and then they drew back, and he went
to complain to the Director. Well, he was exactly right. I started to
lean into this thing in February and March, and along about
March, after my meetings vith Gadd, I said "I am too far out, I
don -11A-whereL am going,' and I started to pull back. I started
to pull back, and that is when General Secord complained. I did it
because I didn't like the feel of where I was.

I think you will begin to see in this sometime in March and
April a pulling back, trying to feather an engine and get out from
where we were. By my own admission, if I got someplace that is
controversial, it was in February and March where I let the reins
out, I got a little too rambunctious, like a colt that got out of the
barn to play, and I pulled myself back in. I didn't do it all myself.
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My task force lawyer was whispering like Jiminy Cricket in my
ear. I probably got us a little too far forward-leaning at a point in
time and then pulled us back.

Mr. COHEN. Could I clarify one point. You refer to the fact that
General Secord complained as to your activities or lack of activi-
ties. You didn't know about it at the time?

C/CA TF. No.
Mr. CoHEN. So you were never told that you were pulling back

too much by anybody?
[C/CATFJ. No. We went over that in my depositon. I was kind of

interested to see that, actually.
Mr. COHEN. I will pursue that a little more when I question.
Mr. CAROME. On your March trip, you learned that [Castillo] was

passing information directly to the people who were running the
Deleted] supply operation, is that correct? You testified to that fact
in your depositon.[CICA TF]. Can I refer to my depMton?

r. CAROME. Page 114, of the first depositon-it should be in one
of those books right in front of you there. I will read the question
and answer at the top of page 114. "Question: When did you
become aware that there was a problem with [Castillo] regarding
his relationship with the private benefactors?"

"Answer: March, 1986, and with [C/LA] when he discussed it in
[deleted] is when we knew there was a problem."

[C/CATF9. The discussions with [C/LA]-that is 28 May or the
late May meetings in [deleted]. If I said March, I misspoke myself.
Yes, I misspoke myself there. That should be May. I am sorry. [C/
LA] was still in [deleted] at that point in time, and the meeting
that took place took place in late. May of 1986. I am sorry for that.

My counsel reminds me that I just saw this deposition m its pris-
tine form on Friday, and I have noticed a couple of things. For in-
stance, Ambassador Duemling is not an admiral, et certera. I will
have a chance to make a correction. I didn't see that.

Mr. CAROME. We have received substantial testimony and docu-
mentary evidence that in March of 1986, [Castillo] was communi-
cating using a KL-43 encryption device directly with Mr. North
and directly with the [deleted] operators. You were not aware of that
at the time?

[C/CA TF]. I was not aware of that. I became aware that [Castillo]
had a KL-A3 in October of 1986.

Mr. CAROME. I take it that you were aware of an early April
flight of lethal materials to the Southern Front, is that correct?

- OC/CAT1F. We went over that in some detail in my depositon. It
would appear from the traffic that came in and out that I would
have been aware that flight took place because there were cables
going back and forth. At the time it was brought to my attention in
the deposition I didn't remember it, but having readthose at the
time, I must have been aware of it when it was happendng.

Mr. CARomi. Those cables are exhibit 25, consisting of [Castillo]
requesting intelligence for this lethal drop. Do you know whether
or not you provided the intelligence requested there?

[C/CA T1F. If he requested it, in probability we did.
Mr. CARoMz. Please turn to exhibit 26. Exhibit 26 is a KL-43

message from Oliver North apparently to Mr. Secord. It refers to
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the lethal flight we just discussed. It says about five or six lines
down, in describing the plan for the flight, "have therefore devel-
oped an alternative plan which [deleted] has been briefed on and in
which he concurs." [Deleted] is yotur code name, is that correct?

[C/CAA771. Yes, it is.
Mr. CAROME. Did you receive a briefing on this planned lethal

flight, and did you concur in it with Oliver North?
[C/CATFJ. I have no recollection of having received that briefing

or of having concurred in it. I certainly wouldn't have approved it,
because I thought it was the folly of first order for American pilots
to fly into Nicaragua an L-100-I would have known that L-100
had to be a SAT L-100 or an airplane leased from them, and I
would have said that is a dumb idea.

Mr. CAROME. Why would Oliver North say you concurred in a
plan--

[C/CA TF. I don't know why he said that. The most I can tell
you, and this is really hard-core speculation, is we might have had
a conversation about the problem in general, and he might have
said something about, "Hey, what if this or this happened," and I
said, "Gee, Ollie, it sounds OK to me." That is the most it would
have been, and I don't recall having done that.

Mr. CAROME. Exhibit 28 is a cable from [Castillo] in which he re-
ports on the lethal flight immediately after it occurred. At the
bottom of paragraph 3, it says "Arrangements made in strict secre-
cy to avoid past experience of leaks due to inevitable contacts be-
tween UNO/FARN and UNO/FDN."

Didn't this cable indicate to you that [Castillo] was right there at
the center of the operations for this lethal drop?

[C/CA TF. Let me explain to you that I, [deleted] and in [deleted]
were right in the middle of all, right in the middle of it. It was
going on around us. We saw parts and glimpses of it, and as I testi-
fied before, we were right in the middle of the nutcracker, and we
knew we were there, and we knew we were in an awkward posi-
tion, and I thought each one of my [deleted] and two out of three
were politically sophisticated, smart enough, and had steady
enough judgment that they were not going to get in the middle of
it.

I want to make a point-go back to the Tlyacan manual. I came
into the task force at the time of the Tayacan manual, and I sat
through the IG investigation, and I saw the devastating impact of
five letters of reprimand going to the task force chief, [Castillo]
who was then a task force officer, [deleted] GS-13 who was his
deputy, a staff writer, a contract writer who was just trying to do
what was right and two other people. When I came into the task
force, I told Clair George, we discussed it at some length, I want to
structure the task force so that all the liability, the political heat,
falls on me. I don't want anybody else to get in the way of this
thing so that when the time comes to stand up someplace, I am ac-
countable, me, and I don't want anybody else to have to take the
heat, and I meant in that also my Division Chief, to the degree pos-
sible, and also Clair George.

I had two people that got out in front of me for reasons that I
still don't entirely understand. One was [Castillo], and one was our
[deleted], and those are the two things, along with one other thing I
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think we will discuss, that troubled me the most about what hap-
pened that should not have happened.

The only person that should be sitting in front of this committee
answering questions should be me. I told the Tower Commission,
and as I told the grand jury, and as I think I told Mr. Barbardoro
in the depositon, I knew in November 1984 that I was going to be
hauled in front of some board accountable for what I did and what
happened, and I wanted only one person to have to take the heat
for it, me.

I had my [deleted] get out ahead of me and do things under his
own volition that Idid not know of, and I think the record is very
clear, and he was purposefully circumventing the chain of com-
mand to get around me. Frankly, I thought he was smart enough
to do them in a way that was within the bounds of the law.

I said "Stay inside the law, support the administration." There
was a way he could have done it. If you want me to, I will tell you
how he could have done it. He should have done it as it was done
in [deleted], he should have buffered himself with the Resistance
forces.

He should have said to whoever was [deleted] look, you deal with
that man over there, just go and he could have introduced them
and put that buffer in between him just like happened in the
North and then he could have provided his intelligence, his advice,
and his guidance within the scope of the law to that individual,
and that individual could have passed it on to whatever contractor
or private benefactor he wanted to, and then it becomes legal.

It doesn't become technically within the broad consensus some-
place, no, but it is legal and it supports the administration and
stays within the confines of the law. It is exactly what we did in
[deleted] throughout all of this period, actually even a little bit
before this. You come to the KL-43, in preparation for this testimo-
ny, we sat absolutely almost speechless when it just dawned on us
why didn't he give the KL-43 to his communicator in the Resist-
ance. His problem goes away. I don't have an answer for that. He
made his decisions. As I said earlier, I won't criticize those deci-
sions.

Mr. CAROME. You think it would have been proper to give a U.S.-
provided encryption device-

[C/CATFJ. I wouldn't have given it to them. I don't know what I
would have done there, but I don't think it was proper to have
taken it and I think if he was concerned about it he could have
gotten out from under the load of having it done. We were giving
at that time and had authorization to give to the Resistance U.S.
encryption devices. [Deleted] as authorized by Congress as discussed
intensively in the ays leading up and during the conference, the
committee conference on the Intelligence Authorization Act in No-
vember and December of 1985. And that is what we did and that is
how he could have solved that problem and kept himself out of the
middle of it, I think.

And hindsight is always 20-20 and all those cliches, that is how I
would have solved it. It is how I thought he was doing it, how I
thought he should have done it. I was astounded at the May meet-
ing and I have been astounded subsequently to see what happened
and frankly, I am upset by it. It shoul not have happened.
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Mr. Ciaom. [Castillo] has testified that shortly after the April
lethal drop he told your superior, [C/ILA], of what he was doing
precisely, making contacts with the team at [deleted], that he was
using a KL-43 to do so.

Did you know that [C/LA] has been so informed in April?
[C/CATFI. I didn't know at the time that [C/LA had been so in-

formed in April. [C/LA] did not discuss that with me. He certainly
didn't tell me that he had a KL-43 or an encryption device andI
don't recall discussing in any detail the contacts directly with the
private benefactors at [deleted]. I don't know what [C/LA] told
[Castillo] at the meeting. That is for the committee to talk to [C/LA]
and [Castillo] about and you will have to compare those testimonies.

The fact is that the KL-43 I am certain was never told to me, as
to the best of my recollection we didn't discuss the direct contacts
with the private benefactors. At that time I was far more con-
cerned about my [deleted] and a [deleted] there who is in a word
obstreperous, far senior to me, a difficult personality to deal with
and we were having a little trouble holding him in and keeping
that setup the way we wanted it.

Mr. CAROME. By May of 1986 you knew that [Castillo] was deal-
ing directly with the [deleted] operators, is that right?

C/'CrATF1.By late May of 1986 at the meeting in-actually it
was in [deleted], I was a little surprised in what I heard but I
would have known there that [Castillo] felt that he was dealing di-
rectly with them or was much closer to them than anybody else.
The meeting went like this.

First of all, [C/LAJ took control of the meeting. It surprised me. I
was taken aback by it for two reasons, first the force with which he
came on and secondly, that he did that because I was used to sort
of being the preeminent person and here he was playing a much
different role and the dynamics threw me, and I was trying toldust to it.didn't say a lot at the meeting to the best of my recollection.

The points were we have to stay away from the private benefac-
tors, that is trouble in the making, we don't want to be anyplace
around it, so don't stop it but don't get involved with it.

Mr. CAROME. Don't stop it?
[C/CATF]. Don't try to put a pencil in the spoke, just don't get

involved with it.
Mr. CAROME. But you knew he was involved. Were you telling

him to change what he was doing?
[C/CATF]. Don't stop the private benefactors, is what I meant,

from doing their thing, but don't get involved with it. That was our
instruction. [Deleted], do you have a problem, no. [Deleted], not the
one there in March, [deleted], do you have a pro blem. No. It was
perfectly clear.to me I don't want anyplace near this. My problem
Sw~s in my pohitical dynamic in [deleted], I don't want to get side-
ways with the firms, Rodriguez has a good relationship with these
people, and I don't want him as my enemy. Meet with Felix and
say I am your friend, but I am not going to be involved and backoff of it.

That was done. [Castillo] said I have a problem, I have an infor-
mation flow problem here and I need a way to fix this and the way
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to fix it is to put a communicator at [deleted] and if I can put a
UNO South communicator at [deleted], then my problem goes
away.

The decision that came out of the meeting was, [Castillo] go back
and see if you can train, give equipment to and cause to be stations
in [deleted] a UNO South communicator, and that is where we left
it.

Mr. CARomhz. It turns out that that communicator was not set up,
is that right?

[C/CA TFg. It was never set up.
dr. CARoME. You knew it wasn't set up?

[C/CA T1I. Let me make a point-I will make the point in a
minute.

Mr. CAROME. Exhibit 33 is a cable from you I take it to [Castillo]
dated July 12, 1986. This is the cable in which [Castillo] is being
told that for political reasons the communicator is not going to be
put in place and that -that is essentially what the cable says.

Do you recall sending this cable out?
[C/CA TFI. Yes, I do. I recall this cable very clearly.
Mr. CARomz. [Castillo] has testified that he did not see this cable

as telling him to cease and desist his contacts and his role with the
resupply operators in [deleted]. Do you see the cable that way?

[C/CA TFi. Yes, I do. If you will indulge me for a moment, I want
to look up a piece of documentation I would like to insert into the
record, and it will take me just a minute and then I want to make
some comments on this point. I would like to insert this in the
record in partial answer to your cable. Let me read it.

As I understand, this is a KL-43 message. I think it is-I don't
know who is the -Secord I think is the originator. I don't know
who it is going to but it says, "Our understanding CIA, Steele and
possibly Ambassador had a long meeting over last 2 days"-this is
dated 30 May. "Results thus far. [Castfillo] can no longer speak to
anyone, including Ralph, on operational matters. CIA says there

one operator/controller sent here. [Castillo] must turn in
his KL-43, we don't know about Steele's. In [Castillo's] conversa-
tion with Ralph last night, he said he will be his only means of
support, none will come from [deleted]. Do not know yet what
Steele's role will be in future. Evidently CIA has done much dis-
cussing with Washington lawyers on this and are concerned with
their legal status in this program. Know you have the same con-
cern for our position, but can work out with Goode."

I think this is from Dutton to Secord.
Another cable I also want to put into the record, 28 May-
Mr. CoHmN. Would you clarify how you got that?
Ms. McGnq. They were provided to us by the commit, all the

declassified exhibits.
[C/CA TF. This is a 28 May message which I released to our [de-iewd] and t" -dle ] headquarwnr wishes tW reafffirmwith station

guidelines that no repeat no [deleted] materiel or monetary support
can be provided to UNO/FDN or UN0/Suth representatives (de-
leted]. Station can provide advice and commo equipment as ap
proved by headquarters, and can engage in intelligence exchange
as approved by headquarters."
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Ilelieve very strongly that there is a cause and effect relatXon-
ship between these two messages and the meeting at [deleted], and
I think it is clear from those messages that [Castillo] got the prob-
lem and that he had to break.

Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, those will be made part
of the record.

[C/CA TFI. Let me make another point here. The day before [Cas-
tillo] talked to the--[C/LA] in April in [deleted], my task force at-
torney, [deleted], was in [deleted] the day before. In the meeting
with [C/LA] as I understand it from [Castilo's] testimony and as I
understand it from my discussion with [C/LA], [Castillo] said, I need
some legal guidance here. I need to know what to do on this thing.
Why didn't he ask the attorney? This man right back here, [delet-
ed] is the guy who would have written the guidance. He was there
the day before. I can't answer why he didn't ask. That is the guy
we would have turned to and he was there 1 day before and it
never came up. I am mystified by this and this is one of three
things that troubles me the most about this whole endeavor, be-
cause something went wrong someplace. I can't tell you what went
wrong. I can't tell you why it went wrong.

If you will go back and read all the traffic, and I won't insert it
into the record, we made a concerted effort. We went to train and
select the man, there is communications about getting the man a
visa, getting him down there and then came the cable, we are
going to have to pay for his housing and his support and his trans-
portation to [deleted]. My task force attorney came to me and said
[C/CA TF1], if you do that you are over the line, that is material sup-
port and that takes you too far and you have come too far political-
ly in terms of credibility with the Congress and where you are
going in the legislative process to take that chance, don't do it.

I wrote the cable, I said, "All right, go write me a cable that
stops it," and that was this cable, and this cable was meant to be
within the context of all that's gone before, and it was clear to us
we were saying again, don't get there, just ride it our. Find another
way but don't do it because it crosses the line, it constitutes materi-
el or material support to those people at [deleted], and we were
being very strict. We wouldn't provide a car to the FDN communi-
cator there or this or that. That's the way it was meant. If it is
misinterpreted, then that's a problem that comes with the written

-word and not being together, and I'm sorry it was misinterpreted.
For our mind it was supposed to be clear.

I know that in your testimony and discussion with [Castillo] this
was seen as a CYA cable. Trying to get out from under the load
and say, hey, guys, fix it. I know there has been a lot of criticism
about me about this cable. That's the context it was in, that's what
it meant to do. It may have been poorly written. It was clear to me,
it was clear to all the rest of us.

What I was saying to him was, "you can't do it that way; you
have to stand down. If you can't get him there with a visa, don't
get him there. We're not going to do it."

Mr. CAROME. This cable left [Castillo] without a solution to the
problem that you had discussed at the May meeting, didn't it?

[C/CATFJ. It left him without the May solution, that's right.
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Mr. CARomz. And it also says, "To date we have maintained our
distance from the private benefactors." That wasn't quite right.
You knew [Castillo] had direct contact with the private benefactors,
didn't you?

[C/CA TF1. I knew that he had been in contact with them. I saw
that out of the May meeting. I was not sure at that point in time of
the depth or scope of the contact. I had no idea they were like they
were. I thought we had fixed that problem and had pulled back
away from it and considered it a blip on the screen that we had
gone back and corrected the record as it was and fixed it. I felt
fairly good about where we were with the private benefactors at
that point in time, with the exception of where I felt I had gotten
out a little too far ahead of myself in February and pulled myself
back. But I still thought that we were in a defendable position both
politically and legally at that point in time, and that's really what
that's saying.

Mr. CAROME. The flights continued after this cable, didn't they,
the lethal drops to the Southern Front?

[CICATFi. Yes, they did.
Mr. CAROME. And you knew that [Castillo] was continuing to

monitor those flights and play the role that he had played beFore,
didn't you?

[C/CATF. I knew he was monitoring those flights, but I really
honestly thought he had fixed a way so he was not in the middle of
the things. I did not think he was in the middle.

Mr. CAROME. How do you think he had fixed it?
[C/CA TFJ. I thought he would go through one of two ways. I

thought he would either go through the FDN or do it the way I
thought before, put an intermediary between himself and the pri-
vate benefactors.

Mr. CAROME. Did you check and see whether or not he had done
so?[C/CA T9. No.Mr. CAROME. In July of 1986, did you have a discussion with

Oliver North in which he offered or suggested the Central Intelli-
gence Agency purchase the assets, the planes being used by the [de-
leted]team?

oC/CA TF I don't know if it was July of 1986, but in the summer
of 1986, after the authorizing legislation passed the House of Rep-
resentatives and it was fairly certain we would have a bill, that
was discussed many times, once with Oliver North directly with
me, once with Clair George, once with Director Casey and once at a
meeting at the Pentagon, and there were a number of discussions
on that. So let us accept if it wasn't in July, it was on or about
July, yes.

Mr. CAROME. Who was the proposed seller of these assets?
[C/CA TFJ. He didn't say.
Mr. CAROME. What was the proposed price?
[C/CAT9. I don't recall. I don t recall him mentioning a price.

He just said, "You ought to buy those airplanes." I've seen prices of
$2 million and $4.2 million subsequent to that, but I don t recall
him having mentioned a price at that point in time.

Mr. CARoMz. What was your position as to whether or not this
should happen?
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[C/CATFJ. My position was very, very clear. We were not going
to have anything to do with what went before. As I said, and as
will probably come out in subsequent testimony, by May or certain-
lyJune, I was not unlike Tennessee Williams', "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof." I did not like what I was seeing; I was uncomfortable, and I
was back-pedaling, trying to disengage, and I specifically said,
"Look, I don't want to contaminate the new program with any-
thing that's got any clutter from the past. I'm not going to buy
those." I was relating back to my conversations with (add, back to
some other things that I had seen in May that bothered me, and I
wanted to start over with a clean sheet.

We had already figured out how we were going to supply our air
operations and for both operational and political reasons, I wasn't
going to touch those airplanes at all, and I told everybody that and
was ver clear about it.

Mr. CAROME. In August of 1986 you attended a meeting around
August 14, 1 believe, in Don Gregg's office; is that correct?

[C/CA TF. Yes, I did.
r. CAROME. And also present were Bill Walker, Admiral Corr,

Ray Burkhardt, Bob Earl, Sam Watson and possibly Colonel
Steele; is that right?

[C/CATFI. Yes, to the best of my recollection.
Mr. CAROME. How long was that meeting?
[C/CA TFJ. Forty-five minutes or under.
Mr. CAROME. And the subject matter of that meeting was the

inner workings of the resupply operation we have been talking
about, wasn't it?

[C/CA TF]. It was, as I recall, a meeting of two things. First off, I
got beaten up very badiy for my assessment of Felix Rodriguez. A

t of time was spent there by Don Gregg and Ambassador Corr
convincing me Felix Rodriguez was a good guy and both of our [de-
leted] and me who were working on derivative impressions were
unjustly critical of Felix Rodriguez and, secondly, going into the
fact that the people runningthe private benefactor operation were
no-goodnicks of various ilk, Felix was a good guy. There was a con-
frontation between them, as I recall it, and a lot of this is recon-
structed from reading things of that meeting. And don't you dare
buy those airplanes or don't get involved with these people, says
Don Gregg, and was pressing me for assurances that I would not
buy those airplanes, and goinginto the corrupt nature of the
people in a.generic, broad sense behind that operation.

Felix says they're awful, so on and so forth.
Mr. CAROME. You felt uncomfortable being at that meeting,

didn't yOU?
[C/CA T19. One second.
Witness conferring with counsel.]
C/CA TF]. Yes, I did.

. CAROME. Other than Rodriguez's name, was Clines' name
mentioned at that meeting?

[C/CATfi. I don't recall specifically if Clines' name was men-
tioned at that meeting, but unsavory characterization in and
around the operation was the general impression I had. The people
who were there were no good. You don't want to be involved with
them. You don't want to be associated with them. It is possible
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Clines' name was mentioned, but I must tell you my attention span
or focus on that meeting was not very good. I didn't want to be at
that meeting, I didn't like where I was. There were things being
discussed there I didn't want to be a party to discussing, and I was
really kind of PO'd I was there.

Mr. CAROME. Were you afraid you were going to learn something
you didn't want to know?

[C/CATF. Be put in a situation I didn't want to be put in.
Mr. CAROME. Did you feel this was an inappropriate discussion-

altogether?
[C/CA TFJ. I felt it was an inappropriate discussion for that group

to be having, yes.
Mr. CAROME. Did you feel it was illegal for that group to be

having that discussion?
[C/CATF]. I don't think I reflected on the law or not. I reflect-

ed more on the politics of it and the fact that it was-once again, I
was working on actively disengaging, trying to distance myse, and
that was drawing me into something and I didn't like being there
and I didn't like the ambiance. This is the first time I had met Don
Gregg.

Mr.'CAROME.Did you learn anything at that meeting you didn't
already know?

[C/CA T)1. I think that it clarified in my mind the unsavory-it
reenforced in my mind the impressions that I had developed over
time of the sort of unsavory nature of things out there, and it
began to tie pieces together here and there that maybe I hadn't let
my mind tie together.

Mr. COHEN. You aren't suggesting Don Gregg was part of the un-
savory--

[C/CA TF].No, no, not at all. I'm suggesting people over the hori-
zon that I didn't see, and frankly didn't look for, were unsavory.

Mr. CAROME. Wasn't it part of your job as the Chief of the Cen-
tral American Task Force to know these things? Why were you
afraid of knowing these things?

[C/CA TFJ. That's an interesting question. I think people always
have a fear of the unknown. I took the decision, and it's probably
one of the more controversial decisions that I took, but it s rested
on the foundation in my opening statement, I knew where I was
and I knew I was caught in this giant nutcracker. And I took the
decision as I said to support the administration witltn the bounds
of legality and to do so to the fullest of my ability.

I think I also said when the law changed in 1986 I let the reins
out a bit and was a little bit more forward-leaning. As 1986 turned
into the summer of 1986 I developed an increasingly specific or in-
creasingly detailed understanding, as I have testified many times, of
what was going on. I didn't like what I saw, I felt uncomfortable
where I was and I was trying to disengage. We as an agency, Clair
George and I, Clair will follow me, took the decision we were not
going to investigate the private benefactors, we were not going to
try to recruit them. We saw problems with the Executive order
there. We saw it putting us in contact with and next to people and
in situations which would bring nothing but grief. Maybe it's six of
one, half a dozen of another at this point in time, but we felt it was
going to bring grief so we made the decision not to get involved
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with it. I felt and I feel now that these were American citizens and
if there was a desire to investigate what was going on, it fell to the
FBI, not the CIA. I think I testified to that matter in front of the
House Intelligence Committee at one point in time in response
sometime in 1985, to a question from Congressman Brown, where
he probed very deeply on this subject. He said what do you know
about the money going to the FDN? And as I recall the conversa-
tion, I said I have been able to trace it back to the Cayman Islands
and to maybe an offshore bank account, from there I think it
comes back to the United States, and if it involves the United
States it is a matter for the FBI to investigate, and I recall that
conversation.

I tried to look that up and get a transcript of that and I could
not, but that's my recollection of that conversation. Maybe Mem-
bers or staff recall that as well.

I would like to see if my recollection is correct there. And we did
not investigate it. That was the decision we took. Aid it was the
policy of the U.S. Government, the administration, to not impede
the private benefactors. That was the policy that I followed, and
that I did not investigate them as part of that policy.

Critical, you can criticize the decision and say I'm wrong, but
that's it. There it is on the table like it was.

Mr. CAROME. I don't want to get into Brunei in any full-blown
way, but I do want to ask you one or two questions on it. You've
testified at length in your depositions on it. But I take it it's correct
that in the summer of 1986, Elliott Abrams told you of the possibil-
ity of receiving a sum of money from Brunei, [deleted] about get-
ting an account set up in the [deleted] and that took place.

Is that roughly correct?
[C/CAT N. That's roughly correct.
Mr. CAROME. I have just two specific questions on this.
First, did you have any discussions with Mr. Abrams at the time

about what will be done to make sure that the Brunei money that
was anticipated would only be used for the humanitarian purpose
for which it might lawfully be solicited?

[C/CATF]. I absolutely recall this, yes.
Mr.CAROME. Had you such discussions with him?
[C/CA TFJ. Yes.
Mr. CAROME. What was the plan to make sure that money would

only be used for humanitarian purposes?
[C/CATFI. I don't think you can call it a plan. I remember two

snatches of meetings, a phone call and two meetings in the Situa-
tion Room attendant to the legislative process. At that point in
time we were right in the process of high political intrigue. As
most of you recall, both chambers, both chambers had passed a
hundred million dollar legislation, the administration was trying to
get it to continue and authorized before the August recess, certain
elements of the legislature were trying to block that and to drag it
out.

There was high intrigue. The House was ragigl divided against
itself, and we were having a lot of meetings about ow to deal with
this in mostly legislative meetings. Elliott said I'm going off to
Brunei, I have a possibility of soliciting some money. As I recall it,
he said how much do we need? I did some rough calculations. At
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that point in time I knew where the program was. I said $10 mil-
lion would bring us both the rest of this fiscal year and would give
us something to work with, a little margin next fscal year.

And I said, he said how do we handle it? I said the best way to
handle it is to go to [deleted] and have him open a bank account
because we trust the man and the man will help us account for the
money, you can make sure that you will be able to have the same
accountability apply to that money, [deleted], and we will be able
to work with him so that we can control it and have it spent for
the things it should be spent for. We didn't go into-

Mr. CAROME. Who was going to control the money?
[C/CA TFI. [Deleted] UNO.
Mr. CAROME. Would he be overseen in doing that by the United

States?
[C/CATFJ. Absolutely. [Deleted] what I was implying in that con-

versation and Elliott I don't think recalls it, we do the same thing
with this money and this would allow the State Department to
have control over that money, so it didn't get diverted around and
used for other purposes.

Mr. CAROME. Did you specifically have a discussion with Elliott
Abrams in which it was decided that this money would be used
only for humanitarian purposes?

[C/CA TFI. That was clear. I mean in my mind it was clear.
Mr. CAROME. Did you discuss that with hi?
[C/CA TFJ. I dont-I recall it, Elliott doesn't recall it. I recall

something like if you put it in the [deleted] bank account-excuse
me, into the bank account [deleted), you will be able to be sure it is
used for the proper purpose, intended purpose consistent with what
you can do, something like that. Remember, these were snatches of
conversation on the margin of a meeting. I remember them pretty
clearly. My short-term memory is not too bad. That meeting I
recall because we had to press very, very hard to open the bank
accoun.I would like to add one other thing because this is important to
me, it's importrant to me in my relationship with this committee. I
want to go back to a meeting that took place in the spring of 1986.
It became very clear to us that the $27 million of humanitarian
money was going to run out before the legislation was ultimately
passed. By May I think most of us in the administration that were
dealing with this problem were fairly confident the Congress was
oin to authorize renewed assistance for the Resistance. But

VHo money wasn't going to get us there. We calculated NHAO
money, Ambassador Duemling and I ran calculations, would be
fully expended sometime by the end of June, legislation may not
make it until September and we needed to do something.

That was the subject of an NSPG meeting at the White House,
and I think that you have records of that NSPG meeting. On the
agenda of that NSPG meeting there were several alternatives dis-
cussed. One alternative was coming to the Congress, seeking under
the authorities in the Intelligence Authorization Act of 1986, repro-
gramming of funds to bridge the money. That was the option that I
was pushing. I pushed that very hard. I said let's go to the commit-
tees, let's go to Congress, let's tell them our problem and let's see if
we can't get 2 or 3 million dollars reprogrammed under the Intelli-
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gence Authorization Act and bridge ourselves through to this pro-
gram. I briefed the Director, I argued in the interagency group
meeting, got it put on the agenda, and at that meeting one of the
cabinet officials that's testified in front of this committee, said that
was breathtaking, breathtaking to even think we would consider
that.

And after the meeting the Director turned to me and said I'mnot going to break my pick on that one, I'm sorry. Once again I
tried to do it a different way, but it wasn't done, and somebody-
and I take it, I sort of was a little bit disappointed that the-at the
way that played out. Because I wanted to go right back and face
the issue heads up and see if we couldn't deal with it but others
didn't want to deal with it that way.

Mr. CAROME. During Oliver North's testimony before this com-
mittee, he was asked about the degree of knowledge of his full serv-
ice, covert operation in Nicaragua, and he was asked specifically
about you, and I will read to you what his testimony was.

Mr. Nields asked:
"How about the Chief of the Central American Task Force?"
Mr. North: "Oh, I am sure that he had a detailed grasp of-well, I say a detailed

grasp. I am sure he had an adequate sense of what I was doing."
Question: "And what is the basis for that belief?"
Answer: "We used to have meetings with the Restricted Interagency Group, we used to

have secure conference calls and on one occasion I can recall laying out for the
group-in fact, I think it was after the hundred million had been voted by both
houses, hadn't been sent forward to the President, I can recall a meeting in an
office in the Pentagon where I went down item-by-item-by-item the things that I
was doing and asked them to, point blank, asked them point blank whether or not I
had to continue to do them to keep the Resistance alive because even though the
money had been authorized and bills had been passed, we couldn't get it forwarded
to the President.

"And I went down item-by-item on my checklist of what I was having directed out
each month or each quarter or each week to support the Resistance and I asked
them point blank whether this should continue."

He said that at this meeting were you, Mr. Abrams, Mr. Armi-
tage, and perhaps Mr. Michael and General Moellering. He also di-
rected us to an exhibit or an item out of his notebook in which he
went through item-by-item these various things that he was doing
for the Contras.

And that is exhibit 37 in the book before us. And my question to
you is: Was Oliver North right in his testimony to us?

Did you have that kind of very detailed knowledge of exactly
what he was doing with this full-service, covert operation?

[C/CATFJ. Let me, once again, dissect your question into two an-
swers. First off, I think the committee can judge for itself from my
answers my level of knowledge on his full service, covert operation.
I think I have been forthcoming in telling you what I knew and
didn't know, so you be the judge.

Secondly, I recall that meeting. I don't recall it in exactly the
same details Oliver North had. I recall it as one of I think a battle
royal-is what Secretary Shultz called it, about the tug and pull
between the State Department and the Agency and who was going
to manage what. The focal point of that meeting was to try to
figure out how the administration was going to manage the upcom-
ing program, and the reason it was at the Pentagon was that a
neutral party literally was trying to chair the meeting to come to
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some resolution as to how an Executive order should be written,
how we were going to work equations, what State's role was going
to be, what the interagency group would like to manage thisthing,
whether there would be an Executive order followed by a NSDD
and a whole raft of managerial questions.

At the meeting Oliver North did insert, once again, to the best of
my recollection, the issue of the airplanes. He might have gotten
into the issue of food money and the Resistance incurring debt, be-
cause we were talking about that.

I have looked at this exhibit and I do not recall him mentioning
funding to UNO. It wasn't necessary, we were funding UNO. It
wasn't necessary to fund [deleted], we were funding (deleted]. I
don't remember him talking about [deleted].

I do remember him talking about the airport. I don't remember
him putting a budget on it. So my answer to your question is, I
think that the presentation at the meeting that it took place-let
me start over again.

I think the meeting took place, is accurate, that some of the
things Oliver North said he mentioned, he mentioned. I think
there was another whole focal point that was not mentioned.

My recollection of that meeting, and I will be honest with you, I
have checked with other people to see if their recollection is the
same, is he didn't raise his full service, covert action program there
in the context that this exhibit would appear that he laid it out. I
want to make it pretty clear at that point in time, as the commit-
tee can see, there are things on here he was doing I knew about. I
don't recall him having raised them there.

Mr. CAROME. These items wouldn't come as a surprise to you?
[C/CATFJ. One of them would have. Two of them would have.

Let me look at them again.
The subsidy to UNO and UNO U.S. travel. UNO, the subsidy to

UNO, would have come as a surprise to me. I didn't know he was
subsidizing UNO, [deleted]. I would have argued against it. UNO
travel in the United States I didn't know about. [Deleted].

That would have surprised me, and the funding to [deleted]. I did
not know that he had-I did not know that he was actually fund-ingdeleted].-

r.CAROME. I take it that you learned in early October that the
Hasenfus plane had been shot down, is that right?

[C/CA T. Yes.
Mr.-CAROME. At that point in time, you didn't have any doubt,

did you, that this was one in a series of Southern Front resupply
missions you had been receiving reports on for a long time?

[C/CATFi. The answer was I didn't have any doubt about it, but
I turned out to be wrong, it wasn't. It was a supply flight to the
FDN, and it was a totally different flight. So the supposition that it
had been going to the Southern Front was wrong,"it was going to
FDN and was not one in the continuum of those flights goinginto
the South and involving [deleted], as best I have been able to pieceto"Inther".CAROME. You didn't have any doubt who it was running that

ght, did u?[C/CA TFP. No.
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Mr. CAROME. I would like you to turn to exhibit 39. Exhibit 39 is
excerpts of testimony which you and others gave to the House In-
telligence Committee on October 14, 1986, about a week after the
Hasenfus flight went down. I refer you first to page 17, in the ex-
cerpts about half way through. At that point, Mr. Clair George has
just finished making his opening statement in which he has denied
any CIA involvement in the flight. Mr. Abrams has also made a
statement and he continues here on page 17, both of them, or Mr.
George denies any CIA involvement, and then Mr. Abrams denies
any U.S. Government involvement in the flight. Is that a fair sum-
mary of what the testimony was from those two gentlemen?

[C/CATFJ. I reviewed that testimony and both the text, the tran-
script and my recollection from that, that would be a fair presenta-
tion of it, yes.

Mr. CAROME. You were sitting there next to Mr. George and Mr.
Abrams, weren't you?

[C/CATF]. Yes. I don't think I was sitting next to Mr. Abrams. I
was sitting next to George on the end, as I recall it.

Mr. CAROME. At the point where Mr. George and Mr. Abrams
were making these denials of U.S. knowledge or involvement, you
made an affirmative decision at that point to remain silent, didn't
you?

[C/CATFJ. I think the decision was made before that point.
Mr. CAROME. By you?
[C/CATF]. Yes. Well, let me now make a comment. I said there

were three things I deeply regret in this undertaking. One was the
involvement of [deleted], which bothers me the most, because it
touches the most people and really was traumatic.

Second was the involvement of [Castillo] because it was not part
of the way that it was supposed to be.

Third is this testimony. I am troubled by it then, I am troubled
byfit now. I am not very happy about it. Probably it was the most
difficult decision I have made in my life. I had a lot of facts racing
around in my head. The decision that was taken, and I don't think
it was taken actively, I don't think it was taken sort of like almost
acquiescence, was to answer the questions narrowly defined. I
think Elliott Abrams has testified to you a lot on this subject, and
you will look at the construction of Clair George's discussions, I
talk for the Agency, I cannot talk for the U.S. Government.

Who was behind the flights? I didn't know where the money was
coming from. I hadn't tied it altogether in a nice neat package. We
took answers that I would best describe to you as cute, not the way
I testify to Congress now or before or after. I was troubled by that.
I am troubled by it now. There is not a lot I can do about it. You
can go over this testimony word by word and beat me about the
head and shoulders by it, and I will take it. It was what it is. You
have ;ot the facts. Judge foryourselves.

Mr. CAROME. You were in fact glad at the time that these specific
questions weren't being put to you; you were grateful that you
were not beig directly asked the questions, is that right?

JC/CA TFJ_.Absolutely. Some of you that know me know I like to
tak. I express my opinions. I enjoy testifying in front of Congress.
This is one time I think if you look at the transcript, I was unique-
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ly silent. I did what my mama taught me not very well, I spoke
when spoken to.

Mr. C&ROME. But there came a time when you were asked some
questions and did give some answers, didn't you?

[C/CA T19. Yes.
Mr. CAROME. I refer to page 20, of this testimony. The chairman

asks, "Do you know who that oup was or is?"
Mr. George answered-This is who the private benefactor group

is-Mr. George answers: "I do not. I told you, Mr. Chairman, and I
know this may cause some serious questioning, but we told our
people to stay away from them."

Ten the chairman says, "You don't know whose airplane that
was?"

And Mr. George answers: "I have no idea-I read-except what I
read in the paper."

Then the chairman asks: "I understand, but you don't know?"
And then you answer: "No, we do not know.
Was that an honest answer you gave?
[C/CATF. That was an honest answer. It was not a complete

answer. I didn't know that Fred Dutton was running those flights.
I didn't know Bill Cooper was on those flights. I didn't know Buzz
Sawyer was on those flights. I didn't know how they were ar-
ranged. I did not know what happened after Gadd had quit. I did
not know how the funding worked. I did not know where the
money came from. There were a lot of details I didn't have. That
was an honest answer, not a complete answer.

Mr. CAROME. I would like to go to page 21 where you say, at the
bottom of page 20, "We knew in some cases much less frequently
that they were flying [deleted] Nicaragua for the purpose of resup-
ply, but as to who was flying the flights and who was behind them,
we do not know."

The chairman asks: "And you still don't?"
And you answer: "No."
Now, that was a false answer, wasn't it? You knew who was

flying those flights?
[C/CA TFJ. Let's go back again. I want to make one thing very,

very clear. I don't lie andI don't provide false answers, and if I'm
put in a situation that is untenable, I will find some way to avoid
lying. Lyingin my business is a kiss of death, a Judas kiss. I didn't
know who was flying those flights.

Mr. CAROME. Or who was behind them, is what you said?
[C/CATFJ. You could have put me on a rack and I couldn't have

told you who the pilots were, who was managing them. I at that
time suspected, but didn't know that General Secord was involved
with them. I had no idea where the money was coming from. Had
you made me guess, I would have said it was coming from some of
the gentlemen that you had in front of this committee, the donors,
some of the people-I would not have known that the money was
being obtained in the manner that it was obtained. The pieces
weren't together. It is not a lie. I could have been more forthcom-
ing to the committee but I frankly was not going to be the first
person to step up and do that. You may call that a cowardly deci-
sion, some may call it a brave decision, it is a controversial deci-
sion, but so long ,.s others who knew the details, as much as I, who
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knew more than I, were keeping their silence on this, I was going
to keep my silence. That may be false loyalty, it may be folly, butI
said before that I worked for the administration, and I was to sup-

rt the administration, and to stay within the bounds of the law.
hat answer was an attempt to do that and you can criticize me for

it. I have no excuse for the answer, and I have to stand by what-
ever accrues from it.

As I said, we can continue to pick this apart, and I think you will
find the same answer.

Mr. CAROME. I'm going to move on to another subject. When did
you first learn of the fact that funds had been diverted from the
arms sales in Iran to the Contras?

[C/CATFJ. The morning of bombshell Tuesday, I think it was the
25th of November, the morning that the Attorney General an-
nounced the-made his announcements on television at noontime.

Mr. CAROME. I ask you to turn to exhibit 41. This is the last ex-
hibit I will ask you to look at today. This is excerpts from your tes-
timony before the Tower Board.Here you tell the Tower Board that you had been on a trip in
Central America with Director Casey in the middle of November.
I'm looking at the middle of page 40. And that while you were on
that trip, a courier came down who was coming down to meet him
with his briefs and such so he could do his work on the airplane,
and get ready for his testimony. And the courier said to him, you
know, there may be a problem on diversion and that was 8 or 10
days before it broke in the newspape

[C/CATFJ. He said there may be a problem. I didn't consider it
definitive and I recall that-frankly, I didn't recall that either in
my deposition but he did make that point and I think he referred
to some [deleted]. I have subsequently asked him, was it the smok-
ing-gun memo or [deleted) that Ollie has referred to here. I suppose
you could say that is a glimpse of foreknowledge, I don't deny that,
and I forgot that.

The first time I knew it in spades was when I was told by Clair
George on the 25th that Meese was going to make his announce-
ments.

Mr. CAROME. This would have been the Wednesday before the Di-
rector testified, is that right, around November 19th?

[C/CATF. It was a Thursday. No, it was a Wednesday.
Mr. CAROME. That would have been November 19th, some 6 days

before the public announcement. Who was the courier?
[C/CA TF. [Deleted].
Mr. CAROME. Do you recall whether he specifically used the word

"diversion"?
(C/CAT19. No, I don't recall the conversation. It was something

like there may be a problem with the money; [deleted] more money
than we got, something like that.

Mr. CARoMz. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
[C/CATFI. Mr. Chairman, there is one exhibit, thanks to the

kindness of the counsel, I got to look at the exhibits-one exhibit I
would like to talk to because it bothers me. It is May 2-

Mr. CAROME. Could you give us the number of the exhibit? There
is a tab there just so we can refer to it.
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[C/CA TF. This will relate back to some of the questions you
have asked me. I want to put this on the board up front right now.

Mr. CAROMC. What exhibit number?
Ms. MCGINN. Forty-three-twenty-six.
[C/CA TF. It is a phone call. It says, "call from [C/CA T19," and it

lays out there something about Clines, [deleted] and so on and so
forth.

And I have reflected back on this and in all probability this is a
phone call I made to Ollie North when I saw a cable coming out of
Europe that talked about Tom Clines buying arms from [deleted],
et cetera, and the conversation went something like, "Ollie, are
any of your people dealing with Tom Clines? If so, he's bad news,
stay away from him." That is really probably the watershed when I
really started to get and see, because I know [deleted] about Tom
Clines, Wilson, and Terpil, and I knew it was big-time bad and I
told Ollie that and tried to give him a waveoff. I wanted to put that
on the record now rather than just let that one seep out.

Mr. CAROME. Did you notify your superiors of that?
[C/CATF]. I don't recall. I don't think so.
Mr. CAROME. I have nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committee will take a 10-minute

recess and when we return, we will begin with Mr. Leon for ques-
tions.

[Recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The Select Committees will resume sitting

and the chair recognizes Mr. Leon.
Mr. LEON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, [C/CA T9J.
Let me start off by going back to a point that I believe you have

made and look at that a little more closely, and it is a point that I
think was made in your deposition as well and is perhaps reflected
in some of the documents that have been looked at and that are
floating around here. And that is with respect to your reaction and
handling of a couple of incidents during 1986.

The first one that I wanted to focus you on was your learning
about [Castillo's] involvement with the private benefactors from
the point of view of relaying information, communicating with
them, and I believe it was your testimony in your deposition and I
think as well today that w en you learned about it, you were sur-
Frised, concerned, and you were concerned not so much from a

al standpoint, but from a policy standpoint because of the politi-
ramifications potentially to this kind of conduct. Is that a fair

assessment?
[C/CA TF. That is exactly right, yes.
Mr. LEON. I believe you were conscious of it, thinking ahead

down the road to the funding issue and how the House and the
Senate were going to handle that, and of course, that was in May
of 1986, and June was the big vote, June 25th, isn't that right?

[C/CA TF. Yes, there is also one other thing that I was concerned
about.

Mr. LEON. What was that?
[C/CA TFi. I told you in my testimony that in November or there-

abouts or very early on in 1984, when I took this job, I felt that-I
think the exact words I used were, the odds of me getting through
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this thing unscathed are minimal, and I want to structure it so
that the responsibility for what happened comes on me and I didn't
want it to proliferate down to people below me, and this did that
and it called a lot of things into question that I didn't want called
into question, so it concerned me politically and managerially.

Mr. LEON. Following close on the heels of that revelation in May,
and your concern that flowed from it, was the July 12th cable that
has been referred to in a number of ways, but I'll just refer to it as
exhibit 33.

In that cable there is a sentence, if you have it before you; it is
the second sentence of exhibit 33. "With the House passage of the
proposed program of assistance to the Nicaraguan Resistance, we
have taken a second look at the commo link"-that is communica-
tions, isn't it?

[C/CATFI. Yes, it is.
Mr. LEON. You get down later in the same paragraph, paragraph

one, and it reads, about the fourth line from the bottom of para-
graph one: "Consequently, we do not wish to have"-what is that,
[deleted]?

[C/CATF]. It is a crypt for CIA.
Mr. LEON. "We do not wish to have CIA-provided assistance tied

into an entity that may or may not be bad. We have come too far
at this time to let the solid operations that [deleted] has built be
jeopardized by elements which we were unable to control."

This again is another reference to the Agency's concern about
the political ramifications of its agents and its staff, is it not?

[C/CA T9. It is, and I would reflect back to the closing comment
I made about the 2 May notes from Ollie's notebook. That is the
concern that we were developing. We didn't know what we were
dealing with. It was an unknown and I didn't like it, and was
trying to disengage and get ourselves back from it further than we
were.

Mr. LEON. Was there ani assessment by the Agency with respect
to the entity which you referred to, which I assume to mean the
private resupply effort, as to whether or not it was good or bad
from a legal standpoint? Had there been any assessments at that
point?

[C/CATFJ. No, there had not been. We had looked at )ur actions
and determined-and were constantly determining whether or not
they were legal. We did not look at the actions of others to deter-
mine whether or not they may or may not have been legal.

Mr. LEON. Now, Assistant Secretary Abrams testified that-some 3
weeks after the Hasenfus shootdown, he was informed by [C/LA]
that there may be a problem, impliedly a legal problem vis-a-vis
Boland in Central America with regard to [Castillo's] involvement
with the private benefactors through the KL-43 equipment. Follow-
ing on the heels of that being brought to the Secretary's attention,
I believe his testimony was that there was going to be an investiga-
tion of some sort by the Agency into that, and I noted in exhibit 32,
which you may have in front of you, that there is a memorandum
on November 25th which was, I believe you referred to it as bomb-
blast Tuesday or something like that.

(C/CATE9. Bombshell Tuesday.
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Mr. LEON. Bombblast, bombshell Tuesday, whatever, with regard
to possible improprieties by [Castillo], isn't that right? Are you fa-
miliar with that memorandum?

[C/CATF]. Yes, I am. I read it at the time, and I've read it subse-quently.Mr. LEON. Was the writing of that memorandum on that date in

any way influenced by the fact of the bombshell that fell on that
day?

[C/CATF]. I can't say for certain. I don't recall, but one would
have to draw that conclusion. But the discussions of the impropri-
ety predate that considerably.

Mr. LEON. The concerns certainly?
[C/CATF]. No, more than the concerns. After the passage of-

after the final passage of the law or in the final days in October, I
don't remember the exact dates in October, we made one of our
periodic interagency group trips to Central America and one of the
stops of course was [deleted], and in [deleted] we had a very quick
sort of a meeting and at the end-[deleted--at the end of the meet-
ing [Castillo] pulled me aside and said, "I've got a problem." Andthen he laid out the fact that there had been phone calls to a safe-
house in or to a house in [deleted] and phone numbers had been
uncovered by a journalist about to go public.

Mr. LEON. But it was a problem that was newspaper-generated?
[CCATFJ. Newspaper-generated, right.
Mr. LEON. I should say the uncovering of the problem was a

newspaper-generated concern?
[C/CA TF]. Exactly, and at that point in time, I scraped myself up

o the floor, I don't remember my exact words, I'm sure there were
a few expletives, and then we-Isaid, "Well [Castillo]," I think, I
said, "What can we do about it?" a natural reaction, and we deter-
mined that there wasn't. I then came back-I talked briefly about
it to Ambassador [deleted] and [deleted] said, very forcefully, "Well,
anything that anybody did at this mission, they did it at my direc-
tions; [Castillol is not in trouble, I take the difficulty or whatever
for it." I said, "OK," and went back and reported that to [CLA]
and [C/ILA] subsequently reported it to George, and there was a dis-
cussion what to do about it and it was put in writing on the 25th of
November.

Mr. LEON. Now, here we have a series of incidences we have just
gone through briefly stemming from May through this November
memorandum. And I would like to culminate this little sequence
with the final memorandum which I don't believe is in the exhibit
book, but I would like to hand it to you to have it looked at.

If someone could show it to you. Thiis is a memorandum that was
an exhibit when [Castillo] appeared before this committee, [Cas-
tillo], exhibit 13 at that time, and it was referred to in his testimo-
ny. It is a March 2 memorandum for the general counsel of the
Agency from George Jameson, one of his associate general counsel,
looking at and analyzing the assistance to the military supply ac-
tivities of the Nicaraguan Resistance by [Castillo] andI would like
to draw your attention to a couple of passages in it.

First of all, in the summary section on page 2, there is a segment
there toward the end that reads half way through the paragraph,
"In my opinion, the law provided authority for CIA to provide in-
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formation involving safe delivery sites, weather conditions, hostile
risk assessments and the like to assist the Nicaraguan Resistance
in their resupply activities where CIA's role did not amount to par-
ticipating in the actual delivery of material or in planning, direct-
ing, or otherwise coordinating deliveries during the course of or in
the context of specific military engagements."

Then I would direct your attention to the conclusion section. It
is a lengthy memo so there is not much sense in going through the
whole thing, but going through the conclusion section, about mid-
way through the paragraph on the bottom of page 7, it says, "How-
ever, merely passing intelligence on Sandinista's gun or radar
placements, weather conditions, flight vectors and other informa-
tion to assist in the delivery of supplies for general maintenance of
the forces in the field would not seem to be prohibited, both be-
cause this would not constitute 'participation' and because this
would not be 'integral' to a 'paramilitary operation' as contemplat-
ed by Congress. To adopt the more restrictive view of HPSCI Chair-
man Hamilton would require a determination that all advice or in-
formation sharing on logistics operations, even general advice unre-
lated to a specific resupply effort, would be prohibited because that
too would be participation, 'integral' to military operations in Nica-
ragua. Congress in my view did not intend to go so far. According-
ly, the same kind of information sharing which the public benefac-
tors for general resupply logistics activities not 'integral' to specific
military or paramilitary operations as they term them was contem-
plated by the statute also would not be precluded by the law."

Did you happen to see this memorandum in March of 1987?
[C/CA TF. Yes, I did.
Mr. LEON. I would ask, Mr. Chairman, this be included as an

exhibit for this part of the record as well.
Chairman HAMrLTON. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. LEON. Wouldn't it have been nice if this memorandum, vin-

dicating legally the conduct of [Castillo] had been available to you
and your colleagues before you appeared before that HPSCI meet-
ing in October 1986?

[C/CATFI. It would have been nice to have had that written in
March or February of 1986, as a matter of fact.

[The document appears in Appendix B.]
Mr. LEON. Considering the fact this memorandum didn't get writ-

ten until March of 1987, did perhaps the Agency let the cart go
before the horse? Had there been enough legal analysis and advice
early enough in order to guide you with regard to the conduct of
[Castillo]?

[C/CATFJ. I think I have a-I think Judge Sporkin looked at
that, but I would have to refer to my notes to check. Just one
second. I think Judge Sporkin may have looked at that. If you will
indulge me

Mr. LEON. Look at that memorandum.
Here is what I'm getting at. Obviously you have testified you

were concerned back im March, excuse me, May, with regard to theconduct of [Castillo and obviously you were concerned of the politi-
cal ramifications of it. You have also testified that the law you be-
lieve you might have said was changed in late 1985, with regard to
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intelligence passage but I think it was clarified as opposed to
change, wouldn't you agree?

[C/CATF. No, changed. And I could almost, I don't have the
laws in front of me, but prior to 19-in December 1985, we had the
Boland restriction in the Intelligence Authorization Act and a
slight modification in the fmcal year 1986 supplemental which au-
thorized the $27 million which allowed very narrow intelligence
sharing. Then in the Intelligence Authorization Act of 1986 the
Boland Amendment as constructed went away. It was replaced
with language that I don't recall specifically, but it said something
like CIA may participate in activities to support the Democratic
Resistance as authorized by Congress to include [deleted], so on and
so forth.

Anything else must be specifically authorized by Congress.
Now, the key to this was that indirect-direct prohibitions of

Boland went away and that unshackled a lot of things politically.
[Deleted]. The absolute prohibition of doing anything at all that
constituted indirect support to paramilitary activities went away.
We could do a lot of things that represented indirect support and
did. [Deleted]. There was a fundamental difference in the law from
December of 1986. [Deleted].

Mr. LEON. Were you aware, [C/CATF], that prior to that change
and that clarification, whichever interpretation might ultimately
be had, before it was made more explicit that passage of intelli-
gence and communications support was permissible, that there had
been a difference of opinion prior to the fall of 1985 as to whether
the Agency was free under the law to do that? Were you aware
there was a difference of opinion on that subject?

[C/CA TF. Yes, I knew there was a difference of opinion.
Mr. LEON. The conference report indicated this was an effort to

make this implicit the Agency was free to do that. Did you have
that understanding?

[C/CA TF. Yes. Ill go back-
Mr. LEON. I don't want you to trace the history, time is limited

here.
[C/CATF]. Yes. In general terms.
Mr. LEON. Now, with respect to 1986, and the conduct of your

group and [Castillo], isn't it fair to say that his conduct vis-a-vis the
private donors here, private benefactors, was not violative of law as
viewed by the Central Intelligence Agency but violative of policy, a
policy that was more restrictive than the law?

[C/CA TFJ. I think that's exactly right. We felt that, as I testified,
I felt at the time that we wanted to take a slightly more conserva-
tive position and keep buffers between us and private benefactors.
What [Castillo] did was seen in May, was seen subsequently during
those October discussions as a violation of policy, not a violation of
law, and a matter that we had to deal with internally to try to rec-tify it.H-ie just got out a little in front of himself in doing those things.

We did not think, I did not think that [Castillo] was involved in a
violation of the law.So that is right. And also you are correct that
there was a differentiation of interpretation of what the fiscal year
1986 Intelligence Authorization Act specifically meant with regard
to the logistics support.

j
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As I testified earlier there was a difference of opinion between
the House Committee and the Senate Committee and there were
exchanges of letters, three to be exact, trying to reconcile that. It
never got totally reconciled.

Mr. LEON. DO you feel looking back on it [Castilo's] conduct halls
within the confines of this opinion that I just handed to you, this
March 1987, opinion?

[C/CATFI. Contrary to sort of-I'm not a lawyer, and I don't pur-
port to be one. I am strictly a sort of, I guess it is an avocation I try tofollow.

'Mr. LEON. It is a blessing sometimes.
[C/CA TFJ. I try to follow it. I depend upon my attorney in the

task force and Mr. Jameson to sort of refine and hone in discussion
with other laws to refine my opinion.

Based on those discussions, I don't think that it represents a vio.
lation of the law. But that's not anything like a definitive opinion,
that's me absorbing information coming to a layman's opinion.

Mr. LEON. So when you made your decision, and I don't want
there to be any doubt about this, when you made your decision to
be silent in October, when you were in that HPSCI room, you
weren't remaining silent because you thought [Castillo] had done
an thing illegal or anyone in your shop had done anything illegal,

[J/CA T]. No. I felt very comfortable with the statements that
were made not only to the HPSCI but also to the Foreign Relations
Committee, CIA was not involved in those flights, and that we had
stayed within the bounds of the law.

Once again I knew when you go outside those narrow definitions
things were perilous and there were pitfalls out there. To answer
your specific question, no, I don't think [Castillo] had broken the
law, I don't think (Castillo] with regard to passing, with regard to
what I know at this point in time it's still my opinion what [Cas-
tillo] did with those flights in passing information doesn't represent
a technical violation of the law.

Mr. LEON. All right. Let me move into another area. You wereoperating in a RIG setting, an interagency group, Restricted Inter-
agency Group setting and you were acting in that capacity with a
number of other people, none of whom you had authority over. Is
that a fair statement?

[/CA TF. That's a fair statement, yes.
r. LEON. And there was someone from the State Department,

Defense Department as well as CIA. You weren't in a position to
order any of them to do anything, were you?

[C/CATI]. No, I was not.
Mr. LEON. With regard to that working arrangement you were

operating under, let me highlight a few facts here and ask you to
comment on them after I highlight them. You correct me if I'm
wrong along the way now, because I'm attempting to summarize
some of these facts.

I believe you have testified either in deposition or here or both
that in February of 1986, you were concerned about the loading of
a flight with lethals that Felix Rodriguez was overseeing, it was a
C-130 and ou got in touch with Ollie and asked that that be
stopped. Is tt correct?
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[C/CATFJ. Yes. I still don't know if there was lethal material on
that flight. I was concerned about the type of aircraft, the flight
and so on and so forth within the context of this, the very narrow
limitations [deleted] had authorized those flights to take place.

Mr. LEON. In that same month just prior to that or shortly after
that, Ollie showed off a number of pictures at a meeting, Ithink
you have testified to this event, and you have testified I think you
thought that was dumb and that he shouldn't h.ve done that and
you commented to him on that, did you not?

[C/CATII. Yes, I did.
Mr. LEON. And then in April, a little shortly after that, there

was another series of activities involving a KL-43 message and I
believe you have testified although the KL-43 message indicated
you had given approval you hadn t given approval, do you remem-er that?

[C/CATFJ. To the best of my recollection. I have no recollection
of having approved that flight. I've testified to that three times
now.

Mr. LEON. Then you testified to the May meeting involving the
communications that [Castillo] was doing to assist the private bene-
factors, the concern that arose out of that. And then that was fol-
lowed by the June events when the House vote was won and July,

ur stand-down, or however you wish to have it, however it will
characterized, cable. And there were articles at that time about

Colonel North, were there not, in the media and a resolution of in-
quiry was instituted?

[C/CA TF9. Yes, there were and even before that.
Mr. LEoN. There was a political problem, so to speak, going on at

that time.
[C/CATF]. There was one brewing, there were storm clouds on

the horizon, yes, there were.
Mr. LEON. In this very compacted period of time, you had had a

number of conversations with Colonel North, some of which indi-
cate'oiur displeasure with things he was doing, yet you couldn't
order him what to do. In a RIG setting like that, what is it you are
supposed to do? Are you your brother's keeper?

[C/CATF. I think Elliott Abrams testified to his frustration at
the RIG not being able to order things around. I could not be my
brother's keeper. As I said yesterday, I did what I could to influ-
ence events, to cause things to happen that I thought were appro-
priate.

I did what I could to stop things where I thought they were inap-
propriate, but the major thing on which I was inflexible was keep-
ing the Agency within the bounds of legality and propriety. That
was my task. That is what I tried to do.

Mr. LEON. You told Colonel North you were against the whole
airstrip idea at some point?

[C/CATJI. I told him as time wore on, particularly in the spring
of 1986, as clearly we were running towards problems, we were de-
fining our operations thinking about things, we didn't need the air-
strip, not to worry'about it, not to hassle with it, it was not some-
thing that was necessary for us, and I particularly was there in [de-
leted], Ibelieve it was in May or thereabouts, when [Castillo] went
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to a meeting [deleted] and was told officially they could not use the
airstrip.

I was not at the meeting. I was at a meeting wih another
person. And then came back the next day [deleted] and in a meet-
ing with Ambassador [deleted] and (Castillo] said don't worry about
it, forget it, let it go, it is not a big thing. That airstrip was not-is
not integral to the plan we developed in the spring of 1986.

Mr. LEON. Is there any lesson that can be learned, do you think,
[C/CATIF, from the experience you have been through here in this
RIG setting in a situation where you have a political dynamic like
you have described and you have various RIG members with vary-
ing opinions on how to handle things and differences of opinions on
how to protect, particularly, and risks to be taken politically, is
there a lesson to be learned either by yourselves or by others in a
similar situation in the Agency on how to best handle these for the
future?

[C/CA TFJ. There is a lesson to be learned for us all in that. I
think the lesson for me to have learned was to have been a little
bit more cautious in the first 2 months of 1986, when I said I let
the reins out and then had to pull myself back in-that is my
lesson. I have asked myself a hundred times if I could go back and
do it over again what would I do differently? And I put that
thought out of my mind, because I couldn't, and so there is not a
lot of sense in thinking about it.

But the major lesson, and I wish Chairman Hamilton were here
to hear this, comes out of the summer of 1985, in which we had
intensive meetings with Chairman Whitten, Chairman Hamilton,
and with Chairman Boland and anybody else who would listen andplesnc~e* pleaded not to write CIA out oflhaf ''I PlknAng the $27 million,
not to do it. And then in Debember, November,i g iy-a-n.ing
Bud McFarlane convened a meeting in the WhiteHouse. At that
meeting was Chairman Hamilton, Vice Chairman of the Intelli-
gence Committee-his name has gone out of my mind-last year
from the-Congressman Cheney, Congressman McCurdy and late.
Senator Durenberger, and Mr. McFarlane asked, almost pleaded
for four things. He said, please in the Intelligence Authorization
Act give us mtelligence sharing, give us communications equip-
ment, give us loisti and give us airdefense.

We said air defense is negotiable. We probably can get along
without it. These are the three things we ne ad for this Resistance
to survive until we resolve the divisions in Congress.

We didn't get that. The lesson to have been learned was not to
have vindictive, not to be a house divided against ourselves, not to
write our DOD, CIA, two entities in the Government that could
have run that program and run it right and force State Depart-
ment to put the RIG unit together with bubblegum and bailing
wire to try to do something the weren't prepared to do, and not to
stiff the administration when they pleaded to give them something
so they could avoid a problem.

That was an attempt by me to work with Congress. I, in large
measure, caused that meeting to happen, and I was the one thatsaid please give usogistisadvice, and I think if Chairman Hamil-
ton were here he would remember some of the comments I made at
that meeting describing the problems.
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I did it because I knew the nutcracker I was in and I could see
the problem over the horizon and I was trying to solve it.

The lesson is not to be a house divided against yourself. And the
lesson for me for 2 months was I should have been a little more
cautious, and the lesson for all of us is we are going to have more
problems like this if we are divided, if we fight with each other and
if we can't find consensus and we ought to learn them because the
future is not bright if we don't.

Mr. LEON. Let me just turn to one last area, [C/CATFJ, before I
finish, and that is with respect to a couple of points you made both
in your deposition and I think in your testimony today. You have
talked about almost an operational, I believe, I think it would be
fair to characterize it as an operational role that you assumed ofstaying out of harm's way both politically and legally and one of
the ways you would do that would be to back away from situations
that you felt were uncomfortable, and instances that have come up
as examples wer6: Ollie showing these pictures; Gadd flying into
Nicaragua situation; the Donald Gregg meeting you said you felt
very uncomfortable about; and I believe that you even went so far,
at one point, to describe this as a CIA operational role that is as-
sumed in some instances.

[C/CA TF. Posture was the word.
Mr.LEON. Posture. Perhaps one could conclude from it some-

times in your situation in dealing with politics a little knowledge isa dangerous thing. But would it be safe to say that this modus ope-
randi you were involved in here was a difficult one for you to
assume even though nonetheless you decided you had to assume it?

I mean, Woody Hayes didn't teach you to back away from situa-
tions, did he?[ C/TF7.It~"hot my proclivty to back away from things. i
suppose I have been described as a guy wo gets in the middle and
takes care of things, but I also---

Mr. LEON. You were the one who want od to go to Congress, were
you not?[CCATF]. Yes.

Yr. LEON. Who was the Cabinet officer who characterized that as
a breathtaking idea?

[C/CA T1. Secretary Shultz.
Mr. LEON. You wanted to go forward?
[/CATF. Yes, I did.

r. LEON. You wanted to proceed ahead on it? And yet there was
an instance where you had an opportunity before Congress and you
testified, regrettably that you didn't go forward, that you did hold
back, so to speak. My question to you today is: Here you have an-
other opportunity before Congress, and are you sitting there pre-
pared to assure this committee that you are not holding back, you
are not in a backing-away mode of operation? Are you giving this
committee everything?

[C/CA TFJ. I will let the committee be the judge of that as finally
they must be, but the answer to your question is yes.

Mr. LEON. No further questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committee will begin questions now by

the principal questioners. They each have 20 minutes.
The chair recognizes Senator Rudman.
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Mr. RUDMAN. Just for planning purposes, is there any possibility
we are going to finish with this witness and go on to our third wit.
ness and be done by some time early this evening or does it look
like we are going to have to do it again tomorrow?

I am wondering how long the questioning is going to be.
Chairman HAmLTON. Both the witness and I hope we will com-

plete his testimony early this afternoon. I do intend to go ahead
with Mr. George and get as much of his testimony today as we can.

Mr. RuimwA..Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Boimm. Since I have to chair another meeting for a brief

time at 2:00, Mr. DeWine indicated after Chairman Stokes he will
allow me to alternate at that point since I couldn't be back precise-
ly at 2:00.

Chairman iAmLTON. We will be glad-to recognize Senator Boren
after Congressman Stokes.

Congressman Stokes, you may proceed. Twenty minutes.
Mr. SToKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[C/CATF, I want to start out with a question involving your tes-

timony on October 14, 1986. I don't pose the question in any way to
beat up on you. You already have been very forthcoming about
your manner of conduct that day before the House committee. But
as I recall, you said that you had decided before you got there not
to speak up first, that is not to answer fully, and, of course, you
told us today you regret that decision, and I certainly respect you
for the forthcoming manner in which you testified about it, but I
guess what I want to get at is the question of what were the rea-
sons for your decision? I want to try to get at what was going
through your mind, and I guess specifically I would ask you to tell
us whether you were trying to protect Ollie North, were you trying

_L_ _:.3t Contra aid,-wore youtrym o rtect Mr-Caey9

Just give us some idea, some semlance of what went into that4ecision, 'if you can.
[C/CAMT1 -Ican try. It is very complicated, and very personal,

and I think it was strictly, one, to put it in a broad spectrum, I was
a member of the team, I was a member of the administration team,
I wasn't going to break ranks with the team. I didn't know it all, I
knew bits and pieces of it.

I think I probably-I knew more certainly than anybody else at
the Agency with-I don't know where Director Casey was because I
will parenthetically say he never talked to me about these things, I
respect him for it. I couldn't comment on Oliver North's testimony
relative to Director Casey. I just don't know where he was because
he was very good about not drawing me into these things, not forc-
ingme into awkward positions.

Myframe of mind was to protect, was to be a member of the
team, not to get out ahead, to try to get through this, focus on
what I had-been focusing on, the new program which was upcom-
ing which I knew would be a management challenge of the first
order, and get onto that and try to get through where we were, and
to do it without lying, try to go through as best we could.

I would point out to you, I don't mean this as a cop out, I was not
the senior witness at the table. And I was not going to get out
ahead of other people who were there, and I played a passive role
as best I could.
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[Dleted].
M.STESa. Yesterday you testified that Colonel North told you

that funding for [deleted] and [deleted] could be continued after the
Congress had cut off appropriated funds; is that correct?

[C/CAT1. I testified to that effect. [Deleted]. Ollie confirmed
that to me at a meeting in February or after that and it was con-
firmed by [deleted] and there was some discussion of that, that,
quote, the-whoever they were-the private donors were taking
care of [deleted.

Mr. SToKES. On exhibit 9, let me refer you to-that for a moment.
On the second page there is a notation of a phone call from you
and it says "$5,000 for [deleted] to pass to [deleted]."

Is this request similar to the one on the first page of this exhibit
where you asked Colonel North to provide $25,000 for [deleted]?

[C/CATF]. As I think I testified yesterday, I don't have a specific
recollection of having-asked Colonel North to provide money to [de-
leted] and I certainly don't have a recollection but I do recall in
the-I think this is 1985, is it not-I do recall in the 1985 time-
frame, around that time, May, June, discussing [deleted] financial
problems and the fact that he needed money, and it is entirely pos-
sible that I said he needs $25,000 or so to Ollie North.

On the second, I just don't know. "5K for [deleted] to pass to [de-
leted]," I don't know what [deleted] he is talking about and that is
not the way I would have characterized something to pass money
from [deleted] to [deleted] for something else. If [deleted] needed
money, then the money would have been passed directly to [delet-
ed].

I don't recall that and that doesn't sound like me, that is not the
way I do business.

Mr. SToKES. Would it be a fair statement to say that in the case
of [deleted] and [deleted] that you handed off funding responsibility
to Colonel North?

[C/CATF]. It can be characterized that way or it can be charac-
terized that I told Oliver North the problem and said, look, maybe
you can solve it. I can't deal with it. That is the way I looked at it.
It is a nuance difference as to whether that is a handoff or what.

Mr. STOKES. [C/CA TF], are you aware of a standing request from
the House Intelligence Committee for all CIA reporting concerning
the Contras?

[C/CA T19. Yes.
Mr. STOKES. Are you also aware that the committee regularly ex-

amines this material?
[C/CATF]. I am aware that Mr. Giza from the committee does do

that, yes.
Mr. STOKEs. Are you also aware that some limited dissemination

reports were withheld from the committee and that by coincidence
perhaps these reports were the following: -reports that identified
General Secord buying arms in [deleted] in March 1985, reports
that showed the air resupply operations using C-7s and C-123s be-
ginning in November 1985, and reports that show [deleted] arms
shipments to the Contras. These reports are limited dissemination,
but the committee reviews this kind of reporting. So my question
is, why was this material withheld from the committee?
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[C/CATF]. I answered that in the deposition, I will give you the
same answer again. They asked the question a hundred times, and
I have to give the same answer. I didn't know that that happened.

It came to my attention in the 14 September meeting when I
think if we go back to the testimony in response to questions I be-
lieve by Chairman Brown, I said we have reported on these things
we reported in considerable detail, and I believe Mr. Giza had read
the intelligence reports-I can still see Mr. Giza behind your shoul-
der shaking his head no.

I went back and askei ivy Chief of Reports, did you show these
reports to Mr. Giza, anI he said no. I said why not, and he said
they are sensitive menio disseminations, and I didn't think that I
should have done tha..

I said, I told you to show him all reporting. He said, but I didn't
show them to hi. I said show them to Mr. Giza, and the answer is
a technician, a very good technician, made a technical decision,
and that was his decision, and I didn't followup on it, I didn't look
at the things that Mr. Giza looked at, and it was no attempt to
hide them from anybody.

Believe me, if we were trying to cover those up, those wouldn't
have been disseminated to the DDI and the DDI wouldn't have
written product on them. The answer is it was a technical slip-up
that is regrettable, open to multiple interpretation if one wants to
look at it maliciously, but it wasn't meant to be malicious.

Mr. SToKE. The bottom line is had it not been for this investiga-
tion, we would have never seen those documents, isn't that true?

[C/CAT19. That is probably right.
Mr. SToKS. In your May 1 deposition, you indicated that there

had been a CIA approach [deleted] in the fall of 1986, after the
$100 million Contra aid program had been enacted. This was ap-
parently devOV program; aV d beneteDA .Thisandan
individual who had good connections with [deleted. You were di-
rected to dispatch one of your deputies to meet with the person in
New York. Can you tell us why CIA sought to solicit aid for the
Contras from a foreign government just after Congress had provid-
ed $100 million for the Contras?

[C/CATFJ. Yes, I can. The-when we did our budget for the pro-
gram and we projected it out, I projected that if we did everything
we wanted to get done, we would haveprobably an$8-or a $10-
million-dollar shortfall off the $100 million.

I think you will reflect back to my conversations in response to
counsel Carome's question about the Sultan of Brunei-when I said
some $10 million,I? had already done some calculation about money
and where we were and said that $8 million would give us a
mar or bridge or we would have liked to have had in the $100
million program.

There had been ample discussion about solicitation of funds. As
you know, it is a practice that we have used to augment other pro-
grams. We have briefed the committees on them fully, and it was
a--something that Director Casey and I had talked about and had
talked about in interagency group meetings.

We felt it was very important and I think Congressman Hamil-
ton will recall getting the prohibition on solicitation off of us so we
could go out and do those things and the Director came up with
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this opprunity, and I said, "right on, boss, we could maybe getthat 5or 6 million dollars, and that will allow me to buy two or
three more airplanes and do some things and it will be a good
thing."

So he did and that was the purpose for it. I might tell you that in
managing the program we have not done some things that we
would have done had we had that money, but we have cut and
scrimped and put things together and done without it because after
the Iran-Contra problem broke, I said politically it is just too sensi-
tive to go out both in terms of other government reactions and
Congress to solicit, so we haven't done it. But that was the intent
and purpose of it.

Mr. SToKES. Would it have been your intention to brief the Intel-
ligence Committees about this if it had gone through?

[C/CA TF. Yes. The Director and I discussed the law and I said
that with the new law passed, we can do these things. I vaguely
recall that we ran it past some of our lawyers, I think the officer of
mine who actually did it, I was on a trip at the time, ran it past a
lawyer. We had every intention to have accounted for it within the
structure of the program and to report it to Congress, absolutely.

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
[C/CATF. My attorney from the task force advises me during

the negotiations of the administrative annex by which we account
to Congress for the $100 million, which is a unique document, we
discussed how we would handle solicited money. tie recalls we ac-
tually may have even touched on the possibility of [deleted] money.
I don't recall that specifically, but I do recall with your financial
person who monitors the finance discussing how we would account
for solicited money.

So it was our intention to be absolutely forthcoming.
M~JSi~ii~ ~ht~mount were you askig foiF, do you riW~1*

[C/CA TF. We didn't have a specific figure in mind. We were just
talking. They never got that far. It was exploratory, the interme-
diary was going to go to [deleted] and hold the discussions, come
back and talk to us about it. I did not go to the meetings and the
officer who went to the meeting and who actually conducted it
didn't get into details of amounts.

I think you may have his memorandum. If you don't, I do, and he
lays out what happened there. He did not actually get around to
soliciting money or discussing amounts. He laid out needs and so
on.

Mr. STOKES. Moving to another area, you have been Chief of the
Cen tral American Task Force since September 1984, is that cor-
rect?

[C/CA T19. That is correct.
Mr. ST'rozs. [Deleted].
[C/CA TF]. [Deleted]. As the committee is aware, North was full

of bombast. He met with a lot of people and did a lot of things, and
I aways wondered how he could do them because he didn't speak to
Spanish speakers. Look at the famous call to Arias, I was sure he
didn't do that. There were other people that he said that he spoke
with from time-to-time and I always wondered how a non-Spanish
speaker got through to Spanish-speaking people only. [Deleted].
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Mr. SrTm. I see the light is on. I have additional questions, but
I will defer them until later on.

Chairmn HAMILTON. I think we will have time to yield to the
gentleman later on.

The chair recognizes Senator Boren for 20 minutes.
Mr. BORmE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank Mr. DeWine for his courtesy in letting me pro-

ceed at this time.
[C/CATFJ, I think you know that I have a very high regard for

your professional capabilities and for your service.
[CICATF. Thank you very much. I appreciate that.
Mr. BOREN. I know that you will understand that the questions

that I ask are asked out of institutional responsibility and a sense
of that responsibility and not out of any kind of ill-wifl towards you
personally.

You learned, I gather, of Attorney General Meese's planned noon
press conference at a meeting earlier that day?

[C/CATF. I wouldn't call it a. meeting. I was in the DDO's suite
and it was mentioned to me that it was going to happen.

Mr. BOREN. And did you have any discussions with regard to
what information you should disclose about this whole matter to
persons outside the CIA between that time and the time of your
testimony before the Senate Intelligence Committee on December
9th?

[C/CA TF. No.
Mr. BOREN. You did not?
[C/CATF]. I did not, sort of, no, sit down and talk about that.
Mr. BOREN. Did anyone come to you-
[C/CATF]. No, I can recall one conversation with Clair George

where we talked about-I said sort of, I'm going to have to say I
had a pretty good idea of what Ollie was up to,_and sort of talked
to him'in a general context, but no inec--ri or s scifi -eed-
discussion of how to-

Mr. BOREN. Did Mr. George or anyone else discuss with you what
you should or should not say?

[C/CATFJ. No. At that point in time, I think it is fair to say ev-
erybody was proceeding very, very cautiously, and being very judi-
cious about their words and knew that questions like that were
going to be asked.

Mr. BoREN. I understand.
Let me go into the question of your trip to [deleted] in February,

1987. When and how did you learn of the use of the CIA helicopters
in [deleted] to carry Contra arms in early 1986?

[C/CA TFh. I want to add a piece of information that is not on the
record here anywhere, because I want to be absolutely straight up.
When we made that trip, I heard a glimpse of a side conversation
with-between the [deleted] and [deleted] and [deleted] said, "Hey,
I want to fly some stuff over to the training site," and [deleted]
said, "No, you can't do it." That triggered something in my ear but
I didn't think there was a problem because the [deleted] shut him
down right now.

Then on that trip, prior to that trip, [deleted], one of the private
benefactors, saying that our [deleted] had allowed him to get a heli.
copter flying supplies. And the IG was about to come down there.
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We had already sent cables down there; we had already sent cables
asking for a comment on that report whenever there were allega.
tions and we got back essentially a negative response.

I pulled [deleted] aside-
Mr. BoREN. You had had that background before you went down,

[deleted-
[C/CATFi. Sent the people down and the inquiry came back es-

sentially negative. I had a glimpse at [deleted] at [deleted]. It didn't
really signify to me a problem. He said, "Hey, I want to do these
things," and I said, "No."

Mr. BOREN. That was on the same trip?
[C/CA TFi. Yes. On these trips, I don't go show and tell; I sit back

and talk to the [deleted] and [deleted] and other things that work.
I heard that conversation and it didn't mean anything to me at

the time because [deleted] had given exactly the right answer; he
had shut it down. Subsequently, after the investigations came
down, I looked at it and said, that was the tip of the iceberg, but it
didn't at the time. I pulled the [deleted] aside at [deleted] and said,"[Deleted] did you put somebody on the airplane; did you let these
things happen?" His response was, "No, well, gee, someone may
have gotten on the airplane, but I don't think they went to Nicara-
gua, I don't think they flew ammunition down there, no, I don't
think so."

I said, "Sit down with [deleted] and get your story straight. When
the IG comes, tell it to him like it is, because the worst thing you
can do is not get it out up front." And I left.

And Clair George, in his meetings down there, delivered at each
one of our stops along the way very strict instructions to tell people
to get up front with the IG, tell it like it was, get it out and purge
yourself of any concerns that you may have. I heard it mi each
place along the way.

... So at- that point- in- time,-T knew-that- there was a- compliance
problem. I didn't think it was a big one. After the IG went down
there, I subsequently learned that they had uncovered what looked
like to some flights [deleted] based on inventory records they had
seen, but they didn't think it was a serious problem. They said
there are some things bq,,.re, we think we can reconcile them, not
too bad, it looks pretty good.

Mr. BOREN. Let me stop you there. Did Clair George also have
discussions with [deleted] or others about this while he was down
there?

[C/CATF. That is a point of controversy, and I think that Clair's
memory and mine are different on this, and I've checked it and my
memory, once again, is not 100-percent clear because I haven t
talked about it for a while. I think he did. I think he said approxi-
mately the same thing to [deleted]. I can visualize it going u to
[deleted] from [deleted]. I think our [deleted] recalls the same thing
happening, but I'm not 100-percent sure. There is a difference of
opinion on memory on that.

Mr. BOREN. What did you or Clair tell the IG about this?
[C/CA TFJ. I told him exactly what I told you. I think Clair has

said consistently he doesn't recall that conversation and that is-
that is a reasonable thing. He probably doesn't.

Mr. BOREN. We can ask him about that when he comes. All right.
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When did you realize there was a serious problem with the heli-
copters?

[C/CA TFJ. April.
Mr. BOREN. In April?
[C/CATFI. Actually, before April. Actually, there was another

cable that came down [deleted] he claimed [deleted] actually flew
with him in one of the airplanes and that was something [deleted]
hadn't said, and I knew then there was a strong possibility [delet-
ed] hadn't come clean.

We sent a cable out shortly thereafter asking, what are the facts
of this? We got back a story that was an extension of what we had
gotten the first time. I called [deleted] at home and said, "You're
not in trouble yet, but you're an inch away from it. Go to the IG
and tell all of it now or you will be in trouble." This was in April.
He looked at me and said, "All, [C/CATF?."I said, "All." And I
said, "Don't tell me because I'm going to have to testify and I'm
going to have to talk to the IG and I'm going to have to go to the
grand jury, so I don't want to hear the baggage. You go do it," and
my attorney at that point in time, the IG and everybody got into
the act, the independent counsel and your committee and it all
came falling out.

Mr. BOREN. It was sort of unusual; you had [deleted] there and
you had a [deleted].

[C/CA Th]. Yes, we did.
Mr. BOREN. Why was [deleted] assigned there?
[C/CATFJ. Because we were looking for an individual who had

political judgment, had been an FI in a foreign intelligence job and
knew what intelligence was, but also had solid paramilitary back-
ground and was a Spanish speaker. You get to looking for those
things, and it narrows down, there aren't many of them around.

_Dleted ] waa highly qualified [deleted] officer who had a solid
F1 background, w hvadbo-ie edf-eieed twice-anseemmelike the-----
ideal choice to go there, so he was drafted out of a fairly senior po-
sition in our counterterrorism branch and assigned down there be-
cause of the combination of skills and language that he had.

Mr. BOREN. Did it create any problems that you had the [deleted]
there and you had the [deleted] in the same location in essence?

[C/CATFI. I don't know if you know [deleted]. His longest suit,
and it is long, is getting along with people. People love him and
he's got a soft touch with management, and there was never any
friction there.

Mr. BOREN. Turning to a little different situation, you were [de-
leted] at the time of the initial [deleted] contribution in 1984. Did
you know anything about that?

[C/CATII. I did not. [Deleted].
I had no reason to believe then nor do I have reason to believe

now that that was part of the solicitation of money for the Nicara-
gan program. And never did I have any reason until it actually
broke in the press at some time, whenever, in January that it was
[deleted] money. I speculated on it, but I didn't know it.

Mr. Bowm. What about in your testimony on December 9th, it
has been touched on by Chairman Stokes, you testifed on December
9th, before the Senate Intelligence Committee. You mentioned the
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Brunei contribution. You didn't mention Director Casey's solicita-
tion of the [deleted] contribution in October-November of 1986.

[C/CA T19. No.
Mr. BostN. Why not?
[C/CATFJ. It either didn't come to my mind or because it

wasn't-it took place after the new program, after the new pro-
gram, and it clicked off in my mind and I didn't bring it up-one of
those two reasons. I don't recall the specific reason.

I might say, in that testimony, that I was trying to paint the
broad strokes of what I understood and what happened, and I just
didn't get into that. It didn't come to my mind. I don't think I was
asked, either.

Mr. Bo N. I think that it is a fair statement to say that the way
the question was asked certainly could be interpreted in a way that
it would not have jogged your thought about that matter.

You told the Senate Intelligence Committee on December 9th,
that you didn't know where UNO was getting funds after the
Boland Amendment cut off CIA funding, but later in your deposi-
tions you have indicated your knowledge that Colonel North was
arranging funding for [deleted] and [deleted].

Why didn't you tell the committee that on December 9?
[C/CATFi. As I recall the testimony, what I said was I didn't

know where the funds were coming from. That was a correct
answer. I didn't know until this investigation began where the
funds were coming from. I knew, and I think I said in that testimo-
ny that Colonel North was involved in influencing the events
around those funds. If I didn't, I should have.

I haven't reread that testimony in preparation for this testimo-
ny. What I wanted to say was, I didn't know where the funds were
coming from, because I didn't know who was the donor and at that
point in time, December 9, I still thought that Ollie was causing
thin to hwppn, not doing thing

Mr. BOREN You-ddnt ever really tell us, however, that you
knew he was in the business of getting money to keep these people
in operation?

[C/CATF9. I would have to reread the testimony. It's here, I will
have to look at it. I haven't read it, but I will accept your charac-
terization of it.

Mr. BoizN. At the hearing you were asked if you knew of any
U.S. person who had assisted the Contras outside of the legally au-
thorized program, and you did not disclose your knowledge of the
role of Mr. Rodriguez or of Richard Gadd, which is clear from later
testimony you knew about Rodriguez and Mr. Gadd-

[C/CATF]. I can't figure why.
Ms cGmN. Could you refer us to the page of that transcript

please?
Mr. BomWN. Yes. It's page 29.
"The question: Despite the instruction to inquire as to the source

of private funding, are you aware of any individual U.S. person,
government or private, who is providing assistance to the Con-
tras?"

"Answer: I assume by that ou mean providing assistance out-
side the framework of existing Taw?"

"Question: That is corret.'
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"No, with the one exception that is currently being reviewed
right now in the Agency. That would have been the [Castillo]
matter."

And then in your depositions, you indicated that you had talked
to Rodriguez about [deleted], that you attended a meeting in Don
Gregg's office when you discussed CIA's negative attitude toward
Rodriguez, that you had a confrontation with Rodriguez and also
that you had other discussions later about Gadd's operations. So
when you were asked about private persons, you didn't mention
Rodriguez or Gadd?

[C/CAT9. I can't figure out why I wouldn't have mentioned Ro-
driguez. It was no secret what Rodriguez was doing. We talked
about Rodriguez in questions and answers before the Senate For-
eig Relations and 3 louse Intelligence Committee. I don't knowwhy I didn't mention Rodriguez at that time.

As for Gadd, it either didn't come to my mind or I didn't think it
was outside the framework of existing law. That may be why I
asked for clarification of that question. I am going to be very, very
up-front with you, at that pcint in time I was walking on egg
shells. I was walking a line once again as a member of a team, the
story, it was a very tense sort of moment in time. I was one of the
first ones off the block, I was exposed, I was nervous, and I was not

going to perjure myself. I was going to paint the broad strokes, andwas carrying forward still in the same frame of mind that I laid
out beforehand.

I would answer the questions, I would not perjure myself and
give you the broad outlines that I could fill in-with the extent of
my knowledge later as necessary.

Mr. BoRmi. Well, also at that hearing you were asked whether
Lt. Col. North had a role in making the arrangements for humani-
tarian air delivery operations that also carried lethal supplies. We
got into later discussion of the 10-percent rule and so on, you said
no.

[C/CATFJ. He didn't know that. That was done-that was all
done by Ambassador Duemling. North, and technically speaking,
North didn't have a role in doing that.

Mr. BOREN. Didn't North arrange for Mr. Gadd to be involved in
those deliveries?

[C/CATF. North lobbied for Mr. Gadd. North, I would say, influ-
enced the decision of Mr. Gadd. But the final decision was made by
Ambassador Duemling, so once again, technically he didn't have a
role in the management for that. The technical decisions and final
decisions were made by somebody else. He was a member of the
RIG and a member of influencing it, but I was giving a very techni-
cal answer.

What was in my mind at that point in time, that was NHAO and
the State Department that did that.

Mr. BOREN. I believe Duemling complained to you in March of
1986, however, that Gadd's flights were shipping some lethal aid,

__--and you asked Duemling to use Gadd for just two more flights, and
that would be enough.

[C/CATFJ. I can recall a whole series of conversations about
Duemling and Gadd and those problems and so on and so forth.
First off, there were discussions with the committees about wheth-
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er or not the NHAO flights-let's be very specific, we are talking
about flights from [deleted] to [deleted] in these discussions, and1
was not at the discussions, but there were early discussions in
August about what was and wasn't permissible on the NHAO legis-
lation. I was there.

There were later discussions which Ambassador Duemling and
Jim Michaels had with the House Intelligence Committee about
what and what was not authorized. Somewhere out of those there
came an understanding that portion loads, or the infamous 10-per-
cent rule, could be laid out. And so it was known and understood
and discussed in some detail at these various RIG meetings that a
small remainder on those flights, up to 10-percent arbitrarily in
some cases, came in there, people could carry lethal material. That
was very controversial.

I think, Chairman Hamilton, they ultimately came back to the
Intelligence Committees, discussed it again, and you advised him it
wouldn't be very smart to do that. Elliott Abrams then stopped it.
It went away, and we were sort of a party, the Agency, and our
overseers were a party to make sure that went away.

As to two more flights, Gadd had told me and had told [deleted]
he had laid out a lot of money to open up the [deleted] operation, so
on and so forth, was out of pocket and didn't have money. What I
told Ambassador Duemling, in two more flights he would be able to
recoup his loss, why don't you go two more flights and get rid of
the guy? I think it was an attempt to be charitable to allow the guy
a chance to make the money that he told us he had laid out. He
was maybe obviously blowing smoke up my ear, but that is what he
said and that's why I said that to Duemling.

Mr. BoR . Let me ask you to turn to page 33 of your testimony
before the Senate Intelligence Committee. I will conclude, Mr.
Chairman, very quickly. I have two questions on this matter.

You were asked specifically about activities by Colonel North to
support the Contras, and you said yesterday when North bragged
at the RIG meeting about, in January of 1986, about his activities
with the [deleted] airstrip, that that was a neon light about North's
role. So that made an impression on you.

Yet when you were before the committee, you were asked, would
you agree or disagree with the statement it was common knowl-
edge in the Agency, those associated with him, Colonel North was
involved in finding ways to provide appropriate assistance? You, in
essence, said it was pretty widely understood.

"Question: (an you provide for the committee any specifics about
Colonel North's activities, can you be more specific?"

There was a hesitation. Are you aware-you said, well-"Ques-
tion: Are you aware of any activities by Colonel North specifically
directed to raising funds for the Contras or arranging for provi-
sions of supplies to the Contras?"

"No, not of any specific direction or any specific activities that
he undertook."

And yet clearly you knew about the airstrip, you had discussed it
- at the RIG. You said-that-is a neon-light that went on about the

scope of his-activities, and yet-you didn't share that with the com-
mittee at that time.
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[C/CATF]. I think that my answer there is I will go back to my
initial statement to the 14 October testimony which was also cut-
ting some very tight corners, they asked me if I was aware of spe-
cific activities that he was involved in, and my answer obviously
turned around the word "involved." I know that he knew about
them, I knew he was quarterbacking them, and what I was saying
there was I did not know the depth of his involvement and if he
was specifically funding them.

I was being frankly technically correct, specifically evasive.
Mr. BOREN. Technically correct, but specifically evasive.
[C/CA TM1. That is my answer.
Mr. BOREN. So you understand, in reflecting upon this, it had the

effect of not steering the committee in the right direction, that it
did not give a complete and accurate impression to the committee?

[C/CATFJ. It did not give a complete and accurate answer. It was
not as fulsome as it should have been. It was specifically an effort
on my part to answer the question technically right, not perjure
myself and not move outside the team work.

Mr. BOREN. How much did you tell Clair George about such
things as North bragging at the RIG meeting, these kinds of things
about North's activities and your suspicions about North's activi-
ties?

[CICATFM. I don't know I told him specifics. I kept him briefed on
the broad stroker) of the private benefactors and what were happen-
ing and that Ollie was ii and around causing these things to go
down.

Mr. BOREN. Do you know if you ever told him about Ollie's in-
volvement, what (lie had said about his involvement in the air-
strip?

[C/CATFI. I don't think I did. I may have mentioned the airstrip
to him, I just don't recall whether Imentioned it to him or not.

Mr. BOREN. Let me say one thing, in conclusion. You were saying
to Chairman Stokes, as he asked you, I think, a very interesting
and probing question about what was going through your mind as
you were preparing your testimony and as you were dodging, as
you say, being specifically evasive, as you put it, to the House Com-
mittee and obviously-

[C/CA T19. The Hotse Committee was different. I was in a less
vulnerable position, I was passive.

Mr. BOREN. Before the Senate Committee, you were called upon
specifically about thi*siiiqry under oath, and you were evading.
And you indicated you felt you were part of the team and a part of
the administration. I think one of the things that has disturbed us
all in these hearings is we have sat here, and we have thought
aren't we all part of the same, don't we all work for the same
people, don't we all work for the same cause broadly, and when
you think of the role of the committees, I see the role of our com-
mittee as not only in a positive sense an opportunity for consulta-
tion, of being a sounding board, to talk confidentially about things
being thought about or undertaken so we get the benefit of how
will Congress react, if all Members of Congress knew about this,
how would they feel about it, we can steer away from shoals and
mistakes, but also as a protection for the Agency.
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This Agency is here to serve the entire government, not just any
one particular administration. We have heard a lot of discussions
about the dangers of cooking intelligence to provide the adminis-
tration with the ammunition to suppoet-any administration,
Democratic or Republican. The job of the Agency should be to pro-
vide objective intelligence to the decisionmakers, it shouldn't be to
buttress decisions made by any administration of either party and
it has here something of an independent objective role. Its objectiv-
ity must be pro= .

The Agency can be abused by administrations and be put in un-
comfortable positions no administration should ask this Agency to
do, and frankly it concerns me that you wouldn't regard us on the
oversight committees as part of the team, not only as part of the
team of serving the public, but also as having some interest in pre-
serving and in protecting the Agency. In other words, if there had
been total candor with our committees, people in the Agency that
might have been pushed into gray areas, where they were caused
concern themselves, how do I react to this request, should I do it? I
hate to be in this situation, I hate to turn these people down. If
there was a knowledge the oversight committees would have notice
of these kinds of activities, I think very often they could serve as a
buffer and protector to the independence and integrity of the
Agency and professionals like yourselves in the Agency from being
put into untenable positions.

I wonder if upon reflecting upon all this experience, as you look
back, and no one here would say they have not made mistakes
themselves, we can all learn from this. As we look ahead, have we
learned anything about that, and have we learned anything about
the value, the integrity of the whole process if the Agency did not
view itself as not just part of the administration team, but part of a
broader team, which also includes oversight committees in this op-
eration?

[C/CA TF. The answer to your question is the current Nicara-
guan program. There is not a thing that happens there we don't
talk to the committees about, a major thing. The bi-weekly meet-
ings that we have, the staff briefs that we have I think show com-
plete team work on our part, and I think that it's a classic example
of the way things can be done. I think that it's been tremendously
constructive. Some of the comments that have come out of there
have significantly improved the operation.

And I think it is absolutely the case, and I think your comments
are the underlying theme I tried to get across in my opening com-
ments that I have tried to weave throughout my testimony, and I
would hope, as I said before, that there is never a civil servant,
never a career CIA officer, who find himself in the position I found
myself in 9 December 1986. It was horrid. You can't begin to imag-
ine sort of how I felt going into that, coming out of that, and
throughout all that period. I want to point out, since we are having
a fairly soul searching conversation here, there are two areas in
this that I am bitter about, two points of bitterness: One was with
the Congress for putting me here, and-

Mr. BoJmE. Well
[C/CATF]. Please let me finish. And, two, because, as I pointed

out, I tried, I tried in the summer of 1985, with the humanitarian
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assistance, I tried with the Intelligence Authorization Act to. get
from out under the bite. I tried as hard as any mid-level CIA offi-
cer could. There is no CIA officer at m levelin history that has
been as active with Congress. It wasn't because I am egocentric, it
is not that I love to go out there and be in the limelight. It is be-
cause I wanted to get the hell out of the bind I was in. I wanted to
get this thing fixed. I wanted to do what I thought was right in
Central America, and I made a major effort at it.

The other area-and I couldn't do it, and I was slapped, and I
harbor some anger about it. I don't mean that to be a pejorative
comment. The other area is with the administration for hanging us
out. They should have stood up in November -and laid it out. I
knew it in November. I knew it in December. I think that those of
you who know me know when I have a problem I can't deal with, I
will get it out and try to get ahead of it. The only way you can deal
with a problem is get up front and cauterize it.

It didn't happen. Why it didn't happen, I don't know. I wasn't
there, I couldn't influence it.

Mr. BOREN. And that put you in the position in your December 9
testimony---

[C/CATIJ. It put me in a more untenable position December 9
and that has continued until this committee started its work. I
thought I was just in a terribly untenable position. I put myself
there by dint of the fact I said I'll take all the responsibility on me,
I'll shield other people. In my meetings with the task force I have
been able to say don't worry guys, you are not in trouble, you are
OK. None of this is going to touch you, you keep on executing, you
do your work. And I said I'm OK, too.

I thought I was, I still think I am, but I was in a hell of a bind. I
hope no one is in the position I am in again.

Mr. BOREN. I appreciate the candor with which you have spoken.
We can certainly understand the frustration and agony you have
been through, in this situation and let me say, I hear what you said
and not in an vnsympathetic way in many me.qns. I have sympathy
for the situation in which you found yourself. As I've already indi-
cated, I have a lot of respect for you. From this let me-and Idon't
want to take any more time but let me say: Do you think now-one
of the things I think we can be in the intelligence committees is,
and what we would like to be, if you have any thoughts on how
this can be done more effectively. Mid-level professional persons
like you should not have been put in the position in which you
found yourself and there should be some way in which the very ex-
istence of the oversight committees, if we can-and we are working
hard to build this relationship of trust. We are well on the way as
you have indicated in your testimony. You have very sensitive
things to share with both committees; they have not leaked, there
has been a great confidence kept. You mentioned one this morning.
There are a lot of others we needn't broadcast further by talking
about them.

[C/CAT]. Absolutely.
Mr. IOREN. Can we also, is there a way to be oven more effective

in this oversight process in terms of the fact that we exist and the
fact there has to be a responsibility to report, to us and particularly
if this relationship of trust exists for the committees themselves to,
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in essence, be protectors of professionals in the Agency so that they
will not be put in positions which they themselves either feel are
compromising their own professional integrity or on the borderline
of doing so.

[C/CATFJ. I think it is certainly-there has to be a way. I don't
know what that way is. There has to be a way for the oversight
committees to play that kind of a function, for the oversight com-
mittees to be a part of the process and for Congress to be a part of
the process, and yet not get into, and get the administration to exe-
cute its constitutional prerogatives and rights. I think that if any-
thing grows out of these Iran-Contra hearings it should be that.

Mr. BOREN. If you had said I'm sorry to people-I'm sorry but I
have to tell this to the oversight committee, wouldn't that have
been the brakes on them telling you to go ahead and do it?

[C/CA TF. It would have put the brakes on it, and it is some-
thing that I could have done I suppose. I could have said, I want to
make it very clear no one forced me to do what I did, no one said
[C/CATF, do this or [C/CATII, do that, not Director Casey, not
Clair George, not John McMahon, they all had confidence in me
that I could navigate through these troubled waters and come out
the other side unscathed.

I gave it one hell of a time. It is up to you gentlemen to decide
whether I did that or not. Let me just take a minute. As you know,
I received a $20,000 bonus for my performance in 1986.1r was con-
sidered the meritorious officer of the DEO. It has been in the news-
papers in kind of a pejorative sense. That was not done by the Di-
rector as a bribe. I was selected by the committee of the peers and
seniors I think in recognition of doing what was a very difficult job.
For 3 months I didn't cash that check, I kept it in my drawer. Be-
cause I said I've got to wait until I get through this process to see if
I really did it or not. Finally I did, some others persevered and
said, that's dumb, don't do that, you're losing a lot of interest and a
lot of other things. I really believe that.

If I got through the process, made the right decisions-now clear
ly I didn't make them all, I don't think in my position there were
any real 100-percent right decisions. They were decisions that lim-
ited damage, they were decisions that kept me serving the adminis-
tration as much as I could and staying within the technical bounds
of the law.

As I said, I let myself get out a little bit further ahead than I
should have in February, in January and February. I pulled myself
back. I found myself in one hell of a position indeed. And really it
continued almost until today.

Chairman HAMILTON. The chair will state that we will conclude
after Senator Cohen's 20 minutes. Senator Cohen is recognized.

Mr. COHEN. Could I inquire whether the chairman will extend
the same 20-minute 40-minute timeframe?

Mr. BoREN. No.
Chairman HAmiLTON. The chair was not aware anyone had rec-

ognized that. Senator Cohen is recognized for a flexible 20 minutes.
Mr. COHEN. I'll try to conclude within the time alloted.
I think all of us recognize the kind of service that you have given

to the Agency in the fact you received this award and were held in
high regards by your peers. I'm not so concerned about your activi-
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ties with the task force as I am about your performance before the
committees themselves. That's where I would like to focus and fol-
lowup on the line Senator Boren just finished with.

I am familiar with and rather fond of a novel in which a fictional
character leaves the Capitol after testifying before the Senate In.
telligence Committee and says there are two rules he has dealing
with Congress. The first rule is if you don't ask the right question,
you don't get the right answer. The second rule is if you ask the
right question you get half the right answer. And it seems to me
we have been witnessing that in this particular affair, even outrun-
ning Fixx in this case. I recall seeing a few weeks ago a replay of
an old movie, the "Absence of Malice," maybe the only memorable
line in the movie, the actor says it's accurate, meaning the story,
but it is not the truth. I keep coming back to the testimony you
and others have given, it may be technically accurate but it was
not the truth, and I believe that half a truth is also half a lie as
far as I'm concerned. When you tell only part of the truth in order
to conceal the other part you are in fact engaging in a misleading
of the people you are talking to. I was, I mut tell you, rather dis-
turbed to hear some of your testimony this morning and you indi-
cated you're part of the A Team and you're, you are one of the
ones who is highly regarded by the administration, by the Agency,
by us. You are part of the A Team as such. But it was disturbing tohear you say that you weren't going to be the first one to step up
and break through that sort of invisible bond that we used to have,
I think Arthur Liman is old enough to recall this-in the medical
malpractice cases they used to call it the conspiracy of silence.
That seems to me what took place here.

It was a conspiracy of silence, of CIA witnesses who came before
the committees and each had this silent vow not to be the first one
to step forward. I just want to say you do work for the Agency, you
do outstanding work for the Agency, but you also work for the U.S.
Government, the entire government. When you are called to testify
I think your obligation runs to something broader and higher than
just the Agency. It runs to the entire government. That's personal
view on my part.

Now, on tab 9 in your book, to give you an example. I'm not
going to spend a good deal of time, but I wanted to make it for the
record clear what I'm talking about so that others who come before
the committee don't repeat this sort of testimony. Tab 9, you were
asked, Elliott Abrams rather was asked, can anyone assure us that
the U.S. Government was not involved? Elliott Abrams said, no.
I'm sorry, it's tab 39. Your tab 39. Elliott Abrams said no, and you
remained silent. I think you indicated today that you were grateful
that you had not been asked. And the question I have is, and you
also said today you were not the senior witness at the table. Who
was the senior witness at the table?

[C/CATFJ. I would say, I would have to refer to the protocol
range but I would say Clair George was in overall range the senior
man, Elliott Abrams next and me next.

Mr. COHEN. Was the implication they had as much knowledge as
you had and therefore since they didn't step forward you didn't feel
that you should be the first to step forward, being the junior
member of that team?
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[C/CA TFJ. No. I don't know what Elliott did or did not know and
I'm not going to speculate on that. He has testified in front of the
committee and it is for him and for you to judgo.

Mr. CoHEN. See the problem I have is that you have indicated
that you were not going to be the first to step forward. Elliott
Abrams said he didn't know. Clair George said he didn't know, and
that leaves you.

[C/CATF9. I understand what you are saying. Let me finish the
question-let me finish the answer.

Clair had the broad strokes, he knew that Ollie had been around
and was involved, he didn't know as much detail of the involve-
ment as I did. That's why he structured his answer like he did.
Frankly when that was said, my mind was racing, I was figuring
how is Elliott getting from A to B. And he must have it worked out
in his own mind so that that statement is technically correct or is
correct. And I sat and was silent. I walked out of that-there is no
excuse for it.

Mr. COHEN. No, but the implication was you weren't going to be
the one to break the silence since you were the junior member and
according to the testimony we have received, you were the only one
of the three that had the information that would have contradicted
what Elliott Abrams was saying, so we are left with not just the
three of you all walking lockstep.

[C/CA TFJ. I see. I understand where you are going.
Mr. COHEN. That's where we are left.
[C/CA T9. You are putting me in the position of saying you were

the one with the-
Mr. COHEN. The knowledge?
W/CATF1. I had the most detailed knowledge.

r. COHEN. And they had the-they were the ones with the se-
niority.

[C/CATF]. And whether or not-I don't know what Elliott
Abrams knew, I really don't want to comment on that.

Mr. COHEN. All right. Let me go on to another issue then because
I think that you were asked on another situation, I think it was
p age-page 54 of the transcript of our hearings, said, "To your
knowledge, [C/CATFl, did Robert Owen, Colonel North or any NSC
official in Colonel North's office have anything to do with making
the arrangements for the flights you described into [deleted], in
other words identifying the carriers that would have been used or
sub-carriers?

"Answer: I don't have any knowledge about that." And then you
indicated I think in your deposition if the question was who ran
the operation, it would have been different. If we had asked you
who ran the operation, we might have gotten a different response.

[C/CA TF]. I think one thing we are going to go over and over
and over this because it is replete throughout this, and your point
is well taken. I think you understand my point. The answer was
Robert Owens, I don't think to this day he arranged flights. Oliver
North I don't think arranged flights in a specific sense. And I don't
know and didn't know at that pointin time all the details. There
were major gaps in my knowledge and they were there purposeful-
ly and I couldn't piece them together. Now my knowledge is a lot
greater today than it was then. I've read a lot of material and I
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want to be very, very up front on this. Those gaps were there be-
cause I kept them there.

Mr. COHEN. Let me come back to what you said this morning be-
cause I'm not sure that I have been satisfied about the attitude
having been rectified. I think you indicated to counsel this morn-
ing, you said, if you had been asked you would have found a way to
avoid answering it without lying. And that to me is almost tanta-
mount to saying I ate the Frusen Gltidj6 and I would do it again.

[C/CA TF. No.,
Mr. COHEN. It is not the same?
[C/CATFJ. It is not true.
Mr. COHEN. You said this morning if I had been asked I would

have found a way to answer without lying.
[C/CA TF. You put me back in October 1984.
Mr. COHEN. I'm putting you back this morning.
[C/CA TFJ. This morning. Now, that question was going back to if

it had been asked on 14 October of 1986, how would you have an-
swered it. It was a hypothetical situation, I gave you an answer
that I thought may be what I would have done at the time. I could
have also given you an answer gee, I don't know. That's specula-
tive. Now that would have been-what I gave you was an honest
answer. What I'm telling you, and I want to make a point here. I
would hope you would accept it. I want to make this point very
clearly, and I think I'm going to point the mike to Dick Giza and
people on the Intelligence Committees. In testimony that didn't in-
volve this thing, being caught in this nutcracker, I am very up
front. I'm criticized in the Agency for being too up front with Con-
gress, for writing answers too long, for being too forthcoming, for
sharing too much-or I was. Attitudes are moving around a little
bit but at one point in time early on.

Now I believe in that, I was. Let me put it very clearly. That was
back about a year-and-a-half ago when I was criticized. When I said
no, we are going to share information with Congress. We are going
to get our answers up front because we have to build a consensus
on this program.

Now, in one area, one time when I was in this tremendous bind
and was walking on nutshells, or on eggshells, yes, I did that.
Would I do it again? Look to what I'm doing now. Look to the way
I deal with the committees today in managing a very sensitive and
equally controversial program and boy, it's all out there and that's
the way it's got to be.

Mr. COHEN. I don't question that. I just want to make it very
clear that I don't want to be put in that position again of having
three witnesses at a table and one member of an intelligence com-
mittee ask a member who is sitting in a panel mid have to go
through and have everyone give the same answer for fear we didn't
ask the right question before the right person. ..............

I want to draw your attention to your deposition just to make
sure that we are getting the full story and not just the broad
brush. On page--

[C/CA Tfi. One-
Mr. COHEN. This is your deposition before the committee.
[C/CAT1. Which committee?
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Mr. COHEN. This committee. I will get you the exact page. I will
read it. You are being questioned about the NHAO channels and
Ambassador Dueming and Project Hop and question: Under thereference to Project Ho and that I believe is a reference to the
notes of Ambassador Duemling, which is contained in [C/CATF9 15
on page 2 of those handwritten notes, you were asked a question. It
says, #airstrip being prepared," in quotes. And the questioner, I
believe Mr. Barbadoro, "you would agree with me that this appears
to be a reference to the (deleted] airstrip in (deleted]." Answer: "It
could be. It is not an unreasonable assumption." Question: "What
else could it be?" Answer: "I don't know what else it could be."
Then it goes on to the next page, "Can you think of any other ex-
planation other than this airstrip [deleted] under the construction
as being referred to here?" Answer: "No. I could but none of them
make any sense. It could be anything." It seemed again that you
were unwilling to say, of course that was the airstrip.

[C/CAT]. I testified-it must be the airstrip. I told you I can
-onjure up a thousand and one images. I don't remember that. I
think that maybe my testimony yesterday and today should estab-
lish some credibility. I am laying out what I remember in very
Clear terms. I don't remember a previous conversation of that. I
can conjure up things, but I'm not sure they are accurate and I
don't want to lie. I do not want to give you something that is not
true. That's what that appears. It probably was discussed there, I
don't remember and I can't figure out why it is discussed there at
that time and it just doesnt' make sense to me, but it could have
been discussed there and it appears it was.

Mr. COHEN. Senator Boren askedyou about the time you were
[deleted], and in 1984 you were shifted to the Central American
Task Force.

[C/CA TFi. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. 1984 is the time that McFarlane went to [deleted]

and 1984 is the time that money started flowing from [deleted] to
the Contras. I would like to go to your book, exhibit no. 1, page 2,
which is a memo from, I believe it is Oliver North to Bud McFar-
lane, and I am not questioning whether or not you had any specific
knowledge that [deleted] money is flowing to the Contras, but let
me refer you to the bottom part of that page. It says, "first shared
my assessment that quite the opposite was true, in other words,
State Department said that the Contras are on the way out, can't
hold themselves together" and then it says "[C/CATFJ shared my
assessment that quite the opposite was true, that the Resistance ob-
viously had considerable outside support. I asked [C/CATFI if he
was aware of the source of the Resistance funding. He told me no,
the CIA had been trying to determine this but that it was obviously
substantial. I told [C/CATF] that it was important that SNIE re-
flected the fact that there was substantial outside support which
had continued for some months and showed no sign of abating. [C/
CA TFi agreed that this was the case. I asked him if the dollar
amounts could be quantified. [C/CAT] responded they were spend-
ing about a million per month. I told [C/CA T19 it seemed to methat should include this estimate." What is troubling about this
particular item is, number one, we have you and others, including
the Director, who say they have no knowledge of where the money
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is coming from even though you know a million dollars a month is
being spent. YGu euspect but don't really know whether it is [C/
CA TFJ or somebody else makin the contribution, but you have
suspicions. Then you have Lt. Cot. North suggesting that the SNIE
ought to include the fact that these fellows are really getting a lot
of money coming through and that they are holding together
pretty well. It strikes me that here you have a case where you are
in fact indirectly affecting the intelligence analysis without know-
ing or deciding not to know what the basis of Tat intelligence is.[C/CATFij. At this point in time, I am in the task for 3 weeks. I
am like that cat running around in the dryer trying to figure out
where I am. I am in a big-league game and I am still a minor-
league player.

Mr. COHEN. But you were being manipulated at that point?
[C/CA TF]. No doubt, and it was as I moved along that I began to

understand that. That was an honest intelligence assessment of
what I was seeing going down, and I was talking to a person-at
that time I didn't know who Oliver North was and what he was up
to, I had no idea. I was sharing my thoughts with him and he was
saying that and it seemed to be a reasonable thing and we were
disseminating intelligence at that point in time that would lead
you to that conclusion. This is not cooking intelligence because
they were paying bills, feeding, doing things, things that looked
like they shouldbe happening, weren't happening.

Mr. COHEN. But look what is being done in this process. You
have Lt. Col. North, members of the administration going to [delet-
ed] getting a million dollars a month [deleted]. Then the intelli-
Fence community doesn't know where it is coming from-I think you
indicated the Cayman Islands and you said you traced it back to
private donors beyond that. I think you told the Intelligence Com-
mittee as far as you got was the Cayman Islands.

"Answer: Yes.
Question: Did you have the intelligence community coming before

the Intelligence Committee saying we don't know where the money
is comingrom but it is out there coming and the Sandinistas are in
good shape?" ou have one agency being pitted against the other in
terms of having no knowledge, and then coming out with an intelli-
gence report saying there is substantial outside support when in fact
it is coming from one country that we have gone to.

[C/CATF. We didn't know that. That is why when you come
down to it, the headline in the Post 2 days ago that the committee
didn't crack the case was wrong. That is it. You touched on cooking
intelligence and that is something that I know Secretary Shultz
commented and testified on, and I want to make it very, very, very
clear that in the 20 years of my career, I have never cooked intelli-
gence. I wouldn't cook intelligence. I will tell you why. I am not an
analyst, I am an operations officer. If I cook intelligence, then my
operations will fail. I consider myself to be a better analyst than
most analysts because if I am not I can't run good operations. I
wouldn't cook intelligence with you or anybody else. One of my
greatest problems was trying to figure out sort of as I understood
this money was coming in, I didn't know where it was coming
from, to make sure that it was reflected accurately in the intelli-
gence and get it reported and get it out and to figure out where it
was coming from.

.~44
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After awhile we concluded it was coming from the United States
and just left it at that.[Deleted].Mr. Comm. I think you indicated you met General Secord in

1979 and 1980. At that point Secord was with ISA, he wanted to
sell Iranians a [deleted] aircraft, was that the AWAC?

[C/CA T. No. [Deleted].
Mr. COHEN. In any event, you thought it was a stupid idea and

apparently Secord didn't like you from that point on.
[C/CA TfJ. Ididn't meet him. We talked on the telephone. They

were veryblunt conversations and there has never been much love
lost from that point forward; that is correct.

Mr. COHEN. Between 1981 and 1982, of course, we did sell the
AWACs to the Saudis, General Secord and Colonel North were the
point men on that for the administration.

[C/CATFM. I didn't know Colonel North was-AWACs is different
(deleted].Mr. COHEN. I am just talking about the visibility of General

Secord because Mr. Clarridge yesterday indicated he had never
heard of Secord before 1986. IsSecord the type of name that would
ever surface on his particular screen as such?

What was the attitude in the Agency with respect to Mr. Secord,
because the Wilson case certainly caught the attention of a lot of
people at the Agency, including yourself, I assume.

[C/CA T1. Yes.
Mr. COHiN. General Secord was, in fact, implicated in that even

though he was acquitted as such in terms of whether he was part
of the operation, so the name Secord would flash on the screens of
those at the Agency who were aware of the teaching of Mr.
Wilson?

[C/CATFJ. It might be regional, but certainly if you [deleted]
were at all astute, you knew about it, yes.

Mr. COHEN. If you read the daily newspapers, you would be
aware of that..The Agency is coming under attack that one of its
former agents is a traitor.

ner ag1Yes.
Mr. Comm. Ed Wilson, and how about Mr. Shackley, Ted Shack-

ley, Tom Clines, Quintero, are you familiar with these names?
[C/CATIJ. I am now. I was not familiar with Quintero until

April of this year.
Mr. COHEN. How about Erich Von Marbod?
[C/CATF]. At some point I became aware of Quintero but I don't

know when and where in time.
Mr. COHE. At the time you were helping facilitate some of this

activity in Central America you were not aware of Shackley,
Clines, Quintero, and Secord being involved?

[C/CA TF. Shackley, no, Clines, I have already testified when I
saw Clines' name and what I did about that. Secord I think I have
testified clearly when I saw Secord begin to come around. The first
time I recall Quintero-I didn't know who he was in October, but I
went back and looked at the traffic and his name was around, but I
had to figure out who he was. You go back to my testimony in the
cable where I said we may be bad, my call about Clines and my
testimony about I didn't like what I felt out there when I saw it
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and my historic background led me to think there were unsavories
around.

Mr. COHEN. We know that Secord complained to Mr. Casey about
you. Did you ever complain to Casey about General Secord and the
other "unsavory characters" that started to surface during the
course of this? Why didn't you complain to Casey about what was
going on?

[CICATF1. I did complain about Singlaub and what he was doing.
Mr. COHEN. As far as Pastora was concerned?
(C/CATT]. Just his activities. He was very pushy. And I com-

plained about what he was doing. I just did not bring these things
up to Director Casey. He didn't discuss them with me nor I with
him.

Mr. COHEN. Were you aware of any relationship between Direc-
tor Casey and Oliver North?

[C/CA T19. I knew they were close and talked a lot. I knew the
depth of that from some time in December 1984 in a particular in-
cident I can go into with the committees. I knew they were close
and that-they talked a lot. But I did not know the substance of
their conversations.

Mr. COHEN. I would like to come back to that. I think it is hard
to imagine a team of you, Elliott Abrams, and Oliver North, almost
like the Three Musketeers who were carrying on this operation,
not talking to each other about the Contra operation but I would
say the evidence that I have looked at contradicts that, that the
fact is you didn't talk much amongst yourselves, if I look at some
of the documentation. Even though that strikes me as being not
credible on the surface, in looking at the documents I find some
considerable evidence to support your position. Eden Pastora is one
that comes to mind because I looked through your deposition [delet-
ed], who you believe bid about his troops. You also believe [deleted],
that everyone around him was involved in cocaine, and you wanted
to "marginalize him" and I find it almost totally inconsistent.

We have had Abrams testify that he tried to get him back in.
[C/CATFJ. We fought a lot about that.

r. COHEN. That lends credibility to what you have been saying
as far as not coordinating some of your activities.

[C/CATFI. Let me point out the hearings of Senator Kerry's sub-
committee and Conman Rangel's committee and what you have
heard from [deleted] subsequently bore out the fact that there was
a lot of rot around Pastora and it was right not to deal with him.

Mr. COHEN. I will conclude. I was impressed-you made a plea to
Congress not to cut the Agency out when you came before the Con-
gress. Part of the difficulty is that the fact is the Agency wasn't
trusted to stay out of operations. I think that is-what accounted
for the fact they went to State Department on the humanitarian
aid is that we are not going to trust CIA to stay out of operations.
We didn't talk much abut it- here today, but the 10-percent rule
apparently at one time went up to & -per cent rule.

[C/CATF]. And we stopped that.
Mr. COmEN. That is right, but it got started with a 10-percent

rule that I was never aware of. Apparently you made reference to
it before the House, but during the Senate testimony you never re-
ferred to the 10-percent rule. But I want to say to you, if Congress
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is satisfied that it is being told the truth and the whole truth, then
the distrust of the Agency will evaporate and that is what has to
happen.

Senator Boren is saying we have to go back and reestablish this
bond of trust. I don't want to be in the position of wondering did I
ask [C/CATF] the right question? Did I phrase it specifically? Is
there anything that I haven't-asked that should have been asked?
Have I been artful, a good attorney-and I take pride in the fact of
being an attorney-have I been a good one? Made sure I have
squeezed every possible question, every point to it's logical conclu-
sion? I don't want that. If that has to happen, there are Members
on our Intelligence Committee who would want to put every
Agency witness under oath. I am opposed to that. I think we will
get less information rather than more if we do that, but that is
what has happened as a result of this, and it has got to be stopped.

[C/CA TFiJ. That is exactly what I have tried to do in this new
program and in the past the one aberration is this. I think the
record speaksforitsef, Ia will stand on what I have done, ev-
erything except some testimony related to ti,and I thiik I imet"
those criteria and if I am allowed to continue as a professional in-
telligence officer, then I will continue to do that.

Mr. COHEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. The chair wants to remind everyone that

this is an executive session. We have had a lot of very sensitive in-
formation this morning. There are a lot of people in this room. The
rules of both committees require that we not talk about it outside
this chamber. Since we ran over quite a ways, we will reassemble
at 2:15 and begin at that point with Mr. DeWine, and I appreciate
Mr. DeWine, yielding his turn.

The committees stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:50, the Select Committees were recessed,

to reconvene at 2:15 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:15 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Comittee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The hearings will come to order.
We will begin with questions by Mr. DeWine. He is recognized

for 20 minutes.
Mr. DEWINE. You were the point man for the Contra aid pro-

gram. Since the Contras have been receiving a hundred million
from the United States, we have seen conflicting reports in the
press regarding how they are doing, success and lack of success.

I wonder if you can give me and the committee a current assess-
ment based upon your own knowledge of the situation in regard .to
the Contras.

[C/CAT. Yes. I can. I could tell you that the Resistance forces
on the ground in Nicaragua today are doing better than we would
have expected they would. We think they are placing stress on the
Sandinistas.

75-938 - 88 - 6
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They have the majority of their fighting forces in country, num-
bering [deleted] people.

Mr. DEWwz. [Deleted]?
[C/CA TF. [Deleted], in country. [Deleted] in country. Fighting

over large portions of [deletedj Nicaragua. [Deleted] the Resistance
forces clearly have the initiative in terms of forcing the Sandinis-
tas to react to what they are doing and that the Sandinistas don't
like one bit what has been done.

[Deleted].
I want to add our analysts don't think the strategic balance has

shifted in favor of the Restance forces. They enjoy the strategic
advantage.

The tactical advantage is with the Resistance forces today.
Mr. DzWm. Are you getting any information back concerning

the-the question is more on the political as far as internal support
for the Contras inside Nicaragua.

[C/CA TFJ. We are getting information on that. [Deleted].
What we see, however, in greater clarity is the fact increasingly

_--the population of Nicaragua is unhappy with the Sandinistas. Most
increasingly ang at the 1500-percent rate of inflation working
there. The Sandint are becom disenchanted.

However, those people are tending to sit on the fence right now
waiting to figure out which way the wind is going to blow. [Delet-
ed].

Mr. DzWnmz. You talk about [deleted] in country. From an his-
torical perspective, how does that compare with the number of
people a year before?

[C/CA TFI. It is the highest ever.
Mr. DEWmiE. Highest ever?
[C/CATFJ. Ever. A year ago this time there were [deleted] or so

in the country. It is well over doubled. [Deleted.
Mr. DEWINE. Besides the high inflation that you have men-

tioned, what else, what information are you getting back about the
internal economy?

[C/CATF. The internal economy is in absolute shambles. It has
been badly mismanaged. The productivity rates are down, the
export rates are down, the inflation rate is up, machinery is break-
Mg. It is the real Achilles heel of the Sandinistas.

They have an economy where they have serious, serious prob-
lems. The war is causing them to divert [deleted] their resources
into the war effort away from the economy and it is a drain on
their manpower. What essentially you have got is a cross ruff
going on with the war driving the economy into distress, the econo-
my is separating people. The trick is for the Resistance forces to
create a viable alternative that is attractive to the Nicaraguan
people to generate that latent animosity at play for the Sandinista
regime.

[ eted].
Mr. DzWmE. There was one portion of your testimony that con-

fiised me. I just want to clarify. I want to go back into it a little bit.
Again, the time in October of 1986, October 14, when you were in
front of the House Intelligence Committee. Clair George, could you
tell me-when you walked into that meeting that day, what you
thought he knew at that point? I don't quite understand what you
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thought he knew before you went into the meeting. I apologize if
this has been gone over in this hearing.

[C/CA TFJ. I will try to go over it. I thought that Clair George
knew that Ollie North was involved in causing things to happen
for the Resistance forces and that he was facilitating to some
degree or to a real degree the activities of the private benefactors,
the donors, so on and so forth and had been, was the administra-
tion's point man for rallying and directing private aid to the Resist-
ance forces.

I didn't think that he had the same level of detail that I had, but
he had the-I felt he had the broad outlines and knew in general
details that Ollie-general details what Ollie had been up to with-
out the specificity we have gone into and that I have talked to
about the committees today, but enough certainly to know, as I
think did a great many people in Washington, frankly, about what
Ollie was doing. I would like to sort of quote what I said in my
final comment to the grand jury, really up until today, one of the
toughest questions I have been asked, by the foreman.

He said, [C/CATF], you knew and developed this information
over this point in time, why didn't you report it to somebody?

And my answer was, to whom should I report?
People from Capitol Hill? To the White House? To the State De-

partment? To Langley? The Pentagon? They knew Ollie North was
around the Central American operation. If people wanted to look
at it in depth, it was there to see.

It was no secret in Washington. And that is really-I thought
that Clair had a general understanding of what was going down as
did a great number of people in Washington. I did not think it was
a geat secret.

r. DEWmE. Very quickly, as your testimony continued that
day, did your understanding change at all? Did that change it in
any way? I don't know that it did.

[C/CATh1. As I recollect, I don't think my recollection-my un-
derstanding changed. I thought that Clair was answering the ques-
tions on a narrow basis, focusing on the Agency. I think if you look
at the construction of his questions that is exactly what he was
doing.

[Deleted].
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, if I could reserve the balance of my time. I don't

know if I will use it or not. I may not use it.
Chairman HAMILTON. The gentleman from Ohio reserves 3 min-

utes.
Mr. RUDMAN. [Deleted].
[Deleted].
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Mitchell.
Mr. MTGHwUL. You were asked this morning about your testimo-

ny to the Intelligence Committees following the downing of the Ha-
senfus flight. I want to ask you about Secretary Abrams' testimony
on the same panel before you and any conversations you had with
him. When he was before this committee, I was told that his testi-
mony regarding that was in his words completely honest and com-
pletely wrong. He said that he was unaware at the time he testi-
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fled that his categorical denial of any involvement by U.S. Govern-
ment officials was inaccurate.

He also made that same statement in public several times. He
testified that he was not corrected by any other officials after he
made those categorical statements and, therefore, repeated them
and continued to believe them to be true. Indeed, the lack of being
informed otherwise by other officials apparently contributed to his
confidence in their accuracy.

Now, you apparently testified this morning about your testimony
at the hearing. My question is: Did you ever tell Mr. Abrams that
his information was not accurate, either after a hearing or at any-
time thereafter during that period of several weeks when he re-
peated those same inaccurate statements in public?

[C/CATFJ. I don't recall having done that, calling him aside and
saying "You are not right on that point." I don't recall that.

Mr. MrrCHEUL. Why didn't you? If you were present when a gov-
ernment official made statements to committees of Congress and
then repeated them in public which you knew were inaccurate, if
you had been in Mr. Abrams' position, wouldn't you have appreci-
ated someone telling him you ad better stop saying that, it is not
true?

[C/CATF. I didn't know what the status of Mr. Abrams' know-
1dability was. I thought, and I don't know the man, I am not
going to impeach his testimony, I don't want to do that, but take
away conversations that I had with Ollie North, various things,
any glimpse I saw by then of my operational activities and the un-
derstanding of just the know how operations and how that unfold-
ed, I didn't quite know how he got to where he got to, and I didn't
ask him how he got there. I didn't get involved with it. I didn't un-
derstand, I didn't ask him about it. I just left it sit there.

It's all part of a passivity that I described to the committee just
to get through troubled waters and get on to the next program.

Mr. MITCHELL. I understand you felt in an awkward position
then and feel in an awkward position now.

Let me state it more directly, what you are telling us is that at
that time your state of mind was you thought that Elliott Abrams

-- ,-knew the facts and believe he was stating them, making false state-
ments.

[C/CATF]. No, I felt that Elliott Abrams-
Mr. MITCHELL. The statements were false, he acknowledges that

now. The question is whether he knew they were false.
[CICAT19. I don't know what was in his mind, and I can't specu-

late on that.
Mr. MrCHEL. What did you think at that time? I am not asking

you to speculate now. I am asking what you believed at that time.
[C/CATFJ. I will tell you my reaction. I was taken aback by the

statement, and I have subsequently talked to Mr. George. Mr.
George was taken aback by his statement. I don't know, maybe I
incorrectly assumed, therefore, because I have tremendous respect
for Assistant Secretary Abrams, maybe I assume, which I did, I
just kept my mouth shut.

Mr. M = Is it fair to say, although you had no specific in-
formation about the state of his knowledge, you were taken aback,
you thought he )mew the facts?
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[C/CA TFJ. Not the facts. I thought he would have a broad brush
understanding, as did a lot of other people, Ollie was in and around
those things. Again, I didn't know how much detail. I didn't know
how he got to that statement, and I left him with that statement
and said he has got to be comfortable with himself, he's there, and
that's that.

Mr. MITCHELL. All right. Thank you. I won't press that any fur-
ther.

WICATF. Thank you.
Mr. MITCHELL. You said this morning at one point that because

of the circumstances you found yourself in, you were, I believe you
said, bitter at the administration and at Congress?

[C/CATII. Yes, sir.
Mr. MrTCHELL. Why were you bitter at Congress?
[C/CATF. Because I felt that it was frankly tough, rough, bipar-

tisan politics that got us here. I think that the delaying-I am
going to be very frank. I thought the delaying tactics of the Speak-
er of the House and the Rules Committee attendant to the $100
million program was tough, rough, first class, big-league political
sort of legislative warfare, delaying it and tying up when that bill
went to conference, it got us into August, into September, it got us
into October. That is one.

Frankly, I thought that the decision of the House of Representa-
tives, once again, tough, tough partisan politics that rule CIA out
of the legislation and left us in an awkward and extended and diffi-
cult position, and I felt that the plea that we had made in October
in large r irt in some measure, because I had pushed the issue very
hard, to allow CIA to get back into support of the logistics game
and was ruled down in the Senate-House Intelligence Committee
conference on the fiscal year 1986 legislation, left us hanging out.

In short, I felt that I had made just Herculean efforts for a
person in my position three times to get out from under the legisla-
tive vice I was in and three times, because of partisan politics, it
was turned down, and I couldn't see any reason for it except -for
partisan politics, and I felt that left me in a continuing, exposed
situation and that-to this day, it sticks in my craw.

The reason I am here is partly because of that.
Mr. MrrCHELL. You are a career official in an intelligence agency

and you regard disagreements over policy as partisan politics?
[C/CATFJ. ,I believe, and as a career intelligence official, it is my

duty to serve the administration. If that administration is right in
its policies, I-in my-I serve them. If it is wrong I serve them and
I try and change it. If the Congress is wrong in its policies and I
am in a position as I was in, I serve the policy and try to work with
the Congress to change it. That is how I see my job.

Now I have been in Democratic administrations as a career intel-
ligence official and I have been in Republican administrations as
an intelligence official, as a civil servant. I served in [deleted] when
it was the policy of the Carter Administration that the U.S. Gov-
ernment had no strategic interest in [deleted]. I thought it was
dead wrong. I thought it was a silly policy. I stayed [deleted]. I did
what I was told. I served the Administration, I field my reports and
tried to change the policy.
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I came back and in this job I was in a situation where I felt the
administration-I don't feel, I know, but it is still interpretative, so
I will say my opinion is that the administration is dead right about
Central America, the Congress is wrong and I worked as hard as I
could to change it. Maybe I am wrong, maybe I am naive, that
there is every right to disagree, every right for Congress to voice its
disagreement, but when push comes to shove there's got to be a
boss; someone has got to make a decision.

As I said in my opening statement a house divided against itself
cannot long endure, and I think that the final prerogative to make
a decision and the man with his hand on the helm is the President,
and he wanted to do it and I am going to quote you Chairman
Hamilton, when the law passed, Congress passed a very awkward
law, difficult to administer, put us in a terrible position, we talked
about it in your office, you knew we were in a bad situation and
you said we will try to help you implement this thing as best you
can, even though I'm against it. I knew it was bad. I just couldn't
understand it. There was a law. Why give us half a loaf, why give
us something that we couldn't implement right. It was just ludi-
crous and it was partisan politics because the Congress didn't like
Bill Casey and the Congress didn't want CIA in because of the
mining of the harbor and we couldn't get over our internecine
warfare and it shouldn't have been that way.

I am bitter, but it is not just Congress. I share it with the admin-
istration for hanging me out in November, December, and January
through silence.

Mr. MITCHELL. I understand. You explained that. In the first
place your obligation is to the Constitution and the laws, not to any
administration and when you swear an oath it is to obey and
defend the Constitution and the laws.

[C/CA TFJ. Absolutely, there is no doubt.
Mr. MITCHELL. I will just say that I think it is demeaning and

insulting for you to suggest that those who happen to disagree with
you on policy are engaged in partisan politics, obviously used in a
pejorative manner as though there is something in our system that
in which a person who disagrees is acting in a partisan manner but
a person who agrees with you happens to be right, and I think it is
simply preposterous to suggest that those who opposed Contra aid
did so because they didn't like Bill Casey. I would hope you would
have a somewhat higher opinion of the motives of those who
happen to disagree with you on an issue that people would vote on
important policy issues on that basis. But-and every Executive
Branch official has an obligation to obey and uphold the law, and
not to select which laws will be obeyed or will not be.

I had some other questions but my time is up. I merely wanted to
make that comment.

[C/CATFJ. Sir, I obeyed the laws, I think the record is clear that
I made decisions to stay within the laws. I don't mean any disre-
spect for those in the partisan sense. When I said partisan politics,
I meant it as a descriptor. As a matter of fact, I had great respect
for the skill and ability of the Speaker of the House and what he
did, I thought it was a masterful performance.
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Mr. MrrCHELL. Well, it is noteworthy that you used the phrase
partisan politics only to describe those who disagree with you,
never ones to describe those whose actions agree with you.

[C/CATF]. That perhaps is a poor selection of words. I don't
mean to leave that out, but I do think that once the Congress acted
and passed a law we should have had a law that we could have im-
plemented as effectively and as efficiently as possible, and we did
not have.

Mr. MrrCHEuLL. The fact is that the President's veto power gives
him enormous influence in the process of writing laws in the first
place, and the Boland Amendments themselves were the product of
compromise which we go through here all the time, every member
of this committee has been in a conference where we write the
laws and the Executive Branch official is sitting right there and it
is a three-way negotiation to try to figure out what we can pass
that will survive a Presidential veto and the result is you do get
laws that are sometimes frustrating to some and ambiguous to
others, and not as clearcut as everyone would like, and one of the
reasons for it is the significant role that the Executive Branch
plays in writing the laws by virtue of the President's enormous
power as through the veto, and that is what occurred here and
what occurs every day when the Congress is in session.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[C/CATV, on March 31, 1986, two FBI agents and Assistant U.S.

Attorney went to Costa Rica to investigate allegations of gun run-
ning to the Contras by John Hull, Rob Owen, Oliver North, Tom
Posey and others. Were you aware of this investigation?

[C/CATF. Yes, I guess generally I was but I don't recall it specif-
ically. But generally I must have been.

Mr. RoDINo. Do you recall when you became aware?
[C/CATFJ. I would have to check the record, but I was-it was

roughly sometime in the spring of 1986, when people were looking
at the lawsuit surrounding the possibility of drugs and money and
John Hull and such. But I don't remember-sometime in the
spring of 1986, but I don't remember when exactly without check-
ing records.

Mr. RODINO. Can you recall who called this to your attention or
did you learn it yourself?

[C/CA TF. In the course of my normal duties, I think it was par-
tially through reporting from [deleted] and then I think that it
came up because a complaint was filed if I recall correctly with the
U.S. District Attorney in Miami, Florida at some point in time
during that year, and I read the complaint.

Mr. Rovmo. When you say [deleted], whom are you referring to?
[C/CA TY]. [Castillo].
Mr. RODINO. Did he then report to you regarding this investiga-

tion?
[C/CATF. He reported to us regarding the allegations that were

being done and information about the fact that an investigation
was going and a suit or a possible suit was going to be filed, and I
don't recall all the details of that.
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Mr. RODINO. Are you aware of any cables or other traffic con-
cerning this?

[C/CATFJ. Yes, there were cables concerning it, but not about
that. [Deleted]-ECounsel conferring with witness.]

[C/CATFJ. And there were, as my attorney points out, a number
of questions that we prepared in response to congressional investi-
gations on this issue. So generally there was a lot of exchange on
that. I don't remember the details of it, but it was no secret and I
knew about it.

Mr. RODINo. But the cables did reflect and report on the investi-
gation?

[C/CATF]. On the FBI investigation?
Mr. RODINO. Yes.
[C/CATF]. No, [deleted]. I don't recall specifically cables on the

FBI investigation per se. There may have been some, but I don't
recall them.

Mr. RODINO. Was Oliver North to your knowledge aware of this
investigation?

[C/CA TFJ. In general terms he must have been, yes, because it
was public knowledge and--

Mr. RODINO. Did he talk to you about it?
[C/CATFJ. Not that I can recall specifically, but it is possible in

the context of one of the meetings he might have mentioned it, but
I don't recall. I don't recall specific conversations about it. It is
probably I guess as I think about it that he would have discussed it
with me.

Mr. RODINO. Do you know what if anything was done about the
investigation?

[C/CATF]. Not that I can talk to firsthand. It ma be that I knew
more details about it at one point in time than I can remember
right now, As I recall the initial case was thrown out of the Dis-
trict Court for some reason, and had to be refiled and I think the
investigation may have been stopped because of that or it may
have gone forward. I just don't know the details of it.

Mr. RODINO. I am going to refer you to exhibit 41, which is-I
think this was discussed today, but it is an excerpt from your inter-
view by the Tower Board and you stated that a courier met Direc-
tor Casey in Central America sometime-in the latter part of No-
vember of 1986, probably around the 19th, or so, to deliver materi-
als so that Director Casey could prepare for his upcoming congres-
sional testimony.

And according to your testimony, this courier whom you identi-
fied this morning as I believe [deleted], said that Director Casey at
that time, you -know there may be a problem on diversion. My
questions-what did Director Casey say when [deleted] made that
remark?

[C/CATF]. [Deleted] said it to me. He said [C/CATF, it looks like
there may be a problem with Iran money. There is intelligence
that indicates that more was paid in than came out. I just looked
at him and said wow, or something like that. I' don't know that he
told Director Casey that.

Mr. RODINO. Was Director Casey in your presence?
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[C/CA TF]. No. He was on the airplane and [deleted] and I were
standing off to one side. We were on the tarmack at the airport,
[deleted]. So I don't know that Director Casey ever heard that one
way or the other.

Mr. RODNO. What did you take [deleted] comments to mean?
[C/CATF. What I said, that there might be a problem out there

with the Iran program. I didn't know much about it. When I heard
that I suspected that there might be a problem with it.

Mr. RODINO. After hearing that did you make queries about it?
[C/CATF]. I did not because I didn't know anything about the

Iranian initiative and I kept my mind on trying to get [deleted] and
I really didn't pay that much attention to it.

Mr. RODINO. Did you report this to Casey?
[C/CATF]. No. He took off on an airplane to come back immedi-

ately, I stayed in Central, America and continued the trip and sub-
sequent to that I may have had only one more meeting with Direc-
tor Casey before he died.

Mr. RODINO. Did you report it to anyone else in the Agency?
[C/CATF]. No. No.
Mr. RODINO. So there was no followup at all?
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
[C/CATF. No, I didn't-no, I knew that it was being followed up

in the context of this thing, in the context--
Mr. RODINO. What do you mean?
[C/CA TF]. I knew the Director was coming back and was to testi-

fy, and others were looking at this thing, and I didn't-it was not
my portion of the pie, and I didn't focus on it. [Deleted].

Mr. RODINO. This didn't give you any concern when he said there
is a problem with this?

[C/CATFJ. It gave me a concern, but I [deleted]. I was [deleted]
and didn't followup on it. I didn't know anything about it, and with
those things you have to have one or two pieces of data out there
to be able to link something together. It was a passing comment,
and it just was a passing comment.

Mr. RODINO. I have no further questions, except that I want to
say, Mr. Chairman and [C/CATFJ, I have been here listening
to [C/CA TF] testimony, and I know that at least during this ses-

sion of his testimony he has attempted to tell us clearly whatever
questions I guess were being asked of him and to respond as best
he could. I'm a little distressed, though, and I must say so as a
member of this committee and as a Member of Congress, recogniz-
ing that responsible people in government, and I'm sure that
[C/CA TF has a responsible job and certainly one that is very sensi-
tive,-but very frankly, having listened this morning to your re-
sponses to Senator Cohen, and then responding to Senator Mitch-
ell, I feel part of this government, and I'm sure that we all respect
the law and I'm sure you do, as you say you do, and the Constitu-
tion, but it seems to me that when you suggest that you were not
happy or you felt that the Congress hadn't done what you had ex-
pected them to do or what they should have done and you found
yourself in sort of an awkward position because you believed that
there was something that needed to be done and you felt that you
could act and act in the manner in which you did, and to many of
the questions that were put to you by members of an intelligence
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committee which needed information and on which I believe a good
many of us have to rely who are not members of that committee,
when we look to the Congress as a co-partner, a co-equal in trying
to run this government, it bothers me really when you talk about,
well, I was technically correct, and yet not actually specifically ac-
curate, and I wonder how we are going to run this government of
ours really, and recognizing that there is a need for covert actions,
there is a need for ensuring that we don't permit it to go beyond
the few people whom we consider responsible and who the Congress
few people who are considered responsible and who the Congress
has established as the receiving committee or the receiving group
are in effect deceived and lied to, I don't know how we are going to
run this government of ours and run it in a manner that the
people are actually going to continue their trust.

Now, I don't expect you, of course you have said, and I heard you
and I note that in your responses you also interjected how badly
you felt and how terrible it was, and it was a terrible time and how
you are trying to sort of put it all together now, but it seems to me
we ought to learn a lesson from all of this.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[C/CA T]. I want to return for a moment to a very early exhibit.

If you will return to your book,.[C/CATFJ no. 1, that is a November
7, 1984, memorandum from Oliver North to Robert C. McFarlane.

The second page of that memorandum, near the bottom of the
page, it says, "I asked [C/CAiTFJ f he was aware of the source of
the Resistance funding. He told me, no, that CIA has been trying to
determine this," et cetera.

You see that statement?
[C/CATF]. I'm lookingfor it.
Mr. MCCLURE. Near the bottom of the second page.
[C/CA TF. Yes, I see it. I was on page 3.
Mr. MCCLURE. Do you recognize that this is not your memoran-

dum, it is that of Mr. North? Do you recall Colonel North asking
you if you were aware of the source of the Resistance funding?

[C/CA TF. No, but I believe this is a good point in time for me to
put something on the record that is not on the record. The reason
it is not on the record is frankly, the first three times I testified to
the Senate, to the Tower Commission, and after that, to-I don't
remember, a couple of other times, I forgot it. Then I remembered
it, and I just didn't ut it on the record. I'm going to do it today.

At some point in november of 1986, I don't remember the time, I
would have put it later than this, there were a series of events, and
I don't recall them-I wasttrying to figure out what was happen-
ing, and I began to wonder whether or not Oliver North were not
involved in something. I took it to my supervisor, my supervisor
took it to Clair George, he took it to Director Casey, Director Casey
convened a meeting between Clair George, the Division Chief and
myself and Oliver North, and confronted him. He said, "Ollie, are
you operating in Central America?" And Ollie said, "No, I'm not
operating in Central America."

I was obliged to kind of lay out my concerns. Ollie backed out of
the meeting. It was about 10 minutes. It was a terribly sort of awk-

I
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ward meeting. We left that meeting. Ollie went his way, I went
back and Clair George and I sort of talked about it a minute and
that is where I, along with Clair, decided that we were going to
stay within the bounds of the law, how we would handle the prob-
lem if it was a problem, and it might have been this *id of
precipitated this memo. That was the first time that I really 'egan to
understand this.

That has never been put on the record anywhere before today
that I know of. I forgot the thing and didn't put it on the record in
my deposition because it didn't come out and it didn't fit into the
conversation at that time, but it does now. I want it on the record.
I think it begins to set some of the backdrop as I develop the nut-
cracker that I was in.

Mr. McCLuPw. The second part of that sentence after he told me
no, it says that "CIA had been trying to determine this." Do you
know of any other efforts other than the one you referred to?

[C/CA TF . We were trying to figure out what was happening. We
were trying to find out [deleted) what was going on. We were doing
calculations. We were then fully collecting intelligence because one
of the key intelligence questions confronting the Central American
Task Force was, can the Resistance survive and how long. Our pro-
jections were that there was no money and they were going to fall
apart and they weren't. So we were looking at it wondering where
the money was coming from.

[Deleted].
Mr. MCCLURE. Was that a decision made to protect the U.S. Gov-

ernment or a decision made to protect the Agency?
[C/CATF. I think it was both, a decision done to protect the

Agency and a decision to work in cooperation with the Congress, to
not be in a position where directly or indirectly we might be influ-
encing the political process or accused of that.

Mr. MCCLURE. Was that for the Government or for the Agency?
[C/CA TFJ. I would say for both.
Mr. MCCLURE. If it were for the Government, why was it accepta-

ble to hand it off to North to run with these private benefactors?
[C/CATF]. Because we were-we wouldn't be using appropriated

funds. The Agency would have had no direct involvement in it [de-
leted]. You have to remember that if it went off, I didn't know how
that was working and I thought that someone would just be taking
care of it.

Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, [C/CATF.
I yield back the balance of my time.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am going to try and moderate my approach to what I want to

say-more in sorrow than in anger-which is difficult for me to do
because I really have some things to say about partisan politics,
which apparently is a stranger to this committee and to this Con-
gress. There is an old saying, "don't kid a kidder," and it is my
hesis and in that perhaps you are not alone that partisan politics

is one of the strongest-take partisan away-raw politics is one of
the strongest forces that moves and shakes this body, meaning the
House and the Senate.
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I got a lesson in politics one day when I said on the floor while
we were debating the nuclear freeze, I said to one of the smartest
people on Defense matters, the brightest, most, learned, a real
leader-I said, blank, how can you support this nuclear freeze, be-
cause it harms us in negotiating arms control with the Soviets?
And his answer to me, kind of tossed off, was "party policy." And it
occurred to me that party policy is very strong around here and I
got a lesson in practical politics. Now we, we complain, this com-
mittee, complains that we bypassed the Secretary of State, we by-
passed the Department of Defense when we had this goofy off-the-
wall Iranian arms hostages operation. We were working it out of a
gerrymandered National Security Council with commercial cut-
outs and lack of accountability. And that is right, I agree, I think it
was nonsense. But then didn t we, in all our wisdom, impose upon
the people who worry about Central America, a hybrid ad hoc ger-rymandered little group called The National Office for Humanitari-
an Assistance, or whatever its name, and impose upon them a task
of distributing humanitarian aid down there, knowing we couldn't
get down there because [deleted] didn't want to touch it with a ten-
foot pole, looking around Washington to find people with some ex-
perience on something that was unique and had never been done
before, and blocking out the CIA, blocking out the Defense Depart-
ment.

Anybody that had any expertise was ineligible, and that was in
wisdom we did. I don't want to call that partisan politics. Call it
stupidity if you want, but that is what we did in all our wisdom. I
can say that, I am protected by a speech and debate clause, so I'll
say stupidity. Remember ignorance is salvageable, ignorance is for-
ever.

You can say it was because we disliked Bill Casey or we distrust-
ed the CIA but I don't know what we had against any agency that
had an intelligence capability and imposed it on the national office,
as though one ever existed, and then demand a meticulous account-
ing for everything they did. I don't know what you call it, if you
can't call it partisan politics or raw politics. Let me just say, at
least partisan politics has a rational basis. When you get visceral
politics then you go off-the-wall, and it is my thesis-nobody has to
agree with me-that the visceral contempt that the President of
the United States was held in, at least insofar as Central America's
plicy is concerned, by the Speaker of the House, had to be-I don't
know what else you could say. When the Speaker of the House says
Reagan won't be happy until he has our boys down there in Cen-
tral America fighting-the Speaker said that several times. In
other words, the President won't be happy until American boys are
down there getting killed. I don't know how you deal with some-
body who feels that way or who gets their intelligence from the
Maryknoll nuns on Central America I would say you have -prob-
lems dealing with that. Maybe we don't call it-partisan politics.
Give me another name and I will be happy to adopt it.

This committee, the cream of the cream, present company ex-
cepted, is supposed to be, and I will stipulate to that, I am lucky to
get in the room, but I will tell you this, this committee is not above
operating partisan politics because a letter went from the chair-
man of this committee, the two chairmen, to Director Webster on
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June 25, asking for certain things. It was not submitted to the vice
chairman, it was not submitted to the ranking Republican, but-
you don't know anything about this-carbon copies went to Sena-
tor Boren, Democrat, went to Representative Lou Stokes, a Demo-
crat, because they are chairmen of their respective intelligence
committees, but no Republican was part of that. An important
letter wanting some action done by the CIA, but no Republican was
a part of that.

I don't know how you characterize that. A typographical error, a
secretarial oversight?

I don't know. But it is wrong, It is partisan politics. It shows you
don't trust the Republicans. That may be well justified, but it
shouldn't have happened, and it is partisan politics. So here is one
member that does not fall off his chair when I hear partisan poli-
tics blamed for what goes on around here.

I agree, I think partisan politics is stronger than the sex drive on
this Hill and that is saying something, and I yield back my time.

Chairman HAMILTON. You should.
Mr. INOUYE. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. [C/CAT], you said earlier at the Gregg meeting

you didn't like what you saw, but I wasn't quite clear what it was
you saw that you didn't like. And I wonder if you would develop
that.

[C/CATF. I think I didn't like what I heard would be more accu-
rate, what was going down.

As I reported or as I told the committee, starting at about May,
maybe slightly before that, I was trying to pull myself back. I was
trying never to get involved, to keep my involvement within the
bounds of propriety, within the bounds of law and particularly in
the summer of 1986, was back-pedaling as best I could to stay out of
harm's way. That meeting took me in a direction I thought was
heading right for the shoals.

I didn't think that it was a topic that should have been discussed
and I just didn't want to be there and hear what was being said
and get into a debate over the efficacies or the pros and cons, the
pedigree of whoever the private benefactors were. I didn't want to
be pressed to associate or to associate myself with Felix Rodriguez.
I didn't want to be pressed to sort of buy airplanes or to comment
on buying airplanes or not buying airplanes. I just didn't want to
talk about that and I didn't want to be in that meeting.

Mr. SARBANES. Well, now, let me try to get a little more specific,
so we are not, as you said earlier in an answer, technically correct,
but specifically evasive. You said that you didn't think it was the
CIA's job to investigate, if there was going to be an investigation, it
was the responsibility of the FBI.

[C/CATF. That was with regard to trying to trace the sources of
the money.

Mr. SARBANES. And what was it that you saw that would call on
the FBI to have a responsibility to investigate?

[C/CATF. I go back very specifically to that statement. I felt
when I made that statement, and I made it several-I made it one
time that I can recall explicitly, about the FBI, other times implic-
itly, where I said it was not our job to-investigate U.S. citizens. I
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thought the funding was coming from the United States, and I
thought the funding involved U.S. citizens.

I did not know the funding involved [deleted]. I did not know the
funding involved a diversion from the Iranian accounts and, there-
fore, if someone was going to investigate where the money was
coming from, it fell to an investigative agency not the Foreign In-
telligence Agency, and that was the thrust of what I said and what
I meant to do. It was an operation from the United States as best I
could see from the bits and pieces of it, and was better and more
properly investigated by that body or someone else other than us,
and we did not, we undertook not to investigate it.

Mr. SARBANES. What was the illegality that you feared was
taking place that would warrant an FBI investigaton?

[C/CA TFJ. I didn't know that there was an illegality-
Mr. SARBANES. No, I am not saying that you knew, but if you felt

that an FBI investigation was warranted, what was the transgres-
sion that you saw that warranted it?

[C/CATII. What I was saying, there was if somebody wants to
know where the money is coming from and wants an investigation
conducted, then someone other than us should conduct it because it
was my belief U.S. citizens were involved, and you can say, CIA,
why don't you do it and you have Executive Order 1223, allof the
fall-out of the Church Conmission, and the Pike Commission, and
you can't have it, as I think Clair George said in his testimony on
14 October, both ways, we can't investigate U.S. citizens. That is
where my level of knowledge was going to take me. And when I
made those statements, my point was that if there was more infor-
mation wanted on those things, it was my firm belief at that point
in time that it led back to the United States and they were U.S.
donors and that was something for someone to investigate other
than me as a foreign intelligence officer. Right or wrong, that is
what I believed.

Mr. SARBANES. And that is the aspect of that meeting that' dis-
turbed you?

(C/CATF]. The totality of it, the fear of the unknown, what was
going to be discussed, where it was going, who was going to say
what. I just didn't want to be there because I felt it could put me in
an awkward position and I didn't want to be in an awkward posi-
tion.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, let me ask you this question. I have been
disturbed as I have listened to your testimony because I am frank
to say to you I see no basis in -the way you have responded to feel
any assurance that if placed in, as you put it, in the nutcracker
again, you wouldn't, in effect, repeat your performance.

I mean, you have asserted you were put in a difficult situation. I
think you made the point to Senator Boren if youhreally want to
look at how things would work, better look at what is happen
now. Is that correct?

[C/CATh1. That is correct. Now, and referring specifically to the
way in which I am executing the trust that has been given to me
[deleted] and the testimony and in cooperation with committees of
Congress in executing the-

Mr. SARBANES. You are not in the nutcracker now. The fact of
the matter is that the substance of the congressional position now
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and the substance of the administration's position and, therefore,
the substance of your position since, I take it, from your testimony
on substance, you agree with the administration, are all intangible.

The difficult situation is when the substance of your position is
at odds with one of those positions and in particular with a con-
gressional position. I am not quite clear that if the situation had
stayed as it was in terms of the congressional judgment or indeed
were to return to what it was at the time of the application of the
Boland Amendment, where do I find from your testimony the as-
surance that your performance would be any different?

[C/CA TF. Let me answer the question first by saying that I hope
it is the outcome of this committee, the investigation and the les-
sons learned, no civil servant, no person in my position is placed in
the nutcracker again. I think if we go through the annals of Ameri-
can history we are going to find this is a unique situation. There
aren't many like this one.

It wasn't that my personal beliefs, Senator Sarbanes, were differ-
ent than the Congress of the United States. I have been there
before. In not quite as direct a way. But it was the fact that has
come out in front of this- committee there was dynamic working
out there that I couldn't control that created the other side of the
nutcracker, the congressional side was only one part of it. The ad-
ministrative side was the other. And I made the decision, and you
can criticize me for the decision, that I was within the bounds of
the law and I would be very careful each step of the way to stay
inside the bounds of the law, do a.iything and everything I could to
support the administration in its policies.

And I did that. I would hope this would never happen again. If I
am put in this situation again, I don't know how I will respond. It
is hypothetical. I hope to God I am never there, I will work doubly
hard not to get there again and I probably will respond differently
because, quite f rnkly, I don't have the physical nor the moral
energy to go through this thing again. That is the bottom line.

Mr. SARBANES. Let me add something to this, because I don't
think it is simply a question of in a sense saying you don't have the
physical or moral energy to go through it again. I think if you are
in the posture of having to say to this committee, upon examining
your actions, particularly with respect to the testimony that you
gave, as questions were presented to you, and your answers previ-
ously in response were given to you where you finally had to say,
well, those answers were technically correct but specifically eva-
sive, I don't think at that point that you are dealing with a Con-
gress, which is after all also an essential part of our government,
in a forthright, good-faith manner, and it seems to me that it is out
of that-issue that I perceive your difficulties to have arisen.

I mean, I understand where you were in terms of the pressure on
you within your organization in terms of your activities, but then
to come to the Congress and participate, as you did, in terms of not
replying, replying evasively, dissembling, it seems to me at that
point you, in effect, have passed beyond being within the ambience
of certain the spirit of the law.

[C/CATF1. I would take exception to the word dissembling, I
didn't think I dissembled. In. times of crisis and pressure, each one
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of us makes our decision. I made mine, I live with it. I can't say
anything else.

Mr. SA.Iwau. Well, I just-the only point I want to make-
[C/CA TF. I appreciate what you are saying.
Mr. SMAws. -is that assertion, which on its face is candid and

forthright, does still not address the substance of the problem. It
doesn't give me any reassurance in the future if a comparable issue
should arise for you to say, well, you make your decision and you
live with it, because you know you may very well make the same
decision and decide to live with that decision again in the future.

[C/CA TFJ. I don't mean to be flippant, but my mother teaches
me actions speak louder than words. I can say mea culpa, I am
sorry. All I can say, my actions and the way I manage my oper-
ations that were not attendant to the nutcracker I think speak
loudly for themselves. Frankly, I enjoy interpersonal relationships,
I enjoy working with Congress, I enjoy a spirited debate, and the
situation troubled me then, it troubles me now. I can't do anything
that is going to set your mind at ease, I can tell you like it is.

I can tell you, look what I did before, look what I am doing now,
you have tomake your own judgment. I would like to be-more---

Mr. SIBAES. Maybe it helps if you at least know that some of
our minds have not been set at ease.

[C/CA Tfi. Yes, I understand that.
Mr. SA1oANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INoryR. Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. I am sorry I haven't been able to be here for all of

your testimony. I don't want to repeat things, but I want to ask one
or two questions. I understand you have already testified you did
not know of the diversion of funds from the Contras-to the Con-
tras from the Iranian arms sales.

[C/CA T19. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. When did you first learn of that?
[C/CATI9. In spades, in definitive terms, on the Tuesday, it was

just-just before it was announced by the Attorney General. There'
was one indicator, as Congressman Rodino pointed out some days
earlier, in that there was a discrepancy that may be looked at, but
I did not assign significance to that at that point in time.

Mr. NUNN. Did you ever have a conversation either before or
after that time, that Tuesday, that you learned of the diversion, did
you ever have a conversation about the diversion either before or
after that period with Director Casey?

[C/CA Th]. No.
Mr. NUNN. Did you ever have anyone tell you that Director

Casey knew about the diversion?
[C/CA TfI. No.
Mr. NUNN. You have never had a conversation with anyone in

the CIA about whether Director Casey knew about the diversion?
[C/CATI. The discussions I had about it were after we returned

from the trip to Central America, as best I can recall them, and it
was, I was a peripheral sort of inflow addressee is the best way to
put it, about the Roy Furmark letter or the Roy Furmark claims,
the [deleted] claims, and those other sorts of things that went back
and forth.
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But I never had a specific conversation with Director Casey
about it, nor do I recall having specific conversations with anyone
else. I was the sort of kibitzer on the side of the main action.

Mr. NUNN. Let's strike the word "specific conversation" and
leave the adjective off and ask whether you have had any conversa-
tion with anyone in the CIA about the diversion?

[C/CATi. I just said yes, that we talked about the Furmark
memos and talked about the deletedi memos and so on and so
forth. But it's all kind of a melange in time, and I don't know ex-
actly when it happened. My recollection would be in December
when things were sorting out and stuff was coming down.

Mr. NuNN. December of 1986?
[C/CA TF. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. Well, has anyone, either in or outside the CIA or

inside or outside the U.S. Government, told you that Director
Casey knew about the diversion?

[C/CATI. Not-I have heard what I have heard in the context
of these hearings. No one else has ever told me anything about
that except after December the letters, the Roy Furmark meetings,
and those sorts of things that I learned about sometime in Decem-
ber, but no one ever came up to me and said Bill Casey knew about
it prior to that time or didn t know about it. No, I am pretty specif-
ic about that.

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
[C/CATF. Prior to this, and I don't know when it was, but one

time, and I have been seaching my memory, it's sort of like the
computer going round-and-round-and-round trying to dredge things
up, I do recall the Director asking me, saying, [C/CAT9, what do
you know about-where this money from the Resistance is coming
from, and do you know about it?" I said, "I don't know much about
it," and he said, "neither do I." I kept away from it. I haven't
asked the questions on purpose, and that kind of left it there. That
was about the only time the Director ever really raised those issues
with me.

Mr. NUNN. About what timeframe would that have been?
[C/CATI. Sometime in 1986. I couldn't put my finger on it. It

was one of my meetings with Director. I would put it in the-I am
guessing-but I would say sometime in the April to June time-
frame of 1986, and that is a real guess.

Mr. NUNN. That would have been'before the letter came from
the Canadian businessman and so forth?

[C/CA TF9. Yes, I am certain before that.
Mr. NUNN. Tell us again as nearly as you can what Director

Casey said about that.
[C/CA TF]. What it was, I was standing getting ready to leave the

room, and he said "[C/CATFJ," he said, "what do you know about
those, about the funding for the Resistance forces?" And sort of
how it's being done and what Ollie is doing. And I said, "Not very
much, I don't know where it's come from, I have stayed away from
it."

He said, "So have I, I haven't asked any questions about it, I
don't want to know about it. I've kept myself ignorant." That was
the thrust of it.

Mr. NUNN. Where was that conversation?
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[CICA T9. In his office.
Mr. NUNN. Was anybody else there?
[C/CA TFi. No, me and he.
Mr. NUNN. That is the only time you ever had a conversation

with Director Casey about the diversion?
[C/CATF]. That's not about diversion, that was about funding, in

general. It was the only time I ever really talked with him about
that. Wait, there's one other one. Before Thanksgiving-when was
Thanksgiving? Does anyone have a calendar? Was it the 17th?
Something like that. I got a phone call from Miami from Director
Casey. I was at my office, I don't remember the date or the time,
but he was on vacation in Miami, and it was when this whole thing
was in full blow, and he said, he called me up and he said, "Don't
worry, [C/CATF], we haven't done anything illegal, I first learned
about this thing from Furmark and reported it right away, I don't
want you to worry."

Mr. NUNN. So he specifically told you he didn't know about it
before then.

[C/CA TF. That is what he told me. He said, "[C/CATFJ", don't
worry." As you might guess, this whole thing is public, and my
heart is in my mouth where it has been 8 months. He made that
phone call, I was a little taken aback by it. It was from Miami. It
was a secure line phone call.

Mr. NUNN. You never heard anyone else, either in the CIA or
otherwise, apart from these hearings, say that Director Casey
either knew or didn't know?

[C/CATFJ. No. We have talked about it and speculated about it.
No one I have talked to said he knew about it. Nobody knows.
Those are two instances in which he made comments to me.

Mr. NUNN. Do you know Colonel North?
[C/CATF. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. Did you know him pretty well?
[C/CA TF]. I would say I knew him very well as a professional ac-

quaintance. I didn't know him well as a social acquaintance.
Mr. NUNN. Did you hear his testimony where he said Director

Casey knew and they talked about it many times?
[C/CATF]. I didn't see it all, I saw snatches of it, and I read most

of his deposition.
Mr. NUNN. I would like to ask you whether you believe that tes-

timony.
[C/CATF]. Sir, with your indulgence, I don't want to engage in

opinions on it unless you really-I don't know what to believe. I
can tellyou another vignette, which I will, that will give you an-
other side of Director Casey. At one point in time, I was in his
office and he said, "You know, [C/CATF," he said, "so and so said
that I had terminal cancer. Isn't that preposterous? Isn't that the
most ludicrous thing you heard? Do I look like a man with
cancer?" I said, "No, you don't." Well, he did. And I had no idea.
So I mean the man-I just don't know what to make of it. It is pos-
o'ble he did, it is possible he didn't. I walked out of that office that
day thinking he didn't have cancer and he was going up.to New
York, I guess, for treatment of prostate cancer sort of on a recur-
ring basis and I didn't have a clue about it.
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Mr. NUNN. So at the time he told you that he knew he had
cancer?

[C/CATFJ. I would guess he did from what I understand. I don't
know all the details but that is what I concluded.

Mr. NUNN. So you wouldn't know who to believe in that situa-
tion knowing both Casey and North?

[CCA TF. I wouldn't want to bet on it.
Mr. Comm. If the Senator will yield. You talk about playing with

words. He did say terminal cancer didn't he?
[C/CA TFJ. Yes. I wouldn't want to bet on it one way or another. I

wouldn't want to speculate on it. I will say this from where I stand,
I think there was a lot of truth in Colonel North's testimony. I
never knew Colonel North to be an absolute liar, but I never took
anything he said at face value because I knew that he was bombas-
tic and embellished the record, and threw curves, speed balls and
spit balls to get what he wanted, and I knew it, and I knew it well.

Mr. NUNN. Have you ever known anyone you would call an abso-
lute liar?

[C/CATFJ. No, not absolute. I do know that I have seen, I have
seen I guess the way to put it, I have seen Colonel North play fast
and lose with the facts. And I think the record will substantiate
that. But, on the other hand, I believe that there is a, from where I
sit, from the glimpses I saw of this thing as the train windows went
by, there was a lot of fact in what he said too.

Mr. NUNN. A lot of what?
[C/CA TF]. Fact.
Mr. NUNN. Did Colonel North ever give you false information?
[C/CA T9. I would assume he did.
Mr. NUNN. Can you tell us what that was? Do you recall? Do you

know specific instances?
[C/CATh1. No. Let-the specifics aren't in my mind where he did

give me false information but I know there were lots of times I sus-
pected he was putting the spin on something that wasn't exactly
the way it was. An attempt to influence the way things come out.
He dropped names a lot.

Mr. NUNN. Let me just ask you one closing question. In this busi-
ness of covert activities you are involved in it, we are in a different
world, we see part of your world, not all of it, and I sometimes
have great sympathy for the position I know you all find your-
selves in dealing with covert activities, but how important is it in
dealing with colleagues in covet areas-I am speaking of people in
covert areas in the executive branch-how important is it to them?

[C/CATF]. You can't He. You have got to believe each other. Be-
lieve me, in the world in which I live and work, you have got to
have a moral compass, a moral anchor. It keeps you clearly defined
on where you are going, what you are, and what is truth and what
is lie. If you don't, you will go virtually go and crash. We live in a
schizophrenic world, a world where we deal with the lie as a tool of
the trade. We deal with deceit, deception, and manipulation in a
positive and negative sense. You can't lose sight of your moral com-
pass, oryou will end up like Terpil, Wilson, Clines or those people
who didlosesight of their moral compass.
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Mr. NUNN. Colonel North started his testimony, before revealing
he had misled people to the point, some would call it lies, that
covert activity is a lie in itself and the clear implicvition from that
was once you undertake covert activity, being a lie -'n itself, every-
thing that flows from that it seems by implication is excusable. Do
you agree with that philosophy?[C/CATFJ. I don't think covert activity is a lie, I think covert ac-
tivity is a range; it is an operation undertaken to influence an
event. You may deal in truth, in lie, coloration, wherever possible.
As a standard operating procedure, we try to deal with truth.
Truth is an easier thing to defend. We don't like to deal in lies,
even disinformation because you get caught up in it. That doesn't
mean we won't. But by and large our preference is to deal with
truth. It is a deception. It is something that is designed to deceive,
and frequently the recipient of the action or the viewer of the
action, but to call it a lie in itself is only true in some regard-with
regard to its deniability.

Mr. NUNN. Well, is it fair to say, and I know my time has ex-
pired, this is the last question, Mr. Chairman. Is it fair to say that
those who deal with covert activities in the world of deception, in
the world of secrets have to trust each other? Is that a fair assess-
ment?

[C/CATF]. Absolutely. If you can't trust each other, you are dead
in this world.

Chairman HAMILTON. The chair would like to point out Mr.
George is waiting. I have three, or four I guess additional people on
my side and the Senate has three.

I would like very much to get into Mr. George's testimony today
if at all possible. So, I just advise members of that. Mr. Fascell.

Mr. FASCELL. Thank you Mr. Chairman. [C/CATF, as Central
American Task Force Director, are you part of operations?

[C/CATF]. Yes,.I did.
r. FASCELL. Did you serve on the RIG?

[C/CA TF]. Yes I did.
Mr. FASCELL. Did Director Casey charge you or task you as Direc-

tor of Central American Task Force to do anything with regard to
the Nicaraguan operation at any time?

[C/CATFJ. Oh, I am sure he did, yes. We would discuss it L-
quently. He would have me come to lunch and we would talk about
it. And there were many times when he said [C/CA TFJ do this or
do that or do the other thing, largely, in response to my recom-
mendations. However, I can't remember a specific time when he
said [C/CATF], I want you to do that. He generally deferred to me.

Mr. FASCELL. [C/CATFI, as Director of the Central American
Task Force, if you undertook a new operation, how did you get
your orders?

[C/CATh1. We would--
Mr. FASCELL. Did Casey give you the order?
[C/CA TFj. It depended on the breadth and sensitivity of the oper-

ation. If it was a recruitment operation or a continuation of an op-
eration largely undertaken, I would make the decision. If it was an-
other, at a higher level of sensitivity, Clair George would approve
mYdaction.Mr. FASCmL. You didn't take any action on your own though?
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[C/CA TFp. I did.
Mr. FASC u. You have the authority?
[C/CAT19. Yes, I do.

Mr. FASCEU.. Without knowing what the task is?
[C/CATF1. I beg your pardon? I don't understand the question.
Mr. FASCzLL. Well, if you don't know what you are being tasked

for, how can you take authority to do anythin?
C/CA TIJ.I think that by and large I thought I knew what I was

being tasked to do.
Mr. FASCELL. That is verbal; it is not in writing?
[C/CATFJ. It is in the context of an approved policy papers that

are very broad and very general, Finding scope papers--
Mr. FAscELL. Did you have one with respect to Nicaragua?
[C/CA T9. Yes, we did.
Mr. FASCELL. And when was it issued to you?
[C/CA TF. It was there when I came in the task force. And it was

modified several times through as laws changed and as we went
forward through the years.

I might add I initiated a lot of those things. I formulate the oper-
ations, and then they are approved and they come back to me.

Mr. FAscELL. You had to send it up the line?
[C/CATFJ. Yes. Level of sensitivity is the main deciding factor.
Mr. FAScmU. Have we got those modifications and variations of

task in this committee? Can anybody on the staff tell me? I would
be curious anyway to see it.

When NSC took over the operations as distinguished from you
running the operations, and you distanced yourself from detailed
knowledge, as I understand your testimony, as part of compliance
as CIA saw it, because CIA could not-be directly or indirectly in.
volved, that responsibility left you and went to North?

[C/CATF. Never explicitly stated.
Mr. FASCELL. No, but that is what happened, as a matter of fact?
[C/CATF]. I think that that is self-evident.
Mr. FAscEu. You served on the RIG?
[C/CA TFJ. Yes.
Mr. FASCELL. Why did you serve on the RIG when the burden

was transferred? There wasn't anything you could do.
[C/CATI]. We still had statutory responsibility for providing in-

telligence to the RIG and also on the other side of the equation,
[deleted].

Mr. Fc So basically it boiled down to by necessity a joint
operation in effect, although you tried to distance yourself from it
at the time when it became clear that the CIA should not 1. direct-
ly or indirectly involved?[C/CA TII.I tried to keep myself out of it almost right from the
beginning, very, very early on in the process. Then as time wore
on, I think that the magnitude of it and the complexity of it sort of
drove people together. There was a natural force, I think, that it
was-

Mr. FAScmu . But you had determined by then that this was an
operation over which you had no control?

[C/CAT71. Absolutely, that is right.
[Deleted].
Mr. FAsduL Thank you very much.
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Chairman INouYE. Senator Heflin.
Mr. HEFIN. In regards to the account Elliott Abrams waited to

set up and you testified about that earlier, was there any discus-
sion with Mr. Abrams or any other official of the Government that
you had that he had acquired an alternate bank account number
from the Brunei donation to be deposited in?

[C/CATF. No. And the first time I heard about that was in De-
cember, when everybody thought that I had provided him a Swiss
bank account and was somehow involved in the whole Swiss fund-
ing mechanism, the first days of this investigation was untanglingthe facts and making sure everyone understood what I did.

The answer to your question is, no, I did not know that.
Mr. HEFLIN. Has Colonel North or Mr. Abrams or anyone given

you any explanation as to why the bank account that you set up
was not to be used?

[C/CATF]. I accept the statement that Elliott Abrams made in
his testimony. At that time I said that the meeting in the Pentagon
in November was part of the real tug of war going on between CIA
and the State Department on the structure and management of the
program, which at the time I didn't understand because we had
had fairly close working procedures before then, but after Secre-
tary Shultz's testimony, I understood it a bit more clearly. And I
think Elliott's explanation there was absolutely plausible. He
wanted to control it because he wanted to reduce CIA influence in
Central America.

Mr. HmUN. Colonel North testified that when he left the Gov-
ernment on 25 November, that the aid that had been voted in Octo-
ber, part of the $100 million aid to the Contras, had not yet at that
time got in the pipeline and been delivered to the Contras.

Would you give us an approximate date whenever that was start-
ing to be received by the-Contras?

[C/CA TFJ. The major impact of it wasn't felt until December.
Mr. HEFIN. So now the humanitarian aid ended on March the

31st, but some was in the pipeline, and he testified and documenta-
ry evidence verified that he thought it would run out around the
end of May.

I believe that you testified that you felt that-you had made the
statement it would run out around the end of July. But from July
to December, was there any evidence that you observed, learned
about through documentary or voice or any other manner, either
before or during this going on or afterwards, that would indicate
where' the humanitarian aid was coming from during that period?

[C/CATF]. Let me first correct the record. Ambassador Duemling
and I calculated the aid out and we calculated that it would last
through the end of June and perhaps a bit longer.

In fact, I think it ended about the first week of July. From that
point forward, all of our evidence indicates that the Resistance had
no money. They started to accumulate a debt [deleted].

It was very clear that they were not-I repeat-it was clear that
they were not getting any money.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right. So now the Hakim-Secord enterprises,
their account, as reviewed by our accountants, would indicate that
during this period and during the entire period that they made any
contribution, it was about $3.5 million, and according to their re-
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views of these accounts, none of that went to humanitarian aid,
that theirs was largely transportation-related expenditures, and I
believe you have told us that-about the airfield [deleted] and the
fact that it really didn't play a part-I think our records would in-
dicate that we have got something in the neighborhood of around
$320,000 that was spent there.

Did you see any evidence other than transportation-related ex-
penses that-expenditures that came from the Hakim-Secord enter-
prises?

[C/CATFJi. The short answer is no, and let me point out that
when I testified in front of the Senate committee on 9 December,
they asked me, I think it was in my testimony, if not, they asked
me afterwards how much money I really thought had gone to the
Resistance forces during the time in question, and my gess was
between $3 and $4 million, and was it all transportation. There is a
possibility that there may have been some arms deliveries in that
timeframe, but I'm almost certain that from July forward there
were no deliveries of any type, either arms or food, consumables
that went to the Resistance forces.

Mr. HEFLIN. According to the accounts that we have-they may
not be fully complete, but they would reflect that moneys from for-
eign countries, moneys from the Miller-Channell operation, all
moneys either went into the Hakim-Secord accounts or into Ca-
lero's accounts as far as we know from donations from third parties
or from countries.

Do you know of any other funds that could have come from other
sources that would have been of aid to the Contras during the year
of 1986?

[C/CATFJ. No, sir. As I testified, I didn't know where any of the
moneys came from until this-revelations growing out of the pro-
ceedings after January, and I don't know of any others or how that
money was handled.

Mr. HEFLN. Did you see any evidence that would raise a suspi-
cion that it would come from sources other than what I've enumer-
ated? That is the foreign government's contributions, the Miller-
Channell types, what Calero raised on his own and went through
his bank accounts?

[C/CATF]. Yes, let me be specific, not with Calero or the FDN or
people in the North, but with the remnants of ARDE, of Pastora
we developed information that they were receiving money from co-
caine trafficking.

Mr. HEFLm. But not in the north-
[C/CA TFJ. No, we have looked at that as closely as I can. We see

no indication that anybody in the north or anybody currently
active in the Resistance has been involved in drug trafficking. We
see considerable evidence, I think much of it has been talked about
now in public, that people in and around Eden Pastora were in fact
involved incocame runng to the United States to raise revenue
for their cause.

Mr. Hmnm. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman HAmLTON. Mr. Boland is recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. BOLA D. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am a little distressedwith one of the answers you gave to Sena-

tor Mitchell with respect to the fact that this is a very partisan
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issue, the issue of Contra aid, and it is of course and everyone is
entitled to his own opinion on whether or not aid should have been
supplied to the Contras and whether or not that was the best pro-
gram for the administration to pursue.

I thought for a moment that I heard the voice of Admiral Poin-
dexter, who said that one of the reasons for the great delay and
one of the reasons for the problem in Central America with respect
to the Contra aid was the Speaker, in that he dragged his feet in
this particular area and on what ultimately led to the appropria-
tion. I thought I would set the record straight at that time and I
would like to set the record straight now.

I will put into the record the dates and the actions of the Con-
gress from February 25th, when the President made his initial re-
quest for a 100 million dollars to the Congress and wound up with
the CR that he signed on October 18th. The request came on Febru-
ary 25th, for the 100 million dollars. March 20th the request was
defeated in the House 210 to 222. On March 27, the request was
approved in the Senate 53 to 47. On April 16th, the second House
vote on the supplemental of the President's request was tabled be-
cause apparently the leadership on the Republican side, I presume,
didn't think it had the votes, so the Republicans voted for the Ham-
ilton substitute of $27 million for humanitarian aid.

On June 25th the House approved a request in a Military Con-
structions appropriation bill, 221 to 209, a great victory for the ad-
ministration. On August 13th, the Senate passed the Military Con-
struction bill containing the Contra funds. August 14, recess begins
and on September 8th, recess ends.

September 25th, the continuing resolution passed the House with
Contra aid included. October 3d, the continuing resolution passed
the Senate. October 15th, the continuing resolution, the conference
agreement passed the House. October Weth, the continuing resolu-
tion conference agreement passed the Senate.

October 18th, the CR was signed by the President. Where do you
find the Speaker dragging his feet or acting partisan politics in
that particular litany, will you tell me?

[C/CATF. Congressman Boland, I am not a legislative specialist.
I was probably getting my Information and my impressions from
exactly the same sources that Admiral Poindexter was, and it grew
out of the legislative meetings I attended at the White House and
that was the impression that was at play there. If it is wrong, I
stand corrected. I would have to review the record.

I would have to look at the agendas. It is not something I am an
expert in and it was--

Mr. BOLAND. If yOU are going to make the charge that the action
on this particular bill was prompted by politics because of the
Speaker's position, then I think you ought to set the record
straight for yourself, which you said you would do.

Let me also say I am a little distressed about the response you
gave again to Senator Mitchell's questioning when you indicated
that some people didn't like Case. I happened to like him and I
became the first chairman of the House Permanent Select Commit-
tee on Intelligence back in 1977. That was at a time when the CIA
had some problems and President Carter wanted to get a separate
committee on the House side as the Senate did a year before us for
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gress would be privy to top secret information, and the House re-
sponded and that committee was set up.

I think, it performed a valuable service to the entire intelligence
community and as a matter of fact, Director Casey liked it so much
that he awarded me the CIA Agency Seal Medallion. That doesn't
go to too many people.

In addition to that, there was a commendation sent to me and I
indicated this was a commendation sent to me because of the com-
mittee's action, not particularly my leadership, but the committee
itself, from General Faurer, who was a Director of the National Se-
curity Agency, and another citation from General Tigue, who was
the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, all these agencies
more heavily involved in intelligence than any of the other intelli-
gence agencies of the U.S. Government. So it comes to me as quite
a surprise you would say Members didn't like Casey.

One thing Casey had, Casey had the ability to win the friendship
of those with whom he conversed, didn't always win the battles,
sometimes it was difficult to understand him.

In any event, I think I can say that he did have the respect of
the Members of Congress and I think he did a lot for the Agency.
As a matter of fact, the Agency was built up in dollars and in per-
sonnel heavier in those 7 years than it had ever been built up
before. There was a question about whether or not we built up a
human intelligence. It was built up considerably.

Bobby Inman was a director who complained about the fact that
the analytical section of the intelligence community was weak, that
was strengthened and this committee was congratulated. So it is
rather disturbing that you would sit there and I wanted to make
the record clear, because you keep insisting you want to make the
record clear. I have one question for you and you have had a distin-
guished career in intelligence, we need people like you but some-
times the intelligence community is responsible for the problems it
might have because it fails to communicate in the way it ought to
on the Hill with committees that are responsible for oversight. Let
me point to one instance where you and Elliott Abrams and Clair
George appeared before the House Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence back in October of 1986, and this was reference to the
Hasenfus shootdown. I think at that time, as I recall and the record
indicates, that Clair George's response to a question with reference
to the shootdown was that the CIA was not connected in any way
with the Hasenfus operation. You knew, you knew at that time
that the CIA was connected with the Hasenfus operation and you
also knew that [deleted] was up to his neck [Castillo], in the oper-
ation of the Secord supply operation, did you not?

[C/AfTJ. No, sir, that is incorrect. Knew that [Castillo], be-
cause the meeting in May 1986, in [deleted] had had some involve-
ment. I thought we had cauterized that involvement and it had
been put to rest. At that time I did not know the extent of [Castillo's]
involvement. It came to my attention I believe the 23d of October, I
brought it to the attention of my superiors, after it was investigat-
ed and our understanding was-

Mr. BOLAND. Let me interrupt you. You say it came to your at-
tention in October 1986?
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[C/CATFJ. October 23, 1986, is the date, when I went to [deleted]
with the interagency group and my discussions were as I said in
the lobby of the hotel we were staying in, he told me about the
telephone calls and I reported them back. Prior to that time my
understanding of his involvement with the--direct involvement
with the private benefactors was not well developed at all. As I tes-
tified I knew of a little glimpse in May, I did not know he had a
KL-43 or that he was calling them on a regular and continuing
basis. That was one point in testimony that is absolutely factual. -
That record was corrected in December of 1986, after the appropri-
ate investigation was conducted-

Mr. BOLAND. You are familiar with the fact, are you not, that
North has testified that you were familiar with the details of this
operation. It was a military operation. I think you are also familiar
with the fact that [Castillo] testified that you were aware of what
he was doing and of course, the Secord operation could never have
been successful without the complete cooperation of [Castillo] on
the ground communicating with the. Contras on communication
equipment that was supplied, the KL-43 by the CIA or by Colonel
North?

[C/CA TII. I am familiar with the testimony. Colonel North said
in testimony, I am sure he must have known, I think he knew, and
he qualified it. He was wrong.

Mr. BOLAND. When you found out about the operation did you
inform any of your superiors in the CIA of your knowledge of this
matter?

[C/CATF]. When I returned from [deleted] on the 23d or there-
abouts of October, I reported what I had learned to [C/LA] who re-
ported it to Clair George. As I testified before, that set in motion
the wheels of investigation, the wheels of determining the facts.
There is a memo in the record that lays those facts out dated 26
November, and so I did report them to my immediate supervisor,
and he reported it to the supervisor above. It was reported to the
Secretary of State that we may have a problem I think several
days thereafter, and Elliott Abrams testified to that. I don't know
whether Secretary Shultz did. So the answer to your question is yes,
I did.

Mr. BOLAND. The red light is flashing. You are saved by the red
light and I by the bell on the floor.

Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. At the conclusion of my questioning [C/CA TF] had a

conversation with me concerning my previous question about the
relationship between Director Casey and Colonel North, and he re-
lated an event that I think would be helpful to have on the record.
If you would care to repeat it for the committee?

jC/CATF]. Yes. In late November I believe it was of 1984, I re-
ceived-I don't recall the precise date-I received a phone call at
my home from Director Casey, very unusual for me at that point in
time. I was eating dinner. He called up and said how are things
going, I said you really want to know, boss? They are going terri-
ble. We haven't got a policy, I don't know where we are going and I
can't run the operations. He said see me in the morning.

I went up to see him and he said put down on paper for me a
policy where you think we ought to go. I will get the policy, you
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run the operations. I can't remember whether' I told Ollie about
that conversation or whether Ollie told me about that conversa-
tion, but Ollie knew about that conversation and Ollie said give me
a copy of the paper. I said Ollie, I can't do that. I've got to put it
through the system. It has to go to the Director and Ollie said, I'll
talk to the Director, and he talked to him.

The next day, or sometime afterwards, I got a call from the Di-
rector, I remember that one fairly clearly because it was at his
EOB office. He said, give a copy of the paper to Ollie.

And that let me know that Ollie had a fairly close, direct rela-
tionship with the Director. I was a little bit surprised.

I brought a copy down, gave it to Ollie. Subsequently we put the
paper through the system and it went up and I believe if you saw it
today it is in, with all due modesty, it is about the policy we [delet-
ed]. And that gave me some insights asI was developing, as I said,
in December, in October, November, and December kind of the
framework of where I was, kind of how Ollie fit in and helped me
understand the dynamics I was living and working in.

Chairman INOUYE. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you.
This morning or early this afternoon at the conclusion of your

testimony being questioned by Senator Cohen, I believe you stated
you would never dream of altering intelligence because as an oper-
ations officer such an operation would damage, destroy the mission
you were trying to carry out. Is that not correct?

[C/CATF. That is correct. Cooking intelligence. You can't have
intelligence on a false premise or you will have bad operations.

Mr. RUDMAN. I want to show you a memorandum of a draft trip
report summarizing Director Casey's report in 1986. I believe you
wrote that trip summary.

[C/CA TI. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. The Director, I assume, would use that report for

preparing whatever he prepared for the President or others who
relied on him.

[C/CATFI. Yes. He was going to use it as a talking points paper
for whomever he talked with. I don't think he actually did, howev-
er.

Mr. RUDMAN. But that was the purpose?
[C/CA TFJ. That was the purpose, yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. Of course, you are aware for the past number of

years, although some of the Central American members have made
statements to the contrary, we have all been told privately by the
Secretary of State, I remember by Bill Casey and by others, [delet-
ed]. That is accurate, you are aware of that?

[C/CATI. That is accurate. [Deleted].
Mr. RUDMAN. Let me send you a cable that was sent to you on

November 25, 1986, from [deleted].
Now, that did not find itself into your trip summary. You were

on the trip with the Director. This comes from [deleted] to you. It
comes at a time where I assume it is the basis for the preparation
of your intelligence report.

My question is very simple. Why is it that there is no mention
[deleted] tlat it seems to me should have been included if whoever

I , t I
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was going to get that briefing from the Director was to get an accu-
rate briefiag and evaluate it for however he wanted to evaluate it.

[C/CA TFJ. I would have to go back and check my notes and look
at the context of that. I am, frankly, a little bit stunned about [de-
leted].

Mr. RUDMAN. I don't read it that way, [C/CATF.
[C/CATFi. I know you don't, and I don t read it that way.
Mr. RUDMA. I don't read it for the very good reason-we have

been told a lot of--
[C/CA TF. I don't read it that way either, and I am a little

stunned by this.
Mr. RUDMAN. We have been told things, say one thing, mean

something else. I have to assume we have a pretty good CIA, I
always thought so.

[C/CATFI. You are exactly right. I don't deny that and that
should have been put in that report. Why it is not there, I don't
know.

Mr. RUDMAN. Let me go on-I think, there is your answer, you
don't know and I sure don't know.

[C/CATFJ. What I have got to do is try to go back and recollect
all the notes and figure out why I did that.

Mr. RUDMAN. I would like to have an answer for the record on
that.

[C/CA TFi. I will get you one.
Mr. RUDMAN. I would particularly like to know why the memo-

randa prepared for the Director which was the basis for one of the
intelligence estimates he would have sent probably to the President
or someone at the National Security Council level, that raw intelli-
gence was not put in there, it seems to me it ought to be there.

[C/CATF]. You are absolutely right, it ought to be there. That is
not right.

Mr. RubmA. Let me go on to another related item. One of the
things that I am sure, with the extraordinary record you have had
in the Agency, it has to concern you as much as it concerns other
people, is the whole feeling as expressed by the Secretary of Stat
whenever you start mixing up the people who are doing the intelli-
gence estimates and policymaking you get into kind of shak
ground. There is a handwritten note for a 9 January 1986, NV
briefing of Mr. Casey which read, and you were at the meeting,
"The DCI wants to make the insurgency choice stark. Either we go
all out to support them or they will go down the drain. DCI wants
to add some detail on how we are going to strengthen the FDN."

Now that, of course, was during a period the CIA had a very lim-
ited role,.accordin to the law that was then in effect. And I guess
my question is: Would you agree with me that that note gives some
credence to the fact that maybe there was some cooking of intelli-
gence going on on which basis the President of the United States
was making some choices?

[/CA TII. Would you read it-
Mr. McGiNN. Can we see a copy?
Mr. RUDMAN. I will send you mine.
Mr. MCGINN. Thank you.
Mr. RUDMAN. If you look at all these documents we have, and we

have hundreds of thousands of them, there are some very interest-
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ing documents. This committee is going to have a tough choice in
deciding how many to publish because there are so many.

That is just one of a number I have had called to my attention I
find most interesting to read in conjunction with the previous docu-
ments I have shown you.

[C/CAT. I am still reeling from that one. I didn't understand
that one.

Mr. RuDm. Niether did I and I thought I would ask you aboutit.

[C/CA TF. I think that Director Casey, who is the senior analyst,
really believed that the choices were and are stark. I believe that
the body of intelligence there is to support that, that particular
statement, and it was the assessment, that is the assessment that
as intelligence adviser to the President he wanted to make, he
wanted to add details about how we could strengthen the FDN. It
is important to know at that 9 January meeting there was a key
decision taking place.

That was the meeting, as I recall, where the decisions were going
to be made about how to go for the next aid package. That is the
$100 million decision. That means what are we going to do with the
$100 million of tasking me or somebody-

Mr. RUDMAN. The problem is there is a reference there-you
make it so stark, either they get it or go down the drain. Maybe
that is true, but the characterization, of course, when you read it in
conjunction with other things we have heard makes one very nerv-
ous.

Witness conferring with counsel.]
[CCATF. I don't know where these notes came from. I recall

getting ready for that meeting, and I believe-
Mr. RUDMAN. They came from the Agency.
(C/CATF9. I beq your pardon. I can see they did. I really don't

think from my direct knowledge the Director cooked intelligence
on Central America. I think he presented it the way he saw it. He
felt very strongly. I think the body of intelligence is there in the
main to support what he had to say. I think the facts have spoken
pretty well for themselves.

I am one of the key operational analysts, and I never heard the
Director say anything about Central America I was personally un-
comfortable with.

Mr. RuDmwN. Thank you, [C/CA T].
I asked those questions in relation to what they state on their

face, but beyond that I have a very uneasy feeling about the char-
acter of the intelligence the President of the United States is re-
ceiving on this entire matter. For instance, we have very disturb-
ing evidence, public evidence, the President was told as part of the
rationalization for selling arms to Iran and approaching those mod-
erates over there that Iran was in imminent danger of losing the
war when that flew in the face of every CIA, [deleted], and NSC
evaluation, and I just wonder if this wasn't more of it. Mr. Chair-
man, we can go off the record, can't we, for 30 seconds?

Chairman HAMILTON. Yes.
sc usson off the record.]

Chairman HAMILTON. The chair recognizes Mr. McCollum for 10
minutes.
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Mr. McCoLLuM. We are about to wind down. I want to clarify a
couple other things, going through testimony all day long and ls-
tening today. Exhibit 41, that is the testimony that you gave re-
garding the courier coming down to visit when you were with Mr.

in Central America just before he gave his testimony, and
you said there at one point about the fact the courier mentioned
there was a problem with a diversion.
-.[CCATF. I said there is a possiblity of the money amounts are

different.
Mr. McCoLLUm. That is what I wanted to clarify, is that, was it

(deleted] the courier?
[C/CA T9. Yes, he was.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. It is my understanding it was based on intelli-

gence information that he had indicating that there was a difficul-ty.
[C/CATFI. He had heard something along the way, and I am not

clear on this, but he had heard something along the way that
caused him to be concerned about a discrepancy and the amount 9f
money going into one acc)unt and the amount that was available
or could be accounted for or had been accounted for by the Agency.

He made a passing comment to me as we went through the-atthe airport.Mr. MCLLUM. He didn't use the word "conferring'?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
[C/CA TF]. No, he didn't use the word "conferring".
Mr. McCouuM. It was a remark to you not to Mr. Casey?
[C/CATF1. Yes, it was a private remark to me sort. of at the

mouth of a [deleted] as it was starting up, right as Casey was leav-
ingthe area.

Mr. MCCoLLUM. I also want to put it in context. This is Novem-
ber of 1986, and it was in early October-we have had testimonyin
this committee-before Director Casey got the call from Mr. Wr
mark. As I recall, the Agency was-concerned at that point in time
with looking into all what Mr. Furmark may have said about the
difference in the cost, too.

So from my prespective, I don't know from your knowledge you
can concur, but from my perspective it could well be this remark
by [deleted] was a followup on that information, that trail, not any-
thing new.

[CiCATFJ. It is possible. I don't know, I didn't know the details
and, as I said, if you only got a little glimpse, something like that
doesn't jump out at you right away and it doesn't mean that much
to you. Ctis the way the world is, you have to have clues before
you can see something.

Mr. McCouuM. Let me ask another area completely, drug traf-
ficking questions. You were asked by Senator Heflin a minute ago
about that. Is my understanding correct the only indication of any
drug relations with the Contras or with any of our personnel at all
was the question of a couple of people with Eden Pastora's group?

[CICAMTF. With regard to the Resistance forces; that is correct. It
is not a couple people. It is a lot of people. And it is around Eden
Pastora's group. I testified, at our request we went down to the in-
telligence committees and gave them a full briefing on that. We
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first reported it in November of 1984 to the Justice Department and
subsequently periodically thereafter and the body of intelligence is
fairly complete on it.

Mr. McCoLLuM. That is a primary reason we served our connec-
tion with Pastora or one of the factors?

[C/CA TFJ. One of about three or four.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I want to make sure ., ou would concur with the

findings of our investigation or on this particular matter. In a
memo to Chairman Hamilton dated July 23, of this year, Robert
Bermingham said in his findings for us, "Our investigation has not
developed any corroboration of media-exploited allegations that
U.S. Government condoned drug trafficking by Contra leaders or
Contra organizations or that Contra leaders or organizations did, in
fact, take part in such activity."

Now, there is a distinction, I suppose, between our involvement
and the involvement of Contra leaders and the involvement of Con-
tras. Now, does that statement that Mr. Bermingham made to us, his
findings, comply with yours?

[C/CA4T. No, it does not. Would you read the last paragraph
again?

Mr. MCCOLLUM. It says "Our investigation has not developed any
corroboration of media-exploited allegations that U.S. Government
condoned drug trafficking by Contra leaders or Contra organiza-
tions or that Contra leaders or organizations did in fact take part
in such activity."

[C/CAMT. That's accurate. CIA officers, U.S. Government offi-
cials, to the best of my knowledge, which I think is probably pretty
complete, were at no time a party to, directly or indirectly, know-
ingly, narcotics activities; Resistance forces with whom we are cur-
rently dealing are not known in any way to have been involved
with them. We investigated those who were-one had to leave the
movement. [Deleted]. I do not have all of the details because [delet-
ed], but there was a lot of cocaine trafficking around Eden Pastora.

Mr. McCoLLuM. Not around the FDN?
[C/CATII. None around FDN, none around UNO, it was all [de-

leted] based.
Mr. McCoLLuM. I would like, Mr. Chairman, for the record, since

I could only read a part of this, put this memorandum by our in-
vestigator into the record.

Chairman HAMmITN. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. McCoLLUM. Also on the same general area, looking into

things that relate to the Contras in somewhat less than favorable
ways, I would like to follow up on something that Mr. Rodino asked
you about. He briefly asked you your knowledge of the Justice De-
partment officials looking into a matter in March of 1986, regard-
ing perhaps the violation of the Neutrality Act or arms shipments,
or whatever, and you indicated in your answers that you knew
very little about it, just maybe the factthey went down to Costa
Rica to look into it. Are you familiar with a man by the name of
Jesus Garcia and his allegations there were some arms that went
down to allegedly try to work an assassination of Ambassador
Tambs?
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[CICATJ. I am aware of that. At one time, I was very aware of
the details of it. Those details have faded, but, yes, I am aware of it
and was very aware at one point in time.

Mr. MCCOuLUM. Has there been, from your knowledge and in-
volvement, any corroboration of this, or is this just an allegation
that stands out?

[C/CATF. That's just made out of absolute whole cloth. I don't
know why Jesus Garcia was getting information, particularly as he
said CIA was behind it. That is the old theory, you do something
and make someone respond to it. We didn't put much stock in that,
and I still don't.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you very much on that point. I have one
other thing that troubles me I want to raise with you.

You testified this morning that you were concerned very much at
the time that we had the incident that five lower-lever employees
of the CIA were tagged with the blame. You said you believed, I
think I am correct, you made a special effort to set up steps so if
something happened with subordinates under your watch, under
you, you and not your subordinates would take the responsibility,
the beating from Congress, the heat, or whatever. I believe you said
words to that effect this morning, am I correct?

[C/CATFJ. Those were my words, and I would like to repeat
them. I, working with Clair George, purposely structured the situa-
tion so the responsibility and liability accrued to me for whatever
happened.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I am concerned, in light of that, in terms of the
testimony we had from [Castillo], and I want to give you an oppor-
tunity to respond to an impression that I don't think I am the only
one to have got during his testimony before us several weeks ago
now.

I got the feeling that you and his other superiors didn't take any
of the blame for what he did. I got the feeling that he was kind of
left to hang out to dry, at least that is the impression that came
across listening to his testimony at the time and putting all of the
pieces together we had then with regard to his involvement. I don't
think you have really clarified that too much for us today.

We have gone all around the circle on that. [Castillo] came along
the line. We heard what he said. I think he is a very patriotic kind
of gu!, I personally liked him. But the idea he was out there alone
is still an idea that is in my mind, and I would like to have your
thoughts on that.

[C/CATFJ. [Castillo] was in the most difficult position of any of
us, he was in the nutcracker as well as me, as well as others. My
position was difficult, but not as difficult as his. He was in the
squeeze dealing with people and operations on the ground.

His perception of where he was, his authority, is different from
mine. As I said before, I am not going to criticize [Castillo], I am notgoing to trto impch what it is he had to say. I can tellyou the
facts. He was under instructions, if you will, from me, from CIA, to
ut order in the political structure in the South, and then as the

laws changed, and you can see us kind of leaning into it in the traf-
fic in the fall of 1985, and really getting into it after the law
changed in December, December and January of 1986, [deleted].
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He was also to do what he could within the context of the law to
facilitate the operations of the Southern Front. He had the same
guidance, the same framework as my [deleted], who had a better
structure to deal with. [Castillo] made some decisions there on his
own. Take the KL-43, that was his decision. The involvement in
the airfield, that was his decision. I didn't know he was involved in
that airfield until I read some of Oliver North's notes, I didn't
know that much about it.

The direct contact with the private benefactors [Castillo] did
under his own volition, and finally I think, as I read into the
record very clearly, after it was I think pretty clear to [Castillo]
after the May meetings he ought to get away from this thing, for
some reason he came back into it in June of 1986, and he made
those decisions himself based on the realities as he saw them at the
time.

What mental processes he went through to think I knew every-
thing about them, had approved them and given him the famous
wink or nod, I don't really know.

Mr. McCOLLUM. I don't have them in front of me to point out,
but I remember distinctly, because I had the lead on our side on
the minority part of the examination of [Castillo], there were a
series of cables, messages, that went back that got no response. As I
recall, he relied on the fact nobody, you or anyone else, said "Don't
do this." He put them in there. It looks to me like he did. What do
you have to say on that?

[C/CATF]. I read into the record this morning some exchanges
that we sent out and a KL-43 message between I think Colonel
Dutton and General Secord which made it pretty clear [Castillo] un-
derstood he had to get away from that and that he got back in-
volved with it. And I don't want to impeach [Castillo]. I don't want
to say sort of that it is all his fault. He was in a difficult situation. I
think that he is going through a little rationalization along the
way and is seeing things through his glasses. I think if there is a
difficulty organizationally with [Castillo], it's not so much what he
did, it's that when confronted with multiple chances to tell his
story, he didn't tell it along the way uite completely.

I still am not at all sure I think the organization has been-it's
been very hard on [Castilio], but think it's also been pretty fair
with him in terms that he is still there, and I think Judge Webster
has been quite fair in his treatment of him, and I have a lot of
compassion for him.

Mr. McCoLLUM. I am not going to beat a dead horse with it, but I
want to point out he did send some cable traffic back after the fact
when he had stopped the first time using this, and he used it for
some drops and got no response back.

At any rate, we will leave it at that, but it seemed to me and still
does, despite his hope he not be there, he was left there to hang out.

Chairman HAMwoN. The chair would note for the record Mr.
Stokes has to be on the floor with relation to a HHS appropriations
bill, so he is not able to follow up as he had hoped. It may
be, [C/CATI he will submit some questions to you in writing, if
that is all right, and the chair yields time to Senator Cohen.

Ms. McGINN. Mr. Chairman, if I may, with respect t the ques-
tions that have been asked this afternoon about the courier or mdi-

75-938 - 88 - 7
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vidual that came down from CIA headquarters to Central America
and had a discusion with [C/CATFJ in November of 1986, I am not
trying to add witnesses to the list here this afternoon, but I did
want to inform you all that that person is [deleted], and he is ac-
companying Mr. George this afternoon or tomorrow for his testimo.
ny should you care to discuss directly with him that conversation.

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Counsel.
Senator Cohen is recognized.
Mr. COHEN. Just for one minute to followup on what Congress-

man McCollum was pursuing, it is something that has been trou-
bling me a bit because you indicated [Castillo] went over the edge,
you indicated he was caught in the nutcracker, as was you. I want
to refer back to his deposition. [Castillo] has testified that he raised
the legality of the direct passage of information to private benefac-
tors that an alternative plan was discussed at [deleted] in May of
1989, with you and [C/LA]. The idea to train a UNO communica-
tor was scrapped on orders from you because of a fear it might get
into the papers and that he then continued to pass the information
directly.

Now, I raise that-and that is his deposition, pages 72 to 76-I
raise that in connection with the statement that you made today
concerning the so-called CYA memo, as I believe Senator Nunn
characterized it during the open sessions, and that is dated July 12,
1986. I am just going to read*it quickly for the record, that portion.

It says: "With the House passage of appropriated assistace to
the Nicaraguan Resistance, we have taken a second look -at the
common link. To date we have maintained our distance as to pri-
vate benefactors providing assistance to the Resistance and have
briefed Congress we do not have any relationship with the PBs."

You go on to say, "We don't want to get involved with them be-
cause it might be misconstrued." It was following that apparently
that [Castillo] went out and continued the operation which he said,"I've got a problem, I am caught in a nutcracker," to use your
phrase, "I am over the edge, I want to get back, here is a propos-
al." He sends memos and cables and gets back one saying, "I am
sorry, we maintained our distance, and let's keep operating as we
have been operating."

I think that is the context in which Senator Nunn says, "It looks
to me like this is a CYA cable saying, '[Castillo], don't do it differ-
ently continue doing what you are doing."' I wonder if you wouldclarily that?[C/IATFit. I don't think that is at all what was meant. I think I

read into the record this morning the KL-43 message, as I said,
where [Castillo] was not going to be able to do this anymore. It was
our intention, as I said, my compliance officer came to me and said,
"If you do that, you're over the line, you can't do it." It was intend-
ed by me, once again, to either stop or to get that buffer in between
you so that you are not right in the middle of it. And that was the
purpose for that cable. That is what it is meant to have said. If
there is ambiguity in it

Mr. COHEN. He came up with a buffer?
[C/CATF]. No, the buffer, as I said before, was to put the Resist-

ance leadership in the middle. He didn't need to talk to them, he
could have passed anything he needed to pass through Resistance
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leadership, and they could have passed it just as was done in the
- FDN.

For some reason, he didn't do it that way, maybe he didn't have
trust and confidence in the structure. He made that decision, and
that's the way he did it. I really was not aware he was doing that.

Mr. COHEN. Thank you.
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Could we identify for the record the people with

the Agency who are here with [C/CA TF] that have been on occa-
sion counseling him?

[Deleted]. I'm the attorney that has been in the Central Ameri-
can Task Force providing legal guidance to [C/CATF9 since June,
1985. Before that time, there was another attorney.

Mr. Rizzo. I'm John Rizzo, Deputy Director of Congressional Af-
fairs. I have been trying to coordinate these matters with the com-
mittee.

Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, we will put into the
record exhibits [C/CA TFJ-1 through -47.

The chair requests permission to release [C/CATF] testimony
after it has been declassified. Is there objection? If not, it is so or-
dered. Senator lnouye.

[C/CA T1. I have two statements I would like to make.
Chairman HAMILTON. We will come to you in just a moment.
All right, [C/CA TF].[C/CATF. I go back to a question that Senator Cohen asked me

this morning, and I have run it through my head a couple of times
during the luncheon break, and I want to put a couple of things on
the record that came to my mind, because I want to leave here feel-
ing as good as I can feel about this testimony. I have to collect my
thoughts here because the thoughts have gone out of my head right
now. These things flash into my mind and they flash out of my
mind.

You asked me [deleted].
Mr. COHEN. I think it was Congressman Stokes who asked you

that question.
[C/CA T29. I didn't know who asked him-I've been trying to

figure these things out and I don't want someone to say "aha"
later on. [Deleted].

And I said I don't want to get involved in those things, and I just
stiffed him. And stiffed him hard, because that was not the kind of
thing-it just smacked of [deleted] and everything that would bust
congressional consensus that we had set up, and I stopped it and
didn't pursue it at all. That popped into my mind after that ques-
tion was asked, and I was racking my brain going through this ca-
tharsis to get it all out.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For clarification, [C/CATFJ,'a while ago when I addressed a ques-

tion to you concerning what was supposed to have been a conversa-
tion between Mr. Casey and the courier November 19th, I think we
identified the date, and you stated in answer to my question that
you didn't believe that it was Director Casey whom the courier ad-
dressed when he said there may be a problem on diversion, and as
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a matter of fact, my recollection is, and this was only a little bit
ago, that you said that Director Casey was on the airplane and so
the conversation was with you rather than Mr. Casey.

Well, I'm going to refer you, [C/CA TFJ, t your interview before
the Tower Board, and that interview,-in answer to a question from
Senator Muskie, he sap, "I take it from your opening statement
that you had no knowledge at all of any diversion of funds from
the Iran operation." And [C/CATII: "No, I didn't know that even
arms were being sold to Iran until it broke in the newspapers and I
didn't know that there was even a question of diversion of funds
until sometime-well, it was before it was announced. I forget
when it was."

And then you go on, "The Director and I took a trip to Central
America just before he came back to testify before the committees,
to the Senate, and a courier came down who was coming down to
meet with him with his briefs and such so he could do his work on
the airplane and get ready for his testimony, and the courier said
to him, you know, there may-be a problem on diversion, and that
was 8 or 10 days before it broke in the newspapers."

Now, according to this Tower Board interview, the conversation
was between the courier, whom you identified as [deleted], and Di-
rector Casey. Now, what is correct-

[C/CATfi. That report is wrong. I never reviewed that tran-
script. It was to me in a private conversation, and I have no reason to
think he ever raised it with the DirectOr.

Mr. RODINO. Then the Tower Board interview is incorrect?
[C/CATF]. I never reviewed the transcript.
Mr. RODINO..I just read it to you.
[C/CATF]. Since it was done, I didn't review it. If I said that, I

misspoke myself because that is not the way it happened.
I have tried very hard to 'tell everything the way it happened.

That is not the way it happened. It was a private conversation out
on the side of the tarmac and it was not to the Director, and that is
not correct.

If I said that, I misspoke myself, because what I have said today
is the way I recall it happened, and I'm not covering up for the Di-
rector.

Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Inouye.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Chairman, I wish to advise the panel that

yesterday I received a letter from Mr. Ghorbanifar, an 11-page
tter, dated July 31, 1987, in which he responded to statements

made by other witnesses. I wish to make this part of the record
under the following conditions, that it not be released to the public
unless and until Mr. Ghorbanifar is willing to respond to questions
under oath or to submit this letter in affidavit form. I make thatrequest.Chairman HAMTON. Without ohjction, so ordered.

[C/CATF], I think we have now come to the end of your testimo-
ny. We appreciate very, very much your testimony. It has been
most useful to the members of the committee, and you are excused,
sir.

[C/CATFJ. Thank you very much.
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Chairman HAMILTON. We will have a 10-minute recess while the
books are prepared and the next witness is brought in.

(Brief recess.)
Chairman HAMILTON. The Select Committees will come to order,

and the witness now is Mr. Clair George.
Mr. George, would you stand, please, and raise your hand?
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF CLAIR GEORGE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR
OPERATIONS, CIA

Chairman HAMILTON. I am advised that the House is voting so
House Members will be absent for just a few minutes, and the
chair recognizes Mr. Kerr to begin questions.

Mr. KERR. Thank you, Mr Chairman.
Mr. KERR. Good afternoon, Mr. George.
Mr. GEORGE. Good afternoon.
Mr. KERR. Let's start with a brief biographical sketch. You are

Deputy Director for Operations of the CIA at the present time?
Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. KERR. You have held that position since July of 1984?
Mr. GEORGE. One July 1984.
Mr. KERR. Your responsibilities with the CIA began in the mid-

'50s, is that correct?
Mr. GEORGE. I joined CIA in October, 1955.
Mr. KERR. During the course of your tenure with the Agency,

you have served primarily in the Operations Directorate?
Mr. GEORGE. I have served exclusively in the Operations Direc-

torate. Of my 32 years, approximately 20 have been abroad.
[Deleted].
Mr. KERR. And then you served as ADDO under Max Hugel, is

that correct?
Mr. GEORGE. Yes. I was one of two ADDOs under Max Hugel,

and when Mr. Hugel left, I was the one ADDO who was left.
Mr. KERR. Then in 1983, you took on your responsibilities as Di-

rector of the Office of Legislative Liaison?
Mr. GEORGE. I served as Director of the Legislative Liaison, Con-

gresional Affairs, from the spring of 1983, through the summer of
1984.

Mr. KERR. And then in 1984, you took on your duties as DDO?
Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. KERR. With regard to the responsibilities of the DDO, can

you give us a description of what that job entails?
Mr. GEORGE. I'm Director of Overseas Clandestine Operations for

the U.S. Government for the Central Intelligence Agency reporting
directly to the Deputy Director and to the Director of CIA.

Mr. KERR. Mr. George, there are several areas I want to go into
with you. The first area I would like to touch on is an area relating
to the Operations Directorate's contact with and knowledge of the
activities of Mr. Ghorbanifar in the period 1985 until January of
1986, when the Finding came down and you all received a formal
assignment to support the NSC.
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Let me start with the knowledge the directorate had. The direc-
torate, prior to 1985, had had dealings with Mr. Ghorbanifar; is
that correct?

Mr. GEORGE. If I recall from recent study on this, counsel, we
had our first contacts with Mr. Ghorbanifar in the year 1979, after
he came out of Iran at the time the Shah fell.

Mr. KERR. And those contacts had resulted in what is called a
burn notice that went out in July of 1984?

Mr. GEORGE. It was a long, complicated relationship. [Deleted].
We found him basically, to put it as simply as I can, uncon-

trolled. His information was unverifiable. In many cases we could
prove it was not true and we put out, using our jargon correctly,
and I'm sorry-1983, a burn notice, meaning, in our language, we
send a notice around the world that the individual that we are
speaking about should not be dealt with because he's dishonest and
untruthful.

Mr. KERR. I believe the date of that first notice was approximate-
ly July 25, 1984. That kind of a notice is not an everyday occur-
rence, I take it?

Mr. GEORGE. It is a very rare occurrence. Our business is to deal
with a very strange variety of people. If we only served and dealt
with the honest and fair, we would be out of business fairly fast.
You have to work at it pretty hard, counsel, to get a burn notice
out of the Operations Directorate at the CIA.

Mr. KERR. And one of the purposes of a burn notice is essentially
to warn off others that the person that is the subject of the burn
notice can cause them difficulty?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes, [deleted]. I don't know, I'm sure the record will
show whether we told others, but what we do is we send a tele-
gram, cables [deleted] abroad, and we say if a man named Ghor-
banifar strolls in, here is his size, weight, coloring and so on, and
he's a liar.

Mr. KERR. That also gets circulated through the U.S. Govern-
ment?

Mr. GEORGE. I can't answer that. I assume we would certainly
share it with our friends in the State Department and others in the
foreign affairs world.

Mr. KERR. There is a reference in the Agency [deleted] file to a
repeat of the burn notice that occurred in March, 1985. Are you fa-
miliar with that event?

Mr. GEORGE. A second burn notice?
Mr. KERR. Yes.
Mr. GEORGE. I'm not, counsel.
Mr. KERR. Let me take you to the summer of 1985, and essential-

ly I'm going to be looking at documents in this area that are foundat exhibits 22 through 58, and there's another exhibit at 76 touch-
ingon some of these matters.Let me take you to the summer of 1985, and set the stage. We
have as exhibit 22, an Agency document that reflects a contact of
Director Casey by John Shaheen, who is a former client of Director
Casey's and friend and business associate, and Mr. Shaheen in that
memorandum relates a contact he had from Cyrus Hashemi, an
Iranian expatriate who was at that time a fugitive from U.S. in-
dictment. Shaheen relates that the Iranians may be prepared to ar.
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range for the release of hostages and Mr. Hashemi is prepared to
intervene in those matters if he gets a nolle prosequi from his
pending prosecution.

Can you tell me, using that as a starting point, what the Oper-
ations Directorate was doing in the June, July, August, 1985,
period with regard to this Shaheen contact and the Hashemi con-
nection as it related back to Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes. John Shaheen was described to me as a person-
al business acquaintance of Director Casey from New York City.
[Deleted].

Now, to this issue, Shaheen, if I understand it and I've reviewed
it, told Bill Casey that his friend or acquaintance, Mr. Cyrus Ha-
shemi, whom I don't know of, had fled the country after an indict-
ment for, if I understand, arms sales-correct me if I'm wrong on
that. Mr. Hashemi had a record of being on the edge of the law,
the international arms market.

All that aside, Mr. Hashemi said that he could produce [deleted],
and please correct me if I'm wrong, two very significant Iranian of-
ficials who could help release the hostages. This is at a moment,
and I'm sure we will get into this as time goes by, and I think all of
you heard me say and other of my colleagues, that within the
limits of the law, I try not to leave any stone unturned to look for
any hostage.

In a nutshell, Mr. Hashemi said if he could produce some Iranians
who could in turn release the hostages would the United States of
America give him a nolle prosequi.

We went to the State Department and wewent to the Depart-
ment of Justice and we asked bot n of those age. cies what they
might know about Mr. Hashemi, what was the charge, what was
the indictment, and felt them out on what their feeling would be if
there were to be an individual under indictment for illegal arms
activity who could actually get the American hostages out of
Beirut. There is a series of papers on our- discussions with these
people, and there was an agreement informally, if Mr. Hashemi did
bring [deleted] I guess senior Iranian officials who in turn would be
able to help us release the hostages, the Department of Justice, the
Department of State would consider such a possibility.

Three things happened. The first thing happened, which happens
in our business so often, is that he did not produce the Iranians,
they never showed up, so it was never a question of what can we do
about them.

Secondly, we found out at some point, counsel, and I don't know
when, andI couldn't find, I was told this earlier and I couldn't find
the paper and maybe you have it here, that the famous Iranians he
was to bring to [deleted] who were to release the hostages were
none other than Mr. Ghorbanifar and [deleted] who became only
too famous in the fall. The entire affair drifted off, and if I recall
correctly, there was some contact with Mr. Hashemi's American
lawyer, Mr. Elliott Richardson, who had made several contacts
with the CIA. We told him to get in touch with the Department of
Justice and I believe that sometime in 1986, this affair, having died
out, Mr. Hashemi died.
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Mr. KERR. Let me just follow up a couple things with you. The
assignment of following up was given at the outset to [deleted], is
that correct?

Mr. GEORGE. That's correct.
Mr. KERR. [Deleted] role at that time was what?
Mr. GEORGE. In early, I don't have the dates correct and exact,

but in early 1985, yes, all through 1985, [deleted] was the Deputy
Director of my Near East Division which is the Geographic Operat-
ing Division that handles the Near East area and was as such the
immediate senior supervisor of the hostage problem.

Mr. KERR. With regard to who gave [deleted] his assignment,
would that have come by the way of[deleted], the Director-

Mr. GEORGE. Well, this was one of these affairs, which is not un-
usual in our agency and has gone back to when I joined under
Allen Dulles, a variety of supervisors are in touch with a variety of
men down the ladder, we are as you all know a rather busy organi-
zation and there is not a sort of bureaucratic chain of events. This
was a Bill Casey contact. Whether he called [deleted] or he called
me I cannot remember, but I'm sure at some point we probably put
Casey in touch with [delete], and so all of us would have been in-
volved in it.

Mr. KERR. There are a series of memoranda that we have as the
exhibit here from [deleted]. Would you have been contemporane-
ously reviewing those memoranda?

Mr. GEORGE. Those memoranda if they are prepared by [deleted]
and are routed, we mean sent through the bureaucratic mechanism
to the Director of Central Intelligence, would normally go through
me.

Mr- KERR. So yo have been in all likelihood conversant
with this matter as it was going on, is that correct'_

Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
To add a point here, and I found this on several of my depoP.5.-

tions with others and with you, just because a paper went through
my office which hundreds do a day, I may not know as much about
it as I should. I'm not apologizing. It's just the problems of paper-
work.

Mr. KERR. With regard to Director Casey and what Director
Casey was told, to your knowledge was Director Casey advised of
the Agency's past history of Mr. Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. Ghorbanifar really wasn't the issue. The issue was
Hashemi. If Hashemi would have produced Ghorbanifar and Ghor-
banifar would have produced all of the hostages, it probably would
have been one of the snappiest little operations we ever ran. The
truth is he never produced Mr. Ghorbanifar so the issue of us judg-
ing Ghorbanifar, counsel, was certainly, never brought up.

he first thing was Hashemi produce some, excuse me, pro-
duce some Iranian bodies. Let's see what you have got. If he had
shown up with Ghorbanifar I think probably we would have said-
we have moved, see, we would have moved this thing, even with the
burn notice, we might say we don't believe a word you say but please
release the hostages. But I'm guessing now.

Mr. KERR. Let me try to focus your recollection. The documents
indicate that Hashemi was given the word while [deleted] would
meet with the Iranians they didn't want to meet only with Ghor-
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banifar, they wanted to have [deleted] present as well. That sug-
gests-

Mr. GEORGE. That would suggest-if Ghorbanifar would have
come alone someone would have said, hey, fellow, come on, let's
produce some real people.

Mr. KERR. What I'm driving at, I'm trying to get a sense of what
his subordinates would have told Director Casey. Would they have
advised Director Casey-

Mr. GEORGE. In the summer of 1985, if we would have the paper
that said Manucher Ghorbanifar was involved in anything, and it
was of such interest that the Director of Central Intelligence was
involved in it, I would have assured him of the knowledge that he
was dealing with a person with whom we had a burn notice. That
is a critical decision for us in dealing with foreigners.

Mr. KERR. If you want to follow the instruction on what was to
be done with Ghorbanifar as opposed to [deleted] is alluded to in
exhibit 26. In terms of pursuing the chronology a bit further, ap-
parently there are additional contacts with Mr. Richardson in mid-
October-excuse me, mid-August, August 16, 1985, suggesting that
the matter was continuing into the early fall. Do you have a recol-
lection based on your review of this matter on when you all gave
up so to speak on the Hashemi initiative?

Mr. GEORGE. I reviewed these very briefly. It was my belief that
Mr. Richardson had obtained [deleted] name, which was a mistake,
but such things happen, Mr. Richardson was calling [deleted] on
behalf of Hashemi and we decided Hashemi had nothing to sell. It
is merely Mr. Richardson is a prominent American, we are not
going to hang up in his ear. It was more the ball is in your client's
court is something I believe I read.

Mr. KERR. Do you have any knowledge today of the extent to
which Director Casey took information about this approach to the
National Security Adviser?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not.
Mr. KERR. So you do not know for example if Mr. McFarlane

even knew these discussions were going on in June, July, August
1985?

Mr. GEORGE. Knowing-I don't, but knowing Bill Casey, I would
think he might have.

Mr. KERR. Taking that a step further, given your familiarity
with Director Casey s approach, is it likely that Casey would have
advised McFarlane of the concerns that the Agency had for Mr.
Manucher Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
Mr. KERR. We have-
Mr. GEORGE. If all those things had happened.
Mr. KERR. Yes, sir, I understand.
One point of interest is Secretary Shultz' recollection, as he has

previously testified to, that he knew about Manucher Ghorbanifar
and the Agency's concerns about Ghorbanifar in July of 1985. So
that was something that would have been shared by CIA with
State at the time?

Mr. GEORGE. I know we shared it with State because Secretary
Armacost-with whom I do a great deal of business, is sort of my
normal contact at State Department, at some point last fall, in
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November of 1986, as this thing unwound, Mike said, hey, give me
a copy of that burn notice I know is out on Ghorbanifar. When
Mike first learned that I don't know, but, yes, I would think if
there was an operation that involved Manucher Ghorbanifar and
dealt with the hostages, we would have told Casey and Casey, if he
were to urge higher ups, then he or his equals would have told
them.

Mr. KERR. Let me pursue the thought a bit further. Do you have
any recall or knowledge from another source that the Agency was
made privy to the conversations Mr. Ledeen was having in the
period of July, August, 1985, with Manucher Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. I cannot speak for Mr. Casey and I cannot speak for
the Deputy Director, Mr. McMahon. But in my directorate there
was no one I knew who knew anything about that.

Mr. KERR. So in terms of your understanding of what was going
on in your directorate, [deleted] was not apprised there were discus-
sions going on by other American officials with Manucher Ghor-
banifar during the same period of time?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, you will take me there, but let me put it,
frame it as I see it. Ghorbanffar was the agent of Israel. It was the
Government of Israel that said, we have got one hot cookie here
that can help us make contacts with Iran, release the hostages. Mi-
chael Ledeen, and I think as we walk through Ghorbanifar, seems
to be playing a variety of roles in this. But back to your question,
and I'm sure we'll get through all of this, in the summer of 1985,
when Cyrus Hashemi had his scheme which we know involved
Ghorbanffar, I cannot believe anyone mi my directorate, knew
about the Ledeen-Israel-Ghorbanifar connection.

Mr. KERR. With regard to what you did know during that period
of time, it appears from the documents that we have that there
was an effort to try to identify [deleted] and to track his travel

oing through September of 1985,-from the documents that wehave.
Mr. GEORGE. There was a document that I have seen somewhere

in which we have asked [deleted], to track [deleted] travels. I do not
know why.

Mr. KRR. I think you are referring to exhibit 33, which is-a
cable to [deleted].

Mr. GEORGE. I have asked and I will-because there is a refer-
ence there as you see, [deleted]. Why did we ask that, and I would
like that checked out, please. I've already asked.

Mr. KERR. But in terms of what the Agency was doing, this docu-
ment certainly indicates that mi this period of time the Operations
Directorate was, A, keeping an eye on Hashemi and Ghorbanifar by
virtue of the conversations in August and now, B, by virtue of this
cable keeping track of the travel of [deleted] during this period.

Mr. GEORGE. For some reason which we certl y will be able to
trace down when we trace baek the reference on these cables.

Mr. Km. Now, we know from other testimony and documents
that have been put before the committee that the Israeli shipment
of TOW missiles, the first shipment of TOW missiles occurred the
last of August, the first of September and that there was then a
subsequent shipment of 408 TOW missiles in mid-September of
1985.
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Do you recall-
Mr. GEORGE. Excuse -me. Two Israeli shipments in September?
Mr. KERR. One begins on August 30, but, yes-
Mr. GEORGE. Two different loads? I should know that but I don't.
Mr. KERR. In terms of what you all know we have received infor-

mation from [deleted] there was following of cable traffic that al-
lowed you to at least have a suspicion.

Mr. GEORGE. There were newspaper reports in the Israeli press.
A plane had crash landed at the Jerusalem airport. [Deleted].There were signs, blips in the air in the fall of 1985 something
was going on between Israel and Iran.

Mr. KERR..If I understand your testimony, in terms of knowing of
a relationship between Manucher Ghorbanifar, [deleted] and that
knowledge you did not have that?

Mr. GEORGE. No, nor do I believe anyone in my directorate would
have had that.

Mr. KERR. Focusing on the September period, you are familiar
with Mr. Allen's testimony he received an assignment he places
about September 9, another document places it September 12, to
begin [deleted] for Colonel North?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
Mr. KERR. He also indicated that you would have been a recipi-

ent of that material. Do you recall when you received it?
Mr. GEORGE. I disagree with Mr. Allen. I'm sure he may believe

that he sent it to me. I think throughout this entire affair Mr.
Allen, who was National Intelligence Officer for Counterterrorism,
who was not under my direction, forgive me for saying it again, the
intelligence officer on counterterrorism reports directly, in theory,
to the Director. In fact, I'm told Mr. Allen was toldby Colonel
North at the time this took place he was not to share this material
with members of the Operations Directorate.

Mr. KERR. And in terms of having a recollection, you yourself
having seen [deleted] in this period?

Mr. GEORGE. I could have. My [deleted] problem is that I get it
confused with a great series of [deleted] that came through after
the Finding when we were just finding with the endless [deleted]
Ghorbanifar [deleted]. I have a belief, counsel, that in the fall of
1985, saw some type [deleted]. What, I don't know.

Mr. KERR. Woulyou place that later than September of 1985?
Mr. GEORGE. I cannot, sir.
Mr. KERR. Do you have any recollection of [deleted] material in

the fall of 1985 being shared with the Near East Division, [deleted]
and [deleted]?

Mr. GEORGE. No. I have again confidence they would have told
me.

Mr. KERR. With regard to what it was that you knew at that
time and the role Mr. Allen played, let me focus on that for just a
moment. With regard to collecting [deleted] in the Operations Di-
rectorate, that is not something I would assume is customarily
done by an NIO?

Mr. GEORGE. [Deleted] in its generic sense is handled by Director-
ate of Intelligence. [Deleted]. It would not be totally out of the ordi-
nary for a national intelligence officer to be charged to liaise [delet-
ed].
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Mr. KERR. Let me pursue the thought a bit further. Can you give
me an understanding, if you have one, of whyit was that Colonel
North in September of 1985, looked to NIO Allen for this type of
assistance as opposed to going through the Agency to itstOper-
ations Directorate and asking you all to do that?

Mr. GEORGE. He didn't want us to know about it.
Mr. KERR. Do you have any understanding today as to why he

didn't want you to know about it?
Mr. GEORGE. I think they were going to run an operation on

their own.
Mr. KERR. When you use the term "they," you are referring to

Mr. GEORGE. I guess so. I would say that. But it is based on an
awful lot of television and newspapers over the last 3 months.

Mr. KERR. Let me focus on Director Casey for a moment. Mr.
Allen's testimony is-while he didn't tell Director Casey the day he
got the assignment he did have a session with Director Casey
within the matter of a day or two after the assignment to go over
[deleted]. Did Director Casey apprise you in September of 1985,
that Mr. Allen was engaged in this kind of [deleted] effort [delet-
edr. GEORGE. No, he did not.

Mr. KERR. When did you learn, if you can recall, that Mr. Allen
was engaged in this type of task?

Mr. GEORGE. The unpeeling of the onion, of the relationships, the
complicated relationships that are involved in the Iranian caper
came in degrees and degrees and degrees, and we will discuss them
I'm sure, the famous flight, when did we know arms were aboard
it, when Michael Ledeen approached us independently of the Na-
tional Security Council in promoting Mr. Ghorbanifar; my first
recollection of [deleted) that was suddenly being made available to
me with great regularity, and I knew the purpose, although I will
testify I didn't follow it because there was so damn much of it I
couldn't, was after the Finding. The Finding formalized my partici-
pation in it.

Mr. KERR. This strikes me as something of an incongruity here
that I wanted to explore with you. The Director turned to the Op-
erations Directorate when he had a Hashemi problem in the fall of
1985. The Director apparently turned to Mr. Allen on a project
Colonel North was working on without telling the Operations Di-
rectorate in the fall of 1985, again ultimately as we now know re-
lating to Mr. Ghorbanifar. Was there anything that occurred with
regard to the way you all handled the Hashemi matter that left a
bad taste or problems between you all and the Director, to your
knowledge?

Mr. GEORGE. The issue is we never had a fighting chance on the
Ghorbanifar-I'm jumping to my conclusion. We never had a fight-
ing chance on Ghorbanifar. It wasn't.the Hashemi case or it wasn't
Ledeen indeed sort of saying this guy is really sensational, he can
get a lot of terrorism information.

Whether Casey knew it or not, our reaction was going to be this
won't work, but the White House was already working it. In other
words, we never played with a full deck..I'm running around
saying, hey, here is my burn notice, this guy is a loser, and, Christ,
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he is working with the Government of Israel, he has already ar-
ranged a flight, he has helped, I assume, I'm sure you know, he
had arranged the November fight or was an intermediary and I'm
running around saying we don t want to work with him when two
major countries, the Government of Israel, a close ally and our-
selves are still working with him. It's sort of would you please get
out of the way. They never dealt us a whole deck.

Mr. KERR. With regard to Colonel North, I am going to leave him
aside for the moment, but with regard to Director Casey, again,
trying to focus in on what happened, is there anything that you
know of in terms of Director Casey's perception of the Operations
Directorate that allowed him to cause this to happen, to have you
all marching in one direction while Colonel North on a major initi-
ative is marching in another?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, you have to tell me in your report at what
point and did Director Casey, is it really true, decide we need some-
thing besides the Operations Directorate to run covert operations?
And I might say to you, counsel, and to the good members that this
is not the first administration and will not be the last that becomes
totally frustrated with its spy service. You want a spy service that
produces regularly and we don't. Life is tough. And so at what
point a Director and we saw a bit of it in the previous administra-
tion and the administration before that, and God knows, the ad-
ministration before that, I am going to set up an operation and I
am going to run it around these bureaucrats.

Mr. KERR. Did you yourself have a perception in the fall of 1985
that Director Casey was prepared to wire around the Operations
Directorate?

Mr. GEORGE. Not really. I know that now, but, no, my-again, I
know this is the hearing, and this is the issue, and it is Iran and
Contras, which I am sure we will discuss. May I say forgive me, I
have [deleted] Anericans that work for me, I have [deleted] foreign
nationals who support our intelligence service abroad, I have
people in [deleted] pos outside the continental United States and
we send back and forth any month, God knows most of it is trivia,
[deleted] telegrams. So this was not my whole world, and if he
would have cut me out of a corner of something I would have been
so busy doing 20 other things I am not sure I would have noted it.

Mr. KzRR. Tht may underscore the point, but I would point out
to you we have a State Department cable which says [deleted] was
quite negative on the Hashemi initiative. I was curious whether or
not you had received as of the fall of 1985, any feedback from the
Director that suggested he thought you all had been less than ag-
gressive?

Mr. GEORGE. No, not at all. In fact, to the day I last saw Bill
Casey and I had gone into the hospital last fall and many days
later Bill Casey went in the hospital, let me assure all of you that
he was a warm colleague of mine, I always believed him to be fair,
and he was the Director and if he made certain operational deci-
sions, he made them.

But personally, although he was not an intimate, personal friend,
never at all, he was always good to me.

Mr. KERR. All right. With regard to what is going on during that
period of time, we now know Mr. Ghorbanifar came to the United
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States on or about October 8, 1985, and at that time the only Amer-
ican official with whom he met apparently was Michael Ledeen,
and you have as exhibit 85 a copyof Charles Allen's memorandum
from October 7, 1985, in which Mr. Allen asks for [deleted] that is
blocked out but he goes by Ashgari, who we now know to be Mr.
Ghorbanifar.

Let me set the stage by asking whether or not the Operations Di-
rectorate knew during the first week of October 1985, that M.n-
ucher Ghorbanifar was in Washington, DC in a hotel and ultimate-
ly in the Executive Office Building meeting with American offi-
cials.

Mr. GEORGE. No, we did not.
ir. KERR. Mr. Allen has testified that when he sent up this

memorandum, [deleted], he didn't know who Ashgari was. He has
testified he didn't know Ashgari's identity until early December
1985.

Do you have any knowledge of Mr. Allen on behalf of himself or
on behalf of the National Security Council asking for an identifier
on either Ashgari or Ghorbanifar in the fall of 1985?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not, sir.
Mr. KERR. Mr. Allen has lamented in his deposition testimony

that he did not know who Ashgari was because that made it more
difficult for him to do [deleted] work that he was doing. Do you
have knowledge today of the compartmenting of Charlie Allen by
Colonel North, keeping some of this information from him by Colo-
nel North?

Mr. GEORGE. You are going to have to tell me again. Colonel
North telling Charlie Allen?

Mr. KERR. Less that complete information, not telling him, for
example, who Ashgari was.

Mr. GEORGE. I can't speak to that relationship at all.
Mr. KERR. You never had occasion to learn in 1986 that Colonel

North wanted to keep some information away from Mr. Allen, is
that correct?

Mr. GEORGE. I couldn't fairly answer that. Once you get after
that Finding it complicates things a bit. I don't know that. No, I
don't ever remember Colonel North in my knowledge saying, don't
tell this to Charlie Allen.

Mr. KERR. I think I understand you to be saying that you did not
know in early October of 1985, that Michael Ledeen was playing
any role with Mr..Ghorbanifar at that time?

Mr. GEORGE. I did not.
Mr. KERR. The first occasion when the Operations Directorate

would have had to learn that Mr. Ledeen was in fact involved with
Mr. Ghorbanifar would have been in December of 1985?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes, I was puzzled at that because the documents I
have been able to getmy hands on indicate then a sudden tremen-
dous--everybodyin the whole directorate is being wooed and wined
by Mr. L n. But I do not know of anyone-I mean people could
have certainly known him socially, but I do not know of anybody
doing business with him.

Mr. Km. I am driving at the informational exchange between
the Agency and Ledeen that did not occur to the best of your recol-
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lection until late November, early December of 1985, would that be
correct?

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. KERR. The Agency did become involved with tracking Mr.

Ghorbanifar in late October of 1985. We have a series of cables be-
ginning at approximately exhibit 36, [deleted]. We also have a
diary entry that suggests that you had talked to Colonel North?

Mr. GEORGE. I did talk to Colonel North.
Mr. KERR. Can you focus on that episode and tell me your best

recollection of what transpired?
Mr. GEORGE. I talked regularly to him on the telephone and he

said would it be possible for the Operations Directorate on behalf of
the NSC to [deleted]. I said of course. [Deleted].

Mr. KERR. Using that as a focal point, did Colonel North tell you
why he wanted [deleted]?

Mr. GEORGE. He talked to me and that is a question, since I have
been reminded of this incident, what he told me-sure in hell
didn't say we are shipping arms to Iran, [deleted]. I don't recall
what he told me. I suffer the bureaucrat's disease that when people
call me and say, I am calling from the White House for the Nation-
al Security Council on behalf of the National Security Adviser, I
am inclined to "snap to." I do not remember why he told me.

Mr. KERR. In terms of using that as a way of focusing your recol-
lection, you do not believe that you knew at that time of the arms
transactions that the Israelis were engaged in?

Mr. GEORGE. I did not.
Mr. KERR. [Deleted]?
Mr. GEORGE. [Deleted].
Mr. KERR. [Deleted], what instruction, if any, was given to your

agents to apprise Colonel North of the nature of the people with
whom he apparently was dealing; to tell him about the burn
notice?

Mr. GEORGE. About the burn notice-I am told by Mr. Cave that
some time after [deleted], but that would not be until 1986, because
when we brought George back-[deleted]-he was on contract when
we brought him into the Iranian affair-he has told me [deleted]
one of them was Ghorbanifar. [Deleted]. I can't remember when
anybody would have told Colonel North that this is Manucher
Ghorbanifar.

Mr. KERR. [Deleted] has testified that he is the one that hand-
carried [deleted] over to Colonel North. Do you have any knowledge
of exchange between [deleted] and North about who Manucher
Ghorbanifar was and what his prior relationship was with the
Agency?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not.
Mr. KERR. You do not recall talking with Colonel North about

who Manucher Ghorbanifar was at that time; is that right? You
didn't have a chat with Colonel North on the nature of Manucher
Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. Colonel North told me something about what the
sam hill he thought he was doing and I apologize, I can't remem-
ber. I cannot believe he said I am dealing with Mr. Ghorbanifar
and [deleted].
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Mr. KERR. I assume that had you known that you would have ap-
prised Colonel North of the perspective of the Operationu Director.
ate on Manucher Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. Whatever else I did throughout this affair, when
the name Manucher Ghorbanifar was put together with who he
was, meaning I suddenly realized he was a man with a burn notice,
I am afraid I made a bit of a fool of myself telling everybody that
we should stay away from him. I would not ha-. excluded Colonel
North from that piece of advice.

Mr. Km. You don't have a perception today though as to
whether or not North knew as of October 1985, of the Agency's
prior bad relationship with Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not know.
Mr. KERR. Mr. Ledeen was meeting in Switzerland at approxi-

mately this time, 27th or 28th October, with certain Iranians and
has attributed [deleted] to information that he provided to Colonel
North as a result of that meeting in Switzerland. Did you have any
knowledge at that time of Michael Ledeen playing a role with the
Iranians on the initiative?

Mr. GEORGE. I did not.
Mr. KERR. So Colonel North, to the best of your recollection

when you talked to him about this matter, did not mention that
Ledeen was doing anything on this matter?

Mr. GEORGE. I don't remember Colonel North discussing any-
thing with me except at a later period in time complaining.

Mr. KERR. Moving ahead into November, there is an incident
that we have all heard about that occurred when the Agency was
asked to provide some air support to Colonel North. Let me ask
you to focus on that. We are now the 22d, 23d, 24th of November,
1985. Your testimony usually picks up on that Monday, the 25th,
but bring us into focus on when you learned of this incident.

Mr. GEORGE. I left Washington for a weekend that weekend. I
left Thursday morning and came back Sunday afternoon. I went
into the office on Monday morning and John McMahon was in my
deputy's office, my deputy was Ed Juchniewicz and John McMahon
was visibly and outspokenly disturbed. I don't remember how I put
it all together, but I finally got the following picture. Over that
weekend, Colonel North had called the Chief of my European Divi-
sion and said that it was critical to arrange for an Israeli plane to
land [deleted]. We had sent cables to [deleted], and [deleted]. This
we now know was General Secord. At the time, our (deleted) stayed
up all night-it was a charge, there was great confusion going to a
foreign government at night and getting special permission for a
plane from Israel to land is not easy, no matter who you are. John
McMahon said to me that Monday morning-I heard him say to Ed
Juchniewicz, and I do remember this-not only did you send the
cables, but you let the goddamned airplane go to Tehran. Now we
know the story I am telling. I put a cable package-John said get
me those damned cables-and I put a cable package together with
him, my secretary and I, and delivered it to him, I am sure that
very day

Mr. K . Let me take you back. You would not ha,3 been in
the office that weekend, correct?
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Mr. GEORGE. I was in the Hilton Hotel in Pittsburgh, Pennsylva-
nia.

Mr..KERR. And no one contacted you in the Hilton Hotel in Pitts-
burgh about this matter?

Mr. GEORGE. No.
Mr. KERR. In terms of what happened Monday morning, you

come in and it becomes apparent to you that Mr. McMahon is dis-
turbed?

Mr. GEORGE. As William Saire said that was the famous
through-the-overhead weekend.

Mr. KERR. Did you, as part of the task that you were given at
that point, have a meeting with Mr. Clarridge?

Mr. GEORGE. I talked to Dewey several times durmg that day. I
said to Dewey, "Bring me the damned cables," I said to my secre-
tary, "Dig up what we have here, get me a package of these things.
I've got to get them to McMahon." I am sure I talked to Dewey
more than once.

Mr. KERR. Do you recall having a meeting of Clarridge and your-
self with Mr. McMahon that day?

Mr. GEORGE. I don't, but we could have certainly.
Mr. KERR. With regard to the cable traffic, my assumption is

that you tried to get as complete a collection of cables as you
could?

Mr. GEORGE. It was simple. There were cables sent out from the
European Division to [deleted] dealing with a flight that was going
to originate in Israel and whether I knew whether it was going to
Tehran or not, I certainly learned quickly, so it is not a complicat-
ed problem to find that traffic and put it together. There is not
that much of it.

Mr. KERR. Did it come to your attention from the numbers or
otherwise that there were cables in the sequence missing?

Mr. GEORGE. No, sir.
Mr. KERR. You had your staff do that?
Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
Mr. KERR. No one told you there was a cable missing?
Mr. GEORGE. Among us, it would be my secretary who would sa,

"All right, Clair, we have this little pile of things here in a manila
envelope, this i it." She wouldn't, nor would I have ever expected
her to say, "[deleted] is not there," and so there was no, to me, that
Monday any such discussion.

Mr. KERR. So to the best of your knowledge, you didn't have an
awareness of a missing cable?

Mr. GEORGE. I did not that day.
Mr. KERR. And until the recent events occurred, did it come to

your attention that there were [deleted] cables missing at that
time?

Mr. GEORGE. No. I can't remember, so many things have been
going on in the last few months, but, no, there never was an issue
that there was a cable missing.

Mr. KERR. In terms of the cables, they were coming in on the pri-
vacy channel?

Mr. GEORGE. They were coming in on what we call a privacy
channel, a variety of links we have established. I have one, the Di-
rector has one, the Deputy Director has one, and each of my Geo-
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graphic Division Chiefs had one. The primary purpose of this is to
handle extremely sensitive personnel matters, of which we have

many, as people have serious problems abroad.
The way it works is, in this case, it would be Mr. Clarridge's pri-

vacy channel in Europe. I get a copy of every privacy channel sent
out of the Directorate. You cannot communicate with your man
overseas without my receiving a copy of it in the privacy channel.

Therefore, if the cable-I have discussed this on many occa-
sions-if the cable went in and out of the privacy channel, I should
.have received a copy. The only person who can cable in and out of
the building without any other distribution, other than the Office
of Communications, is the Director himself.

Mr. KERR. You are familiar with the testimony given by [delet-
ed].

Mr. GEORGE. Very well, and a very close friend for 30 years. I
have great faith in [deleted] and consider him an outstanding offi-
cer.

Mr. KERR. You are aware that [deleted] has testified that he sent
two cables after a meeting with Mr. Copp?

Mr. GEORGE. I saw [deleted] when he came back to testify and
talked to [deleted] for a long time, and [deleted] said he and Dick
Secord, known to him I guess only as Copp, stood in the parking lot
outside of Copp's hotel in [deleted], and Copp said, "Do you know
what is going on here?" And poor [deleted] had been up for 72
hours trying to get [deleted] to let an Israeli plane land, and he
said, "Excuse me, sir, I don't." [Deleted] reports that the good Gen-
eral Secord said we are trading missiles for hostages.

Mr. KERR. As I understand, you have told me previously, I take
it, it continues to be your recollection that you did not see such a
cable?

Mr. GEORGE. I promise you, no matter how many cables we send
in and out over a month, that one would have grabbed me.

Mr. KERR. You are aware, are you not, that the Agency has been
unable to find a [deleted] cable that there is a number for?

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. KERR. Do you know of any explanation for what happened to

that missing cable?
Mr. GEORGE. I suppose three times in the last 20 years I have

seen a cable eaten alive by the relay station in [deleted]. The odds
are so high, I am afraid we would be foolish to think that hap-
pened. A cable could have been sent in a nonprivacy channel. [De-
leted] swears the traffic was in privacy channel, he could have put
a slug, a signal at the top of the cable which would have sent it
somewhere else, all copies then to a single person. The issue which
I have disc sed with your staff and with the staff of the Independ-
ent Counsel-I would find it impossible unless there is a cabal of
ple engaged in a coverup to sort of send a cable like that, some-

how get the copies of it and make it disappear.
Mr. Kna And that is because there are a number of people that

are supd to get copies?
Mr. Gzams. I am the Office of Protection, and it is not just me. I

hawe a dqputy, there are four secretaries, and I have my own regis-
try, mail imo in our language, and these things are seen. Even I
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couldn't fast enough whip up a cable like that and pick up all the
copies and make sure no one had seen it.Mr. Km. In terms of the work that was done to collect the
cables on that famous Monday morning of November 25th, were
you relying on cables that were already in your office-

Mr. GzORGE. I think we went to Clarridge and said, Dewey, bring
us over the weekend cable traffic, please, on this issue with Colonel
North. We would almost certainly have depended on that as our
record, because other than my own privacy channel, my office, just
because of paper flow, is not an office of record. So I would have
had those cables but I never can swear that I have everybody's pri-
vacy channels.

Mr. KERR. It is within the realm of possibility that Mr. Clarridge,
who was working that weekend, could have actually taken delivery
of the cable traffic as it arrived.

Mr. GEORGE. He cannot get his hands on the copies that are
coming to my office.

Mr. KERR. He cannot, as a matter of policy?
Mr. GEORGE. He cannot. The policy is that if you are working the

privacy channel, which again is mostly about tragedies of personal
lives abroad, you cannot take my copies away from me. The only
channels that I cannot see is a slip-up-in terms of my access to
sensitive CIA international cable traffic, the only two people who
can outdeal me are the Director and the Deputy Director, as it
should be.

Mr. KERR. Is there any logging system in your office that would
show the arrival by number or otherwise of cables?

Mr. GEORGE. I don't know. No.
Mr. KERR. So there is no document--
Mr. GEORGE. I cannot say to you, I tell you on this weekend this

cable did or didn't come in. There are great piles of them, counsel.
Mr. KERR. Let me shift gears for a moment-
Chairman HAmtON. Mr. Kerr, is this a good place to take a

break?
Mr. KERR. Certainly.
Chairman HAMILTON. Then we will take a recess at this point

and return tomorrow morning if we may, Mr. George.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Chairman, it would be my pleasure.
Chairman HAMILTON. At 9:00 o'clock. Until then, this hearing

will stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 6:05 p.m. the Select Committees recessed; to re-

convene the following day at 9:00 a.m.]
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The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m. in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman AmLToN. The Select Committees will come to order.
Good morning, Mr. George.

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF CLAIR GEORGE, FROM AUGUST 5
Mr. GEORGE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAmmTON. We Will begin with a continuation of ques-

tioning by Mr. Kerr.
Mr. Kerr.
Mr. Km. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Geore.
Mr. GEORGE. Good morning, counsel.
Mr. KERR. Mr. George, I would like to conclude a few questions

on the November 1985 HAWK shipments.
Mr. GEoRGE. Please.
Mr. KnR. With regard to events that you were involved in that

Monday when you came back.
Mr. GsoRGE. Yes.
Mr. Km. If you would look at exhibit 43 at page Q-1353, there

is an excerpt from the North diary which apparently makes refer-
ence to a telephone conversation between North and Mr. Clarridge
in the early morning hours of-

Mr. GEORGE. Ma1, again? Q?
Mr. Kn Q-135. It is exhibit 43.
Mr. GEORGE. Yes, I have it.
Mr. Km. That makes reference to a telephone call that Colonel

North received from Mr. Clarridge. It talks about being summoned
in by Clair and McMahon and then there is the phrase "this is
criminal."

(205)

e-A
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From our previous conversation, it is my understanding that you
do not recall participating in a meeting on the 25th of November in
which a statement to that effect was made?

Mr. GEORGE. This never happened. For John McMahon and me
to call in a staff employee of the Central Intelligence Agency, the
Operations Directorate, and say-imply your behavior is criminal,
two things would happen. I would never forget it, and secondly, we
would certainly take-it to the Department of Justice.

Mr. KERR. So this comment was not made by you and was not
made in your presence; is that correct?

Mr. GEORGE. No.
Mr. KERR. The committee has heard testimony on the description

of the cargo that was carried by the CIA's proprietary. You will
recall the description that was utilized at the time was oil-drilling
equipment.

The committee has heard testimony from Don Regan, for exam-
ple, that he knew that that was a cover story, that there was mili-
tary cargo being carried by the proprietary. People like Charlie
Allen, for example, have testified in deposition that he was suspi-
cious of the oil equipment cover story that weekend and by the
evening, early morning hours of the 26th, [deleted] which suggested
that military equipment had been carried.

The Agency's lawyer, Mr. Sporkin, said that on the 25th of No-
vember, he learned that the proprietary had carried military equip-
ment. You would have known, isn't it correct, on Monday or Tues-
day the 25th and 26th of November that the proprietary had, in
fact, carried military equipment to Tehran?

Mr. GEORGE. That is not my recollection. My recollection was
that at that moment that week there was confusion as to what that
plane had carried, but the story being given to me as I returned
was it was carrying nonlethal equipment, oil-drilling equipment.

Mr. KERR. That story would have been given to you first and
foremost by Mr. Clarridge?

Mr. GEORGE. I cannot-I think the story would have probably
been given to me first by my own personal staff in my office. When
I am running around, as we discussed yesterday, collecting the
cables from that weekend for Mr. McMahon, as I am doing this, I
am'sure I am saying "What is it? Why did it happen? Where? Why
and what?"

It was told to me by. them. I do not remember Mr. Clarridge
saying it was or wasn't oil-drilling equipment.

Mr.KERR. With regard to what you did understand at the time,
based on your experience, the state of Israel was not in the busi-
ness of-or at least not known for exporting oil-drilling equipment,
was it?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, I wouldn't agree with that statement. The
complexity of the Israeli-Iranian relationship over the years-as I
am sure everyone is familiar with-the importance of that relation-
ship to the state of Israel, they had attempted since the fall of the
Shah to open doors in Iran, as they properly should geopolitically.

I don't see any reason why they wouldn't ship oil-drilling equip-
ment although certainly the coin of the realm in the Middle East is
called "arms."

Mr. KERR. Yes, sir. Just one more thought on that score.
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Do you have any explanation for how the CIA's attorney, Mr.
Sporkin, knew that military equipment was being carried by that
airplane when the Agency's chief covert operations operative did
not?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not.
Mr. KE. OK. With regard to what was known during that

period of time, the-you were aware, from your testimony yester-
day, that Mr. McMahon was concerned that a Finding was re-
quired?

Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely. He so told me.
Mr. KER. You have previously testified, however, that you were

not aware of the fact that a Finding was drafted and submitted to
Admiral Pohidexter for the President on November 26th?

Mr. GEORGE. One of the more bewildering experiences I have had
throughout this affair took place in late November, early December
of 1986, when I testified under oath to the Senate Select Committee
and Senator Cohen of Maine held a sheaf of papers in front of me
and said here are all the Findings. And I said all the what?

And I said I had one Finding. The Finding I had was the Finding
that was shown to me in the White House. I was not involved nor
was I-I knew John McMahon said, "You will not support this ac-
tivity-" -and I now know John knew more about that activity
than I did- "-without a Finding."

But the preparations of the Anding-which, again, gentlemen,
much of this comes from your hearings and from the prew-the
preparation or the many variations of that Finding I was not made
privy to that.r. KEm. In terms of your knowledge of that period of time, let
me just place a couple of people. Mr. Juchniewicz was your
Deputy?

Mr. GEORGE. He is my Deputy.
Mr. Km. You and Mr. Juchniewicz would have been in tuuch

with each other during this period of time, I assume.
Mr. GEORGE. Very much so.
Mr. K=. Are you aware that Mr. Juchniewicz apparently at-

tended a meeting with Mr. McMahon on December 5th, 1985, in
which Mr. McMahon indicated that there was a Finding proposed
and that the Finding had, in fact, been signed.

- ,-MW.-GORG-.-- I-have seen -a piece- of-paper, thanks -very-much- to
this committee, which is the recollection of events of John McMa-
hon's personal assistant made a year after the fact. And in that
piece of paper, that individual, John McMahon's personal assistant,
says that it is her recollection of that 6 December-whenever-
counsel meeting, that there was a statement to the point that the
President signed a Finding. I have asked Mr. Dunn, who was [delet-
ed], who is purported to have attended that meeting, about that and
he can recall no such thing.

Mr. Km. I see. The memorandum in question is exhibit 76, I
believe.

Mr. GEORGE. I appreciate it. I might say in discussing exhibit 76,
which is the 28 November recap by [deleted], I had never seen that
paper fore, and the people who attended for me-I have not seen
Ed who has since retired, but Bert Dunn, who is now my Deputy
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and [deleted], Chief of my Information Management Staff, cannot
remember the statement that the President signed the Finding.

Mr. KzRR. There is one other document apparently generated at
that time by Mr. McMahon which mentioned the Finding and that
is a memorandum for the record prepared on December 7, 1985,
which is exhibit 44. That memorandum, I take it from what you
are telling us, is not an item that you would have seen at the time
it was written either; is that correct?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not recall this memorandum.
Mr. KERR. So the bottom line is that from your point of view,

your recollection, Mr. McMahon did not apprise you, the head of
covert operations for the CIA, that a Finding had been drafted and
indeed signed?

Mr. GEORGE. I think Mr. McMahon-it is my judgment after the
fact with those facts I have, obviously John McMahon was aware
as he should have been of more of the activity that was going on
than I was. I was not aware of the activity. John made known to
me a direct order. "You will not participate again in the Oper-
ations Directorate in any similar activities similar to the flight of
the weekend of the end of November without a Finding."

I assume there is a Finding being prepared. In the helter-skelter
of the time and of that moment, I was never consulted about a
Finding and the many variations which I now know exist.

Mr. KERR. One of the matters I want to bring out in this portion
of the testimony is the-for whatever reason-the slippage in infor-
mation between people and the failure to communicate. On that
score, let me bring to your attention a matter we discussed the
other day.

That is the meeting that took place on December 4th, 1985, be-
tween Mr. Allen, Mr. Clarridge, and Mr. Ledeen, which is memori-
alized in exhibit 45.

In that meeting, as the memo indicates, on December 4th, Mr.
Ledeen went through for Mr. Clarridge and Mr. Allen the preced-
ing events on the TOW and HAWK shipments in some detail.

Mr. GEORGE. Correct.
Mr. KKERR. And made quite clear what had been shipped by the

proprietary on the weekend of the 23d and 24th of November.
Now, my understanding of when we talked before is that this

memo is also a matter you were not familiar with at that time; is
that correct?

Mr. GEORGE. It is my recollection that I have never seen this
memo before. I asked Mr. Clarridge when he returned from his tes-
timony 2 days ago if he had-it is my understanding he did not.
And a careful reading of the memo indicates to me that Mr.
Allen-although it starts out implying Mr. Allen-excuse me, Mr.
Ledeen approached Mr. Allen and Mr. Clarridge, Mr. Clarridge
says, "you take care of this, Mr. Allen, I am leaving."

This memo, and I think you will recall the look on my face, is
new to me. I have never seen it. And I have carefully questioned
Bert Dunn, who is now my Deputy who was then [deleted]. I have
questioned [deleted--then Deputy of [deleted], now [deleted].

I questioned the Chief of the Iranian Branch and nobody can
recall this memo.
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Mr. KERR. So I am clear, though, you had no recollection of ever
having seen this memo at all?

Mr. GEORGE. I cannot believe I have ever seen such a memo. I
worry often, and I think this has happened, and I made this point,
I know you understand, in the amount of paper thatt comes through
my office, things that are not even sent to me, people initial for me
and all of those problems. But this is dynamite and this just
couldn't have been passed through without reaction.

Mr. KERR. One final question on that point. When you talked to
Mr. Clarridge about what he knew about this memorandum, did he
have a recollection of ever having seen it himself?.

Mr. GEORGE. It is unfair for me to talk for Dewey. He was leav-
ing town the night after he testified here. I said "holy cats", he
came up to tell me how it went. I reminded him of this activity and
it was my impression and maybe I should allow him to speak for
himself, that yes, he remembers Ledeen came in and Mr. Allen
talked to Mr. Ledeen, but all of these descriptions he implied he
did not see this memo.

Mr. KERR. AH right. Thank you.
Mr. GEORGE. May I, counsel, briefly?
As I left last night, I would like to make a point to the commit-

tee and to you, sir.
I want to lead you back to the famous flight on the last weekend

in November. I hope I did not leave you with the impression that I
believe there is a missing cable. I don't know.

I talked about how a cable could be missing and some of my col-
leagues felt I might have left the impression I agreed that is a
missing cable. I don't know. I know both sides of the story.

Mr. KERR. So we are clear, the only point i was trying to get
across is you are familiar with the fact there are two cables by
number, at least, that have not been provided to us from that time?

Mr. GEORGE. So I am told.
Mr. KERR. Yes, sir.
Moving ahead just a bit further, 3 days after Mr. Ledeen met

with Mr. Clarridge, perhaps briefly, and longer with Mr. Allen, on
December 7th, 1985, Mr. McMahon attended a meeting with the
President of the United States and others at which time the Irani-
an initiative was discussed?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
Mr.Xijum. Again, from what you have told me before, it is my

understanding you were not familiar with that fact at the time it
was going on?

Mr. GEORGE. I cannot recall that fact.
Mr. KERR. Immediately after that meeting, Mr. McFarlane leaves

and goes and meets Mr. Ghorbanifar.
Mr. GEORGE. In London.
Mr. KERR. In London. You were not familiar with that event?
Mr. GEORGE. I have trouble-my frank answer is no. Although

now-you know, I know so many things as we all do afterwards.
Did I know McFarlane went to London and met with Ghorbanifar?
No. I cannot remember that.

Mr. KERR. Your best recollection, though, is that you had no con-
temporaneous knowledge of these events?
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Mr. GEORGE. Of these events. Of this stirring around on the
Ghorbanifar issue, people meeting him, organizing things with him.
The significance of the event as we now see it after the fact could
not have been forgotten by me if I had been included.

Mr. KERR. Similarly, after McFarlane returned, there was an-
other meeting at which Director Casey was present which must
have occurred about the 10th of December as reflected in exhibit
47. Again, based on our previous conversation, it is my understand-
ing that that event, the return of Bud McFarlane and his reaction
to Mr. Ghorbanifar was not something that was known to you con-
temporaneously?

Mr. GEORGE. No.
Mr. KERR. You did come into the picture, however, on or about

the 20th of December when Director Casey talked to you about Mr.
Ghorbanifar in--

Mr. GEORGE. Well, this is a very key point. It is a point I tried to
refer to yesterday. At what point in that time span from that flight
to the Finding did I get into the act about Ghorbanifar, because I
got into the act-excuse me-preaching against him.

I arrived on the scene in Mr. Casey's office, Mr. McMahon's
office, my office, wherever I could be heard, saying we don't want
anything to do with this guy. There is a burn notice.

Yes, by the 20th, and now we are involved with the [deleted]
affair. I will let you go on, counsel. At some point in there I am
plugged into Ghorbanifar.

Mr. KERR. In terms of triggering events, however, I mentioned to
you the other day Director Casey had met with Mr. L %deen on the
19th.

Mr. GEORGE. I have no recollection of that.
Mr. KERR. You-were not familiar with that. When Director Casey

gave you the request to re-evaluate Ghorbanifar you and your
people decided that [deleted] would be the person to do that; cor-
rect?

Mr. GEORGE. That is quite correct.
Mr. KERR. [Deleted] did make arrangements to go out and meet

with Mr. Ledeen at his house and Mr. Ghorbanifar and ultimately
Colonel North came by; is that correct?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
Mr. KERR. The results of that workup are contained in exhibit 49

and that is a document which is directed to Director Casey and I
assume went to him. The conclusion of the episodes of the 22d and
23d of December is that you all decided that a polygraph test of
Mr. Ghorbanifar should be taken; correct?

Mr. GEORGE. [Deleted] came back from the meeting with Mr.
Ghorbanifar only further convinced of the untruthfulness or the
lack of trust that we could put in Mr. Ghorbanifar and we were
urged again to test him possibly by the Director, possibly by Mr.
McMahon, possibly by me. All right. Let's-excuse the phrase we
use, "throw him back on the polygraph."

Mr. KERR. One of the purposes of that was to try to establish by
objective data, i.e., the test, some proof that this man could or
could not be trusted?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes. We were totally prejudiced. I mean, we suffer
every-all the faults of human nature. We convinced ourselves
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that Ghorbanifar was absolutely untrustworthy, but if you want us
to put him back on the polygraph, we will do that. And the re.
sults-well, go ahead.

Mr. KERR. And the results were obtained when the polygraph
was taken on the 11th on January.

Mr. GEORGE. He showed deception on 13 out of 15 questions. The
only questions he passed were his name and his nationality.

Mr. KzRR. We have at exhibit 52 another entry from Colonel
North's diary. This one is at Q-1440. It shows that at 12:20 p.m. on
the 13thJof January, you called Colonel North and said something
to the effect Ghorbanifar is lying on 13 of 15 items?

Mr. GEORGE. I am sure I did. Because I was under pressure from
Colonel North-it is not fair to say "pressure." Colonel North, as I
said yesterday, and I were on the phone with some regularity. Colo-
nel North, if I can phrase it this way, wanted Mr. Ghorbanifar to
pass his polygraph exam.

Mr. KERR. You wanted to make sure Colonel North got the mes-

r. GEORGE. I wanted him to get it from the horse's mouth that
one more time Mr. Ghorbanifar in the exact phraseology shows de-
ception on 13 out of 15 issues.

Mr. KERR. At the time you talked to Colonel North, were you
aware Colonel North was in the process of drafting a revision to a
Finding that had already been signed on about the 6th of January?

Mr. GEORGE. As I said to you yesterday, counsel, I am sort of the
fool here. I am playing the fool. It wasn't whether Colonel North
was drafting a Findin, using Ghorbanifar. The Governments of
Israel and the United States had been using Mr. Ghorbanifar since
the summer of 1985 to involve themselves in a highly complicated
international arms deal. So here is some guy running around talk-
ing about polygraph when two major nations have already taken
major foreign policy decisions based on his use.

Mr. Km. So at least with the benefit of 20-20 hindsight,you
perceive yourself having been participating in something of a cha-
rade at the time?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, you know, maybe I could have stopped it. I
could have really raised hell and convinced everything in Jerusa-
lem and Washington.

Mr. COHEN. Could you clarify, you were not aware at that time
that Israel and the United States had been involved in a major,
complicated arms deal?

Mr. GEORGE. At the time, no. But I am now--but in July of 1987,
I realize how silly I may have looked at the time.

Mr. KERR. It is that concept, that feeling of silliness, did anyone,
Casey or otherwise, explain to you why you were put through thatdrill?

Mr. GEORGE. William Casey-who was always kind and courteous
and a dear friend of mine and never, who never treated me other-
wise-listened carefully to my pleas about Mr. Ghorbanifar. And if
my memory serves me, I did something I rarely did with the Direc-
tor. He is the Director, and I had great faith in him. I said, "Bill, I
am not going to run this guy anymore," which means in our lan-
gauge, " will not handle him; he is a bum."
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And Casey said, "Well, look, he does-" see, there are levels of
Ghorbanifar. Ghorbanifar knows endless things: hit teams in
Europe, these Iranian terrorist centers [deleted], plans to over-
throw [deleted], all these different things. Bill Cosey said to me,
"he has what appears to be valuable terrorist infouination."

This is another problem. Terrorist information you cannot dis-
miss no matter how foolish it looks. You have got to take terrorist
information seriously even though you think who told you is crazy.

He said to me, t'would you mind if I had my National Intelli-
gence Officer for Counterterrorism meet with Mr. Ghorbanifar to
discuss terrorism?"

And I guess I said, "no, I don't mind."
Mr. KERR. Let me just jump out of sequence on that for a

moment. We discussed it again the other day. As to the terrorism
information that Mr. Ghorbanifar provided, not only as of January
13, but as of his meeting January 26 in England with Mr. Allen,
your people evaluated that information, did you not?

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Allen prepared and I think it is an exhibit, a
nine-page, single-spaced typewritten report based on a meeting that
he had in London in the Churchill Hotel with Mr. Ghorbanifar, 90
percent of which was Mr. Ghorbanifar's information on terrorism. I
think, counsel, correct me-I do not believe it is a document here
in my book-but the, the NE Division of the Operations Director-
ate wrote a four-page rebuttal of that particular meeting pointing
out the discrepancies, untruthfulness, lack of factuality in Mr.
Ghorbanifar's tale.

Mr. KERR. I think we have now put that in the book. I think ex-
hibit 57 is the memorandum you have in mind.

The bottom line, though, is that when your people who were
expert in this area evaluated the terrorism information of Mr.
Ghorbanifar, they essentially concluded it was junk; isn't that
right?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
Mr. KERR. All right. Now, let's come back to January 13, that

period of time.
Mr. GEORGE. We are in--
Mr. KERR. 1986.
Mr. GEORGE. 1986.
Mr. KERR. You have reached the conclusion Mr. Ghorbanifar

continues to be someone you don't want to do business with?
Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. KERR. And on January 16, or 17, you all put out a notice, the

Uperations Directorate, puTout a notice that says the CIA is going
to do no further business with Mr. Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. KERR. All right. We also know that that very day--
Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. KERR. -the President of the United States signed a Finding

that required you to do business with Ghorbanifar--
Mr. GEORGE. On the 18th after having sent a cable, we will do no

more business with Mr. Ghorbanifar, I was taken to the White
House and given a Finding which in its practical sense said you
will be doing business with Mr. Ghorbanifar.
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Mr. KERR. Now, as of the information you learned after the Find.
ing was signed, January 18, that period of time, do you today have
any knowledge as to whether the President of the United States
had been given the benefit of the analysis that your people did
have on Mr. Ghorbanifar as of that time?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not know.
Mr. Km. Thank you.
One other event that occurred at that period of time is that you

all told-you yourself told Mr. Casey that you didn't want to run
Mr. Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct, counsel.
Mr. KERR. He chose an alternative way of dealing with that; isn't

that correct? He chose Mr. Allen sort of as a case officer.
Mr. 'GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. KE. Mr. Allen, you previously testified, is a NIO, a Nation-

al Intelligence Officer?
Mr. GEORGE. National Intelligence Officer.
Mr. KERR. He has not been trained in or brought up in the Oper-

ations Directorate; is that correct?
Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. KERR. One of the other points that you made yesterday is

that Mr. Ghorbanifar was difficult for the CIA because he was very
difficult to handle, to control, correct?

Mr. GEORGE. He is as complex an individual as-I guess since he
has got us into the last 8 months-I have ever run into.

Mr. KERR. So in terms of a person for trained operation
Mr. GEORGE. There couldn't have been a better mismatch.
Mr. KERR. Your perception today, based on what ou told us pre-

viously, is that your decision to pull away from Mr. Ghorbanifar
and allow Mr. Allen to become his case officer may very well have
been a mistake?

Mr. GEORGE. I would have said to you 4 months ago it was a ter-
rible mistake; I should have fought with Casey, and said if we are
going to handle this guy, I'll handle him and I'll get three of the
meanest men I know alive and we'll handle him.

You see, all that was unimportant. It didn't matter what I said.
It didn't matter whether I said, let my 18-year-old daughter handle
him. They were already using him in a major international foreign
affairs activity, so as I said yesterday, I'm not playing with the
whole deck.

Mr. KERR. In terms of the potential risks of having someone like
Charlie Allen take on the responsibility for Ghorbanifar, do you
today know whether those risks were brought to the attention of
either the National Security Adviser or the President?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not.
Mr. KERR. In terms of what that leaves us, I would like to kind

of summarize where we have been in the period between June of
1985 and January of 1986 when you all got your assignments.

One of the things that you -ll are responsible for doing is collect-
ing information off American shores of things that relate to Ameri-
can foreign policy and risks to the national security; isn't that

ir GEORGE. We are the primary collector of human intelligence
outside the continental United States.
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Mr. KER. So knowing what's going on beyond our borders is a
big part of yourportfolio?

Mr. GEORGE. Sometimes we make it, sometimes we don't.
Mr. KERR. In this situation we have a situation where, for a vari-

etyof reasons, you didn't know what was going on.
Mr. GEORGE. We knew less about what was going on in Washing-

ton than we did overseas.
Mr. KERR. You were being cut off inside your own capital from

information that would allow you to know what was going on out-
side; isn't that right?

Mr. GEORGE. In September of 1985, Bill Casey had me, John
McMahon, Bob Gates in his office, and Bill Casey said, "I've just
had a strange meeting in the White House. Bud McFarlane in-
forms me that the Israelis have approached them, the Israelis have
established a contact with Iranian interests, and these contacts
could lead to an opening of a dialogue with certain Iranians and to
release of hostages. But the Israelis have one demand: CIA not be
informed." And there was a twinkle in Casey's eye and he said, "I
wonder what in hell this is all about."[Dleted].Mr.IKERR. Let me just try to crystallize the points. Your job was

made tougher. You were blinded by the lack of information.
Mr. GEORGE. I don't want to appear-I'm not going to sit here

and say, my God, I didn't know a thing, I'm an innocent'child in
the woods. An important policy decision was made between the
Government of Israel and the Government of the United States to
ship arms to Iran for the purpose of getting hostages and getting a
dialogue. It was decided to do that within the White House with
only, in January, the technical support of the CIA.

Mr. KERR. But what that means is that the professional skill and
expertise that was within your Operational Directorate--

Mr. GEORGE. Was not used properly.
Mr. KERR. And it was not brought to the attention of the Presi-

dent?
Mr. GEORGE. I do not know what the President knew.
Mr. KERR. Let's go to your relationship with Colonel North for a

moment. From going through his diaries, it is apparent that you
had numerous contacts with the Colonel.

Mr. GEORGE. When he was in town, I must have talked to Colo-
nel North, almost always phone contacts and/or meetings in the
White House of many people, I have rarely had a meeting alone
with Colonel North, maybe two or three times, but, yes, week in,
week out, if the Colonel were here, if I were here, we talked to
each other.

Mr. KERR. There is a curiosity with the diaries. There is a great
deal of reference to you in 1985 and very little in 1986. Did you
have less contact with him from your recollection in 1986?

Mr. GEORGE. Let me try to put in a framework what my dealings
were with North, and I'm sure under the questioning of members
and others, we can get into this deeper.

North was very good with me in discussing Central America, and
I know I'll be asked whatever he was doing. He didn't talk to me
about Central America. My Central American discussions with
him, if I may say so-we picked-let me digress a little bit.
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The North relationship is important. I picked with John McMa-
hon's-John McMahon picked, I picked, we picked and forced into
Bill Casey's office the appointment of [CICATFI in September of
1984 to run the Central American Task Force because we smelled
it was going to be the most difficult job in our directorate, and boy,
were we right. I had a terrible problem of personalities with North
and [C/CATI. They tripped over each other in that they are both
terribly dynamic operators, and [C/CATF3 would come to me and
complain that Ollie was moving into his turf and Ollie would call
me and say, "Goddamn [C/CATFJ." It was never weapons; this was
just politics in Central America which we were legay allowed to
be participating in. That never ended, and I was sort of a referee
between these two very strong personalities in a sort of general
commander way. You will make it, don't worry, he's a good guy.

Secondly, the real business that North and I did, and we did in-
tensely through late 1984 and early on through 1985, was hostages.
He became the hostage focal point in the White House and I took,
as you know from reading my depositions, great personal interest
in the hostage affair, because of Buckley, [deleted] and because
American lives are important to us. Yes, that did taper off in 1986,
because I think-and this is just a guess, counisel-North became
more a d more involved in Iranian affairs.[Dleted].

M.Kmm. We now know today, however, that Colonel North en-
gaged in certain operational activities of his own. Do you have any
knowledge of taking this, what you describe as a romantic notion,
and taking it towards implementation?

Mr. GEORGE. No.
D eleted].

M KU. One other aspect of North's relationships. Did you
become familiar with or acquainted with North's relationship with
Director Casey?

Mr. GEORGE. I knew they knew each other well. I remember sit-
ting in the office and hearing Ollie North call Casey and talk to
him and Casey would talk to him. They were, I think, among us,
that Oliver North, and he's a friend of mine, had guts in approach-
ing anybody anywhere anytime in any conditions without any con-
cern about their title, rank-you know, we all grew up that you
don't just storm into the CEO's office the third day with the compa-
ny, and Ollie did it. Bill Casey liked Ollie North. We all did.

Mr. K=R. An impression I have from talking to people in your
directorate is they came away with the impression that-was it
your impression that in talking to Colonel North, Director Casey
would learn very quickly of the conversation, that that was a way
of talking to the Director?

Mr. GEORGE. If Ollie talked to-
Mr. Kwm. If you talked to Colonel North, would your conversa-

tion be related to Director Casey by Colonel North?
Mr. GEORGE. It was evident in my relations with Ollie, it became

evident-I haven't read all the PRO F notes. I have read some of
those in the back of the Tower Commission Report. Ollie wasted no
time. If I gave him the wrong answer, he called Bill Casey to see if
he could get it changed.
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On many occasions, I said, "Ollie, you're out of your GD mind,
I'm not taking the responsibility for that." He would then get back
to me by going to Poindexter or McFarlane and -they would go to
Casey and sometimes Casey would make another decision.

Mr.KERR. So I get perceptions clear, did you come away over
time with the impression that Colonel North, when he asked for
something, was in all likelihood going to be backed up by the Direc-
tor?

Mr. GEORGE. No. We had plenty of fight-outs, Ollie and I, over
things, especially the hostages things. When I knew about it and I
took him on, I could get my way with Bill Casey.

Mr. KERR. Let me turn to another area completely, and that is
the testimony that you gave to the House Permanent Select Com-
mittee on Intelligence on October 14, 1986. You will recall that
that testimony was given shortly after the Hasenfus plane was shot
down.

Mr. GEORGE. I do, sir.
Mr. KERR. And you will recall that you made an opening state-

ment in which you, at page 4, stated categorically that the Central
Intelligence Agency was not involved directly or indirectly in ar-
ranging, directing or facilitating resupply missions conducted by
private individuals in support of the Nicaraguan Democratic Re-
sistance.

Do you recall making that statement?
Mr. GEORGE. I know I did.
Mr. KERR. Whatever you knew then, as of today, you know that

that statement is incorrect?
Mr. GEORGE. The statement-let me try to-I don't want to say

that I know that statement is incorrect. Let me tell you what I
think and then jump me.

As an institution, the Central Intelligence Agency did not basi-
cally organize and conduct the Hasenfus flight or the other highly
complicated private-benefactor activities. Yes, you are right. Read-
ing it legally and tightly, and I will apologize, I would like to apolo-
getorSenator Cohen, and if he were here, I would apologize to
SenatorNunn. You could say I was wrong.

One, I did not know about the [Castillo] incident. And two, techni-
cally speaking, we had received permission a year before to pass
vectoring information through the FDN, which would then get in
the hands of the private benefactors. I am told it is an incidental
detail that the Hasenfus flight did not receive that information.
But technically, I apologize. I m wrong.

In a larger sense, I would like to tell you, because I spent every
breathing minute from 1 October 1984 to this date, it was not the
overall attention or activity of the CIA to direct or participate in
the Hasenfus flight.

Mr. KERR..Let me add one other thought, though. Apart from
[Castillo], we have now developed, and you all have developed
through your IG, information relati to [deleted], who's known as
[deleted], and t0 [deleted], relating to the transportation of lethal
equipment using CIA helicopters in the period after the Sandinista
incursion in approximately April of 1986 and for a considerable
period after that.
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You have only recently learned of that activity; isn't that cor-
rect?

Mr. GEORGE. The [Castillo] activity came out in November, De-
cember, January of '86-'87. The [deleted] activity came out in
March or April, I guess, counsel. Yes, recently, andI am the most
bewildered man in the world about [deleted]. I don't quite know
what happened there.

Mr. KERR. Insofar as ammunition and weapons were being trans-
ferred in helicopters out of [deleted], that would have been a viola-tion of polcy

Mr. ti ORGf. It is certainly a violation of our licy.

Mr. KERR. Apart from what the Agency itself was doing, you also
were present when Mr. Abrams was asked some questions, which
appear at page 17 of the transcript.

Chairman Hamilton asked whether or not the same denial ap-
plies to the U.S. Government across the board. You said that you
couldn't speak for the entire U.S. Government, simply for the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency.

Mr. Abrams did not have that qualm. He, in essence, said that he
could speak for the Government, and that that activity had not
taken place.

As of the time that you were listening to Mr. Abrams make that
statement, you knew that statement was not correct; didn't you?

Mr. GEORGE. I was surprised he made the statement. I don't deal
with Mr. Abrams often. He deals with the chief of our Latin Amer-
ican Division. My contacts at the State Department are Ambassa-
dor Abramowitz and Ambassador Armacost.

You know, I perceived that the National Security Council was
and had been in some manner participating in some way in supply-
ing the Contras, and that had grown on me. I saw it sort of coming
when I was Director of Congressional Affairs in the spring of 1984
when talk began, can't we get private support if we lose the Boland
fight.

Everbody-Bill Casey, Ollie North, certainly the rest of the
White House-never talked to me about it. They were very good
about it. People could have started telling me things, and I could
have been put in a very embarrassing position. They didn't.

I was surprised that Abrams made that statement. It was so cate-
gorical.

The question is, should I leap up and say, "hold it, Elliott, what
about-excuse me, all you members of HPSCI, but Elliott and I are
now going to discuss what we know about"-I didn't have the guts
to do it or I didn't do it.

Mr. KERR. The members may want to pursue that with you.
My question is less on jumping up and down and more on what

ou knew at the time. You knew as of October, 1986, that Colonel
north had a direct and indeed controlling interest in the aircraft

and the like that were being used by the private benefactors.
Mr. GEORGE. I wouldn't use those words. I would never say he

had a direct and controlling interest. I never said that.
Mr. KERR. Is it not a fact per your testimony in deposition that

Colonel North had offered to sell to the CIA through you the air-
craft of his project in Central America?

Mr. GEORGE. As we reached the end of fiscal year 1986-

75-938 - 88 - 8
4
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Mr. KE. So that would have been-
Mr. GEORGE.-and the vote was perceived by the White House

that [deleted]. I don't have a date, but as you and I have discussed
I received a phone call from Colonel North. He didn't say to me, "i
own, control, run, manage and fully have these airplanes." He said,
"Would you like to buy some airplanes?" And he discussed the pri-
vate-benefactor airplanes.

Mr. KmER. In terms of placing that in time, that would have oc-
curred before October 14, 1986, correct? The new fiscal year had
begun at that point?

Mr.GEORGE. You have studied it. I can't argue with you. You
know what my thinking was, I wouldn't buy those planes if they
were the last three planes in Central America.

Mr. KERR. Yes, sir. The other point that I wanted to make sure
gets fleshed out, Colonel North was offering to sell the aircraft, not
give them to you.

Mr. GEORGE. God bless poor Colonel North. Everything was his,
the world is mine, I'm going to see the President, I'm going to see
the King, I'm goingto fly down to Central America anLhave a pri-
vate conference. How would you like some tickets to the Redskins
game? Christ-Colonel North calls me up and says, "How would
you like to buy my airplanes?" I guess what I'm saying, counsel, is,
were I to have been so foolish as to say yes, I'll buy your airplanes,
I'm not sure he could even produce any airplanes.

Mr. Km. You did not go and kick the tires on the car, I under-
stand. But your perception was that he was asking the CIA-

Mr. GEORGE. Would the CIA please buy back all the equipment
that the private benefactors had put together in Central America
now that the administration had achieved its goal of renewing (de-
leted] financial support to the Contras in Central America.

Mr. KE. Similarly you were familiar that earlier in time, Colo-
nel North had been the one that offered to rent to the CIA the
vessel the Erria; isn't that correct?

Mr. GEORGE. Colonel North met with a very-that is not fair-
level officer. Well, there was a series of meetings. I thought
they were in 1985, and thanks to you I had a chance to check; it
was in 1986, a series of meetings [deleted].

gDe leted].
liver North arrives on the scene-you have dates-and just

hustles out of me and a couple of guys in the situation room that
he can get me a ship. I'm not speaking against Colonel North. I do
not want any equipment that Colonel North has.

Mr. Km. One of the reasons that you didn't want this particu-
lar piece of equipment-

Mr. GEORGE. Although it only cost $200,000 I got to rent it for a
million and a half a month, so it was not the best deal I'd ever have
worked for the taxpayers.

Mr. KE. On October 14, 1986, when Mr. Abrams is making
these statements, you may not know who actually has title to these
pieces of equipment-

Mr. GEORGE. Colonel North, I knew long before that, even with-
out the evidence, counsel, that you're bringing correctly, yes. I
don't know about [C/CATF] testimony, but it became evident to [CI
CA TFJ and to me, and back to what I said, when John McMahon
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and I picked [C/CA TFJ, it became evident in the fall of 1984 that
we were going to get into deep, deep water and that someone some-
where in the National Security Council was going to certainly sup-
port the Contras and they were going to seek private funding.

We assumed Ollie knew about it. Ollie would say in a telephone
conversation "Oh, my God, I got to get out of the Central Ameri-
can thing." And I am neither a coward saying, "don't you ever say
that to me again," nor a fool and say, 'oh,-tell me what you're
doing," and he never did.

I assume, thanks to this committee and all that has gone on, we
now know a lot about it.

Mr. Kmia. Thank you, Mr. George.
Mr. Chairman, I'm finished.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Genzman, do you have any questions

at this time?
Mr. GzNzM"w. I do not at this time, sir.
Chairman HAM!LTON. We will begin, then, with the principal

questioners, Senator Inouye.
Chairman INOLUE. Senator Cohen.
Can I make an announcement at this time, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman HAmLTON. Senator Inouye.
Chairman INoUYE. I would like to announce to the members of

the Senate panel that we will have a special meeting in the ante-
room during the 10:30 break.

Chairman HAMILTON. I will make an announcement at this time,
too. The House members will meet immediately after the end of
the morning session to consider some immunity questions. And I
would announce this as woll: There is a closed session with Admi-
ral Poindexter, for any interested members, in room 219 of the
Hart Building at 1:30 this afternoon. The subject matter, I am told
by Mr. Liman, is very limited in nature and the meeting will be
quite brief, I presume.

Mr. LIMAN. About half an hour.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Liman estimates about a half hour.
Senator Cohen, you may proceed.
Mr. COHEN. Perhaps the record should show that Mr. George en--

gaged in a deep huddle before responding to the chairman calling
upon me, and secondly, the record should note that he is sporting a
Boothbay Harbor tan, which I am told-

Mr. GEORGE. I would urge everyy to hurry there, but that
would be a terrible thing to say right now.

Mr. COHEN. You indicated you were quite surprised that Elliott
Abrams made a statement before the House Intelligence Commit-
tee that no one in the U.S. Government had any knowledge about
U.S. participation direct or indirect with respect to the Hasenfus
matter, and that you remained silent.

[C/CATFI testified yesterday that he sat there at the same table
and decided he wasn't going to be the first one to break rank, that
he was aware the statement was incorrect as well, but that he felt
as the junior member of that team he should not be the first one to
step forward.

You may recall that I asked Elliott Abrams during the open ses-
sions whether or not he felt betrayed by a number of different
people, particularly apparently since there were some sitting at the
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same table who knew what he was saying was incorrect. I believe
he indicated at the time, yes, he had even called the White House
to say, "Is this the White House line, am I doing the right thing,"
before he made the statement.

The question I have is in response to what you said today. You
said, I guess I didn't have the guts to challenge Elliott Abrams at
that hearing. The question I raise is, why not?

I must tell you, and we know this, you and I have been at many
individual meetings, had a panel of witnesses, sometimes one of us
will pose a question and there will be a conference between the
members and saying, wait a minute, don't say this, don't say that.
It is done all the time. It is done all the time at a conference.
Whenever you have a tripartite panel as such, there is always kind
of a little conference in response to a question that one of us might
pose.

Why at that moment, when something as critical as the issue of
U.S. involvement in Nicaragua was posed by the House Intelli-
gence Committee, didn't you at that point just pull Elliott aside
and say, "Hold on a second; you're making a statement which is
not correct"?

Mr. GEORGE. Two things. Excuse me.
I was overly-I don't want to use the word "obsessed." I don't

like it. Overly taken with trying to protect the Central Intelligence
Agency.

Whatever my strengths and weaknesses, I bopped around a lot of
time, you have, too, we know the troubles we were in in the seven-
ties. I was almost megalomaniacal in trying to prove one thing.
That we were not involved in that activity because it would have
been illegal.

That was the thrust of my testimony to the HPSCI and you may
or may not recall I made the same sort of statements, if you don't I
will tell you-to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in front
of whom I also appeared. I perceived my charter too small. I really
took off out of the building to come down here on the Hill and
make that point, that we were not doing it.

Secondly, I found the statements so categorical on the part of
Mr. Abrams, it wasn't sort of well, we are not in the State Depart-
ment and maybe they are not here in that. It was so categorical, it
was the sort of thought that went through my mind-excuse me,
Elliott, but maybe you are the only guy in town that hasn't heard
this news. You know, there's a three inch Nexis press run about
Ollie North and the Contras. There was a staff meeting, if I under-
stand correctly, between the HPSCI and Ollie North somewhere in
the summer of 1986, discussing Ollie North and the Contras. I've
just-I'm just sort of amazed, and yes, I can only apologize that I
didn't sort of say-and we have, Senator, and I know we have, be-
cause you and I have been at this a long time. Off the record,
please, couldn't you discuss something with Elliott. I didn't. I
should have.

Mr. Comm. Well, Elliott went back to the State Department and
apparently some of his aides said Elliott, you may have misled the
committee in terms of another appearance on the Hill.
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Mr. GEORGE. It's a terribly categorical statement that no one in
the Government of the United States of America is involved Ln any
way whatsoever with the Contras.

Mr. COHEN. On another occasion he testified before the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence and was asked a question by Sen-
ator Bradley concerning solicitations. He omitted the Brunei solici-
tation. He went back to the State Department and apparently he
was concerned enough about it, he wanted to correct the record in
December of 1986. I'm just wondering in terms of what happened
with Elliott Abrams when he made a misstatement or didn't reveal
something to the committee that he should have, he was corrected
; b his superiors as such and suggested that he come back to the

I'm curious in terms of that particular session that you all had
with the HPSCI, didn't someone either [C/CAT discuss this with
you, say, "Wait a minute, we have got the [Castilo] vector informa-
tion activity, that that statement that E liott made is not quite
right; perhaps we should take this up with the HPSCI on a follow-
ing day.

"Should we call Chairman Stokes and say look, this wasn't quite
accurate. We were sitting there. We remained silent. We were not
asked the question. Had we been asked, we might have said this,
but we think you should know about the following."

Why wasn't that done?
Mr. GEORGE. Why there was no followup, Senator Cohen, I am

unable to answer.
Excuse me. [Deleted] reminds me-well, he knows more about

Central America than I do. I'm sure you don't mind me having this
three-way conversation for a moment.

My statement that the CIA had no involvement whatsoever with
the Hasenfus flight, as you know, was later corrected, both with
the HPSCI and- with the SSCI after we found out the information
about [Castillo]. I think the question was why didn't we correct El-
liott Abrams' statement.

Mr. COHEN. The problem I have is that at the time he made a
statement, you know-if you didn't know, certainly [C/CATFJ knew
that we, through [Castillo], were, in fact, providing flight vector in-
formation directly to the Contras. Isn't that true?

Mr. GEORGE. We learned afterwards that [Castillo]-I guess we
knew before that [Castillo] had provided it directly. We learned
afterwards he had provided more of it, and we knew that we had
provided it indirectly through [deleted] and the FDN radio cutouts.
That's correct, Senator Cohen.

Mr. COHEN. It was known that he had provided flight vector in-
formation at the time Elliott was making a statement. It wasn't
you had to wait--

Mr. GEORGE. It was not you had to wait, check the books, or call
your grandmother. You are quite right. I agree with you.

Mr. COHEN. The problem is that we were acting-the problem I
have is in your statement that you had this megalomaniacal desire
to protect the Agency, is that in that desire to protect the Agency,
you may have, in fact, undermined its credibility in terms of people
coming up to the Hill and dealing with the oversight committees
and saying, now we have to go through a litany of questions.
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Say, Mr. George, I am going to ask you these questions. [C/CAT2%, 1 wantyou to say the same thing for the record. Everyone,You will now have to answer the precise question, maybe under

oath, maybe not. I mean that is a way in which we start to unravel
the integrity of the Agency through the oversight process.

Mr. GEORGE. I deeply appreciate what you are saying.
Mr. COHEN. OK. Would you go back and discuss some of Colonel

North's proposals? I think you have described him as a fairly ener-
getic, creative, full of ingenuity as well as zeal in terms of trying to
deal with issues. [Deleted].

Meleted].
MCOHEN. What about the proposal of having the Contras grab

a piece of land in Nicaragua, holdit,go down fighting with guns
blazing a la the Alamo and then thereby rally congressional sup-
port to cr.)me to their aid or watch them be totally destroyed.

Mr. GEORGE. I am familiar with that thanks to these hearings,
sir. I never-

Mr. COHEN. Never heard of that one?
Mr. GEORGE. They never allowed me to participate in that one.
Mr.COHtEN. In view of the kind of creativity taking place [delet-

ed], what about the diversion itself? What is wrong with a plan
that was conceived by either Colonel North, the Israelis, Ghorbani-
far, maybe Secord, of selling the weapons once the decision was
made by the President on January 17, 1986, selling weapons, in-
creasing the price, have enough left over after Ghorbanifar got his
substantial cut, to put money to the other major program that the
NSC was charged with running?

Mr. GEORGE. You do not sell U.S. Government equipment to
make a profit, to engage in international activities that are neither
authorized nor appropriated by the U.S. Congress. I don't want to
sound like a Mickey Mouse, but-

Mr. COHEN. You said that so quickly that I am wondering. Is that
pretty standard faith of the CIA you would never allow this to take
place to sell U.S. property at a profitmaking price so you could use
it for another purpose?

Mr. GEORGE. I'm sure that we in the CIA without proper au-
thorization would not sell U.S. Government property for a profit.
That's a very large subject, and I'd be here long.

Mr. COHEN. Explain the difference to me of what you just said. I
asked you what was wrong with it? You gave an answer.

Mr. GEORGE. What was wrong with this-this is--
Mr. COHEN. I just want clarification.
Mr. GEORGE. This is Clair George's half minute, personal opinion.
Mr. COHEN. You are the one in charge of covert operations.
Mr. GEORGE. We are engaged in covert operations with the au-

thorization and approval and appropriation of funds of the U.S.
Con press

We obviously conduct many-and you and I have been in many
roundabouts where we didn't get the proper approval, where we
didn't do what we said we did, but we do our best. The activity that
we are 1ookn into today was neither authorized nor appropriated.
It contained private funds. They were spent for actives that the
Congress was not engaged in and I think it might have been for
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activities that were not properly-5-year hearings have proven to
me-were not properly vetted through the senior Executive Branch
of the Executive of the United States.

At the bottom of it is you cannot take U.S. weapons and just go
out and sell them for a profit and use the profits as you see fit.

Mr. COHEN. What I am saying is that is pretty well accepted at
the Agency.

Mr. GEORGE. That's the gospel. That's the way you and I worked
together for 6 years. I can't work any other way. I know I screw it
up now and then, but I do my best to make it work that way.

Mr. COHEN. The point is it's a matter of doctrine at the Agency:
you simply do not dothis?

Mr. GEORGE. With U.S. funds. I don't spend U.S. funds or use
U.S. property without proper authorization.

Mr. COHEN. If you sell U.S. property at a profit, that money be-
longs to the United States.

Mr. GEORGE. [Deleted].
You know that. You have allowed me to do that. I do that.
Mr. COHEN. The second tenet I assume at the Agency is you

never allow the mixing of two covert activities so that one ends up
funding the other?

Mr. GEORGE. That is illegal. It is not illegal. It's against the rules
of the plans.

[Deleted] in the comptroller's office runs [deleted] program. He
runs [deleted] program. We don't yank it out of [deleted] and ship it
to [deleted].

Mr. COHEN. Because one of the dangers inherent in such a combi-
nation of the two covert actions, in using one covert action to fund
another, is that inevitably you have a conflict of interest arise, do
you not?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, that was not where-I was looking at it more
that that would be improper. You have authorized me one million
dollars to [deleted]. I take $50,000 and take it off to [deleted] anddeletedd, I have not done what I have been authorized to do either
by my own leadership or the authorizing, appropriating process of
the US. Congress.

Mr. COHEN. OK. My time is running short. I will try and close
this part of it rather quickly.

In any event, it is pretty well established at the Agency that at
your level, and I would assume all the way through the Director,
you simply do not conduct covert actions in this fashion. You do
not allow the inflation of the price of the sale of weapons to then
be used for a purpose not otherwise authorized?

Mr. GEORGE. Correct.
Mr. COHEN. Can you conceive of why the Director would have

agreed to such a proposal? If he did?
Mr. GEORGE. Did he?
Mr. COHEN. I am asking you whether or not in your experience

in dealing with Director Casey he would have approved of such a
diversion of the proceeds for an off-the-shelf, independent, stand-
alone fund to be used for other covert activities in the Middle East
or to use a portion of the funds for the Nicaraguan Resistance?

Mr. GEORGE. The off-the-shelf, stand-alone, run-yourself spy serv-
ice, which I had never heard of until, thanks to you, I heard of it as
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I understood it was sort of'a self-generating private business, hope-
fully not making its money on arms. All of those things, to answer
your question, sir, my experience with Bill Casey was absolute. He
would never have approved it.

Mr. Comm. I've got many more questions, Mr. Chairman. I will
forgo them at this point.

Chairman HAmLTON Senator, I will be glad to yield some time to
you at a later point if you like.

Mr. Boland is recognized for 20 minutes.
Mr. BOLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Clair.
Mr. GEORGE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BoUND. A number of these questions you probably have an-

swered, but I find it rather troubling with the CIA officials who
have been up here, with Duane Clarridge, [C/CA TFi, and now you,
the inability to not recollect, not to remember, or to indicate when

ou were giving some answers here that you trail off into a blah,
lah, blah, about what you knew or what you didn't know.
In my experience, as you know well, in my experience as the

chairman of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelli-
gence, I found the officials of the CIA to be very cooperative during
that period of time, some 7 years. And because of that cooperation,
I think that the intelligence community, particularly the CIA
would agree, that the communication between the intelligence com-
munity and the Congress was at probably its highest point in years
as a result of our cooperation and also the Senate s cooperation
with what the intelligence community demanded and what it re-
quired during that period of time to build back its ability to give
the kind of service that the intelligence community should give and
essential service to the Government on intelligence.

Because without the CIA and the DIA, and the NSA, the ability
to meet some of the problems around the world and inform this
Nation or its leaders about what is going on, of course, is impossi-
ble.

So I am going to ask a few questions that you responded to, but I
would like to get perhaps a little clearer answer on some of the re-
sponses that you gave.

First of all, let me ask the question: How many CIA personnel
were assigned to the National Security Council? If I read it correct-
ly you had [deleted], who is the Deputy Chief of the Near East Divi-
sion, in some of the problems. And then he was replaced by Mr.
Cave who, as I understand it, was a consultant to the CIA but was
brought back on the payroll of the CIA after he became a-after he
joined the NSC and was tasked by North on particular areas. Then
Mr. Allen.

Is that correct? Are there any more?
Mr. GEORGE. [Deleted] was our Deputy Chief of our Near East Di-

vision and after the Finding you are quite correct, on three occa-
sions he went to Europe for meetings including Mr. Ghorbanifar
and then, es, you are correct, Mr. Cave, who is a retiree with full
FarsiandIan experience, went to meetings after that. That's
correct.

Mr. BoLro. Now you will note that-I am sure you do know be-
cause some of the CIA people I'm sure have informed you on the
questions that were asked of Duane Clarridge and also [C/CATI].
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One of the most troubling questions was the response given by them
and also by you with reference to the-in the so-called full prohi-
bition Boland Amendment which was enacted into law in October
1984. As you know that law forbade the CIA from supplying any
direct or indirect assistance to military or paramilitary operations
in Nicaragua.

Although the strictures of the law were loosened over the next 2
years, first to allow for the provision of humanitarian aid and then
to allow for the exchange of certain types of intelligence informa-
tion, communications equipment, and infrastructure support, the
CIA could not provide any military assistance to the Contras from
October 1st, 1984 through October 18th of 1986.

Mr. GEORGE. That's correct.
Mr. BOLAND. In your deposition, you testified that there were in-

tense discussions in the CIA after the enactment of each Boland
Amendment. At what level were those discussions held? Did you
participate? Did Casey? Did the General Counsel or a representa-
tive of that office participate? And what kinds-what kind of guid-
ance was provided to CIA personnel in Central America as to what
they could do and could not do with respect to the Contras between
October 1984, and October of 1986? And would you provide for the
record copies of any written instructions sent to [deleted] in Cen-
tral America on compliance with the Boland Amendments in effect
during this period?

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Chairman, of course I will.
I do believe many of those written instructions are now a matter

of record of this committee, but I will assure that they are. If you
like--

Mr. BOLAND. In substance what were they? In a relatively short
time. We don't have much time up here.

Mr. GEORGE. Beginning the first of October, 1984, we accepted
the absolute total and complete cutoff of any support whatsoever
to the Contras, and I believe there are a series of cables from my
office, from the Latin American office, from the Central American
Task Force. [Deleted] says-this is dated 12 October 1984. "We are
in the process of obtaining the legal reading as to what we can and
cannot do in our dealings with the FDN in light of this Congres-
sional action. Until such a reading is obtained, all field stations are
to cease and desist with actions which can be construed to be pro-
viding '-Kh5type of support, either direct or indirect, to the various
entities with whom we dealt under the [deleted]"-which was our
previous paramilitary program. "All future contact with those enti-
ties are until further notice to be solely-repeat solely-for the
purpose of collecting positive and/or counterintelligence informa-
tion of interest to the U.S. Government."

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you. That is a rather positive direction. Let
me ask you: This committee has received evidence indicating that
[Castillo] was an integral part of the operation to supply Contra
units in the field with weapons and ammunition, in the so-called
Secord supply operation. When did you first become aware of
(Castillo's] activities and from what source?

Mr. GEORGE. There was great concern as the amendment was
modified over the years as to what we were allowed to do, and I
think we were very cautious and very careful to read-
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Mr. BOLAND. Was there really any great concern in that prod,
from October 1984 to October of 1986 with respect to the kd of
activities [Castillo] was engaged in in (deleted]?

Mr. GEORGE. Chairman Boland, yes, sir. Yes. There was no other
issue that we worried more about.

Mr. BoLum. Would you quarrel with my description of what
[Castillo]-that.[Castillo] was engaged in what one could say was a
militaroperation down there?

Mir.zoR.M. I would say that [Castillo'sJ activities were against
the procedures and the regulations of this directorate.

Mr. BoL"D. All right.
Mr. GEORGE. I would also-and I would-you haven't asked me,

but there 's a lot to be said for [Castillo] and the problems that he
faced.

Mr. BoLAN. Well, when did you first become aware of [Castillo's]
activities and from what source?

Mr. GEORGE. I first became aware of the fact that [Castillo] had a
radio and was transmitting independent information to Oliver
North in late October 1986. I became aware in the summer that
[Castillo] had possible-had one or two direct contacts by telephone
with the private benefactors in [deleted].

Mr. BoLAxw. How did you learn this information?
Mr. GEORGE. I learnedthe information about his contacts with

the people in [deleted] from [C/CA TFJ, who had just returned from
a trip to Central America where he had found out either directly
from [Castillo] or from [Castillo's] associates.

Mr. BOLAND. I take it [C/CATFJ informed you?
Mr. GEORGE. He informed me of everything.
Mr. BOLA". Did you inform Mr. Casey of [Castillo's] activities?
Mr. GEORGE. I certainly did.
Mr. BOLAND. Colonel North testified that he thought you were

aware of his Contra activities while they were ongoing.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Boland, I read that remark that Colonel North

made about me. I would repeat what I have said previously. First
of all, Colonel North was the National Security Council's point
man in Central America. You dealt overtly and openly with Colo-
nel North in Central America no matter what the issue was.

Mr. BOLAND. And you dealt with him frequently on the tele-
phone?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes, sir. It was my impression that Colonel North
was aware of, if not involved in, some of the private benefactor ac-
tivity.

Mr. BoLAD. The testimony that the committees have is [Castillo]
did not believe that his activities were secret, and he left the im-
pression that anyone reading the cables would have been aware of
precisely what he was doing, how he was doing it and at whose di-
rection. If that is so, how do you account for [C/CATFJ failure to
provide you with information about them early on?

Mr. GEORGE. I think there is some question as to-there is a de-
batable point as to whether [C/CA TF]-excuse me, [Castillo's] traf-
fic, his telegrams and cables from [deleted], were explicit in the ac-
tivities he was engaged in, and I have not made a study of those
cables, and we have them, and they are in your possession. And I
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would sit down with you, sir, or anybody on the staff. I am not sure
it is as clear as you describe it.

I would like to make a point about [Castillo]. He is ai, outstand-
ing Central Intelligence Agency case officer.

Mr. BOLAND. And believable?
Mr. GEORGE. He is a friend of mine. [Castillo] became emotional-

ly involved in a situation which I am not sure any of us can
handle, and that is the pressure of lives of people in a war.

Secondly, [Castillo] faced something of interest to me that no one
in the history of the American spy service has ever faced, and that
is that you get someone to arrive at your [deleted] and say, "I have
been sent there by the White House, and I have a whole different
set of rules for you in addition to the ones from the CIA." I think
[Castillo] was put in an absolutely impossible situation.

Yes, he did violate the procedures of our organization, but there
is ameliorating factors in that.

Mr. BOLAND. Did you or did [C/CATF] ever give [Castillo] reason
to believe that you intended to look the other way concerning his
involvement with the North-Secord operation?

Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely not.
Mr. BOLAND. You testified in your deposition that you had been

instrumental in placing [C/CA TFJ in the job as Chief of the Central
American Task Force.

Mr. GEORGE. Correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BoLAm. [C/CATF] was a CIA representative on the RIG on

Central America, and North represented the NSC.
Mr. GEORGE. That is correct, sir.
Mr. BoAm. You knew North from your days in Congressional

affairs. What did you tell [C/CATF] about North? When you put
[C/CA TF] on as the Chief of the Central American Task Force, ou
had some personal knowledge of the personality of North. id
you-

Mr. GEORGE. I told-John McMahon and I went to Casey and
told him the time had come to bring new leadership into the Latin
American Division in the Central American Task Force. We told
him that the strongest, most capable, most accomplished officer
who could run what was going to be our most difficult job, which it
has been, was [C/CATFJ, although he had had no experience in
Latin America. When he took that job, I am sure I told him that
Oliver North was a very powerful, very strong, hyperactive, busy,
active man in Centeral America and that he had to watch it be-
cause in the fall of 1984, both of these players were walking
through the same territory doing different things, as we now know.

Mr. BOLAND. Did [C/CATF] keep you informed about the activi-
ties of the RIG? Did he ever mention information to you North
might have disclosed about his activities on behalf of the Contras?

Mr. GEORGE. The information, as described to this committee or
associated with this committee's hearings, that somehow Colonel
North advised the RIG of his activities in some detail, I do not be-
lieve, in the context of the RIG that [C/CA TFJ attended.

[C/CA TFi kept me advised of the briefings at RIGs and never
under any occasion in those 2Y years did he say Ollie North sat
down and briefed us about all his activities in Central America.
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Mr. BOLAND. You testified, I think, today that you had some un-
derstanding of the kinds of things that North was doing for the
Contras. What was the basis for your understanding of the kind of
things he was doing?

Mr. GEORGES Mr. Chairman, I don't mean t. be in any way less
than fair. I find it amazing that anyone in this town who claims
that they were involved, watched, followed or were concerned with
Central America would then be shocked to find out that Oliver
North was deeply engaged down there. It was a matter of public
newspaper record.

Mr. BoA". Yes, but what I am asking, the question is about
the kind of things that North was doing for the Contras, and the
reason, of course, the question is obvious, whether or not-

Mr. GEORGE. My final assumption was that Colonel North some-
how, somewhere, someplace, some way was engaged in seeking sup-
port or knew about the seeking of private support for lethal aid to
the Contras, which would have been directly in opposition to your
amendment of 1984.

Mr. BOLAND. But the CIA was helping him?
Mr. GEOR.-E. The CIA was not helping him.
Mr. BOLAND. Obviously the CIA was helping him in [deleted]?
Mr. GEORGE. I did not know that.
Mr. BOLAND. That was his operation.
Mr. GEORGE. I did not know that.
Mr. BOLAND. This was pursued with Duane Clarridge, and let me

pursue it with you, and I am sure you will have an answer that
will be satisfactory.

Did Mr. Casey, or to your knowledge, any other CIA official, ever
discuss approaching [deleted] with a proposal in which they would
support the Contras during the pendency of the Boland Amend-
ments in exchange for [deleted]?

Mr. GEORGE. There is a very famous trip of Mr. Clarridge to [de-
leted] in the spring of 1984.I am told, I have not read the cable
traffic, this committee has it, that there was an indication that Mr.
Clarridge was to discuss with [deleted] the general situation in
Latin America, and [deleted].

I am also told there was a countermanding cable sent by Mr.
McMahon which said you will not do that. I would only say that at
the time that I was not involved with this directorate, I had a job
outside-I was Director of Congressional Relations. I did not know
that event. After I returned to this directorate, the first of July,
1984, Mr. Chairman, I have no knowledge of any occasion when we
ever discussed with [deleted] help the Contras.

Mr. BOLAND. With respect to the Hasenfus shootdown and also
your appearance before the House Select Committee on Intelli-
gence-on October 14, 1986, after the downing of the aircraft, youand [C/CA 3T and Secretary Abrams briefed the House Permanent
Select Committees on Intelligence.

Mr. GEORGE. We did.
Mr. BoLAND. You made a categorical statement, you have done it

today, and in 'your deposition, denying any direct or indirect CIA
involvement with arranging, facilitating, or directing the resupply
missions and indicating that the CIA had no knowledge of the re-
supply operation.
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Had you discussed the statement you were about to make to the
committee with [C/CATF] prior to your appearance before the com-
mittee?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not recall talking in detail about that specific
categorical statement with [C/CATFJ.

Mr. BOLAND. And he didn't mention [Castillo's] activities to you
before?

Mr. GEORGE. I don't think we had any idea of the size of [Castil-
o's] activities until after that hearing-is that correct?

Mr. BOLAND. Had the Central American (deleted] been contacted
for information on the Hasenfus flight prior to your appearance
before the committee?

Mr. GEORGE. If you will excuse me, I will ask.
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. GEORGE. We asked all our [deleted] what, if anything, they

knew about the Hasenfus flight after it went down, and they all
replied they knew absolutely nothing.

Mr. BoLAND. Was that [Castillo's] report to you too?
Mr. GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. The resupply operation had been going on-there

were a number of flights prior to the October 6th shootdown of the
Hasenfus plane.

Mr. GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. Because the resupply operation, by that method,

started sometime I think in April of 1986-are you telling me that
[Castillo] had no information with respect to that operation vis-a-vis
a military operation, finding out where to drop the supplies, where
they were going, and then getting in touch with the Contras or
with Colonel North on the communication equipment that was sup-
plied to him by Colonel North?

Mr. GEORGE. You know, after the fat, he did have contact with
the private benefactors and with Colonel North.

Mr. BOLAND. IS it your testimony that when you appeared before
the committee, the CIA had no knowledge of who was involved in
the resupply operation?

Mr. GEORGE. I could not state it that way, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOLAND. Put it any way you want.
Mr. GEORGE. The CIA had general knowledge of the resupply op-

eration. [Deleted]. We knew they were down there.
The private benefactors had arrived in force in late 1985 and

early 1986. We knew they were there and what they were doing,
and over and over we sent telegrams and cables and telegrams to
our people to stay away from them because we could have nothing
to do with that operation. That other-here is where I get myself
in trouble-other than what we were allowed to do under the
Boland Amendment, which allowed us to provide intelligence to
them and other such support.

Mr. BOLAND. Let me turn to another question. Secretary Shultz
testified that information ava'nhble to him caused him to conclude
that the Government of Iran had absolute control over the hostage-
takers. What degree of control did the CIA believe the Government
of Iran exercised over the hostage-takers?

Mr. GEORGE. A great deal, but not all, and it was our judgment,
which we passed regularly when asked, that under no conditions
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would the Government of Iran ever, ever allow all the hostages to
be. released, nor will they ever all be released because the only le-
verage that those who hold the hostages have is the hostages, and
so why would they give them up?

Mr. BOTAND. Clair, you have had a long experience with the
CIA-what, 32, 33 years?

Mr. GEORGE. Thirty-two years.
Mr. BOLAND. Almost as long as I have been sitting in this Con-

gress. In the time that you appeared before the committee, when I
chaired the House committee, I found you to be believable when
the right questions were asked, and that is one of the problems I
think that we experience all the time on both committees.

But in any event, I must say that the experience that you have
given to the intelligence community over those years I think has
been invaluable to the Government in many respects, and I thank
you for being with us today and wish you well.

Mr. GEORGE. Ma yI say, sir, that- it was under your years as
chairman of the HSC that, starting in 1978 and going up until
the time we left, that we rebuilt the intelligence community, and
we are deeply grateful to you personally for what you have done
for us.

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Let me remind members and all present

aaim that this is an executive session. We have been hearing from
Mr. George some very sensitive matters, and the rules of both com-
mittees require that none of this information go beyond this room.

The Senate is meeting in the anteroom now, and, Mr. George, I
think it might be helpful for the record if you identify the CIA per-
sonnel here in the room.

Mr. GEORGE. At the far end with the beard is John Rizzo, the
Deputy Director of our office of Congressional affairs. To his right
would be [deleted]. He is the lawyer that I put in the Central
American Task Force from 1984 to 1985 to try as best we can to
follow the Boland Amendments. [Deleted] has been my lawyer there.
Kathleen McGinn, a representative of the Office of the General
Counsel; [deleted], Office of General Counsel; my personal staff aid,
[deleted]; and from the White House, Dean McGrath.

Mr. BOLAND. Who is minding the store?
Chairman HAMLTON. Thank you very much. We will have a 10-

minute recess.
[Brief recess.

airman .mILTON. The Joint Committees will come to order.
I am told that the Senate meeting, which is now taking place in

the anteroom, will break up shortly, and we will go ahead and pro-
ceed.

Mr. Courter is recognized for 20 minutes.
Mr. COURTER._Thankyou very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. George. You indicated in your testimony ear-

lier this morning that [Castillo], as far as you are concerned, violat-
ed CIA procedures and regulations, and I just want a clarification
of that. I wanted to know, and I am sure you are familiar with a
Genee-al Counsel's opinion in CIA indicating that [Castillo's] activity
was not a violation of the Boland Amendment---
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Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. COURTER. I wanted to make sure that when you indicated

violation of CIA regulations you were not referring to the Boland
Amendment?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes, I am informed that from a legal point of view,
[Castillo's] activities are debatable if they were illegal. My only
pint was that our policy, as issued from my directorate, was to not
have contact with the private benefactors in the manner in which
he did. As I said before, I have great sympathy and great under-
standing for [Castillo].

Mr. COURTER. Are you familiar with that opinion by George
Jameson, Associate General Counsel? Have you read it?

Mr. GEORGE. About [Castillo]; I believe I did read that, sir.
Mr. COURTER. Do you generally subscribe to its conclusions?
Mr. GEORGE. I am not a lawyer, but he is my legal adviser. I

would have to subscribe to those conclusions.
Mr. COURTER. Mr. Chairman, I just want to make sure, is this

legal opinion part of the record?
Chairman HAMILON. Is that part of the exhibits?
Mr. COURTER. I don't know.
Chairman HAMILTON. We will make it part of the record, withoutobjection.
Mr. COURTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate

that.
There has been testimony and also other evidence to the fact

that Bill Buckley, [deleted, was captured and also tortured and
died. Were you familiar with that?

Mr. GEORGE. Terribly familiar, probably as familiar as anybody
in the Central Intelligence Agency.

Mr. COURTER. Was Bill Casey, the Director of Intelligence, famil-
iar with that event?

Mr. GEORGE. Very concerned, very familiar, an issue on Mr.
Casey's, Mr. McMahon's and my plate every day of the week of
every month of that horror from February 1984 until final confir-
mation that he was dead.

Mr. COURTER. Do you believe that his capture and torture was
something that influenced Bill Casey's activities with respect to his
desire to continue the Iranian initiative for the release of hostages?

Mr. GEORGE. It could have been. Bill felt-the Director felt very
strongly about this, as we know, and I happen to Ynow personally,
[deleted]. I cannot exaggerate to you-I am obviously not totally
knowledgeable of the impact of the hostage affair on Casey-and
from my reading-I do not personally deal with the President-but
I think we must all assume and accept the President's deep, very
human, concern-you know, I am-I don't know what you do in a
situation like this. Again, here is poor Oliver North-the families
of the hostages are, as I would hope my family and yours, are beat-
ing at the door of the White House demanding someone do some-
thing about their sons or their brothers or their husbands.

I think, frankly, the mistake was made-the mistake was really
made to have allowed those families into the Oval Office to see the
President. That is just too much for the President. I know on sever-
al occasions that happened, and I have been informed by those who
were there it was extremely difficult. So politics aside, one must ab-
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solutely recognize that throughout that period, from early 1984
until November of 1986 and it is still a concern of ours, and we
work it as hard as we can, but at this moment hoe.ages played a
big, big role in the thinking on the part of the President and Bill
Casey.nreted].

g COURTER. Let me pass on from that to your testimony that
you gave on Tuesday, October 14, 1986, before the House Select
Committee on Integigence. My good friend, Congressman Ed
Boland, indicated that he had had and enjoyed a long and construc-
tive working relationship with you, Mr. George, and he is con-
vinced that if the right questions having been asked, the right an-
swers would have been given, and that just kind of underscores his
fairness, I think. I was not there at the time.

My view, very frankly, is the fact that the right questions were
asked and the wrong ansers were given. Maybe I am the wrong
one to judge that, not having been there and seen the questions
asked, but reading the transcript, I get the feeling that when you
and the other two individuals testified on that day, Elliott Abrams
was one of the others, and [C/CA TMl was the other-

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct, there were three of us.
Mr. COURTER. That there was a clear effort on your behalf that

resulted in the committee being misled, and the answers to the
questions would, in my mind, be similar to the types of answers
that I would give if I were someplace being interrogated by hostile
people rather than friendly people.

The question I have-this is my opinion, of course-the question
I have is whether there was a feeling in your own mind that you
were uncomfortable in leaving the committee with the impressions
that you knew-that I believe you knew at that time to be false.

Mr. GEORGE. I mentioned previously very slightly to Senr
Cohen-I apologize certainly to him and all of you for any indica-
tion that I was misleading that committee. My intent, which may
or may not excuse me, was above all, as I said earlier, almost to
the point of megalomania, to make the point that the Central Intel-
ligence Agency as an entity was not involved. I was so concerned
about us, the CIA, as I testified, have been so concerned about our
Operations Directorate since 1984.

I later found out about [Castillo], which is another subject, and
we corrected the record, but that doesn't answer your problem. The
problem is that when the Assistant Secretary of State for Central
American Regional Activities testified categorically that no one in
the U.S. Government knows h whatsoever, at all, about the
support to the Contras, whereIhad suspected on from the fall of
1984, that there was some indirect connection on the part of the
National Security Council, I was never totally aware of how it
worked, I don't picture myself as a witness, anal have been a wit-
ness off and on, sir, for 8 years, interrupting someone and saying
that is not right.

I think Senator Cohen or someone said to me, what I would
agree with-I owed-what I owed was a telephone call to El-liott Abrams saying, "Elliott, if you don't know the way it is, that
is not the way it is. I don't know what it is, but you shouldn't run
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around Washington categorically stating that nobody nowhere at
all anywhere in any way is supporting the Contras."

I did not do that, and I can only say I would never-there were
later comments in the press I had lied-I don't lie, and I did not
mean to lie.

Mr. CouRm. Mr. George, at that time, October, 1986, you knew
that, at least according to your testimony today, that [Castillo] had
dealt directly on occasion-

Mr. GEORGE. I didn't until after the testimony, Mr. Courter. I
knew that [Castillo] had had some direct contacts with the private
benefactors in [deleted] and [deleted], which was against the inter-
pretation of Boland 4, in which those contacts to pass intelligence
would have to go through [deleted]. I did not know [Castillo]-
excuse me-[deleted] remned me that went against the law, it was
against the policy. I did not know, sir, until after the testimony of
14 October 1986, before the HPSCI that [Castillo] had the radio and
had been in direct contact with Colonel North.

Mr. COURTER. Is your-and this is I think an important question,
although you may not think it is such-is your understanding of
your responsibility to your department, to the government and in
testifying fully and completely before committees in Congress-do
you think it goes to the extent that if unwittingly you misled a
committee, but subsequent thereto found out information that gave
clarity to your own mind that your prior testimony had been false,
although not false as far as you were concerned, do you think that
your obligation goes so far as to compel you to contact the commit-
tee and inform them of the additional information?

Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely. As far as the [Castillo] testimony-these
are two things now, there is the Elliott Abrams problem and theECastillo] problem, there are my statements about the CIA and El-
iott's statements about the U.S. Government-the institution at

my behest corrected the record of my statement about the Agency,
and I feel comfortable with that. I would not pretend to feel com-
fortable about the fact that I did not react quickly either with the
committee or with Mr. Abrams to question his testinny.

Mr. CouRTmR. There are two areas where I elie,,e that very im-
portant people in the administration, including ta,, residentt and
the various Secretaries, seem to have differences of opinion, those
opinions obviously being based on intelligence. Some ofthat intelli-
gence may have come from CIA, some from DIA, some from other
sources. But one was an apparent feeling in the President's mind
that during the time of the weapons sale, particularly in 1986, that
Iran was either stalemated or losing their war effort against Iraq,
whereas the Secretary of Defense said that clearly was not the
case.

The other, there seems to be a split on the intelligence with re-
spect to whether there were such things as pragmatists or moder-
ates or people you could approach in Iran, the President feeling
that there was, and once again Secretary of Defense Weinberger
believing that there was not.

In your opinion, and based on the information you have, was the
intelligence gathered by the CIA and provided to appropriate
sources by the CIA consistent to which one of those areas-number
one, on whether there were moderates or pragmatists or just all
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radicals over there; and, second, on who was winning the war
effort?

Mr. GEORGE. Let me take the war effort first. My Director is not
the purveyor of finished intelligence to the community, as we call
it, read the President and his men. My Director, however, is a col-
lector of intelligence on this situation in that war, [deleted]. There
is no doubt in my mind, nor was there any doubt in the policy-
maker's minds in 1984, 1985, and 1986 that the country that was in
danger was Iraq. The belief was that Iran held the superior man-
power and the ability to last longer, [deleted].

And at no time was I told by the White House, the State Depart-
ment, the Defense Department, the Director of CIA or anyone else,
[deleted], that their opinion was anything other than Iraq was the
weaker party in the war.

Mr. COURTER. Do you have any idea where the President might
have received this type of information?

Mr. GEORGE. From the press and from your hearings, I know of
what you speak-I do not know. If he was being told that the Irani-
ans were in trouble, maybe-I do not pretend to be the ultimate
judge of the war, [deleted].

[Deleted].
Mr.ICOURTER. Based on CIA's intelligence, do you take the Shultz

view, that there are pragmatists in Iran, or the Weinberger view
that they are all killed?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, they were certainly not all killed. The gener-
alization, are there any pragmatists in Iran-does anybody play
the piano in the Fiji Islands-yes, somewhere. I am not sure that is
what you are looking for. What you are looking for is someone
who-with whom you can open a dialogue and talk to them about
the possibility of meeting common accommodation on overall inter-
national affairs and political problems.

With all the hell that we have been through since last Novem-
ber, and I am some guy in the CIA, I think there are people you
could talk to, if you could get to them. There are people whose in-
terests are not to continue the way it is going, andI think the
second channel, which is the way it has been described to this com-
mittee and to the public, this was after Ghorbanifar got thrown
out, and we got in touch with [deleted], if this hadn't happened and
we broke off, [deleted]. We shouldn't all sit around and say he is a
moderate or democrat or good guy or socialist, or whatever, what
can he do for us?

Mr. COURTER. Lastly, could you tell us what you know about the
DEA-proposed operation for the release of the hostages in 1985,
whether Ross Perot was involved-what do you know about that
operation?

Mr. GEORGE. Let me give a brief introduction. My approach to
hostage handling, and I have been in and out of the game since
1975 [deleted] and I am not an expert, but I guess I know a little
bit, is what you have read. You open a dialogue with the hostage
holders no matter how rotten they are. You frid the bad guys, and
you start talking to them. It was evident in the early 1970s and
became accepted rnd called by us who were in the government,
the Kissinger position, that you would never trade for hostages, but
you would always talk and talk and talk.
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Beginning in 1984, when the great burst of early hostages were
taken, Mr. Levin, Mr. Andersen, Mr. Jacobsen, Mr. Sutherland,
Bill Buckley, the original hostage crowd, we began to receive feel-
ers. It is a brutal, ugly story, but peop e were selling information,
selling hostages, selling their rings, selling their clothes, selling let-
ters from them trying to make money out of the hostage business.

Our position was, is, and I think should be to followup on every-
thing. This does not mean ransoming hostages, this means trying
to find out who you are dealing with, does this person know some-
thing? This was sort of a hit and miss activity inside the U.S. Gov-
ernment and everybody was running around doing their thing
until late 1984, when it was decided to establish the Hostage locat-
ing, Location Task Force.

The only purpose-other than the CIA, the State Department,
the Defense Department, let's bring in a lot of guys who might
know something, Customs, INS, Commerce, DEA, let's get a band
of guys representing all the government agencies and mike sure
anybody who has any possibility of knowledge about the hostages
sit down together.

In the spring of 1984, 1985-counsel, correct me. Is it 1985, the
DEA affair?

Mr. KERR. Yes.
Mr. GEORGE. In 1985, the Drug Enforcement Agency notified the

Hostage Location Task Force that they had sources [deleted] who
also might have information and/or [deleted] the American hos-
tages. The right answer to that is OK, what have you got?

the discussion which again is very typical of all these oper-
ations is well, I can get. you the ring, the photo, the letter, the pic-
ture of the man with today's paper, but it will cost money. And I
make the difference in my own mind that this is different than
ransoming, $2 million and I will deliver the body. (Deleted]. And
the DEA assured me or they assured us that they had been success-
ful in [deleted], that they would go [deleted] and bring back evi-
dence that they could get in touch with the hostages. [Deleted].[Deleted].

Well, this was hocus pocus. I asked my experts [deleted] and we
came to the decision that they were-it was a scam. No big sur-
prise. There was nothing to get excited about. We were scammed
regularly on the hostage business and others. This was a scam. [De-
leted]. This is life.

I now know, that that decision was not agreed to by other people.
I think-at the time I remember talking to a man he called Hickey,
who was head of the President's security inside the White House,
very hot on this operation. I know Mr. Hickey continued to believe
it was a good idea. I know, of course, now that Oliver North
thought it was a good idea. I know Oliver North got the two DEA
men to him, I believe he claims he had $2 million from where? I'm
sorry. Ross Perot, I don't know. I was gone. I had left it. I had de-
clared it a fake.

Mr. CouRTR. Thank you.
Chairman HAMLTON. Senator Boren is recognized for 20 min-

utes.
Mr. Bom. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I apologize. I

have been tied up with meetings on the Central American meeting
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or initiative and I had to miss some of this testimony, but I will
read it all very carefully and try not to repeat what others have
asked.

Mr. GEORGE. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BOREN. Mr. George, when did you learn of the impending an-

nouncement by Attorney General Meese that he hadX.uncovered
evidence of the diversion? When did you learn about the impending
press conference?

Mr. GEORGE. The announcement? I am told by [C/CATF I had
mentioned it to him that morning. If I mentioned it to him that
morning, Senator, I would haveknown that morning. I mean it
would have been ours before. Quite how I might have known, I
don't know. I was certainly not sitting around for weeks saying-

Mr. BOREN. So far as you know it was probably the same day?
Mr. GEORGE. The same moment. [C/CATF] told me. [C/CATF

said to me, Clair, you told me that afternoon or just before the
press conference. I don't know how, but it was then, sir, at that
moment.

Mr. BOREN. Did you have any discussions after that time once
you had known about the diversion and-the other items an-
nounced in the Attorney General's press conference? Did you have
any discussion with anyone about your testimony before the Senate
Intelligence Committee, between the time you learned about it, the
Attorney General's announcement, and the time you appeared
before the Intelligence Committee in December to testify? Did you
have any discussions about the scope of your testimony, what you
were likely to be asked or what you should say or how much you
should answer?

Mr. GEORGE. No, sir. I didn't. I think we were all very, very
shaken, as you remember, Senator Boren. We had-we were su-
denly told tha, we were all going to appear privately before the
Senate Select' committee. We were going to be giving sworn testi-
mony. We were told we could not bring lawyers with us. We were
told that the subjects were not to be discussed afterwards and we
were not to be briefed. I think we were-I guess big boys shouldn't
say it. We were frightened.

but that was about the size of it.
Mr. BOREN. Would the same be true for your-between the time

that you learned of these activities as announced by the Attorney
General and your testimony before the Tower Board and your testi-
mony before this committee?

Mr. GEORGE. I had a period between the testimony before, I guess
Senator Durenberger was chairman, the committee and the
Tower Board. I was out of work for 5 weeks. I was in the hospital
and had a serious operation. So I sort of had a blank period. I came
roaring back to work in January and I think I got in to see Tower
early February. I forget the exact dates.

But I was really out of commission. I don't remember talking
much about this at all in that period.

Mr. BOREN. Do you recall anyone giving you any suggestions
about restraininghthe scope of your testimony?

Mr. GEORGE. h, never.
Mr. BoREN. In regard to [Castillo], didn't the CIA headquarters

really leave [Castillo] in a very difficult position in regard to orders
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to drop the communications plan and stay away from the private
benefactors? What I am thinking of here is if he complied with the
orders of the headquarters, all he could do then was sort of sit by
and watch the Contra resupply flights get shot down or crash with-
out the help of information.

Wasn't thatjust sort of a copout by those at headquarters, sort
of washing their hands of it?

Mr. GEORGE. We put [Castilo]-I did mention this earlier--[Cas-
tillo] in the world's most difficult situation, all of us. I would again
like to ~ay for the record, for [Castillo] and [Castillo's] behalf; that
[Castillo] is a brilliant intelligence officer. He was my finest (delet-
ed]. He has a magnificent ability to do our business. We sent him
to [deleted]. You kow the story as well as I. He's sitting there
watching supply flights, people being shot, the wounded coming
out, radio calls for help.

Yes, in a bureaucratic sense we really are-I mean, we put out a
notice, don't help anybody. We asked the impossible. If I would
have been [Castillo], I probably would have done the same thing. I
think the interesting thing about [Castillo], and I said this before
and I say it again, because I think it's very important. Never
before in the history of our service has a senior official been ap-
proached by somebody outside the service representing the U.S.
Government at the highest levels, read, Oliver North, I am here on
behalf of the National Security Council, and asked to set up inde-
pendent communications.

But es, [Castillo] was put in an absolutely difficult situation.
Mr. REN. I appreciate the candor of your answer. When the In-

spector General of the CIA began the investigation of the [Castillo]
activities, what was your role in setting up that investigation?

Mr. GEORGE. I was again-if I recall-and I can get the record, I
don't want to cop out-that was the hospital period. I left-the first
of December, give or take, and returned in late January. I am told
that the whole thing broke in the December-January period.

Not to avoid a critical point here, I think all of this went alongwithout anybody charging [Castillo] violated the law. What do you
violate legally, the Boland Amendment? It was policy. Nobody is
going to get beaten around the ears for policy. I think at this point
the question with [Castillo] is-and I have been taken out of it, it's a
General Counsel, IG, Inspector General activity. I know about [Cas-
tillo's] activity at certain periods of time.

Mr. BOREN. Let me say it's my recollection-so you do not believe
that at least you were involved at the inception ofrthe IG investiga-
tion-that's during the time you were in the hospital.

Mr. GEORGE. It would be very normal for me to-excuse me.
In the middle of January 1987, Jdeleted] indicated that [Castillo]

had been engaged in illegal activities. (Deleted] informs me I didn't
know. Excuse me for having to seek help. That Bob Gates asked for
an IG inspection.

Mr. BOREN. You weren't particularly involved?
Mr. GEORGE. I don't think I was back to work at that point. I

think I would have done the same thing. That's where I was
headed.

Mr. BowR. It's my recollection that [Castillo] indicated that he
had some conversation with you or with someone working under
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you in the Agency that indicated to him what they thought the
scope of the questioning by the IG would be.

Mr. GEORGE. Yes. I know that story.
Mr.- Bowm. When he then was asked by the IG questions going

beyond the scope he thought it was going to be, that's partly what
led him to not give complete answers?

Mr. GEORGE. There are two stories. The story I am more familiar
with is that he said he was instructed by his Division Chief, who he
believed to have been instructed by me, to limit his testimony to
the Tower Commission to certain specific fields.

Mr. BOREN. Yes. That's correct. Is that accurate?
Mr. GEORGE. The issue was-and it's not correct. The only thing

ever brought to my attention before [Castillo's] appearance in the
Tower Board-and this is one of the first times we were going to go
outside the confines of the intelligence committees. We were going
to talk to-not that Mr. Scowcroft, and Tower are strangers. We
said if you have trouble with sources and methods-which is true
in all our hearings-blow a whistle, ask for a time out. We will get
it straightened out.

As far as being told what to tell the IG, I would never in a mil-
lion years say to an officer-I would say if you have great trouble
with the IG, come back to my office and- I will tryto sort it out.
But I would never say don't discuss this, that, and that.

Mr. BOREN. With the IG.
What is your assessment of why he was not fully forthcoming

with the IG on these matters?
Mr. GEORGE. I am not sure I know he wasn't forthcoming with the

IG. I think-and [deleted] help me-it's my understanding-I don't
want to draw any conclusions, because I don't know that he was
not forthcoming with the Tower Board.

Mr. BOREN. Let me make it easier for you. Not the Tower Board.
The IG. He himself told us he was not forthcoming with the IG in
the first interviews. He said the reason he wasn't was he was asked
questions that really surpised him beyond the scope of what he had
been told he would likely be asked.

Mr. GEORGE. [Deleted], who is the legal counsel of the Central
American Task Force, if you don't mind. [Deleted].

[Deleted]. May I tell you? The day he went up to see the IG, I
showed him the 29th of December response that was sent to the
HPSCI and later sent to the SSCI. I said they are likely to talk to
you about this [Castillo], and I need to tell you also that whenyou
spoke with me m December in [deleted], you told me about the KL-
43. That's likely to come up and the relationship with the-with
Colonel North. It was clear to him the scope of it was beyond this
response, but I wanted him to know what had already been shown
but that that was not just the only thing that might come up in
this discussion.

Mr. GEORGE. I did not, Senator Boren, talk to him about his IG
testimony.

Mr. BOREN. Let me ask a summary question on this. While you
understood he was in a very difficult spot, you expressed your sym-
pathy for the difficult spot. It would be your testimony that you did
not, you feel, by any actions, words, actions you took, conversations
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you had, indicate to him that he should not be forthcoming in his
testimony?

Mr. GEORGE. Never, under any conditions.
Mr. BOREN. In February of 1987, [C/CA T1J and you took a trip to

[deleted.]?
Mr. GEORGE. That's quite right.
Mr. BoRm. Why did you take that trip?
Mr. GEORGE. I planned to take it. I had not been in Central

America for 2 years. It's a critical problem to us. I had hoped to go
down in the fall. Bill Casey announced he wanted to go back that
fall. That was the famous trip he was on when all of this blew up. I
said to [C/CATh1, maybe we'll go in early December. I went to the
hospital. Got out of the hospital. The earliest I could get there
having decided to make the trip in November, December, was the
first of February. By that time, my goal was no longer exclusively
to-I am sort of the boss. [Deleted] in the most important area of
the world. At that point I-it was absolute for me, because [Castillo]
had had his problem., [Castillo] was out of Central America. The
gossip was spreading'like wildfire. Our organization is an outfit
where the gossip goes night and day, who is doing what to whom,
we all know that. wanted to tell the [Castillo] story as factually as I
could tell it and urge every [deleted] to be frank and honest and
fair and truthful with the investigations being conducted by the In-
spector General.

And I must say, if I don't have less than 200 witnesses, I'm kid-
Smyself,, I gave that speech like a stump man from [deleted] to

[deleted].
Mr. BoRmE. While you were on this trip, did you learn anything

about the [deleted] helicopter usage, what's been referred to as the
[deleted] and [deleted] matter?

Mr. GEORGE. There are two [deleted] activities. Let me address
the [deleted] and [deleted] matter which is a puzzlement as they
said. On one of the days I was in [deleted], [deleted], who is [delet-
ed] and as such in charge of the war effort arranged a helicopter
flight for [deleted] me to visit certain sites [deleted. There was [de-
leted], the pilot, [deleted], myself, and I'm sure somebody else. We
flew down to [deleted], were there 2 hours, [deleted].

[Deleted].
ave now been on the road, on the ground, in the air for 8

hours and it's hot and it's dusty. I am then taken into a shed
where [deleted].

I am then introduced to [deleted] who I shook their hands. I now
know, sir, that their names were [deleted] and [deleted]. I told them
that we were proud of them, that their government was proud of
them, their agency was proud of them, to carry on the good work,
and on, b the way, if the IG ever shows up [deleted], for God's
sakes tell im the truth.

I got back to Washington and was told that one of these guys said
I had a 2-hour discussion with him about the Mrazek amendment,
the Boland three, and arms movements to the border. I am sorry. I
am exaggerating but this story is totally beyond my understanding.

Mr. BjO . You don't recall any conversation while you were in
[deleted] about the helicopters carrying arms?
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Mr. GEORGE. Never. My other story, which is even sadder, which
is a sad story and not sort of an amusing story, is.that (deleted]
under [deleted], because here comes the boss inviting me In for
breakfast and they were all there. There was 20 of these paramili-
tary guys in their boots and all the rest. We have a nice breakfast.
We alf talk. I give them a speech about the essentialness to this

genc of every y confessing up to anything they know and they
luted me and they all told me they would and, of course, we

now know that that was dear [deleted] and his crowd and it was
never mentioned to me.

Mr. BOREN. It was not mentioned to you?
Mr. GEORGE. No.
Mr. BOREN. When was the IG investigation into the [deleted]

matter?
Mr. GEORGE. It was almost immediately thereafter. I get back

from that trip, I guess in, say, mid-February, late February, and we
had an endless series of phone calls I know particularly from Sena-
tor Bradley's office. Senator Bradley and his staffer, Mr. John
Dupris, kept calling and saying what did Clair George learn down
there. We kept calling back and saying Clair is-has either gone
crazy or is not telling the truth. Clair doesfi't know what he
learned down there. It was soon after that that [deleted], I be-
lieve-and correct me, [deletedl--deleted] having been brought up
or coming up started to open the crack on a door which led to the
situation.

Mr. BOREN. It was [deleted] that came up?
You didn't come back then from [deleted] and say we need to

start an IG investigation?
Mr. GEORGE. It was a very puzzling affair. Senator Bradley and

his staffer called me over and over and over again saying what did
I learn.

Mr. BOREN. There were press reports going on [deleted]-
Mr. GEORGE. Excuse me one second.
[Deleted] reminds me there was an IG inspection planned al-

ready to go down there but that had nothing to do with that.Mr. BORF. You didn't come back-I want to be clear. When you
came back, you didn't come back with any knowledge that some-
thing was wrong in [deleted] with the helicopters carrying arms?
And you didn't then ask or initiate, say to the IG you better go
down and look at that?

Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely not. The IG was going anyway. We were
doing one more review of Central America. In fact, if you had
asked me-which goes to show you how little we know sometimes
in life-if all was well in [deleted], I would have told you it is.

Mr. BOREN. Let me ask: In the questions before the Senate Intel-
ligence Committe in December, when you testified under oath, let
me read you two questions here and your answers. I'll try to get
you the page number. I think they are short. Page 19. Mr. Hall
asked you, "Were you aware of any role that Colonel Northplayed?pla'r. GEORGE. I have no information on Colonel North and

funds."
"Mr. Hall: Can you tell us what role Secord did play?"
He is talking about this in the supply operation.
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"Mr. George: I cannot."
Let me see. You went on to say in regard to General Secord; "I

am told-and I do not want to have my hand held in the fire-that
at one point, at some point along the way it moved through the
hands of General Secord."

Mr. GEORGE. Excuse me. I missed that.
Mr. BoREN. You said, "I am told-and I do not want to have my

hand held in the fire-that at one point, at some-along the way, it
moved through the hands of General Secord but I don t have that
evidence."

Mr. GEORGE. What moved?
Mr. BOREN. Funds. Funds and supplies.
Mr. GEORGE. We are talking about-the Contras or the Iranian

thing?
Mr. BOREN. On the Iran program.
Mr. GEORGE. I knew Secord was in the Iran program. I met

Secord months before in the White House.
Mr. BOREN. As I understand, you later gave testimony about the

fact you talked with General Secord after that Finding was signed
when there was a discussion about him and what his role would be.

Mr. GEORGE. Oh, no. General Secord was in the White House Sit-
uation room on Saturday morning, the 18th of January, and was
introduced to me by John Poindexter as a consultant to the Nation-
al Security Council. I believe my testimony to your committee at
that time and since then has been it was my judgment that the
reason this action was taken this way was to provide his bonafides,
that here he stands, like him or not, this is Secord and he's now
part of this game, whether you like it or don't like it.

Secord and I never, ever sat down anywhere ever and discussed
this operation.

Mr. BOREN. You didn't say to the-you didn't tell the committee
anything about-did you, about being at the White House?

Mr. GEORGE. Oh, yes. I did. I have never denied meeting Secord
on Saturday morning the 18th. I mean, if I didn't tell them, I
should have told them.

Mr. BOREN. Well, and this comment about were you aware of any
role Colonel North played, you said, I have no information about
Colonel North and funds.

Mr. GEORGE. I didn't have information on-see, my feeling about
this exercise was that the money went from Iran to Israel and
Israel would put it in the bank, our bank, our account in Switzer-
land. I now know what you thankfully have told us that it went
through Ghorbanifar, it went through Secord, it went all over the
place. But I didn't know that.

Mr. BOREN. Let me ask you one last question. I see my time is
up.

Mr. GEORGE. Please.
Mr. BOREN. Can you recall your preparation for Mr. Casey's testi-

mony before the SSCI and what discussions you had with Mr.
Gates or others about that testimony?

Mr. GEORGE. Certainly.
Mr. BOREN. Whether or not you suggested any changes in it?
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Mr. GEORGE. _Let me recall my involvement in that testimony. I
don't have the dates correct, but we are talking vaguely of the 17th
through the 26th, that whole period. #

When the story broke that McFarlane h'ad had meetings in
Tehran and the entire thing became public and before the Ator-
ney General's statement of the diversion, it became accepted in the
Agency that we would have to moderately brief on our activities. It
was intolerable for us in the situation, above all with you, the Con-
gress.

I conducted what I believe to be-and I don't know if any of the
staffers are here, maybe Mr. O'Neil-the first briefing by the Exec-
utive Branch of the legislative branch, which was a briefn on say,
the 17th or 18th of November, about our activities after the Find-
ing and what we did.It was then decided-and quite how, I don't know, except that
the White House called the CIA and said, you're going to do the
briefings of the Congress on, you know, Bud McFarlane's trip. Read
that: this whole affair.

Bob Gates called, in my presence, Bill Casey in Central America
and said I'm a big boy Bill, but would you please come back here? I
mean, this is bigger than I am. I now know, again through this
committee, that John Poindexter called Bill Casey and said please
come back here.

My job at that point-and the record I believe shows it-was to
put together the facts of this Directorate's activities inside-in this
affair, and we put together-because we have the record and it's a
written record and it is an exact record-the exact record of this
Operation Directorate's participation in the activities we engaged
in from the Finding of the 17th until that date.

That information was then sent forward to one of the staff assist-
ants in the front office-Bob was Acting Chief-Acting Director at
the time-who then got information from all the other groups.
Casey has by now asked that preliminary testimony be sent to hun
on his trip back from Central America.

Correct me, [deleted], if I get these facts wrong.
We flew someone to Central America and Casey began to study

it. He came back. We had a big'meeting in Casey's conference room
with 20 or 30 people. It was evident that different people in the
CIA had different pieces of information, and it was being collated
by staff aides.

I neither corrected nor changed nor overviewed. My position was
throughout this entire-at one point we ended up in the White
House, in Poindexter's office, where Mr. North arrived. I was there
very briefly on my way somewhere else. Either North said or Poin-
dexter said politely, your records don't match ours. I said, I don't
care. Our records are exact. We know when we flew this operation
or met this person.

Finally, those differences, I guess, were solved. But no, as to did
I-Bill Casey was still writing that testimony in the car I'm told on
his way down the morning of whatever date that was.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Cheney is recognized.
Mr. Cmwzy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't plan to use my time. I simply want to thank Mr.George

for his testimony. My association with him over the years in the
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Intelligence Committee has always been an excellent one. He has
been very helpful, forthcoming and direct in all of his dealings
with me. We appreciate very much his help and assistance to this
committee.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.
Chairman HAmLToN. Thank you.
To conclude the session this morning, I will recognize Senator

Sarbanes for 10 minutes.
Mr. BoPE. Mr. Chairman, I have just one point..There was a

document mentioned, I believerby legaL-counsel, during my ques-
tioning of Mr. George. I wonderdif we could have that particular
document entered into the record.

Mr. GEORGE. The [deleted] document.
Chairman HAmILTON. Yes, indeed. The document will be made

part of the record, without objection.
The information oppears at p. 1046.]
Chairman HAMITN. Senator Sarbanes is recognized for 10 min-

utes.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. George, did I understand your response to Senator Boren

that you didn't know General Secord before you met him in the
Situation Room at the White House-on the 19th of January?

Mr. GEORGE. That is absolutely'correct. I knew of him, but I
didn't know him.

Mr. SAmwANms. What did you know of him?
Mr. GEORGE. Well, I knew a great deal about him. The good Gen-

eral Secord's reputation inside the CIA was not of the highest. As I
have testified previously, I had no evidence then, I have no evi-
dence now-I have no knowledge of General Secord engaged in ille-
gal activities, but General Secord worked the edges of the interna-
tional arms market. General Secord worked the edges of those guys
out there in the world who were buying and selling in the arms
business.

He had been associated in an IG report of the CIA with Edwin
Wilson, the famed renegade CIA agent who is now in Marion, Illi-
nois and I know for a fact that he was in our minds, in my mind as
a manager of the American clandestine service, an individual with
whom I would not do business.

I will even go further and I maybe shouldn't, I went to Bill Casey
soon after the famed Saturday, 18 January meeting and urged Bill
Casey not-if they are going to do this, if they are going to ship
arms to Iran for hostages, and that is a complicated moral ques-
tion, don't use Secord. I told him very strongly.

Mr. SARwAx. What reasons did you give Casey
Mr. GEORGE. My knowledge of his involvement in what we con-

sidered to be not particularly wholesome-wholesome is a dumb
word for a spy to use-particularly savory activities in the past,
and he is mentioned in our Inspector General's report as being an
associate. I had also read the book Manhunt, which is the second
book. He was just not a guy I wanted to do business with.

Mr. SmAmwz s. How did you understand that Secord got involved
in all of this? Did you have an understanding-

Mr. GL)RGE. You want to know what I thought now or what I
thought then-
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Mr. SARBANES. Both.
Mr. GEORGE. I didn't have a damn clue how he got involved when

I saw him in January of that year. I was surprised, shocked. Stan
Sporkin, who was with me at this famous meeting and I under-
stand it has testified to you. Stan and I agreed that this was a mis-
take and Stan and I went separately to Bill Casey totr to talk
him out of it. That is what I knew then, it was a dumb idea. Now,
how did it happen-because starting in 1984, I assume-I have no
personal evidence-when Oliver North was given the thankless
task of supporting the Contras or at least making sure they were
supported, he turned to Secord. So by the time Secord was in the
White House Situation Room in January 1986, Secord was prob-
ably-and I have no evidence of it-you may-I can't follow as
closely as you do-already deeply engaged with Oliver North in the
Contra affair, and ie would be a natural to move right on to the
Iranian affair.

Mr. SARBANES. North testified that Secord in effect was sent to
him by Casey?

Mr. GEORGE. I know that. I saw or heard that testimony.
Mr. SARBANES. What is your view of that?
Mr. GEORGE. I would doubt it.
Mr. SARBANES. Why?
Mr. GEORGE. Gut instinct, I know Bill Casey. If Casey sent Secord

to North, someone else talked Casey into it. Don't know-why am
I conjecturing?-I can't believe that Bill Casey sent Secord to North
because if he did he had to send him in the summer of 1984, I
think as I put it back together historically. Bill Casey knew the
problems with Secord. The problem-the problem is that when
whomever it was told Ollie North that he had one little task, all
Ollie had to do was get money or make sure money was obtained,
obtain arms, make sure arms are sent to Central America, get
somebody to give private support to the benefactors. Those who
charged North with that activity were grossly unfair, and who
would walk into Ollie North's life first in the United States of
America, you are not going to deal with foreigners, but Dick Secord
who is in the international arms business and has experience in
the U.S. Government in some version of clandestine activities.

Mr. SARBANES. Are you familiar with the testimony that Secord
met with Casey around Christmas of 1985, about a month before
you saw Secord in the Situation Room, to thank him for the work
he was doing and to say he did a good job?

Mr. GEORGE. I saw that on the television or read it. If he said
that is what he did, I wouldn't be surprised Secord saw Casey. Wil-
liam Casey's door was an open door, he would receive anyone to
talk to.

Whether Bill Casey saw Dick Secord to thank him for all the
wonderful things he had done, I don't know.

Mr. SARBANE. Did you have a report on Hakim-did you know
of Hakim's involvement in the Secord-Hakim Enterprise?

Mr. GEORGE. We knew Hakim was involved by the spring of 1986
after the Finding because as we were enjoined by the President to
support this activity in [deleted] in the first or second meeting, I
can get the record, or you, who do we find as the Farsi-English in-
terpreter-we don't find an American who works for our side that
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we can sort of count on, we find some guy--some-I shouldn't call
him some businessman from Switzerland-he holds a green card
[deleted], but he is interpreting. I say hold it, at least I have to get
an interpreter whom I know is my fellow American and that is
when dear George Cave got involved.

Mr. SARmAEs. What is the Agency's report or knowledge about
Hakim?

Mr. GEORGE. That he was a very successful, very prominent
American, I think it is a naturalized American-Iranian business-
man who had been in Tehran and had had dealings with the Amer-
ican Embassy, was well-known, had fled the country at the time of
the fall of the Shah, had very important contacts, the kind of guy
we deal with all over the world, may know somebody of impor-
tance, could pass us information, the kind of person we like to deal
with, but not the person I would choose to be in the middle of a
clandestine U.S. operation running it.

Mr. SARBANES. Whenyou had that meeting in January in the--
White House when the CIAwas brought into it, Secord was pre-
sented to you. What was your knowledge-you had knowledge of
the previous shipment of arms to Iran; is that correct, through the
Israelis?

Mr. GEORGE. We knew about the shipment of November and
there is a debate that counsel and I have gone through as to when
we did or didn't believe it was oil-drilling equipment and the fact
that it became more and more evident as the crew returned and
information was gathered that it must have been weapons.

Mr. SARBANES. Did you have knowledge of the meeting of Decem-
ber 7th in the White House where they sort of said this is a bad
idea and the McFarlane visit to London where McFarlane came
back and said Ghorbanifar is a sleazy character, we ought not to
have anything to do with him, andthe whole thing looked like it
would be terminated?

Mr. GEORGE. I did not.
Mr. SAR1BAES. You had no knowledge of that?
Mr. GEORGE. I have been given documents since about that.
Mr. SMWANES. As you were drawn into it and saw the Secord in-

volvement, were you aware of Secord's role with North in the Cen-
tral American operation?

Mr. GEORGE. I did not know.
Mr. SARBANFu. You did not-
Mr. GEORGE. On the 18th of January 1986 that Secord was in-

volved with Colonel North in the Contra affair.
Mr. SARBANEs. When did you find that out?
Mr. GEORGE. I am afraid since this committee was formed.
Mr. Su wANEs. That is the first time-
Mr. GEORGE. I may have had some hint of it somewhere along

the line, Senator-I knew Secord was deep into the Iranian. affair, I
was very familiar with Secord's involvement, Secord attended
meetings, I had made my position known to Bill Casey about
having him involved, I had preferred he wouldn't be. He was. Now,
after the fact is a bit like me running around saying don't use
Ghorbanifar when they have already got him engaged in major for-
eign affairs activity; after the fact I am saying don't use Secord
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when as you are implying to me he has already, probably, I don't
know, become a m a or factor in the Contra activity.

Mr. SAmw . When you went to Casey after the January 18th
meeting and warned him so strenuously about not having Secord
involved, what did Casey say to you?

Mr. GEORGE. He-said, "I hear you."
Mr. SumANzs. Did you understand at the time that the Iranian

thing was going forward, that Secord was earning these overages or
residuals out of the arms sales?

Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely not.
Mr. SARmAmms. You had no sense--
Mr. GEoRGE. No. In fact, it was my impression, and now I know

it's not true, that-you see, the Ghorbanifar Iranian arms deal is
an Israeli deal sold to the United States. Fair enough. I mean it
may have been a great deal, but that's it. The Israelis talked us
into it, and we got into it and it was a joint Israeli-United States
activity. It was a failure, but they had two hostages, [deleted].
Israel and the United States are in this thing together.

I always thought, because-this must come from too many years
working for the Government, that the money was sort of not a big
deal here. The Iranians would transfer the money to Israel; Israel
would put the'money in a bank account that we established in
Switzerland, arms would be shipped, and that was that.

It became evident to me as 1986 unwound that there was money
confusion. All the money wouldn't get there. We had TOWs at [de-
leted], and they were worth so much but the money wouldn't get
there. There was something wrong with the moner movement.

But a long answer to a simple question-I didn t know that Dick
Secord was in the money business.

Mr. SARm'ucs. So you had no sense that one of the driving forces
behind pushing arms to Iran may have been that it constituted a
way of solving or was perceived as a way of solving the funding
problem for the Contras?

Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely not. I absolutely was speechless at what-
ever point Senator Boren asked me what point it was, like if it
wasn t the day Ed Meese said, it was the night before. It was just
totally remote to me.

The Iranian affair was established to do two things in order to-
one, get the hostages out, a decision of great importance, but it was
made and it was-it struck me and I'm giving you one little guy's
opinion, but I was there, was you're going to ship some arms.
You're going to get all the hostages. I also didn't believe we would
get all the hostages, but some.

Later I became more concerned maybe we could talk to Iran
after McFarlane got to Tehran, but to make money, I never
thought of such a thing.

Mr. SARBANES. Were you aware in any way that General Secord
coveted your job and that he wanted to come back into -the Govern-
ment and be the Director of Covert Operations for the CIA?

Mr. GEORGE. This is a very strange job and I have had it for a
long time and I have now found a variety of people throughout
Washington who would like it, and I'm amazed that people would
want to do this for a living.

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you.

o
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Chairman HAMLTON. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Just a question on chronology perhaps, Mr. George.

We have been wrestling with the Boland Amendment in its five
versions and what it did to the CIA- in excluding it from certain
operations and all of that, and I just wonder, when did the CIA
give Mr. Boland a medal? Was that before or after the Boland
Amendments were promulgated? Could you tell me that?

Mr. GEORGE. It was between three andfour.
Mr. HYDE. Between three and four. I just thought that that

might be a guideline for Mr. Hamiltion and Mr. Stokes, who can
look forward to their medals if they can come up with similar legis-
lation.

Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STOKS. On another unrelated matter, Mr. Chairman-Mr.

Chairman, during my questioning of Dewey Clarridge regarding
the mining of Nicaraguan harbors, Mr. Clarridge indicated that
Senator Goldwater sent his famous letter to Mr. Casey in early--
May. I would like the record to reflect that Senator Goldwater sent
his letter on Monday, April 9, 1984, according to the New York
Times.

The record should also reflect that the mining became a highly
public issue several days previous after a CBS Evening News story
on April 6th, which was a Friday, and CIA records also showed Mr.
Clarridge was in [deleted] between April 9th to the 18th, according
to exhibit DRC-19 to 20.

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that this statement and
the New York Times article and the CBS Evening News report
appear in the official record immediately following my questions to
Mr. Clarridge.

Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, so ordered.
The committees will stand in recess until 2:00 p.m.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 2:00 p.m., this same day.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess at 2:10 p.m., in
room 2172, Payburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Mr. FASCEIL [presiding]. The committee will come to order.
While the paucity is evident, I will ask a few irrelevant matters.
I don't want to characterize your testimony and I am not being

facetious, OK? But the impression I get is the left hand doesn't
know what the right hand is doing and neither one of them really
gives a damn. That is probably a little strong.

But that is an impression I have gotten throughout this wholething, not just your testimony, OK? -0-. .
So I didn't really mean to characterize your testimony. It is just

a feeling Ihave. Maybe that is due necessarily to the need for com-
partmen ta" nation, especially in your area. But what I am having
trouble with is the fact that here you are, Director of Operations,
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and yesterday, I listened to a guy who was, I suppose-he is not
lateral to you. I guess he is in the vertical; isn't he?

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. FAscELL. He said he wasn't in charge of anything.
You say you weren't in charge of anything. Then he made a

statement that really-he made a statement that really fascinated
me. I wanted to ask about that.

I feel like I have more latitude when I am to the right of you.
It has troubled me, as chairman of the Foreign Affairs Commit-

tee, many times. The issue is basically the estimate, analysis, and
the raw data. I thought he made a very unusual statement. He said
he wouldn't rely on any of that himself, that he was a better ana-
lyst than the analysts he had. In order for him to carry out his op-
erations, he had to rely on himself.

Well, I just kind of would like to know how you feel. I am not
trying to get him in trouble, but I think I understand his feeling.

Mr. GEORGE. He is a dear friend. My comments do not reflect on
[C/CATF] in any way. I think it is absolutely critical to have-I
think we proved it at the Bay of Pigs. It was exaggerated, but it is
an accepted fact, it cannot be denied.

You cannot have the operators doing the analysis. We become
emotionally involved. A man becomes involved when he is in a
project. [Deleted], I do not expect them to be "even-handed" about
it all. They are in it to win it or achieve certain goals in it, [delet-
ed]. Without contradicting dear [C/CA TF]-whom I love-I think it
is essential that you have independent analysis of the activities in
which you are engaged. You do not want my directorate to be the
final analytical body on American intelligence.

Mr. FASCELL. Oh, no. No. That is not exactly what I was driving
at.

In other words, you are charged with an operating responsibility,
and you have to act on the basis of information which, as I under-
stand it, starts with raw data, goes through some kind of a process
of analysis, and-

Mr. ( EORGE. Excuse me, sir.
Mr. FASCmL. Finally, a decision is made with respect to what is

the situation.
Now, that has to come to the operator who is charged with the

responsibility of carrying out the operation upon which he is going
to make a judgment about the strategic moves that he is going to
make.

The question I am asking then is how do you satisfy yourself out-
side of blind trust in guys that you may never see who gather the
raw data, both in the field and in the central office, analyze it, and
submit to you what is final product that you cannot rely on entire-
ly?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, we are doing three different things. We are
running espionage operations which is the collection of raw intelli-
genen, [deleted]. We are charged overseas with counterintelligencefunctUI 1 ion-fte S.-Government-Aand-eaei-h e all
know about and the one that has brought us here today, which is
covert action.

I, as the manager, do different things in those three fields. There
is a long, hard process of analyzing espionage intelligence based on
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the judgment of the access, reliability, previous experience and sub-
stance of your agent's report.

Mr. FASCELL. Let me stop you right there. Do you do that your-
self, personally?

Mr GEORGE. Our Director plays a major role in that because we
are the people who know who the agent is.

Mr. FASCELL. In other words, so you got your input at an early
enough time that when you get the end product, you are reason-
ably satisfied.

Mr. GEORGE. We have recruited this individual here. He or she
has reported 28 reports on the internal workings of the Govern-
ment [deleted], and we have a belief that not only is he or she reli-
able and works where he or she does, but the intelligence appears
to be valid as we can judge it against intelligence that we already
have.

Mr. FASCELL. OK. It presents a problem for committees, believe
me.

Mr. GEORGE. Our real problem, though, if I could carry on--
Mr. FASCELL. Sure.
Mr. GEORGE. -is counterintelligence aside-your real problem is

covert action in which we report-to take an example, which I
hope is not true. [Deleted] we begin to report the facts more opti-
mistically and more positively and in signs of more success than
the truth because we want it to be so or we would like a little more
money or we would like--

Mr. FASCELL. Like the Contras telling you the war is over.
Mr. GEORGE. That is tough to get that straight. You have to start

bringing in-which I think is the blessing of the CIA. Whether we
ended up this way by luck or wise forethought, we have another
directorate. We have the Deputy Director for Foreign Intelligence,
the intelligence directorate, that says, Clair, your material is
rotten. We don't believe this stuff you are producing. There has to
be a continuous give and take inside the Agency, in addition to
which we go over to the State Department, which you know full
well. I say to Mike Armacost, Mike, I have these five reports [delet-
ed]. Mike says, wait a moment, the Embassy doesn't say so. In an
ideal world, this continuously works that way. I would never trust
one guy to say, hey, boy, we are winning the war down there in
Nicar a, and there is nothing to it.

Mr. FAELL. So CIA puts it together from their vantage point
which has a variety of elements in it?

Mr. GEORGE. Collection and analysis.
Mr. FASCELL. Then as far as the intelligence community in con-

cerned, that is another different operation which is the basis for
the ultimate intelligence estimate which goes to the President, on
which he is supposed to make a decision, and that means that you
have DIA involved in the process, [deleted], and some other input.

* Mr. GEORGE. You could have the people in the atomic world, if
you are talking about Soviet-

Mr., FAsCEL. And you have an interagency intelligence commit-
tee that hammers out the intelligence estimate every day that goes
to the President?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, there is not an estimate every day, Mr. Fas-
cell. Every morning, for instance, the CIA produces in four copies a

75-938 - 88 - 9
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thing called "The President's Daily Brief," which is much more of
a sort of factual, high-powered newspaper. Today, for instance, it
would read [deleted]. It is a collation of all sources. [Deleted].

Mr. Fw uSCma. The reason I am taking you through all that is I
am getting to the place where I am the President and want to
make a decision about a covert operation involving Iran, and I
have a report on my desk, a report, estimate, whatever it is. It says
I really don't have to worry about terrorism when the facts are
otherwise. Now what do I do?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, I tell you what I told the Tower Commission
and what I have told the-I hope, I think-the Senate Committee,
and then what you have all told me through the press. A man is
only as good &3 the people he has around him. If you have people

iving you bum advice, whether you are running a garage in
Baver Falls, Pennsylvania, or running the Government, you are
out of luck.

Mr. Fmscwtu. But it gets hairier than that. You read the notes
that were made and are part of Secretary Shultz's logs, and one of
those notes says that the Director had suppressed a report on ter-
rorism. It was on his desk.

Mr. GEORGF. I don't recall that. I am sorry, sir.
Mr. FASCFLL. Then we also got the testimony that that report

was rewritten and a new report was issued which became the basis
for either the daily report to the President or the national esti-
mate, or whatever it was.

Mr. GrORGE. Two statements. I must say in defense of Bill
Casey-who we all know in this room had very strong and very
partisan political positions as an individual-I never saw Bill Casey
try to cook the books on intelligence.

My second point is there was a debate, which I think is what you
are referring to, toward the end of this tragic affair last year, in
which the State Department and the CIA were arguing on the sub-
ject of Iranian terrorism. Is that the issue you recall?

Mr. FAscmLL. Yes. Absolutely.
Mr. GEORGE. I found it a foolish debate. I felt Iran was engaged

in terrorism. I agree with you. There was an example of a desper-
ate attempt to try to sort of prove something was happening to
make the policy look good, and it wasn't.

Mr. FAsc=uL. That gets back to where I started, you see, about
left-hand, right-hand. The fact is that the CIA was intimately in-
volved in that dispute, one way or the other, and I don't mean that
you were personally. I don't know whether you were or not. Were
you?

Mr. GEORGE. I was not.
Mr. FASczL. Wouldn't be any reason for you to be involved?
Mr. GEORGE. I disagreed with the position that was taken.
Mr. FAcLL. So the person that wore the hat of the National In-

tellience Officer on Counterterrorism would have that principal
burden?

Mr. GEoRGE. The National Intelligence Officer on Counterterror-
ism would have that burden. Here is the worst example you could
find. You are quite right. He is engaed also as an action officer in
the activity. So you brought the ideal example of what it should
not be like.
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Mr. FAscELL. Let me ask you another question that has beenkind of bugging me for quite a while. Are you responsible for the
control of bank-accounts around the world? CIA bank accounts?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, no. I mean, they are controlled--set up and
controlled by [deleted], but they are set up at our request. They are
set up when we ask for them. We tell people how much money to
put in them, so, yes, in a way I am, though there is a whole fi-
nance office.

Mr. FASCELL. Don't you have to have a lot of paperwork to in-
struct that finance officer who keeps the accounts what the hell
the accounts are all about?

Mr. GEORGE. I'm not sure you have to tell the finance officer
what the account is all about. [Deleted], the poor finance man
doesn't have to know why it is going in there.

Mr. FASCELL. Are. He does not have to know that, but he has
to know how mucis going to be in there. He has to be instructed
when to let it out, though?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, he doesn't-he may be instructed whatever is
withdrawn by the man who has the account, (deleted], it can be
withdrawn.[Dleted).

MFA cELL. But the operator, in this case you, you make the
decision then?Mr. GEORGE. I've convinced Washington, and if it is that kind of
money I've gone up to the Director [deleted]-with the concurrence
of the Director because of the amount of money I then say, "set up
an account, put it there, put it in this name, put this money in it
and allow it to be withdrawn under these conditions."

Mr. FA8CELL. So you are, as the operator, director of operations,
responsible in that sense. We don't have to look beyond you to find
out what is going on i those accounts, right?

Mr. GEORGE. I won't know every account in the record. If I don't
know, I can get an answer faster than anybody around.

Mr. FASCELL. And that is true whether direct or indirect?
Mr. GEORGE. I don't understand the question.
Mr. FASCELL. If it is appropriated funds going into an account,

you deal with funds other than appropriated funds.
Mr. GEORGE. Well, all the fundIdeal with are appropriated by

the-they are appropriated by the Appropriations Committee but
authorized by the oversight committees, and the oversight commit-
tees, if they have found out there is $500,000 a year that CIA is
spending something, up until now we have said this is [deleted],
and I suppose if the committees demanded to know what they
were, they could find out.

Mr. FAscEu. What I'm getting at is whether or not you had any
control over the Secord-Hakim accounts?

Mr. GEORGE. I didn't, none whatsoever, absolutely.
Mr. FASCuuL. Well, who did, if you didn't?
Mr. GEORGE. Reading the paper and listening to this committee, I

assume that Mr. Hakim and Mr. Secord had control over their ac-
counts. They were not CIA accounts. CIA had nothing to do with
those accounts.

Mr. FwSCEu. Excuse me. That is your conclusion.
Mr. GEORGE. That is Clair George's opinion.
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Mr. FAscmz. It didn't go through your shop, is what you're tell-
% me?

r. GEORGE. It didn't go through my shop. What was set up in
Switzerland as we now know and there was a folderol, screw-up in
the beginning when the finance officer commingled some money
for the missiles with [deleted, was an independent Swiss account
which we set up for--deleted] where Mr. Secord and Mr. Hakim
and the Lake Resources Company, and I'm thanking you because I
never heard of this before-sure were not me or us or the CIA in
any way that I know of.

Mr. FAscELL. The boss went a long way to protect you, Mr.
George.

Mr. GEORGE. The Director-he went a long way to protect us.
You're right.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. George, I just have two questions.
I referred to your deposition on page 60, Mr. George, where you

were asked about the DEA operations, and you indicated that your
Near East people would come to you and say, and I quote, on page
60: "The .DEA case is running extreme. It is a bunch of hocus-
pocus. It is phony. [Deleted]; let's stop. And I would say let's stop."

Then you say again on page 62 of your deposition on lines 7 and
8: "Colonel North's activities, as it related to the hostages and their
plans that he came up with," you said it was "one of endless, hare-
brained schemes that took place at that time."

And you also went on to say in the same deposition on page 67,
lines 18through 20, you said: 'I don't remember a single operation
that involved bribery or purported bribery that I thought was
worth anything, that anything would ever come out of it."

My question to you, Mr. George, in your position of responsibility
there, having felt as you did and as strongly as you did, and we
also note that CIA people who were interviewed and deposed by
the committee staff have also said the same thing--my question is,
how did you allow this to go on, feeling as strongly as you did? It
went on for a penod of time.

Mr. GEORGE. Well, I-the words are emotional here and I would
have to sit down and look at this again. But the point I made was
that-or I should have made, or the point I now make is that in
the hostage business, which is what I'm speaking about, Mr. Chair-
man, unlike many other intelligence activities, you have to follow
up on your leads, as silly or as impractical or as unprofessional as
they sound.

So our communication system [deleted] in the world because you
can never not report it.

The point I tried to make here is that we were on several occa-
sions and certainly in the DEA operation bypassed after we had
voted in our directorate that the operation was, to use the words I
used about DEA, a scam. How could that happen?

Mr. Rodino, sir, I'm the Director of your foreign spy service, and
have been involved for years in it. If someone decides in the White
House that they do not like my opinion on an operation and we
have seen the Wite House run operations outside of CIA over the
last many administrations, they can do it. I just do not have the
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power other than to give you my honest, best advice based on my
colleagues who I sit with, this is what your spies think about it. I
certainly have no veto power on it.

I think in this case, and we are talking about hostages, and the
emotionalism of the hostage issue throughout the entire affair,
with Bill Casey, with the President, with me, people didn't want to
stop. They wanted to get the hostages and it led them to do and
run operations that are now after the fact foolish.

Mr. RODINO. But you did say and you were quite adamant about
it, that if it is a question of paying a million dollars cash in hand
for hostages, you certainly wouldn't go for that, would you?

Mr. GEORGE. That has been against the policy of this govern-
ment-let's back up a little bit.

A lot of governments do it. Some [deleted] do it, but the policy as
I know it certainly since the days-and by chance I associate it
with his name-since the days of Dr. Kissinger and hostage-taking,
kidnapping became more of an international terrorist rage-excuse
the word-than previously, you cannot give in to terrorists. You
cannot pay ransom for hostages.

[Deleted] do not necessarily agree with that policy, but that was
our policy, has been our policy, continued to be our policy until this
event took place.

Even more so, we were doing two things at once. I was running
and running a foreign policy activity in which I was telling every-
body we're not paying any ransom for hostages while we were ship-
ping arms to Iran.

Mr. RODINO. You're saying that notwithstanding the fact that
you considered it harebrained and real foolishness, nonetheless the
emotionalism or something you feel sort of influenced you to
permit them to go along with any harebrained idea-couldn't you
just say stop now?

Mr. GEORGE. I can't say stop to the National Security Council if
they are going to go out and run an operation without my knowl-
edge and that is what happened with the DEA operation. They de-
cided that my judgment was incorrect and that my decision that it
was a scam was wrong and that they were going to run it anyway
and they ran it anyway, and now we know, thanks to you, that we
ran it with I guess private moneys or moneys that they siphoned
off the Iran arms deal, but that is unknown to me. I don't think
this administration is singularly guilty of this. This happens to be
an incredibly significant event that we are participating in. But
over and over again White House after White House has said I
think our spy service is no good or they don't know what they are
doing or I'm going to start one of my own or I'm going to run my
own operation, and it is not the first time and tragically will not be
the last time, and on top of which maybe we are wrong.

Mr. RODINO. How do you think we control a situation like that?
Mr. GEORGE. I think we-I think-
Mr. RODINO. If they don't listen to someone like you who has ex-

perience, expertise and who feels deeply and yet at the same time
it goes on notwithstanding as you say.

Mr. GEORGE. We continue to appoint and elect the best men we
can. The Republic will survive. We will look foolish from time to
time, we will listen to our experts and then do the best we can.
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Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much.
Mr..GEORGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate it.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator McClure.
Mr. McCLumm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess there is another answer to that question, we can always

elect the Director of the CIA President of the United States.
I have two or three questions. I believe from the testimony that

we have seen that the President sincerely believed that he was not
running an arms for hostages program, but I think everbody has
since come to the belief that no matter what he thought, it had the
appearance of an arms for hostage exchange.

Mr. GEORGE. It certainly appeared at a lower level and certainly
we had people like Secord running around the world telling people
that that is what the exercise was.

Mr. MCCLURE. It became evident enough that that was the ap-
pearance that even the President said I don't think so, but I guess
that is what it looks like and therefore must be. Isn't the same
thing true of the DEA program? They weren't ransoming hostages,
they were just bribing people that held them or could expedite
their release. But isn't it also true that even if that was their moti-
vation they were not dealing with the people who took the hos-
tages, they were dealing with other people who could get them re-
leased and it was only going to come to be an outright ransom pro-
gram?

Mr. GEORGE..My opinion, the DEA exercise was an exercise of
paying ransom for hostages. There was a double step. The first step
was to give them money [deleted] and then give them some more
money to Fo in, and the final step if I remember was that for $2
million apiece and $250,000 to [deleted]. It is a matter of definition,
but in my definition you are then paying ransom for hostages.

Mr. McCLumW. No matter how you rationalize, that is what it
would become?

Mr. GEORGE. The big argument about the Iran arms deal was
that we were not paying arms for hostages. [Deleted]. There are a
lot of subtleties, but I must say I must give you my honest opinion
is the DEA activity at the end was a ransom for hostages.

Mr. McCLURz. You don't have it in your book, but we had an ex-
hibiiite m eoga onvexhibit -no-24,You wil note
at.the be.innmng of that memorandum there is a reference to the
military situation in Iran.

Mr. GEORGE. The yellow line, the highlighted section?
Mr. MCCLURE. Yes. I think Mr. Courter this morning went into

the intelligence assessment with you but I don't think he made ref-
erence to that particular document. That document shows on its
face the assessment that the military situation, Iran's military situ-
ation was deteriorating. I think that was later the same statement
that the President used in a meeting in the White House when
some of the principals were present. I know Secretary Weinberger
and Secretary Shultz were at that meeting. Both were asked why
didn't you correct the President when he made that statement.
Both said well, they didn't pay any attention to it or words to that
effect.

That of course doesn't tell us exactly why Admiral Poindexter
had that assessment in there [deleted]?
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Mr. GEORGE. This is [deleted], serving their national interests asthey perceived them at the time, which is to ope. up a dialogue
with Iran which has been since the founding of the [deleted].un-
derstandably, and if I were there, correctly, to maintain relations
with your enemy's enemies and they will forever try to open up a
relation with Iran. That said, they judge, and I g with this
analysis, but wto am I to disagree with them, that [deleted] ana-
lyzed the situation as such that Iran's deteriorating position in the
war with Iraq, potential for radicalization in Iran, et cetera, et
cetera, provides that we have to do something.

Mr. MCCLURE. Do you have independent evidence that that was
the [deleted]?Mr. GEORGE. That the [deleted] really believe this or were they

trying to influence us, is that the question?
Mr. McCLuRE. Either one or both.
Mr. GEORGE. I think the [deleted] are overly concerned and exag-

gerate with well meaning the deterioration of the Iranian position.
But I also suggest, and Inote that the author of this document is
one Lt. Col. Oliver L. North, that there is a big heavy spin in here
which is why don't you join. us up and we all go into an activity
together. I had never seen this thing.

Mr. MCCLURE. That was not your assessment, however, [deleted].
(Dleted).

M CCLURE. You have testified that the CIA thought Ghorban-
ifar was not reliable and you had a burn notice against him. Prior
to your knowledge that Ghorbanifar was in this initiative, had the
CIA been involved with Mr. Ghorbanifar before?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes, our relations with Mr. Ghorbanifar go back to
the '79-'80 period when the Shah fell. Mr. Ghorbanifar as best we
can copy it out was a Sabak agent who had used, which was not
untypical for the Persians, had used his SAVAK position to make
money. He fled Iran, set himself up in London, [deleted]. [Deleted]
we used him in the '79-'81 period when the American diplomatic
hostages were held in Tehran. Over and over up until 1983, Ibe-
lieve, I think when we issued the burn notice, it became evident to
us that Mr. Ghorbanifar's information, intelligence, regardless of
the subject, was inaccurate, incomplete, and dishonest.

Mr. MCCLURE. In spite of the fact that you had that conclusion
and that you tried to dissuade others from depending upon Ghor-
banifar, you described it as pretty much a done deal in which there
wasn't much you would do about it?

Mr. GEORGE. You have shown me things I did not know. I was
working at a very low level in-just pick the month, December
1985.

Mr. McCLuR. Do you have a feel for who was pushing his use?
Mr. GEORGE. The Israelis. I think Mr. Ghorbanifar is a recruited

agent of the Government of Israel [deleted], we do not believe
Ghorbanifar's information.

Mr. MCCLURE. Was Bill Casey pushing him?
Mr. GEORGE. Bill Case y never pushed Ghorbanifar with me. Now

I know Casey certainly knew more about it than I knew he knew.
When I went in and made my strong plea for breaking off with Mr.
Ghorbanifar, Bill Casey moved the operation from myself to some-
one else.
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Mr. McCLuz. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, my time has expired. Thank you very much, Mr.

George.
Chairman HAMmTON. Mr. Genzman, do you have questions?
Mr. GENZMAN. Yes. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask you about the polygraph examination of Mr.

Ghorbanifar. Would you turn to exhibit 50?
Mr. GEORGE. Again Mr. Genzman, what number?
Mr. GENzM". Exhibit 50. That is the memorandum for the

record of the Ghorbanifar polygraph examination on January 11th,
1986. Have you seen that before, sir?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes I have.
Mr. GENZMAN. Following up on Senator McClure's questions I

take it that you were concerned about Mr. Ghorbanifar because he
had lied to you in the past, had shown himself to be unreliable and
therefore the burn notice was sent out, is that a fair statement?

Mr. GEORGE. That is correct.
Mr. GENZMAN. And I take it the concern was that he would con-

tinue to lie in respect to this Iran initiative?
Mr. GEORGE. We were asked in December 1985 by Michael

Ledeen, Bill Casey, and the administration to make contacts with
Manucher Ghorifar because he was an outstanding source of in-
telligence on Iran. It now becomes evident after the fact that we
were being asked to meet with Ghorbanifar and learn to love him
because they were about ready to put us in touch with him in the
Iran initiative. So we did not know in December, as [deleted] met
him as we polygraphed him in January-the iron of this is I put
out a field notice, which is here somewhere, Mr. Kerr pointed out
earlier, I sent a cable around the world saying Ghorbanifar is a
crook, you will have nothing to do with him and 2 days later I am
in the White House being given the Finding to which surprise, sur-
prise, the guy I am going to be dealing with or supporting the Na-
tional Security Council to deal with is Ghorbanifar.

Mr. GENzMuN. Certainly by the time of the polygraph examina-
tion you knew that Mr. Ghorbanifar was going to be used in the
Iran initiative or was in fact being used?

Mr. GEORGE. I don't recall that I knew that at all.
Mr. GENzMAN. Did you receive a copy of exhibit 50?
Mr. GEORGE. I am sure I did. What is the date-all right, is there

some statement in here that leads you to believe that I know-
Mr. GENZMAN. If I could direct your attention to the second sen-

tence: "He showed deception on virtually all the relevant ques-
tions." If I could direct your attention to the last sentence of that
first paragraph: "The tests indicated that he knew ahead of time
that the hostages would not be released and deliberately tried to
deceive us both independently and with blank."

Mr. GEORGE. He had told [deleted], if my memory-I am a little
hazy but I am doing my best-he told [deleted] in the meetings that
were set up by Mr. Ledeen that he could effect the release of the
hostages, and whether he told [deleted] specifically through arms
or how I don't know. Remember, [deleted] is operating totally inde-
pendently of what we now know is the connection with Ghorbani-far on the arms deal. [Deleted] as a case officer has no relationship
to that. At this point in this famous meeting with Mr. Ghorbanifar,
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Mr. Ledeen and Mr. North, who showed up later, Ghorbanifar
begins to exude about how he ca organize the release of the hos-
tages. And it is a tough question, I don't know how you ask this on
a polygraph, it is a silly question, can you get the hostages released
yes or no, it implies-he said he knew the Islamic Jihad, which is
the crowd in Beirut, and they could release the ho es. We said
that that showed signs of deception on the polygraph. I am sorry, I
had not read that before.

Mr. GENZMAN. In the last paragraph on the page, it indicates
that in discussing the hostage deal Ghorbanifar stated he was very
uncomfortable with the questions asked. Does that not imply to
you, sir, that the polygraph examiner was in fact asking him ques-
tions about the ongoing Iran initiative and the arms for hostagesexchange?Mr. GEORGE. I would have to review that. I appreciate your ques-

tion and I am unable to give you an exact answer because it goes
on in that light. During the break in the testimony, he commented
that the Israelis already have $24 million that they are holding of
his funds. I will check this out for you. I must say Mr. Ghorbanifar,
in all his tales and all his stories, left us bewildered as to who he
was dealing with, what, where, how, and when. We were generally
lost.

Mr. GENZMAN. In any event the polygraph took place on January
11th, 1986, about a week before President Reagan signed the Find-
ing of January 17th. Was this memo sent to Mr. Casey or Lt. Col.
North?

Mr. GEORGE. I wouldn't have-I advised Colonel North, we now
know from Colonel North's notebook that Mr. Ghorbanifar had
shown deception in 11 out of 13 or 13 out of 15 points. I cannot teil
you for a fact, looking at this document, to whom it was delivered
inside CIA, meaning specifically did Bill Casey ever see this? I don't
know.

Mr. GENZMAN. When you advised Lt. Col. North, did you specify
the areas in which Mr. Ghorbanifar had been deceptive?

Mr. GEORGE. If my memory serves me, Mr. Ghorbanifar could
only repeat his name and his nationality and pass the machine.

Mr. GNzMAN. Correct, but did you in fact-
Mr. GEORGE. I am sure I told Ollie not only is he having trouble

on his polygraph, but he can't get anything straight.
Mr. GENzMAN. Just so the record is clear, did you specify these

areas that we have spoken about?
Mr. GEORGE. Did we tell Colonel North the areas we walked him

through-
Mr. GENzmAx. Yes, that he knew ahead of time the hostages

would not be released. _

Mr. GEORGE. I can try to get that answer for you. I can't answer
that question. I am sure it-is answerable inside my directorate.

Mr. GFxzm". The document exhibit 50 mentions that neither
Mr. Ghorbanifar nor Ledeen had been advised about the results of
the test. Did you at some point or did one of your colleagues advise
Mr. Ledeen or Mr. Ghorbanifar as to the results?

Mr. GEORGE. I am almost certain that Mr. Ledeen was advised
and, if he was advised, you can count on it like night follows day
he told Mr. Ghorbanifar.
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Mr. GwNzMAN. Do you recall advisig-
Mr. GEORGE. I did not advise Ledeen. I was not in touch with

Ledeen, this was being handled primarily through my officer, [de-
leted].

Mr. GENzMAN. On the third page at clause 2-D, it states that he
showed deception on the question of whether he was under the con-
trol of the Iranian Government. Do you recall that result?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not. It would certainly be available to you and
the committee, the full results from the polygrapher of that exami-
nation. -

Mr. GENZMAN. Do you recall whether Lt. Col. North or Mr.
Casey was advised of that result?

Mr. GEORGE. I cannot. I can get you that answer. I cannot
answer it.

Mr. GENZMAN. Did you and the CIA receive any information re-
garding whether Mr. Ghorbanifar was, in fact, under the control of
the Iranian Government?

Mr. GEORGE. No. That was never a charge that-specifically, Mr.
Ghorbanifar proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that he had power-
ful relationships inside the Iranian Government. Mr. McFarlane
did not arrive inTehran accidentally. The release of Mr.-of Rever-
end Weir after the Israeli flight, which, after the fact, I know ap-
pears to be connected. Ghorbanifar, as I was challenged before I be-
lieve the Tower Commission, I guess I spent total time speaking
down Mr. Ghorbanifar. Mr. Ghorbanifar had powerful friends. As
we recall, his most powerful friend in Iranwas [deleted]. If you will
do the research on [deleted, you will find [deleted]. So he had influ-
ence. But what kind of influence? Was he under the control of the
Iranians? Yes, he was, to some degree, because he was working
business deals.

I could see where-he would have trouble answering a question:
Are you under the influence of the Government of Iran? Well, to
some degree, he was. I made that up. I can get the facts for you,
counsel.

Mr. GENzhu. Thank you, Mr. George.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Mr. GEORGE. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAmLTON. The chair recognizes and yields time to

Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to go back to

a point we talked about this morning. That is with reference to the
United States selling U.S. equipment for profit, those profits being
the legitimate property of the United States Treasury or taxpayers.
That would be true even in the event that the CIA were to use a
commercial cutout, would it not?

Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely.
Mr. Comm. That has been the pattern in the past?
Mr. GEORGE. We deal with U.S.uipment through private pro-

prietaries, Senator Cohen, as you know. Just because it's some
storefront [deleted], still it's United States property.

Mr. Comm. Is it fair to say in the January 17 Finding, when
there was a reference to third parties and General Secord is there-
after treated as an "Agent" of the U.S. Government, that nonethe-
less it was contemplated that he was merely serving as an agent of
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the U.S. Government for the purpose of carrying out this particu-
lar transaction of selling weapons to the Iranians and not for the
purpose of making a profit, the profits of which would either be
used for the Contras or any other project?

Mr. GEORGE. It wasmysterious, to giveyou a personal andthen-I am not a lawyer, ofcourse-but a legal answer. It was mys-
terious as to what Mr. Secord's role was.Ithink it was to show me
he had the benefit of White House-total White House exposure.

Mr. COHEN. I am talking about the face of the Finding itself.
Mr. GEORGE. Looking at the face of the Finding itself, it would be

my judgment, as a man who reads Findings and a man who gets
involved in them, in covert action Findings that it was not for Mr.
Secord to make money, but Mr. Secord to represent the Govern-
ment of the United States and in a way, we have had people repre-
sent us, using U.S. Government property, but we don't go out and
saiv if you make any money, keep it.

M4r.COHEN. You mentioned earlier this morning when you spoke
with Oliver North on the phone with reference to the polygraph
that Mr. Ghorbanifar had taken, you said that it was clear that
Oliver North wanted him to pass the polygraph?

Mr. GEORGE. They wanted us to deal with Mr. Ghorbanifar. They
wanted us, to put it in even more practical sense, they wanted us
to like Mr. Ghorbanifar.

Mr. COHEN. No matter what the polygraph said? Is that correct?
Mr. GEORGE. Well, the polygraph results came so briefly before I

received a Presidential order to deal with him that I really didn't
have a lot of time to sit around and argue. So somewhere between
whatever the dates are, the 11th to *.he 17th, before I could, say, go
through one more fight about Mr. Ghorbanifar, I received a Presi-
dential order which-would not say so, but ended up meaning we
were dealing with Mr. Ghorbanifar.

Mr. COHEN. Even after you became aware of the polygraph re-
sults, you didn't go rushing to Bill Casey or the President saying
you are forcing us to deal with a liar? You knew from that point
on-

Mr. GEORGE. I told Bill Casey after the polygraph, I believe-and
I said to counsel-I told Bill Casey the results or [deleted] or one of
us said Bill, he's failed 13 out of his 15 questions. It was at that
point-and I don't have the chronology exact, that I said I don't
want to deal with him anymore, speaking for this directorate. Bill
Casey said look, he knows a lot about terrorism, and blah, blah. Off
he went to Charlie Allen.

Mr. COHEN. So he was shuffled off to Charlie Allen?
Mr. GEORGE. But in a week I'm back because there was a Find-

ing.
Mr. COHEN. The point is Charlie Allen nonetheless was charged

with kind of overseeing his activities?
Mr. GEORGE. Charlie Allen was specifically told to talk to him

about terrorism. [Deleted].
Mr. COHEN. Let me go back. A week after the Finding, you are

back on as far as the oversight of Mr. Ghorbanifar in concerned?
Mr. GEORGE. Well, no, not really.
Mr. COHEN. That's what I thought you just said a moment ago.
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Mr. GEORGE. What I meant to say is that immediately after the
Finding, we are told that we are to support an ongoing national se-
curity initiative in which we are meeting in Europe with Iranians
who have contacts. We fly to Europe and who do we meet? Mr.
Ghorbanifar.

Mr. COHEN. At that oint what was your role in dealir with Mr.
Ghorbanifar from the Directorate of Operations?

Mr. GEORGE. Our role was in the narrow sense at that point to
supply logistics and financial support-financial support mecha-
nisms for the National Security Council exercise.[Dleted].IM.COHEN.You also made a reference this morning to Mr.

McMahon's anger over the CIA role in November. I think you also
talked about that on pages 77 and 78 of your deposition. You don't
need to turn to it. My question is Mr. McMahon was fairly upset,
was he not, about the CIA's role in the shipment during Novem-
ber? Is that a fair characterization?

Mr. GEORGE. He was terribly upset.
Mr. COHEN. He communicated that visible anger, I assume not

only to you but to Mr. Clarridge?
Mr. GEORGE. I was a bystander that Monday morning because I

had just come back from a trip. I found him ranting and raving-I
am sorry to-that's a slight exaggeration-at Ed Juchniewicz, my
deputy. Whether John McMahon personally telephoned Dewey
Clarridge or saw him, I can't recall. But Dewey damned well knew
that John McMahon wal angry.

Mr. COHEN. With respect to the Inspector General's investigation
pertaining to the activities down in Central America [Castillo] ac-
cording to the Tower Board, misled the Inspector General. (Castillo]
explained his misleading the IG on the basis that he had received
certain parameters-he was told to anticipate certain parameters
as far as the investigation and the questioning was concerned.

I think he pointed to you as the one who he understood had set
those parameters and so when he was finally questioned by the IG
and was given a line of questioning he did not anticipate, he misled
the IG.

Mr. GEORGE. His exact phrasing, if I understand it correctly-
and [deleted], correct me if I am worng-was that the division chief
had instructed him at my instructions. This is absolutely, totally
not true.

Mr. COHEN. You gave no instructions to the IG?
Mr. GEORGE.First of all, the IG inspection of [Castillo] started or

took place at a time when I was in the hospital.
The instructions I gave-this is the second or third time this has

come up. To set the record correct, the chief of the Latin American
Division came to me at some point before I left for the hospital and
said that [Castillo] was back and [Castillo] was going to appear
before the Tower Commission or had been scheduled to, in Decem-
ber. [Castillo] was terribly concerned about the issue of sources and
methods, what did I suggest? And I gave the suggestion, Senator,
that you and I have worked under for years, which-is if it's terribly
sensitive, call time out and let's all huddle and see what we are
going to do. I would never, and have never-I can't imagine under
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what conditions except the most sensitive information advise a
fellow employee on how to testify before my own IG.

Mr. COHEN. Just two more questions, Mr. Chairman.
Exhibit-I believe it's 17, relates to a memo from Colonel North

to Robert McFarlane. [Deleted] "the CIA dispatched the cable at
tab C through operational channels and all copies have been de-
stroyed."

The question I have is, who decides whether or not the cable traf-
fic should be retained or destroyed?

Mr. GEORGE. I never heard of us saying to anybody except the
Director or the President of the United States, we will destroy all
traffic. We don't.

Mr. COHEN. The President is the only one who could order de-
struction, or the Director?

Mr. GEORGE. I have never run into-I have never in my career
run into a telegram from abroad or anywhere else in which I was
ordered to make sure everything was destroyed.

Mr. COHEN. Just the opposite is the practice? It is preserved?
Mr. GEORGE. The only strength we have is the ability to main-

tain our files.
Mr. COHEN. OK.
Before the Senate Select Committee, I believe you indicated that

you were not aware of the Finding prior to that time. I think you
indicated January 18?

Mr. GEORGE. The morning of the 18th, the day after the Presi-dent signed it.Mr. COHEN. The question I have is, there is an indication in the

documents that you had a meeting on January 13 with Colonel
North and Judge Sporkin and then you had a meeting on January
16 with Colonel North.

The question I have is, what would you be discussing.with Colo-
nel North and Sporkin on the 13th and on the 16th with Colonel
North if it didn't involve some discussion of the Finding process?

Mr. GEORGE. There was no meeting with North and Sporkin. I
would have remembered that. I did not attend a meeting with
North and Sporkin. A meeting with North on the-what is the
latter date? Seventeenth?

Mr. COHEN. Thirteenth with North and Sporkin, 16th with
North?

Mr. GEORGE. Sixteenth, I don't know. My calendar would show if
I met with him. I did not meet privately with North and Sporkin.

Mr. COHEN. On Janury 18th, you brought the head of the Near
East Division with you to the White House. The question I have is,
how was it possible that you only learned on the 18th of the Find-ing if you-Mr. GEORGE. I was told by McMahon and Casey I was to go to the

White House where I was to be briefed on a National Security
Council activity which involved Israel and Iran, and that we would
be providing support. So I took [deleted].

Mr. COHEN. One final point. On Secord, and this has been talked
about, I guess, with a number of members, at the time he was in
the White House Situation Room with you on January 18, and I
guess I wanted to ask you the question: What did the name Secord
mean to you and generally to the Agency at that time?
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Mr. GEORGE. It meant what I told you when I took my oath and
appeared before the Senate Select Committee in late November of
1986. Second had been messed up and involved-in some way en-
gaged in activities on the fringes of Tom Clines, Ed Wilson, interna-
tional arms traffic. I had no evidence then and I have no evidence
now that Mr. Second is violating law, but there's a world of ours in
which there are people we do not deal with and Mr. Secord is one
of them.

Mr. COHEN. The world of yours-one final point-is it fair to say
that people at your level, and I'm talking certainly with Mr.
McMahon, Mr. Casey, yourself, Mr. Clarridge, would have knowl-
edge of the--generally General Secord's activities?

Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely.
Mr. COHEN. His is a name that certainly would pop up on the

mental screen?
Mr. GEORGE. I don't see how you could be in this business and

not know the name of Richard Secord.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you very much.
That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. DeWine is recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Metedd'Mre. E.INE Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAMILTON. Sentor Nunn? Ten minutes.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. George, you may have answered this as I have had to be in

and out today, regrettably. When did you first know about the di-
version of funds from the arms sales to the Contras?

Mr. GEORGE. On or about the day that the Attorney General
made the statement. I am told by [C/CATFJ that I told him earlier
in the day prior to the Attorney General's statement, but certainly
I did not know about the diversion of the funds any more than a
day before, and if I did, I wouldn't know how I learned that.

Mr. NUNN. Did you talk to Director Casey about that subject
either before or after that press conference by the Attorney Gener-
al?

Mr. GEORGE. On the 17th-correct me on the record-the 20th-
the day Bill Casey came back from his trip to Central America.
The 19th of November, 1986. As you know-may know, Senator
Nunn, from previous testimony, or from Mr. Gates' testimony,
there was great chaos at CIA in putting together Bill Casey's testi-
mony. We had sent down a proposed testimony on a plane for him
to read on his way back.

That night, some 25 of us, at least, gathered in Director Casey's
conference room to discuss his testimony. My role-I had seen up
until then-was to gather the specific activities of the Operations
Directorate and give those, in turn, to Bob Gates' special assistant
who was collating all the materials from the whole agency on what
we had done.

In that meeting, and it was extremely complicated, and people
wouldn't know, and Bill Casey, we now know, was very sick and
gave an appearance of exhaustion. An individual at the meeting, I
thought it was Bob Gates, Bob said it wasn't he. Others have re-
membered it. Someone said, "Bill, not only is this chaos and how
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are we going to explain it, and you know we had a Finding we
didn't tell Congress, 'the rest of it, but, "Bill, there is discussion of
a diversion of Iran funds."

And Bill Casey replied, "I know absolutely nothing about that."
And that was the only time, Senator Nunn, that I ever heard Bill
Casey comment on it whatsoever.

Mr. NUNN. And that date was?
Mr. GEORGE. The 20th of November, 1986.
Mr. NUNN. That was before the Attorney General had discovered

that memo?
Mr. GEORGE. I don't know, sir. I know of what I speak.
Mr. NUNN. Where did that information come from? Do you recall

who said that? How did they know about the diversion?
Mr. GEORGE. Doherty, our General Counsel, remembers the ques-

tion that someone-I didn't ask it. Someone said, "Oh, Bill, there
are rumors there's been diversions of funds."

Mr. NUNN. I wonder how they would have known at that stage?
Mr. GEORGE. I have no idea, Senator.
Mr. NuNi. _you_ find outwho that was?
Mr. GEORGE. I think we can get you information, because I have

brought that to the attention of our lawyers and asked them to
walk through the entire group at that meeting.

Mr. NUNN. Will you do that for us?
Mr. GEORGE. I certainly will.
A Deleted] reminds me that the memo I didn't see, the Charlie

Allen memo suggesting there may be diversion of funds, had been
made available to some people inside the Agency. But I can get
that for you.

Mr. NUNN. Did you have any conversations with anyone else out
at CIA about whether Director Casey knew about the diversion
subsequent to that event?

Mr. GEORGE. No.
Mr. NUNN. Have you since?
Mr. GEORGE. Well, since Oliver North and Ed Meese and John

Poindexter have testified, Senator, I've probably discussed this with
everybody in the family, and at the CIA.

Mr. NUNN. Have you had anyone tell you that they had informa-
tion on this, direct or indirect?

Mr. GEORGE. I have not. Never once have I heard anybody say
either over a beer or in a dead serious conversation, let me tell you
what I know. I am the only person that I know, except I think (de-
leted], and there's somebody else at this meeting I attended that

heard those words out of Casey's mouth, which were I heard noth-
ing about diversion.

Mr. COHEN. Senator, would you yield for a question?
Mr. NUNN. Sure.
Mr. COHEN. Weren't there [deleted] that Charlie Allen was at

least reviewing that had to do with the pricing and overpricing of
the weapons?

Mr. GEORGE. So I am told. I was not aware of that. If I had access
[deleted], they went in one box and out the other.

Charlie and [C/CAThJ, according to the testimony, was the man
who 'discovered or suspected or thought having read closely
through [deleted] that there i some money monkeysbnes going on.
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That led to his briefing of, I think, Bob and the Director at some
point. But I was not in on that one.

Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. Did you know Oliver North personally or profession-

aWr. GEORGE. Professionally quite well.
Mr. NUNN. You have heard him testify that Director Casey

knew?
Mr. GEORGE. That is right.
Mr. NUNN. You were there when Director Casey said he did not

know about the diversion?
Mr. GEORGE. In this one remark in a room with 25 people.
Mr. NUNN. Do you have any suggestions for the committee in

trying to determine who is telling the truth on that subject, Direc-
tor Casey or Colonel North?

Mr. GEORGE. I do not.
Mr. NUNN. One other subject here, Mr. George. There was a

memorandum from-for the record, from Charles Dunbar, State
Department, December 14, 1986. I am going to read you a quote
from that.-don't know which exhibit thatsItmere t-toyoU
and see if you know anything about this.

"Poindexter told Cave-"-and that reference is to George
Cave-"-that he personally asked the Kuwaitis to do something
about the Dawa prisoners. Cave believes Poindexter met with the
Kuwaiti Foreign Minister here in the fall and may have seen him
in the region at some point, as well."

"North also met with the Kuwaiti Ambassador and perhaps with
other foreign officials as well."

My question to you is, do you know anything about Poindexter,
North, or anyone else in the U.S. Government asking the Kuwaits
to release the prisoners or putting any degree of pressure on them
to release the Dawa prisoners?

Mr. GEORGE. No. [Deleted].
[Deleted] in no uncertain terms that it was the intention of the

Government of Kuwait to keep those prisoners until they had com-
pleted their sentences or whatever.

Mr. NUNN. So all the information you had was precisely the op-
posite from the import of this memo?

Mr. GEORGE. I haven't read this, but from the import of what you
read me, yes.

Mr. NUNN. You don't know anyone in government who was actu-
ally asked or that actually contacted the Kuwaitis about releasing
the prisoners?

Mr. GEORGE. I know no government official who contacted the
Kuwaitis to ask them to release the Dawa prisoners. In fact, to the
opposite. I am familiar with a message from the President of the
United States to the Sheik of Kuwait urging him not to bend under
any pressures.

Mr. NUNN. Do you know anyone outside government acting on
our behalf, on the government s behalf, that was putting pressure
or asking Kuwait to release the prisoners?

Mr. GEORGE. No, sir.
Mr. NUmN. One other question, Mr. George. When Colonel North

testified, he started his testimony by saying that a covert operation
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is a lie itself. The implication of that was that other lies that flow
therefrom are natural and recurring events io covert operations.

Would you give us your own view, since you have been involved
in this business for a long time, about how you deal with your
fellow officers and agents in carrying out a covert operation?

Whether lies are necessary within the operation itself?
Mr. GEORGE. I disagree with Colonel North, as strongly as I can

disagree with anyone. This is a business which you know, Senator
Nunn, from your experience on the Senate Committee and many of
you who have dealt with me and more importantly with my
Agency, this is a business of trust. This is a business that works
outside the law, outside the United Stfttes.

It is a business that is very difficult to define by legal terms be-
cause we are not working inside the American legal system. It is,
and I have been asking you, and you heard me say many times, it
is a business of being able to trust and have complete confidence in
the people that work with you.

And to think that because we deal in lies, and overseas we may
lie and we may do other such things, that therefore that gives you
some-permission- some-right--r some--particular -reason-to-operate -----
that way with your fellow emrlIoyees, I would not only disagree
with, I would say it would be the destruction of a secret service in
a democracy.

And I also believe, and I would like particularly to say this to
you, and I said it to Senator Cohen this morning. I want you to
know, and I know we have recently had an agreement-disagree-
ment over-that you may havo, thoughts otherwise, I deeply believe
with the complexities of the oversight process and the relationship
between a free legislative body and a secret spy service, that frank-
ness is still the best and only way to make it work.

Mr. NUNN. Thank you very much. I won't go back into that sub-
ject because I know you have gone into it already.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMITON. Mr. Stokes, 10 minutes.
Mr. SToKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. George, let me start (Jut with an area that was just touched

upon by Senator Nunn. In reply to his question, you indicated that
after Colonel North and Admiral Poindexter testified here, that
you discussed that testimony with almost everybody.

Mr. GEORGE. It is a national topic, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SToKES. That is right. Nothing wrong with that, because it is

on the lips of everybody in the country, I think.
But based upon those conversations as it relates to the so-called

fall-guy plan devised by Director Casey where, in the event that
the diversion ever hit the eight of day, that Colonel North was to
take the spears in his chest, what was the consensus of those with
whom you have talked? Do you believe that he devised such a
plan?

Mr. GEORGE. Those at the Agency do not.
Mr. SToKES. From everything you know about Director Casey and

how your business operates, do you guys devise those types of plans
or does the fall guy----

Mr. GEORGE. I have never-I suppose -overseas- somewhere,-wel---
do something to make somebody look like they are guilty of some-
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thing in some intelligence operation, but the fall-guy plan as it
came out of your hearings in the U.S. Government context is, I've
never heard of such a thing.

Mr. SToKS. Let me ask you this. Senator Cohen just asked you
about [deted] that came across your desk and I think you indicat-
ed it may have gone into your in-box and you didn't pay much at-
tention to it, but I think that you testified in your deposition that
you received [deleted] concerning the Iranian initiative, and I think
you also said that you didn't read most of it, and I understand that.

ut in terms of those who have a responsibility to reed it, would
you have looked to someone in the directorate to bring this to your
attention regarding this overcharging matter?

Mr. GEORGE. I would have looked upon my Near East Division-
most of what I remember, and I'm told there is [deleted] from the
late 1986 period-excuse me, late '85 period of contacts between
[deleted] and possibly hints of American involvement, and that is
very unclear.

Once the Finding was signed, that great mass of material which
I know this committee has or should have [deleted].

I would have looked towards my Near East Division to monitor
that. At no time, and I would trust them to monitor that, but no
one read that in the detail that ever led them to come to me and
say, as it did lead Mr. Allen to come to I believe the Director and
Deputy Director and say, there appears to be indications of over-
charging.

I might make a point which has been made to me by several of
my Near East and Iranian types, we are not left speechless when
we read about overcharging. To us, what that means is you are
paying off in the country you are doing business in in order to do
business. I charged this but it was really that is, as everybody in
this room knows, a common way of doing business in the Middle
East, and be it a fair or unfair excuse, I think there have been oc-
casions when people have seen the idea of more money than there
appears to be or vice versa, rather than saying, holy cats, the
United States side, Mr. Secord, Mr. North, Mr. Hakim is doing it.
It was, we are paying off people inside Iran in order to achieve
goals. That is a generalization that has been brought to my atten-
tion.

Mr. SToms. As you reflect back now in terms of hindsight, do
you think the CIA did a good job of monitoring the intelligence on
the Iranian initiative or not?

Mr. GEORGE. Was our performance a good performance-
evar.ua Is. Basically I think that is what I'm getting at, your

Mr. GEORGE. I'm to blame for most of it because I-I mean of
what I know abont it. I don't know what the hell an intelligenceservice does where it is not allowed to participate fully inside what
is basically a clandestine operation.

I think that a terrible mistake was made in the summer of 1985
when, if I am to believe what I'm told, the Israelis came to Bud
McFarlane and said, "We've got a deal, but don't tell CIA." I think
you make a great mire not telling your spy service.

First of all our- - serwcels -everywhere and starts hearing
about things. I should have happened at that particular
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moment is that we, not necessarily me, but whomever, John
McMahoh, Bill Casey, representatives from my service, should have
sat down with McFarlane and been allowed to help decide the va-
lidity of the Israeli request. When that didn't happen, when we
played with less than a full deck, as I said, I think we protected
ourselves-if I exaggerated anywhere along the line, I became very
protective of the institution. I think we did not do badly in protect-
ing ourselves. I cannot be proud of our overall performance because
if we would have succeeded, this would never have happened.

Mr. SToE~S. That leads me into my next question, because that
has been one of my concerns. When you look back at the January
17, 1986, Finding on Iran, it appears to be directed to the CIA. Yet
you and others at the Agency have insisted that the CIA played
only a support role in the Iranian operation.

There are some of us who, having some knowledge of intelligence
operations, have commented upon the fact that the professionals in
this business were not used, particularly when it came to the DEA
ransom operation, and in the case of the Iranian operation also.
NSC was chosen to conduct it.

I guess the logical question is, why didn't Director Casey fight
this? If you know.

Mr. GCEORGE. I'll let you in on a secret. The way to handle Bill
Casey was outflank him to the right, charge him with being less
than adventurous, suggest that maybe he really wasn't ready to
take the high risk. What Bill Casey needed around him were cau-
tious people to some degree, not frightened people, but cautious
people.

I would suggest, and I guess I can suggest as well as anybody be-
cause God knows I dealt with him night and day, Bill Casey fell
afoul to a charge in the White House that "come on, Bill, we have
had enough of those"-as Dick Secord titles us-"shoe salesmen;
let's get a real operation together and really do something."

Mr. STOKE. That is what I to a large extent sort of suspected,
that there may have been a question-

Mr. GEORGE. Please, I'm not sure Bill Casey knew everything and
I question a great deal, and it is not mine to question, of the
charges made against Bill Casey before these committees and
taking the fall after you're dead is the last great fall but there is
no doubt about it, Bill Casey was very vulnerable to the, "oh, come
on, Bill, those bureaucrats, let's get out and sock it to them." He
may have allowed himself to be convinced.

Don't forget the significance of the fact of Mr. Ghorbanifar, con-
tacts with Iran, plans for the release of hostages, plans for the de-
velopment of contacts with moderates was brought to us by one of
our very closest allies, in whom we have very great trust, in whom
we place a Middle East role of unbelievable significance, the Gov-
ernment of Israel-the Israelis will admit that this was a mistake,
so there was a variety of things that happened. Casey's weakness
was probably to say, "oh, we'll take a chance."

Mr. HYDE. Would you yield to me?
Mr. SToKs. Yes.
Mr. HYDE. Isn't it a fact that the CIA bureaucracy, as the State

Department- bureaucracy- and possibly the Defense Depatment bu-
reaucracy, were not hot for this thing at all and there was a fear of
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Director Casey's that had the CIA been into operations on this that
there might have been leaks or there certainly would have been a
lack of enthusiasm for it, and better to go with the gung-ho guys
who felt this was a great, neat idea, is that too wild a speculation?

Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Hyde, I don't agree. I think we have-working
within a government structure, we have as bold and as adventur-
ous a government structure as there is, and we understand who the
Director is and the President is.

I cannot buy the theory that you won't tell your CIA experts be-
cause you believe they are going to say no. Tell them and if they
say no, and you think they are crazy, go ahead and do it, but see,
they didn't tell us.

Mr. HYDE. Was Mr. McMahon thrilled with this idea?
Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely not.
Mr. HYDE. Do you think that played any role in Mr. Casey's

moving in another direction rather than the Agency?
Mr. GEORGE. Well, again, John McMahon is as close a friend as I

have, and I respect him totally, but John McMahon's life has never
been abroad running operations. I would ask, not Clair George, ask
Bert Dunn, ask [deleted], ask six other guys, call in your experts
and say to them, what the hell do you experts think of this idea.
That is what you have experts for. If we had said this really stinks,
Bill, Billis still free to say OK, fine, goodbye.

Mr. HYIE. I thought that was done but I wanted to probe as to
why it wasn't done.

Mr. STomzs. Mr. Chairman, I request one additional minute.
Mr. HYDE. If I promise never to talk again in this committee,

would you give the gentleman-
Chairman HAMILTN. That is too good a deal to turn down. I rec-

ognize Mr. Stokes for one additional minute.
Mr. STomEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My last question is, in your deposition you say on a number of

occasions that you felt it was your job to listen to Ollie North, but
that many of his schemes were "harebrained," that is a quote from
your statement in the deposition.

Mr. GEORGE. I was going to disagree with that statement, but the
more I reflect, I think I was right, they were hairbrained.

Mr. STOKES. Your attitude appeared to be to let him and others
like him plan to their heart's content, but not to approve their op-
erations, but you have testified that he and Director Casey were
very close. I guess my question is do you think that Director Casey
shared your attitude about Oliver North?

Mr. GEORGE. I think Casey looked upon North, he loved North
very much, he liked action people. I like action people. Bill Casey
was the last great buccaneer from OSS. He was dropping agents
into Germany and France and saving lives when most of us were
doing nothing. This was a greatguy, Bill Casay, and he saw in
Ollie North a part of that and he lied Ollie. But you could get to
Casey and say Ollie is crazy and Casey would change his-mind.

I am a great believer, and this is the point-and we have to
watch in hearings like this, we don't want to stop government in-
telligence officers, all I know, from thinking about, planning about
[deleted]. You would also hope that your government employee
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would say, Jesus, that sounds pretty dumb. We want to keep people
planning things, plans were going on all the time.

Casey liked that. Ollie was a planner and, yes, Ollie had a lot of
harebrained schemes and Ollie had good schemes.

Mr. SToKm. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. McCollum.
Mr. McCoLLum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. George, I don't want to beat a dead horse, but I would like to

followup on-those questions about Mr. Casey. Admiral Poindexter
told us when he testified that the way it came about that the CIA
didn't do the operation on the Iran initiative was after the Finding
was made that Mr. Casey chose Oliver North to do it.

Mr. Clarridge testified that he was personally aware that Mr.
Casey wanted the CIA, would have preferred the CIA to run the
entire Iranian initiative, but he didn't want to name you or McMa-
hon or anyone else, but he said others in the Agency weren't real
keen on it. He wasn't sure of the details of how it came about, but
obviously Mr. Casey didn't go with the Agency on it.

Then you told us earlier in your testimony, not just in response
to the last two questions, that at some point you went in and told
Mr. Casey that you didn't think so much of Mr. Ghorbanifar and
after that you didn't run the operation, you didn't have any more
really to do with it except logistics. Is that a fair summary of this
situation? Was there a time when you actually sat down when
Casey said I want to go with this thing and you said I don't like
Ghorbanifar?

Mr. GEORGE. I was never invited at all, nor my fellow profession-
als in the Operations Directorate, to comment upon the validity,
success quotient of the Iranian arms deal. It was presented to us.
Would-that is Mr. Hyde's question again-if he asked us, would
we have said no.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Why did Mr. Clarridge say from his personal
knowledge he knew because Director Casey had said it in his pres-
ence that he would have preferred to have the Agency do it?

Mr. GEORGE. I don't know. Bill Casey never said that to me. I ex-
pressed great concern about Mr. Ghorbanifar. I never ever heard,
nor to this day have I ever seen, and I understand your committee
or the Independent Counsel or someone is beginning to receive in-
formation from the Government of israel-what did they know?
Maybe they knew a lot more about what was happening than I do.

Mr. McCo lm. When did you express this about Ghorbanifar to
Mr. Casey?

Mr. GEORGE. December 1985.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. The diversion comment, November 20, 1986-
Mr. GEORGE. I had a meeting I attended in the Director's office

at CIA as I told Senator Nunn, with Bill Casey.
Mr. McCOLLUM. The word "diversion"-was that word itself actu-ally used--Mr. GRGE. I think the sentence-it wasn't the shorthand that

it has now become in the United States. I think the statement was,
Bill, there is talk that some of the money that was received from
the Iranian arms deal has been used for other purposes, which is
now in shorthand the word "diversion."
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Mr. McCOLLUM. There is a lot of confusion here. When [C/CATFJ
was testifying, I think [deleted] was down visiting in Central Amer-
ica with Casey and there was a discussion between [deleted] and
[C/CA TF at some point where he said he first got the idea and had
initially used the term diversion and explained, well, the discussion
never used that term, it was about the fact there was a cost differ-
ence between the pricing.

Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. That had been discovered, and it was Furmark's

comments to the Director and that was all going around the
Agency at the time. I cannot take from what you are saying, unless
you can make it more explicit and strengthen it for me, that the
comments made in your presence on the 20th to Director Casey
and his response to that really showed whether he did or didn't
know about the diversion of moneys from the Iranian initiative to
the Contras, but rather simply it seems to me, unless it is more
tied down than that as to the meaning, it simply goes further to
show that there was some discussion and knowledge going on about
there being a problem here, there was excess money, a profit, and
maybe that was used somewhere else?

Mr. GEORGE. I agree. I only threw that out, that that was my
only knowledge anTmy only experience of William J. Casey to me,
in my presence, expressing a comment.

Mr. McCCLLUM. I am just trying to clarify it. I don't want some-
body reading over dry, redacted testimony here coming up with
great stories that might not be true.

Mr. GEORGE. That's true, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. It is my understanding that initially you were

opposed to the creation of the [deleted] in the CIA.
Mr. GEORGE. That is false.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. There have been no problems within the CIA in

terms of turf battles over that [deleted]?
Mr. GEORGE. Big problems. Every time you organize a new outfit

inside a government bureaucracy, everybody's turf is stepped on,
everybody starts yelling and screaming, everybody says there's a
turf battle going on between the NE Division and the [deleted] and
the European Division and the [deleted] which rages today.

The establishment of the [deleted], I believe, was an excellent
idea, and if I might take some credit for it, I think I was one of the
people, if not the person, who thought it up, which leads me to ask
the only question of the day-who said I opposed it?

Mr. MCCOLLUM. That is what I heard. I am putting rumors to
rest.

Mr. GEORGE. I have so few good ideas, but when I am told I am
against the only one I had, it breaks my heart.

r. MCCOLLUM. We have alt of leaks around here. That is from
my sources. They must not have been too reliable in this case.

With respect to the Near East Division, is there cooperation now
going on?

Mr. GEORGE. It will work. I like a little fighting inside the outfit
to keep the guys on their toes, let them struggle a little bit, who isgog to get promoted, the guy that is going to get the intelligence.
You have to be a smart manager, know what you are doing. The
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last thing you want in your spy service is a lot of happy, content
bureaucrats.

The problem, if I may, is that for 3 weeks in a row, and to me it
is a shock-I spent a lifetime "in the shadows." I am finding great
trouble having my name in the paper-3 weeks in a row Newsweek
magazine called me an absolutely uncontrollable cowboy, and this
had me upset. I was nervous. -

But then it got worse, because Iheard Mr. Secord call me the
chief of the shoe salesmen. I think somewhere in the middle there
is the ground I am looking for.

Mr. McCoLLuM. Let's take whichever it is back down to Central
America for a minute. Senator Nunn, in questioning [Castillo], who
I will refer to as Castillo or the [deleted], so we don't get too many
reactions, when Senator Nunn was questioning him in his testi-
mony, Senator Nunn said, "would you agree with this statement or
disagree with it, made October 14, 1986, and what he is doing is
quoting from your testimony before the Intelligence Committee-
'The CIA is not involved directly or indirectly in arranging, direct-
ing, or facilitating resupply missions conducted by private individ-
uals in support of the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance."

Castillo said, 'I would have to disagree with that. My participa-
tion did facilitate because it provided information. I couldn't inter-
pret that to mean otherwise.

The reason I read that is because the question of knowledge of
those superior to [Castillo] has been of great import. In his testimo-
ny'elsewhere, when I was questioning him and when counsel ques-
tioned him, he made it very clear that when [C/LA] was down to
visit, who was then the head of the Latin American Division, when
the head of the Latin American Division came down in April and
again another meeting was in May for another purpose, but in the
April meeting [CasWl] said explicitly in his testimony that he in-
formed the Watin American Division head of the KL48 and of the
communications that were going on, and it has also been brought
out that when this meeting [deleted] was taking place in May, he
presented some of these matters, and the Latin American Division
Chief was very concerned about the political problem, as he put it,
and suppoedy, though we have never taken his deposition, the
notes we have from the interviews with the head of the Latin
American Division, came back to report that there were some prob-
lems there [deleted].

Do you recall [C/LA] coming to you ever to discuss those prob-
lems in May of 1986, ever mentioning the KL48 or anything?

Mr. GzoaGz. He never mentioned the " , and I think [C/LA],
whom I had yanked out of [deleted], was in a state of shock to be in
[deleted], and I truly believe that he, as he testified when shown
this piece of equipment, which we know was a KL"43, didn't know
what was going on.

I was familiar with the fact that there were great problems in
identifying the manner in which it would have been legal for us to
provide intelligence to the Contras and, in turn, to pass it to
anyone supporting them, and there was a question whether [Pas-
tib] was mking those contacts directly and we advised (Castillo]
not to do that.
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To the best of my knowledge, he had not done that. When I testi-
fied in October 14, 1986, and I apologized to Senator Nunn and Sen-
ator Cohen-it was not my attempt to lie-I was fixed on CIA re-
sponsibilities, I was hesitant to correct a government official whom
I did not know well-I had my testimony corrected for the record
with both the House and the Senate Intelligence Committees after
I learned what had happened to [Castillol--let me one more time
say for [Castillo], and I know many of you have worried about his
activities-I will say, as I said this morning, he is an outstanding
officer who was put in a terribly difficult position, and I think i
would even be more explicit, I would defend [Castillo] for having
had to do what he did-God knows what any of us would have
done.

I think the only thing outstanding, and it is not for me to say, is
the manner in which [Castillo] explained these things to the IG or
other people.

Mr. McCoLLUM. The question is whether he mentioned the KL-
43 or not in your Latin American Division--did he talk to you
about the political problems, about the problems he saw down
there?

Mr. GEORGE. [C/LA] did not talk to me about the KL-43. He
talked to me about his concern of [Castillo] delivering intelligence
information to [deleted] for use by the private benefactors-the
manner-we were allowed to provide intelligence to the Contras.
The Contras could then give it to anybody they wanted to. Our
rules, not the law-the law has never been specific on this-said
we, CIA, will not provide that intelligence directly to the private
benefactors, and we were worried that [Castillo] might do that.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. And you were worried about what was happen-
ing-OK, fair enough. But to the degree that your testimony said
that you weren't facilitating or there was no facilitation, that was
an error-

Mr. GEoRGE. I did not know of [Castillo's] activities at the time
through Oliver North.

Mr. McCoLLuM. I understand that, but you knew from [C/LA]
that at least intelligence information was being gathered-

Mr. GEORGE. I had been infoLned that had been corrected.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. One last question. There had been a lot of talk

about leaks, leaks here, leaks there, leaks everywhere. I know you
have your famous people who have gone and we have read about
them informally occasionally from the Agency, and these have
been espionage problems, but in general to the outside world, do
you have problems at the Agency like some of the people down-
town have with leaks?

Mr. GzORGE. I think there have been some leaks out of the
Agency. I follow that very closely. One of our biggest problems in
the leaks business are retired intelligence officers. Maybe this life
in the shadows causes these guys, when the get outside this outfit,
to want to tell every newspaperman in Washington. I have read
stories in which I am convinced that the information had to only
come from inside the Agency.

Mr. McCo UM. Do you have rules and regulations about contact
with the press, not just what you say, but-
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Mr. GEORGE. You are not allowed to contact the press--if you
live next door to Bob Woodward, we would tell you to move, but if
you live next door to the guy from the Beaver Falls News Trib-
une-

Mr. McCOLLUM. For example, you mentioned Bod Woodward.
You know him?

Mr. GEORGE. I have met him.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. You don't have the contact with him?
Mr. GEORGE. I decided there was only one way to beat this rap. I

don't talk to journalists anywhere ever. Actually, if I go to a cock-
tail party, unless it is embarrassing to the person, I will not talk to
them because I really am trying to be Caesar's wife.

Mr. McCoLLuM. And lie detectors, do you give lie detector tests?[Dletd].
MCCOLLUM. When is the last time you had one?

Mr. GEORGE. I had one in 1983.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I think you answered a lot of our questions. I ap-

preciate your time.
Mr. Chairman, it's the last witness I get to question. I greatly

have enjoyed working with you. Thank you. I yield back.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. George, in his testimony before the

committee, Lt. Col. North indicated that in preparation for his trip
to Tehran, the Director had given him some suicide pills to use in
the event he was taken hostage or tortured. Do you know anything
about that?

Mr. GEORGE. That's absolutely impossible.
Chairman HAMILTON. It's impossible? Why do you say it's impos-

sible?
Mr. GEORGE. [Deleted]..The rules, regulations, controls, signing

procedures for such an activity are absolutely ironclad. It's like the
controls on nuclear weapons. And William Casey would not have-I
mean, he may have given him a bottle of sleeping pills, but when
you talk about a lethal ill to me, we are talking about something
that is cyanide that wil? kill you on the spot. And I tell you, Wil-
liam Casey would not suggest or give Oliver North suicide pills.

Chairman HAMILTON. Would he have had the authority to do so?
Mr. GEORGE. Casey?
Chairman HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. GEORGE. To give North suicide pills?
Chairman HAMILTON. Could he have done that under the rules

and regulations of the Agency?
Mr. GEORGE. I would think not.
Chairman HAMILON. Are there further questions?
If not, Mr. George, we thank you, sir, for your testimony. You

have certainly been helpful to us. We have been pleased with your
appearance, and the joint hearings will stand in recess until the
call of the chair.

Mr. GEORGE. I am told that I could be, sir, a trivia question some
day. Who was the last person to ever appear before the Iran-Contra
committee?

Chairman HAMILTON. You might be right.
Mr. GEORGE. Thank you, Mr. ha an.
Chairman HAmILTON. Thank you, sir.
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[Whereupon, at 4:01 p.m., the Select Committees were adjourned,
subject to the call of the chair.]
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ACTING MUSSIVELY. Ht IS UNEASY THAT HE HAS RECEIVED
NO INSTRUCTIONS FROA, THE 01PARTAIN'T HAS AILAY14 THIS
CONCERN TO COPP AND HE IS WORKI" I III SAAl. IF
HEAOSUARTIAS CAN OITAIN lRItF INSTA IONS FROA OtPARTAtNT TO
CHAR I IN HIS CHANNELS IT WOULD of P uto TO RIPUT HOWEVER,
CHARGE IS DOING ALL THAT 15 NICISSA 1 13 AIRILY UNEASY.

3. FILto NONE. 09CL OAOR ORVI-431,
[NO Of AISSM

t. :
hugA ;t,4 HUllwgmwwl

r "AKOIN2partially DeclOSSified/ Released on
UjIder pmvlslons of LO. 12356

by 6. Reiff, National lecudly Count"
1.0 00

4

CAURINCOMING

...........

,-L LJ
CT

l87NEVILWED FOR AWA
Oft -2 0 APR 1981

#se, j

e-111V co.27/4140
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-11

UNcLAS8IED
C/[UR
OUTGOING

* O I ,

lis- ASZUh,- PAA 001=TOTs 2 NOV is DIRECTOR $2226

ST 0 2 A oft"63432

TO * FLASH

SUSACTs SION

RIF$

I. PER INSTRUCTIONS FROM DEPUTY ASSISTANT TO THI
PRESIDENT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS ADMIRAL POINDEITER.
IS RE QUSTEO TO ADVISE CHARGE THAT ONLY SECSTATI 11la Act A RA

.DAKLEY ARE AWARE OF THIS OPERATION.-A0RUrKPOINDEKTEI IS-MOST
AFPNT'TATIVL. OF THE SPLENDID EFFORT 1 ThE CHARGE IS RAKING
TO ACCOMPLISH THIS MISSION AND0 ASI THAT ANY MSSA.
THAT THE CHARGE WISHES TO SENDO TON SH U SE
CHANNELS.

2. WIE ARE ATTIEMPTINGI TO PUT TOG AOTE SPECIAL
F~I'JALA"4HV[IR ANDo UNOERSTANINIG VE STILL

). MCFALAN IS STL TYING T'o
MINISTER. PLEASE ENSURE THAT APPPO

R, . NO FILEu.,DEC OAO D, , II. E E. €

OR~!~tUR(CARADG) iAUHI ER ~LAMIN) CSYY

ENO OF MESSAGE

psrtU*l DW Ifl**WAiS~ 06~hAW
oir pwJon of L.O. 12356

by 8. Rgird hltoul ,sudty Council

ma oMR 0W4"
tO ANl 1W?1

paC i ift

f DO 1Z8

UQNmEo
7luI

1.L".Z2..
9'al

I -

//,l .?/ 4/

.IO , ---- ... 00.60.0 .... 0-60 .... omeo
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-1Z

CEUROUTGOING
. ,. , . .

O5 #4!45 ASl PALI
TOTI 22 NO 5 DIRECTOR $26449......................... ........ .......... ........................

SITA ;'23 1IN oft $2644TO. -e

SUIJECT: NSC RIQUtST

1. WIAT FOLLOWS IS A NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL INITIATIVE
AND HAS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF USO INTR T A I NEED FROM
YOU IS YOUR COMENTS AND JUDGEMENSON REACTIONS TO
THI PROPOSAL AND THE APPROPRIATENESS Of
COMuNI ' L ERNSNTI
APPROA C H S FAN AsK RN
OVERFLIGN"TLI7ARAICS FO IL1 C L R AP~~O
SIILAR AIRCAFT FLYING Ow CHART I ASIS FROM TO
TAIRIZ AND THIN RETRACING T1ER R "IS E
TAKI PLACE AS EARLY AS SOMETIMES 25 E OM MRE LIKELY ON
34 NOVEIER. I WILL, OF COURSE PI O WITH AIRCRAFT fAIL
MUX[RI ETC AT AN APPROPRIATE P 1 Oi WOULD EXPLAIN TO

THAT TIE hURPOSE OF XT JLI IN UNATM
AND IS IN RESON$ TO IR't'I S CU P
THIS OPEIUTI OF INTEREST TO TN SNZr ? LEVELS OF Ti USa
AND THAT SUPPORT OF THIS IN0 WILL NOT GO UNNOTICED
OR UNAPPR

O. . i SHOULD CONFINE KNOWLEDGE THIS OPERATION WITHIN
TO YOURSELF AND YOUR COSICATO. TjAi AASAfloL.,

..... S1-.I NFORMED.,,-.

3. PLEASE RIPLY TO THIS MESSAGE FLASH

4. NO filE. DECL OADR DRY NUM 4-02. ALL SICRIT.3
ORI CIUA (CLARRIDGE)I AUTHs RIL: C/UR (CLARRIOGE). CL

END OF MESSAGE I' -"-
,'

Partially Declassified /he e"md or --- !IUGI t'
under provi'.iI, oi . 's

by B. Reger, hwtioral SLc,, C.

AMEWIW FOR RILE4
APR IN

DO
e
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-13

C/EUR
OUTGOING

9,.,. e

65 9At4bt| ASZ U% "r ant. *,. TOTeRNOV t DIRECTOR 126552

6STA2 $2652

SUSIECT SSC MISSION

1. NSA REQUESTS THAT YOU ASK CHARGE TO CONTACT
SOONEST ANO STA1Et

"I UNDERSTAND THAT THE ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS ROBERT C. MCFARLAND HAS JUST
TALKED TO YOUR FOREIGN MINISTER. THE FOREIGN MINISTER HAS
AGREED TO ALLOW THE AIRCRAFT MOVEMENT TO TAKE PLACE. YE
THEREFORE. UNOER"'rAND THAT NO OIPLM -,OTE IS REQULR6. I
CAN ASSURE YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT 0 v UNITED STATES IS MOST
GRATEFUL FOR THIS HUMANITARIAN ACT A 0 ;APPRECIATE YOUR
OISCRETION IN THIS MATTER."

2.. NO FILE. DICL OAOR DRV .4-83. ALL SECRET.)
ORi R (CLARRIOGE)I AUTa I R *t.C/EUR (CLARRIDGE). CL

tNO OF MESSAGE

D:tialy Declassified/ Released oni.t1=
under proglsions of E.O. 12356

by B. Reger, National SeCurity Council

elI,,4 ,F/ I l

UI&
AI CkIFID dSJ

LT g-

C.

"V
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-14

Ii a~i
C/EUR

0 1,,,,,0 0

""+T•OM......... t .............
TO!i2N0 SD ikh ll'

22IOV5 STAFF

TO: 'ASil hCTOl.

SUIJECT: USC MISSION

-Air, e6222.
1. COPP ADVISES NSC IS WORKING ON THR[ POSSIBLE

SCENARIOS: A) REPEAT TOOAYSEFFORT T ) USE THi
SMALLER SIRDS ROM RIINATING POI TO DESTIMATION;
C) NOT INVOM URTHER IN * DECISION VILL IS
MADE SOON.

FOREIGN MINISTRY ES AAI 200 HOURS
LOCAL COAw M NO HADCONCLU 4L IVING APPROVAL
FOA FLIGHT. SAID THE EIAS EN FORAAL
DIPLOATICOTT FlU MINISTRY WT
CHARACTERISTICS Of AIRCRAFT ROUTES AISROg
CARGO. UFI IPT OF NOTE FM VIL ONSIRA RE ARC
ASKED OF WOULD IE IN MINITIy MORAWO. ASKED
WHEN CA HAVE NOTE PREPARE SNIOUL
HAVE NOTE AT FM SY 1100 HOURS 2) NO3M SAID NE
WOULD I THERE WAITING. CHAE ASKR rE SA 1100
HOURS AT FM COULD WE ANTICIPATE APP T OJDPRIA1720 HOURS ARRIVAL TIME AS PROJECTED FO A TOOY.
REPLIES HE COULD NOT MAKE TAT COMITMN .

3 COMLWIL.-Jams E TODAY$ PERFORMNCC WE
CANNOT I AM 1T iP $S1. HOWEVER IT WOULO
APPEAR THAT IF Wd W EET h WR F THEY WILL

SPEND'4IGHT 1N s"1 0 11E -wINSTRUCTIONS.
s. CHARGE ASSURES ARE FULLY AIEM

MCFAALAND IS AND WHAT HEsREPRESENTS.

S. FILEs NONE. OCL OADR ORV HUM -D. L...1.
END OF ISSAGE :::.'-

• !11 2) 04

POMIWED FOR RAJW wV

C//A'&LA -A 9 J$CJtCDUESmmJ lbit mic, IFIE

ACTION

Jjf'it!

do I !_-a ON q

&I %17 1
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-15

C/EURI NCOM ING
0 0 #

vv srA F
6 . ............

SUSJICTI NSC MISSION
lpr oiyt t6A-2sas2

Mom_ I. RF gtke f IY b Q rAR~ - I ATTIEMPTED TOCOTC

DIV ILo PAENT HAS co M I*c l A . WIA T_! -L . s . "

ADVIS(SME MAY RAV SOAT W TO At f THIS HT.

3. FYI. 'I JUST LEARNED MY MOST C SSACI WAS DELAYED
OVER AN HOUR IT LOCAL EQUIPMENT FAIL 1; ICH HAS SEEN CORRECT0.
HENCE IT JUST CROSSED WITH RIF$

3. FILEt NO FILE DCL OADR DRV

ENO OF MESSAGE

6qmd

Jf7I
partially Declaslfid/RblUOS n1 Aall

undir PiMVW~rOfoLO, l23A
by B. R~r4 4tlonal SO*u~t Courl -p

NCJEs'SC0 a

C//A, .A / 440-i

DOU1 FED

f..

21392 a
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-16

IVC/tuft

SUJE,, C tuS

UROM CIIM/W

OUTGOIN

N FRO UIIF/IU R

I AAq NOT ASKING FOR ACTION YET ON RIF, 1UT
I WOULD APPR[CIATI YOUR THOUGHT$ 1Y FLASH PftiCt[^iC. -
NO FILI. PtCLs 0ADR 0RV NU t4-1112 A S CRIt'--4.

ORIG/RELs C/|UR(CLAAAIDG). -
NNNN

ENo OF ESSAGI

Partially Declassified/Ree3sed o,-
under provi-icns of E0. . ?'

by 9. Reger, NJ,tional Secu:.1. .

RCYIWW FOR RCLLASC

, C WC..' eO 93

9Lq3
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-17

C/EURINCOMING

SI ~lU TRI :All-

O-omfV6 S TAFF

jqq4Cys JkC. RIQUIST

1,1F, DIaiC7'A f *3pb*

CKIOA/UR URO

TPRQ6AILY mN919uwn-*-
"A;I ADTralORiSTaCs RinkIRRI

2. IPSINAS A ClIANNI'
of CONTACT V II TMS

3. No FIL.
OjCL OAOR ORV HWA k*S3. ALL HUCRT.

tND OF P4SSAGI

t1' ListL1? TTHU SCp,
IL t LAM49 Of THt U.S*

Partialy DeciatifldI~llagd OlLZ*rm a
UndAr PWrOw f ol LO. 1235

by B. R4egu1 5=1 oaj %Wurty Couni

go DIcR MY8

MSC # SC

,00
a

UEIED
d O XHIIT

IiA! 1
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-18

~CANC/EUR
ACTION

SUBJECT4REQUST O SSSAC

COIMOCOPP L TO REUET

,0,,4 | NOV 16 STAFF-

€IT

TOt INITR

$UBJUTs REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

A$-9M t[I TITO 5UTrNO-KISPONS9 RECEIVED AS YET,
YOUR ASSI SANC[ URGENTLY

IF WE HAVE R IAITI
AIRCRAFT WILL DEPAR1W CRATCY

2. FILE. DEFER. DECL OADR DRY HNN 2

WASH S/C NOTE MSGNIR IS DUPE WITH IEING SERVICED.
HFO COAMNT. CHANGED CITE NUMBIRI PER a16047..

END OF MESSAGE

Partially Decl&Wf'i/Releued on/99'.1? !2
una provisions of -O. 12356

b IL. R , National SecurIt) Council .0'

MUM

C/A -4 S/Jw I S

Wif "J lEaY
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-19

... /EUp. 

.............................---------------------------------

SUSJ(CTI* Ntia

-w~fvi -!"cjwGisSITRIP ON SC RISSIoN AS 12)0 No uRS

~ICI A O IS kA S NOT

oso 0APR fem~o-c 020

'.9

4

"I

4
13
9'
99

9)

I

Amw7.1 la-
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CORAICT rp ~v0

F 7 FItis I *COAOA RV NIM k

WAS4 S/C' M~Oupf PMCIIR I OC 0
1F0 Comas .CHANGED C 171 MwoIR P11

- I~o
-I

2 0 ApRt 98?

r% r
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-21

C/IUR
INCOMING

'.,4. 3 t~ov,@ STU7 .........
1-11-wIr 23=10V An STAFF

TOs

SUIJECTI WSC Al 5510W

HAS COPY of NOT9 rI s TAKOI'W" A(ITING WVITH .

ipECTS oCISION IS THRE HOURS. CHARG NOTES
WERI I0 THE IAlR AID HI COULDO00 NOTHING
INFOMto COPP of COPP IS UNDER PRISSURWI ICI
HE HAS FOURA.FOR CHAR~TERINSISTS ONSV AXCd IMIDIATILY oft HgWILL ¢ANCtL, COPP kOVIS|t H" JUST . C

APPIARS ONLY VAY TO-SHARVOECISION
1. ILts %WON[;.' C'.c:OACR OR| -

Partially Declasified/Released on2' ."
under provisions of E.A. 12356

by 8. Reger, National Security Council

•"• #"oR RUL t ' £

C/A,4' ,q/$!",* ;-'x141St

Aeff-nJAP%1EDG
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-22

C/f UR
INCOMING

C. ,o CTEcoPYIOR N US

2r0a STAFF
CIT ITIv

TO:-----

suSJtcls USC 91ss1O

HAS COPY OP NOAll"XA U T 111O CHAR TEH.
EXPCTSDECSIG~S A L~OULD DO HING.i

WERE IN ThE Ae.toi to'N ,MIu.O
IMAMRIEDCOPP o0 IS UNDIRUESURE ocs
Mg HAS PONM-$ATR itTT N CE IMIDIATELY OA Hi
WILL CANCEL A53K '.It ~ I 5 L~

~Tw VI MOITOLY 4RIATLYAfI TA
APPEARS ONLY WAY TOSHARI ,. .ON/

. PIL~t, " OuE, DECL AD
WAS" S/C NOTE: 'DUPE ASONSAWIDtoAO HDCOMWTSr CHANGE CITEu"
END O f ESSACE

.r

Partially DeclaIfeOd/Released on
under provisions of E.O. 12356

by B. Reger, National Security Courril

II rPHONE
SAICED46m -?:.'.

- 3, Lr)+***

A)

00O

mo~f foALA
P/SC JPSSC.

L.

C 11AoP -A JO n

0
0

UITMED

*to

0

b •
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-23

OU nl ,TGiOING

............. TA....... ...... .............................oAr ,,,

REF. A.

LINES.OF R A. l YOU tilt I THA THE l

2. ilE ltL PROIVOE TAIL'NURSERl PLIGHT TIRE OF THE

AIRCRAFT AS SOON AS THEY iAE AVAILASI . . . : .

"" 5 3. YU SHOULO" LSO-INF R ILL REQUEST .*'. .""

CLEARANCES FOR ANADTINL1WA ORETIREl WIThINl THE
N XT V EEi,. .

* R". LEASE PULL 0OUT ALL THE8 STC IlS ONEi.

5 ; FILl'8 NO FILE.': DECL" Ol - G'-il, ALL SECiAlT,)
OIIS C/EUR (CLAARIULGDUTHi C/El "dlOGE):l RELI C/EUR
(CLARRIDGE). CL SY

END OF iRlSSABE * .

C1.
i-~ '1

C

C

I

gI
C
I

I
I

* I

I
* C
* t

CL

£srflaMx p fl.~~k1Ia~d o~t~L2Mi&LW
p 3tDy~Jo~ of U. 12356

~ I. I~Wf~, I~atIoIiuI ~g~ur1ty Council
p

!D0

Dale ZOAPR'WS?~,sc.SSC
d/'.s'

UN1~flED
"a'

a
4

'a-
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n EXHIBIT DRC-1-24

C/CU
it001NCOM I No

COR ETO1 COPY TOR.......NO

23 Cr$$STAFF

CITE

TOs F

sus,.,,€' III c Is ,
FOLLOING .f A h
(A 01IN4 70?)F

PREPARED FOR DIPAT
INSTRUCTIONS TO HOLD ON GROUND
GRANTS PIRAISSIONM"

AINI IS P- SPOD .TO. IN
S.- FILE: NONIE.CEOADA DAY

WASH S/C NOTE: OUPE SGNMR WITH $0
HFD COV iENTi.CHANGED CITE NUABIR PIN

IN*1 OF /ESSAGE • " .

Partially Declagsifid/Relwd Jon..3LA
under provision of F-O 12356

by S. Reger, National Securit) Cuncil

RVIMEW FOR RELLAIC
OWS 2 gA III?

'j 6 5 &SC

OURS LOCAL TO" I
IACRAFT NUASEIRI
LOADING. IT WILLE--

LOCA" FOREIGN

OAATIC NOTE....

* 1111[n4SIRVICID.
lll-r

JW"" .,Yj.'

* *, I**

DO A... 0

£ IXH*3 "C

C//A- /ooP j j~~

H sO>
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-26

OUTGOING
* S S 95o

05 11 Ait

TOTs 2) NOV 6S DIRECTOR 127575

.ll, o~l ........................................ o.....o.. .............

STA SS~
TOt .'.

SUSJECT# I QUEST
1. WE HAVE UNDERWAY IN THE MXT 34-1O HOURS AN OPERATION

A[1 AT._.I.ELEASI OF THE WESTERN HOSTAGES SlIZED II
XNo--THI OPERlATION INVOLVES THE AOVElS "1

ISAA I T IRAN AND REQUIRES AN INROUTI STOP
I WILL EAS P OILIMS FOR OVIRF A

OW AT A MILITARY Ot COMIRCIAL AIRFIELD INlODl
TO FILE FLIGHT PLAN FOR TARIZ AND T EL WOUL
FACILITATE THIS EFFORT.'.

RE.T OEA OFn THIOPIRATI . it' " •.. "

THESE OCCURRING IN H IT WOULD ALLOW US.TO-
SHOW OUR G000 FAITH TO.THI PARTY IMW AND LIKELY RESULT N
THE RELEASE OF THE HOSTAGES. -WE COU II NINDIAVO

SH 'ME OTHER FOUR SORTIES TUN OTHER MANS. IF
d VI[Rt UNWILLIM TO ASSIST US lj,1, ." .

3. THE AIRCRAFT I VOWEIS D "
A IRCMVill) Is

IF [ARE AGREIA -,I WIL WITH FLI

YOU R. WILL YOU PLEASE60 TO THIS IMMEDIATELY . ( .j,," 2'N)
YOU CAN DRAW ON ANY OF THE ASOVlI YOUR PRIISINTATION TO*'.

,H. I WOULD ASK HOWEVER THAT YOU I 1ESS UPON NIM THAT WENEED ASSOLUTE DISCRETION IN THE MATTIA. YOU CAN ALSO ASSURE
- . MIA THAT THIS OPERATION IS OF GREAT INTEEY-ITO THE HIGHESTLEVLS OF THE US AND IF IT VIL I CAN ARRANGE FOR IUD

MA MCFARLAND TO CALL WH AIGHT SUGGEST. NEEDLESS
T SAY THAT IF SSlST US THEY CAN IXPICT TO -

APPRECIATION FROM OUR PRESIDENT ITC. AGAIN, I MUST STRESS ,

T I TION IS THE KE Y ELEMiN WICM YOU SHOULD STRESS T
T A IASA ESTIN THIS MATTEI R I WOULD ALSO ASK "

KNOWLEDGE Of TH Is OPERATION LIMITED TO YOURSELF WI N.
'r IFRMD AN ItE NEDN tRP AT NOkSo

I PD.HOWEVER iF NEEDS To s SUIE THIS PROP
06~ Off THE PRIME AINIlTERORSOENE SIMILAR WHO MIGH S 9.N T

S THE AMIASSAOOR'S ATTENTION I IL EK PCIL AIRX I' '
. ' €, FOR YOU TO SIF HIM. IST.RIEGAROS AND WHY O0 THIS ALW , .

~ ~ APN ON Till VtI~lNV. 0#6

6. FiLE: NO FILE. DECL @AOR.DRV HUM 6-02. ALL ECRET.10
ORIGt C/EUR (CLARRI 1THI C/EUR (CLARRIDGIE) A t.,S/.UR(CLARRIDGE). CL SY NkiM V I

JENO OF MESSAGE 21404

oo 20 APR fetPd
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ExHIBIT DRC-1-27

,o, NCOMI N

SUSJECT1 NSm MISSIO

... • - ... ,...TOR ,
•. Pao .. . .............

€IT i ;

SUIJACTI . NSC MISSION

1. -Vrr. " LOCAL INFORMED CHARGE THAT DECISION
HAD DEN REACHED Iur ItFO[-TCOULD I CONVENE S OA REQUIREDsECONO NOTE. NOTE RUST CONTAIN TWO STATEEMTS, A) THE
OPERATION HA IEN UNDERTAKIN FOR HUHANITARIAN REASON1S,8) THEL

rTION IS INGUNDERTAKEN TO FRE RICAN NOSTAGES.
in STATDIT "IS NOT ,ECESSARY.TO lE. I NOTE

DL IE IRREDIATILY,.'OICISION VILL I SUES F TH U
CHARGE RPUST DELIVER THE NOTE. CHARGE OUTAN AV11OTE READY. IN AIOUT A IFOR IS "C III.

A131NIS'NO-DIFlrCULTY V RW [NT ON'
IAN REASONS, RIIFRINCETO HOSTAGES IS

OSVIOUS'HANGING POINCOP DEFE RES SNINGTON FOR
DECISION,1- WE HERESY REQUEST WASHING IE THIS CHANNEL
IMDIATLY.' FYIt. ACFARLANE AS SE U INS TO REACH PH AN5
OR FR ORN iTWNCNow AOVISSHE WTO T THROUGH.CHAAASKES I .ANSWV o VISION HAS 1SEN1MADE. CHARGE NOTE MAFRAEWNS ~ CIPATI IN DECISION -RAKING.- HE ASKED IF PHONE1 FOR EITNE1W1I011 W4EREASOUTS
AVAILABLE FOR IMtOlATE- CONTACTT.* AN A OT AVAILABLE.
FOREIGN "MISTER WILLTALK.IN WAS GIVEN FORFAS$ CURRENT"NE [AOU REC7LIUF
CALL ADIE ThIS NOW SET FOR..... ".. ...... ,.,, ::. .

26 Io FILE~'..

END OF MESSAGi ." '

rtl .. ;j Declassified./Released o , ld t.
,Jnder pro-,.ions of EA) 12356

by a. Reger, N.ctiooal Secuit" Council

K ,IM F"RELLA DO 2 1XH15
Ite -A 0 t"

D'/. w Z,,f lJ L

I
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-28

C/EURI NCOM ING

*e f1eeo A S...... .. a.. PO .LIM.'

V 6 STAFF

CIT

.AST 1,~ I EFFIJS G REGE ... UNASLE TO ASSIST IN THilS

1.0 OVISES WE C A" ANI NGATIVE RESPOTNTOiOUsLAST /t[SS o FF[cT USc ET UAI oA

HUMANITARIAN EFFORT. CHARGE. I PING HANGUP ON REFERENCE

TO AMERICAN HOSTAGES, ASKEO ItAATWOULD ACCEPT REFERENCE TO
$AMERICANS StING MELD" STATED ITHOUT USE OF WOD R

- -- RHOSTAGES. CARG ELOS ATEO S un OLELY EXPRESSING -'

REGRET WOULD NOT CHANG 
IOADT-ULD

SIMPLY CLOSE OFFICES AN FYO POV IA..

ALTERNATIVE WORDING FORI PAkIATWO. MG AND ALSOV.

STRONGLY RECOMINO IF, A POSITIVE RE SE1 NOT P S AT'.

MCFARLANO FAKE ONE LAST. TELEPHONE 1 0 FQEIGNINISTER WHO

IS NOW AVAILALE . . .. .; . ...... '

. LEONONE OEC OADRDR -2C..

ENO OF MESSAGE -
PI t , ",'

partially DeKI8Wfled/ReA6IftW Oj2AP 1
under provIsIons of E.O. 12356

by B. Rg9r, National Security Council

L-

aSC, DO
C//A' - /o ' N

UaMIED'0
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-29

C/EUROUTGOING
e e e

70 ASZ %*.I. PAGL1
TOT A.. ON V ICTOR 627631

SUBJECTs lIStl S SlOil

1. ."AbAIL POINDETER EUISTST TH¢E CHARGE CONVY THE
FOLLOWING NTE TO THE GOVEAMEM O ' QUOTE, WE
REGRET THAT YOUM GOVERNMENT WAS LETOFULFILL TE M
REQUEST FOR THIS HUANITARIAN MISSION. QUOTE.

?-2.4I Obvious FROM TNIEA T WtARICLOSING OWN
ASPECT Of TIS OPERATI .SOLL THEflan

L11T 10ONIORATION Of THE S1 TIa SwlY
AIGHT REACTIVATE AT SOME.POINT. P I TE roT --FOI SON ALL-
OF THIS,. REIGAROS..

". 3 ., S. FILts NO FILE. 0CLOAM . oi. ALLSgClRET..
oI I ClE* (C L AR., ) ,AUfC/ I1E69 UL, C/Eul
(CLARR104E).. CL 5Y

END'OF MESSAGE

Partially Deci$sified/Relessec on
under provisiOns of E.O. i2?56

by B. Reier, Ntional Sec -it,,C""

hD 6

C//A.td?/ 07

.UWASaflED307I
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-30

.ON N TEOUTGOITO

Is (AT ARN S ISASO
. F N EI I NOV IHIU IRICTOR $762

(CIARR.GE. C 5

T.... ......

I-s

I d1 
0. 23 

.6.

by . le~r, Z• 3I. .f .i

SUtJICTS N n IT , .' ;":•"

R1Il11V Y O A ,INOT H o14 LP 0 IAT KA PRO.G. OSI . .%WM.. .-..U V

2. FILtl: N0 FILtl, OCLOADA oAV HUM 4-63*--' ALL" II¢RIT.3p
OAIG# €/! (CLARAI TI/ (CLARAIMG) I I t €/i
(¢WRRIOGI). ¢L.&Yi filirW.,...

[NO Of DOSSAGI'

UIIOA9SfrkDAo

,. ,.e • ji . ,S o

by. .2". R. "ie.r

go* .j 0 API.m

. -. ,C - k I . " ..-.•00 .9.-1'4 69.
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-31

|I"P2IAL"

C/[UR
OUTGOING

C
t

1
C
(k

C
TOT .tNOV $I PAILMJ

".Z.......................................... .........

SUJCTaREF•

I. RIGRET TIXT PROPOSED IN RE[
AACFARLANt HAS APPROVED TEXT PREVIOM.
-~-~4ANkl/IT,--U-ASSURED HIGHEST LEVEL
PERSONAL EFFORTS AND THOSE OF CHAR0

2." FP1T NO FILE. D0CL OADR
ORtics -C/UR (CMAAI il h C/I
(CLARARIDGI)

END OirSSAG".

*o.

IS 1.ACI[
LY SUriT .PLEASE
u IATIVE Of TOUR

34-. ALL SIC[RT.,
1I04 ) RlLS C/EUR

Partia.'y ()ecJzss~iee!Rel'eased on.1.2.h&I97.
under provitiois of E.O. 12356

by S. Reger 1.titiopal Security Council

AEVIEW[3 FOR KUlMI

C11/o/A 14 A

A
DO ,10 l -. 9M.

RI V I IUm Amtxo~me mm,

c

I
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-32

C/EURACTION
'A.'', t

_.W0 ........ i...................... AIV TO1 do *

FROM CHARGE

I. - A. IIHOURS LOCAL TIME, CHARGE ACT WITH FOREIGN
MINISTiEA ..VIA NOTE INCORPORTATING LANGUAGE
txPRAE S S4RROMRT.REACT ION*WAS*MI ATURE OF
PUZRES IA No " 40NHE SAIO THE.NOTI WAS INACCURATE
BECAUSE f WAS PREPARED TO RESPONDOPOSITIVELY AT THE
MOMENT. AL*LTHAO ASKED FOR WAS A NOTECRIPORTING THE
INFORMATION M. MCFARLAN HAO GIVEN HILURIMNG THEIR TELEPHONE
CONVERSATION NIGHT OF NOVEMBER 22. HE'SMINE HAD TOLD MR.
MCFARLANE HE NEEloE SUCH A NOTE AND CF . I_ HAD AGREED.

SAIO THE IftISTNOEOAIN ALL ThL

3. CHARGE MADE STRONG APPEAL RECONSIoER NEED FOR A
WRITTEN STATEMENT OF PURPOSES AN NTEO.OUT|OTH POLITICAL
SENSITIVITYiAmf.L ORTANCE OF SUCH AN OPIAI.LOLTO THE
PRESIDENT. SAID HE UNDERSTOOD. ANT1,T
COOPERATE 1 AO IIOTtCT ITSEL OU LY

NEVERTHELESS SAID WOULD TAKE ANOTHER LOOK UATI N

AND WOULD GET IN T CHARGE IF ITS POSITION CHANGED. IN
ANY EVENT HE SAID ULD RESPOND TO N MOTE AND TAKE ISSUE';
WITH THE I/PLICAT f THE NOTE THA.JW AS NOT TRYING TO c-
BE HELPFUL.

C. THEN SPENT ABOUT FIVE MINUTES EXPRESSING HIS'

.UNHAPPINE WI TN HLSROUS" WAY THIS OPERATION WA S
HANDLED. HE SAID IF A0 KNOWN WHO NY WERE DEALING.
WITH. THINGS COULDPRUB H AVE BEEN WORKEDOUT. BUT
ANONYMOUS PEOPLE CLAIMING TO "REPRESENT THE AMERICAN, 1
ADMINISTRATION" HAD RAISED ALL SORTS OF UNNECSSARY QUESTIlNS. .t.e":
PARTICULARLY UPSETTING WAS AN EFFORT BY THIS PEOPLE TO AEET I
HIA AND THE PRIME MINISTER AT THE AIRPORT ON THEIR RETURNs.FORo
BRUSSELS. THEY FAILED TO DO SO BECAUSE THE MINISTERS WERE."
FLYING A MILITARY AIRCRAFT. NEVERTHEL _ I PROCISS-4THEY
AROUSED BOTH ATTENTION AND SPICIIt.' LOSE THE DO
MEETING BY REITERATING THAT WOUL ANOTHER LOOK AT
IT. CHARGE THANKED HIM AN I1PART of.W i iI U 31 ...

*1~
"Iis

-J

r.
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-, " ' .l .. " , : ...

........... 0.0 ... ..................
15 1103071 FAIL=~

TOR: 2 OVO

A vR TIVN AN USLY IMPORTANT ,FFORT TO HELP
TROUSL RICANS. SAID NM gUNDERSTOOo.

m~ilTIlN/ CRUSlIJILL I Iri lJllY IU'r M I ALlV TdfffM

0. FILs NONE. OECL OADRORV HUM 4-8.
- [NO OF MESSAGE

7

c!jM U b~.&~r~IE ED FOR RELE 3

75-938 - 88 - 11
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ExHIB'r DRC-1-3 3

C/[URACTION

*SZ ~ U TOR: i

.-. -5VJ STAFF

,d-I

SUsJECT; NSC RqI'.'
RIF: DIRECTOR 62761

I. ONAl CllPT-IUL
culsitin w|ML* V

TOTF7DUE M UTTDA lIm'T' VIIW" AMAS AUR WAS avrrvn."y-• AW~ED HIM

, . I I THE OVR ISTSOUT NOTED

FOLIii WHCHE OD EtVE NECESSARI To TH"IR INAL DECISIN

A SOE IDEA OF WHAT TE AIRCRAFT WOULD CARRY AS PRt$UA.LYD HEY
WOULD NOT ItEAPN'Y1

I. OVERFLIT OF THRE1 AIRCRAFT SINULTANEOUSLY OR CL
WOULD iOT E atCCEPTA t. H I SUGGESTED 2 HOUR STAGGERING;
WITH 12 TO lt

C.M

" iN OUTLINING MIS CONCERNS M S A AND

Ut1410 ACCEDE TO THE RI

OWN US1. DE N SLNT: IT Is C lAR CQ",RSAT WIOS ROVI ED .
~~T H C O A IIN G T AGAIEiTO IVLED IsEIEE

COMING AOUT WHAT IS I

THEY ARE ENTITLED TO SUC' R1Dll A I l "

-_ : -.- * -IW 7 F, o38

iiiit!

i db

or
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-, -'%Fmp'now 4ir1|

Is $103 TOI * PA O

rNc
wl in inil
ING THIV
ITED. AM

|M FINAL APPROVAL UNLSS
GAINT, THEY NAVE fELING
ANO NOT IaLI Vim TH M'

MCURS VIT~iVI .

. ALL StCRtT.

II

4D M 1

s.J..R*Ef L! REiEE FO EES

AS

8-I
OICL OAC
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EXHIBrr DRC-1-34

i.j' ':- Dc: '. 4..,
C/CUR

ACTION

TOR 1 2. NOV Is~ iI~
'A23 OVAS STAFF

SUJIC1: IDINdTITIES

I OIINTITYA

2. NO FILU..

DiCt OADA iitV Null-I. L SICRETO.
two Of RESSAGI "E

?ayDec13siied Re&" onI2~
une Poiins Of E0. 12356

by 3. Rege,; N.ional Secwity Council
,,

REVIEWED I" A RLASC
ClrO APRt ..?

amX.slw~t w

IN*

I

ik "

P.

O0

3/40 75 938
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-35

C¢lUR
OUTGOING

I e # *

TOT sNov 6so DICTOR 627760• ....................

SUSJICTa I WK

RIPS: A

DRV HUX 4-82 ALL SICRIT*.3
ORIG/RELs C~JIMR(CLARA 1049).

IND Of MESSAGE '.

Partially Declasslfied/ Released on17 A _ Ltf?
under provisions of E.O. 12356

by 6. Rgr, NWUonal security Council
L..-

MYICWED FORRv

HJ rST=

a

DO

C//V O1

L
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-37

• , 1 q ,

TO:

I
TOR Ie

2. AS FAR COVIR STORY ICS VI" go NOT .
UNOIRASTANOIOM ASTANO THAT :'
FLIGHTS OF TS " ACROSPLACE. BUT(!"' "
WitMAYIi IN RROA . AND W9WILL:
PROVIOl APPROPRIATI[V

3 ;PLEASE AOVISJLHARI AEQUIRI YO ..~u -
Aso FOR THISISS1 THATJTHE

4., THI AIRCRAFT FILI O ,IG'HT WILLVARY .'l-

FIRST FILING POINT WILL

S. NO FILE. ,- .: - ,AY .
OICL OAOR ORV HUM 4IV ALL.SECRET
ORIG/REL: C/UR CLARRIOGE SNEO SY. .O,, UPE[R"

1 A U T H O R I T Y M R . C L A R R I O G [E . ? .. . .

C/EUROUTGOING
I .....

." 'i . . .

-. '..

",,.:., .'

[NO OF MtSSAGE

MREWED FOR "ILam
ofD o oAw.

h Ic 0, &

cS

I.

DO
,

41K I r.
. - I IV!
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-38

41 J,
, 4i~~J,

C/EUR
OUTGOING

* e * e g

l o TOT, 1A OV DIRECTOR 017!9t

...................... ........................

RA DIRECTOR $277

1. *E ARE RUNNING OUT OF TIME. WE NEED T0 SORTIES IN THE
NIXT 48 NOIS OR SO IN OROR TO PROVE OUR 600 FAITH. THE HEAVY
FIGHTING IN EIRUT DURING T hE LAST FEV DAYS IS DIRECTLY RELATEO
TO THE EFFORT TO FREE THE HOSTAGES. THIS PRESSURt CANNOT st
SUSTAINED AUG1 LONGER UNLESS E TS SILY VAITIT TNT OI-L TP

* OI-II URHANDS. WE- WOUII I IR TO i ATE THIA IVT WtI. "

CAN'T.-*.' THE HIJACKING OF EPTIAN A TONIGHT AND THE:
.. ALLIGE'MuRDER OF s OR MO" OUR :IN THAT EVENT. I$!Ho

"CREASING ThE PRESUREHERE FOR RSUL ESSUI WHAT I AA SAYING I
UIUL_. . ARE ASKING OUR ALLIES.TO ST D IE COUNTED. THE

NATION HAS SUFFERED ENOUGH F ORISA AND SHOULD
UNDERSTAND WHAT. I "ARE TALKING AIOUT

2. WHATIWANTIs
STAIL1

de UVM rl.5. Vllbh VRMR I ly nv
ORIG/REL C/lUG (CLARIDGE) SIGNED
OF MA. CLARAIDGE.

IND OF MSSAGI

Parlially Decluified/Relualsed onnl.VG 1.
under pmovlsiodl of f.0. 12356

by 9. Rir, National Setciity Council

KYIEWES F44 mAO(
Do" it 0 APR 151

gmC a S3C. DO

C
L

C* Co

3Ct9(I C

CC

(

2I
21W1 d "'!'. of

" U//M

0
U
T

G
C

IF
N

C

E

.7, -74"
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-39

I I N * " l l
C/EURACTION

OVASSTAFF

SUIICT: NSC RIQUtST

-Krri 01lIt 6rilla*.

I RRACINO Ai
OVIA TW TRICHOURS ANO IWPE5

2. VILL*CVISI SOONSST.7

30 No FILt. O[CL'OAPROR DRY UA4

IW(O OF'RESSAGE . ', .

un(der rOIIOSof LO..12356
It~ ~gr i~tiolial Security COUNI

ko0

Kt&Vi.WA)rUA iq~LLASC
hto a0gj .w

k I SICRIT.

EI "I I

C/bS'~ai0 214575 938MdOI

I dAP
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-40

" . ° zL', .c; £2.

C/V.IR
* ***, ACTION~

3. BELIEVE NAVE PIRSUAOD lNB i TO' "P R IT l I to WO LIGHTS OVER l 0At HOpt
Ht CANt €ORY[00UIAGINCY AND NEED T ,

S. IN AIANTIPE AND ON OPTIMISTIC II FOLLOVlI,.9-'
INFORATION FOR FIRST (AND SUBSEQUE 5). .

A. TYPE Of AIRCRAFT AND REGIS
6.I CALL SIGNS/TAIL NUA[ASI....""" " ' .

C. AIR ROUTE TO It FOLLOWII " *'I"

0. DEPAATURI/ARRIVAL POINTS (
9. PLANNED ENTRY AND EXIT POINTS INTo/ouTo - AIRSPA Is

TUI TIME FROM FILING POINT AND TIRE WILL ENTER/
EI I4 SPACE.

RDimeAovtE CANNOT AGREE TO A DIRE 6 11
THEAIRCRAATS)--iS? TURN TO COME INFR1O A

K3ZqA.

S. WILL ADVISE W N HAVE FINAL GOT DECISION.

6. NO FILE. OECL OADR AR HUM 4-8. ALL SECRET.
ENo O F ASSAGI tA46 . 1;J

RVIEWED fol R(LLASW
IM/7/t j 'R' o21419

CM/~l ~ d~73 ag

a

,lob

Il

.Nmm.

om9p.pw
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-41

C/EUR
ACTION

eq...,..

37"AZ ' TOR s 1 0 0 wv is

PT 324IM9,Sl STAFF

FH~

FL I GNT (S Nctr NECESSAYDTIh COING FLIGHT, CANNOT COal
3. NO FILL. [CtCL OACR V HUM

ENO OF ESSACE

Partia:ly Declassified/Released on 1119U&!g2
under provi:itis of E.O. 12356

by B. Reger, i;tional Security uuncil .J

ft(iwEW FOR NI

C !/,4/ ? a ^rm
IVA TM

VIUIBp#T FROif

4-12. Att 51CMT.

21420
3 .I75 938 l~RE~ 00

SUIJICT

-Altlii

L.

UXHISIT

LA

IXc

!

I
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-42

95

ST*.

SUBJlCrT 1

THE FOLLOW11
A. TYPEi

It[GIl
A. CALL
C. AIR !
0. INT[!

USTARIUK.RETURN ROV
NO FILE. DEC,:
ORIG/REL: IUR

I4NN
END OF rESSAGI

TOTs 2 NOV5 I DIRECTOR
.i~~~~~~e~.. .. 0 ....* o o eewnnu eoeo Oo go

15

RA I WeF

(11TH CALL SG N TAIL NO).

TIA

_ _4083 A

C/CUR• OUTGOING

i ........

i . ... ,......

Partially Declanified/Released on IT /A G"1
under proviicis of E.0. 12356

by B. Reger iN'tional Security Cu!lcil

1-.

REVIEWED9 FOR AfMlj
so# g

C//A, ,/7311 SEgRimF-~ 75 928

!0

le,

21421
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-43

C/CURACTION

£5 ~ TOM, 2 N 2O0V93

34MM2~OV 86 STAFF

SUIJECTI NSC REQUEST

1. ASSUnl WIL t ALEAT(O P RIO R
AIRCRAFT. PLS W. I AE

. i. NO Ft. OECL OAOA DRY NuA 4
No o f SSAGE

ACTUAL MOVEiMNT RIF

SCRET.

a ::y Declassified/Released onA.1"7 l
under Prc;ii,ms of E.O. 12356

by 3. Rger, :,.ao al Security Council

REVIEWDf00R RLE39

wate 2 0 APR III?

us$C 4)sSt-214 21

\75938

Et A. Rff
It 0 0 8

oo,- I 11-sl '0
IXHIBIT
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-44

CEUROUTGOING
#e

is *s'oNw- PAAlM

TOT.42 O4;SI DIRECTOR 62sa2?• a ~8l s l OllLt~ l~l

27

SUOIJCTs M

WILL ADVISE TO THE 1UST Of OUR KNOWL[D49 APPAOXIMATE
TIME AIRCRAFT DEPARTS."
NO FILE. DICL AM OV HUM -83 ALL SICRT,*
ORIG/RL:-[UR RELs C/UR (CLAARUIDGI).

NNN •
IND OF MESSAGE "

.. 

.

iM-

js 01E .12356

by 3. Reger, I~!tSecul-ItyCounfcil

S ,[to APR lei?

m2/.^4-,-_ ..IV 7- 21 4 2 5
v.R&, .. 73 938

Clb
I
C
C

P
C

A
C
I

C

w TOsl W--

i"

ell N
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-45

I" A C% E!",MCI W '" "--

C/EUR
ACTION

Daft.............. a......... .......
STf ov-sO STAFF

SUIJECT lSC RIQUIST

REFT A-M&U-MeGOa6222
P ~)~

VSO W AR
IEO IN

WILL IE NEEEDoto

IN2., OF FILE.; DEC
END OF'MESSA6E -':".

1*

L.

I ALL FOCUSIU ON THE SAME PARTICULARS.ADVANCE FLIGHT AIRCRAFT-'iPECIFICALLYML NTRY ITO AIR SPACJJTH I INFO
UtNORITIE IRE IN AACf.

L OAR DRV U, -*SECRET o
*:! .... *. 4 , : . , - .

.. ,, , . " -. .r. . ;: •

P~r~a;:Oe;asi /R !eleased on f w
under rc'.,i'is of E.O. 12356

by B. Reger, 'tio, al Securily Council

REVILWCE F" RELUAS

C/i~ ' a f/4 m ~ 593 21423
73938 ca

E#XH'IIT

I

.Idwft,

1277

I Am • m ....... ....
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-46

C/lul
OUTGOING

as

seeSIRTCTR26*NOY

2A t IAN SAO9 ICII COMPIRMATION AIRCRAFT ARIVEI
4;EA m I NS AS AS VI N F001 16; 1 III~AILs* C/IUa (CLAm

[NO OF MESSAGI

Ja•. o

.4.i

partially Deciasitod-!ReleasO'l cnL7AG f2
under provi-.I,.i$ olE0119 ?V56

by B. Reger, N12tiAl 3ecj. .,- -u,

NKVIZWED f00MANA~

C//A'2/

75

NVXA

* *

21
938

4 2 oo

i!

d6
• °

• ,

04 Im4lWjal"flqkwTw

dt
r
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-47

C/EUR
ACTIONSe..,0

o AS . Nov I

2iMoV 65 STAFF

SUSJECTS NSC IQUIST

SU IVN 11104(FORTUNATI
rI0.... ETRINOD

UN.HOPP). AIRCRAFT FOR SORE
IV~ utRrr

OUT.

2. MORt DISTURSING IS FACT CRRIER F
PLANS FOR TWO ADDITIONAL SORTIIS TO ot AND ONE FOR TOtOUROW."

JU ADDITIONAL FLIGHT SCHEDULED l IRSPACt AOUT NOW..LOCAL) AMC WILL S DEIE
WM-TDNOROW ACCORDING TO MFA.i INFORMED I"FURIOUS" As 10r- AV IA- 3[[In:

3. AT AMNT ASSUME ASOVI FLIGHT PLANS. 4ICH RECEIVED 8 COMMERCIAL
H [AV IN ENGENDCRED PRIO.TIPOISCUSSI . NOV WITMAWA N WORD NOT RECEIVE SI VCARRIE HOPES SO.

TINGT&L MATTR WILL " APAC* AS WEMUST SORTTHINGS OUT

4. NO FILE. DECL DAR ORV HUR 4-62. ALL SECRET.

HFD COMAMNTs IING SERVICES FOR CORRECT CITE NUMIER. d
(NO OF MESSAGE G[

m

x m7

Partially Declassi e./Released on 1unde: provic M of LE0. 12356
bv B. Romna Q-,. -:

Aug~ er, di .ecurity . li~ncij l

RIIEWED FOR RE.IIASLDO 21424

'ic
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-48

C/CUR
ACTION

Is Triawz-1 P" --
COR i TOsR2 Nov$5

-L l s STAFF
CITE

3V5J9Cml NC R9QUS

RIFS : A

I, RIF AFTIR ENTRY AIRCRAFT IlTbuSLvIIVENPRIOR (FORTUNATELY COO
OVERLY IVE-TROUCH ENTERING DIRECT

UNHAPPY). AIRCRAFT FOR SOME RN H ICH HAS PROVOKEO.QUERY FR It W WI LL SEE LATER AS IT DIFFICULT FI
OUT.,

2. MORE DISTURBING IS FACT COMEi
PLANS FOR TWO ADDITIONAL SORTIES TO'--C ADDITIONAL FLIGHT SCHEDULED E

LOCAL) AND WILL SE DIII (
R M ORROW ACCORDING TO MFA.I N
"FURIOUS" AlOUTMATT N[ CONSI I

- AIR SPACEPIRITTED
AHIT WHICH

DUVUIDSTINATION AS
PERHAPS THIS IS INCORRECT.
E AT 4AM TO SORT THINGS

ARRIVE HAS ,FLED FLIGHT
0 AND ONE FOR TOMORROW.

IRSPACE ASOUT NOW
LL TE OTHjj O.A

INFORMED TH

ANT LIGHT LiIkR ILL It APPRI[C]
THINGS 0U

4. NO FILE. DECL OADA DRV HUA 4-02. ALL SECRET.

* HFO COAMNT: BEING SERVICED FOR CORRECT L
HfO COMMENT: CORRECTED COPY TO CHANGE CIT"
END Of MESSAGE

Partia ly Dcassif#ed /Released on 12AOU2
Undef Prc~'ioils of E.O. 12356

by -3. Reger, i.Aio;.,aI Security Cuuncil

REVIEWED FOR RELEASE
Do 1 PR10

hmx~E~s
z~.tfv1 ~I 'a r-2 1427

735938 Z

I
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EXHIBrr DRC-1-49

SfiI oagW

ASS To l NO 1
......................................... ..........

.SiECLcrNSCJ1QUIST

1. ACTiON REQUISTID: FLASK RESPONSElSOOIEST TO RIF AND

FOLLOWING. ... . . .. % .I. . .

2.1mETVDLD T URS.. ARSASSADORI

ALSO CONVOKID. I T LTIP P L

RICEIV l, FACT FRS-T.FL I CARE oI AM AND.
NOT REQUEST CLAIBHAWNAN I, tITlsol1 l

PLANSCAR GO. TOLD I T -INIUSTRY SPAI
TIITX7UUWVR-RER STAtEDrtUTCXI.S] Do 0THE PILOT TOI
GROUND CONTROLLERS 411 WAS, CARRYING GEQUIPMET..

LII.

.ICARRIEo TUE CAN ON THIS T.TO INVOLY3Mvo'
AND DEPARUT ~(DERARCHEWI LL NOT IS toD OT4IR THUNIN

CHANNEL).

tIOTTG dMIN IST4AT*'iSTIL TO ASSIST iUT NA
nt ae b AS £ ITTLI e/ICISAL AOUT _ ION WITH TWinTHAT FLDIT TH

MATTER..ALSO INSISTS TWA

PASFOLLOWW NTSNW L EILPRIMRA

AND THAT THEY 0 N AS NOTi
PLANES MfUST NOT O DIRECTLYFYSH

UP OTHER iN* EVINS1D0EtTO Ui LIU

_S ATALL.
SS. NhL MTER REQUIRIt CLARIFICATION IS THI QUESTIONAIRCRAFT. HAS IMPRESSION FROM PAIRS FL AAARIE

O UTILIZED ANDSHUTTLEIFMTAT
0 IPRESSIO rROM EARLIER TRAFFIC. Pt MLAI.

~. r S. THE SITUATION NOTEO PARM 3 RIF#I.E..SCONO FLIGIt

THIS MORNING Dsi NOT'EVENTUATI. WEltIED, HOWEVER, TO TRY
a IEXPLAIN AWAY THE MULTIPLE FILID FLI4TPLANS. IS IT PR

o 4 THEY REPRESET PLANNING PRIOR TO ThE RESTRIMrS015 PLACII

FLIGHTS DY IF SO WAS THERE A IAKDOWW IN tOMIWN

CHARTRCARRIEDID a NOT GET lNt11 THI IS A POS

' EXPLANATION PRESENTED TO k
@01 ;O T A YET TIRY AN D N

J .N A N C Y O A O6 O1P

LEAK AND DAD PUILICITY. HAIU~ q ~~ fJW ' 6

I...A.. .. . U P n MT U I _ 2

--- -- -- r-- --

C/tURACTION
* e * O e

I

IXHII

428
mica
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-50

I J
I'

I

~ i

C/EUR
, INCOMING

asASO 0
......

STAFF

A.SJBCT,.-..stjtSC SyS

REls DIRIC704 92797

I;>

'7C,

S. AWAIT TOIM FU*THR IHlwSTRucTIONS.

0MVINE FOR A

"330
21425

75 938 f'

r-611, a jilt
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-51

,) . . . .. ; ,

C/EURAC, iOll

I Tl PA")

WO~oSTas FF

CT MA0

b..

S. NO FILE. DCL OAOR DRV HUM 4-82. ALL SECRET.

END OF M[SSAGE &64"9.

SUJECT. TALKS."

ATION ABOUT T•r
ICR[ASIHGLY EDGY .
IT HARD TO:'
COIINET

.met

partwily Deiamd/.IdAw
undm wxosod of M.

L
RLVIEWED HP

PI / .w /
c// ;NS b/ /A

Arlurity Counicil .

* AP R"D

D0 21431
31 a~

75 938 M

maft
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-52

~ U
-SEC T.

C/tuft
, , , OUTGOING

,SS III'ASZ PA 1

/l J~it' TOTS S3 OV SE DIRECTOR ,,8 ,,

TO#

ILVIMr ilN U! LUI IUVJIRN.

S. PLEAS TTLLENORMOUS APOWT Of CONSI
YOU ARE INS 1 CORRECT THAT
AIRCRAFT'SA $RE OVER'
FLIGHTS IT OUR PA
THIu iS MAIMOTR AVITHOU I ISPON|O1iL.r FOR ORIGIN

NOT US
SORTIElrrT-
STO KNOW iSCAN
ATE VENINI )7
WAIT UNTIL THE

LY WGAET THE
NIGHTS SORTIE..
AT POINT OF THE
MS PLACED ON THE.

a 111 .. i"IT
cRvs. THIS is u ICAL LIaLmD INVo IO LVESIAIR CHARTER COMPA - TVll CONTROL.

MOREOVER. THR ACRE O EAGNCY EIRS1THE GROUND AND ICONTACT WITH THE INDIVIDUALS OR1ISINATr FLIGHTST' THUS,
OUR COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE LATTA ARE SLOW AND TENUOUS AT
iEST. THIS WHOLI OPERATION HAD TO Ir PUT TOGETHER IN VERY.4 SHORT ORDER AND NOVTHATWE HAVE A COUPLE OF SAYS TO PLAN THE
NEXT S THIK WE CAN ASSURE YOU AND.YOU IN TURN CANASSURE l THAT Ar SORTIES WILL GO P40 R SMOOTHLY AND
IN LINE WITH Q QUIARE NTS.

C. 3. WIPMNTON BOARD I &li ,SMILlO..,OL
• INDUSTRY ,BU THAT IS NOT TO SAY -TA RITAY NOT ALSO HAVE OI0L SPECIALIZED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT OR SUPPLIES MXED IN WITH IT.

SIMPLY CANNOT UNOIRSTANO WHY THE PILOT TOLD GROUND CONTROLLED
HE WAS CARRYING MILITARY EJUIPtNT, 0UT P[IUAPS THATiIsTHOUGHT HE WAS TRANSPORTIN .

a ,,...kL..JLA I , NTIAESTEO IN THt"POSSISILITY OF USING
AT LEAST ONE OR MAORE THE NEXT

so US IN ARRANGINGFOR THEI

'FA 5 S I

S. ALL HIRE VAY MUCH APPAICIATI YOUR EFFORTS OV !i

MMATTHEIR COOPERATION iS NOT LOST ONGOU'-.S HE. FINALLY. I ASSUMI FR OIMlF I THAT ROLP"
AASASSADOR IS FULLY WITTING OF THiS OPERATION. PLEASE CONFIRM
SO THAT I PAY ADD HIA TTH IG ofI9T IAoEST f i$?A05 

RA O .. .iD AND 3,..* ., IA' LU 7S 938
'a...

I V..F
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-53

OCC.

S TOTS aNDIRECTOR9
.....................

IO10 TO 141
IQUIST FOR
I ONIS THAT THEY
1 . o

2. SORTII THAT. I OUNS'LAST'NIlGO
PREPARING TO TRANSIT W9 N[XT S9VtRAI -•
"OURS. MAY UNDIAT * 1AT.AIORIGINAL RIQUi
FOR OV9RFLIGCt.VAS.FOR*A .. AIRCRAFT.'i
COURSE PROVI 1711 FLIGIHT P. TO SiPARTINO II

3.1 YOU /UtY AOVIS tFT FRO 'CHARTI

CO/PANI gES%![ FOR THI
OPERATION. .CH

C. NO FILE. 0ECI. OAVRS HUR -8 ALL SECRiT.3
QJL tUR (CLARRID9) k AILS.. C/910 4LARAI0GE). CL IT

- - .-.: s.:*,.__ .

INo OF MESSAGE "' " "

Parlb;y Declassfied/liele&sed on
under rovidions of E.O. 12356

by B. Roger, Hationa! Security CiUnil

REVIEW F" RELAS
to 'APRloff

sc.

ST"
ILL OF
IRN,*..
ElR

IS

C/CUROUTGOING

61630)

mE -23

/
bc?,i#

i l i|i il I I illl ......

f
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EXHIBIT DRC-1- 54

%W -_..

r%,.,# r.ibp

F 
X41

tVtwING 27 NOVIMliR RUT TilIS

4 Up (CLARA tDGM)

owoESSA ~ A"

wEYIWW FOR RELLAK 
0

L
21434

I

Rd#..momw bjb-w""--71 A! I - ' .. * 1 1% 1... -I '" 75 938 WN
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-55

UN ~&Ui

- TOT 1 ,N,. v is, 6 o
.................................. II t te t O~OIIO~IOJ~e

ACCOPLSSY.L..*6Aj.C IRCI
NECSSARY. CAI I DE1110TER

AtFLOFOR A D. _0Y lov

3. No FIlE. OCL OAROR ORY
~ EUS (CLARIDGI)i RELs Cj

END OF IESSAGE'

partially Dcsiid Rlta n A -

unde'r Provisions lS t .O. 12356*
by~.Reger. .toPaSe' '

tT*tr~

REIcWwDFOSfL4~

kw C * t.

C//a ? /?70

C C/EUR# # I OUTGOING

I 0 ....

ECTOR 631366

I
OK

S

'p

(IPc

*k_

75' 9384 'l

r
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-56

C/EUR.I NO!No

ACTss

T 2 OVlSs STAFF

C IT

S!IJCTs V.S&ASSION

RIFS A. DIRECTOR 6262896. DIRECTOR 62030

6. NO FlE. DICL.OAOR DRY J4oA6-12. ALL SECAIT.

(NO OF MESSACEU9R9

RVLnWED FOR K(LEAS
too UO APRIBSW U

Partially Decla8ssfled/Rl, ofl~lh 1M ,$S"+
under provisions O fLO. 12356

by B. Reger, ftetional Security Council

L2 L-56-

O0 -21436
C //V ? V 73 938 0 0

C"

k.

+ +. • +.

Alp b
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-57

-or~F
C/EUR

I NCOIM1I N

STAFF

COT

EN RO ErAge
IND OF MISSAG[

Il

Partvilly DeclaMwfw1iksssJ00112Aga 412 _ _

by B. Regir4 tNatomai seunty council .

REVIEWED PMR REL(
o* -ilII-APR1W?

#34c k.ViC-

C,'/ .2/W1~Lihau~fu.iDo 21437

0

C&M 411 IA
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-58

..TOT3N V ... ;,;;CTOR .

. .- E.V.OWHAVE COWI.MZLDMPROCEED WITH FLIGHT THROUCU--
WOVEME. WE WISH TO STAG LIGHT FR
HAVE ASKED T T REQUEST FOR IGHT CLEAAAN
AMPLE TIME FOR M O RESPONS[.7

AN TO TAIRIZ TOAORR20iqWl[--'IWDIATI[ NIACT I SI

WHICH I O0 NOT HAVE A DIRECTOR NUMIE
MESSAGE, THE PARA 2E LQUuSTIS OTA
CERTAINLY WOULD SE HEFULj PLEASE.
RESPONSE TO THESE QUESTIONS)TOOAY SO
CHINESE FIRE DRILL THAT.HAS.PLAGUEO
OTHER DATA THAT YOU NEED.ONWTAIL N
ETC., SOMETIME TOMORROW MOANING YOUR

2." NO FILl" -'DECL"OAOR" DRV Ht

.... AL .UR (CLARIDGE)I,, RL, C/E

END OF MESSAGE

.6 ..

I' A
:;i, DeclassiC."e/Released on nm1&1t

.nd,% l roE;'is of E.O. 12356
by 3. Reger, N=tionqal Security Council

-VW!l

REVIE

&/Dots

R A LCE

DO0
,v$S .- , •:' i I}

C/EUR
OUTGOING

.,. .... l......

e.. ,, ......

aEXH11T

21 438
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-59

C/CUR
OUTGOING

el PAUl
TOTs 3 Nv Is lRCTOA 1661l
"9,.

.....................

TA
TO

SU|MtM NSc...........

W.L1RLO. 62S4 "

I. IN RiF DIRECTOR $2S547, PARA 1 I ARI TION TWAT Vi CAN STAGS FROR TEL AVIV T AND
TO TASRIZ O04 27 NOVMhEP VICEL It NOVERS

2. MOTFILE. OICL OADR DAV N LiCI.
ORIGC C/CURE RELs C/UR (CLARAIO"

EUD OF. MISSAGE.-. # W. -' ".,I... j.. .. a,... . .S " : =:. .. . - "
"*" . " p " .' t

" .3.. .. ... . .

I XHISI

- bt.'' .

n.ec!assitd!eeased on . .-
-•der "rvit.",s of LO. 12356

by 3. Reger, Ntjo•aI Secuaty Co"ncI-

-J

L0e,

R L21435 *

// ZO9P * 13
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-60

C/CUR
INCOMING

S Oe 'S,.#

TOR I P NOV 

.............

SUJ NSC .SION
REF. DIRECTOR 621547

iREESTo 26 NOVEMER STAGING TIL-AVIV TOAND HAS NO PAOLM WITH PILOT FILING FORNATION ON DEPAR TjI @L AVIV. (NEIThER Of
ON EXPERSTS, AND U TIONS OF THIS
US. ASSUME ONC T LEAVES ISRAELIRI CA EMSWH is E ,, PROEIFATAY.

ISPAIN INCE FIRST TRAFFIC%
DTIUTTT~I.I$ 10 TO LAND ATSINTIALLY IL AND THEY MAY WISH

S. GOODNIGHT. NO NIACT NEEOD YOUR REPLY.

OECL OADR.

END OF MESSAGE

I

DOC.- (C

Partially DeclasIfled/Rele" o L2 &Q
under proviciong of E.O. 12358

by B. Reger, Ntional Security Council

Dot, t

SIA

21440

I.

II
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-61

h A *.w

TO IPPEDIATI OTRECTOR.

THE oIRECT a.oVORhm GCChCERNINC
TODAY WIN FCREC~ovFJN3TRV*..
WILL HAVEN'T MIN NP~~l ~ ASSA OR kU(* IN E N S R'

S. , 'APPARENTLY nNOKC ONLKE ORPER30NALLY ShlIHER. TH TI .S/CFARLAhl CPERATIOH.OPERATION* OR ,%HAI I E~T-NI5E .10TRY AGAINIT GOJlhG AGAIN FRO M.. REQ OSflOCL*CACA CRY hUP 4*92

END OF PE33AGE

yr
*'

4
cr ,4.Re~eise,j on

" LReger, Counci.l235

C<//IA .2

REVIWES ~RIA

ib'U3jaiWI
0 21441

V

-'I

• •

"Ohl KIThECTING
!-AKC CALL
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-62

fV

C/UROUTGOING

r AS =wpm PALIm
TOTs 2 NOV s DIRECTOR 626752*we . 0- - .....---------------- ---- ------- ......- -.

SUIJICT NSC MISSION

1. THE FOLLOWING IS FROM THE ACTING DCI 'AS THE DCI IS NOT
IN COUNTRYt :.

DEAR MR. AMBASSADOR$

I CAN ASSURE .AT
HAVE BEEN SRIFED BY YOUR UWAS
SECURITY COUNCIL. I O0 NOTjiJ[
ATTEMPT TO REACTIVATE IT IiJ W lJMLJL[_J IATE THE EFF

ON BOARD. WITH MY

2. NO FILE. DCL OADR ORV
UR (CLARRIDGE)I AUTHs A

TN TION ABOUT WHICH YOU
IN BY THE NATIONAL-

WOULD BEISE TO '
ASSUR YOU. THAT.

TAFF MADE TO IRIN ""
V .REGARDS..,:-
N .'ALLI SECRET.)': ,

00 A/DCCI. CL BY

END OF MESSAGE

"I
wjif y Declassif;ed/Feeased on Jl&C.I . ..

under provisions of E,0, 12356....
by 3. Reger, Nztional Security Council

RESIDED FORA WE

NSC &A.

e

r-

+ +' ... ++iDOc]]J f
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-63

UC/UR

l OUTGOING

uTOY$IAsORRFIC LT146IN V S THF CTO

SUIJICTI W

S1. NOW HAT I NAVI A PICINS RESPITE FROA SENDING AND
-%ttlI~tLAS*TRAFFiC, LIT At EXPLAIN SCA OF THE FACTORS

INVOLVED IN THIS OPERATION WHICH MAYNELP YOU UNDIRSTA O THE
RATHER BIZARRE MANNER IN WHICH IT IS iEING CONOUCTED. WE AREONLY THE IROKIRS IN THIS MATTER AND DO NOT NAVE DIRECT RAPID
COMICATIONS VITHN THOSE RSPONSIBLE FOR ORIGINATING THE
FLIGHTS ORt-TH FLIGHT CRWS. .-

RASONNL ON THE ORO* IN CONA VDULORIGINATING TH.FLIn .%I:E;;. IS NOT. INVOLVED
. NOR,A561'- ASi. MENTIONED BlRE *THE

OARINATORS THEREFORE,' AAll NOT U'LN FWORK AND CO I NOW I TH TE I R WAYS -Of NESS AND AESHINGTHEA WITH S IS C .0AMOF- OUR RoLI TODAY THERE WILL.
I AN INDIVIDUAL-AIVIN'IN 1TEL AVI LEAST HAS A* MODICUM OF UNDERSTANDING HOV-TNIS SHOULD WORK ANDjy ATammeamAmuJTAeMB Titt "'at INDIVIDUAL THERE

3.- DUE Of THE KEY ELEFM SF-i H
I REUIREP.ENT-THT THEY NAYE AT-LEAST A IAONWMTHE AIRCRAFT IS GOIN IIENTERFTHE ASTBOUN, THE
FLIGHT PLAN FILO IY .T1 2 TI T PFROVIDLTHIS BUT THERE .-
IS A CHANCE IT WILL MIT RA IN T If THIS WIE

f AiUAl-~m ILR L I 1 ITPRBALYWOULN'T lhKU RUCHL I DTFERiENCETOT WT UNDIR THE CIRCUMSTANCES IT DoEs.
THEREFOCRE T ONE OFTHE01MST SEUL WT HIM URS OFF lIE At. C DO IS TO PHON SAT WHN ITlXHI It

a IS AVAILABC AN PROVIDE IT TOBY FLA$toTHIS SMOULS RELIEVl, SOME Oa THE IRRITATION ON

3.THERE WILL PROBABLY IBEWOCHARER C S I
ii"ALSO PROBABLY ITY lSPAOPRII[TORY , UT I AAt NOT HOPE THEt -Y DON'AN .. 4HT- T N

TO ASK A OTHER QUESTIONS THAT MAY ASSIST YOU. FINAL
THE ATEIAL EING TRANSPORTED It 1 U F0 $I4'~ AND I #ARATE TIN$ TO ENSURE7A IT IS MAN ESTED ASRATHER THAN UNDER THE RUBRIC Of "MACINERY'DR"MEDIC
STORES." SY 1OING SO. WE StE TO KEEP SOVIRNMENTI FIJ

j AND FUZZY.
4. NODFILE. DECL OADOR DRY HU A-. ALL SECAT.

OIGs C/fUR (CLARRIDOE)I ;tfeCLR~U , L 00 21443
ej*a$!fVIWW FOR NELIM ~100 ptOAR U

75-938 - 88 - 12

I
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-64

sl-iniL STAFF

RE?, DIRECTOR 620050

Io' APPRICIATI AlF IICN
T ALSO SUGCE1TS THAT THI SIAP

(W[iEIT ; SINME LIGHT THE ISWIT bVom ITT
ATTENTION. FOUR AIACRAF POISIILY SELONSIW TO RO.1
COMPANY, ALL ILINS CNAMIS OF ITINIRAAY AM DIECTll
AIR TO A MILITARY AIRFIELD IilOUNO TO ATTRACT UNWtLCOF
FILING FOR ThI TRUE DESTINATION ALSO SUMS TO RIDUCI 1)
FOR PILOT ESRROR, IVEN-TNI "UNITTING8 AMA APPAAAtTy A
ASPECTS OF ALL TfIS.)

4. ADVISE BY FLASH RITUR IF ADOVE CNANGE DOES NOT
H YOUR APPAL. ADVISI YOU Fu

C/SiUR
INCOMING

...........

6. NO FILE. OICL OADR ORV HU A4-62. ALL SECAIT.

e-
END0l/ EA #0 pCR /Afi

21444

it]
at

,Ill

Is WN 
h[-T 

11, 's m

W I m a
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-65

W CIO-W
4%~

I NCQ I N

! As* PA
rTORsI 3 Nov 65

,00----------- .----------------- ; ..

SUIII-To UlA /ISIING WITH1 VFO I6N INISTiRY

FROM OC

I 0 .,CA 0 TO FOREIGN M, RY NOVEMBER 25 AND GIVEN
PARAS I 10, N • OTI[ ACTION AIWMESTI[ 0,

OPTEANSLATIONS PROVIDODeIN
4. ( OC S AID ESSENTIAL PO THAT THE slaL[ A

soI L CONFLICT WI US* POLICTND
POLICY THAT THE GOVERNMENT NE WRITTEN ASSURANCTS

I OPERATION WAS FOR HUANITAR ONS AND WAS DESIGNED TO
GAIN THE RELEASE Of AMERIC SAID HE WANTED TO EMPASIZE
THAT WITH THESE ASSURANCE HA PREPARED TO APPROVE THEOPERATION. It REMAINED PR#

3. THE OCA SAID THAT WHIO R WITE
ASSURANCES WAS UNDERSTAND SHOULD UNDER-
STAND THAT THE ACTIONS N 23 GAVE THE
!rRISsIO 9TO SOME THAT WAS ,. ESPECIALY SINCE

* M. AF~ARLANI MAO THE DUITTlIU -WREfl7N MAT THE FOREIGN MINISTER
HAO GIVEN HIM A GREEN LIGHT ON THE NIGHT OF THE 22N0. THE SUBSEQUENT
INSISTENCE ON A NOTE HAD B[E OISQUIETING. THE O.LMH.L ILLS[CONO
NOTE CONVINCED THOSE MANAGING THE OPERATION THATOUCEO ORT; H 111hLTARJ AN PURPOSE OF"k3SSISTING A% * "]n iS
IN TROUBLE. SAID HE COULD NOT MAKI A JUDGEIENT. MORE-

. OVER. THE FOR WAS IN BRUSSELS.

S 1 5. 0CM TRIEN NOTED THAT AMASSA DOR S C
CALL ON THE PRIME MINISTER AFTERNOON 0 NOVI6.

. SAID THAT IF U.S. STILL INTERESTED. THE ETINO WITH ,PRIME
/INISTIRWOULD PROVIDE EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO GET PM'S ACRE

4. AMBASSAOOR'S CALL IS SET FOR 4:30PA LOCAL TIME. IF

NOT .. ALTERNATIVE MEANS AND IF THERE IS STILL INTEREST
COOPERATION, WE BELIEVE METING OFFERS EXCELLENT OPP

-TGETIT.
cc 7. PLEASE AVIS E HIS OF BUSINESS NOV326 IF T 5

- INTEREST IN RIVIVING OOPERATIOM AND IF$O

" i. I "THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS PRESE
CO/MPLIA M I EMBASSY OF THE LI F N /qA 5oV A
REFERENCE TO THE E BASSY'S NOTSS OF OVAR0I T
OTHER CO/iUNICATIONS IN OTHER CH- N T'f-I" SAM $ SUBs ANNO

* HELP BUT BE AMAZEO BY THE MANNER IN WHICH THE MATTER WAS CONDUCTED
I BYNORTH AMERICAN AUTHORITIES.. -" "" .'-I!•a

I" Am .' -""IEW'M,"ELEA V SE* •

-Aft,
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.66 $122501 ASO * i/-
S ISOWN BY T MASSYA""FAC THAT IT MAC INITIAL "_ lm
ION VIA PRIVATE CHANNELS, MICIN ARE CLEARLY

OICATVISOR Of THE PRESIDENT Of THE UNITED STATES,
IN TH ECOO LATION THA EXIS IjZ~ COUNT-

TO PROVIDE RAPID RESPONSES IN SUM"Awo"

* O .CONFOAITY WITH WHAT HAD BEN AGSEE.

TH EIN AFFAIRS TAKES THE OPPORTUNITY TO RENEW
TO THE EMb UNITED STATES OF AMERICA THE ASSURANCES OF ITS
HIGHEST CONSIDER ION.

S"THE MISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS PRESENTS ITS
COiiPrI 'T w OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND IS
SUPPLEMENTING NOE . f TODAY HAS THE HONOR TO CONUNICATE THE

. .... ........... . .1OLLO I NG •

"THE MINISTRY'OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS BELIEVES IT IS NECESSARY TO
RECALL THE ESSENTIAL F THE S MADE WITH RELATION TO
THE PROPOSED TRANSFER OF DEE AIAL OISTIMID FDA
IRAN:'

" #EAAS ANSIT OF"-EFENSE

IT HAO "WITH THE AOMINISTRATION OF TH COMPANY SAID THE
MATERIAL TO aE TRANSFERRED WOULD ARAI E FOLLOWING OAY
TO OE TRANSPORTED BY TWO AIRCRAFT.

"NO INOrCATION WAS PROVIDED WITH A T THE IDENTIFICATION OF
THE MATERIAL. NOR TO THE AIRCRAFT, MUC IN IN vwICw
THE MATERIAL TO SE TRANSPORTED WOULD A

"THE CI.CJ",J5TANCES, IN ADDITION TO THE IMPORTANT REFERENCE TO
CONTACTS 0I W ITH THE AMERI CE.Wtil TH.
MINISTRY TO IT WITH EIMASSY THE
FOLLOWING MORNING. HE SAID HE KIW NOTHING OF -'r 'OPEA-
ATION.

"ON FRIDAY AFTERNOON NOVEMBER 22, MR MCFAALANE, NATIONAL SECURITY
AOVISOR TO THE PRESIDENTT OF THE USA, TRIED TO CONTACT THE FOREIGN
1IISTER. HE WAS ABLE TO O0 SO ONLY THAT NIGHT.

"THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS TOLD MR. MCFARLANE THAT IT
iE NECESSARY 'o RECEIVE AN URGENT NOTE FROM THE EIASSY TO 8
PRESENTED BY THE CHARGE. AFTER THAT, IT WOULD RECEIVE PAOMpT.
URGENT CONSIDERATION.

SATURDAYY MORNING NOVEMBER 13. JNHE.,Q1ARGE DELIVERED TO
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS NOT W ITH THAT INFt T
ASMUCH AS THAT NOTE OMITTED INFO WIT REGARD TO THE
WHICH HAO ALREADY BEEN MENTIONED ORALLY WITH AEGARO TO THE
HUMANITARIAN MOTIVES RELATEOTO THE DETENTION OF. AMERICANi

"ACCORDING TO THE EMBASSY, SUCH A NOTE WOULD BE DELI 0 THE
MINISTRY THAT EVENING, NOVE/810,jx 2],

Ij FOR ELEA19 230/1
11KI1 Aq A .. fATP!d vim

7
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........ ..........,g ...... ............. 'gooI Io otewml~~l o o oo oo

TO: 2 NOV 5I

* G1 OF THE USA WAS RECEIVED BY THE ACTINGIG MINISTRYY WHO WAS SUPPOSED TO RECEIVE

FA

LYCONT WHAT WAS ANTICIPATED, AND TO THE GREAT
$SURP Of FOREIGN AFFAIRS. WHO IMMEDIATELY •

RCII NOTE. TOTALLY E W.JM WAT WAS EXPECTED
EXPRES T THE GOVRN HMNB B A UNABLE TO
FULFILL THE GOVERNMENT OF TWu1I T L.IOR THE
HUMANITARIAN I SION REFERRED TO IN EIASSY NOTE NO.B AS
PRESENTED RIGHT IN THE MIDOLE OF FULL SCALE EFFORTS " 0 TO
PROVIDE THE ALREADY REFERRED TO "PROMPT AND URGENT .SOLUTION.

"IN THIS REGARD IT IS NECESSARY TO RECALL AND TO EMPHASIZE
CLEARLY AND SURELY THAT IT HAD SEIN CLEARLY AGREED THAT A PROMPT AND
URGENT RESPONSE WOULD IE GIVEN ON THE IASIS Of AN EMBASSY NOTE

. . .JtNTIONING-T LAONS-JOt -Tia MISSION. SUCH A NOTE WAS NOT PROVIDE
AS EXPECTED.

"#THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIR THE OPPORTUNITY TO RENEW
TO THE EMBASSY OF THE USA THE ASSURE ITS HIGHEST CONSIDER-
ATION."

10. NO FILE. DICL OAOR DRV HUM LL SECRET
[NO Of MESSAGE

REVIEWED FOR RELEASE

i OATE 24 JUN,.

,~ ~ • 3 704
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-66

'Aso Um AI1ALZLA.V - TOMt A Nov Is

SUJICTVa USC o
Rift SIRICTOR $28344
1. THIS IS AN INTERI RS,,ADDITIONAL DETAILS SOO01,(5. V

3.'-..110Fitt ICe' OADR DRY upt

IND Of LS6~

SDecdassifie.1/Released on~&&LiI.
rtler, ~ sof L.12356

y .ieger, i-tic.'.131Seculis Cr-unII

IPROAISES
:! IVb.

SICRgT.:

-af

NCf l V oN R!A
No te A tI" 1?m

Ricasuco

F
DO

C/EUR
1 * ,NCOMINO

I s *... ...

I

EXHISIT

21446

L

C/* .21 AA

!

I
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-67

'W Alm.I

TOR 3 l $
.... ... ...

STAFF

030IF PILO TWS AN EARLYVSTART,

HE CANMA ULLROUN- ONE DAY. ASSUIN NO DELAY
IN OFF-LOADING HIS CARGO AT TAHII. THIS IS OBVIOUSLY •
HIGHLY DESIRAILE FROM OUR POINT OF VlW.

.. ADDITIONAL INFO THAT WOULD i UStFUL,

A. HOW FAR APART WILL FLIGHTS Of SPACEDtvi .B .NOW WILL PILOT PAY FOR REFUELING?
C C. WHAT IS PILOT/CREW NATIONALITY? WHAT DOCUME

WILL THEY OE TRAVELLING ON?
0. AIRCRAFT CALL SIGN NEDES IN ADbITION To

REGISTRATION AND OWNERSHIP DATA.

S. SORRY TO IE STRETCHING THIS OUT THIS WAY.
OBVIOUSLY WISH TO HELP AND ARE STRUGGLING WIT HOW
DO SO WITH INIMUM RISK OF ADVERSE ATTENTION. SINCE
SEE EQUALLY IN OUR INTERESTS, HOPE TIME CONSTRAINTS
tO WILL BEAR A LITTLE MORE DELAY.

1. NO FILE. OECL OADR DAV HUM R-e3. AL SEwT. DO
dE-0

C/CUR
INCOMING

L..c.,-.

21 44%
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-69

rs rwT.
C/EUR
OUTGOING

, , , . ,

6 (3l~ PAG l --- --.........

TOT.... 00.0.0.SIRECTOR 631000

SUIJECT8 RII'mVN VITH FOREIGN MINISTRY-

To OC PFROC/Uf uR
1. OPERATION IS STILL ON. Wt ARE REGAOUPING.WILL ADVISE ADDITIONAL DETAILS TOMORROW.
2. NO FILE., OCL OADR ORV H 2.- ALL SCi

ORIGD C/fUR_(CLARRIOGE); RtL. COO AT.MIRECT

END Of MESSAGE

-j • "8

RAT.:2
ION OP C/[UR.c

Partially Declassified!Released on 1_ U&lk
under proviins of E.O. 12356

by B. Reger, N'.tional Secuni! Co bufif

REVIEWED FOR RULEA
] '20 APR 198?

Is'
e -

GE~RE~
DO 21 452

(L

(
(

(

e*IIA#-# .2.?,, FlAl",
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-70

C/EUR
OUTGOING

.. , ... . . .

STA 631010

1. UNFORTUNATELY RIF ARRIVED TOO LATE FORA I TO RESPOND IN.
TIM[ FOR MiETING. .

2. ,rINASILITY TO RESPONO 0T' s oThI ..
TIME IS A RESULT OF lUREAUCRATIC SN I TE LAST FOURTEEN HOURS.
I WILL FILL YOU IN TOMORROW. 16 - .

3. NO FILE. DECL OAOR'ORV NR . CRET.'mv.'
ORIG: C/CUR (CLARRIDGE)J REL$ COO T.OIRCTIONC.O.O
C/EUR.
COO COMMENT COARRECTED COPY TO CORR LinE (FROM) C/UR.. *:.

AND LINE 2 PARA 2 AISS . , - . r

END OF MESSAGE -

y."e 3 S .e"dc.I NOW ,10'
by B. e e,;..l:,: t :i o.,,l ,

FIVIEWED FOftRELEAK

d 0DO 214S3

- .'.LAh e•~
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-71

-arm~
C/EUR

0 1NCOMI No

ASO -PA 1TORi OV
" e . .... .. .

SUIJECTI NSC MISSION

REFSa A

1. PLEASE ADVISE IF A FLIGHT IS FO
27 NOVEMER OR EARLY MORNING 21 MOVE RAI

2.* NEW OR RELATED SUIJECT: DIRE 10(
CONFUSING. DOES IT RELATE TO THE SA INI

3. N0-FILE. DECL OADR ORV HUM ALL

END OF MESSAGE

Partially Oeclassifie/Reteasn 0 o -1 L
under provirionS f E.O. 12356

by B. Reger, 1_tional Security Council

REVILWE9 FOR RELAME
g20 APR 198?go --..II&.0 s.C

WKNo 'Sm2
Cl/V.2../10

OR LATE EVENINGEFS.

39 IS SOMEWHAT
ITIATIVE?

L SECRET.

0O

EXHIBIT

21454

Mdwk
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EXHIBrr DRC-1-72

f..

~,.

..... TOT,: a NoVis OIRICTOR
.............o o o eoee e eonnn Pe . ..o ................ e e oe e

SUBJECTS NSC MISSION

RIFSt A: TR

1. NO FLIGHT PLANNED FOR 27 OR 211 OVEIER. AS MENTIONED
IN REF 6, OPERATION IS STILL ON BUT A r ENCOUNTERED DELAYS.

2. REF I SUJECT LINE IN ERROR WOULD HAVE BEEN NSC
MISSION. SORRY FOR THE CONFUSION. . *" -................ .... ,t. ... ,'.. .

S. NO FILI. DCL OADR DRV" U .ALL SECRET.,. "
ORIG: C/EUR (CLARRIDGE) RELCO0 OIRECTION C/UR).4"

[ND O MESSAGE.

Partially Declassified!Released onA
u.nder provisiofns of E.O. 12356

by B. Reger, Rtional Security Council
L.

RIVWEE.D FOR RELCA,[ -

Ds - 20 APR 198?
ly . ,S.c.

d0 /"A 0 a a1 0

II~g~ii.fL, 1 DO

I *'*

OUTGO0N

11110
n,., o.. .. .......

21455

(I

I

!
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-73

C/EUR,
OU*a I NG

F~~"i~o ~ PAC 1
... TOTi 2 * NOV $ DIRECTOR 631112

---------------------------------*-------------------......

SUIJECT: NScIMwII6l

REF DIRECTOR 631009

1. REF SUBJECT LINE IN ERROR. PLEASE CORRECT TO READ
NSC MISSION. SORRY FOR THE CONFUSION.

2. NO FILE, OECL OADR ORV NU . ALL SECRET.>
ORIG: C/UR.4CLARRIDGE)l REL: COOI DIRECTION C/EUR)

ENO OF MESSAGE

).<
I i

7L - DI

PadWly - £I2Mo -

by L WI &W NLqui mdy (oud

nyrLVIgWEFOR MREASK
wo20Aaa

At isaSJ c A
2W5OclJ~v

6

V
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-74

I

~ a6.E6iRiEs~mm.,J

TOR% IO I~ I i

S. WE'RE READY WHEN YOU ARE.

4. NO FILE. OCL OAOA ORV HUM 4-8Z. ALL SECET..

HR COM NT: RELAYED INFO IME[IATE IAC iI R OIR S3163.

END OF MESSAGE

PartiallY DeclaS.Id/ti" OR- .ihI&1t I
undir ;TDV Og ot Lo,1256

by B. Bgtr. tAl WdIltY CouDcil

VIEWED FOR FL L
40W MI AP 98

i

.. . ' ... -" '- -" DO

C2URIINCOMING

21456
!

e lllte, Q 0 4
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-75

S2 ov.s STAFF

SUSJECTI WSC MISSION

2. USE OF WOULD REQUIRE S(
NEED SOM E L F.,PM,. ,* ,

3- NO FILIE. :DCL OAOR ORV HUM I

END OF A1SSAG[-%"I'
. , .

-- . . . • .

• qr..• . , °. I.

Paria:Iy Declassified/Released on lul& =
.,der provi ion! of E.O. 12356

Iy 3. Reger, N;tional Security Council

RELIEWWD FIR RELM9

S 20.. soAPR 1967

Poe, a a

C//m'

INATION, SO WE

L SICRIT.

_ C/EUR
I NCOM I No

WILL

1 XHIIIT

I

DO
r.

21457
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-76

UN~LAUNA
OUTGOING

TOT# 27 No6 TOR4e 61132
.................................

SUSJECT: QUSTIRI VIVIN6J COOPERATION

RE:A..u1E1R)OU

0CM FROM CHIEFIEURt

I, AS I EXPLAINED IN R p RF A ARRIVE TOO LATE FOR OW
TO OITA IN AN-ANSWER FOR THE AMBASIA WAUIN WTH THE PR IMAt''MINISTER. FURTHER IWASUNABLE TO O THIS lECAUST
Of CERTAIN 6LITCH11 ON THIS. EN9D THAT TO B EEID

2. THE FOLLOWING WERE THE'INS IMICH I*REic E~FROM THE NSC THAT I WASUNABLE-To I .T HEtTAoE; I **l ' R
STILL REPEAT STILL VALID.,FOBUUITY SADMB.

ISU IHTHE NSC ASKS THATYNE NOT RAI$ 'THE-.9 ,Isu IHPRIME MINISTER 5 TER RA%ISET* "'..&:HIMSELF AND INDTIAT TAtI ll9PAi~l~l e
COOPERATE, THE ANSASSADOR B9SAY LCOS THE OFFR'yi

.UT CANNOT ACCEPT IF ITINlVOLV- AI* NO MATTER WHAT: ,
THE OUTCOMEiOF THE DISCISSIOU ET SHOULD.10.
SAYING THAT HE WILL REPORT ION To *
WASHTINGTON AiD REQUEST, INS. UCTIOT. . .....

J. PLEASE.ASK"TA.ASSAD TO PROVIDE ALL OF'.
REPORTING IN THIS CHANNEL AND WILL PASS EPE01TINOUSLY.TO THE.NSC WHO IN TURN WILL INFORAPPMOPRIATI INDIVIDUALS IN THEl l .JDEPARTMENT. OF STATE.

4. LitMOR PERSONALLY THANK YOU FOR ALL Of YONR EFFORTS -OF X iITHE LAST SEVERAL DAYS. I KNOW IT HAS NOT SEEN EASY AND I
ASSUREIYOU THAT APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES HERE ARE WLL AWARE 0WHAT YOU NAVE TRIED TO DO AND APPRECIATE.IT. ,

IO .HO FILI DtCL A AOOD RY HVW UO -82.AL SECRE" *"b
OTISlS/I (CLARCE I AUTH: i RELs CE CLARRIDGE)

S AENDM AOSAG 4IWNO

00i~ 4 ~D 21458
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-77

aLL
C/EUR,

IS9,OUTOC..~

TOT1 3 ovi IETOR 631683
.. .... ........

163
%UARTERS RILAY.

SUlJlECr, i--'III ma "v

.L..IL5 IAE*LAinTO INMOATE
-It 1OR INFO.

2. NO FILE. DtCL OAOR DV HUR 4-112. ALl
//[U (CLAARIOG); RELs C/CUR (CLARRIOCI

EN OF RESSACE

Partially Declasfled*!Released on1L 2 12
under provlsions of E.O. 12356

by 2. Reger,,..1' S ,it, C,. ;il

L.

ftLIEWEO FOR RELEASE
00 (go APR I98?

".00 -fe&

).CL IV

C11"4V214

Nsco4r-

'4Do
il1455
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-78

- l RkA
C/EUR
OUTGOING

S * i S

15 1314*33 A UI P0f11_ TOTI Nl MOV 6i DIRECTOR 131684
......................... ......... ..........................

STA h
TO:

NIACT

SUl,!CT: NSC OPERATION

REF. A. 1 _ _-

I. AS I SAID IN PREVIOUS MESSAGE; THIS OPERATIOrIS STILL
ON. HOWEVER, AT TIWS POINT:-I O NO K THAT E WILL IE
READY FOR OUR SECOND SORTIE UNTIl, P EARLY NEXT WEEK.
FY10, WHATEVER WAS SUPPOSED TO HAPP THE FIRST SORTIE
I0 NOT HAPPEN AND WE ARE REGROUPIN ,- T..V .

2. FOR*I-AA RELAYIN FOR YOUR'
COMETS. P EXCELLINT-S I NOT IE"
POSSIBLE FOTO ACCEPT"IT DISCUSSES
THIS PROPOSAL WI HE SH PRINCIPLE AND..NOT MENTION .T-IME.

APPRECIATE I ON ONAIRFIELD
IN 3W E WILL CONSIO AS AN ALTERNATE TO

AIMVILL.EYOU SOME-LA F WE DECIDE TO USE

4. AGAIN. MANY THANKS:TOOYOU T'FOR EOTS. ILL
IE BACK IN TOUCH. , .+

S. AS I DO NOT KNOW THESTATE OF ALERT THE AUTHORITIES IN
YOUR COUNTRY MAY SE CONCERNING THIS OPERATION I AM SENDING
THIS NIACT SO THAT YOU CAN TELL THEM IF NECESSARY THAT WE ARE
STANDING DOWN ON FLIGHTS UNTIL EARLY NEXT WEEK.

6. iO FILE. OICL OOR DRV HUM hil. ALL SECRET.)-
ORIG: C/EUR (CLARRIOGE)I REL C/EUR (CLARRIDGE). CL Y

C.. ENDOF MESSAGE • ... t,4 l''I
Partially Declassified!Released on IIJU !L

under provisions of E.O. 12356
by B. Reger, tiboal Security Council .'

NEVIEW19 FotEAS" tur

of @OFMM _2AR iW7 A
As iDO 0

i 6XHIBI

21460

f//A' .o,
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-79

C/EUR
ACTION

TORi i jN ov Os"'T _"..........o".............- ....
45 STAFF

cIrT

qNIJICT S OIOP
- JL11 EV PARA 2 REF I PROPOSAL WOULD NOT IEACCEPTASLET A M AD EVEN RAISING IT IN JPLE COULD POSSIlLY""

S[CVUtUR'PRODUCTIVt. WILL WAIT A NOV OUR NEXT CONVERSATIONSGO. .

2.. NO FILE. OCL.OADR DRV HUM 4 SECRAT.-.

END OF MESSAGE - .

7-

'artially Declassified/Released onL7AUG..lol7
under provitiong of E.O. 12356

by B. Reger, N.,tional Security Council

REVIEWED FOR RELEASE
O24OAPR 198?

UU

-I

-wom-.. .. . . . .. ... .. .

iul, aearif
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-80

* "t.

C/Elm
OUTGOING4

- - - I ISI

* j PA~t
TOT: 0 nno .. DI.1RECTOR $$.70 -

.................. o...o o* *Q oo oo ** .o oo ** o. ** ** .

REFsD DIRECTOR 4l64

1. WE ARE STILL REGROUPING. KEY EATING OF PRINCIPALS
WILL TAKE PLACE THIS W1EKINO WITH UARLIST POSSISLE AIRCRAFTDEPLOYMENTS SOMETIME ID TO LATE WEEK OF I DOMAHER.

2; - NOJ.I Lt.. -0¢L OADAOR Id C/EUR. (CLARRIOGI) RILS C

END OF."MESSAGIp " ."-"

•ALL SICRIT.>o
RAI 0E). CL BY

EX5HIBIT
Partially Declasfled/.Reflat.j ouIt? U

under provisions of FO, 12356
by B. Reger, National Security Council

REAWU F ELj IA
DO 21462
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-81

TuEGRi fI l I
•C/UR

ACTION

-AS 7 PATMI
....A....

D OOI IIOI I STAFFI IIt ell0 IIt O

IUlE CTtNJMC.MIRATION

REP: DIRECTOR $3164

1. I'll AFR I 1THE CONTIMU90 DELAY
SOME 1ECOAPRSSION IN OUR ARRANGnENTS I
APPROACH TH"HOLIOAYS. APPRECIATE
lT WILL WILCOIE ANY INDICATION YOU
THEY NOW STAND.

+2.. NO M.IE1 D+CL OADR OR HUM

twO OF MESSAGE "'

Partially Declassif1ed/Re:eased on L2ALJ& t
under provisions of E.O. 12356

by 0. Reger, National Securitl Council

IN THIS "ATTIR AY CAUSE
IEll' ESPECIALLY AS WE .,.
14 Ai NOT IN YOUR HANOS'

IOE AS TO WHERl.

A T1ALL-+'SECRET,++ ". -'' - *

* . -. . * ,, . ".

...

REVerED oFOR RELEASED
-A-4OAPR II?*

0I0
lam VWJW'o

lot

21463

.°
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-82

UA!
C/EUROUTGOING

PA I 0. TOT: 1 ,€ I5 DIR[CTOR 6b0shi

........................... ... ........... 00..........

SUIJICT NseC OP lTION

%I.$-

I. SORRY TO KEEP YOU WAITING, OUT AS LAT
THE NEGOTIATING WAS STILL GOING ON. WE HAVE JU
NOW THAT THE DIAL IS APPARENTLY ALL OFF. DON'T
WKtJR TTHERIS A POSSIBILITY THAT I IVI
WIL, ADVISE AS WE CAN, OUT FOR NOW I LIKI
STANDING DOWN.

2. No FIJE .. ILOADR DRYNJ AHNO "II'""V'

ORIG AC/ELM CAUTH AC/AI

[ND OF ESSAGE

Partially Decli sified/.IKEESl0W 0 2.Aa.I
undr provtsiofls 01 .O. 12356

by B. Begir, ft4btial SeuflY COunCi

REVIF#W FOR RUIEM
os. M 0APR t

C//Ml ,

i AS LAST NIGHT
ST RECEIVED WORD
KNOWWY YET OR

lYE IN FWTURE...
Q Wt AM

SICAIT.30 : '.-."RELt AC/t..' .

DO 21464

(t

(
!

6 .
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EXHIBIT DRC-1-84

- TMPAUL01TSJAN TAF-

ISg STAFF -

I C/fUR

10fa00I NCOVIN(
* .' IIIii I

E.......

OR ............

partially Declassified/RceiSe on J L "

under proviOs0 ot 1O. 123"5
by B. Reger, National Security council.
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EXHIBIT DRC-3

,v Secord *4the Charge continue to $eek clearance for A/C from

tIsrael wi c and ad proceed. eapie the difficulties
. S all continue to believe that if RCN can Sot tru to

that this can be done.

We V oncioI to explore three options:

C h% a A/C to pick up the cargo in Tel Aviv (TA) &nd deliver it
to or xfs: to the three Chartered DC-o for the flight to
TabriiNTJ

-- Fly the 3 £ tb.Lared A/C direct to TA, p/u the car8o, fly t o#file
for T fromm

Fly the three chartered A/C directly toTAoad cargo, proceed directly
to T w/o filing until airborne a4d L i tR.

All continue to believe (including Kiache) that option one is only realistic
solution. Other options cowprovise orlgns "and risk eventual uncovering of
many operational details. Kiache urges that solution be found to matter this
weekend to protect hostages and those who will deliver them.

UPDATE AS OF 1810:

RC?L€ontactodW at 1730. h t agreed to have A/C f TA land
at5 Dewey has arranged to trie ry to work for Secord (Capp).
CoPp will charter two 707e s the naa of LAU Res us ,s(r Swiss
Co.) and have them p/u the cargo and davor it t Atw n e cargo
will be xfered to the three Israli chartered OC-*7S for the flight
to T. Though I &a sure Copp suspects, he does not know that the 707s
belong to a proprietary. Ctarridge deserves meodal so does Copp.

kinche (OK) has been told how screwed up his people are LA plannLng
somethiAn like this on such short notice. Not only was the 747 they
planned La use a national airlines a/c, but they only had it chartered
for 14hrs. We have Oten charge of that hieo the o stion and are
making direct contac* ensure
flight clearance for** "tiW OC-8a atersd by UK's boys. If all goes
&a we nov hope, the cargo will be LnI y nowm (local) and enroute to T
shortly after dark. That means we cam expect handovers (hopefully)
Saturday night.

UPDATE AS OF 1900:
Unbelievable as it may so-A, t have Just talked to SchiwLmer, LA TA who
advises that they have relossed.t lheir OC-85 in spite of my call to OK

- instructing that they be put on thold until we could Lteo out the U'j:1
.- ' , Sif;o0.!heased on i.7AtA, L2

' ; ,s of E'.0 !2356

LI
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ExHIBr DRC-4
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-1
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-2
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-3
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-4
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EXHIBrr DRC-5-6

• . ygb. Ae.J.. -4,fr y. . ..- ,*et
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4'. b..
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-7
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-8
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-9
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-10
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-11
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-12
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-13
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EXHIBIT DRC-5-14

I

a,. - A., *' K

jia,,y Declassified/Releifd on I .
under provisions of FO. 12356
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EXIBrr DRC-5--15
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766 country, yes.

767 . Wr, IEDS. And the Cther thing tt'at yOU did waS to

760 Involve officials at the CIA*

769 Nr. 10Th. I think we did use comrunicaticns suppcrt frcm

-770 CIA, tbat's correct.

771 Nr. WIELD!. Well, ycu, in fact, contacted Nr. Clarridge,

772 didn't you?

773 Pr. NORTh Yes, I 'ide

774 Hr. NIELDS. And, In fact, you vent out to the CIA and

775 scent virtually all dav Saturday there?

776 Hr. WORTH. What was that date?

4P 01
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DCX5 GLASSNAP

r. IXELDS. k believe it is the 23rd. You night want to

check Exhibit S4..

Pr. NORTH. Tt Is correct.

Hr. WIELDI. Ycu spent most of the day on the 23rd at the

CIA*

Nr,-COIP, TeS,

Or. ELD. And that was with Ir. ClarLdge?

Or. 3ORT. I as sure that It was with Kr. Clarridge,

perhaps others, but he certainly did clear se in because his

signature Is right there,

Ir. IXELDY. And indeed ycu returned to the CIA the

fcllcwsnq day?

Or. CITH. On Sunday? I wIll take your word for it.

did.

r. NIELDS. And you are now looking at the second page cf

Exhibit 46, which I take It is another sion-in sheet at the

CIA fcr Fvrday.

Mr. ORTH. That Is correct.

Or. WIELDS. And IC. Clarridge and you were In touch with

the U.S. Irbassy In the European country?

Or. O1TH. I don't recall specifically talking to the

embassy, nc. I know that there were discussions that were

held, and I know that there was smage traffic exchanged.
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802 that is correct.

e@3 vr. 0NULDS. Cable traffic?

8e4 Nr. 1Ot. Yes.

SS Pr. NXILDS. Pnd the purpcse of cable traffic was to try

*ee to obtain from the officials I the turcpean country the

607 right to land a plane carrying the missiles.

so$ tr. XCITH. Thet Is correct.

e09 Pr, WItLOS. And they were then going to be taken off that

Sit plane and loaded onto other planes to be transported on to

Oil Iran?

812 Wr. NORTH. Yes.

613 Rr. NIELDS. And at scte point through Hr. scrarlane you

0e heard that the foreign country was going to permit the plane

815 to land.

816 Mr. NORTH, As I recall, that was at one point approved.

e17 Mr. WIELDS. But there was a problem because there was a

e18 ccrdlticr. Isn't that true? Isn't It true that the foreign

819 country--

26 TMr. NORTH. There was a ccnditIon, I don't remember what

621 It wos right now.

022 Mr. WIELDS. Isn't It true that the foreign country wanted

823 us to acknowledge In writing what it was that was landing?

824 Pr. 1OETS. That is right.

625 S r. ILDS. The actual material, the Hawks.

826 Mr. NOITH. Yes.

Al
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'827 *r. ar, LDS. we weren't willing to Go that?

628 IKa ROBTH * ct at all.

829 ra, NIELDS. id you discuss that with Nre Clarridge?

83# K. e OBIN, I dO not recall exactly what I discussed with

831 r. Ciarridge. I know there was a point in time where he

832 certainly did become aware, and It may be through sensitive

633 intelligerce, because the Intelligence showed what was being

934 moved, and I did at some reint along there confirm to him

635 that It vs not oil drilling equipment but that It was

836 Hawks, as was very obvious to almost everybody out there at

637 that point, tecause they were reading the same sensitive

636 Intelligence that I was.

139bwhen r say that point, I don't know exactly what point It

840 Is. But I did at some point ccnfl rE to him that that's what •

eui was taking place, and that--and It may have been after the

042 fact, T air nct saying that It was before the fact, and at

e43 that ;cint mr..cNaIcn was very upset with me.

8U.1 yr. NIELDS. lNCw, at what point was NCr. acahon very u;set

845 with. ycu?

er) Mr. NORTH* AS I recall, it was after the pilots returned

8.7 from their mission or In which he saw a part of the

86 sonsltlve Intelligence. And I don't recall the specific

819 timing, but it was at that poir.t that we began to work on

858 the finding with Hr. Sporkln, I think.

851 ? r. HIELDS. ell, the record reflects that the finding

4,
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652 was transmitted by Director Casey In a cover memo, dated the

653 26th of Ncveomber. That 1s Tuesday.

6514 me. NOTH. Okay. go it would be In that timefcame, I

55 wculd fuess.

656 Mr. NIELDS. You are talking that day or earlier.

57 Mr. NCRTH. Veil, yes--a5 a Matter Of fact, Maybe one of

68 tho things, and I don't recall It specifically, but one of

659 the things I Pay have done on that Sunday would have been to

06 work on the finding, although I would guess the finding

861 didn't actually begin until later on.

662 Mr. WIELDS. ?he committees' other Information would

863 indicate that the finding began on a Monday.

864 Yr. MOBT. okay.

665 Kr. NZILDS. But I would like to take you back to the

866 Friday, Saturday period of time when efforts were being made

W67 to obtain the landing rights In the European country, and

868 you can Into a snag hecause we were unwilling tc Identify

869 the materiel In writing.

870 1 guess first I would like to ask you: was it ycur

e71 understanding that the materiel had not been Identified

e72 earlIer?

87 f r. WORTH. To whom?

874 Mr. ELDS. To the foreign government officials.

87! Pr. WORTH. T am not sure that I ever hag a particularly

676 clear understanding as to what the foreign officials ever
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477 did knov Sout that. And r quess at some point General
676 Seccrd may have told te wtat he told them he knew, because 
679 had briefed him before he left. But I don't Know what he or

88t the U.S. overnment pl.ople on scene actually told the

esi fcrelgr cfflclals,
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683 DCRN DANIELS

804 (3100 P~mi

ass r*. NIFLDS. eall, ycu can't land 120-or let's say O Hawk

e86 missiles in a jumbo jet, unload It, store it, and then put

667 It tack on 3 small planes at an airport without People there

88 knowing that you are transporting something other ttan oil

e9 rolling equipment, can you?

a9e Hr. NORTH. It depends u;cn what they are packed In. what

191 you just hit on is cne of the reasons why we were so

692 concerned with this whole ceratlon to begin with.

f93 There were major. protless oprationally in this thing

894 riht from the start; and what bothered *e lost of all, and

89! I ttink I communicated that fairly clearly to my superiors,

896 is here, fix it, ard the thing Is already on file and they

e97 thrcw the bag to you and you know what Is In the bag. That

698 s sericus roblev.

899 Mr. VIELDS. Py question to you is, when you suggested tc

900 Pr. cFarlane that he obtain approval from the foreign

901 gcvernrent cfflcial, are you telling us that it was your

982 understanding that Hr. clarlane wasn't going to mention

9o3 what hE was asking approval for?

994 Hr. NORTH. was going tc leave that up tc Hr.

995 McFarlane's judgment. Pe knew what was on that aIrplane. r

906 knew what was on the airplane. I am asking him to talk to

4ep4
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917 the forelo Cfficial to get perMIsio foC him--to get the

908 airplane on the ground. I didn't--! don't think I lade a

119 rerommendatlon one way or the Cther when I communicated with

91* hit.

911 K., hWLS, !a any event, Nr. Clarcidge, during this

912 period of time, Is sending cables back and forth to the

913 esbossy In the foreign ountry on this same Issue?

t9i Wr. POITH. I take It that he was. I am not sure z ever

915 Saw any of those Cables, but I may have.

916 Wr. NIELDS. VOll, I don't want to offer then one ty one,

917 but there are a number of them which have been marked

918 exhibits and they ire 61. 62, 63. 64. 65, 46, 67, 6, and

919 69.

929 You needn't read them because my question Is going to be

921 the care. vy question is going to be, was Kr. Clarridge

922 aware at the tire when he was responsible for sending cables

S23 back nad fcrth on this Issue tlat the thing had run aground

97, because we were unwilling to Identify the cargo in writing?

925 Wr. NeRTH. And I cannot answer that question because 1

926 eer't kow.

927 Fr. WIELDS. Are you saying you don't know or you don't

920 recall

929 Kr. NO331, Well, the way you asked your question was Mr.

939 Clarrldge aware. Prd I dcn't cecall when Kr. ClarCidge

931 became aware. I dc recall confirming to him at scoe point
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9Wi ttat It vat not oil drilling equipment, that it was Hawks,

933 and it vat my understanding that at that point, he talked to

936 either the Director of operations or to the Deputy Cirector

935 who became anqry, and r think there may be a contemporaneous

936 note Ic my notebooks to that effect.

937 Er. W1ILDS. In other ucrds, you are saying that you told

930 Mr. Clarridge what the real cargo was prior to the time the

939 CepUty Director got angry and Insisted cn a finding?

94e r. O*TH. r am not saying that for sure. I am saying

$61 that Is the way it may well have happened. I do recall*

S2 although r do not recall the time and date, confirming to

913 Mr. Clarridge when asked, "'The cargo is rot oil drilling

94.- equipment, the cargo Is Hawks.*

965 Okay. Now, I cannot tell you, Ir. Fields, here at this

966 point, a good while after the fact, when that point was.

967 Hr. YZELDS. Put r take it you are saying it was very

948 clcse In time to When the shipment actually was sent and

949 your test recollection Is that it was prior to the time that

9!9 the "eputy Director hit the roof, so to speak?

9SI r. NORTH. yes.

952 Ny.recollecticn is that Is why he hit the rcof.

953 Ir. VIELDS. Now, I am going to return to the question of

9SL What officials knew about this shipment In d moment, but

95S before I do, I want to return to the question of why only 18

956 Hawks were sent and there were no further shipments.
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1213 thor concerning your contacts with 0OB on the subject of

121 Hawks?

1215 Kr. NORTH. I recall reporting to both of them

1216 vclwlously about thks vole croblom.

1217 Kr. IMIDS. All right. You are getting--
1214 Pr. ORTH. Tcu probably have the records and I don't.
1219 r. WIELDS. you are getting Into the next area I want tc

1226 take up, which is who In the gcvornent was aware of the

1221 Hawk transaction at the time It occurred? I take It you

1222 were uaare?

1223 Fr. NORTH. I was aware.

1224 Mr. WIELDS. Admiral Polndexter was aware?

1225 Fr* PCRTH, Yes, he was.
1226 Pr. WIELDS. Kr. Kefarlane Was aware?

1227 Fr. NCRTP. That Is correct.

1220 Mr. WIELDS. You have already given some testimony about

1229 Dewey Clarridge. I would like to ask you a few more

1230 questions abcut that. And I wculd like you to turn to a

1231 page from your spiral notebook.which, again, are Exhibit 69-

1232 A. This cre is dated the 25th of November.

1233 vr. NCRTH. Dated again, sir?

1234 F t . NELDS. It is the 25th of iovember* but I au actually

1235 gcing to ask you to take a look at the last entry on the

1236 24tP Cf Wcvember. first.

1237 Pr. SULLITAW* we seen to gc from 20 October tc I
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1230 December.

1239 xr. IIELDS. I think there are

1240 are--have the wrong month on them,

what yc

actua 1

gr

Fir4

24th as

Copp.1%

Pr

.r

1852, eo

Hr.

to/from

:u are deal

y 28th WN

* SULLIVA
* FIELDS.

PAGE 56

a number of pages that

r suspect that that is

lino with* I think 28th of October

vrter. Sc, mcve backwards.

N. what Is the writing on it?

Is

Cn the 24th, it is the last page that has the

the Uate an it. And at the top, It Is "Dick

Dc you have that in front of you? _

" NOTH. I have a 21 Ncvember, 1654 Dick CoGp. -

. WIELDS* Tn I:he middle cf the age, there is an entry,

o ycu see that?

. ICRTH I dc.

. WIELDS. I take It that is 652 p.m.?

o OCBTH. Right.

. WIELDS. And In ycur andwritino, it says "called

Clarridge .

1241

1242

1243

1244

1245

1246

1247

124S

1219

1250

1251

12S2

1253

1254
1255

1256

1257

1258

1259

1260

1261

1262

Yes.

ash--I take ..Lt this is a conversation with

Apparently so# yes. It must have been on the

And it

I think

Excuse

says then, "no manifesto provided.'

that is probably manifests.

we. Nanifests. "Ceorge says that

Mr. NORP.

Pr. WIELDS.

Clarridge?

Mr. NOBTH.

telephone.

r, IELDS,

Pr. NORTH.

ro. FIELDS,

Vs,~
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1163 they have hope of talking way cut,*' fIrst of all# do you

1264 know what that ef Ws to?

1269 wr. 10373. If I could rerembee who George vwa, that would

120 Mlp. I a not trying to be flippant about that. I don't

1267 rMeaber. There is a telephone number written below It for

t2f6 Ceorge that Is apparently a .S. number. hat I sense Is

1269 that that ts talking alout--

75-938 - 88 - 14
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plot ,isNA

1276

1271

1272

127i

1274

1319.

1276

1277

1276

1270

1210

1211

1262

1263

1294

12 5

1266
12S7

1260

1269

1290

1291

1292

1293

1294

r. IlPSW. We won't Mention his last namen but I think.

he'. a CIA official. Ind I aI gOing to AL YOU whether the

ronve@Catlon doem't have to de with the plane.

Ir. 331. I certainly Isnse It has to do Mlth the

aircraft. I would guess that the "no manifests prcvided-

is a call from a person. iT Oot, It the e0rge iS In the

Air Branch, that wculd indjoate to se that he had called and

glid, you know# this thing is Still very screen up. there's

no *anitestss now what we you going to dot And--

r'. IELDS. 5 this Is Information that's coming fcom Ir.

Clarridge to you?

Ir. OPW. Vell, either that or I called--it says, "If.

Y04 Will note my note. up above. 1652, called too And then,

free Dewey Clarridge. There e have been a erie of phone

cails back and forth* and I don't know which Is Vhlch.

r.1 2IIID, egardle$S Of who Is calling whom. the

information Is flowing fre the CIA to you?

Hr. 101T3. Apparently SO. yes.

sr. Ii, And they are saying that they have hope of

talking their way out. I take It these We the people who

ae filing the plane carrying the laylst

Ir, e302M. Ny gues is tIat's c0rect, ysl.

Ir. IfLDq, And they've got to talk their Way out.
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1w91 Pro PORTOT ell their way out of wherever they ae stuck.

1296 if that's what*' happened.

127 o re, IDIDIS They are stuck at a landing point between

129S Israel and Iran . I take It?

129# e *rN ORTH, 1 4on't recall the event* but undoubtedly

1310 every ing else having gone wccng, with this, that vent

11 wronq, too. yes.

1302 f.r, gD0s, 0y question IS. when you had this

1303 conversatLcn with Yr. Clarridge about no manifests and the

139 people flying a plane We going to have to talk their way

1365 out of It. did qrw Clarrldge know at that time shat they

1366 were talking their Way out oft

137 r *NOITP. It is my guess what that refers to is they are

1301 going to talk their way out of the airfield, You know. .'

1309 don't have a manifest, I sorry we-are carrying whatever

1316 It was they Were saying at the time, and We will be leaving

1311 now, kind of talk their Way Out of It.

1312 pP. NU 8DS. Ny question is. at that point In time, was

1313 qr. Clarridqe yet awers of the. nature of the cargo?

131 Hr. MC3N. By the 24thl I do not knows

1315 Nrs IELDS. All right, turn the page# if you would. It

1316 says. *'2S lovember."

1317 Wr* 102 3. eight.

1316 fr, RIMDS. At the top. "1726 ao., call frcm Dewy."

1319 DO ycu heve that in front cf ycut
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Or. PCIT.
Eir. II3LD~.

Ir, Nome1
ore 1036
Er. InDS.

you?

PA;s so

1 dO

this is
light.

And you

a call from Clacridge, I take it?

are taking notes el what reit* saying

OAS

1320

1322

13
1324

132!

1326

1327

1321

1320
133t0

1331

1332

1333

1334 blank. r

1335 Hr. WILDS. And then it says. "Cargo must te listed 8

1336 uachino parts, spares for oil Industry."*

1337 Fr. XOItS. light.

1336 or. WIELDS. That's r. CiCaCidge telling you?

1339 Hr. ICR. Again, by I teld you that. I had originally

1346 dLsse 9ied with the Agency, in my Initial contacts With the

1341 IsraeL s. we agreed that we would call these machine parts

1342 for the oil fields cc whatever, that we specifically talked

1343 about when--Ln my discussions with the Israelis way back on

1344 the 17th or 16th. that was the agreement we had come to. So

%4 4 4

• g .

tc

r. Oxe Tol.

er. WIfLDS. And ac there-just anse this question yes

or nor vleaso--are thee* words circled?

Or. OIT. There are.

Er. WILDS. Okay. Ccn't mention the Vord that are

circled.

Nr. WCRTN. Und9rstoCd.
r..#IfDS. It says. "aircraft." does it not?

M. 902S.a PiOht. "81anK have told us to us* blank
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1345 1-eyOU Know, I had told poepie at the CIA that.,

1346 Ir. XI1LDS. I understand that.

1347 Pr. 1OT. Tou are asking E If I by now had tcld ir.

130 ClarrLdge the truth about what If on that cargo, And I

1349 cannot tell you* counsel, when It was that I apprised his Cf

135 It.

1351 Pro NILDP, Cr that he fcund out from sOme other source.

1352 Ny auestiln is# why wculd--if Ire Clarridge Is telling you,

1353 telling you that the cargo must be listed as machine parts,
1350 spares for oil Industry, deem that Indicate that he was then

1355 aware of what the real cargo was?

136 Pr. CITH, lot necessarily to me. Because what that may
1357 indicate is that he had *ad* arrangements with the ;eople In

1350 the Circles through his station chiefs for a clearance with

1359 aranlfest ttat reads a certain way. And what he's telling

1369 pe Is to go back through Ccppr General Secord, and sake

1361 darned sure that the proprietary Is-Instructed accordingly.

1362 I'm net sure w.at--I'm trying to answer your questions In a

1393 very straightforward manner. .1 don't know what question we

1364 &re trying tc answer here.
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sohlepping goods from one part of the world to another?

A I.did not know that.

Q Nov lot's move to November 23, 1965. You did

become aware of November 23, 1965, of an airplane or airline

arrangement relating to the hostages# isn't that correct?

A I don't think I would phrase it that vay.

Q I hope you wouldn't. Phrase it better than that.

A I was called at home and Colonel North wanted to

know why I was at home. He wanted mo to show

materials on this Iranian initiative to Mr. Clarridge, who

was Chief of the European Division, and said why don't you go

to work. So I did that, and I went to work and I went up and

obtained my alnd took then down' to Mr.

of operations Chiefs are there on a Saturday morning.
Clarridge, who was there in his office, and mst Directorate

And so it wasn't unusual to find him there. He

read then. I said I'd been asked to do this by Colonel North

because Colonel North wanted you to understand that this wasiii a very serious initiative under way by the white House.
And Mr. ClarrLdqe leafed through then -- by that

tin there were quite a numbe - and indicated

L that yes, he believed this was a serious initiative. And he

told mo that Colonel North had requested some assistance in

obtaining a name of a reliable charter airline. He had been

trying to do this. I believe also he indicated he was going

* mNN /OZR flXH18I
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to try to obtain some form of clearance for aircraft to land

in a certain country that fell within his divisional

responsibilities.

And that country, I believe, vas

Q Let me sort of walk you through this step by step.

You would have gotten a telephone call from Colonel North on

the morning of Saturday, November 23.

A That's correct.

Q Approximately what time?

A Well, I think he called'-- I was going to go to a

football game with my family, and he called about S:30 or

9:00 and said that that was out of the question. I had to

come to the office and help him because he wanted to sake

sure Mr. Clarridge was aware that this was a serious

initiative.
And when I arrived at the office I called Colonel

North on secure, I believe, and he said it was a serious

effort, that he was having some problems, that. things had to

be accelerated and for me to go down and see Mr. Clarridge,

which I did.

And then Mr. Clarridge explained that Colonel

North was looking for a reliable charter airline to move some

equipment to Iran.

Q Mr. Clarridge had not been privy, to your

knowledge, to r rior to this time; is that

P M /CODWORDUNCLASSIFIED
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correct?

A To the best of my knowledge he'd never seen then

and indicated so when I showed them to him. It came as a

surprise to him that thesinexisted.

Q I'm having a little trouble following why it was

that you vould have show to Clarridge to help

establish North's bone tides, I' having trouble with that.

A Not orthse bona tides but the bon& tides Of the

initiative, which was clearly directed at getting hostages

out oft Lebanon, also clearly directed at Iran.

Q Oo you recall any discussion with Kr. Clarridge or

anyone else or Mr. Clarridge talking either directly or

indirectly to Mr. Mc~ahon about whether or not he ought to

proceed with this matter?

A I don't recall that at all.

Q Do you recall talking to Kr. Juchniewics about

that aspect of things on the morning of the 23rd?

A Ro, I did not talk to Kr. Juchniewicz.

Q With regard to Mr. Clarridge, he was there at the

- time you arrived, right?

A He Was in his office when I came down from the

seventh floor to the fifth floor, where he is located.

Q And that would have been approximately --

A Fourth floor.

Q That would have been approximately what time of

1.-ePW/CODSWOD
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day?

A I Imagine I arrived there about 9:30, o10:00.
Q 0So you arrived at his office about 9:30, 10:oo?

A I arrived probably In my office about 9:30. 1

picked up my mail and I think I had another-I looked at that and X included that In the
reading material for Xr. Clarridge.

Q Then, vhen y&i talked dowm to ase r. Clarridqe,

Mr. Clarridge Indicated to you that he'd been there for some

time, had he?

A He didn't say how long he'd boon there.

Q Did you know how long he'd been there?

A. No.

Q Do you know today how long he'd been there?

A NO.

Q In terms of what Mr. Clarridge told you he was

about, what did he tell you?

A He statedthat he was working on obtaining a

charter, trying to help Colonel North obtain a charter

airline, and that Colonel orth-needed the name of a reliabl,

airline that covld be passed. te an intermediary working this

prebleA tr. Clarridge didn't sm to know much

about the initiative except that he said Colonel North was e

route to his office and that he would have more details.

Neamwile, t believe he was working on the proble,

VWrP i /CODVORD
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and th ide had occurrd that they Might use the CIA

proprietary, night Just use this as a normal charter

activity.

o That idea wa abroad as of the time that you met

vith Clarridge that morning?

A Would say it certainly had occurred to Mr.

Clarridge.

o was there anyone else present when you had this

conversation vith Mr. Clarridge?

A I don't think so. Later Ln the day Colonel Worth

arrivednd i. believe, who is head ofiaraed. .

Q Nov you were present when Colonel orth arrived?

A I think I went back to my office and then later t

returned and Colonel Worth had arrived.

Q At what point vas a representation made to you

about the cargo to be carried by this aircraft, whoever

aircraft it might be?

A I can't recall specifically, but Colonel North

stated emphatically that this was oil-drilling equipment that

was being sent into Iran. it was related to the Meetings

occurring in Geneva. I believe in My presence and r.

Clarridge he sade a call to the deputy National Security

Advisor, at the time Admiral PoLndeAter, to get Admiral

Poindexter's endorsement to proceed with this activity.
Wei/nm3VOS'
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" 0m sorry -- Admiral Poindexter or r. Noerlane?

A Wall, I think e may- have called both. e' made a
number of telephone calls while was, there.

Q Was Colonel North actually present and were you

present when Colonel North actually said that this wasoill-

drilling equipment?

A Yes, I heard hi. say that.

O You heard his say that?

A Yes. ? j'e-tstified to that and 1*11 testify

again. I heard his say it.

Q Now during this -period of time, up to the time you
had the meeting with Colonel Worth, were you aware ot or were

you shown any of the cable traffic that was being generated

to and-fro ir.-Clarridge?

A To and from Mr. Clarridge?

Q Um-hum.

S I knew that cables were going out nd

also to, X beievv e because I think Mr.

Clarridge felt it an agency proprietary was used it would

have to have some clearances. Z don't recall the specific.

I don'Ot think I read any of the traffic specifically at the

time.

There were discussions between Mr. Clarridge and-over the availability of air crews, the whole
issue ot appropriate cover for this airline so it would look

WWWW/CODRORDUNCLASSIFIED
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like 4inoral charter activity. All that was.required was
for, £ believe, the manager of the aLrIine, the CIA

proprietary, to be put in contact with a Mr. cep

Q With regard to time differencel riAn

ranslatee to rouqhhl in the United
States? Does that sound about right?

A Sounds about right.

Q So a conversation that took place I at

abou t n the 23rd of November would translate to

abou t-- on the 23rd in the United States# isn't that

right?

A No, that's wrong. If it wer in -

A It would be about here, about-difference between and the United States.
o All right. Did it come to your attention that

there was a cable from

of a converiation that he-had on the-evening of the

23rd with a man he knew as Copp, who we now know Ls General

$ record?

A No, I did not know of that at all.

Q Do you know of it today, that there were such

cables?

A I knev there were cables, but I don't know where

directly discussed the matter with Mr.

lGFCMVO/COWORD
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" J"Q Did you express your concerns to anybody?

A I did with Casey, and also wit
3 was very concerned about it, but nothing, you knowv went

4 beyond that.%

5 Q YoTve described this both as an Israeli-

6 initiative and an NSC initiative. Which do you think it

7 was and how do you put those two together?

0 A I think the arms for hostages with Iran was an

9 Israeli initiative. When I speak of initiatives I think

10 of the NSC beginning to play an active role in trying to

11 release the hostages through foreign mechanisms, which

12 NSC would normally do through either State or CIA# and it

13 was the USC itself doing it.

14 Q As far as you knew at the time, when did the

is NSC start this initiative?

16 A Oh, I can't recall, but I would say it has to

17 be, you know, shortly after the hostages were taken and

1i we couldn't do such about it.

19 Q I mean this particular initiative. Z don't

20 mean when did they start trying to find out where the

2 31 hostages were and exploring alternatives to gain their

22 release. I'm saying when did the NSC first start this

23 initiative involving the shipment of arms from Israel to

24 Iran to gain the release of the hostages.

25 A Well, if I look at the events of November '85,

ft'U 3esi~s/bIUsi.sflU.II ~EXHIBIT
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1 I'd say it would have to be November 22,. 1985, or 22nd, z

2 guess it was, when the shipment vent.

3 Q so up until that point you saw the NBC's role

4 as merely monitoring an ongoing Israeli effort?

5 A Yes. And the tie was, you know, Israelis to

6 the NBC and NBC people with those contacts. There was no

7 station or ambassador involvement that I was aware of.

6 HR. LEON: Were you familiar, r. Mc)ahon,

9 with the proposal that Bud McFarlane in the summer of 185

10 had circulated to the Directors of Central Intelligence,

11 Defense and State about an Iran initiatives opening up an

12 initiative with Iran? Does that ring any bells to you?

13 THE WITNESS: No. it doesn't.

14 MR. LEON: Do you remember hearing anything

15 from the Director about how he was in favor of

16 Mcfarlane's proposal of opening up nev doors with Iran

17 and yet Weinberger and Shultz were not in favor of it?

18 THE WITNESS: That probably centers around a

19 paper that was prepared by our National Intelligence

20 Officer, Graham Fuller, that expressed his growing

21 concern that the Iran situation with the U.S. had

22 deteriorated to nothing and that as events transpired in

23 Iran the Soviets are in a much stronger position there

24 than we are, and therefore initiatives ought to be taken

25 to try and bring Iran back into the western orbit.

P Ie.JffCRyCODEWORD
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1 "He felt that while the U.S. had no cards to

.2 play that maybe we could encourage the western Europeans

3 to play a greater role with Iran in order to keep them

4 away from the Soviets.

5 BY HR. BARBADOROt (Resuming)

6 Q I want to turn to that weekend in November now

7 and I'll try to get through a couple of things relatively

* quickly. Your memorandum of December 7, 1985, sumiaries

9 your knowledge of what was going on that weekend, and it

10 sayi that you first learned of it on Saturday, November

11 23, when Ed Juchniewics asked you if you were aware of

12 the efforts transpiring to get the hostages out, and your

13 answer was that you weren't aware of the specifics.

14 Is that the way you recall learning of what
15 was going on that weekend?

16 A Now what he said wasn't the hostages. The way

17 he phrased it, he said do you know what these guys are up

18 to. And he handed me a cable which was addressed to the

19 charge and I think it was from the Deputy

20 National Security Advisor. At any rate, it was the

21 National Security Advisor or Deputy National Security

22 Advisor, and it was kind of a cable that was bemoaning

23 the fact tha would not help out on this

24 humanitarian mission. And that was about the extent of

25 it.

~a.Jam9CDEWORDUN ASSIFIED
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And t read Lt. It was one of those cables

that had no distribution other than the division and the

000. t gave it back to ed, and t said, look, it's okay

to send cables. We do that all the time for Secretary of

state or Defense or what have you, use our channels

because they are more secure. but I said make sure ve

don't get involved, and that was Saturday morning.

And then Monday morning t came in and he said

hey, do you know what those guys did? And I said what

guys, and he *Aid Secord. Now that's the name heard.

Md t said what was that. And he said they used our

proprietary to send over some oil supplies, and t said

goddam it, I told you not to get involved.

And he said, we're not involved. They came to

us and we said no. And they asked if we knew the name of

a secure airline and we gave them the name of our

proprietary. I said, for Christ's sake, we can't, do that

without a finding. So then t went back to my'office and

t punched a button and t said you get those guys together

with Sporkin.

And then Z think that was the 730 time frame

-- 7:15, 7:30 tine frame. Then I vent back down about

9:00 and I went in. Clair George's door was closed, and

I vent into his office and he had a bunch of people in

there, and Clair said I'm just finding out vhat's going

3
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UNCLoASSIFIE-
on, because he was away for the weekend.

An in asthere, who was rumnng the

paramilitary and air ops programs, Air I said to hi nake

sure you guys get over to Sporkin andwe get a Finding.

And then during the day I called Sporkin several times

and I told him that I wanted a Finding and I wanted it

retroactive to cover that flight.

And he came over, think it was that ni ht --

it may have been the next morning, but I think it Va

that night -- which would have been Monday, am this was

after the air ps guys had briefed hin, and he *sid well,

we need a*Finding, but I' not so sure that we need a

finding for use of the proprietary. t said, what do you

need the Finding for, and he said, well, they used our

people overseas to contact government officials and they

exerted influence on government officials.

I said okay, write the Finding. And I said be

sure and make it retroactive, and he said I think I'll

talk to the White House counsel and to Justice, and I

said great. And he left and then, you know, the next day

or so -- I can't tell you when -- I was standing at my

table with several people around me and he cane in and

said here's this finding.

It was a two-paragraph, very short Finding,

and in that Finding it said, you know, we are directing

rUCLA lFIcoo3
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you to provide everything you can thflk of, and Z think

it said, including munition 1Ot "Omething like that, and

then the last paragraph wa a kind of a quit claim that

said, and this goes for any previous act any government

official may have undertaken.*
And I said perfect. I said get it to Casey

and I said, get it down there.

Q Let me stop you there and ask you some
'questions about November 25. You vere told on the 25th

that Secord was involved?

'A Yes.

Q Who told you' that?

A Ed JuchnLewicx.

Q And that was the first indication' you had that

$*cord was n. some way involved in this operation; right?

A Right.

Q What did he tell you Secord's role in the

thing was?

A He didn't, and in fact it now seems rather

incomplete, but I didn't even go into what was in the

shipment. I accepted the fact it was oil equipment

because, -you know, the Iraqis had been .ounding the hell

out of Xharg Island.

Q Who told-you it was oLl-drilling equipment?

A Zd Juchniewics.

mC€O XWoD
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I a When?

2 A On that-

3 Q on the Monday?
4 A On the Monday#

5 Q Did you connect this shipment In your mind

* with the ongoing Israeli Initiative that you had read

7 abou

A Yeah, but Ididnt connect it in an arms'

* sense, just that the Israelis ware doing things with the

t Iranians, because it was my understanding that that

It 4 hipment was going to Israel, not to Iran.

12 Q Did you think that it was ultimately bound for

13 Iran?

14 A 'Yeah. I figured they'd transship it on their

15 own planes into Iran.

1Is But, in any event, on the 25th you didn't

17 question Juchieics' asertion that it was oil-drLiling

1s equipment?

19 A My focus, and you might say it's strange, my

20 focus was that we had done something wrong# that we

21 weren't authorized to do, and I didn't care what was on

32 that airplane. We had used our airplane to do something

23 that we didn't have a finding to do. And that's why I

24 insisted on a Finding.

25 Q in your view it was the fact that the airplane
------- "OSEWORD
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was used to carry cargo bound for Iran that would have

required a Finding regardless of the nature of the cargo?

A No. That was used our airplane to go anyplace

at the request of someone else.

Q Well, the proprietary flew flights, though,

for private individuals all the time, didn't it?

A But not arranged by CIA headquarters. They do

then directly. They are out scarfing up their own

business, but when we direct then to do something, when

CIA headquarters gets involved, then we have to have an

authorization to do that.

Q So as far as you were concerned any use of a..

CIA proprietary airline at the direction of the CIA would

have to be done pursuant to a Finding?

A Definitely, unless it's out on an intel

collection mission, put cameras in it or something like

that.
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Q When you learned that the proprietary had been

used, your reaction was to immediately contact

Mr. Sporkin and tell him that you needed a Finding

prepared?

A Right.

Q You also told him in that first conversation

that it needed to apply retroactively?

A Right.

99.49 lfCODMORD
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Q Did yoU summarize what you knew about' vht had

gone on that weekend, for his?
A Mope. Z just said Z think, our guys screwed up

and you ought to take a look at it.

Q Did .you think that the CIA was going to have

to be involved on a continuing basis in this initiative,

or did you think this was just a one-time occasion where

over the weekend of the 23rd of November, one time, a

proprietary plane was used?

A I didn't focus on that. All I knew is that We

needed a Finding to cover that event# if the NSC in its

dealings needed continued support, then we'd need a.

Finding to provide that.

Q. And the only thing that you told Mr. Sporkin

war, that It had to apply retroactively? You didn't give

his any other idea as to what he should put in that

Finding?

A No.

mR. LEON: Paul, could I ask one question?

In your capacity as the Deputy DCI would you

deal with Sporkin one-on-one on a regular basis or just

once i a while?

THE WITNESS: No. I think we had, you-know, a

frequent dialogue.

xR. LzONs Would he also have that kind of a

mNCUAt'/cODIOROUNCLASSIRED-
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relationship with the Director himself

THS WITHESS8 Oh, by a11 means, yee.

MR3. LEONe They had been working together tor

years?

TU WITNESS8 Yes. Sporkin was in the Agency

because of the Director.

BY MR3. ARSADOROS (eeUminfg)

Q Zn this meeting with Juchniewic8 on the 35th

what were you told about the NRSC' involvement in the

initiative?

A He didn't mention NSC. He referred to "those

guys", which I assumed to be the NSC.

O Did he mention Colonel North?

A io. But when I came back here, I guess in

January or February -- I don't know when it was; I guess

it was for the hearing with the Senate select Committee--

somebody told me that Jochniowica said it wasn't Secord

he mentioned it vas North. And I said to Ed, I said,

don't you remember, you know, pounding your chest, and he

said no# I didn't use the name Secord. I used orth.

But, you know, I hadn't had any reason to say

Secord unless he told me that. But, you know, it could

be. I mean, could he have seen it from a cable from

Where Secord was stranded and tied it In that way?

I don't know.
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I At-"rW rates after that Monday deal Z told

2 Clair George to gt together all the traffic and make

3 sure that everything that had transpired on this, that wo

4" yere in tip-top shape, *nd said. stay on top of this.

5 Q Did you talk to Devey Clarridge on the 25th at

* all?

7 A lAte at .night, late in the evening, let's say

a 6:00-700, something like that, Dewey cam in with &

9 cable to go out, and he said the Amssador's been

10 calling and trying to get hold of Casey and he wanted to

11 know if, you knov, he should pursue v im

12 to get their approval, and this cable "Id, you know, th.

13 Director is not here, but this was a National Security

14 Council mission or operation, and that he is not to pursue

is it further, and we signed it and sent it out.

14 Q were you reading the cable traffic that yas

17 coming in and out that day on this issue?.

16 A No.

1 t Q On November 25 at time a cable was

20 sent to headquarters fro describLng. the operation
21oad inthe abl that h

22 the pilot told the ground controller

23 was carrying military equipment. Do yu ever remember

24 reading that cable?-

25 A No.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Is but that jus.t didn't focus on me at the time.

Q From the cable traffic Lt's apparent that

planning for this eper on continued well Into December.

Were you aware that planning was ongoing to continue this

operation, to do additional flights into December?

A Nea Z- just told our guys that they weren't

geift to do anything mae until we got a Finding.

3S. M 3TOu8 There were twoe things that

vere in your seserandum et 9oeber 7 about Nevember 25

that Z wanted to ask yOU about. There's a line -- and

Z'll ba glad to show It te y - thereos a line that
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Q 01d anybody tell you that there was an issue

where the pilot had told the ground control,

that the plane was carrying ilLitary eqolpment?

A No. I's not so sure that would surprise o,

you know. What the plane was carrying was not my focus.

Q It didn't matter to you one vay or the other?

A It didn't matter to me one way or the other.

0' When did you first cobs to doubt that there

was oil-drilling equipment on the plane?

A I don't know. 've-been asked that question

before and I just can't put a time on it. If I was

smart I would have reacted twmre. I saw the draft Finding

that Sporkin had prepared because in there he had used

the tern *weapons* or 0munitione' or something like that-
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reports on apparently your conversation vith JU€hiewios

ot that day whLph says: *When General Sacord visited the

Agency he tried to get leads on airlines that might be

available to move equipment to the Wear Zest in a secure

fashion.

Do you recall Juchniewics -- Z mean, t.is is

your memorandum Zn reading from.

TH WZTIUSSo 3oe don't recall that, and.Z

don't recall $*cord coming to the Agency.

MR. ZOGOGLUTOK That's why I vas curious. Do

you. recall today that Juchniewicl had told you that he

had actually come to the Agency to look for

THE WITNESS: No.

Mi. ZOOLBTONs The other thing I wanted to

ask you about, was did you have any conversation with

Dewey Clarridge about what night have been on the

aircraft or was he telling you about the efforts?

THR WITXEKSS 3O. Thoonly contact I had with

Dewey on this was when he came in that Monday n eight with

the cable going out t

NR. WGLrSTOW: And it's clear to you that you

didn' t have any knowledge about the use or proposed use

of the proprietary until November 25?

TiU WITNESS: You bet your life. I did not

know until after the fact#
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.i d.Liscussion inGenev-aMOngI*nC9, COp- 6w--1,r d
a nhMe which wre concluded this weekend, subseq~ont discussions

4 Heron here .n ashtngt which are entinwing, an Calls btwn
Copp and inches asset lMNarods) whoi s "baby sitting' the Iranin n
Parts (whe they we are receiving udince fe e r•On.

The attempted transfer of It Hawk Missiles went awry
became the raftnlw Wereano a weemns system that wuld be
CSmable of stopping Soviet recennesemeo flights along the IrenilnSoviet
border and en the Iron&In/Iraq& border. Seube rptd that these flights occur
roWlearly and'e deep as 4 inside Iranien eirpce. oese Schwaewoo
and Lde., were unfanliar with the operatio9al premeters of the ~i, they
aed to ship I0 wemns that were totally inade ate to met the rants
established by the Iranians. this delivery has created an atmosphere of
e trerdinary distrust on the part of the Iranian*; an Kinchoes
view ,because the credibility of the e*tsaon has
probably been seriously called into ueetion.

Oestte thi perception (Gorbe Said numerous tines that this wle thing
was a "cheating game" on the part of the Israelis Copp I MnchO have "
been able to proved With a renewed dialogue whici still promisesehooe
for achieving our throe objectives:
- support for a pragmtic - army oriented faction which could take ever

in a change of government
return of the five ANCIT hostages

-- no nere trrortn d irected against U.S. iprsnel or Interests.

9-om these ongoing discussions, whtch in two cases included Iranian
P latary officers, Cop and Kache conclude that the military situation
in Iran at desperate. The Iranian descriptions of the state of their
e*uioment, lock of copetent management, inabillty te use Pch of the
remaining U.S. n ateriel peotends the real possibility of a military
collapse (at leat by the Arojy' in the near to mid-torn. thus', there is
considerable pressure en the intrleoutors in uropa to produce - qmsckly.

Given the relatively low level of competence on the part of the Irenian
in Europe, and the fact that any supplies deolverd will undcubtedLy have
to be examined by an "y or Air Force officer, It io very doubtful that
a "single tramattom" arrangement b worked sat with the parties in
Tehrem, ne matter hato s weed to in Europe. In shert, they have been "
"scamotr so many tinesan the pet that the o4ttude of distrust is very . #47)/

high s their Wt. At the sae tines an all disessionet (includiro today's 00"

shon cwals$ they ore deserate to aeoelude ses kind of arrangement in the
neat 10 days aind have even asked that the meeting sojdLraudli n

.. LJuva e advanced. lsed on whet wo sm aelude
l- everelpilnt blestides the Je in .Irwl na e killed orel"€aturoedl

roloesed by the Syrian #Or8uo, Phalnge or MWl in the ner future avte 0
contestswith the ctrs - , errort. this assessment. n shara,
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timeto veryshort for all parties concerned. UNCLASSIIILO
Finally, there as the matter of the longer torn strategy for wha 90
should be attempting to accomplish via a vis the Iran-Irea war :nd " 9909
Seres reasonable government in Iran. From my personal discussions
with Kicmae and Meron it i apparent the the Israelis want: the war to
continue at a stalemate, a more moderate Iranian government in the end
and will somehow find a way to continue getting their people (Jews) out
of Iran through some kind of barter arrangement. In that the first two
of their goals r*,. it would seem, generally congruent w/ our interests.

end their last a fact of liafe, we should probably be seeing the return
of the WNCIT hostages a a subsidiary benefit -- not the primary objective.
though it may be a part of the necessary first steps in achieving the broader
objectives. Whle Kimhe, aron, CooP and I all agree that there i a high
degree of risk in pursing the course we have started, we pr now so far
down the road that stooping what has been started could have even more
serious reperaussions. We all view the next steps as "confidence
building" on the part of beth sides. None of us have any Allusions about
the cast of characters we are dealing with on the other side. They are
a primitive. unsophisticated group who are extraordinarily distrustful of
th4 est in general and the Irselis/U.S. in partlilar. They have not the
slightest idea of what is going on in our government or how our system works.
Today for example. Norba called Cop in absolute confusion over the fact
that Rafsanjani had just received a letter from (of 11 people) Sen. Helms
regarding the American Hostages. Since the Iranians are adannt that they
not be publicly connected with the seizure, holding or release of the ANCITs,
why. Sorbs wanted to know, was Helms being brought into this "solution to
the puzzle." Sorbs resitorated that "Satri ought to have more control over
the members .of his parliament" than to allow them to confuse an already
difficult problem. Oick told him the letter had nothing to do with what
we are about. but Sorba did not seem convinced that this wasn't some sort
of effort to soberass Iran.
Given this very unsophisticated view of things on their part and the dis-
trust that the Iranians obviously feel, we believe that if we stop the
current effort at this paint and do not at least proceed with a "test" of
the current relationship we:
-- run the risk of never being able to establish a "foothold" for the

longer term goals in that the people we are dealing with will be
totally discredited at hoe; end

-- incur the greater likelihood of reprisals against us for "leading
them on." These reprisals could take the form of additional hostage
seizures, execution of same/all of these now held, or both.

Uhile the threat to carry out sanctions against us has hot, to my knowledge.
ever arisen (it certainly has net since Kimche/Coop/Nrth have been
directly engaged -- and Michael never mentioned it, it is interesting to note
that When Copp estioned the bons fides of $orb* and his cohorts as capable
of deltvering on their end of the arrange-et, eorbe carefully noted that
since these discussiom began w/ Iiohael I Schuiliner, there has not been a
single Islamie 3ihd bomb threat, hijacking or kidnapping -- and that there
would be none if this Oweorkod." O.K., Copp and I regard this to be at least
one sign of confidence that this activity m yet prosper. There are some
loser indication of confidence in recent days:
-- in response to Cepp'l demand for funded to be deposited in advance to

defray operational ots, and what the Iranlans were told were "purchases"
on the arms market" a total of $41N has been deposited;

-- the 11 HK*t delivered last week have been repackaged and are reedy for
return to origin on the next available flight;
the parties in Europe mntinue to stress that their requirements are
long-term and that they are anxious to get on with a longer range program

Ultl N p 4+ r
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of Israel& originsaed support which would include technical assistance w/
sophisticated hardware which is critically needed but deoadined fin this
regard Gorbe at one point noted that at times they have as fw as Sf
operational* tanks end less then a dozen flyable earcraft). N

Uth all of the above e a lengthy preamble describing two nearly
frantic weeks w/ the Israelis 6 Iranians, the following Proposal has evolved
which the Iranians today said they wd like to discuss in detail
on Saturday:
-- The total "oackego from the Israelis wd consist of SO I AUHs w/ PiP

(product improvement package) end 33M basic TOUs.
-- Deliveries wd commence on or about 12 ecember as follows:

N-hr: 1 707 w/3" o T0rOWsIAPIT
H+lirs: I 10 (same A/C) /3H TOW, a I AMCIT
H+l6hrs: 1747 w/60 HAWK* I40TOsu 2A CITs
H+ZOhre: 17 7w/30 T8T O* IANCIT
H4Z4hrs: 1 747 u/ZlW TOUs a French Hostoo 0b.

All involved on our side recognize that this does not met one of the
basic criteria established at the opening of this venture: a single
transaction which d be preceded by a release of the hostages. However,
given the points above regarding the mutual distrust in the dialogpe, we
,all believe it is about the only way we con get the overall Process moving.
Measures have been taken to reace the chance for duplicity on the part of
the Iranian* and to preserve a measure of OPSEC in carrying out the
transaction. In the case of a double cross, one of the Irania
be in the hands of assets we control throughout. One of them
has already suffered a serious (though apparently not fetal) heart attack
after last wek's HAW transaction failed to produce results. The first
two deliveries, via 707 freighters are relatively small and if they do not
prod ce the desired outcomes, all else sstos. All I are now under our
control.

OpSEC concerns are threefold: communication, deliveries enroute
to Iran end replenishment of the Israeli stocks. To solve the first
problem an OPs Code ts now in use by all parties. This code is similar
to the one used to oversee deliveries to the Nicoraguan Resistance and
has never been compromised. The deli.very/f light planning security problem
has been solved by a much more deliberate selection of aircraft and eircrows
as well as a series of transient airfields which can be used enroute to the
field controlled by the Iranian Army at Tabriz. Aw arwj e arrangements
have also been made to ensure that the overflight of "is net
challenged. All A/C will be inspected by one of the Iranians at a
transient location between Tel Aviv and Tabriz. Before the A/C actually
crosses into Iranian lrsopce, the ao riate releases) must ocour.
The lost OPSEC concern, that of replenishing Israeli stocks, is probably

i h ot so The quantity of TOWs requested represents
"W"W"Heron and I are working w/ the Israeli purchasing

off ice in NYC to oesre that the replenishment can be accomplished quickly
after December It as possible. All recognize that giantities

indeogrado Israeli readiness and that the items w Il need to
be dispatched quickly in order to preclude disaffeaction and leaks. - Mron has_-
solved at least one of the problems in this rerd by identifying a means of
transferring the required cash to an IOD account which will allow cash (rather
than FHIS credit) purchases from the U.S.

In order to out this plan into action, KMcheo Coaop Schwimmor and Cooda
plan to meet in London on Saturday o to 'reUl e rr. If
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we Or* satisfied that all our assets (money, aircraft, aSrcrews, transit
facilities. overflight arrangement and military equipment) ar eoared,COpp and Kamoho will met at another hotel with borbe and to finalethe plan. Our side will then reconvene later in the evning"a r hotel to

review any last-minute changes. I wd then call you Cusing the Ops code,
transmit the agreed upon arrangements for approval and, if you N 9911
concur, Kinche & Copp will meet again w/ the Iranio on Sunday e.0.
to express our agreement with the plan. Cop 6 Goode ud return to the
U.S. Sunday p.m. on separate flights. On the ltth, the before
the Ian is to be executed, C 1 establish a CP In t the

control led airfield where he can monitu IiPAeentation
and at it at anv ooint we desire. The secondary fields '

wiII be covered by Cops controlledassets
-ho-are not witting of the true origin, destination or contents of the
A/C but who can "fix" things in a hurry i La ing gooe wrong. One
of our other people will be in contact in throughout.

our Navy I4-S3 wher they will be picked up 41 and flIown toa
Uiesbaden for debriefing. los later Oakley will proceed from Andr*ws A P
to Wiesbaded with family *eleers -- thus allowinro us 24 uninterrupted hours
for debriefing. The debrief te&'ill be staged at Viesbeden 12 hours in
advance, just as we did two weeks ago without notoriety. Oewey is the only
other person fully witting of this entire plan. Copp is not briefed on

though he suspected. The Israelis are in the sane
!J1Tf W y end I have been through the whole concept twice looking

for holes end can find little that can be done to improve it given the
"trust factor" with the Irentan. In that all parties involved have
great interest in keeping this as qiet as possible

north the risk. I have not confided in Dowa re the longer term goals
we could/should hope to achieve. Thus, the only parties fully eware of
all dimensions of what we are about are you and RCH.

I hove given careful consideration to what you suggested re an RCH meeting
with the Iranians In an effort to obtain release of the hostages before
starting on an effort to undo the present ragleme in Tehran. Like you and
Bud, I find the idea of bartering over the lives of these poor men repugnant.
Nonetheless, I believe that we are, at this point, barring unforseen develop-
ments in London or Tel Aviv, too far along with the Iranians to risk turning
back now..If we do not at least make one more try at this point, we
stand a good chance of condemning some or all to death and a renewed
wave of Islamic Jihed terrorism. hile the risks of proceeding are
significant, the risks of not trying one last time are even greater.

ENO OF NOTE

L23 C36
From: NSOLN --CPUA Oats end timel12/04/9S *Z:OZ:SS
To: NSJPP -- CPUL

*0 Reply to note of 08/31/1 13:26

NOTE FRO: OLIVER NORTH
Subject: PRIVATE BLANK CHECK --

Subject: Current Status of Operation Recovery: Following summary is

UNCLASSIFIED
A " . . .& ... .- A-.
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UNCLASSIFIED
31 Noveae .1986

PumA roR Ta MCoR

The following is a reconstruction of cryptic notes that I have tram a
5 December 10 mt I DOC John N6. Mciahon$* Office with then 0CI, &)b
Go ,o n O/ W 10 en btuw d 14 c,, thn C/Ill Oiv igion,)

and I believe t n ,gu roeIc e ci:Ov9~G~eg D/6 S ehen AD/Du O

o The 0DCI requested facts'on the following by the next days

--The po.ktical scene in Ican. Including any pOSsible

dlisserAn incest# etc;

--siography Of'-

--was it true that Iran was tying to get U.S. gawk missiles
to knock out Soviet $*at aircraft overItram ot the
itan/Iraq border.

-- The statue of the Iran/Iraq war, including a prognosis
of what each might do and a table reflects q: an order of
battle for each side,

- DOCI noted that he would be attendt'ng a meting at 10,00 AN on
Saturday, 7 Decembecr with the Ptesident cegarding the expahsion of the
informal link between the Iranians and the Israelist

-- ie noted that a new "pivate Interlocutor was working
with Israeli Foreign Ministry Official David. Kinches

--Noted that Iran wanted to get closer to the United States
and'vondered (DOCI) vhethec this could be a ruse to geot
Hawk missiles.

o DDCz noted that Saturday's meeting would take stock of the two-track
program now underwayt one to free the hostages and the other to expand our
ties with Iran. Meetings were planned in Geneva between the United States and
Iran in the short tee.

y~ INCLASSIFIEDIiu
C -rrAot 5

1 +? ,



0 *.OW94 what has beenoam -o ter.,

-- One plane load had been sent to the Iranian$ on
24 November we did'not know it that Included'
Hawk misileB

--Oliver North was to goet to London that weekend
tot discussionse the following week he was
arcanging up to five plane load$# including
74701

-- Thes.wo l obabloeolym "ing rom

Israel tolin:

-rewidont 'signed the findings (..Ow't WA1.

-- Oi'vr ! :orth v.5ling up the planes# we don't
mnow howe

o In response to a question about acla e for the landing
rights, someone noted that were standing bys

0 A question was raised regarding a plane going to Ires from
jqtslafljjd sjbls topingt asil

'I al" o sIso r O

o A review of recent Iranian reporting noted the followings

--No real opposition that we could capitaliae ont

--Khomeini seemed to be in better health

-The economic situation was deteriorating:

--The possibility of a new major offensive could
stimulate opposition within Iranm

-- Key players wet* Kaxche and the private U3S citisen--
interlocutor.

--veIr released for one lane load# ot north a
second loe_

--ODCI requested that the source of this information be
checked,

o D C nalo j tj any Intolligenci coverage

A 'A -2-
f //W 01401
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o CtA had o at sri ng or , a total of m onthe hostage ssue, CCCt p00l 8sed money spent to Contlnuethe intelligence clow ceqacding the location Othehoetagee w peralissible.
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ExBrt DRC-11

UI1II~~O~)II (u ktRAL INrELLIGENCE A(UNCY;a~t~a~~maWASIGO 0105o

0umpOCO~Wg

26 November 195S

NOTS FOR THE DIRECTOR

Rs Fresidential iLnding on
HLddle East

Bills

Here is a ribbon copy of the
finding we discussed this morning.
This is the copy which should be
executed.

Stanley Sporkin

Attack

Partially Declassified/Released on .1La&B 7
under provisions of E.O. 12356

IV 8.IL erAim 1 oAls" 3 lY COUPd

L~J'
UNCLASSIFIED

75-938 -88 -15
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UNCLASSIFIED2t
indin.g.. Pursuant to section Foreign

Assistance Act of 1961. AS Amended. concerning
Operations Undertaken by the central I-ntelligenco
Agency in Foreign countriesOth e ft Thoae
Intended Solely or the Pur cc21 ntel ence

Collection

l-ive been briefed on the efforts being made by ptivato
pattIes..o obtain the release of Americans held hostage in the
Middle East. and hereby find that the following operations in
foreign countries (including all support necessary to such
operations) are important to the national security of the
United States. Because of the extreme sensitivity of these
operations, in the exercise of the President's constitutional
authorities, I direct the Director of Central Intelligence not
to brief the Congress of the United States, as provided for in
Section SO1 of the National security Act of 1947, as amended,
until such time as I may dir ct otherwise.

SCOPE DESCRIPTION

Hostage Rescue -
middle East

Pa.ay DOCf"/R#eMWo n A4 41
-sllIpil 1bIML 2

. L UduMAW

The White House
Washington, D.C.

Date:

0 .1/P/lll

Trhe provision of assistance by (he
Central Intelligence Agency. to
rivate parties in their attempt to
btain the release of Americans
held hostage in the Middle East.
uch assistance is to include the

provision of transportation,
communications, and other necessary
support. As part of these efforts

10l certain foreign material-and
munitions may be provided to the
Government of Iran which is taking
steps to facilitate the release of
the American hostag s.

All prior actions a ken by U.S.
Government office s In furtherance
of this effort arherby
ratified.

UNCLISSIIE bOrc
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BXihft jj1- DR 4, December 19"

UN Folk 7g, AlCOAD

C: ,sC " Ion

. Stu~rday,23 November 1906Ed, Cd Juhnjewicz asked me If I wasaware of all tin activity tranj jrj~g on the effort to get the hostages
out. W eshowedm a .cable.to asking thatwe pass a message to the
charge fromwoeputy Assistant to wte President for National Security
Afars. Themssage ssvred the charge tMt only the Secretary of State
and iamssador Oakley ware aware of the operation. I told Juchnievics
that I was unawre of the specifics of the operation but due to the
sensitivity of the operation, It was appropriate that we pass
correspondence between the NSC an- the Jmbassadors overseas, but only
communications, that we could not Involved without a Finding.

h of No emer, while visiting the Office of the
00. qwas re nt and had given Clair George a Spot

Reprt .a fight thathad aide in support of the USC
mission. I went through e- rIjAWw tng out that there was no way
we could become involved in any iflementation of this mission without a
Finding. Mr.. Juchnietwicz explaI that we did not make the
arrangements. When General Scor visited the Agency he tried to get
leads on airlines that might be a ailable to move equipment tj the Near
ast in a secure fashion. We to1 him we did not have any such airlift

capability. However, Mr. Juchnielc:'said It was pointed out to GenerA1rI" j. re was a commercial airlift that eight do it owned by
General Secord then took It from there and made

arrangements for a fight on a strictly commercial basis.
3. Somewhat distressed at this turn of events, I immediately

Informed our general Counsel after confirming with Dewey Clarridge our
involvement. I instructed the n personnel to imUdiatel go over and
brief the General Counsel and so advised the General Coun 1 at 6:16, the
evening of 25 November. He informed me later that night t a Finding
would be required, not so much from the airlift standpoi.to4but from our
involvement in Influencing foreign government officials UslSt the
mission. A Finding was prepared the next day. The F1ing iw cleared
with te tDirector Who called MFarlane and Don Kagan ascertm t -- -
indeed this had Presidential approval and to get assuances that a (.
findingwould he so signed. Afterrepoted calls toN personnelon\.€ ()
27 November and during theweek of 2eoor coati ously receiving
reassurances of the President's iptest to sip the ndin, 'we were
notified n S December that Inddi tW Finding was signed. The Osident
directed us not to inform Congress for the reason of the safety ,ind ,.
secure release of the hostages until hetodirected.

UNCA IEDC*YA
VAI ' "
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UNCLASSIFIED

4. tO 25 Novenber. the MbSedor i n cble tdthoe rP* lly notq that ism 4o? 11Iuld like
too Ik toas the tel "ph... e sed 4

b te -1dwasurnhim.Otatthe opgvatio" that be had boas6 by the K" wassitiated by the National Security Cunil but
U~~sti! 14. Ndot beuwise to attt to reactivate ouremaust tot a',, . . ,al.)

0. .P -

I
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EXHIBIT DRC-13

C 61;8
y summoned to

Instructions

SCo . "Everything appears under control. will094S hours." Gave contact instructions andstanding by.

Only requirement was to assist in verifyin phoneofPHl and FH. "A very senior official will call them."-
Copp calleI Advised that previoJ j j..a proved anE-Al chartr flight before Soin3 |wth

.... ornn, N"v busy morning withSForeign Ministry was refusing tM,e c ernes until after-M sitned aaar.V Pvlna*,,

Copp called.
circa 1725.

ed clearance
talked yest

d Rn concur.

i ce and validateM.out of cabinet met ng.

called H several times duri
standing by waiting for FM t

He said plane decided to a.He It apand~na ku 0A .

----------" AyLV ns"WWons. 6
Foreign Ministry still had made no decision. CoppNSC is now con .Iftl It he mission.

M

, ui j
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.N IF EI
A. UNOWh I1IED C 6179

e has requested the phone numbers of the FM and PM.

requestqueried headquarters to
cSta re of mlision and if he approves

nvolvem Message comes back saying Sec State an m
akley only two State officials aware of mission, they.
oncur and all traffic should be kept in our channels.
Opp sta acParlanetrying to phone FH.

s Charge. H meeting just concluded
ion reached says next step is for

og send formal p note to P1. ote
s arai~acteristics of aircraft, routes to and fr

~M~L...j~om ecept 14will consider request
y 1100 hours 23 Nov.
Informed Copp. He sa1

w a r my report to reach Washington then
phone to discuss options.

Received as#g directi to contac and to noteMacFarlane just talkewho agreed o a rcraft
clearance.

23 NOVEMBER 85

contact. and conveyed
~ arlane meaon y person available

that time at MFA. not aware of telephone conversation
HacFarlane/FM. Opne p note still needed.-Charge went to For Ministry to me
presented note. Copp phoned to advise o new plan

1ye involving three flights by two planes to23-27 N , opsaid h0 9 i.Ltroubl

COpp aske neas 0ng on--
Aha een r aeo*Said Charge and I i could makeguesses._ Arranged for imedae parking

, lomLasted ten mmutes. *Copp said stages deal.

Still no response from Foreign Ministr

s told Charge decision reached t tnveying. ign Ministry would require t$had to
contain two statements: a) operation been ttaken for

humanitsans, and b) the operation i ree Am er 1 hostages.
00 * said if note delivered forthwith decision would

fil-i'Kwmediately. Obvious Implication Is decision would
o.l .3 .bupting Al onllcound no problem with first point

bu ugup o second. Copp deferred to Wujhi1pgton * COPP
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UNCLARIED
d MacFarlane and been trying for
knot successful.

past two hours to

pp adv e can anticipate negative response to
quest through our channels. Charge se me.Lu i ng
alternate part b wording which he believe at
his point would accept. Obviously ptut

Washi mend at this point for answer received that
ativ ion stands and Charge should simply

saying "We regret your Government
0- Tae USG request for this humanitarian

m Charge delivered same to FM who was greatly
troubled. Conversation re self defeating way this entire
activity handled.

Mes sage reejclosing downg

Shut things dow

quarters: "It obvious from above we ar,
aspect of this operation."

.NA&F 
E

C61



SEXm-r DRC-14

~SOFA N/NMCONIKACT/IORCONEYES ONLY ' .. " .

U CLAI SIecS:eD, rD1"s,.er
MERAN"(M FOR THE RECORD

SUECT: Discussion with Subject

1. Subject requested a meeting with Chief, DO/EUR and NlO for
N ,J Counterterrorism at 1500 hours on ember at Headquarters. He explained

that he had Just returned from Pi47Wwhere he had conducted some uns peIfIed
business. While there, he acquired certain documents and other information
that he believed would be useful In a collection effort that the NiO/CT is
conducting on behalf of LTC Oliver North, USC Staff relating to the US
hosts. Subject also proposed a new initiative against President Qadhafi
and Libya utilizing certain resources that he claims to have at his disposal.
However conduct of this anti-Libyan effort would require Agency support.
Chief, UR recommended that subject provide details to the NIO/CT so that this
could be evaluated upon his return on 13 December from a trip to Europe.

2. Subject proceeded to Inform IO/CT of private efforts that he had
undertaken with White House encouragment to establish contacts within the
Iranian government--contacts that were helpful in securing the release of Rev.
Benjamin Weir In Septeber. He stated that he had urged National Security
Advisor MacFarlane (whom he served as a consultant) over a year ago to
undertake an effort to establish links into the Government of Iran and that
MacFarlane had agreed that secret, indirect contacts could be established.
The objective was to build bridges with more moderate elements of the
government In an effort to modify the extremist, anti-Western policies of the
Khomeini regime and to determine If these moderate elements were strong enough
to seize power. Subject stated that he was able to establish contact with
some key Iranians utilizing Israeli contacts, Including one Col. Jackob
Nimrodi, an Israeli who Is involved In the international arms market. Subject
would not disclose any details on how he met Nisrodit, although the latter
allegedly was at one time a Mossad agent. Nimrodi, who has offices in Tel
Aviv, London, and New York, Introduced him to a Mr. Shorbanifar, who also uses
the pseudonm Asghari. Shorbanifar, according to Subject, was once an agent
for SAVAK, but saw where the Iranian revolution was headed In 1978 and bolted
to Khomeini just before the fall of the Shah. Subject describes horbanifar
as 0a recruited agent and *a good fellow who Is a lot of funo. Ghorbanifar,
who has a faiily In France apparetly else has a girlfriend in California,
who is having some difficulty mintainig her alien resident status.

market; he also claims
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EYES ONLY

organization in Western Europe, as significant authority in
athe procurement of pr", I ---

n the Office of the Prime ster. Shorban at an
'isiitthatthe activities of Hizballah In Lebanon are managed ou o

' Te tnin Yehra .n

a so a Influence

over a . seranineemens now oup ds the American
hostjg s in Lebanon and can secure their release I a decision is made to do

_____The saoe holds true for the four riiimsll
hostages held by Hizball it Is decided that it Is in Iran's interest to
secure their release, this can be quickly accomplished.

4. Subject explained that the four hostages were expected to be released.
just before Thanksgiving because of the Hawk missiles that had been delivered
with intermediaries (who include, among others David Kimche of Israel). After
delivery of 20 of these missiles, Sutherland, Anderson, Jenco and Jacobsen
were to be released in West Beirut; once these four were released, another 100
Hawk missiles would be delivered to Iran. This did not occur because there
were disagre r the particular model of the Hawk missile that was
delivered in 28 November was frantically trying to contact Najles
Speaker Raiiiiiian ",rging his to reciprocate by freeing the hostages now thit
the Americans had shown *good faith by permitting the shipment of Hawks to
Tabriz. According to Subject, the disagreement appears to have resulted from
a misunderstandinooanboth sides concerning what I tic type of equipment
was requested. Iranet a d sent word, again
through intermediariesTEMicFarlane that Iran was displeased because it did
not get the correct equipment. Subject stated that the I anians apparently
had expected a newer, modified version of the Hawk systeoJ According to
Subject, the opportunity to deal with Iran now Is "excellent' because Tehran
is "desperate" for specific types of equipment such as the TOW anti-tank
missiles. He also noted that neither Iran nor its surrogate has attacked or
kidnapped any Americans In some months. The crew, for example, that had flown
In the Hawk missiles had not only been permitted to return unimpeded but were
given *caviar" to eat on their flight out of Iran. These developments auger
well for the United States and every effort should be made to exploit Tehran's
need for arms in order to build bridges with more moderate elements of the
Iranian government and to preclude additional attacks against American
Interests. *This was a long term strategy that the United States--with caution
and discretion--needs to pursue.

S. Subject again turned to Ghorbanifar. The latter, at great personal
risk, travels to Iran about once a month to discuss weapons procurement.
Ghorbanifar has even traveled to Israel--without Tehran's knowledge--to meet
with Israeli officials. All told, Subject has had about a dozen meetings with
Ghorbanifar in France, Switzerland, Israel, and the United States. In fact,
Subject arranged for Ghorbanifar to come to the US in October and actually
brought Ghorbanifar into the White House. As a result, horbanifar enhanced
his credibility with senior Iranian officials, including Rafsanjani, ho
believes that Vice President Bush is orchestrating the US initiative with
Iran. In fact, according to Subject, Rafsanjani believes that Bush is the

most powerful man in the US because in t todent, he
was once Director of CIA. flNriA %'eI5II.I

46'.
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6. Subject stated that horbtanifar had met with'Agency officials In the
,past but that he found that CIA officers did not trust hie. Ghorbanifar was

extremely reluctant to have further contact with CIA and stated that his
I experiences with CIA ,had been bad".

7. Subject stated that Shorbanif
would discredit Libyan Is Oa af I..

I SubJect urged that the Aenc¢
supporting such an operation.

8. Subject stated that Ghorbanifar probably has a limited life span" and
speculated that the Iranians may eventually take action against his.
Nonetheless, It was important to use fully horbanifar's knowledge and
contacts at this, stage. Subject noted that he would be traveling again
shortly to Europe and would be discussing the proposed Libyan operation
further with Ghorbanifar. He was hopeful that, In the meantime, some reaction*
could be obtained from CIA. Subject noted that he had discussed this Issue
with Oliver North of the SC wM favors the undertaking of this operation.

bject claims that Ihobanifar has good bona fides w
Md that the risk of running the st IngoR--tT"ns "relaw "T

10. Subject also claimed, without further explation, thai
been recruited" and would do the bidding of those working on fri
American hostages.

3 '
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
WASIwNeNrm. O. 10"

January 24, 1904

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR

FROM

SUBJECTo

PLEASE DESTROY AFTER READING

JOHN M. POIND 4 R

OLIVER L. NORTKr

Operation Recovery

Non-Loq

N 9683

S ENS IT!V

*~*aiiIS9T1

U±~J
Please find attached at Tab A a national tLmeline for major
o tnts in Operation Recovery. To m knowledge the only persons
c plotely cognizant of this schedule arot

John Poindexter
Don Fortier
Oliver North

John McMahon

Richard Secord
Amiram Nir
Prime Minister Shimon Pores

RECOMMEATION

NOV s Ieco

Copy's ReceI0,

That you privately discuss the attachment vith the President.

Approve__ Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - Notional Timeline for Operation Recovw " OCr! ID

PLEASE DESTROY A TIR RIDING NCO

Copy is Rece:o"

SENSITIVIE

UNCLASSIFIED

i!

- I41 OADR
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___,,oern UNCLASSIFIED
r_ SSITIVE,

PLEASE DESTROY AFTER READING
N 9690

Notional Timeline for Operation Recovery

Friday, January 24

CIA provide cube and weight data to Copp for a/c loading.

-- CIA prepare intel sample for pass to Gorba.

-- Copp provide a/c tail 0 to CIA for pickup at

- kCaC-

Saturday, January 25,a.

-- Dispatch intel sample to Gorba via .harlie Allen. NV9

Sunday, January 26

-- C. Allen deliver intel sample to Gorba at Churchill Hotel;
London.

-- Copp finalize a/c requirements v/air carrier in Oklahoma.

Monday, January 27

-- Gorba place intel sample on 1300 G T flight to Tehran fm
Frankfurt, Germany.

Wednesday, January 29

-- Gorba transfer funds for purchase/transport of 1000 basic
TOWs to Israeli account at Credit Suisse Bank, Geneva.

Israeli account manager automatically transfers deposit fm
Israeli account to Copp account in same bank (bank record
keeping transaction).

-- Copp's account manager automatically transfers $6M to CIA
account in same bank (bank record keeping transaction).

PLEASE DESTROY AFTZR RADING

Declasify$B QU L 11EDDeclassify: OA.DR ~ l R U L
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Thursday, January 30

N ITIVE

p.8,0
APO

CIA transfers S4N to DOD account by wire service ,
transaction.

-- CIA orders movement of 1000 TOW missiles fm 000 storage
facility Anniston, Alabama, to

-- CIA bills Copp account $261 for cos Novi"1000 TOW
missiles ta Anniston, Alabama, toi-

CO Cptravels to sral for -site survey ot transfer point
(Sliat Israel).

-- Copp proceeds to rendezvous in Rome v/Clarridge to establish
coimand post.

Monday,

SNS ITIVE

i
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PLtASE DESTROY AFTER READING

SENSITIVE

.& .4

Tuesday, FebruarY 4 Co.

-- jooTows sanitized and prepared for shipping

-- Copp a/c packers arrive and arrange for
Copp a/c to lift TOWs fm Kelly A? Base, an Antonio, TX, on
CIA contract.

Wednesday, February 5

-- Copp a/c arrives Kelly AT Base for loading.

-- CIA provides remainder of first intel sample to Gorbs at
Iranian EMbassy in Bonn, Germany.

Thursday, February 6

-- Copp a/c comence lifting TOWs fm Kelly A" Base to transfer
point at Eliat, Israel.

-- Israeli A? "sterilizedm 707 a/c arrives at transfer point
for loading.

-- Copp aircrew arrives Eliat, Israel, to pilot Israeli a/c.

-- Remainder of first intel sample flown f Germany to Tehran

in diplomatic pouch on scheduled Iran Airways flight.

Friday.-February 7

-- Israeli *sterile* a/c piloted by Copp crew
movement of TOWs 6f Eliat to Bandar Abbas#
route.

PLEAS, DETR-O lAFTt UAI-N

U RD

I

~k ~- 'A

commence
Iran, via Red Sea

4AA~
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SENSITZV2

t-ce C81
PLIA2 D3STROT AMRu READINg

Saturday, February 6 o

-- Delivery of 1000 TOWs completed. ODI

-- 25 ixballah released by Lahad.

-- Returning Israeli a/c pickup 10 HAWls at Tehran airport for
return to Israel.

Sunday, February 9

-- All U.S. hostages released to U.S./British or Swiss Embassy.

-- Second group of 25 Kizballah released by Lahad.

Israeli* return $5.4K to Gorba when HAW s land in Israel.

Monday, February 10

-- Gorba transfers funds to Israel account for purchase/trans-
portation of 3000 TOWs (amount transferred is sufficient to
cover purchase of 500 additional TOWs owed to Israel for
Weir release and all trusportation costs).

-- Israeli* transfer funds to Copp accouAt at Credit Suisse
Bank, Geneva.

-- Copp transfers funds tO CIA account for purchase/transporta-
tion of 3508 TOWs ($21.046M).

-- Four (4) remaining Lebanese-Jews released by iszballah.

Tuesday, February 11 (Anniversary of Iranian-slamic Revolution)

-- Xhomheini steps dowm.w

-- CIA transfers $21.040H to DOD account for purchase of 3500
TOWs at $6K each.

-- CIA starts moving TOWs too f m'nistons
Alabama,- in lots of 1000.

T- -Ihaoammtma

I

A
-~
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Thursday, February 13

-M Copp packers return tc

Tuesday, February 13

Copp a/c pickup 1000 TOWs at Kelly A gasi,
to transfer point (liat).

N 9694
SEN4 XTIVZ

Texast-deliver

-- Israeli "storllixed" 707 a/c v/Copp crew comences delivery
of 1000 TOWs to Iran.

Tbursday,- February 20

Copp a/c pickup 1000 TOWs at
to transfer point (Eliat).

Kelly AV Base, Texas# deliver

-- Israeli *sterilized* 707 a/c v/Copp crew coamences delivery
of 1000 TOWs to Iran.

Saturday, February 22

-- Copp a/c pickup 1000 TOWs at Kelly A? Basse Texas; deliver
to transfer point (4liat).

-- Israeli sterilizedd" 707 a/c v/Copp crew cosmences delivery
of 1000 TOWs to Iran.

Monday, February 24

-- Copp a/c returns to pickup S0 TOWs
for delivery to IsrdeI

-- Collott" (British hostage) and Italian hostages released and
Bucktey remains returned.

Tuesday, February 25

*- Second sample of intel provided to Gorba at Iranian Embassy
in Bonn, Germany. l _I _ I

DPLEAS fitSI YA
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ExHIBIT DRC-16,

N

May 22, 1986

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR JON.M. POZMDZXTZR

REicEIVE,
FBI

copy is iiej

FROM

SUBJECT:

OLIVIR L. MORT"

Hostage Recovery Plan

Attached for your information are papers which contain essentialinformation and action requirements for the execution of thehostage recovery plan.

Tab I is the operation order and time table for theevents of the plan. The following people will havethis timetables Clair George, Dewey Clarridge, andhave established a communications plan in which theparty will make routine contact in order to appriseappropriate people of progress along the timetable.

critical
copies of
Bob earl. We
travelling.
the

Tab II 'is the U.S.-Iran Terms of Reference (TOR) that will beused by Bud during our discussions with the Iranians.

Tab III contains three different sets of press guidance for use:
-- upon release of the hostages in Beiruts-- upon the non-hostile dieglosure of the party's visit toIran; and
-- the hostile discovery and abduction of the party while inIr an . __...... .. ___.... ... ... .... ___

w40 vI Is a memo from you to the Secretaries of State andDefense, the CJCS, and the Director, rI to execute theestablished interagency plan (Tab A) to receive, debrief, andreunite our citizens. This memo will follow-up a sequr econference call & . hostages release. ,

Oetlassiryi OADR IV16j~./Zt

1I
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That you retain this package for your reference.

Approve Dtsa41pprove

t - Operations Plan and Timtable
tt - U.S.-tran Terns of Reference (TOR)

T- ab-A"Tab A -Zaterapen cy a

uN CLA SI9

3'

,tsAttachnen
Tab
Tab

',4 A~
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OPERATIONS PLAN

Objectives To secure the return of four American hostages who
continue to be held by Hisballah elements in Lebanon.

Concepts Provide incentives for the Government of Iran to
intervene with those who hold the American hostages and secure

their safe release.

Tasking: CIA

1. Arrange for delivery of supplies froito Kelley AFI
NLT 1100 CDT Thursday, May 22.

2. Provide interpreter, two communicators, four PRT-2$0 SATCOM
secure voice terminals, transponder beaconss, and travel
documentation at Dulles Airport, Washington, D.C. for departure

NLT 0100 CDT, Friday, May 23, for Tel Aviv.

3. Provide intelligence briefing package with photos.

4. Fund maintenance and test/caLibration of two Phase I radars
at Letterkenney, PA. Investigate availability of two Phase I
radars from DOD/FMS channels.

5. ProvIdes communication plan (schedule, frequencies, etc.) and
SOP (distress codes, etc.).

6. Recommends site and conditions for hostage release in Deirut.
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C-mmercial-AVI~i" &Servi (Democracy Inc. Chart er

1. 707 01 arrive Kelley An by 1100 CDT* Thursday, May 22.

2. Load supplies and depart by 1700 CDT# Thursday, Nay 22 for

LOD.

3. 707 03 arrive Kelley An by 1100 CDT* Friday. Ray 23.

4. Load TOWs and depart by 2000 CDT# Friday. Nay 23.

Democracy Inc.

1. Provide' two vetted 707 crews for Israeli aircraft.

2. Provide wt aS s Air _ t for _W frC can___m va- on-.Thursday"...- ..

May 22, to TelAviv.

3. Provide CANAIR Challenger for delegation airlift from Dull*s
to Ramstein ADB on Friday. Nay 23.

4. Provide six BLACKIANK .357 magams in presentation boxes.

5. Copp provides liaison on SATCON or telephone/encryption
device from Tel Aviv. connecting the party in T. with CIA/USC.

Israelis"

1. Provide funding for TIMs.

2. Provide two black 707 aircraft for flight from Tel Aviv to T.
on Saturday, may 24. and on order respectively (second aircraft
probably on May 26 or 27).

3. Provide liaison officer to the KM delegation to !.

UNOLASSIFifO

1 -1 *V
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Nsc

1. Provides
to T.

senior emissary and two staff members for delegation

2. Provides staff officer for interface/liaison from White House
with Copp in Tel Aviv.

3. Provides contingency press guidance for hostage release,
non-hostile discovery of thg T. delegation, and hostile discovery
of the delegation.

S. Provides TRW eiryption device for tertiary secure,
communications capability in T., Tel Aviv, art Wash, DC.

7. Arranges for alerting and dispatch of hostage reception team
to Frankfurt on order.

S. Arranges for notification of families after release of
hostages and travel to Frankfurt 34 to 36 hours after release of
hostages.

9. Arranges for special aircraft to pickup RCM delegation in Tel
Aviv and return to U.S. (NL? Thursday, May 29).



DoclkSIRI D, 593n

DOD-

1. Provides supplies/equipwnt as required through intermediaries.

2. Provides transportation for hostage reception tena from

Washington, DC, to frankfurt on order.

3. Provides transportation and/o support for recovery of
the hostages from the release point in Beirut and further
transfer to Frankfurt as required.

Administrative and Logistics

1. All personnel to

3. 'Sequence of events calendar attached at Tab A.

4. Summary of supporting activies is at Tab S.

Communications

1. RCM 'is in charge of delegation to T. JIP to represent the

President in Washington discussions. Second in comand of

delegation s Korth. Third in command a Cave.

2. Cors plan to be promulgated separately (Thurseday, Kay 22) by

CIA.

Primary means SATCOK Tel Aviv to T. and to Wash, IC

Secondary means a CIA encryption device on telephone fromT.
to Tel Aviv (Copp), hence to Wash. :DC

Tertiary means a USC encryption device on telephone :from T.
_t~l Il jton Wash.C

- - - ~
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3. Cancellation. Delegation to confirm operation prior to

departure from Tel Aviv.

4. Rehearsal. None, except limited com check , Tuesday, May 20.

UNCLASSIFIED

'V
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may 22/1400

N 9937

DC (EDT) Local.

ThursdayM ay 22
0800 0800

1100
2000
1700
1845
0200 (Fri)

707 charter 1rr xelly Afr (SKF)
Copp dop Geneva va r 35 enroute TLV
707 charter #1 dp Kelly Airs
North dep Dulles (PA 0106) enrout. London
Copp art TLV, establLshes secure phone com.s

Friday, may 23

0300 0800

1400

0800

1330

1100

2000

2100
2130
2230

I
0030 (Sat

M artery ar TLV comnencetrans .
to lAr 707?#A
CANAIR Challenger (a/c' 600-0K

W/Rcmparty dep Dulles fo
d London via Lear

CAPT ... )

7n7 carSi n arr ellv ,I loads

2000 707 disqter 2 depK@3ly Ar
0530(St) .art 2t.V (107)

F

/
U

*c

1200
1500
1800
1845
2000

0700-

0800

0830

1200
1300

1400
1430
1630

1830

2100
2230
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Saturday, May 24
0000 0700
1000 1700

1500 2200

Sunday, May 2
0100 0830

Monday, may24
H-hr
R-hr

H+I

May 22/1400

N 9938

ItCxi party dOp TLV via. 'ZA 707 (A) enroute T.

Party arr T.

(but NLT Wed* May 28)
Hostages released in Beirut.

AmEmb Beirut notifies State Department and
White House. NSC notifies RCH delegation.

NOC actions
- order host& captionn team to Wesbadein
- arrangmp ickup of hostages fm Beirut-'

Wnhtte house press
jostj ofjevaouat

mot b

Wiesbaden.
Rostage families

La UH-60 to
Efor flt to

flown to Wiesbaden.

NLT Thursday, aY 29

0100 080C Party dep T. for TLV (both 7079).

TIME ZONZLZGI
CDT (Xelly) EDT London Frankfurt

0900 1000

eefrniN~u

Tel Aviv
1700

1+1

H+.2

H+.3

H+X

hr

hrs

hro

hrs
(or ASAP)

•B+36 hrs.

T.
1730

~1*. ~-

L I
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UNtOWED
N 9939

Sy7PPOR'1fl4 ACTIVE

CIA provides handling for funds, logistics interface for pick-up
of supplies/equipment, inter tr tions personnel and

equipment = support i a0 intelligence

materials.

Commercial Aviation Services provides two 707s for pick-up of DOD

supplies/equipment.

DOD provides supplii
reception team, andi
hostages from Beirut

uipment, transportation for hostageo r other support for return of the
rankfurt.

Israel provides two 707 aircraft'for separate trips from LOD to
T.

Democracy, Inc., provides transportation support as required,

technical advice, handling of funds, and gifts for Iranian

negotiating team.

j %rw-- | %* I 
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TERMS Or REFERENCE
U.S.-Iran Dialogue

I. BASIC PILLARS O U.S. FOREIGN POLICY (Optional)

Nay Wil, 1940

-- President Reagan came into office at
had a certain impact on the American
perhaps not what you intended.

a time when Iran had
political process --

The President represents and embodies America's recovery
from a period of weakness. He has rebuilt American military
and economic strength.

Most important, he has restored American will and
self-confidence. The U.S. is not afraid to use its power in
defense of its interests. We are not intimidated by Soviet
pressures, whether on arms control or Angola or Central
America or Afghanistan.

At the same time, we are prepared to resolve political
problems on the basis of reciprocity.

We see many international trends -- economic, technological,
and political -- working in our favor.

II. U.S. POLICY TOWARD IRAN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

A. U.S. Assessment of Iranian Policy.

- We view the Iranian revolution as a fact.
not trying to turn the clock back.

The U.S. is

Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
prejudice or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment of
Iran's present policies.

Iran has used *revolutionary Islam* as a weapon to
undermine pro-Western governments and American
interests throughout the Middle East. As long as this
is Iran's policy, we are bound to be strategic
adversaries.

Support of terrorism and hostage-taking is part of this
strategic paEtern. We see it used not only against us,
but against our friends. We cannot accept either.
Your influence in achieving the release of all hostages/
return of those killed (over time) is essential.

QN6L "0.-SENSITIVEOADR
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we a" your activity its man parts of the woAd, 9 94

includingeven Central mere.
The U.S. knows how Iran views the Soviet Union.&it
subvereLon-of Western interests and friends objectively
serves Soviet AIteroste on global scale.
Ttus, our assesMOnt is that a decisive Iranian victory
In the war with Iraq would only unleash greater
regional Instability* a further erosion of the Western
position, and enhanced opportunities for Soviet
trouble-makLng.

The U.S. will therefore do wht it can to prevent such
a development. We regard the war as dangerous in many
respects and would Ilke to see an end to Lt.

N. Possible Intersections of U.-.anoan Interests.

Despite fundamental conflicts, we perceive several
possible Intersections of U.S. and Iranian Interests.
I propose ws explore these areas.

first, *the U.S. has had a traditional Interest in
seeing Iran preserve Its territorial integrity and
independence. This has not changed. The 3.S. opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.

ILimproved 're ationhI wtL h
Iran to further thate.0

Third, we hae parallel views on Afghanistan. Sovietpolcy the

Musltgot out and

let the Afgun people choose their own course.

C. U.S. Objective TOM*y

We have no illusions about what is possible in our
bilateral relations. Perhaps this meetLng wIll reveal
only a limited, momentary, tactical coLncidence of
Interests. Perhaps more. We are prepared eLther way.

In essence, we are prepared to have whatever k$nd of
relationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have
ith us.

SEWS??? VI
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III. SOVIET MILITARY POSTU_ _

Afghanistan illustrates the price the Soviets are ready topay to expand areas under their direct control.
Summarize Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan which could threaten Tehran.

-- .aware of Soviet Activity in

Soviet plansM Now they would do it.'
-- Iranian support to Sandinista regime in Nicaragua aids andabets Soviet designs -- makes U.S.-Iranian relationship moredifficult ($100 million in oil, plus arms).
-- U.S. can help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

IV. AFGHANISTAN

"" May be real value for Iran and U.S. to find ways tocooperate against Moscow in Afghanistan.

"" -can provide hum nitarian assisted for refugees

-- We need to know who you work with, what you already provide,and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advantage.

V. HARMJw
-- We may be prepared to resume a limited military supply

relationship.

However, its evolution and ultimate scope will depend onwhether our convergent or our divergent interests come to
loom larger in the overall picture.

-- What does Iran want?

Im tI SENSITIVE -
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-- We are extremely pleased that the hostages have finally been
released.

We do not yet know the precise circumstances and details
leading to their release.

We note, however, that there have been a number of overtures
over the past year, seeking to obtain release of the U.S.
and other foreign hostages in Beirut.

;Zn addition, there have been recent efforts by various
humanitarian and other organizations to facilitate the
release of the hostages.

We can only assume that thebcumulative effect of all of
these efforts over the past year have finally produced
results.

I recommend you refer your questions to Mr. Waite and to the
various organizations that have bee making these overtures
for release of the hostages.

They will be taken to a .S. military hospital for a medical
examination. Arrangements are being made to reunite them
with their families as soon as possible.

j' (Until released by SC)
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S(Until released by NSC) 2

Of WHAT HAS BE3 THE U.S. GOVERNMENT ROLE IN THE RELEASE OF THI

HOSTAGES?

As The USO has been aware of and has supported or facilitated

some, although not all, of these overtures by individuals
and organizations. Again, I would refer your specific
questions to the individuals or organizations involved.

Os WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ORGANIZATIONS WHO HAVE MADE OVERTURES

FOR RELEASE OF THE HOSTAGES?

As I have already mentioned Mr. Terry Waite, who is a
representative of the Archbishop of Canterbury. Other

religious groups, such as the Catholic Relief Services, have.

been actively attempting to resolve this longstanding

problem.

Q: WHAT WERE THE TERMS OF THEIR RELEASE? WERE THtRZ ANY

CONCESSIONS OR RANSOM?

A: As a matter of longstanding U.S. policy regarding terrorism,

the USG does not make concessions nor pay ransom. We are

not yet aware of the circumstances and details of their

release.

otaeidnapped

Father Lawrence Jenco 06 Jan 1985

Mr. Terry Anderson, Journalist 16 Mar 1985
Mr. David Jacobsen, Dir, Am Univ H9spital 28 May 1985

Mr. Thomas Sutherland, Dean AmUnivo Beirut 10 Jun 1985

Mr. William Buckley, U.S. political officer 16 Mar. 1984
imi.AS "Fl Eased)

(Until released byNSC)
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QRAFT PRESS GUIDANC
BEIRUT HOSTAGES

Assumptiont Non-hostile discovery of U.S. party being in Iran

-- The U.S. has many strategic interests in the Middle East

region.

One of these strategic concerns is to bring an end to the
Iran"Iraq war, which has been raging for six years with a
variety of political and economic consequences

- Massive loss of life and destruction on both sides.

- Bifurcation of the Arab world, with some Arab states
supporting one belligerent and others supporting the

other belligerent.

Spill-oyer attacks on commercial shipping in the Gulf
-- impact on oil market, shipping industry, maritime

insurance# etc.

- Regional disruption suitable for Soviet exploitation.

The o.S. recently reestablished diplomatic relations with

Iraq and has established a political dialogue.

The U.S. seeks also to establish a dialogue with the other

belligerent in that terrible war, Iran. There are a variety
of issues of mutual concern. Among these aret

64 (Until released by NSC
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Until released by NSC) 2

Ot WHAT HA BEEN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT ROLE IN THE RELEASE OF THR

HOSTAGES?

As The USG has been aware of and has supported or facilitated
some, although not all, of these overtures by individuals

and organizations. Again, I would refer your specific
questions to the individuals or organizations involved.

OQ WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ORGANIZATIONS WHO HAVE MADE OVERTURES

FOR RELEASE OF THE HOSTAGES?

At I have already mentioned Mr. Terry Waite, who is a
representative of the Archbishop of Canterbury. Other
religious groups, such as the Catholic Relief Services, have-

been actively attempting to resolve this longstanding

problem.

0: WHAT WERE THE TERMS Or THEIR RELEASE? WERE THERE ANY
CONCESSIONS OR RANSOM?

A: As a matter of longstanding U.S. policy regarding terrorism,
the USG does not make concessions nor pay ransom. We are
not yet aware of the circumstances and details of their
release.

Hostage Kidnapped

Father Lawrence Jenco 00 Jan 1985

Mr. Terry Anderson, Journalist 16 Mar 1965
Mr. David Jacobsen, Dir, Am Univ Hospital 2 May 1985

Mr. Thomas Sutherland, Dean Am Univ, Seirut 10 Jun 1985

Mr. William Buckley, U.S. political officer 16 Mar, 1964
(deceased)

~ (Until released by NBC)
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- Satisfactory ending of the Iran-Iraq war.

Concern over Soviet military build-up and activities in
the region, particularly in Afghanistan.

The recent upsurge in international terrorism. Our
objective to seek the return of our citizens held
hostage in Beirut, Lebanon, is obviously a part of that
strategic concern.

The U.S. is accordingly engaged in talks as an effort to
save lives by seeking a return of peace to the region and a
lessening of tensions on a variety of issues.

Because these are sensitive, diplomatic discussions, no
further details of the discussions will be released.

Q: WHO IS REPRESENTING THE U.S. IN THESE DISCUSSIONS?

As Former National Security Advisor, Mr. Robert McFarlane, is
engaged in this strategic dialogue with the Iranian
Government.

UNCLASSIFIED
CUntil released by SC N SC ,
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DRAFT PRES GVIDANCS

eZIRUT HOSTAGES

Assumptions Hostile discovery of U.S. party in Iran.

The U.S. undertook in good faith a high-level, diplomatic

contact with the Iranian Government. The purpose of this

diplomatic contact was to engage in a strategic dialogue

(see separate talking points) to help bring about a
satisfactory end of the Iran-Iraq war, among other things.

The bad faith shown by the Iranians in their actions is

astonishing and reprehensible.

After the passage of more than five years since the 1979-80
hostage crisis with Iran had been resolved, we believed that

the Iranian government was again prepared to join the ranks
of civilized nations and engage in good faith diplomatic

discussions on a variety of issues of mutual concern.

-- Apparently, we were wrong in that assessment.

-- W. call on Iran to release our special diplomatic envoy and

his party immediately and unconditionally.

-- We hold the government of Iran responsible for their safety
as well as for their immediate release.

j~(Until released by KSCJJ1 lWe
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE GEORGE P. SHULTZ
The Secretary of State

THE HONORABLE CASPAR W. WEINBERGER
The Secretary of Defense

THE HONORABLE WILLIAM J. CASEY
The Director of Central Intelligence

ADMIRAL WILLIAM J. CROWE, JR.
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

SUBJECT:

9 V

THE HONORABLE WILLIAM H. WEBSTER
The Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

Interagency Plan for Hostage Release (TS)

Four American hostages ware released in Beirut today. It is
Important that we move quickly to im tablishod
interagency plan (Tab A) to receive reunite our
citizens. (TS)

-- The Department of State is designated as lead agency for
coordinating the USG effort to receive and reunite those
released in accord with the approved plan. (C)

-- As lead agency, the Department of State vill prepare and
coordinate appropriate press and Congressional notification.
briefings, as required-. (C)

cc: Donald Regan
Richard Riley

Attachment
Tab A - Interagency Pie

Declassify: OADR
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parenthetically, when in 1984 did this

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

UNULAIrtu..

take place?

A It was -- the best of my recollection, it

might have been late March or April.

Q Do you recall any discussion with officials

o f Government about th e in

providing assistance to the contras?

A No.

Q Did you ask any official in the

Government to provide assistance to the contras?

A No, I didn't.

Q Any request to provide monetary assistance?

A No.

Q Any request to provide munitions, materiel?

A No.

Q Training-type assistance?

A No.

A So you did not ask that th e i n

provide any tYy -hI%&LMever to the
p ve n(is s 1r um

son -1 1 f

u F

u iLL
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imai AlmIlr IrP
li4

9 W ,NUW -

I contras?

2 A 'That's correct.

3 0 Did they inform you or tell you at any time

4 that they were already providing assistance to the

5 contras?

#- ----- No-thydd
t

tT--- - - ---

7 Q Did they tell you they were willing to provid*

8 assistance to the contras?

9 A No.

10 Q Have you discussed with any -- with official*

11 of any other country the providing of assistance to the

12 contrast?

13 A No.

14 0 Have you ever solicited funds from officials

15 of any other country?

16 A No.

17 MS. McGINNs Can we get a date on these?

IS .You are asking him questions about what time frame?

19 MR. EGGLESTON: I am willing to say from 1980

20 to the present.

21 THE WITNESS: Have I --

22 MR. RIZZOt That certainly narrows it down.

23 MR. EGGLESTON: -It is ever. I am taking it

24 he's answering these questions no. If he were tp answer

25 yes, there's so many occasions I can't delineate them,

SCLASSIFIED

11
111.11 U- n
I
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12~

I'would probably do it in.a slower on-at-a-time

fashion#

I am .anticipating his answer to the question.

Ever is going to be it.

MS. McGINN: I want to make sure he understands

THE WITNESS: Solicit -- go back to that

question again. After we have left_

BY MR. EGGLESTON: 
I

a

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A No.

Q Have you heard of a ship called the Erria?

A No.

0 In the spring of 1986, did Colonel Nor'th

discuss, with you a ishhei 1 aailable for use

UNOLaS ISiEo
0.

10

1

2

3

4

5

I,

__- . 9t teovJanuary -V of-- 1984, did -you make any

requests of any countries outside of

r assistance to the contras? I

u .....

-1s '
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130 ,

Q. Were there any plans developed at the agency to

provide additional or other sources of funds for the

contras?3

4

5

7

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

mag4

A None that I was aware of.

Q Did you have any discussions throughout 1984 with

Mr.- Casey about other ways to fund the contras since the

CIA money had either run out or been cut off?

A No. There never was any discussion.

MR. EGGLESTONs I don't have anything further.

MR. BARBADOROt A few quick points.

EXAMINATION

BY MR. BARBADORO:

Q Picking up on what Mr. Eggleston is asking you

about, at any po i t miho Latin

American division, were you aware of any discussions in the

agency about soliciti.g aid from third countries?

A No.

MS. MCGIHNt For the contras?

THE WITNESS: What time period are we talking

about?

BY MR. BARBADOIOs

-So, let me put a cut-
off of between January 1, 1984 and the time you :left the

LAtin American division.IF O

7 TIft, bw TITs!
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I

2

3

4

5

8

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A In October.

Now -- ask me the question again.

0 The question is, during that period of time, to

your knowledge, were there any discussions in the CIA about

soliciting aid from third countries?

A _ No. Soliciting aid for third countries never

came up, to my knowledge.

Q Why was replaced as the head of

the Central American task force?

A At that time, we are talking about October. He

wasn't going to be replaced. I wanted him to stay on until

the spring of -- what year are we in? 1985? 1 sort of

wanted a phase-in with Those two in the same

room for more than three days is just impossible.

The plan had been foray to leave in the

spring of 1985, anyway_.

Q He was being asked to leave before his normal

tour was up, Do you know why?

A I don't know whether he was being asked to leave

before his normal tour was up. It a phase of a transfer

had happened the way the director wanted it to happen at

that time, there would have been a long overlap into the

spring of 1985, which would have been when he wanted out,

anyway.

dd 6 overlap

I
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EXHIBIT DRC-19-2

fa I R 4 DIRECTOR 613762
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EXHIBIT DRC-19-3

.. *1.

!ASO TN

AFF

SSISTANCE TO NICARAGUA

Rif tDIRECTOR 813742

1. SPOKE TA
AMER ICAN/NICARAGUMWITUAION' -Y
INDEPENDENT hI R TNE MILl
AND EQIPMENT AN

,, [FFER I tIG NINE
AUVFAT ASSISTANCE WOULD. TRULY IJ

TO SUGGESTIONS FOR OThER APPROACHES.
q

W U UT W I L CU O ' A N T 1 , U T u " w I .AND UPON THEIR ARRIVAL. Is APP OAiH ,
NO o YOUR TRAVEL AND ME NAIL DOWN FIN
APPROVAL FOR SUCH SUPPORT.

3. . AL . .N ISSUE WAS CAUSED mYVERY
HECTi BELIEVE ONCE COURSE OfCOOPERATE WE-AN EXPECT EFFICIENT AND RAPID
REACTION FROA THEM.

. FILE: DEFER. oECL OAOR oRV HU..-h-2. ALL SECRET.
ENO OF MESSAGE SECRET
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*U74A9j8I'IbIJ "
Ask OCI If he handed attached

SAttached for your EYS ONLY
file. No distribution, per OCI.

" He said r. NcFarlane wiI
ret rinihed-¢y-to--s.hei-i-h-
is finished wLth it.

April

EIUtM Rg
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by 3. Reger, Nation~al Secuiti Courncl
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EXHIBIT DRC-19-4

vhC 1i1w to twt ir"
ARwOC M0U

27March l184

Robert C. i cFafair ne
Assistant toothe President for

Nailoaal Securtty Affairs
SUPPAMAssistance to Nicaragua Program

1. In vew O~ sible difficulties In obtaining supplemental appro-
priations to carry out the Nicaraguan covert action project through the
remainder of this year. Ian.l t LagC. 1hat you-sLhould explore
funding alternatives w itth I bel L r

h f putting one ofo5fFso nouch wth- M aprPP1O~ tes
should promptly be pursued. You will recall that the Nicaraguan
* N nsout of funds in mid-ay. gh additional moneys are indeed
required to-continue the project In the t fiscal year. equipment and
materiel made available from other sour ght In part substitute for some
funding. We are therefore currently ex two such alternatives. Please
note, however, that we are unlikely to materiel assistance from these
sources by mid-Kay.

4. Finally,. after examining legalities, you might consi
appropriate private US citizen to establish a foundation that
recipient of nongovernmental funds which could be disbursed t
FON.

pat allyDecWaO/.* 0'-
unft rWKof oI.O. I=

by B. Roger, tiaflonll ScudliCmdi
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EARLY NEIT ALSO SE HELPFUL TO RAVI LM~MACE

OF WHAT KIND Of ASSISTANCE AND IN WHAT QUA I1
MIGHT IE ABLE TO PROVIO.

3. PLEASE ADVISE SOONEST FOR PLANNi PURPOSES.
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END OF MESSAGE
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EXHIBIT DRC-19-7

OSSISTANCI TO NICARAGUAN PROJI

RILFSs AA F II
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4. REQUEST SPECIFIC GUIDANCE AS TO WHETHER
SHOULD RE APPRISED OF ABOVI VISIT. AND IF SO. ING
SHOULD OE TOLD TO HIM REGARDING NAT mm S nn
CLAIMS THAT ENTIlERA CLOSELY i i

AuIW ARANGE|MT3 A IPTAVILI UUNIaI.,
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TOT: ,-" APR$16 DIRECTOR 104

SU~Ct:7IScUIONS WITm
1. DOCI ADVISES THAT TL3ZAL.M.LCOND THOUGHTS AROUND

TOWN AS TO WISDOM OF INVOLVII CIN ALREADY
COPLICATED CENTRAL AMERICAN EUUXTTWT ZS YOU HOLD OFF ON
THIS ASPECT OF YOUR ISCUSSIONS UNTIL WE CAN GET DEFINITIVE
WORD TO YOU.

2.

I.WILL ADVINOcFILI AOR DRY U4-02
OR I : w AR ELLCLOI

END OF MESSAGE I
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0
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REVIEWED FOR RELEASE
DATL!Aly..IN?
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EXHIBIT DRC-19-15

'0

TION

- ..... . ..-

IMAP2 66-STAFF

SUSJECTS 11 MIVAL
PLSVE TIONL AIRPORT 13 AAPRLim.OCAL.

PLI OAFC! OIC ADROAV ALLSICRET.

(NO Of RESSAGI SER=

I -

ty 3. Reje..

UXm ifI

REVEWIDOR RILLAM
ODA.LL1MAY3
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EXHIBIT DRC-19-16

SUBJ j jSCjONS W1

REF iA .' q

1. ANY WORD TO h SS RECENT RIF
DISCUSSIONS. HAVE SEEN p 0wI NOF PERSONAL MEETING
TO DELAY RI MI . BUT LOCAL CIRCUMSTANCES NOW DICTATE

NEED TO s OONEST. IF NO ION YET REACHED,
WILL TEMPOR R i.

2. NO FILE. DECL OAOR DRV HUM &-82.

END OF MESSAGE

- ~r<sfisd GelIeSed cn 3vo
under prQvio'lS of E.O. 12356

b,: 3. Reger, national Security Council

CRET.

ftEVMIE FOR REL ASL

U&P1E

f

5

i,.le e o .. . ft g . ....... ww ............ o
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EXHIBIT DRC-19-17

.09 o

TON

ASO ALF!U. I
TORsO0 1Ay S14

WMAWjAFF

.6~*~~

SUUI.
REV:

WILLINGNESS QEOF UUSINES

DICL OADR ORY HUR 4-82.
0 - -

* ~j3~~ON~
_-x

Partially Deciassif;ed/ROIM3 I 1 ' Al7
under provisions of E." 121-3

by B. Reger, National Seculj cour I

UNCLASSIFIED
£EGmrRr-F

REVIEWED FOR RELAS

OATL MAY-~-
%At. r--%1 C.

CIAM

REF RIF
2.

END OF

PLY yir
NO FILE.

PASSAGE

miluk;
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EXHIBIT DRC-19-18

(-. btiKh1T
. . .U0

0 4 O4 ISIRECTOR 26786

........----------..---------

0DUUT
G
0

N

i-- GE

ppH

LGUAN PROJECT URGES THAT
1IR OFFIR'OFWY DEEP REGRET THAT

AND I FULLY REALIZE
TS NOTICE, SHOULD WE

14IXHII J
Partially Declassified/Released onl2.. I7

under provisions of E.O. 12356
by S. Reger, National Security Council

UNIIfIED
NWM RELESE

f
oISUBJECT,

FROMUI~

E
S
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EXHIBIT DRC-19-19

FwEB -

$FE l Is

I!EMOPi1f uS3 CIC

.THfISI'S An INPOPMTIOW REPORT, NO? FIALY IVAWUAflD IMTILLIGRCZt

UNCLtASSIRlE~srr

support fow the BLicaraguan Ared Opposition
ionary Front -

i ,,r
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~4S1FIUJ

Clair E.
Deputy Director

V I

deorge
for Cperations

DO

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
sOURCmS Oa HaTwUOD ZVnOLViZD

*EXTZRM STXJRIWTOMU T

COPY NO. :on t. Abramowita
rector of Intelligence and Research

* COPY MO. 31 The Honorable Kenneth W. Dan
. Deputy Secretary of State

COPY UO. 31 .Mr. Robert Mcfarlane
Assistant to the President

for Kational Securit Affairs

COPY NO. 41 Ambassador Langhor Mtley•
Assistant Secretar Statetot Latin imeric fair$

COPY NO. St

COPY NO. s Lt. General James lliams

COPY NO. 7:

COPY NO. 8: Deputy Directo* for Intell gene

COPY Mso. 9, t national Intelligence Officer
for Latin Aeica "

COPY NO. 101

COPY NO. l11

UNCLASSiFIEDO
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-ur11LASSIFIED

tor the Nicaraguan Armed Opposition
Front

(30 January 1945)
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ExHIBrr DRC-19-20

UNCLASSIF1Er'
6 J1uly 1907

Mr. Neil lgleston
Deputy Chief CounselSelect Ccamitteoe to Invstigate Covert

Arm Transactions with Iran
House of Repesentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. leston

You will recall that in my letter of 22 June 1967 to you, I indicated
that although we did not an any further documents concerning
Duane Clarridge's 1964 trip would provide them if they
beom available. t am enloei9 t o c ts that we havejust
located. (3)

The first, Director 894326 (CI1IN4292), is a cable that was found as a
result of a rereview by hand of archived material. lat rereview had been
instituted by the committees' continuing interest in this area and by a
request dated 2 June for the cable by number from the Senate Select Comittee.
The rereview was, however, ompleted only recntly, and this cable did not
surface in time to be reflected in m 22 June letter to you. (S)

Also enclosed is a copy of a document recently located by the Directorate
of Operations Latin America Division as a pert of a search of its records on
this subject (CINI 4293). Although undated, it appears to have been prepared
shortly after the Clarridge trip. ware not able to establish whether or not
the statement was, in fact, provided to the Senate Select Comittee on
Intelligence as the cover note states. (8)

- ~ IXNISI1

Enclosures Ias stated
co Paul Barbadoro, Deputy Chief Counsel* Select Comittee on Secret

Military Assistance to Iran and the Nicaraguan opposition w/enclosures)

Partially Declassified/Releas.d on 171"'117
under provi:Ons of E.'J S'Y., ,,u: - 538103by B. Roger, National Secut .OVAI

3 K O-VA L 
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UNCLLSSIFIED

M Duane.,/aridSeinf the Latin American Division

of the decorate of Operations,i s

9 and 13 A i:. 1984.at the request

to brief them'on developments in Central

Ametic .At no time did he request
or receive any support fro 

fr" the

Nicarauan covert action pror

It:

-es&-.

/ -

REVIEWED F50f %A

DATE____________
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EXHIBIT DRC-20

M I CODEWORD

memoranda.

Q Do you know whether o ever did gi

or provide any funding to the contras?

A I suspected they did, but I had no firsthand

knowledge.

Q What led you to suspect that they did?

A Well, when the Boland Amendment came down I

wondered what countries could possibly help out, and I

figured'that

Anid

ve

you pick those countries as possiLe

donors?

14 A Because they, I think, were well disposed

15 towards the Administration and wanted to help the

16 Administration.

17 Q Are they alsq countries that might have

18 something to gain from the Administration by supporting a

19 program like this?

20 A By all means.

21 Q The memorandum says, in the third paragraph:

22 "The second alternative we" -- meaning the CIA -- "are

23 exploring is the procurement of assistance from

24 - I've also shown you before the deposition a

25 series of cables which we'll get into in a moment about

Partially Declassified/Rleased onAk -CDEWORD

under Mv slons of LO. 12356 i
by B. Reger, National Security Council unCi.I1 SIrIEu

I

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

,., W-

.A
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UNCLASSIFIED
: /O DEW0RD/cozo~

1 that approach, but can you tell me from where did the

2 idea come to gc to obtain aid for the

3 contrast?

4 A I don't know. Ite conceivable that when

5 Agency learned tha

6

7

8

* but I don't

10 know who really originated it.

11 Q You don't know, but you would think that

12 Clarridge might have been the person?

13 A Right.

14 Q The final alternative mentioned is in

15 paragraph four and says: "Finally, after examining

16 legalities you might consider" -- and I can't read one of

17 the words -- "appropriate private U.S. citizen to

18 establish a foundation that can be a recipient of non-

19 government funds which could be dispersed to the FDN."

20 Did you ever discuss during this time period

21 with Director Casey the possibility of finding private

22 citizens to establish a foundation which could receive

23 non-government funds to support the FDN?

24 A No. And, knowing my contacts in the United

25 States, they don't have money to do that.

9.emeMfCODEWORD

UNCLASSIFIED
4"
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UNCLASSIFIED
VO MMT /CODEWORD

I Q Casey never talked to you, though, about that

2 as a possiblo way of supporting the contrast?

3 A No, I don't think he did.

4 -------- o -w where he came up with this idea

S that is mentioned in paragraph four of the memorandum?

6 A it could be his fertile mind, because he is

7 always thinking of ways of figuring things out. And, of

S course, he knows the entire power and financial structure

9 in the United States.

10 Q It was never something he discussed with you,

11 however?

12 A No. I'm sure from his fundraising days for

13 the Republican Party he had a pretty good fix on what

14 people are prepared to help.

15 Q Lot me mark as Hc~ahon Exhibit 2 the series of

16 cables concerning the attempt or the discussion about

17 obtaining aid fro for the record,

18 these cables run by the Committee numbers C-8933 through

19 t-8945, and they run CIIN numbers 3871 through 3883.

20 (The document referred to was

21 marked McMahon Exhibit Number 2

22 for identification.)

23 Hr. McHahon, these are the cables that 1

24 showed you before the deposition, correct?

25 A Right.

UN tSIFIEIF
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QNCLASSIFIED0
CODE WORD

Q And in general terms they describe a
trip, Which did take place, wheri

1

2

3

4

.5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

.,!.T ./CODEWORD

UCSSIFIED

-nin use thepossibility of obtaining~i for the

contras. However, although the trip took place, the

actual attempt to solicit the aid did not take place. Is

that a fair summary?

A That's my recollection of it. I think we
turned him off of that.

Q Do you know how it happened tham

came to go tc
A I don't know, you ow, how that was spawned,

but from looking at this it's obvious that he went over

to discuss getting access- have to use for the contra program.
Q Did Director Casey ever discuss this

possibility with you of obtaining aid froi

A Not in the beginning. I think from here it

notes that they caught up to me with this idea during a

trip.

Q Weren't you making a trip t

around that time?
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UNCLASSIFIED
SI, /CODWORD A1

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

UNCLASSIFIED

And when I

was asked to do this, I said all right, since I'm over

there I will goO M..

Q Who asked you to 9go

A He.

Q You decided on yo=r own?

A Right.

Q And what were you going to g0
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UNCLASSIFIED
1&T/CODEWRD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A2

Lot me interrupt for a second. When you wentEdid you have any intention of discussing

the poss7bf'lty of giving either

money or materiel to the contras?

A Not when I left, but I guess I got a cable to

do that.

Q Who sent-you that cable -- and if you need to

take a moment to go through them, please.

A I guess the cable was sent out by -- it was

sent out by Dewey Clarridge, saying that he had a meeting

with the DCI on 23 March on the Nicaraguan project and he

suggested that Dewey send the cable to me and have me

raise it with when I got over

there.

Q What was your response?

YOVOTMT/CODEWORD

UCLASSIFIED

tom
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UNCLASSIFIED
T/COOE WORD

I didn't respond, that I recall.

Did you raise it within

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q Apart from the problems with

there any policy reasons why you thought

a good idea to solicit aid

contras?

Is

;gryess are

it might not be

a for the

No.

When did you learn that

wewy Clarridge, was planning to make a

to ask for aid for the contras?

I9 b /CODE WORD

ONIJLASSIFIED.

A

0

therefore, I don't think it vas raised.

Q Did you have some reluctance about raising

that issue?

A Yei. I didn't think it waS a good idea.

Q Why not?

A Because we had enough problems with Conqres

A

Q

I

10

W w
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UNCLASSIFIED
TE?/CDEWORD

A Well, I think after I came back he was

preparing to go.

Q Do you know whether that trip had any other

purpose other than to try to obtain aid for the contras?

A I can't say.

Q Did you have any discussions with Mr.

Clarridge about the tripbefore he left?__

A Yoe. i

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Q Had a decision been made by the time

Mr. Clarridge left as to whether he was going to ask

-aid for the contrast"

A Yeah. I think that was turned off. I thin

we knocked that off.

Q So you are saying that you think by the tim

he left the decision had already bepn made for him not

ask for aid to the contras?

A I believe that's the case, yes.

Q Okay. Let me try to qo over this with you.

In one of the cables, Committee'number C-8947, it's a

:.IL-ASSIFCODEWORDUNCLASSIFIED

for

1C

e

,to

was dead set

Going to Nicaragua.
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UNCLASSIFIED
M " OV CODEWORD A

1 cable dated 10 April '84, and it I can read this
2 correctly it's to IXEDIAT Iait ys s

3. Subject, ! D s cussihs with DD
4 advises that there are some second thoughts around town

5 as to wisdom of involving in in already

6 complicated Central American equation. Request you hold

7 off on this aspect of your discussions until we can get

8 definitive word to you.

9 Let me show you that cable. Can you tell me

10 who this cable is being sent to?

11 A It's being sent to

12 and is being sent out by

13 at the time we

14
15

16

17 Q The r"to that refers to a

18

19 A YeS,20

21 Q What this message says basically Is don't do

22 anything to pursue the Central American issue until we

23 can give you a definitive answer on what to do; is that

24 right?

25 A Right.

WEASIrIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
SOY/C /CODEWORD -

1 Q The next cable in sequence, C-8948, Is to

headquarters frob and it notes tha

3 arrives 13 Apri.

4 read that right? Is that describing the orrivol of Dewey

5 Clarridge i

6 A That is correct.

7 Q And at the time of his arrival the decision on

8 what to do on aid to the contrast is still unresolved

9 isn't that right?

10 A That's right.

11 • In fact, if the decision had be nov

12

13

14 wouldn't ou h sent somebody other than

16 A Right. When he went out, though, he had

17 instructions not to raise it. That was an issue that we

18 weren't going to put forth w ti

19 Q Well, if you weren't going to raise that,

20 wouldn't you have sent someone other than a

21

22 A I can't answer why he went. There may have

23 been another reason that I don't know.

24 Q well, let me then refer to the next cable I

25 have in sequence. It's a cable C-8949, dated I May 84,

T",WEee4T/CODWORD

A
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UNCLASSIFIED
-O9W/COEWORD

to headquarters from It says: "Any word to

passing recent reference discussions.

Have been able by avoidance of personal meting to delay

response to date, but local circumstances now dictate

need to seesonest. if no decision yet

reached, will temporize accordingly."

Do you know what he is referring to?

A No. I can't really answer that.

Q Isn't he referring to the decision on whether

'to ask for aid for the contra program?

A that would seen logical, in light of what vent

on before.

1

-2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

qgp.4--MfCDEWORD

Q So isn't it the case that as of I May the

decision on whether to solicit aid for the contra pro-ran

had not yet been made?

A That's possible, yes.

Q And finally let me show you the cable C-8945.

It is a cable from in to-and isn't it in this cable when the final

decision is communicated to

i t at the -- strike that. Let me try to do it

better.

Isn't it in this cable that the final decision

is made on whether to solicit aid froninfor

the contras?
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UNCLASSIFIED
1 A Yes. That would be a logical conclusion.

2 HR. LEON: Wbat's the date on that, Paul?

3 HR. BARBADOROi It's dated.l Hay 04.

4 BY HR. DARBADORO8 (Resuming)

5 Q But it's your testimony that when Dewey

6 Clarridge went to mo was under instructions
7 1to rise thepossibiity of obtaining d m

9 A Yes.

10 Q Who gave his those instructions?

11 A *Well, I think I was involved in that

12

13

14

is A

16

17

20

21

22 Q 1 want to pursue this issue of third country

23 funding with you a little bit further and I want to show

24 you a memorandum for the record from General Counsel

25 Sporkin, dated June 26, '84, and let's mark that as

P.4H~4Sf CODEWORDu tIASSI trf

-- , - - ,, 1, 1 ,,, -, , I- ---
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EXHIBzT DRC-24

Ii 32551 (JJ

NSCAICS CONTROL NO. 400867

COPY NO. - I OF5

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

Partially Declassified!* RcI1?s0c ii

% by 9, Regir, ~~~ .

Intglligncto Source a Methods Involved
NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION

Unauthoried OfowreSubgect toCnmfnal Sanions
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.10 September 13, 1984

c ,5o3
Ac":0o.

MEXORANDUM FOR RO39RT C. MCFARLANE

FROe: OLVER L.. ORT.

SUBJECTs HPSC!/SSCZ Hearings on U,S. Private Citizens
Support to the Nicaraguan Resistance Forces

This is in response to your note on the package-A- ...L
(SYSTEM It 90962). On Tuesday, September 1 (CZA),
Johnstone (State), and Sanche: (DOD) appeared i!~ri the SSCZ to
respond to thetr questions on the Santa Clara incident. On
Wednesay, September 12# Motley (State), Clarridge (CIA), and
Commodore Darby (DOD) appeared before the NSPCI on the same
issue.

Today the SSCI conducted its world-wide covert action review.
Clarridge appeared for the Latin America region. There were ho
significant questions about the two Americans killed on the
September 1 air raid at Santa Clara. There were, however,
several detailed questions/comeents about other activities in the
region. The summary below reflects input received from each of
the Administration participants.

S urr a r,:

-- Congressman HcCurdy quesloned Motley in djtjregardinq
'what the NSPG had decided to do about the ?" Motley
responded that NSPG meetings were not the purview of the
Compittee, but that the Committee should be aware, since

,j Lntelligende, that we were watching the
and that we are concerned about them.

Congressman rowlers in questioning Clarridge, delivered a
lengthy exposLtionanM stration was using the
delay in deployin as a means of
embarrassing the 0 E i tw that there was no
reason for delay and that there "had better not be* an
offensive just because the Administration failed to act.

f1*p4 In cp~ada tha w&I*,dLEL ULSL~fl3Zetha~t-

UNCLASS IFoI Sg?451'zvE

OADS

'I'd
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*0 iUNC AV5SJFI0
:otley was q , several members whe asked if it was
true that th i were indeed provtIdinq financial
ppda received similar questions

abou Both responded that it was
obvious deed ha.e significant finarcia:
support that this further limited our controls and that we
did not know where thirsu Wscominq from. Clarridge
specifically nt andsuh
largess, that
the support was - 4corngnfrom n vra s an ccunOt:iOs

received similar questions a A^nd

od the SSCi . He replied the
' ,dad some assistance to A DE and h

could be assisting the MD.

nt dmlallvdam a l f ' in
andd..ave

|is currently servicing ARDE arcra.t at
n return, Calero is providing

ion.~-i~~M-1 carbi.e .ounds tA
This ammunition L excess

*'"T*Ocp rovidnd !or the Mnsura

aing, asked Clarridgd
Clarrde responded hat

Leb dmnded that
you W&-Detor you will

be ain trouble with both sides ot a ....
replied ehas. hLComittees would be briefed before

Leahy indica ed that this would e_- '" gQN CLASSIFIED
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RECOMMENDATION

That you retain this summary ith the document at Tab I in the
event you receive furtJer queries.;

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab I - North Memo to MoFarlane (90962) of Sep 10, 1984

UNCLASSIFIED
mjlemfw SENSITIVE

75-938 - 88, 18
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WASHINGTON

S

September 18, 1984

MEMORANDUM FOR THE VICE PRESIDE. .

THROUGH: Admiral Murphy

FROM: Don Greggt 6

SUBJECT: Funding for the Contras

In response to your question, Dewey Clarridge supplied
the following information:

U.S. funds to the Contras have been cut off since
June of this year (official cutoff was June 1 --
final funds trickled out about the 15th).

Since then, the Contras have been getting funds
from other sources, probably private, not
governmental.

A very rough estimate would be that they have
received about $1.5 million. This is based on what
we know of the Contra purchases of gasoline,P ammunition, etc.

The Contras are doing well inside Nicaragua,
conducting effective small unit action
capturing enough ammunition to supply of
their needs.

T . Local support of the Contras is growing inside
-a Nicaragua. The Sandinistas are using artillery

.Lr against the Contras, but it is ineffective.

If a Continuing Resolution were passed by
Congress, it would contain $2W per month for aid
to the Contras. Dewey does not expect this to
ha ppen. He believes that any CR that is passed
will specifically probhbit funds to the Contras.

In his view, the Contras are doing what they wer 1  ]
supposed to do and there Is not as much need for
U.S. involvement.

-- It NCLASSIPFIED
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- They have put pressure on the Sandinistas.

- The Sandinistas are talking with us.

- The Smndinistas are planning an election.

- None of these things would have happened if the
Contras did not exist.

Dewey said that you may use the above in response to
questions about the Contras, although he would prefer that
no specific figure be mentioned regarding private support- to
the Contra groups.

cc: Philip Hughes

UNCLASSIFIED.
""K.
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National Security Cour
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NATIONAL SECURITY CO'.,NCFL

December 4, 1984

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR ROBERT C. MCFARL NE.N 1687
FROM: OLIVER L. NORTH

SUBJECT: Assistance for the Nicaraguan Resistance

In accord with prior un £sa . I t on Wednesday,
November Defense Attache, Embassy
of the iiion Sigur arranged the
lunch m at the osmol-V b and was present throughout.

As agreed, I explained toinour purpose in the
meeting was to clarify qu ilFl. . in Canada
regarding an arms transaction destine itn explained
that an intermediary had advised that ap ently made
a decision not to proceed with the C -or 9 ated arms sale.

-T his offer of urchase included 10 7 missile launchers
n lt, m 9tra 30 missiles, I training .

unW1 1 trcnguis

rofussed to be unaware of the Canadian transaction.tA~ the purchase was not really intended for use
rather for the Nicaraguan Resistance

F ce urt heint cted that the problem
appeared to be th mili tary officers who aregraduates of the As a consequence of
th a telo t to proceed sale showing

end user certificate, the Canadian arms dealer-r
arn 0 t discussions for a similar deliveryrai was advised that the FDN would prefer

have oter v oon as possible, since the Soviet H:NO-D
helicopters were being assembled as we spoke.

was further advised that Adolfo Cal ero he--sad ofM A 0 1igto commit to, a once

the Resistance Forces had succeeded. indic" d
a he d stood the message and ou con re

He observed, for the Kecord, that
inef fused to become involved, in any rVy,7F the

a irs of another country. I indicated that we fully
A appreciated this position and noted that it was too bad that the

Soviets, Bulgarians, and Cast Germans involved in Nicaragua did;not feel the same way.

Declassify: OADR
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Later that afternoon, MGEN Jack Singlaub (U.S. Army, Retired)
visited to advise of two meetings he had held early in the day
regarding support for the Resistance. Singlaub passed on the
following points

M1eetingwi JlS 3
The FDN is in urgent need of anti-aircraft weapons and other
crew-served weapons amunition (particularly 60 and 81m
mortar rounds). Units in the field are also in need of
large quantities of boots and clothing since the number of
ralliers has exceeded expectations by 2,000.

The Resistance Forces are also in urgent need of expertise
in maritime operations.

The USG is unaware of the Singlaub mission and q
this reaust based on his long friendship

Because of the law restricting USoinvolvement, 0
R mTcial can solicit on behalf the Resistance Forces.

if like to help, Singlaub can arrange a meeting
wit"X "C ero. If it is necessary for a USC official
to verify Calero's bona fides, this can be arranged.

-- re*men -with Calero, Singlaub advised since
turned down the earlier FON reques for

sis ance the Resistance
movement hal"prah O

The Resistance still is in reed of financial support,
munitions, and training, assistance.

-this was a 'considerably different
situa&on* than that which he had been aware of earlier.
While not comriittinq to support, he noted to at
this new information might make a difference j

SNCLAS
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This weeke nd, at the request of Sec. John Lehman, I mot tLPA 7
David Walker, a former British SAS officer who now heads two,.
companies (CMS and SALADIN) which provide professional security
services to foreign governments. Walker had been approached
several months ago, prior to initiating the current financial
arrangement for the FDN. In addition to the security services
provided by Y4S, this offshore (Jersey Islands) company also has
professional military Itrainers" available. Walker suggested
that he would be interested in establishing an arrangement with
the FDN for certain special operations expertise aimed
particularly at destroying HIND helicopters. Walker quite
accurately points out that the helicopter are more as il
destroyed on the ground than in the air

Unless otherwise directed, Walker will be introduced to aler
and efforts will be made to defray the cost of Walker's
operations from other than Calero's limited assets.

UNCLAS~H1EIJ
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Non-Log

3903
August S, 19864

MEMORANDUM FOR TUE RECORD

SUBJCTs Operations Sub-Group (08G) Terrorist Incident
Working Group (TIWG Meeting

The OSG met on Tuesday, August S from 130-2s45 p.m. with LTCOL
Ollie North, Ambassador Bob Oakley. Richard Armitage. LTGEN John
Noellering. Charlie Allen.,Dewy Clarridge, DuckRevell,_and
Craia 1Cvattending. The following topics Were discussed

Noptst T1-herewa -hiveld ifl te-f le steps
take on the remaining hostages. The discussion touched on thi
possbilityof Kuwaiti releasing the Da'w teen and the

Revell raised the concern nat we my m s .-----.....
with the President's policy of no negotiation and that it-vo
not be in our best interest.
-- .--------- .---- wat u...a . liev should be and whether we

should bargain for the hostages.

Moellering
hostages.
obligation
themout

asked whether the President felt pressure to get the
North responded that he has a personal sense of
and that the President had instructed North to get

=e,€assfy OADR "i...

J m ---MEMO,,
P 0.0 % f..10
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ideea Phone Call

I. Micheal Ledeen called to speak to you this morning
with what he teed a "Flash" for youto pass to OeWe . I
explained you were out of town until Tues. oight, but I was
your chief of staff - could I help? He hesitated for some long
mnts, then said no, held get the message to Oe•y another

way. S

2. DeWtys on TOYaIllwe*k, so
called back about an hour later .('Thi
wanting me to pass a message to Dewy
follows:

Ns flying
I tloyi-T95 (iOCaI time)

be having dinner in Framfs

rlsingly Ledeenike again').sae Was as

rtwill
other

nutiv Country-"w we n *re- a "-%n w O-the other one s?.-mW ay be more at the dinner,
but there will be at least these . " W

3. 1went down to EUR and talked to the C

4. it t o a while to et back tom,.IL he
did, he seeeda' - fused. He did not know
but said he would find out and handle all this with
le agreed that We/hewould have to move fast, because
we we down to a window of only a couple of Ilfrs. I l
to t rrrow to see what--if anything- -occulred.

• i t~lorow ln--o47 ed

U=kWFIED
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iik OWAS Zn the period May to August 1974p
collected nmrous references to Mr.art

, rn A ehran Iran# which indicated that this
gentlan was an Influentialet or in the

* Wu&CUa nO -maima A
be outlined as follow

aM timpl wund: Mr. Rakis is a 1956 gradu-
&14wit a 99 Gerog-Xrm alifornia Polytech. m. Kakia

considers himself a specialist in electronics, particularly
insofar as this area of technology relates to the problems
of military establishments and intelligence services.

b. Maital 8Stat Mr. Hakim is married and has two
children.-" f"chi ldren attend school in Switnerland.

c. Residences Mr. Nab. resides ofy in Gex,
France, but he also maIntflns a residencahran$
Iran. in addition, he Is a frequent vi the home
offices of Stanford Technology Corpora Logue
Avenue, Mountain View, Calfornia 94040 tion
Mr. Hakim spends a lot of time in Gene w land.

d. Commercial Structur I Mr.
nuber of comercia enterprises.
deal with potential exporb fr t!
represents himself as-the Presidn
national. Ltd.# 130 Soray, Av*nue,4

sVmo 7-g. ~jII~

Ki0

'I.

31/2
wiel

I
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nations he ldt 0 that be is the 3uropnMi.e for twe 9 od Technology Corporation
Ting address of P.0. SoX 52. 1211 Geneva,
land.

Oaf n 'a Mr. W1in has lot it be "on
ira-runt the process of selling the

I ity stem oftbo Stanford technology
4 to Iran. VtiS lin Integrated secaurmlity sys

within oauicatins* svuveilkM 1 a A

.As

a Its
Ira an purchs o Americn.wwwwJ. ..1 a resOn , w.

Hakia is casting about for Coptacts in the U.S. ad t with
o vher be can find a mutulity of Interest

. .. . . . . . I IIII I III I I II tt ,, I ,
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S
.- U.S

November 7, 1104

R.PNDUM Ian r 3lt5' C. NrAr1AhR i (
rams OlZV3 ",. 0OTn

SUIJ3¢l:

N6914

Clarifying WhoSaid What to Whom

mN Poindexter indicates that the director called you expressing
acon~rnt t £ad discussed With a Mr. Weore$ Calero,

N*dollars* eto. The following chronology may be
Ip t01 clarifying the situation.

M ondav. _ovembeI I (0,0_.-Calero called from n ii, using
appropriate one-tiae-paa, expressing grave conce.jbqt delivery
of NIZD-D helicopters at 91 sluff. me was very glstressed that
the Agency had not forewarned the M of the delivery and that by
the timr h learned of It from his own assets, it was too late to
position forces in an effort to interdict/destroy the helicopters.
It was obvious tht Calero was well aware of the threat the
11-24's pose to his forces in the field. Caoero indicated that
he was undertaking plans to tak omttheX 108sW and asked that
he be given all possible information on the location of the
helicopters. I told him 1 W"ld try to get the Information to
his.
Later this same evening, .kdElbrteb Ytchioi (iO for Latin
Americal and G=N Paul Gommsad asked thNOall .e had on US
location of the 8=0-04.

subsequent to this call, I Called Calero, again a ropriate
code# andadvised that the vtVOo had boon A

aa could 1 rol any assets on-scente. at v 5 ~POCalero suggested that e Go"to Washington to net with "1f,
few hours prior to departing on Wednesday (Noa 71 for Teguc'I agreed to met Calero here in Washington later in the
afternoon.

1l .I, assFw

"I

~iI
'iiIi!
U
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N 6915
5 d November 6 n w..n 1ew C dM icans orce • v.rplaced

called to provide additional informa on
ing the course of his call, he indiCated t fa

Calero was om-r
O Washington unexpectedly. othat Calero would be
meeting with me and Ln t Led to a.g discussed the
matter and agreed that would meet separately with Calero in
view of the Agency's de nation that Section 1066 of the CA
forbade the Agency from providing jn information or assistance
to the lno.

Colero and I met privately id-afternoon. During the meeting,
# r edv sod me that he had undertaken a plan to 'borrow aT-33, which would be used to strike the location where

0HINZDs trebeing assembled. se indicated that the T-33 would
be painted with Sandinista Air Vorce ma* inj aanthatthL

rcra w d probably have to land ao
on its return leg Caleraoe for ,ta""

InforMati nnthe location of the 5nuve and the Sandinista
anti-air defenses. We also discussed longer-range planning for a
Calero-Cruz coalition and the requirements for military
cooperation with the KISUMA in the seizure of Puerto Cabezas.

The meeting with Calera was terminated by the 5,00 p.m. CPPG and
Calero returned to ai on a 6:30 p.m. flight. After the CPPG#

•gain call - land asked for an olurther updates on thea as nd now n 0 ono the K1408. indicaued that he was
unable to mos ihClt on th duo to the short lead

assessment of the Resistance capabilities. I told him that I was
and that this was a fall out of the CPPG. I noted concern that
State was of the opinion that the Resistance had becomei*let *
ineffective since our funding had run out in May 1984.
shared my assessment that quite the opposite was true a W ,
the aes obviously had considerable outside support.
I askedif he wes aware of the source of the Resistance
fUntding5. 'told me no, that CIA had been trying to ine
this, but that it was obviously substantial. I told-"= that
it was important that the 0123 reflect the fact that there was
substantial outside support which ha._.ontinued for some months
and showed no signs of abating. &greed that this was the

X asked his if the dollar---so----a could be quantified.
respond they were spending at least $1 million per
I told that the SUZi should include this estimate.

~. NCA~I~iOEYES ON
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N 6916

D u r i n g th i h ..i .gu ! q o n * a up r i s d-3 f a o e' s p l an t .

ea - 33 for an on the U31o.
agreed witme tnat'this was a high-risk operation, butl
there did not seem to be any real alternative if the MDw were tosurvive. At the conclusion of our discussion, we briefly
reviewed the prospects for a liberOlimol._government in which Cruzand Calero would share authority.pand apecifically
agree that a"r discussion WOU14 sc fica
Wednesday, Wovember 7. Gai Paul Gorman called at 1200 to relay
now Information on"collection efforts for KIGs and the MIND
aircraft.

At 1300 Calero called from To cigalpa again, using appropriate
codes, and requestedan vaita information on the Kin1s andanti-air defense sindAcatod that
tasked om of his o lead insert a man int ot 0observ C o advised that-0 qu
dispatch phis p lot i n s soon as he received-.
intelligence on the W . i

At 1330 VADU R au.confi re ests we had made and tae
=odifications

At 134aIled to report additional londuran airspaceincursi. y a niuta helicopters in the vicinity of
Cerro la mole (southwest of Tegucigalpa) I again noted the need
for additional Intellig ,_flIg.jt NgJ fDs and that Calero was
moving to implement th s - 33 option.
Th roda November S.At 1445 AM Moreau delivery

ta-alecifi t defnss in the vicinity of ro

At no time did I discuss wi i financial arrangements for
the 7DY . At no time did I d "i atmott ero was attempting toattack the IGs. I specifically told C a4e rqwas
attmpting to oollect information on "We MI and
would pass this information to a-CIA agent it
was available.

affCOOIKMDON

That you authorize me to continue as planned with Calero.

Approve Disapprove

0 , Or 0'

UNGWS1F'IED EYES
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UNOLSSIFIED
NATIONAL SECLRITV COL'NCZL

SYSTEM IV'
NSC/CS-402003
Re-do

February 6, 19S

N 6917

ACTION

MZMOR.ANDUM FOR

FROM:
SUBJECTs

RODIRT C. MCrARL4Z

OLIVA L. MORTH

Nicaraguan Arms Shipments

That Nicaraguan mrahat Shlp# MQWIN3O, is nov in port at
Taichung, Taivan, where it Is unloading cargo, It is estimated
for departure on tomorrow 7R onrgu t m. Jacal

The sipme mld be seized ad the weapons delivered to
the PD9

-- the ship ould be sunke or

-- the shipment and t - parties Lnvolved therein eould-be.
made public as a meaK1iF'reventing the delivery. _

OADR UNLASIFIED

75-938 - 88 - 19
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5Oflsa&LVe nature Ox nor cargo.

If asked* Calero would be willing to finance the operation. He
does note however, have sufficient numbers of trained maritime
special operations personnel -a method of delivery for soizin

If such an operation were undertaken, it would be best to seize"
the vessel as it cleared the tast China Sea enroute to Nicatagua's
Pacific port at Corinto. Arrangements would have to be made for
removal of the cargo for further transfer to the FDN, since it is
unlikely that any of the other Central American states would
allow 1ONIIMNO to enter their harbors once she had been pirated.

If time does not permit a special operation to be launched,
Calero can quickly be provided with the maritime assets required
to sink the vessel before it can reach port at Corinto. He is in
contact with maritime operations experts and purveyors of
materiel necessary to conduct such an operation.

RECOMMENDATION

That yam autborse Calero to be provided with the information on
WONIH3O and approached on the matter of seizing or sinking the
ship.

Approve Disapprove.-

0"' ta&A. C- 4

/ /Z 4
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.0 JUN 5 CIRECOR 41S:77

.......... . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. ... .. ..

STAFF, I al 27, 3049
TO: IA

SUBJECT: LOGISTICS SUPPORT 0R

REF:

EYES

I1 I1 THIS IS TO ADVISE HT RF MISnI LNG

UVC~VWT~ttV~AVWUIKUCT ION ANO
AUY1ITT I N 'T F WHAT APPEARS TOIN CLEAR VIOLATION OF
THE LAW. ILL ALSO HAVE TO PAK[ ACTION THROUGH THE

EMBASSY I THIS WILL SEJOONEIWITH ALL OUE REGARD
FOR SOURCE I NANO OPERATIONAL SICUR TY. IT IS
IMPERATIVE THA WITHIN SECURITY(CO STINTS. CONFIRM

THAT AMAO WAS IN PPLIEO AND IS Oa.03S. ORIGIN. PLS
BRIEF CHARGE ON F INFO AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. Y By TUAL
AGREEMENT W I T SMOULD44EESTRICE O TO
CHARGE AND TMO w WITM LA. fttANEDTO-KNCW.

2jj~k n~J~ A DRV.HUM . _.LL.=L ET.>
REL: C/LA. jCL SY

ENO OF MESSAGE
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-11
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ExmBI C/CA

UNCLASSIFIED "Iundap tioazt of j O u- 'by B. Rap, Kmuo u; 1wty Camn.

841 F0R YOU LIES ONLY August 25, 1958

FROM: TC

SUBJECT: Auust 19, 1985 Trip

Itinerary: Ausust 19
20
21
22
23

ow Orleans
- re OFlens-WashLngton

Meeting vith Ben and Johnny

This took place in ton's office and in attendance were liid Johnny. Very cordial
meetLng with the emphasis on 411 b.eIp24lo bsu Two sites
were discussed, but the decisiE'1% ma& to use jus one, as'there would be less
chance of discovery.

- presently waiting for the ne s e American so -Taormamiom
on hima beiound out and he can be approached by a company wishing to rent
the land for a year with the option to buy. A guess is the cost will run betveen
$10,000 and $20,000 for a year.

The cover for the operation is a company, owned by a few "crazy" gringos, wanting
to lease the land for agricultural experimental ii end for running cattle. A company
is in the process of being foymud. it might be a good idea to have it be a
Panamanian Company with bealir shares, this way no names appear as owners. The
gringos will own two planes, registered to the company and duely registered in
the country in question. Cattle will be purchased as will some farming equipment
and some land plowed.

The main house will be vacated and
used by the Gringneit VIIIo-5u y nationals, although
this vas not extensively discussed. will provide a cook, the peones
to work the fare, and security.

A number of improvements will need to be made to the property. They Include:

e
5

o
o
o
o
C

Building a airstrip next to the maIm house
Putting in gas storage tanks'by the house and a hangar and maintenance shed
Building a road usable by 4 wheel drive to the 2nd site, about 10,000 meters
Leveling and grading a second strip, about 500 meters
Drilling a veil by this site
building storage facilities
Clearing a road to the beach

Once the nev tri c i ls feted it will be designated a military sone and will
be guarded The cover is it viii be being used for mortar
and rifle p itt . iire areio houses or faes nearby and-the strip is right
off the water and in a draw between two ridge lines, so it is well out of sight.

EIIPL QQICIEn

ITO:

!

!

I

4 1.34
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UNCLASSIFIED
a'
August 25, 195
rale 2

initial costs for the project includes

a construction costs
a Purchase of at least two vehicles, both 4 wheel drive, a
a Cost of land, cattle and farainj equipment
0 teahisin the company, lawyers and registatiom-cos a
0 coots; should not be too high
0 Wa t~or arian08

- Air s (Spani s speaking)
- 2 pilots

Loidmaetor/packer/rigger

Civil en~snr to oversee construction of the strips
0 Registration of tvo planes in country
0 Fuel

Reguireents in the States for the project:

C

C
C

C

C

truck and pickup

I

Form company
Off shore bank account
Contact and negotiate with present owner
Budget project
Contract personnel - A.

Next trip to the country should be with a civil engineer a officer to
begin the project with site survey, follow-tup meeting wit h transfer
of thd property, establish company, begin construction.

The time table will depend on how quick the company is formed and personnel con-
tracted.

The rest of the meeting was spent disc%ssing the move of forces away from the border
area. They want this done as soon as possible. They might be willing to help
faciLir-49A the move by providing trucks to take the people to a jumping off point.
Johnny was more in front then his boss. It was left chat they would be kept informed.

They were contested with a base reported to be some 10 to 15 klics inside. If it
was still there this weekend it was to be raided.

It was a very positive meting and they want to work with us, but there are obvious
concerns. The biggest on both sides is how long the operation will remain covert.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

-August 25, 1965
Page 3

meeting w i~

On the evening of the 21aL mt wAt at the request 0of ~ i followed
our previous meeting and hou Iht CU reinforce the need fand his
boys to move quickly. A nunar of issues ver, covered and as we alre'M T scussed
them I will just briefly mention the significant points.

The Move: On Friday a decision vjLSppoeed to be re a toow best
to carry out moving the approximately people and somesupplies.
The only two viable options ace either :

Once a plan is finalized it villa take a period of time to Set up the logistics.
Earliest possible time for a juMp off is Probably at leastlO to 14 days. Even
then it is pushing it the way these people operate.

There is resistance against the move, *$ecip ally by and his staff. They
will drag their feet as long as possible. They Co*plq R"ey don't know the area.

they will have to be supplied wich the following:

withi Sayse th r

and hi people and jol:
his territory.

Pstot,& I to loin his and work
re Out to sc4tlW TF'should protect himself

He reminded e goes inside he goes into

believes Pastors is finished. His People in the field only talk to his on
t radio in hopes he will beable to supply them with amo or whatever.

HumanRights Violation: The internal invesratiogandid order
the torture and the ultimate execution, *it was decide 6ohat
punishment he deserves and was supposed to decide by Friday. He gav
indications ifn is forced out of the ovemnt he may choose to teiS. If
this is the case, r. tw hole movement better off. If1 ecides on this
course of action, it was suggested to he W ho and o imediately
to get a jump on the press.

eM It is thought the organisation may be receiving as much as $50,000
a month for expenses and travel; most probably ftr o N i A
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August 25, 1985
Page 4

MajoV things he is concerned about include:

I flew to New Orleans and spent about 6 hours wit m Thursday night. I
brought him as up to date as possible and answered 1 scsions as best as possible.

His concerns weretwhat was going to be the CR's stand, would his financial situation
be taken care of, and deep down he was subtly asking if he had what it will take,
or was he walking into a no-win situation. I think this is his biggest concern;
that is why I promised he would have a gringo by his side to advise him and provide
him with as much help as possible.

If he decides, he would like someone to call or visit his boss to explain the situ-
ation as he believes he owes him a great deal, including an explanation.

His decision is due on Monday, August 26.

%ejRsslf IE5
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-14

wvL#.a:lRFIED

september 20, 19S

padtiaIkv Dclawsife'/Relfam! 'cn Umai d.

Under povism in f E-( 12AI

by B. Roger, Naz-onit. SudiCmaneil

oear fix,
AFTER AV-::NG THIS LETTER PLEASE DESTROY IT. You may keep the

photoqaphS.

within the next 15 days, the Unified Nicaraguan OppOsitiovJUNO)/

Nicaraguan Democratic Force (FON) 
air arm will commence

operations with two new types of aircraft the C-7, CARIBOU and

the M-740, MAULE STOL (see enclosures). These aircraft will be

used for air drop/aerial resupplrit@ units inside Nicaragua.

Two contract C-7s are scheduled to arrive in mon or about

October 10. InitiallY the aircraft will be W ro.S.

citizens who are employees of the firm contracted to provide

delivery services for the TON. It is intended that these

aircraft will operate primarily at night, performing paradrops to

units deep inside. Nicaraguan aircrews will be trained to fly

these missions as soon as possible.

The resistance has also purchased a number of new MAULaE aircraft

shown in the enclosed photograph. These STOL a/c will be used

for day and night short-haul missions to include MEDEVAC and

aerial resupplY. Each aircraft comes with a spare parts package

and a maintenance line has been established. Two aircraft have

already been delivered. V re will follow. All will be flown by

Nicaraguan pilots or other Latin Americans -- not U.S. citizens.

ventuath types of aircr 
lalso o rate in or

the front from fields Neither

or ave adequate site ormaintaining these air

The only location which provides sufficient OPS&C, ramp s aan

occasional hangar tine for servicinq these aircraft is atm

Since this is a completely compartmented operations being handled

by the resistance, you are 
the only person 

W n.l

e s aircraft with
both have a high regard or y

a u y nmeI with either of them but no

others. Yo ustsatwadrr1ing
keep knowledge of this pojoec( T • ---ho is not working

with our people.

Would you, therefore, apprOa
the following propOsals

-- Service spce for one C- e. a .e day a week basis.A

representative of the C-7 contractor gill e sure that all

parts and mainterince items are 
de dtL, oN seorv.L

technicians (thred) as needed. HO p arts or

maintenance will be required. -

UNCLASSIFIED (8455i)
wwmm4
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2 UNCLASSIFIED

Sv- aCe for occasional AULE maintenance with parts

nd lies handled the same as above. Again, no S4. ,.

parts or labor will be required.

-- This plan requires A discrete use o thlW in pace

',d no use of Mi Wi and/or Agency funds,
d/et personnel. The contractor will guarantee discretion.

Ple , advised st. t inccptance of this

proposal. if n n ree, a representative of the
maintenance co ac il r and seek you out. He will
identify himself as coming from Mr. Green.

Warm regards, hope all is well with you. We hear nothing but
good reports about your work. Keep it up. Vaya con Diost

Mr. Felix Rodriguez
215 N.E. 114th Street
North Miami, FL 33161

UNCLASSIFIED
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CARIBOU
C-7

Manufacturers
Power Plants
Crewt

Passengers:
Payload:

Cruising Speeds
T.O. Runt
Landing Runt
Ranger

Costat

2 Pilots$ loadmaster
37 Troops
9,704 lbs.
150 kts (ma.)
950 ft.
1.556 ft.
1716 nm
$731./flt. hr.

IUNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-15
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Octoar 1, Ila$S

S ub3et: summary .usq on AA0., 1rrently In dra f n
Meoassyi

to:oOuen"Ing Calu44d y secure pnonottm
"hey 4&sned to toad tne text of _

a a ced aroafter nqtny discussIns aon
On CAS luoject c AO's Interface
a osnmary of tne text, wn&CA nel pan

-- n0 wire 4IACT :.nmediato around S:OU pa Oct..I

SueRMArY of test

E sbA$$y urgently nee lIL..5dancO on fow to diSCuss .HAO
wit 4 UnfoctunatelyV " visit as raised mote
questE nthan provided answCe.

It is essential thia tct l or funds for UNO/FDN o
provided to enom

Halisantisthnat local suppliers nave
extend.dwootn of credit to F3N in food and
C oinq. p snave not yet oeon paid, t. ny lave
stopped j. .g credits and as a reult. NO/FON tcOOPs sppI10,
tn.roug ein: j ttinq only one ooas per day of **ins in
rice.

n M oa9sy view, quickest and nost efficient ay o1
resolving tnia prooles is to pay off_. supplers SO :ley
once again extend credit. owevec,i-n tinot allow tI
payment of*suppliers to taco place _ (_ 4ac "east 'ot .,
USC representatives).

thinks tAIS coqlJ easily oe acconplisned ny N 5 stO. .*Inl4
CrvolvLngl sank account for UNO/?Dtz J MHAO wold pay i&., O
replenish the account as receipts Co e in snodin4 nov
disoursenents nave o**n made. :hi5 system vo4; 3 so no
COnl50299AL4 o painq Stateside sjppliets.

Massy also aeleves tnat a V C of supp;es
UNO/fMN should take police outside f3or ,a.cp., . .
Orloans.

U NCOLASSNIFEO---
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The oassy aesq4ge ten
vhereoy r o snipe dtcectly tnt

4. ezLat n5 uyg eno.

ggests t n~atNO/FAAN s oold e tsltn in if(.:e
in so it€o-ild plog itotno.Sv lA Pp1j Me*.and tnen e-tr4nsport oy air fro

EMoassy then noto$ Matitto I important that thC tntegre,
of tne NHAO oe safeluacded, and Conqcoeeaonal concerns
sattsfied.

Ealcassy tnen expresses stcong a C:A ass.-e
all monitoring and veritying dutle E[oassy
pt*teu not to nave any NHAO personnel te emoassy jn~ess
4soltoly necessary. in vnicn ease one Qn might oe placed ti
tne Political Section.

Embassy conclidee message oy £x iclently toer t-.*
in tructions on nov wto proceed '4ti

ueoltng comnents

After read test of Jraft teieqrar -A-0
Oh phone aNd em lng cOmnteed as !Ollov$ tout V s 34os :

1. Concept of revolving fjnd, oy dnicit NHAO trtnsfer"r s.s
UNO/rON, presents verification pOOles as41 en. IS
presentational prooles vis-a-visCtAe Congress.

2. shIl may be satissfied with exsingq sppilj j~
still iae Vrooiens: ON is ooliledto accept e*sys Ann a3.-.
and Indlins are ( Crtz1 (and nave so told as~nn4om

UNCLASSIFIED
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Se~4258

conotituota e caLeC s t yaerets4000Y 1l

1. Vat of CIAa4 l 00agent t fot m1QtRi0g 0 *fd wil:atift

purposes st nOt acceptaole eC4us it vou p.)P NNAO '3
Congressional CrLtiCs.

After tuc-.e Conversationt wit
Seemed tO agete at t sr:- A mdi ,iaT I-TY-- - ' "
tnOugn tnsy are not sure nether lL ditto, -3*

a. W$ in 4PPieca nave statfoo
4 o *AMR aCCoJftt.

It would le accepti or for N AO po pay it ..
way Oft accommnodating cdlccot U140/1010 Ad5oo%

4 ~6- t

nov trying to get tanes ot oalks and 0accoun't04 c ior e&

aipplier, so de can rove rapidly o 0 A ,o-. :M ll

greatly olive oCe current credit cufclm- At FON is

sutftng. nis a4raneaont would also ooI14te tna need for a

revolving fund.

0. greed that it mignx e postlOl for t e 11SS

to n V A0 p NEAO ptronlt onf tn £ lY Staf hi. lt 6
to or ould want thn assigne oiO91 tiet nrcsal

asslignInt systn . lid tney would nhave to 9lv A

P o l i ti c a l / t f ge e o f fi c e r , a 
f u ct io n tn o t 40 1d a l l o y t " e :

plaudtoly get out and around to do ooal hoCR. :n act, t-11

old *e serving NNAO needls, n ka t I * were leftOver,

tney cold assist te emoass?. in"Iit CIe the 1i0ea01

C sCit ins temporary ttroole.floomes 
JISitLi

on NAO usitSSo

oueaning ure mto incorporate " eso futt: ;)tr~m'

into tne Message cooln . Ome I-ass 1131 i&.aso -Ot:

tnat ne would no*pasing tie 34stsafce of ' 0 draft -3 An

inter-agency meeting at I:)O pm Oct. , *-t nam :e tr ?

would study the vessai* ti detail .s :eceiVt. imd

respond 4S quic~ly as possIolo.

awDuomling 10/l/iS

Uocuaent 649C L-iAAA/C F E

UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-16

4S $365211 ASO PAGE 1
.-.. . .... TOT: DEC !s DIRECTOR 65921

.-.............................

TO: INT, " S

SUBJECT: DECISION NOT TO PROCEED WITH HAO FIGTS
I! WILLIt ADVISED IN OPERATE CABLE ThATDIr(lI '.A M TAKIM N yATwyT rlfeulas.

DISCUSSING PLANS FOR ALTERNATIVE RESUPP
ATE TRAFFIC EARLY NEXT WEEK.

S. NO FILE. DOf L RV N 4-12.
--OM-C/ACATF AD#REL:- CL I
EJ-OrAESSAGE - SECRET

Partia!lv Declassified/ReleaUi t..'-od..-A "
under p~ovis:-n' of [.01 2"56

by B. Reger, Na~ionza ; ecurit, Council

_ul n

ALL SECRET.
C/LACATF

LY

* .~*308572

AtA A.L
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EXHIBrr C/CATF-18

(

6 9e4,219o0. 0" o PAGE 000? 84 90l &"4 TOR: O FEB 86

O4101 .EB6STAFF .,'g '

CI e3

TOI IMMEDIATE OIRECTR. a::on-.! SecuriL iunil

SUBJECT: END HMF SILENCE v3"

REF:s

R , REF ASKE FOR UPOATf ASPECTS OF
jHINGTON NEGOTIATOR NV NHAO/UNO-FOD ,A Br

AVAILABLE HERE BY 008 THIS MORNING, 7 E ARY. NOTHING ARRIVED.
GIVEN THAT TWO WEEKS HAVE PASSED SINCE-T AWFUL MIX-UP ON THIS
SUBJECT AT HOS, WITH SLOPPY REPERCUSSI V-S EREt OC NOT FEEL OUR
REOUEST FOR A TIMELY RESPONSE WAS UNREASON BLE.

2. MINUTES AGO-A CA T ITH STORY THAT
VCAR IUNHU-1-AIRCRAFT ONT FATED SUPPLY RUN TO

LANDING YESTERDAY, a FEBRUARYt ON

,OR ISATD"WIS SOURCE WAS FELIX
(OORIGUES-WHO APPARENTLYHUIEEN COORO IN jJJ ALL OF THIS WITH
)LLIE NORTH (ONE SUPPOSES ON OPEN PHONE) H AD TO SAY, HONESTLY,
r'HATY ,NOTHING OF THIS CARIBOU AND IN HAD NOT HEARD ANYThIN
;RO ON THIS SUBJECT FQR TWO WEEKS,

KNWEG-W F$AC V NM 1A11 RODRIGUES IS S

4. WHAT I $ GOING ON BACK THERE?

S. NC FILF. OECL OADR ORV HUH 4-82 ALL SECRET.,

CNO OF MESSAGE SECRET." -' . .'.

ta:

vND 0! MESSAGE SECRET
0$ TEMPCRARY WORKING COPY - DESTROY AFTER USE *am 4sp UNCLASSIFIED.

-90 6 . ' . " ,c &PR 19PI
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-19

JN ,LASSIFiED

66 991111 gSAr WRWrM46
TO:I I~~

MT: 86 DIRETR 746773

SUBJECTs STAT'OF MlHO L.100

RW:

1. ' ,Y A aARA 2 ,..LIM
25 FEI. L-100 AIRCWF VILL NOT KA
AFTERNOM Of HONDA! 24 M. IT VILL P
E LOADED FOR A 25 FEB DEPARTURE2T

ON 25 Ml.

2.Pr, 6 CPJEQtY T YOU C~
-FAJtA 6 8CARO FOR LOADING¢ Q

E 3-OP FOR TUES

to N ORONi TO
PARA 2 SCMUL

3. RE 38PARAL 4 NHAORESTRICTIONS Ol 10 PER CNT LETAL
MATERIEM DOES NOT PRESOIT A MARKET ATHORITY TO SIP 10
PERCENTLERHAL MATUM41 NHAO FLIGITS. NORMALLY HEDC.6
WHIQI IS CONTRCT= N*ORAT! Wo/FDVOR THE c-47 WHICH is OWNE
BY I VU.L OVL L T O WEDF ORMOVE oE NTOFLETHAL
MATERIELSBY 5 AIR. AS STATED IN R IPAR4 T PERCENT
CAN BE JUST! IED 31BYHAW UPIT I13IHPRASM.&LEDANGEROUS TO
SHIP LETHAL MAEIKIt OTHER MEANS. IAICIPAES
moviNG LETHAL maiTILVIA NHO CONRACTA RFPRIOR
APPROVAL FROM NKAO VILL NAVE TO BE OBTAINED

I# virv oFrNHo's STRO n EIWGS ON CARRYING LSTHAL
MATERIEL ULSSA93OLUMUT NECESSAR! TJ~ O LOAD
PERCENT LETHAL ON 25 FM L-100 FLI f

4. PER REFr APAR3MA DMO M1 -' TO A0 C-
FLIGh"tS. tTHE C-7 VILL INITIALLY KAVE - E ,

I

,! , ,

~).-

~

Ptlt PARA 6 RICr AVITH UVOITON
1200 MRSAW
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le 10?: 2m ft 2 4 773

FORlt J Tl 1 S INSIDE
18LI Tsoor rS0oAI,2ORON om NN

S A? A LATER DATE FOR MISS 1000 IIISIDE NICARAGUA.
,PREINT ?INCwoACANowLPATFORM C 8832

IO 11 OWON-LETHAL SPPLIES.
LOR VE THE C-7 AIRCRAFTNov A?

RI OUT PARA A AROVE "9 TpiION.
RTOR TO MOVEI N TIE C-7 00 M

6. MON C0t',ETION OF 2SEM MISSION NHAO VILL USE L-IO0
in No Stnmm Lt- a AT NEW OR.. E R= D IEZDICAL SPIES AT

N T l t V U L ,,PV , U M X 3 A IO.) vo TnM'J o
LIES AND OPMUL CANMK O
DAY D9F ON AIRCAFT AM
liifFLIMMTS TWIL ALL

" TENORAR WORKING CQYP -- DESTROY AFTER US G
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ExHIBr C/CATF-20

UNCLSSIF:ED
N1% 147000 N1.

DCKK $s1vlxs

Ht. PAS&IK. Kow. six, was that million varied out with

the C-7?

Mr. DUTTO. yes, it was, and It was suOOessiul.

FI. BALM. Now many missions In auly and august,

Suooessful missions* were you able to conduct Inside of

Xioatagna to the southern forces? I take it you testified

earlier that the southern foxo was your main oonoegn in

texas of getting armaments and supplies to them.

Mr. DUTTOX. Yes, they were our priarty concern. Me

continued to help the north on a regular basis mostly with

the C-70 but our oritloal part of the operation was getting

the southern ioroe to be a viable foro*.

mr. DALLEN.

to oonduot with

knowledge?

Mr. DUTTOX.

mr. IALLIN.

Mr. DUTTON,

Mr. ALLIN.

mr. DUTTON.

7 mission.

Mr. ILLIN.

Low many suooessful operations were you able

southern iozoes In July and August, to your

To my knowledge, we only had one.

Vhy was that?

Well , why were we successful or why--

Why didn't you have moe?

Our successful mission was a repeat of the C

That wasa refueling that again Colonel Xort

obtained peralssion fot?

Mr. DVTTO., That is corret. ror the C-123 mission. ,we

IIM.I ASIFIFVI

NA112

096

097

.99

9O64

901

902

903

904

90S

907

900

909

910

911

912

913

914

915

916

917

918

919

920

t
I
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XAM93 MIX147000 ?Act 42

921 flew a number of missions. wewuld s U asageenets with

92 a te ouateet the dozes that we we. to drep to, we would

9 t nstzvotions bekthat they would have three bonfixes,

924 -In some nases they would even give us a pattern that they

925 weze going to be laid out In, we had zadlo frequencies that

926 we were going to be able to talk to the gound force and if

927 we had to be a little oif they oould troa kus zight over

928 their heads. These weze all conduoted as night missions.

929 We would fly then--theseo by the way, age long missions.

930 We axe talking seven hour, six and seven houx missions--get

931 down to the drop zone area, thete would be-no fixes, they

932 would fly all over the ate& trying to make radio contact.

933 there would be no Xadio contact and It would have been

934 rather wasteful Just to throw the load out Into a txiPkt

935 canopy Jungle, so we brought the load home.

936 Mg. IALLEN. You mentioned earlier that you were looking

937 fox another C-123 airoxaft and that you wexe having--the

938 other C-123 aixcxaft involved was in an ocident.

939 Was that one of the seasons that you wexe having problems

940 delivering to the southern foxes because of the disability

941 of the C-123 that you had?

942 M. DUTTOX. That was part of oux problem. We had

943 maintenance problems with the aixoxaft but when you have

944 only that is going to be past of it.

945 Anothex part was we wexe unable to get weather infoxnatiol

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED PA.6
1462 would be there and talk to us on the radio, i in tsct we

11443 Sound the drop none, and we were certain 1O It, we would

1461 make the drop on the gone, and intorm the ground foxes$ that

1405 the load was there tot them to pick up.

146 Onoe the y glled leek to sands aid that# yese In fact

1467 they had found tk loado we would know that they knew what*

1486 that drop gone W", SAd w 8 o00ld e mtiIAO to drop Without

1489 ever ordiasting With them.,

1490 All we had to do wee go in, mete the drop, alM and

1491 say, 'There is mother lead on tts drop none, where do you

1492 want the next loade''

1493 Is. SAILEX. Why was this new system devised?

4914 r. DUTTON. Because we had--sinoe we were unable to mak

1495 contact with the troops on the ground, they seemed to. be

1496 having a very difficult time being able to tell exactly

1497 where they were, they would pass US ooordinates, we would

1498 fly over the coordinates and they would say WO are 10 miles

1499 to the south of them.

1S00 N. BALLEN. The~e are the southern Sorces again?

IS01 Mr. OUTTOX. Yes, It was.

1502 Kr. SAILLE. Mow, did Colonel North approve this new

1S03 method of sir drops to the south?

IS04 Mr. VUTTOX. Yes, he did.

1SOS fr. SAILRL. Uh&t were yeu air dropping at that time?

1506 Mr. UD ON. Rnitioau, azmdes, medicine. would

UNCLASSIFIED
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' M X 47000 UNCLASSIF"" . tl. GS
1.50.) 01mAl. OWhat were the need of the various ooanandantes,

1508 "in.we Set Into the operation, he would nae pretty

1509 slK" &at he wanted on any particular drop none# and we

1510 would *have the loads acoozdingly.

1511 Mr. BALLIN. Colonel Dutton--Mr. Chairman, now would be an

1512 appropriate time to take a reca$s.

IS13 Chairman NAMILTON. The committees will take a 10-minute

I514 recess.

1515 [Recess.]

1516 Chairman NAKILTOX. The committees will resume their

1517 sitting.

1518 pr. Ballen, you may continue.

1519 Mr. BALLIX. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

IS20 When you were last testifying. Colonel Dutton, you.were

IS21 referring to your meeting with Steele and the new system

1522 that you, North had approved for air dropping munitions to

1523 the contra forces in late August.

1324 Did this enable the number of air drops inside Nicaragua

1525 to increase by your organization

1526 Mr. DUTTOX. Starting on about--well, just before I went

1527 down, so starting in the beginning of September, we were

IS28 able to refine this particular method of delivery, and in

1529 September, we became very successful as faz as flying

1530 resupplies to the southern fore.

1531 Mr. BALLIX. Did you, in fact, travel down in September?

UNCLASSIFIED
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X.HAKl I47000 UNCLASSIFE E, 0 62
1746 1fT$ STSIX

1747 DCiNK GASSXA?

1740 111,00 a-m*l

1749

1750 mt. ALEIX. Colonel Dutton, what was the ol of the CIA

1751 In your Seteabe: ogeratlens?

1752 N. DUTTON. 2thIb I lSeptab*X--X *at say that IteU

1753 that suo different than at ay time. as ozitioal to

17S4 us throughout the opezatlon, and esaalned involved with

17S5 us throughout the operation. It other times, we would try

1756 to enlist i who was In another

1757 neighboring country. And he was not helpful sometimes.

175 In September, he wasn oe helpful to us than he had been

1759 before. We got a little note assistance fros his as fat as

1760 intelligence, but nothing of any great significance.

1761 mt. SALLEx. e&et m ask you this question' Could your

1762 suooessful missions in airdrops to the Southern Tzont in

1763 Septenbe:, oould those have been aooomplished without

1764 assistaAat"

1765 Mr. DUTTON. No way.

1766 Mt. &ALLEK. Xow. Sir# what was the purpose of your

1767 ioreased airdrops In September?

1761 Nt. DUTTON. I think the first--rathes than a purpose, it

1769 was a result. The faot that we had finally found a way that

1770 we could do It, we had the munitions to be delivered, we had

UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-21

s o 023 068 5 AS A P A 8 r..2O J
. . . . . .T O T s I. . .A R 6 6. . O. N .C T O R 7 S 0O. . .

-a.......................................

SUISJICT: NAC-UNO/FARN REOU": C i" '.TAU SUPPL 'S ROPEU N O / F O N. ...

NOTEEF P .At P TO EXPCOITE AMUNITION RESUPPLY FOR
A FORCES. 9S VIEWS THIS AS

VPO "I XP, FORoCES. . AMMUNITION OROP CANIt MAOI WITH T Uo/1oN AIRCRAFT IT L66 A LONG WAY TOWARD
P&O/OTIM6 UO/FON/FARM UNITY.

2. M.SUST TMIS 00 SM"" 00 PME UP
THE OEVILOPRENT Of MAC ¢FVORU1A"A4PPRtOPR IATE .. ,,

3. FILE:inECLOOAOREVHUM 4-812. ALLSEC001C -&//COORO:
RE;CA/CATF

I N's"

3,4

Partialiv Decassiied/iele3ste.0
iner ; -ovis. )". ,*j
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-22
lill ~ I lLIlillI.LV.UN ASSIFED
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ExHMBT C/CATF-23

UnIal0SIED,

S.ant 3/2416 1100

241SO0Z Har 86. Ralph should havy held discussions vith M by
now re L-100 drop to 3lackies troops. If you have lined up. Rob

Owen to go to on the L-l00, ueest yod cal

and ensure he does a:1 possible get load released from

-- also emphasize we ought to drop something besides 7.62, e.g.,

grenades, medical supplies, etc. I will be at oof ff.:*

for next three hours. Regards, Dick. BT

%J aw

4.1
k * 

- - . , %Ah.4

Psktlativ Decassified /Rea
unerpiovis"Pre -',frI*.'J
b'e. Rrp&', IN.Or. S3ecuit, " NJi

.......

UIIWJWAI

'I

it
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UINLA3IT ED
.2's 3/27/86 1130 rs. -

Part 1: 271S55 ZMar 86. L-100 is returning to MIA f

Apparently, Rob and you are trying to work up clean out of-ut L-100 must come home. Toom many cooks in this
broth and Gadd and Sat very unhappy. Ralph talked to Romano at

no sure which -- yesterday at 1400L.
Romano said FON totally unaware of any agreement to send anything

to Ilackies troops. FON needs all its stuff for itself. This

e mess is result of incompetence on CIA part or worse.

:o. 'ues to express surprise. Meanwhile, my ability to sell
thi. cype MS1H continues to erode because of lack c!

professionalism. This cannot be totally attributed to recent ,
ombat since claims deal we put together long ago. %,

under provision# of E.O, 12256I J
by 8. Reger, .a:ionz, , ecurty Council
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EXHIBITC/CATF-24

3tuw
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-25

8-047 POV 1 78048--------% W --- -- ---------- ........ ..-............
•.,-.,.-,R 86 STA- UNCLASSIFIED

CITE

TM: VWDIATE DIRtCTOR IJF

S ILJE: Ro=[TFOR CO RS/FLIG(T P

I. ACTOI REUIRED: SEE B.EOW.

2. LfNOIFAJW I3 EXPECTING A RES P Or-Lm&

J3MO TO THE MACS DURING THE WEEK RIL. NACS ADVISED

COORDINATE NCRGU Mm:ICr
I5SM )DULED TO " IARACUT CONTXT

IT IS MM ED TUAT 90P IDh V MIGHT PATH FOR

UM IT V . *M TUIS DZ IS LOCATED SEVERALKILIOMETERS

FROM AND SLIQKLT SOUTH OP T)E DX USED DURING THE MON-LETHAL

6 sAROI DROP. PLEASE ADVISE PRIOR TO 00S83 APRIL. (7
3. F ILE: DCC. OADR DRY MU 4-82.

EWD OfKESS~d

OND or a-WAGE
STDOFL

IN 3 cotr

tRY WORKING COP! -- DESTROY WATER

UNCLASSIFIED
REVIEWED FOR RELEASE
nArT II AY 1t%?
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UACL AIssiF:E

TO 9 co , Z 0$1173,

"SbAPR 86 STAFF

CITER T O [

TO: FLASH4 DIRECTOR INFO 1IM E DIATE

SUSJECTI REQUEST FOR INTELLIGICC UPOATE

REFi DIRECTOR 517901

1, UNO/SOUTH FORCES ARC & TING A LETHAL RESUPPLY AIROROP
AT 0030 HOURS LOCAL it APRIL, UT we ODISE ANY
INTELLIGENCE AVAILABLE WHICH Em EFFECT OROP PER REF FLIGHT
PATH INFORMATION. REQUEST REMPONE SY 1700 HOURS LOCAL THS
DATE*

2. FILE: IC OAOR ORY HUM 4w82,

(40 OF MESSAGE

0

MwADf upLAwu

&a 4,64 A& e
UNh i.v

-'.. :.
. 100

rcii
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-26
4,.

( . UNCLASSIFIED
The unit to which WO Wanted to drop in the southern quadrant ,e
Nicaragua is in desperte need of ordnance resupply. We had

planned :o do a material drop from the supplies we are bringinq

into but the units - headed by

cannot wait. Have therefore developed an alternative

plan which i has been briefed on and in which he concurs.

The L-100 which flies from flto o n Wednesday should

terminate Le's MflIO mission on arrival atm At that

point it should load the supplies at which - theorett:a'.-.

is assembling today at - and take them to

These items should then be transloaded to the C-123

after being properly rigged. On any night between Wednesday,

Apr 9. and Friday, Apr 11 these supplies ;hould be dropped by

the C-123 in the vicinity of V

The A/C shd penetrate Nicaragua across the Atlantic.

Coast shouth of Call signs freqs and zone marking

light diagram to be provided to Ralph at by the new

UNO Sur operator we are taking care of. Hope we can make this -,

happen the right way this time. If we are ever going to take

the pressure off the northern front we have got to get this

drop in - quickly. Please make sure that this is retransmitted

via this channel toM Ralph, Sat and Steele. owen already

briefed and prepared to go wl the L-lO0 out of 3 if this will

help. Please advise soonest.

Warm regards,

Goods

ST UNCLASSIFKE E
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739A Wt

UNCLASSIFIED
082330Z Apr86. CIA and Goode report in troops in south in

desperate fix. TJerefore. s supposed to arrange for a

load to come fro Io Via L106 tomorrow afternoon.

This is to include chutes and other drop gear. Notify Steele

we intend to drop tomorrow nite or more likely Thurs nits.

Commo man is coming via commercial tomorrow with gear necessary

to put our HF network on air. Meanwhile, contactW iasthis

machine and get latest on D: coordinates and the other data I

qave you the format for. Pls start coordination now. I want

to use the LIO not the C123 for this let mission. wil

bring the C123K in tomorrow and will then be the captain on

the LI10 for the drop. CIA wants the aircraft to enter the DZ

area from the Atlantic. This is O.K. but telmto exit

via i it he wants to--all black ;f course.

OT

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED7
April 09 0910. All coordination w&tlfor UNO South forces

draping done for Thurs. nits. Also com operator with OTP only

waiting HOS/Wash final approval to be sanded. We will pay

transportation and upkeep in here they cover family there. New

subject. rorseing direct confrontation FON rep here. Claims

warehouse theirs and anything brought in has to have his approval

to be moved out. Claims M orders. Don't repeat Don't

accept Uno concept but only rdn as military force. We might

have to remove him permanently froml for 707. Advice your

opinion..which airline our coma man is arriving today? If

loaded needs our help at customs.

ST

UNCLASSIFIED
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IMUA IIED 7-9, .8 C

Cocps 4/9/14 1745

092213 Apr 86.

1. L-100 still not in17S"EST. C-1239 and L-1-3

special diop crew idpl a and are prepared to make

drop yet tonight, if miracle occurs and L-100 makes it into

" I n next few heurs with chutes, rigging, and a aa,& -x as

We aood in-conmission status. C-123K is ready and mnisi€c

capable. Ralph is in good contact with ne via KL-43.

2. IWalSO in contact with Ralph v: KL-43 and is passing'

current intelligence for drop crew.

3. Ralph reports they have solved p problem -- d4

know whether they shot him, paid him, ejected him or what.

on' t

4. M. noses fixed good recorder on my phone for

when he ever calls again. Allah Akbar. Dick. IT

-Eva-%

U~gtFMO~

' I

Ile
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-27

.....O.R.... j .:I [ ! . .1 R...
STAFF I

fflTiiY NHAO L-1O0
follonuuA I la( vi AVIV. T

NO 1I O W iCH NNELS. QUtRY DIRECTOR
IF THEREHAS lEEN A CHANGE IN RE NNAO J.Y.L5ENT IN

RESUPPLY OF Ti CONTRAS IN CENTRAL AMERICA. WW ILL KiEP

ADOEES INFORAID OF FURTHER oEVELOPMENIS AND R AooEES
COMMENTS. PLEASE ADVISE.

3. ONE WHAD C-12A
124 bLLhL..APRIL FOR SUPPORT OFCARG ANOR

AG t Of$ NOT KNOW wHEN THIS AIRCRAFT WILL LO I
TO m t WILL ADVISE.

3I.
'F-G

-- 1i1O C OAOR ORV4. FILE: DECL OD R
(NO Of MESSAGE

jnde. p , 4 (P) 2 56
by e, Rrger. 4atfonzl seurti CounIl

CNMIE FOR~

ILDO

SIFTED

Nu 4-2. j
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EXHIBrr C/CATF-28

46 CIASI e; ASO pang[•a.TORO .1 - - .
*@S 4 £50

CIT

1. AC ION Raq ikos RqIJIS ING RIlAND THIS RISPONs9 TO ATTINTION OF PWFIA

a. ON NIGHT 11 APRIL A ASSUPPIIS~t.. L RATIRIlL TO THS
W00 SOUTH FOAC9 WAS SUCCISAPULY MWU~t R * ITI 11G
PRIPAR',.

3. IT I UM01STANOIMGTT1KT RISUPPLY MLwH WAS
AM WITH PCIMMMT1t1NATII L-100 AIRCRAFT. T14IS MISSION
HAD O COANITI~LW H HAO ALTHOUGH RISUPPLY FLIGHT 010
OmaRITAN MIUWT1 IMjf O RICOV9RS ThRI:ACCOROING TO OUR .vo

3M
.. PER AOV, HAOWAS I

DELIVERY WHICH ALSO RESPOND$
CHANGE IN NNAO POLICY.

under povis: in , j (.aj:,,5F

CN /7/0

goC OFROYiW SR . ~ * . .

CC R FWJl~t UM -

%r s

INC Nalp

4718
------------ --
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-29

4/12/16 1200 P c9g[sIIED
1030 hours local April 12. Per UNO South Force, drop

successfully ompleted in :5 minutes. Fores requested to send

full..epcrt inventry. when -old, almostt :ted in

grateful appreciation. Our plans during next 2-3 weeks .'cldes

air dro

maritime deliveries NHAO supplies to saris, NHAO air drop to t'.

South, but v/certified air worthy aircraft, lethal drop to ,..O

South, visit to UO South Force with photogs, uO

newspapers# caps and shirts, arO transfer of 80 WIO/FKRN rec:u*.ts

a:ryinq all remaining cached lethal .-ater:"

to join LNO South Force. My objective is creation of 2,300 man

force which can strike northwest and link-up with quiche to form

solid southern force. Likewise, envilage formidable oppcs'^cn

on Atlantic Coast resupplied at or by sea. Realize this may be

overly am.bitious planning but with your help, believe we can ;u':

it off.

ew subject. ArP story appeared in morning paper on

U.S. attorney south Florida investigation arms, drugs traffic

involving insurgents and U.S. sympathisizers. Terrell, CYA

named. Focus on Mar 1985 shipment ft. Lauderdale

vias

.ew subject. Ref Cruz split. why not offer Cruz provisional

presidency in secret aqrcement signed by principals"d
Re ards, V. ST5?IO,P.rtial,, Declassified /Relbag' 1,,n25J _ -ll..&

under p.'Ovis:n• r, fF.5 1 ;,756 '

by e. Rter, 4a.ion ; Securit, Council
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4/L5/06- 2000

Delivered t Oy 707 yesterday is a plane load of
ordnance for your friends. Ammo aboard in%,des U ds o!
7.62 x 39"and a like amt of 51. Also have -26 hand
grenades, ancillary items for the C-4 plastic explosives
blastic caps, dot cord, etc., and~ight machine funds w
rds of linked ammo and a -ntjoersonnel mines for
use in ambushes. When and where do you want this stutf. We are
prepared to deliver as soon as you call for it. Is there an
UNO/FARN communicator being placed In If so, please
have this guy coordinate with Ralph so that we have th-ngs..:ed
together. Also wish to note my guys are flying without any
intel. Can we do something about getting them the radar profits
of Nic AAA radars, etc. ST

Jnder provisj:m, 31 O .J 1 S
e. Rtler, %a.Ont.; 4btro, pun~

Uff. 4 g'o.
aJ
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) April 23 -100,61ta Rica. Met Vt is mrning.
IAWPPO.ponpon*, no utuce at;J yet. -

3- orop to 20 rAdians in C. Rica reschedule for nite drop but

still for end of this week. Evaluate if possible giving

range C7, distance to C i a nd lack of iluminatt

Will need ke" lights for this.

3- Maule run test accomplish. No reports from air Crew yet but

ground reports success.

4 n a nof i oficialy dismissed from post as

Hay ith. Ambassador enw tronq~l working at it. Results

might be sign of our future with new admiz)itxatLoW .

So estimated time for big drop wih LIO0 tQ.ZIdLana is 10

to 5 days after we accomplish the 20 Iadiana drop in C.R. phase.

Partially NJ

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNLakS8IID 7t
sz: 5,'S6 '.345 This just received from Ralph.

it all, think you probably will:

may 02 1600 hs.1

we have 20 men equipment f!roJ O re!

delayed operation because lack i

underita

_ _ _ _ __ are beinq ended here fo: %s :t
take them to strip other than ours, then we proceed wl hcs.

-U

.~

2. All 90 drums transferred to west together with support

equipment. C-123 made three success l runs without p"nb.em.

3. Successful in convincin and n w .eed to keep

er., all we need now is the ri.es a.-d

support weapons.

4. Agency hqrs backed up on we contrclli.g UNO cc.no .an they

want him at withn and different ;ad but us' -ngL .opez

radio. says not to fight it.

S. Request approval to send C-123 to

don't have any use for it here right nc

for west support when needed. Advice.

to work as we

w. Will keep caril--u here

/ U.S. LTCOL_ _ _ _ __ _nominated

for mil group commander focan open us the door there

e~within-'military top. In very good relation withiS if we or O .lie can

help him he can be our Steele there. ST

UNCLASSIFIED

75-938 - 88 - 21

633
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-30-1

I

.............. d.............KA EdimA "A fY1

SUBJECT: T40WITH THE MAC'S

REF: DIRECTOR 1S2172

I. ACTION REQUIREO:
IS BROUGHT TO ATTENTION OF

Jil
I

I'!

3. THI EAFI IC I
FORTHRIGHT I-pREugT I.n
OF THE MILITARY CAPA.ILI1

TRFNI OIJ ECT[YU-

FRONT FORCE ARE TO S 9
REGULAR LOGISTICS (LTHAl
MISSIONS TIED TO EFFICTIV

rilllIMP -M *IEtI*..APYIam

SIRIOUSNESS OF THE COIV OES co

-I IAI D-', A? IT aIc.lUuUh

INC.Mt

I

%k

iriEu
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o .. . . .. . ............ . .. .... a o o o e o ......................Q'....

Toot.. 0. ll ! ...... O.f. 4 7 0 9.... M........... .. .....
#a*ui *m, " Iu 'e O t PRIESIVl IAL TNT T IS o.WA4709

INO THI
VAs RIAINOIO OF
y TO It 61OKI
ILY ANYONI
I APPLIES BUT
A OF NATIRIIL IN
I uluAeAMIfa Tug

.N! COMANOIRS WER9 AVIO LISTIENIERS.
wERi THi ONLY OwlS WHO 1IPRISSIO C

r,'iina t tiTWIL Alid NfN-LITHAL OIIVImIn

. A

utic~~D PNEDWF0KL
in ell

TIAl tiTTA E H 1A
.,ie?HI
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-30-2

LADORECORNO
MOVING

0I 09701 AS TO: pact n

EuIE h IAT S STAFF

TO: INm01 ATOIR[CTOe I I m

tUlJiCT: U0/SOUTH S1 U(ST 3R V.CTOA HS LINT PATH AN INTEL
ON OSTILt FORS

I. ACTION AQUIREO S1 I[LOW.

2. UiO/SOUTh IS EPCTING A ISU DW Of ATIIL TO
ITS CWAT FOokC!UIiEJLIm.m -- RAM WO31 MY. TW tROP
ZON( IS LOCATED TCOVMICATIOWS
CENTER (USCC) IS A I tCONIM THOSE
COOR0INATtS. IN THAT C UTrT nQNIS STS THAT
SUGCIST vI[CTORtS. FLIHT PAIN IUV@SM UhOIIVTI'LLIII IaO
PR(S(NCt/CAPASILITY Of (PS FOALtUT ROUT[ AMC
VICINITY OF OZ. IF POSSI$Lt, PLCASI 51t s0I 6OS sAY.

3. FILi CCL OAM V NUR 4-12.

ENO OF MESSAGE

..assifled/Re.eS n
:er p o~ti:',ne I F.5

t. v P Rrge!, Na~on,-Sewut, Councid

~ r.0y
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-30-3

IF s6
LAOORECOR

PACE 

. ....

TOT: *ZRMY 
1T

!Uu0/S tS U PP Y- Roe

OIUCTR aup

I. FOLLOW u ,S FLIGHTI OUTE SUMSTEOsON. .PSfORCE PRESENCE CAPAOILITV ALOe ULIGIM.,

75 938

I
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UNCtOSIFlED.
TOT t 2 jAT ,. OIRItCTOl 690312
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-30-4

L&OORECORC
OUTGOINMG

W PAUl 001TOT: .2 MY 4 DIRECTOR 41406
. ..*J . .. l..o . w. .. ... ...... q...,.... ....

SUBJECT' INFORtION FOR UNO/SOUTh RESUPPLY OROP

A : i. N R W n

C. 011

I. FHLOWINS IS WEATHERI iEP40 fU EXPlCTED 2--O$1 MY
UIQ/SOUh RESUPPLY SROP RESl ¢I$ L W WEATHER THROUGH GLOBAL
WEATHER CENTRAL IHOICATES THAT A TVICAL STORM IS DEVELOPING
ALONG (ASTERN NICARAGUAN COAST. FOUCAN FOR 2-30-3I MY
CALMS FOR THUNOERSTORS DEVELOPING I 11LATE AFTERNOONS AND
EVENINGS. 1/(TH OF AREA TO 3I5TH orto COVERED IT
THUNDERSTORMS FROM 1,500 FT TO 50,00 M 4/SITH OF AREA
COVERED lY STRATO CUMULUS CLOUDS 2,41 *U 9,060 FT. WINOS 070
TO 120 DEGREES 10 TO 15 KNOTS WITH M IAWTURULANCE NEAR
THUNDERSTORAS. SIGNS OF OIMINISHII *=VITY EXPECTED IN LATE
EVENINGS.

2. HEADQUARTERS CAN SEND DAILY UPDATED WEATHER REPORT IF
DESIRED.

3. FILE:i DECL OAOR ORV HUM 4-32.
SECRET.> ________

ALL

RELt

(NO OF MESSAGE

Partia)iy Dec *asjled/RelaW 0 1oJ744~
under provisibn oftL.. )2 ft

bJ lgr tOJt~ ec~yCui

UNCLASSIFIED
F RE~col; City

loll
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-30-5

4'

£50 PAGE 001.. ....................... ..... ... ....... I . .. !.........

----------------------------'--. --
INFO

CTORS/FLIG4T PATW FOR WNO/SOUThDROP 0

LLOWING I IF I N4T INFORAAA I UESTEO IEs

Ax

SUBJECT: VE

REFS: A.I
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-30-6

F!04UNC[ASSIFIED
jExhibit C/CATFOvfU~ A~ FE

C 5291.

FLIGO -VECTOR INFORMATION:

B rter tes ed four requests for 9esupply drop
flig. Crm UNO/SOUTV between eary April and

essage traffic in the CAT? chrono files
indicate st three were s4oled to rea,,sts
Wet r out gh our station In In no
case was infornation provided directly to th actors,
instead it was delivered to the UNO/SOUTg Comunications Center
(M8CC). What VNO/SOUTH did with the information, in turn, is
only speculation.

Information included within the responses included e0try
points and checkpoints, true and tic course headings,
speed and altitude data, drop z roaches, etc... All but
one of the requests delt with n pt mission planning. One
request, however, (for which the o record of a response)
specifically states that the ve formation was intended to
support the flight of a C-123 a arranged with "sources
other than the FDN."

In addition to the flight p tot data, headquarters
responded to three requests for r data. to support flight
operations. The weather data generalized aviation
forecasting and moon-sun data. air defense order of
battle and the disposition of groun force units in the areas
of concern were provided.

STATIONS HELP IN CLEARING AIRCRAFT .

instrumental in sdcurin a fli ht clearance for one
Caribou aircraft from a
aircraft at that time was on oc & NhAO usness k
carrying lethal supplies.

y~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~n0 on .,0. , a: :.,eu~t :uia' ", Declasstfied, elease'n ta

"UNCA SSIFIE
RV0IFWD foR UUL 0SI

Vote 7

I
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-31
_UN kIFIE-D

LADOft(
OUTGO.,

*6 WOSSO OT: IM~(Y M IACCTOR *690S4
------------------------------------------------------

GUICCLINIS WIARDING t.IO*/fON A0O UNO/OUTH

B 11miwa W116 MVIII I M Y TNo
"TSASLAM 1W0Mm t-am K -TO

END OF ASSAGE

a~. - -

~ ~. r ~7~. Ia L ~tCt , ~

I.

7

4IN
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-32
16 November 1916

UNCLASSIFIED
uty, Director toy Operations.

OR erica Division

sible Impropriety ini

1. The following Information Is sub.LJted as a follow-up
to our meeting on this topic on 10November. You may recall
that lIast ay. oLLLafterL alumatA ob. I

discussion of the ? 's. 1 1I
possibly have been involved
technically could constitute

2. At issue was the inalbT= ! of the UIIO/South elements to
pass securely to the PB's inr u-nigence obtained from us to
facilitate aerial resupply drops to UISO forces inside
HlicaraCuo. This intelligence included information on flight
vectors, Sandinista radaRand ajci-aircraft positions and other
data needed to carry out safe aerial deliveries. The Oversight
Committees were briefed on our practice of providing UNO with
this intelligence for use In arranging safe deliveries. In the
case of PD aerial deliveries to UNO/PDN forces, this
intelligence was given by 0
and subsequently was sentbuonIcator to
another FDK communicator in for pas t e
PB's. -UNO/South, however. eiper l ficul. . .
positioning a communicator in a i n
was therefore passing the dat 3 i t7 U'

1 J I 3. Upon learning of this, I Instructed
t /" stop this practice and to take whateyer stopIiu5'~ __ j o..l er to have a UNO/South coumunicator4

/ (unfortunately rivalries between
.4' prevented UNO/South from using the services o&'

communicator at that time). With a UNO/South

under p; ovisf ff . ; r 5
l, ~ ~g*. aonJSecurit, CmdniI UNCLASSIFIED

wo groups',he UNO/DPA
colmUficator

RL-0100 FOR MWES
D~o19_-j SSC.

XMINIT
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IMPI ACMIMI1

pri
to
Ps
af

~4~L UflULfl~I'
siiit

ili-III

would then have been able
he InfEia on to U ISouth for transmission to theits communicator in that city. You will recall thaturning to Washington, I mentioned to you that I felts d a possible problem of impropriety involvinginvoIvin

.Lm it rn, CATF engaged in a cable dialogue withear the uq o JUNO/South
l slgnment t At the conclusionof this dialogue, it was deci at could not on I.*j Po'.,.V

grounds actively facilitate the assignment :..tfamun i r,able to that effect was sent to both
8At the same tine, however, I was*0h110C by,that UNO/South had been able to place a communicator 14 0i%

on its own. Thus I believed that the problem was

In early Novepber C/C
that a U.S. reporter sus

an nistas claimed, in the aI
to have Information indicatin
teleohone calls from the VMS9

arned during a trip to m
1 of working on behalf "0 ettaof nfus affair,

had received

t e tI askedae otv 0rters to scuss the probleman at, contrary toa lfnderstanding and .instructimis theNJO South communicator had not been able tolocate to Mand that had continued toact on his own as an aiteredtary e ws /South and thePB's. However, all P9 flights terminated with the downing ofthe Hassenfus aircraft and thus the of continued
communications between and became moot atthat point. a

UNCIAS.IFIF'I
acytiwo FOR ROA

NO.*

74 ;
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73 9,d'8 AJW

UNCLASSIFIED
l ~ ked t th!S IoD al informally in ¢ATF, and

"vewat thi r communications with thepist jd not vio t pof Section lOS of thetFY

86lntelligence Authorization Act, which superseded Doland-type

res-t-'ittons which were in place until modifications were made

In !'1' FIY*S Suplmental Appropriations Bill of August 1985.

HowevI~'i recomi end that you obtain a separate reading on this
poih -f* f OGt*Z*Rj' ardless of legality issues, you may want tocons in are calledh for.'

cos ng7 et. A disciplinary moasutes are called for.
,,atura]ili aLAUn me full responsibility for all activities

occuring w nmy Division.

UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-33

UcJMj IFIED C 0942
LAOORECCRm
OUTGOING

TOT: I JUL 66 DIRECTOR 959273
..... .. -.....................................

STAFF 199273TO: I___ T n i

REF: IRECTOR 9S6 21 F

1. FURTHER TO REF. HEADQUARTERS' HAS1 REVIEWED OUR COMMITMENT TO
PROVIDE SECUR3L,,,_NICATIONS BETWEEN 1NO/ OUTH COMMUNICATIONS
CENTER AND WITH THE HOUSE PASSAGE OF'THE PROPOSED PROGRAM

OF ASSISTANCE 0 H NICARAGUAN RESISTANCII WE HAVE -AKEN A SECOI:O
LOOK AT THE COM'O LINK. TO DATE WE HAVI'MAINTAINED OUR DISTANCE
FROM THE PRIVATE BENEFACTORS (PI) W I4 OAA(.ROVIOING ASSISTANCE TO

THE RESISTANCE AND HAVE REPEATEDLY SRLEFI. CONGRESS THAT WE 00 NOT
HAVE ANY RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PI'S. THE' ROPOSCO PROGRAM OF
ASSISTANCE WOULD CHANCE OUR POLICY. WHILE THERE IS UNDENIABLY
BENEFITS TO PROVIDING THE PB'S WITH STCUR CO AS TO UN0/SOUTb ._Y
ARE OUTWEIGHED IY THE FACT THAT THE PjLMUL0 It RECEIVING
ASSISTANCE IN HELPING THE RESISTANCE -IT-AODEES ARE AWARE TRIER
HAVE BEEN NUMEROUS ALLEGATIONS OF VIOLATIONS OF LAW BY PB'S. WE O0
NOT HAVE A FIRM HANOIr ON WHETHER ALL OF THE ALLEGATIO, T Q..ING
AROUND ARE FALSE: CONSEQUENTLY. WE O0 NOT WISH TO HAVE*
PROVIDED ASSISTANCE TIED INTO AN ENTITY THAT MAY OR MAY NOT BE BAD.

NAVE COME TOO FAR AT THIS TIME TO LET THE SOLID OPERATIONS THAT
RAS BUILT BE JEOPAROIZEO BY ELEMENTS WHICH WE ARE UNABLE TO

2. FILE: NL OECL OAOR ORV J A LL SE /LT..

ORIG: C/CATF'PP REL: C/CATF CL BY ____

a Decasjfiel d~~~w
UNCLASSIFIED

-N :St oL AS

NCLA oys,

INv VF MESSAGE..
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-36

wA4Y~4, 0 C "M

September 30, 1936

ACTION

KEMORAIDUM FOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Non-LoWg
i 2. 731

611iJho

JOHN 34. POINDEXT under Dcvlgoff

Press Guidance re Costa Rican Airstrip

Attached at Tab I is draft press guidance regarding the airstrip
at Santa Elena, Costa Rica, vhich was divulged by the Costa Rican
Security Minister at a press conference on Friday, September 26.
This story has now been picked up by the Now York Times (Tab I)
and is generating press questions at State and Defense.

The press guidance at Tab I has been ci vith State
(Abrams), Defense (Armitage) , and CIA Due to the
extreme sensitivity of the issue, your,Wap a is requested
before the guidance is used in responding to queries.

The damage done by this revelation is considerable. As indicated
in the CIA report ac Tab 111, the logistics support provided by
Project Democracy has had a profound impact on the ability of the
-im ank-& *n austAin itself in the field.

The airfield at Santa Elena has been a vital element in supportif;
the resistance. Built by a Project-Democracy proprietary (Udall.
Corporation# S.A. -- a Panamanian company), the field was initial'.
used for direst resupply efforts (July 1965 - February 1986).
Since early thie year, the field has served as a primary abort
base, for aircraft damaged by Sandinista anti-aircraft fire. The
photographs at Tab IV show the f eld in June 1986 and a damaged
Project Democracy C- 3 which made an emergency landing on the
field early this Ionth. o
The Arias Administration revelations regarding this facility have
caused Project Democracy to permahently close Udall Corporation
and dispose of its capital assets. It has also resulted in the
loss of a facility important to keeping the resistance supplied
and in the field against the Sandinistas. MEN ...

Declassify$ OADR 0e
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UNCLASSIFIED76 9A A
September 30, 196

PRESS GUIDANCE RE AIRSTRIP IN COSTA RICA ' 8 17,

DID U.S. PERSONNEL SUPERVISE CONSTRUCTION 4J5 THE AIRSTRIP IN

NORTHERN COSTA RICA?

OThe U.S. Embassy in San Jose, Costs Rica, has reported that

during the Administration of Fosper President Mnge the Ministry

of Public Security was offered the use of A site on the Santa

Elena Peninsula which could be used as an extension of the civil

guard training center at Murcielago. The site included a

serviceable airstrip which could have supplemented the small one

which is located near the training center. Th~e offer was

reportedly made by the owners of the property who had apparetly

decided to abandon plans for a tourism project. The Embassy I-as

no information on the Ministry's decision concerning the offer.

No U.S. Government funds were allocated or used in connection

with this site nor were any U.S. Government personnel involved in

its construction. Any further inquiries should be referred to

the Government of Costa Ric&.*

WAS TVE AIRSTRIP INTENDED FOR USE SY THE CONTRAS?

The Government of'Costa Rica has made cleatkts position that

it will not permit the use of its territory for military action

against neighboring states. The U.S. Government respects that

position.

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED
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PROJECT DEMOCRACY AIR FACILITY
Santa Elna,.Costa Rica

June 10, 1986

DAMAGL PROJECT DEMOCRACY *RJ.&9
After Landing at Santa Elena Facility

September 12, 1906604
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-37
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Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, August 29

a,
ii. -. ~

D a C -

Oliver %orh-'s Sche,.;.,
TUesday, Sept 2

0730- OCSM

Michael Ledeen
Paul .rr" fF3:)
+ one

9:5- Steve Shock (WHMO)"personal S 5mins.

0930- OLN on CA :.m 450
1030 Coalition of

Apostolics .. Board
of Governors

1230- Lunch w/Noel Koch
Jean Pierre

1415- Father Tom Dowling

LOCK-LP PHONE WORK

Oliver North's Schedule

Wednesday, Aug 27

NO ODSM

z)00- in "Park"

1100- Michael Ledeen

1230- Depart for Funeral

1300- Fiuneral - Ft. Myer
Chapel, Arlington
Cemetery
for Don Fortier

1600- LTGEN Benard Trainor

1700- Rich Miller

1400- GEN John Sinqla.,b
GE-1 bert Schweitzer

1600 RI

Oliver North's Sced'-"e

Thursday, August 29

0730- Breakfast. " " "
Arm tageMicel oe!1 erz .-

Sanchez

1000- Walt Raymond Mtg

1100-

1300- George Van on=

1500- OSG-':WG R, ;32

"4AF
UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-89

UIISIFIEO

Commitee Hearings %
of the

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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4 3A:ZT: ON DE AVULANZ

6 -.esday, Oc:zber 14, 1986

U.S. House of Representatives,

9 Permnent Select Conittee on Intelligence,

SiWashnton, 0. C.

12 T7he Couittee met, pursuant to call, at 3:20 p.m.0

Room H-405, the Capitol, the :xnorable Lee H. FL±&:-i

14 (Chairnan of the Couittee) ;.residing.

1 .S Presents RepresentativesHamilten

I cCurdy' ,Bilenson Kaste isar, Daniel, Rae, 3rcwn,

17 .cHu;h, Dwyer, Stump, Ireland, Hyde, CVen.y and :c.wen.

Staff Present: Thomas K. Lat1.-ar; Staff riec::r18 ]J
S.ichael J. O'Neil, Chief Counsels Steven K. 3,.ry, Ass::=s

it

Counsels.Jean e.Mc Nally, Clerk: M.artin C. Faga, .-ane

1 Andrews, Richard . oGiza and Diane S. Donan, Prefesi:na:

Staff wberst sernard Raimo, Jr. and David S. A-.;:-n.

Counsel.
23

4

IS UNCLASSIFIED
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UNWI flED
2U:-

3 Cair Geor,, DeputyO-_recter for Operations,
Central nZelli;ence Agency

4 - panied by--
Shief, Central A."erica Task

in~inSpecial Assistant to the CZO
* : id Griii7) ireceor, Office of Congressicnal

Affairs
71 Pat Taylor, Deputy Director !or House Affairs,

Office of Congressional Affairs

e, l Elliott Abrams, Assistant Secretary
* for tnter-American Affairs, Department of

State
tO -accopanied-by-"

William # LJ ,. Deputy Assistant Secretary for
II American AffairsIBureau of

Znter-American Affairs
12 Richard Melton, Director, Office of Central

American Affairs, Sureau if Inter-
131 American Affairs

Rcbert Kagan, Deputy for Publi: Diplomacy,
14 lureau of Inter-American A!fairs

Michael 0. Kozak, Principal te;uty Legal Adviser
I john Z. M cAteer, Office of Legislative Affairs

16 JJ (Latin America)

17

I

21

23

24

" UNCLASSIFIED
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I i : C .ai-an. me-on, gent.enen. e .-.ee';

a will c to order.

3 ! v aecate rey .-ch theppow .to limn

4 , ' o.'. S t.rf- tO* or. *h .:aO * rar. s r:t b- sC. tf rCe,

S vintage.
w I: e apologize !or the delay. Z think you "ay k.cw . ".:

7 Secretar Shultz was briefing embers on the Iceland

0 Meeting at 2:15. We appreciate very much the !act that 7:'

have accomodated yourself to that schedule.

to I/ So we will begin. Ift ' titmeee are

,f Kf. Clair George, who is the Deputy Director for Ope zans:

13 Chief, Central wmerica Task Frce and

13 - .n 5 o1tt Abrams, Ass.stant seoetTy afor

14 IntaxAmrican Affairs.

15 11 presume there are oth.ner wit:.-.ehes 9hat nay -.ee*d

t to be introduced from time to tmeo but we are lase "d

17 h have you.

ir. George, are you the lead-of! witness? You .ay

-begin, Sir.

10

34

UNCLASSIFIED
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STATEMENT 9 CLAIR GEORGE, DEPUTY OIRECTOR FOR

OPERATIONS, CENTRAL INTEL:GEZCE AGENCY

*"r. George. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

* Fitst I would like to state categorically that toe

IC Central Intelligence Agency was not involved directly or

indirectly in arranging, directing, or facilitating

resupply missions conducted by private individuals in

support of the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance.

Furthermore, I would like to state categorically that

the crew of the C-123 aircraft which crashed on 5 Octoler

in Nicaragua were not CIA employees, nor do they work !:r

us in any way.

I might interject here t-at I have biographic in!:ra-

tion on Mr. Hasenfus, the gen:teman who is being hel

hostage ie Managua; Messrs. Cooper and Sawyer who were

killed in the crash, and Felix Rodriq-ez, the gentlenan

whose name as max Gone: has lately been in the paper.

f these individuals, and possibly others, were

associated with our agency at soe time :in the past, bu:

are not ass ciated with us now, and as the testimony goes

on today, I would be glad to till you in, Mr. Chairman, and

Menuers, of the background and relationships of these

gentlemen with our agency.

{
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7t 9t8
7iU UNCUS NIED

I T.e Cha-l:an. You began with a series of denials

2 .of CIA Involvement in any way, directly or indirectly, in

3 supplying the contrast. Does the sax denial apply to t e

4 United States Gover.ment across the beard?

S 1 n other words --

* mr. George. Mr. Chairmant I cannot speak for the n.-

7 States Government. I can speak for the Central Intel.ge.-.

* Agency.

9 The Chairman. Can anybody'assure us that the United

10 States Government was not involved, indirectly or diroct.:e..

it in any way. in supply of the contra?

12 -/* sW*l r Abrsas. I believe we have already done

13 that, that is, I think, the President has done it, :e

14 Secretary has done it, and I have done it.

Is The Chairman. So the answer is the United States

Government was not involved in any way.
Me

17 ifm w act Abrans. In the supply. Now again, this

i11 normal intelligence monitoring is there, but the a-'swe:

to your question is yes.

The Chair.an. So far as you know, the United20

2 States was not in violation of any law relating to he21'
2 s'',ly of the contras?

Mr. George. As !ar as I know, that is tru-e,23I I Mr. Cn.airman 
7,k.241 e I I

.mA***w dz Abrams. Yes.
- 1UNCLASSIFIED 7
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I The Chairman. Did we as

'I

3 a.e they doing it at our request?

4 .1,1.r. George. The Cent:al :ntelligence cy ;fne

6 that?

7 .Pesedcz Abrams. No, we did not, but I wo:Ifd hae ::

say that it would have been conceivable to clue that

9 we would think this would be a great ± . But they never
0 c0

to came to us and saiertl m knowledge should we do this?

The Chairman. Now, I am correct, am I not, :he

12 ont.-ols that air base and these

13 !lights could not take off wi:..:ut the a;proval cf -he

14 ______________

1 J -Yes.
16 The Chairman. So they knew about these .!iq'ts, %he

17 .*lights had been going an for what, several years?

16 -Not to our knowledge, no. The f"gh:s

that are the ones called the benefactor flights, first19

cae to our attention in April-May of 1986. Prior to that

time we had not -- did not notice flight21 •I m m m m

22
Mr. aeorge. We knew of air drops right back a.ncst

23
to the tire of the cutoff in 1984, but this crowd c: c!24

25 = ,s ecent • t'-.n
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UNO m EL
:e ChairmAn. In any event, whoever was cpe:atinq

this supply to the contrast, they would 'ave to have ha! the

;t.-m.ssion0 !

Mr. George. Yes.

-Yes.

The Chairman. Now, with regard to the private

operation here, how much do you know about 'that p:iva=e

operation and howdo you know it? You have infica:ed

that you weren't targeting it -- I a ;reciate that, .'a::"

tat -- but how much do you know about it?

Mr. Georqe. We had extensive intlliqenc

N it.LAqSl F I FW(oVl'qM11
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UI -SM IED
I! The Chairman. Do you know anything about these Fa:e

.Zgroups?

3 Mr. George. We knew,

4 at there was a private =oup

that was probably engaged in p: .:e

6 benefactor support. We also knew :hat there was a :ou; --

7 correct e if !am wrong -- a group in m t! It

9 was engaged in private benefactor assistance.

91 The Chairman. DO you know who that group was or is?

10 Mr. George. I do not. I told you, Hr. Chairman, and

I know this may cause some serious questioning, 
but we

12 told our people to stay away from them.

The Chairman. You don't .now whose airplane that was?

14 Mr. George. I have no idea. I read -- except what

15 read in the paper.

The Chairman. I understand, but you don't knew?

7f V.o, we do not know.

The Chairman. There are a n-baer cf ai:plares that t!:

o!! there to supply the contras regularly. You don't
Ii

know who they are?

2We know what the airplanes are by

I W^e. we knew, for example, there were two C-123s and two

23. -C7cargos. We knew they were flying out0oa

23 j a knew they were flying both .!:can "rc-i

2o.
... Ncaragua. we knew in some cases much less

IUNCLASSIFIEDfvlo %.
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iJ frequently that they were flying down the Pacfic ai.

2 corridors into sauhern Nicaragua orT5

3 !resupply, but as to who was flying the fliqhts and who was

4 behind thee, we do not know.

5j The Chairmn. And you still don't?

We now ir the newspapers th.at a ccz;a-y

9 called Corporate Air Services is the company that ap;ears

10 I to have some involvement with then, but --

It mr. George. What we know at this point is as

I& M says ,is from the press.

13 The Chair.-an. Do you kncw if any fcrei . e a..-

14 is helping to cpy te eont.s-? eo is a :e;o:tin-h

: .r. George..No, irwe have no n.4l"eIr.e of :hat.

17 N.,eedor Abrams. I can cn-y speak On t a t qest-.

for the last fifteen months when I have been in this

18 and that story about theO my knowledge .s false.

I personally cannot tell you about pro-ISIS, bMt in. 191-
20

go$, when I have been around, no.

21
The Chairman. Is it also false with respect to Ce:

13 gove.--ents as well?i•

-@oAeeeeo brams. TeT oit i also false.

"hoChairmaseur F"
i~iELMSIFIED



Y ron, we have out cables, "telgras, cables as we ca:.
!I

1 them# to ouir tations starting in September, t1914, re':.';

3 t he,remin.i.din our e r'oyse o.V Ihe :es=-i:: :s;I&- ";:

4 -s and urging them to aird any cC--tact with ..w.:

s s'4rvolved in it, and =ore recently urging them to avc.1d

6 contact with private benefactors.

7 in addition, those cables which were based

* of myself and those working with me, we have a legal pocs.t-.

9 'that was written by our legal staff as to what we can and

1O 1 cannot do Under Ixecutive Order 12-333, which !eads, as "c-

It suspect it.would, into a legal q-zagire ef arguing abc-' -

12 what we are supposed to do and not do involving A.erican

13 cities.

14 Mr. Brown. I would like to have al of these f:€'-

IeS ts in the Committee file besti rq"' o.his sub-ect, "-! 1-

i is not too great a burden.

7 I Mr. Georgeb Certainly.

Mr. brown. Do you have access to or do --cu -:v c.

similar documents that may have boeen issued by other

1 agencies such is DD, State, or even in the Wh.ite .euse?

HrM. George. I don't.

o. I don't.

4Mr. George* Sorry, Mr Brown.

sMr. Brown. I won't ask you to provide those, :e..35 98 -
~1' UNCLASI1;ED -40
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I!I "I ~you havetoatiftaE that you have #tily accurate

f knovlede o the resvpply operations W d yOU be eble

3 to prcv".de us vith a month-bym=nvth analysis since t.e
i

4 cut-Off ot Your tovolvement as to-the amount o! such

5 resupply?

M Ir. George. we c9ud certainly provide you wi.- W..a-

7 Ve have reported since thea and the eprt thnselves, ant

Sthe finished intoel~iene on It.

mr. asw. I ant to make aure I ask the lIrght

10 questions. and 3 v.bt you to provide the Ccittee hi. a;"

the intonation that you have vith regard to resuPlyp

18 operation..

4 )Mr. Goeos. Ye.

Sin.e the funding cut-off.

11 m. George. Since the fundLng was leally Cut cf f
'I

17 1 in 1 e4.

mr. Sniw. That is correct.

1.01 , KMr. George. Yes. $ar.

The information eferred to follows)

23:

24 e Lo
ui
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1 .1 mr. &own. Now, I understand that the Agency p;.via.s

S intelligence to the co.tras with regard to acti qit qi;c.n

'I
3 !c n in N icaragua. !r:e e ."% .t. hat t-hat 7*u are awarte .

4 ian'y c-'er.".i.hts' for .he purpose of resupply. ,-:c:¢.

Y m*. We don't necessarily know aout he-

7 ahead of time, however. We know about them after they have

g taken placo.

9 Mr. Brown. Could you provide in similar fashion

10 month by month, since 1985, the number of such supply

11 flights that you have monitored? The purpose f this, :f

. . . .course, is to ditei n. from what information you have :-e

13 extent of such flights.

14 1.r. George. Sure.

5 j (The information referred to fCllcws:)

16! (1" COMMITTEE INSERT ")

17 J

s4

24

UNCLASSIFIED 'wo
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doing that and outlining it the way he did.

t2 that was his understanding, then he has sone

misunderstandings.

MW m-&44. 196 1" attended a W1fing of the

eaea15 od We O RsId. O' WuV . 41a WSS present.

The .urpose of the briefing -- it appears you

were summoned or requested -- the ageny. I should say,

was requested to attend, because the asenfus plane had

recently gone down, and the focus was to -- it appears from

the questioning, at least, and from the memorandum done

about the pro-briefing -- it was a preo-brief -- that the

members of the committee wanted to know about United States

Government involvement with the operation in the Hasenfus

was involved.

You testified last time that by January or so

of 1986, late December 1985, January I9t6, you began to

.suspect thet Colonel Irth has got som involvement with

that operation,. that in the summer of 1965 Colonel North

comes to you and wants -- suggsts to you that the agency

should purchase the assets, that in August of 1916 you

attended a meeting that you really wished that you had not

attended that involved- t can't remember if you were at

the meeting wLth Felix iodrige8 or --
A ot, definitely not thi meeting with

-_-_ __ finitlyI ta m
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Felix P UNCLASSIFIED
Q You were at the follow-up meeting, z guess where

Felix Rodrigues idas discussed, and some of what he said

was discussed.

Let me just ask you -- tbere vfre a number of

questions that %ore posed, principelly to Mr. George,

asking what the agency knew about this private operation,

and Mr. George -- and even more strongly, Nr. Abrams --

both emphatically stated -- Hr. George says the agency

had no involvement whatsoever, but it appears Mr. Abrams

states that the United States Government had no

involvement in that private resupply operation.

is that your recollection of what occurred at that

meeting?

A Generally, yes.

I would have to read the transcript to reflect

my recollection. But generally, that was it, yes.

0 li MW t yeM speak up and tell the committee

about -P b d hbw ths tm that Womal worth was
tun*~ WWatle",

A Let me start oft by saying, that Mr. George's

position at the agency was not involved in these operations.

That is absolutely accurate, according to our knowledge at

that point in tim. 75 938 M
0 o understand. - _ - *in* lc

a

.&-dft - 'An
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1 A And I think that subsequently WO did find out that

Swas a little more closely involved than the

3 instructions would have otherwise have had him be, but still

4 our office of General counsel has determined that, from their

* opinion, that hs activity, although represented a

6 violation of standing operating procedures and regulations

7 anw instructions, does not represent a violation of the

* law.

9 So, I think Mr. George's tetimny is

10 absolutely accurate.

11 1 didn't speak up for two reasons. rirst off,

12 the questLon was not directed to me. Secondly, it was my

13 belief that even though I had b: s and pieces of this

14 thing pulled together, I did not believe it was a U.S.

16 Government operation. I still don't believe it was a

16 U.S. Government operation.

17 1 didn't know then what I know now about the

IS involvement oor the involvement# apparently.

19 based on General Setord's testimony -- the alleged

20 involvement of Colonel Steele, and didn't see the need

21 to intervene in that testimony. ,

22 Now, I have testife4 in front of the House

23 Comittee in previous times to that in direct response

24 to questions by Congressmn brown when he asked me a very

2ilar questions or questions# we were not s stigatil

26_w ?573 38d 9~
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SIW L~hd .... 36

1 'UNCLASSIFIED
2 Q I have read that.

3 A And I said to Congressman Brown that so far as

4 we have been able to tell in looking at its the train leads

S back to the United States and U.S. persons and U.S. money.

* And that is not a matter for us to investigate. That

7 is where I was.

8 I thought they were private individuals and

9 was unaware of the scope and nature of U.S. Government,

10 official government positions.

11 I believe Ollie's involvement was one, as I think

12 r have described, of the second team quarterback on the

13 sidelines flashing signals to the quarterback playing the

14 qame, and not a direct involvement.

15 I didn't think he was running the operation.

16 Z knew he could influence it. I kne be could cause it to

17 do things but I didn't think he was a drect player.

18 SS, Z made a decision. It may or may not be right.

19 j t' ae*I silent.

20 Q I would beglad to showthis to you. IZamnot

21 hiding it in any fashion. The Chirkman In speaking to

22 Kr. George says -- "You began vith a series of denials of

23 CIA involvement in any way, directly or indirectly,

24 in supplying the contras. Does the same denial apply toq "

25 the United States Government across the board, in other
-. ~Ii Inu E urnr'rt 7 938 4
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, wods? UNCLASSIFIED
2"Mr. George. Mr. Chairman* I can not speak for

3 the United States Government. I can speak for the Central.

4 Intelliqence Agency.

5 *The Chairman. Can anyone sure us that the

6 United States Government was not involved, indirectly or

7 directly, in any way in supply of the contras?

* "Mr. Abrams. I believe we have done that, and

9 1 think it is -- done that-- that is, I think the

10 President has done it, the Secretary has done it, and

11 I have done it.

12 "The Chairman. So, the answer is the LnitedStates

13 Government was not involved in any way?*

14 it seems to me in reading this whole transcript

15 the direct imreseion that come across in the testimony

16 of Mr. George and Hr. AbramsIs that there is no government

17 involvemat whatsoever in this entire operation, and yet you

16 .teetifiet Wbfre that you, as well as a nusbef of other

19 people in tO United States Goverment, are, especially by

20 Oa*Avr of 1966 -- have fairly certain knowledge, although

21 some of it you derived inadvertently, that Colonel North

22 was quite heavily involved.

93 Did you just make a decision that your information

24 was not solid enough to speak up at that time?

25 A lA a sl , I th nkI"cansee#. e aeet1ions weren't
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•-601 P -t tog that 1 WZmm"W Wenteig.

* Q I understand.

3 A Al udlakLy, at that potLt Ia t , z W t.Ankto

4 lay it out thare I was Just grateful the question was not

S digested toW.

* And don't know how to answer it# had it been

7 directed to oe. I kno.v che CIA was not involved# an.

e I suppose that is a tremendous parochial viev but I think

9 that, as you see throughout the tastivony and in your

10 investigation of this entire affair, my position has been

11 that as t steamed through what I knew to be troubled and

12 potentially perilous waters, I wanted to keep the agency

13 of! the shoals and clean, and made de:isions that wore

14 based on that staying within the parameters, and so I would

Is have testified similar to Mr. Ge go, that I knew about

Is the agenoyt I didn't know and would not speak about the

17 U.S. Government.

18 'That was the way I would have answered the

19 question.

20 MR. WGLASTOW: t have nothing further.

21 IRVCAMTIION

22t ByM R. GIAS

23 ontinuing on the same line of

24 questioning that was pursued by Mr. ggleston, when you

25 testified before us on the first of Nay, you gave the:
73938:Ua a~-
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39

I general indication in our discussions that you pretty

2 much knew in the winter and spring of 1986 that people lxkp

3 Richard Gadd, people like Felix Rodriguez, were involved

4 in this, and you had some sense that those same individuals

5 who were providing humanitarian assistance were also

6 providing lethal assistance.

7 You recounted for us at the time an incident in

the tarmac atihere there was a load on an aircraft

9 that was going t You indicated this couldn't

10 go. You went with Felix Rodrigues, placed a direct call to

11 Oliver North.

12 I would like to introduce for today Exhibit 12,

13 CrIN No. 2307, and show that to you,

14 (Exhibit No.12 was marked for

Is identification.)

16 (The document marked as Exhibit No. 12 follow$:)

17 **0 INSERT 1-1

19

20

21

22

23

24 7

25 -
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WL' RE
40

1 BY MS. GUZAs

0 0 Are tou aMiliar with that me?

3 A Yes.

4 Q You read it?

SA Yes.

* § Atthetiae-

7 A Yoe.

* § -- that It occurred?

* A Yes.

10 Q Thi mmo qives an indication, at least, that

11 Oliver North was* in fact, a pri-cipal focus of this

12 operation.

13 One could interpret it that way. .Aybe you •i

14 not. out that he had been, quote, unquote, €coorlinatinq"

Is between Felix Modriques and Oliver North.

is so, not oy did you have this incident with

17 Olivoc North 04k" Coordination arrangements, but you had

1 .the inoLdent with Rodriquez where relix odrigue8 talked

is to Oliver North on the phone.

s0 AS you went through the SiMr, you saw

21 additional incidents where elX was involved with these

22 aircraft, where North was also involved.

23 zlt it true you told us that oth d aleo

24 ahem you ,p"%,a of the airf"i 4
A yes. 1"r justMe, thewhol - .I

-1
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*___ ___ 4

1 0 Members of the RIG?

2A A whole group of people. And beyond that. as

3 1 recall, it was a fairly large meeting.

4 Q So, you had a general sense that Oliver North was

S not only knowledgable of the aerel resupply effort, but

* he was also knowledgable of the airfield n i

7 Lot me introduce from the testimony on

* 14 October 1986 Exhibit No. 13.

* A Okay.

,0 (Exhibit No. 13 was marked f:r

11 identification.)

12 (The document marked Exhib~it NO. 13 follows:)

13 e INSERT ". o

14

1

17

10

21

23

273 938:
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INCLASSIFIED
42

21 SY 9. GOZAt

2 Q You are familiar with that testimony given by

3 you during that session on 14 October?

4 A Yes.

$ Q While Mr. George responded to the questions as to

6 the airplane, you also responded, indicating that you did

? not know, and again, when the Chairman asked secondly, ynu

* said that you again did not know.

9 A Yes.

10 They asked me the question. The Chairman says,

11 "You do not know whose airplane that was?"

12 -Mr. George said, 01 have no idea. I read -- excel"

13 what I read in tte paper.

14 The Chairman said, 01 understand, but you don't

1 know?"

16 No. we do not know."

17 At that point in time, if you would have asked

1 me who owned that airplane, I didn't know who owned that

i, airplane.

20 Q You my not have known who the specific owner

M of the airplane ws, but you did, in fact, know a good deal

U about the operation that was uaderway at

as A 61 Inlmt MM b Is M jb ml bem

.r 0 7-938
tiual 04........
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AhESFID
As I testified before, my job was to keep the

agency out of that operation and to stay within the bounds

of propriety and legality, and if I -- I did not allow

myself to develop a deep understanding in specific ter-s

about how that operation ran, who was behind it, and whose

airplanes those were and so on.

So, I would still stand by that answer at that

point in time.

UNCLASSIFIED 75 93'8
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1 if you vented to ask me whose airplanes thoiu

2 were, I did not know. AW m 10 1" kn W ho

3 caa the operations and wbat, that is a different question

4 and that meld have been a different set of answers.

5 But a0 to Wse aiLpleaM that was, I am still

6 not sure who owns those airplanes.

7 Q The chairman -- you indicated you dtd not know

who was flying the flights or who was behind them. The

chairman said, and you still don't know, you responded,

10 that is right; no?

11 Isn't it true that an individual by the name of

12 came to work for the Central Intelligence A4ency

13 some time in the summer of 19867

14 A. I don't know when he came to work for the Central

1s Intelligence Agency.

Q wereyou knowlegeable of the fact that

had participated in this private benefactor resupply effort?17

A Some time after -- I would have to get the exact16

dates -- after the 123 crashed and I think probably after
19

that hearing, but again, I don't know that was brought to

21 my attention. But I have never talked to nd

made it my business not to be the person that debriefed22

him.2 Q But there was someone in the Central Intelligence

24 Agency who had been a direct participant in this Pfort?

25 . ... 75 9386G W
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'NCLASSIFtED
45I

1 A That is my understanding, yes. out I think that

2 the record should be made absolutely clear that his clearance I

and the process of employment was begun prior to that and

4 that he was not operating in those private flights with the --

understands the instructions of the agency and indeed, I

think that most, if not all of-the agency management didn't

know that he was involved in those private flights. It

S cam as quite a shock to some of us and. indeed to the

9 management to find out that he was there.

10 0 Management didn't find that out until after they

11 hired him?

12 A I don't know. You would have to ask the p4iople

13 who hired him and the people for whom he worked. It didn't

14 come to my attention until after the 123 crashed and

we were doing a very thorough interim review and it came

to my attention in that context. Someone said there is this

17 fellow and he does this. I-brought it to the attention of

my superiors. He was thoroughly debriefed and from there

1 he story, -1 think, is known.

0Q When you had that meeting with Don Gregg, 4r.

Walker, Rtobert tarl,Ambassador Corr,Colonel Steele,perhaos so:

others that I have left out, you were certainly knowledgeable
22

that Felix Rodrigues was a main player and involved with

this private benefactor resupply effort. I believe that
24

at the time Felix was also knowledgeable and pertvps maden |'^r N.LSb Er L 93

4
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jm 3 46

known names of other individuals who were involved, Richard

Secord, Thom sClines, others.

3 :IS.N!eGZ.fN: Are you asking a question?

4 mR. GZZAs NO, no,I am making a statement.

5 BY MR. GZZA:

6 Q So all of these individual's names wore beinq

bandied about. Have you ever heard any of these names ent-4.c

in connection with the private benefactor resupply effort?

A S cord, yesi Clines, never in direct association

10 with it. I had seen a couple of pieces of paper that lot

me know that Clines might be around but more on the

arms side of the equation then on the air delivery side.12 "

13 1 still to this day, don't associate Clines

with the private Benefactors that flew the flights, but14

I saw a couple of peLces of paper which would have allowed

me to maker tho sort of quantum leaps that intelligence

17 officers, operations officers make, saying, well, I

wonder whether he is involved.Is
1ut specifically, no. And I don't recall in that

1,

meeting Clines having been mentioned at all. I don't recall

Socord necessarily having been mentioned in that meeting.
21

Q You knew from other information that Secord may
22

have been involved in the operation?
23

A. [ bl by tyat tima e I m understanding
24-, of Secord being Lnvolved.
25

111P] lo
MW W W W Iwqp wvw 759118
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LWWSIFED
PRESIDENT'S SPECIAL, REVIEW BOARDmW

4 ROOm 5026

It New Executive Office Building

* Washington, D. C.

Thursday, January 8, 1987

* The interview convened at 1007 a...

9 BEFORE:

10 The Honorable John Tower, Chairman

ii The Honorable Edmund Muskie

12 General Brent Scowcroft

13 PRESENT:

14 Rhett Dawson, Esq., Director

iS Clark McFadden, Esq.

16 Nicholas Rostow, Esq.

17 Michele Markoff

I8 Brian Bruh

19

20

2Ij

23

24

25

ALWAYS" iRIP0MG COMPANY. 0I T
20 P S.. Kw.. wASKIWOTOW. 0 2001 1202) 1..p 938 __J
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171

15

19)

20'

22

2)

24

And that's where we are. That's the story. I

think I'll just be quiet. you must have 1,.001 questions

now, and I'll sit back and answer them.

CHAIRMAN TOWBRi 3d.

SENATOR NUSKIZ# K take it from your openin;

statement that you had no knovwldgea"'t all'o@ any

iodf oN the tran opeiii n.
i i no. K didn't know that even arms

wero'being sold to Iran until it broke in the newspapers,

and I didn't know that there was even a question of

diversion of funding until soetime -- well, it was

before it was announced. I forget when it was.

Thie Disastor ad I took a trip to Central.

America just before he came back to testify in November

to the committees, to the Senate, and a courier came down

who was coming'down to met his with his briefs and such

so be could do his work on the airplane and get ready for

his testimony, and the courier said to hip, y.u.knov,

there my be a problem an diverse -- and that was igh-

or tow doe before It broke in the newspapers.

CIAtRMW TOuER About when was that?

hDirector testified in the

Senate on a Iriday and this Ais on a Wednesday. I can't

remember the exact dates. It was in November. K can

divine them, though.
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10
13

4
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30

II

12

23

24

2S

16

23

24

SENATOR MUSKIE: And now you said that all

through 1985 there was sufficient funding for ther h cover their needs.
Yes. They had enough money fro%

August Of1 *S-forward. Their needs were much reduced

because of the humanitarian assistance offers, but still

they had funds before and after that. They were able to

pay their debts. They were able to buy their food and

they were able to meet their payments to their -

individuals, yes.

SENATOR MUSKEs Ro Specific was your

AIHASO A,,OaTM sC010ANV INC.

261 . K.W. W*5WUOW. S .C. MW01 2021 $31.0300

ONflLAWF

I
TOWIR Was it about mid-November?

MNMid-November. yes. Does anybody
know when the Director first testified to the Senate?

GENERAL SCOWCROrFTz No. I don't know.

IiITOWER: But we can find out.

It was before Thanksgiving. It

vould be the Wednesday evening befoXe the Friday before

Thanksgiving. just don't know what date that was. And

that was the first I had heard anything about it.

And then, just an hour before the Attorney

General made his announcement, the DDO called me up and

said this is what's happened. And I said, oh, Jesus.

And that was the first I had known that that was going

on.

I
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E C/CATF-42 C 2990
UNCI48SIFIEO

mIa OUN tort All CAT? Personnel

?RO0E: C/CAT?\ I
SU5JCTi Propo4d Nicaragua Legislation

S I.tn recent days a large number of outgoing cables have
boeen brought to my attention addressing activities to be
conducted under the proposed Nicaragua Program. Smes of those
cables are subject to misinterpretation others have contained
outright errors requiring corrections to be sent out to the field
stations. No one is more anxious than I to lay the foundation
and do the spade york nov for the implementation of the proposed
program of assistance, but ye mest be judicious in our activities
and realize that the ouse legislation Is not yet the lay. As
you draft cables and other papers that concern assistance for the
resistance, please keep iin t Mt existing prohibitions on
direct assistance to the vicaragm democratic resistance are
still in force. If you are authoricing an activity or
expendLUL.e oof funds, It should be first coordinated withC/CATtYinhO is fully abreast Of weat is permissible now under
existi-ng-lawand what acz.:vltles we can undertake in preparation
for implementation of the proposed program of assistance, it and
when, It is signed into lay by be President. We have come too
far to let an oversight or failbre to coordinate fully proposed
activities jeopardise all of you hard work.

itVtilCLASSIFIED
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C 2992

C/LA/CATF;
OUTGOING

sOT. 1 A TOT ov ,DIRECTOR ,16097............. ...-............ .O ...... .....................................

i

SUBJECT: OUTCOME OF INTELLIGENCE ALITHORIZATION ACT CONFERENCE c i
1. ON 46INOVEAIER SS, THE HPSCI AND SSCI FINISHED WORK

ON THE FY56 INTELLIGENCE AUTHORIZATION ACT RECONCILING
CONFLICTING LANGUAGE IN THE SILLS THAT HAD SEEN PASSEO IN EACH
OF THE HOUSES. WHILE THE SILL MUST NOW IE SENT BACK TO OTH
HOUSES FOR THE VOTE ON THE COMPROMISE LANGUAGE WORKED OUT IN
THE CONFERENCE AND IT STILL AUST IE SIGNED lY THE PRESIDENT. WE
SELI.EVE THAT THERE VILL.NOT. SE. A'Y SIGNIFICANT. CHANGES IN THE
8 1tLL. WE ARE PROVIINGITtOW THE KEY ELEMENTS OF THE
COAPROMISE. WHICH INCLUDE ThE FOLLOWING:

,Y P"OVID[ ADVICE. INCLUDING INTELLIGENCE AND
ELLIGENCE ADVICE TO THE OC.AATIC RESISTANC(.
MAY PROVIDE INFORATION, INCLUDING INTELLI-^INC[
RINTELLIGENCE INfORATION TO THEINDIOCRiTIC

Jmm TANCE.
IS AUTHORIZED TO SPENO UP TO FOR

COWNICATIONS (QUIPMENT AND RELATED TRAINING. THIS AONEY
HAS SEEN APPROPRIATED TO INSURE THAT THE EXCHANGE OF
INFORMATION AND ADVICE PERMITTEOE STATUTE CAN SE
ACCOMPLISHED WITHOUT COPROISING in INTELLIGENCE

RCES ANO METHODS.
IS NOT 4UTMORIZEO, REPEAT NOT AUTHORIZED TO
GE IN ACTIVITNS, INCLUDING TRAINING, OTHER THAN THE

COMMUNICATIONS TRAINTI GPfVIDED FOR IN THE ILL. THAT
AMOUNTS TO PARICIPATI J$0M TME PLANNING OR EXECUTION OF
IlLiTARY OR PARAR1LITZ 4 1PIRATIONIS IN NICAtAgil SY TIE

DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE, OR TO PARTICIPATION IN LOGISTIC
ACTIVITIES INTEGRAL TO SUCH OPERATIONS. WE ARE CURRENTLY
ASSESSING THE SCOPE OF THIS PROHIBITION TO DETERMINE HOV

IS NOT PERMITTEO TO ENGAGE IN THE SOLICITATION

0 TT OUNTRIES TO PROVIDE FUNDS, MATERIAL, OR OTHER
ASSISTANCE TO THE NICARAGUAN RESISTANCE TO SUPPORT
MILITARY OR PARAMILITARY OPERATIONS IN NICARAGUA.

2. NHAO IS PERMITTED TO PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION (QUIPMEN '
M1 THE RESISTANCE AS PART Of ITS CHARTER TO PROVIDE Fcof3

ANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO MNS R O SISTANC. THE QUIPARTER.Tr
.MEVERPUY' NOT SE oI FLLL0 T 0 Ilt UL .A- tlDOIIv Y &A,',,....

t

75-938 - 88 - 23

!
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SUBSTANTIAL uAI RpoRTAsT IS- PA ,,,tINA 1 NPNO,.°v:s! ..SIf.I!cg at € ICATI boN3tQuIMmsmo
NOVW (AININQl 111 LEGISLATION AN0 WE WILL PROVIDE 01,!S
FULLER GUIDANCE O0 1 AT THE ACT ANS FOR O&yTO- TIOSS
UPON ITS fINAL ASSAGC" W 00 NOT NAVE A SPECIFIC SAT,. ,UT " -EXPECT THIS TO If NO LATER TAN 301!
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84 5425029 &WPA(D I
TOT: 1; OCT 84 DIRECTR 111894

--- --...---- --- --- --- --- --- - W .°........°.....°..... .......... . . .

SUBJECT: IMPACT OF' OONCRPSIONAL ACTION

1.
A RD TO

PROGRAM.
LANGUAGE:

AS ADDEES ARE NO DOUBT AWARE,,(CONCPL.SS AS4
THE IMMEDIATE FUUR OF TE FIJINC FOR Th2
THE FOLLOWING IS THE OFFICIAL TEXT OF THE OPERATIVE

A. DURING FISCAL YEAR 1985 li0FUWUOS AVAILABLE TO
THE CENTRAL IllQLIGNCE AGENCYIMH R CXT Of" C7DESE, C9
A&MY OTMR ACONCY OF ENTITY Of THE UNITED STATES INVOLVED IN
INTEL.IGENCE ACTIVITIES AY BE OBLIGATED OR EXPENDED FOR THE
PURPOSE OR VHICH VOULD HAVE THE EFFECT Of SUPPORTING, DIK£CThY
OR IDIRECTLY, MILITARY OfR PARAMILITARY OPERATIONS IN MICARACGLIA
BY AWY NATION, GROUP, O-ANIZATIOMNIE>VENT OR INDIVIDUAL.

B. THE PROHIBITION CONCER, ING NICARAGUA CONTAINED
IN SUBSEC TION (A) SHALL CEASE TO APPLY IF, AFTER FEBR:JARY 28,1985-- • a (

REPORT-- (1 TI PRESIDENT SUBMITS TO C0NCR.S5 A

(A) STATINC THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF NICARAGUA IS PROVI INC
MATERIEL. OR MONEtTARY SUPPORT TO ANTI-GOVEPRNXENT FORCES ENCA -

IN MILITARY OR PARAMILITARY OPERATIONS IN EL. SALVADOR OR 0 R
CENTRAL AMERICAN GOUWTRIES;

(B) ANALYZING THE MILITARY SIGNIFICANCE OF SUCH
SUP PORT;

(C) STATING THAT THE PRESIDENT HAS DETERMINED THAT
ASSISTANCE FOR MILITARY OR PARAMILITARY OPERATIONS PROHIBITED 700
BY SUBJECT ION CA) I S NELC= ARY .a u 0
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UJNCLU .SIFIEQl.. 29

.......S..BJECToVES; AND
1 ......... ...... ........... .....................................

9)EXPLAINING P O LS Of UNITED STATES POLICY FOR THE

CO ALWIC1AN R0I AND OW THE PROPOSED ASSISTANCE WOULD
FURTH3ltML, II UUMINGm THE ACOIEVKDENT Of PEACE AND
SWURITY 1 WI hALICA10= T1 A O::'RO SIV, VERIFIABLE
AJND E)IFRCABLEE RT BASE:UPON THE CONTADORA DOClWT Of
OBJECTIVES.

2. WE. ARE IN T E AIR
AS TO WHAT WE CAN AND CAJOOT D1I
LIG(T OrTIS CONGR SSIONALACTa
OTA I E1RS TO AE AN D IST VII ACTIONS
WICK CAN W11 M O BE PROVIDINGA
DI= OR Im VAioPS

44 . I*mmNOTICE, T u YREP
V RPOSE OF OX.LETiApO. WTERIN'TELLIGENCE

INMFORI NATION Of INTEREST

3. VE VILL KEEP ADDEESI)"TED ON RELATED DEVELOlEHTS AS
THEY C::CtR.

4. PLEASE ENSUXR THAT £ RSONWEL BOTH PCS AND
TDY READ AND ACKOLIEDGE THE CONT£REIS [.SSACE.

5. FILE: DECL OADR J)RV HUI 1-82. ALL
SECRET.' W>
ORIG: C/LA/CAIRT: C/LA. CLO8

ED - AGO tnSACE _______
a T12GORAAR WORKING OPY -- DESTROY AFIER USE *,

UNCLASSIFIED
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C 2996

LADOOECORD
OUTGOING

8'. 54 ?710 ASP To PACE lLCTO M

TOT:ST),- OCT I SIMDIRECTORt 114191

I. THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXTRACT Of A STATEMENT READ OF THEII IONAL RECORD BY CONGRESSMAN SOLANO CONCERNING THE FY84
APPROPRIATIONS ILL: 

" LET M MAKE VERY CLEAR THAT THIS PROI4I8ITION APPLIES TO
ALL FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR ISS$ REGAROLESS OF ANY
ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE AT ANY AGENCY. ITCLIARLY PROHIBITS ANY
CXPCNDITUR, INCLUDING THOSE FAM ACCOUITS fOR SALARIES AND ALL
SUPPORT COSTS. THE PROHIBITION IS SO STRICTLY WRITTEN THAT IT
ALSO PROHIBITS TRANSFERS OF EQUIPMENT ACQUIREO AT NO COST.

"TO REPEAT, THE COMPROMISE PROVIOIN CLEARLY ENS U.S.
SUPPORT FOR THE VAR IN NICARAGUA. SUCH SUPPORT CAN ONLY It
RENEWED IF THE PRESIONT CAN CONVINCE T4E CONGRESS THAT THIS
VERY STRICT PROHIBITION SHOULD BE OVERTURNEO."

2. WE PASS ON THIS PIECE Of LEGISLATIVE HISTORY IN DRDE
TO IAPRESS UPON ADO0(S THE FULL INTENT OF THE CONGRESSIONAL
PROHIBITS T H S U SRICIONSUN , H IC $WAJ T

QUESTION AND WE UST TAKE EVERY PRECAUTION TO ENDURE THAT WE
ARE N4T IN VIOLATION OF CONGRESSIONAL PROHIBITION EITHER FACT

OR IN SPIRIT.______

SLCR E :: DECL DA DRV HUM 4-2. ALL

ORIG: / C/A/CAT CAUTH: I/ C OOR0: 000/LEGAL
(SUBSTANCE); REL: LA CATf. C Y i/

END OF AESSAGE

/

r I
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I.NORj_ NN CONTROLLED BY ORIGIwN '.Frt-. ~ isi W%, W9k "

_ ,-, . C - SIFIEI).
WARN NOTICE
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ExHIBIT C/CATF-45

UNLEAWSIFIED
'I OCT ;gas

MEMORANDU FORi The!Director of Intelligence and Research
" .,1Drector, Defense Intelligence AgencyDirector, National Security Agency

Special Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs
National Security Council

SUBJEOT Plans for Improvement of United Nicaraguan
Opposition/Nicaraguan--Democratic Force Aerial
Resupply Capability '*.

I. NT '.- -I1 H15 IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EYAUAT!D ITELLIGENCE

2. As part of a continuing effort to improve its ability to
roqupply unitt of the denrcrittic opposition operatin: Insi*le-:
:4caranua, the United Nicaraguan Opposition/Sicaraguan Dembcratic
Force (UNO/FDN), working through private supporters in th'e'United
States, has contracted for the services of two C-7A Caribiryi'ircraft
to fly supply missions into Nicaragua. The contract, w 'iis'of
six months' duration, calls for the to aircraft to flyih urs.
per month. The contractor will supply pilots, crews inr,'- chanici.
The two Caribou ai 'f* hich will be stationed

are expected to arrive
ur ng October l98~ mm

DECL: OADR DRV HUM 4-82 w ALL PORTIONS CARRY
CLASSIFICATION AND C OF.OVERALL DOCUMENT.

d UNC-ASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

3. Th;ilots and4crews forthe aircraft may be U.S. citizens,

but if gO, they will'notJbe identified as:such. They, and all other
" o nnalassoci t h the project, will be confined ,to

The two aircraft will be equipped with sophisticated
na on equipment which will allow them to make night drops into
Nicaragua. UNO/FDM has procured night vision devices to assist the
pilots on their missions.

4. oment The establishment of a viable system to
resupply in Nicaragua is a top priority for UNO/FDN. The
resistance organizat shown its~ability to purchase and move
arms and materiel t ut haimet with very limit

t es two a rcra t -- Mea n pounds of cargo, fly at a
normal speed of 180 miles per hour. and has a range of 1300 miles --
would be a significant advance in " g stem. and
wou w supply to un 'I -r-h onOn the other a will

* a a s E tj o greatly increase. • security of itsnave 08tae t oep 48.

communications with those units to bb resupplied.)

S. Thi information is being made available to the U.S.
Ambassadors _to

the Command nrTiChief, U.S. Southern wander,
First Special Operations Command. No further distribution is being.
made.

40PrMe z~a . George -/ ' ,
DjjjyDirector for Operations .r ,.

+--U 75, / -_ UNCLASSIF EO1
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EXHIBIT C/CATF-46

PZ.EMORANDUM4FOR: The Director of Intelligence and Research
Director, Defense Intelligence Agency

" f% Dir.'tor, National Security Agency
OS'.il Assistant to the President for
M;. ~onal Security Affairs

";.=4tional Security Council

iciagua: Plans for
Resupply Capability

Improvement of UNO/FDN Aerial

INFORMATION REPORT, MOT.&B

2. AS ot early Novembee 19 te Unified Nicaraguan
opposition/Nicaraguan Democratic oCe (UNO/?DN) vas still working
on plans to improve its ability to-resupply UNO/FDN units operating
inside Nicaraga. NO/VN had been expecting the arrival in October
of tvo C-7A Caribou aircraft to £ill this requirement, but problems
in obtaining t-.e two aircraft have dtl r arv
indef in u. Bead uar,. Commendated
october i oprovi, -NoUraltpaf'ed
acquisitin0Is &i craftd. Working through pi"
supporters in the United states, UO/FDO has obtaine4 1 t

contract for the rental of two C-123-rvf1At* t.rans ' Itrcraft
..A ,...,. w hih are oemletdto arJk

DECLS oACZ DRV HUM 4-82 9 ALL PORTIOS/ARRT -
CLASSIFICATION AND CONT U F OVERALL. K

Und r ovWiM of E~jO 12-
bB. Roger, Nafiti Securty cf!IOINCLASmSIF1ED: /

All.* . 0

SUBJECTs

34
64?
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UNCLASSIFIED
fly a combined total o ho rfmonths. " 0hhe cont act orw Suppl per Monti for e a nis .
normal 7asutPenance i b YPiloperrtio" 91W"1 A.•f"me 

S, ro s- nd a. n~ c ,

st*ion.
The SiX-mon con rac C3. As was the case with the C-7A aircraft the pilots and Crewsmay be U.S. citizens, but if so, they will not be identified assuch. They, and1a1I the personnel associated th th Pe

wilbe con nedm 
oUto n .... 

Prjec

whilemay operate.o 2to any other remote airfield whereth llybmay sop eraote as_ n Stock two night vision devices
which will be iSSued to the C-123 pilots for their night-timemissions.

4r o mnth:-P..Indn n..to1 a resupDly Its units deepinside b cragua remains a topaUNo k. D epior.ty 'and the delay inthe arrival of the C-As was a st b-. Thec- rovider. is aneven better aircraft for the job athnd, and thsurcontracted for should go a long waY....ar Solvi resupply
problem. At ent/-NoDN is cotidctinq on a s sporadic basis acivilian C-"0 make . 9  drops to UNO/FDN units in
Nicaragua at a cost 0 S 5,s 000 pir-fight. This aircraft does not
have the most up-to-date navigatioalhquipt 

,* nor does its crew
appear to have much experience ina'Jial resupply operation. The
standard C-123 .Provide can carrT'%Out 8,000 pounds of car 0  and
fly at a normal speed of 200 miles pet hour.)

5. This -* formation is bein made available to the
Ambassadors 

andto the Comman er in ae
distribution is being made.

m D 
0 rge

Deputy Director for Operations

~ UNCLASSIFIED )
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SUBJECT::. Nicaragua: Plans for Improvement of UNO/FDN Aerial

(13 November 1995)

DISTRIBUTION: Based On:

1 - Each Addressee
1 - DCi
1 - DDCI
S- NZO/LA •

I -

I J-A 1
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GIVEN THAT TWO WEEKS HAVE PASSED AINCE.T, AWFUL MIX-UP ON THIS
SUBJECT AT HOSe WITH SLOPPY REPERCUSSI",wS HERE, O NOT FEEL OUR
REQUEST FOR A TIMELY RESPONSE WAS UNREASONABLE.

2. MINUTES AG CA WITH STORY THAT
TE WTUTR RAFT ON ILL-PATIO SUPPLY RUM TO

,A E fKGENA LANDING YESTERDAY, 6 FEBRUARY, ON
IXQ 1SYURCE W4VS FELIX

xOn A t -ALL_0. T IS-WIT
JLItS NORTH (ONl . SUPPOSES ON OPEN PHONE).U HAD TO SAY, HONESTLY#
.- fIXH twI:C... HIN.....M... . .... 'D E1ND OI HAD NOT HEAR ANYTHING

#RO mN THIS SUBJECT FCR TWO WEEKS,
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'I MORAN

VTA:

SUBJECC1 of the Hostage L-Xat1:ag Task F-v,:

Da tootI*- 198S, 1330 H'ojrs
Place: itivo Office Bjildi.ag
next M..tiiq jino 198S, 1330 R.)urs

V,11lwiniq idividjals attended this 1!eetinq:

FBI Carter C)rnich G DimitrX Droujinsky
Dr.A Lt. C1,>. Roger Yarbo at

vided at the HLTF meeting:

* .1:
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EXHIBIT CG-12

UNCLASSFIED
-~ C 09289

0 It A; P- P I€,

1. on. 29 pri ini _A
HLTF, visited .ad,--II.et"Wit T h
raltn this reeti on ;.'. ..... . ....-. b r tal .-..

Hickey to raet with . . 0 = -- s thev r.c ht bra!.i

It..a-pears that Nort. .ov. 0 tS act vity, so

M.uch so tbzt r .,has already re;q )d a co itzent from an
S -.-idinti!ied b-sinessnan who ae :'o put .; the one :t.!-c.
d-, lla:s eeded for the Ii f a.. '.., the h:s:z;.%
ar. tu:ned ove: to us. rtain "a nid.t: i6ed
benefactor is P.ss Perot )'Oeeke;., yas tcld by
-,*th that the DOO should , be asd that a bZuT nessman has
agreed to pay the one million ..-' .

2. Af e met with the White House
re precon t ativ S On 2 April a ~y -vero called in by the DEA
Deputy Director who is monitoring -this case. This Deputy
Director made it perfectly clear tffat DEA should not be invoZved
in this ty;e of operation but are cooperating only because there
is 'a possible that they can assist in the release o, the
hostages. 0 stated that there -s bad blood betveejNo.-th
anrl DEA be f of a problem Northlcreated fcr DEA.ia's yearA
which had to do with a DEA operation that involved N'i(ca aTe.a..i
The Deputy Dir.'ct-or told both th is in . .

charge of this operation which 6s ith te ostagasa..1o
action will be taken without his a-ppva." . "

S J "3. wanted toof.thiabove . .
and that hewill not authorized any por n6b

* paid unless 'CIA "Pis satisfied vi the' bon,fLiles
he praov CIA..agre. s that.*we.are ready t ve aheayj h
this opera... A

DIU ED G"
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* SUBJECT:
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May 24, 1965

SYSTEM IV
NSC/ICS-400554

CODE'IORD

'4 5~

FOR ROBERT C. MC FARA Z
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DA. The DEA contact has indicatj th UfL4M in bribes_._ =e ~t hat o, _4 n rie
& 8u ned ovetc p out and delivered

the~t hy wil1 be turned over
to sdaircontactha scenario by which
he would be provided with $200K in cash to start the
process. 1 . d in a Swiss bank account--
payable to once the turnover had been
completed. & $ k cash transfer would take-
place as t Americans were released to U.S.
hands. The second two Americans would be turned over as
soon as a second $2M was placed in the Swiss account. -

The CIA became aware of this proposal in general some weeks
ago when the DZA rep to the HLTF described the contact which

eon made in ebanon. Since that time, two DIA officers

- Their source needs to establish the credibility of the
offer with the $2001. The source has been told that if
he 'double-crosses* the OZA and does not produce for
the $2001 that he will be exposed in Lebanon as a USG
asset. The source is aware of the consequences of such
revelation.

- Only the $200K is placed at risk if the operation i
Dt credible. AccordinqIe DEA, there are

IN who must be bribei-
orer to implement the sa1feecovery described above.
Thus, the higher cost than was originally forecast.

W___ UNC A831D ,U;
-6wp
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U LSSIEO)
4 c~nO3ft

except theDzA pr~nvI-pETto hive an equally poorc anceof
success. The two D eA officers have not briefed their superior
(Azzam) on the plan since he has resested the use of U8 money
for a bribe which he feels would likely leak when briefed by the
CIA. He is concerned that when the Conqressional committees are
made aware of the $200K that DIA would be tainted by another CIA
failure. I

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That you call Ed Meese and ask him to be briefed by North on
fhe DEA plan. -

Approve Disapprove ,'- A- J Y 7, '- r

2. That you authorize me to transfer the privately provided
$200K to the DEA officers for initiating the plan described
above. I

Approve

3. That you send te CAM

ApproveI I

Disapprove -

cable at Tab I .

Disapprove -

Attachments
Tab I

UNCLASSIFIED
2G~ur
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Paul Thompson
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SYSTZN IV
NSC/XCS-40051.

MEM~ORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

Tolp, sPCM
ACTIOK

MDIORMDWI ?OR

SUBJCT

June 7, 19S5
N 7419

EYES ONLY
ROssRt C. MC n

OLIVER L. No::W

Status of hostage Recovery Ufforts

The two ailepemdent hostage -recovery activities briefed lost
Saturday have proceeded as follows-

TOP SJCRLF
De~asm iO~ NCLASSIFIED

?Ji~ ~c'
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'lb

J
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Y ONLY
TOP SECRET

DZA operation. At the request of the two DlA officers who
originated the contact in Lebanon, I met with their asset in
Washington. Last week, their intermediary expressed concern with
proceeding with the operation based on the instability inside
Lebanon. In response to their urgings (the CZA officers were
made aware of the possibility that the Dawa prisoners could be
executed shortly after the end of Ramadan--June 19) and the death
of one of his contacts inside Lebanon, he has now agreed to
;rcceed as follows:

He will depart Saturday, June 8 and me
contact in 3urope as well as a
secondary contact inside Lebanoin.W* W
return to Lebano j.j range for a me*
one DRA officerhLself, and

once contact has been established and a meeting arranged,
the two DIA officers will depart for Cyprus via Vienna where
they will deposit the $200K and establish an account for the
$2M ($500K of which will be available W Lately in U.S.
dollars cash for use in Lebanon). ill then proceed
to the meeting indicated above.

Top SECRET YES ONLY
.I,-" '
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UNCLASSIFIED_UtM EYES ON_':
TOP SECRET 3

N-7421
The primary OZA contact believes that thehostages can be bribed Ui-for$l1" apiec as follows

- The S20OX will be sufficient to bribe t hosrny

ill tam0ithe oo *a to

$2509 ishoder tfleO

L be provided with $50 ca

willturnthehostages over t
inhere tI wilbe placed at

antsdyachtoreansport to Cyprus.

- One of the D aA officer wmil have proceeded to
Cyprus to rent a safohoI t.'umporary holding
location in the event that all hostages are not
recovered in the first attempt.

- The remaining $1.5: made available by thedonor will be
released from theracount in Vionna as soon as the

it is assumed that the tic cannot be negotiated proe the
number of people requiring brib e soth the ORA a hd
belieVP othatothis effort will pro e atw hostages ae no
additional hostages will be released for $1IN each. The safehouse
will be used to harbor/treat the first two hostages while
arrangements (both finanqjal nd o rational) are being made for
the remaining hostages. W lieves that 72-96 hours would
be required for a second r I7~hsa&sues that additional
funding is available on a near real-time basis. The donor is
avare that the price being asked is $IN each. He is unaware that
we are proceeding with a plan to release only two if the price
does not coe down. .

TOP SICaw .I?-O LUN as te eiatO L

numero ooae e irBt h n
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EYESO NLV
TOP SECRET 4

Prepared to take eave- N 7422
Soffic'aI*ro k as soon as they arecontacted b Travel arrangements and operational costs

are currently being financed from funds normal available to the
Nicaraguan resistance. Our normal point-of-contact in the
resistance tor these matters is not yet aware.

SuoaryA ms discussed vith ADN Poindexter, it appears that botheeo-- pIans can proceed simultaneously vJthout undue concern for
compromise or- mutual jeopardy. Given that arranemnes for theDRA operation vil take considorable time (contacts iASidenon, financial trt tionsa rental

RZCOMOINDAUZONS

1. Thet you approve proceeding with t.e Flans out.incd above.

Approve *•9-Disapprove

2. That u tc the Attorney General and ask that the exo,EA cfficersbbe placed on
temporary detanT to Me NO a p arlo Tof 30 days.

Approv ut. . Disapprove

At tachents

-s-8ES ONLYNCisLAsIFIE
UNCLASSIFIED ."I.,
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EXHIBIT CG-18
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EXHIBIT CG-19
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EXHIBIT CG-20
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EXHIBIT CG-21

UNCLASSIFIED
WORD

4daUirl Potndexter on 5 June

The l iiiLng subjects vere dLcuamed at the meeting:

partiaIly Decassified/Rele3s
uo pr Ovisios ot [.1

by 6. ROWP, taA SS
ora 

I

j
OF

I xeto M

______________ w ell '6. a sjut 4 ! o to
ransom te-ostasea from lisbellW. Ua laiactd th is eight cost as
much as SlCK that emLd be aised privately. Poindexter seed to talk
to the riesidoet to see if thWe Miad of as approach could b& pursued
,tivately Sive the AdiAetratieo'a policy oe rauom. (SIf)

W I U1 3

8 June 1986

C 3469

p9
rt,' 4 .T, T-- T T. low

-0 fi,-7
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UNCLASSIFIED

C 3470

...... 14. There as- considerable discussion of a deal on the contrast that
vould involve lOOK being allocated $20K a quarter for a period of 15
months. There vould be a second vote by the Congress, 6 to 9 months Into
the program on whether it should continue. The focal point for such a
deal probably vould be McCurdy, as well as a fea others. The DC1
Iod4cated that such a deal vould be all right vith him. (C/I(F)

Roberts kte8

UNCLASSIFIED "
- / 1

2,,
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EXHIBIT CG-22

John Shhen,

w il received a call from a
Or. Cyus Xashemi who is.currently in Hamburg At the Hilton Hotel in Room 703.

Hastka has tri get (n touch with us before offering to put us in touch

vq"j, leading figures~in'the Iranian Government. When we learned that Hashemi

is Lnder investigation, if not by this timfqndicted, for violations of export

control laws,,we pulled away. 011y OMSSJiied/Released on 97
UfPrOvis of E.O 12356

His recent 'call to Shaheen offeredahange 1n' t %0S~nwV&YC~ out
a change in policy) that he could provide if.the American Goverment would be able

to get him a nolle pros -- in short, if we are able to take the pending indictment

for conviction off his back. Shaheen said that he had no power to do that but then

asked whether his contacts with the Iranian governmen: were good enough to spring

the hostages if he could be gotten off the hoqk. Shaheen did this knowing that a
nolle pros had been arranged for high national security considerations but his

experience in this goes back to World War II. What he was doing was feeling out

Hashemi to see what kind of a reaction he would get. Hashemi said he would call

back and in two hours he was back on the phone having, he said, talked to

He came back asking for the release of the DAWA

hostages, plus i weapons, plus his nolle pros. Shaheen dismissed this saying

no weapons, no DAWA prisoners. Then again, to feel him out, said, although I can't

speak for the US Government you might be able to get some Italian medical supplies

or something like tha Again Kashemi said

he would check and called back within a couple of hours claiming that he had

talked again t and that they weren't.interested in Italian

b medical supplies but they'were wilin . gh ranking representative from

fo"N 3o,0.0 490 6UNU.

75-938 - 88 - 27
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UNCLASSIFIED
Tehran

or Thursday of the coming week. He would

interested n.m

s early as Wednesday

of what they were

Or. Hashemi claims to be in touch w ithi n and says he

kngws about a recent attempt by George Bush's brother, together with a man named

\7ekeleh (no further identification) to contact the Iranians on this. Shaheen

claims that he has made it clear that he can't do it for anything, that the
US Government does not deal with terrorists, that if there is a meeting

nothing at all could'be agreed upon -in advance, that it

od e toh rniansto attempt to offer something which

might be able to work out.

This should probably be taken up with the Assstant Secretary of State for

International Organizations to see whether he is ready under the circumstances to

see ifwwould be willing to listen to whatever proposition

the Iranians might have in mind bringingm and to I f

surrounding information.might obe available. Ull /lME
.11N 37/DO
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EXHIBIT CG-23

UNCLASSIFIED,
,.I;y mIISliEld/ le" , IS4

und* proiwIof LO.-.1235
by S. Roger. Nao kl . C,

to MEMORANDUM FOGRTE -RCORPD

SUBJECT: Further Details from John

.1. Shaheenphoned me at hon at aoo pm an July.
had Justisppken to Hashemsi who reports:

He

Ao meet next week? probably at

I is fa
wants to me*'

r day to explain the moitivastios an*
Jieittves ofohis Government elnot further explained)%

c. The next day a more formal meeting would b
with both Iranians present~ithe Iranians assume

wouldbe present.

2. Shaheen told Hashemi that thn Iranian. better get
crackin t.he release of the seven "American

W- Hasnelts allegool sa that the Iraniam
helping at this time w-s humanitarian.

3. Hashemi repeated that a U.S. quid pro Quo would be
necessary from the Iranian perspective (not clear whether
this is-his -formulation or ie-c m- t~---f 'eans}.

4. Hash plans, or ho o be resent at the
first meeting g He assumesand Iranians
will have no need for his by the seo ijl7*

S. All of the above was relayed to Peter Burl 1
e morning of 3 July with my suggestion that
decline to have Hashemi present either day.

UNCL&SSIWIEB
.J/ A 3go

1- 4967--s~eD -
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ExHIM CG-24

ASOPAC Ea 0 DIRECTOR Oecias9
.................... .. ...........-__ un'der t:ed/Ro. ° " ,..O-

- ~ ~ n Wovio.s ofL

SUJE CTs POSSIBLE CONTACT WITH IRANIAN GOVERNMENT AuPS 5 E

1. THROUGH A COMPLEX SERIES OF LEIO WE HAVE SEEN PRESENTED
WITH AN ALLEGED OPPORTUNITY TO MEET WITH IMPRES[NTATIVES OF THEIRANIAN GOVERNMENT. THESE REPRESENTATIVSI.FURPORTEDLY ARE CAPABLE c cOF SECURING THE RELEASE Of THE SEVEN.NosIUT HI. LE WE ARESKEPTICAL THAT THIS IS A BONA FlOE INITIIV 1WE MUST FOLLOW-UP _
UNTIL WE ARE MORE CONFIDENT AlOUT WHAT OEALINS p"

-C-c
VAS VSED USTHAT WE I I r ATTER I c

na :.Aft
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aIStPE
.. ly.lBJ

;.v De, tasified/Released a Ll

V~~Fl we MUS ORTi RCORD under provisimnsot U. 123=
V ' A. ,b 8.Ror. " s

SUSJZCTI Now 00vopen,# on t Shahen4 ashem~iorc
• Channelrtb Iran

1"john Shihen phoned a
,rn j.ill ., to me

Thy are$

A8

&*

b. manouchehr (lnu), a ranking ntel Off icer.

a2. ilaiherai clais that t"iranialns are nore interested in

change of course than in any otho'( Or* L. u shn asked to

clarify whether that meant a'U$pqfhange of policy or an Iranian

change, Shaheen said he thought it meant both, i.e., a change in

the course of US-Iranian relations. Hashemi claims that Syria

will not be involved in the release of the seven remaining

hoaanos because ifisballah deals directly with Iran.

* 3. Shaheen aid, *We are not dealing with children Hashemi

now insists that it be made clear'to the US Government that as

soon as the seven hostages are sprung# he will get hisnolle

roLeq-u.l ashemi asked for confirmation from Shah*een1ch

government agency was involved. Shaheen told him on the

international phone lines that it was the Bureau of Fisheries.

Hashemi replied that whether it was Weinberger, Schults, Casey, or

the Bureau of Fisheries# his lawyer, S1liot Richardson, needs at

this time to confirm that the US Government acknowledges Nasheml's

helpful role if the seven hostages ate released, (1l.ater phoned

Shaheen back at his insistence to repeat th iA Lki
•fOur willingness to ha

meet with a confidential representative of ran
does not man willingness on the US

SGovernlnt'spart M i ntof Justice, to take

1I~ L~~I1L~U4 9876

Als3fO 3 4

and

I
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EXHIBIT CG-25

update a& the ashemi escapade. As of last fight,1 W as

andb.dNo hehr (intellqflc

a fabricator. According to our only knowledge, of

.n tie biographli files Is thxougb ipotting ft na!he

claimed, among other things, the dual

responsible for the kidnapping oi jckleyl. In other words.

CIA has been arouzid this same iawn*&Cm erligrand had

ome to the confusion that ha wau acL reliable, LnclnatLon,

thus, vas to recommend to Casey taa tbe, Hashemi connection be

dropped. se said they would do iAft g however, pending further

E hvors isu-sa come up at the 300 pm

meeting vthli"

Our Kanachehr, the one Steve GruMMOn resurrected from his files,

"= F': Is another-one apparently (see attached T , part 2D).

i ' if they do want to kill the Initiative# it would be worth asking

Z if they are sure that their Manachehr is the one in question. i.., .

it's a fairly comon name and how do they know its the one who was

the fabricator? We have not been able tO identify

yariously described a~J /
REIEWED F-
" . ,.~r .._.., _ ."IPAU_5
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ExHmrr CG-26

memoRANoiNIFOR fUB -UZCORO

- " 28

ijJohn Shaheen to Pass to Hashemi re:
N O Contact with Two Iranians

• . 9 

1."I-phoned Shaheen at 1800 hours on 12 July to give him the
State Department approved plan. I gave it to him in two phases.

w his. information only,, thatLwe have conf irsea-aw
-9

confirms to us to be a faoricator and unreliable. Zn fact we
have had a previous bad experience with him on the hostage issue.
I told Shaheen not to provide this information to Rashemi.

2. Hashemi is to be given the followi
~j~flbe L.meet at a time of the tran an

i*n ay bring MANOUCHEHR with him if he
m os7es.will not repeat not meet with mUMoUCHpR

alone, a 0 at he got the p-int; It made sense to
him and he would send it promptly, to Hasneni, who is probably in
Geneva.

3. Shaheen departs for Tokyo at 1100 hours on 13 July and
will be at the Tokyo Imperial Hotel for about a week after Sunday
noon. I have his phone number.

4. The above plan was proposed by us to DAS Arnie Raphel and
approved by Mike Arm aL.QL.ZIday afternoon. They will send
another interim qAb

,,f,6 -' "gNCLA6 i1E--

?NCLASSIED

DO

3j
4987?

3q
r.. L ' -

SUBJECTs

T
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S E A V E STAFF WI UNITY TO MEdeET WT"€IT 't" ndrta Oec rs'f e4 rela p/7
T by8.nRer, rov'sl, n, Of E.O. 12d5 7 'T N b g. RsetNatiOnai security Council

SUPJECTA ILE CONTACT ITH IRAN IAN GORHMENT REPS DoREFS :. 1 5 l 9.
1. O 12JL , ATWT&NO INFORAEDO MIA AS 0.3

FOLLOWiS: WE HAVE BEEN PRSENTE I ENT O ETWT
REPRESENTATIVES Of THE GOVERNMENT Of 1 I HEERERSETTIE
SAY THEY ARE IN A POSITION TO OBTAIN THE LISERATION OF THE SEVENAMERICAN HOSTAGES. THOUGH WE ARE SKEPTICAL WE FEEL WE MUST FOLLO

i /

S. FILEtIJI tSSIFI
(0 4
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EXHmIT CG-27

[miNCLtg.IEI

RD bvOaeMaRaSu d, c~u
L

to Play Hard ftall

MEMORANOUM FOR TIIE.RICO

SUBJECT; Ilashemi Tries

1. At 0930 on* Saturday, 13 Jy, mr.to say that Hashemi accepts our prnOIA"Smust be present at the first meetirHashemi, however, added the condition thatbe done to set up this first meeting until S

2. f repeated our previous pbsition, -at no considerationwould he given to discussing Hasheml's lega1 :ro'lm until matterthe f rst meeIng took place. Therefore, we :onsider fUrtherprogress in this Channel at an end until Has'.Ri withdraws hisrequirement that someone must speak to Richar!son.
3. Shaheen agreed that this tactic made sense to him iniew of the derogatory information we had on the other tranian.W jyCHCHR. Shaheen was also at pains to say that he was anxious0 o be helpful to the DCI and was not in any sense a close friendof Hashemi. We agreed that In both the intelligence and oilbusinesses, not all deals pan out, and t gave him some profusethanks for his efforts in this case."

The above was relayed to Peter Surleigh S o ..a13 July, and State forwarded a Status rport

o 4 9

3 3q4 L
,n-- mt_~ju'/StQj
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EXHIBIT CG-28

UNCIA IED
16 July 1985.

MSMORANDum FOR THIl RECORD

SUBJZCTI:\ sashemi"Lawyer Contacts CIA

t 1230 on 16 July, a phone call was received for
M_ _ the undersigned used with John Shaheen.

ssrw cr. Shaheen, T-took the calls the caller said
he was Mr. Elliot Richardson speaklg from London. Mr. Richardson
said he has been representing Mr. Hashemit and he understands that
some consideration is being given to a discussion between the us(
and Mr. Richardson. I told him that Mr. Bashemi had claimed
through a third party that he 6dula set up a meeting that was of
interest to the USG. After that meeting took place# consideraion
could be given to whether or not to have a meeting with
Mr. Richardson. Mr. Hashemi triedito change the rules: there is
no interest in a discussion with..Mr. Richardsonj at this time, the

ball is in Mr. Hashemi's court," .

2. Mr. Richardson seemed: a little :onfused and said he
believed he was misinformed, Re aked if specific consideration
had been given to a discuusion;with him. I said yes, and there is
no interest in such discussionnat this tine.

I can only surmise that Mr. John Shaheen has pass em
phone number to Mr. Hashemi or directly to Mr.

1aroln. As Mr. Shaheen is in Tokyo for the next eight days, I
do not plan to ask him.

undf qromo of LO.

by D 0. !|* JI O... . 9
iskid

0C
F_-?oD FO RELASE. jOct

Ci /A( 3 77
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EXHIBT CG-29

iNCLWLI
23 July 196S

pEKOjMNDIr FOR THE RECORD

SUJECT- Hesheni Claims He will Sot Up Neetings

/ 40

,.'IV

ter All

1. John Shaheen phoned me from Tokyo late Saturday evening,
20 July to say that mashemi has been in touch# obviously via
international phone.- Shaheen said since we will not meet with the
Hashemi lawyer, Elliot Richardson. ap-ashemi demanded. aNhei
hne Aaeidd tanoc**danway with ettine = t t ini

- express surprise, aseen id it 15 the only i401
Hashemi has to get his nolle, Proseg !.

2. Thana~ step is for ashemi to advise the date of the
neetingq

3. Shaheen again apologized.jor the mistake of his
secretary in giving Mr. Elliot Richardson my office telephone
number. He said it happened because she was not'witting of my
interestsand he was out of touch in rural Japan.

4. Arnie Raphel at State has, been notified of the above.

Padidiy ecbI sfied/RdMd L A
wun provsim o f... E ,SL bm. NOW SW* studyS~bw.eU~inINU ,J! LO 4 9 %L

C11*2379j uEnto
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EXHIBIT CG-0
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EXHIBIT CG-31
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EXHIBIT CG-32

O-NfAM
19 August 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Status of Hashemi-Elliot Richardson Contact

V..o..

phoned the DCI on 14 August to find out if
the illu sive (the undersigned) worked for the oc! and
to see it a meet be arranged to find out the Agency's
intentions toward his client, Mr. Hashemi. At the DCj's
instruction, I telephoned Mr. Richareson back to repeat the status
of our relationship with Mr. Hashemi.

2. Mr. Richardson was informed that the ball remains in
Mr. Hashemi's court# as it was-the-last time we talked on 16 July.
Mr. Richardson said that he understood that Hashemi had dropped bis
condition, i.e., that Hashemi would do nothing until the Us

,Government spoke to his lawyer.

3. Mr. Richardson said that hd.was anxious to know if his
client would be treated fairly, commensurate with.the effort he wa's
making on our behalf. I had him hold on the phone while I found the
correct language in our file, then read him. the language we received
from State and Justice: 'the possibility of any judicial
consideration for Mr. Hashemi can orly be addressed after the US
Government has learned what the results of the first meeting in
Europe is which Mr. Hashemi allegedly is setting up.'
Nr. Richardson tried to ask what "consideration" meant and to elicit
further our thinking *n the nolle prosequi. I repeated only that
there was nothing further we could say until a meeting takes place.
The ball has been in his client's court for some weeks and that
fankly his client does not have a good track record in these

I matters. I also noted that Mr. Hastfemi has an established channel
through a third party when he wishes to reach us. Richardsor

iePied that he had attempted to reach that third party WdfIIIT
(Mr, Shaheen, out was unsuccOssful.

J 3. Two problems occur: El
a. i am no longer sure that Mr. Shaheon will be availa.

as an intermediary in the event that Mr. Hashemi talks to us agatr..
Perhaps the DC! has more informationvon mr. Shaheen.
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VIA:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

U *-NCLASfilW--a~
~rl9816-Y06?

IocE 0OeraounPe
Central Intelligence Agency

Charles E. Allen
National Intelligence Officer
and Narcotics

Background on U.S. Initiative
American Hostages

for Counterterrorism

to Secure Release of

I 0644

1. The following is provided for your background on an extremely -
sensitive White House initiative to secure the release of the American

q ostages held by the Iranian-backed Hitballah organization in Lebanon, This
nitiative has been underway for some months and is being controlled directly

by the National Security Council (NSC). I have served the NSC as the focal...
point for coordinating Intelligence Community col'ection requirements to
support the White House initiative.

2. On 12 September, I was requested by LTC Oliver North, Deputy Director
of Political/Military Affairs of the NSC, to begin intelligence Community

against certain Iranians who were involved with the White House and
who were in contact with the Lebanese Hizballah. Ovrh n w d I was

secure sufficient information to identif

two Iranians who wer ky0*tertti ha

Maus@ ihitAiAtilL. One-iaf the Iranians wasN
# hs '% k*. -if WTI A ua n C ai

m the White House was able to gain critical insights into the attitudes orLm aj these Iranians toward the release of the American hostages and the
relationship and influence that Iranian officials have over Hizballah
personnel who are holding the hostages. The release of Rev. Senjvin Weir was
effected by h House working through intermediaries , i n direct
contact wit who in t iealng directly with
Following the release of Weir, i indicated, again through
intermediaries, to the White H -gitt Otherbe

rp '% . - -- - - 70"

F, 4 ~

/41il
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UNCLASSIFIED
. as in armed by the NSC (LTC2 i toa in....... 0 ____ _ ar4"y$1s of tne

co-lection because the White mouse mad received info tT iTnOthe
,:stage, probably Willia'. 6Jckley, would be released s nd 5hi ncreased Colletwa et

adon toiler tat paedto exeutLXtm i uckle y__ted a new

dimension in the continuing contacts betw rAnc The White
House through intermediaries indicated tc' that i "pcrtant that
he come to the US in order to determine w potential still exists to
secure the release of Buckley, assuming that he had not been killed, or of the
remaining hOStj",~ by Hizballah. The White Ho ifo Onr that would arrti r n Airport an 0645

Join or these meetings was one is

stlalive enwi hav stogeiec hth da anf weterthr

reportedly per a n his be, n
joint v u th in obtainin rrnhno

a. ..A... asper apt our ls
opportunity to utilize thisc nnel to determine whether William Buckley Is

S still O11ve (we now have strong evidence that he Is dead) and whether there"
r uniie

4. From my perry a_ -nd based on the analysis of the intelligence
col lected thu a en ner fte-rn&L

g~ro

L11LUP1 A 60k-Ii ul
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initiative j^1 t'*at h.e toZ has f~e,'t:aI 1'OnrafltS wit*Tm

are considered pivotal by the Wolite xojse as to whether thh nT VWT7 1 d
be pursued further. The hostages believed to be held by HNiballah are as
follows: Father Lawrence Joico, a Roran Catholic priest; David Jacoksen,
director of Beirut's American University Hospital; Thomas Sutherland, Dean of
Agriculture at the American University; and Terry Anderson, Chief AP
correspondent in the Middle Cast.
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john 4cmahn's IotW for the reoxd of Dert-er 7, 1945,
dIIN N0. 10 ?ITLC T~nc.* q assistance to Seord."

1 0392

DATE DESCRIPTOR - TO/FROfl

WUR (NSC %U$SiOn) John N. 'leAshon

kcaP de~ ~i
hdo ulauffic
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I 0393
A-4E.RANOW4 FR TE ECOR, hdu

SUS;CC¢: 'JSC 4ssion

Os J .
1. On Saturday. 23 november l94, Ed JuciniewicZ asked it if [ was

aware of all tie Activity tranl aJJ on "he effort to let tme hostages
out. Pit snowed "e £ .. ole to asking that we pass a message t4 the
charge from the Deouty Assistantt ne President for atonall Security
4ffstrs. !ie ssae ssured tie Cnare ".'a: only tne Secretary of State
an nAmoassador atley ere aware of ne joeratin. told Juchniawica
.atu I was unaware of the specifics of the operation 5ut due to the

sensitivity of .e operation, it was appropriate that we pass
correspondence e'.ween the ISC and the amssadors overseas, but only
communications, .hat we could not U Involved without a Finding.

) t of .1ovemoer, hile visiting the Office of the
O015 present an qad given (lair Geor2e a SPot

lejof n tT Mus raa- a:e in sucoort 3f tie 'IS*
.i1s's -)n." we#* "nr~uqn .n* 3v;rnm )oP.4- :j" "nat -.er4 was 0 10
'e ::U11 30c"me 'Ivg'vol in ay imO eoea:,:' :J :Is .issiondit.iout
:J1idlqg. 4r. ;.jCx4.fi ol tla.tne,3 ":: e 3] -.. vaxe 41e
irrsngenents. , e itioeral Sec3rz isitoi -n* .me icy ie :rie to t
1ea'os on 3rlints :. a ui2n: 3e anilaol, :3 love Iqui"ent to tne 1ear
Eas" fn a sacurt snion. de told aie we ild lot lave any such airlift.:3paoiI: j. dcwever, 4r. Jucnniewicz sal'o it 4aS :oin.:al out t*3lenerA].

r ias a commercial airli't tnar .Alpt o it owned oy
generall Secorl en toot it from nero and de

ITringement P a .I1gn, on a strictly :mr.-1e oasis.

3. .rewna" is.rtssed t "4t1n :jrir )4 avents, : 'il taly
i'*:r- ,jlr ;#eel counsel af'r_?:onf'"P',g .- n re, q .!ar''e our
-v. .e ae . a sit" . IIsI"*:'! -e#P"t i: *. :'e , inc

Vce30 IIU1101 ,.so luci n 11 .~S.) ,cccl , t. jut rtnZu
,v~'asl'v i91 encng *oreiln ;sov,'t 13a Missst :.*

115s13M. A : ' was prepared tneo lex :&y. "he :'ioi0g was clearso
i:neno ) iratc:*:' no'-alled cFarlane ana )on e.an t ascertain tna:

Indeed this na: residentiall approval a 0 0oet assurances nat a
Finding would .% so sa'ned. After reetej d Calls to 4SC ersonnel on
27 4ovemoer anc during the week of I caver continuously receiving
reassurances )f tae resiJent's intent to sign tle Finding, we were
notified on 5 :'ceoer tAet indeed tMe Finding was signed. The President
lirec:ed us not to tnforv Congress for toe reasons of the safety and
secure n.eleas. . -ne sostges until no so airectel.

1-ISSI7
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I 0394

4. (0 the )abassador ininl JAie4dOf )irtctor
personally noting that AtabaSiioi would like
to talk to jii1T 1a the telephone. In response, reeased a
cabl to the Aoassador assuring him that the operation that he had been
briefed on by the OCM was initiated by the Natonal Security Council but
Sug!) " i would not De wise to attei3pt to reactivate our request ta
geti approval. )

Joan 4.. AC:AVn

oogo
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Is Decober 195 .

m~O FOR THE RECORD C 222
SUBJECT: Discussion with Subject

1. Subject requested a meeting with Chief, 0O/EUR and NI0 for
N.j Counterterrorism at 1500 hours on.Pecaehberat Headquarters. He explained

that he had just returned from PYT where he had conducted some unspecified
business. While there, he acquired certain documents and other information
that he believed would be useful In a collection effort that the NI0/CT is
conductin on behalf of LTC Oliver North, NSC Staff relating to the US
hoUages. Subject also proposed a new initiative against President Qadhaf I
and Libya utilizing certain resources that he claim to have at his disposal.
However, conduct of this anti-Libyan effort would require Agency support.
Chief, CUR recommended that subject provide details to the NIO/CT so that this
could be evaluated upon his return on 13 Decemer from a trip to Europe.

2. Subject proceeded to inform IO/CT of private efforts that he had
undertaken with White House encouragement to establish contacts within the
Iranian government--contacts that were helpful In securing the release of Rev.
Benjamin WeirIn September. He stated that he had urged National Security
Advisor MacFarlane (whom he served a consultant) over a year ago to
undertake an effort to establish ' L .s into the Government of Iran and that
MacFarlane had agreed that secret, indirect contacts could be established.
The objective was to build bridges with more moderate elements of the
government in an effort to modify the extremist, anti-Western policies of the
Khomeini regime and to determine If these moderate elements were strong enough
to seize power. Subject stated that he was able to establish contact with
some key Iranians utilizing Israeli contacts, including one Col. Jackob
Nimrodi, an Israeli who Is involved in the international arms market. Subject
would not disclose any details on how he ant Nimrodi, although the latter
allegedly was at one time a Nossad agent. Niodl who has offices in Tol
Aviv, London, and New York, Introduced him to a Mr. Ghorbanifar, who also uses
the pseudonym Asghari. Chorbanifar, according to Subject, was once an agent
for SAVAK, but saw where the Iranian revolution was headed in 1978 and bolted
to Khomeini just before the fall of. the Shah. Subject describes Ghorbanifar
as 'a recruited agent' and "a good fellow who Is a lot of fun'. Ghorbanifar,
who has a family in France, apparently also has a girlfriend in California,
who is having some difficulty maintaining her alien resident status.

.L3. Ghorbanifar's principal contact within the Yranian government Iskne-40 also known as . Sutljct described 1 as
'an actIon guy-whose responsibilities are to .WVroure arms for Iran on the .

r international market; he allO claim that P runs a terrorist

7CL BY SIGNER VOL
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organizatem t Western Euroce significant authoriIthO procurement ofa
th* Office of the Prime n s or.horbanifar an

0 theactivities of Hizballah In Lebanon are managed out of the
PrimeMinister's office. The lint of control es from that office in Tehran

a so had influence
over Hisballah. Theseranian elements know what roup h ds the Americanhost in n an secure their release I

h O 
The s a w he O d s h r u e fo r t h e f o u r r e m a i n n g

a$aaah; it Is decided that it is In Iran's interest to
secure t r elease, this can be quickly accomplished.

4. Subject explained that the four hostages were expected to be released
just before Thanksgiving because of the Hawk missiles that had been delivered
with Intermediaries (who include, among others David Kimche of Israel). After
delivery of 20 of these missiles, Sutherland, Anderson, Jenco and Jacobsen
were to be released in West Beirut; once these four were released, another 100
Hawk missiles would be delivered to Iran. This did not occur because there -
were disagreements o r the particular model of the Hawk Missile that was
delivered. mln 28 Novefter was frantically trying to contact Majles
Speaker RansanjanI, urging" him to reciprocate by freeing the hostages now that
the Americans had shown *good faith" by permitting the shipment of Hawks to .:.
Tabriz. According to Subject, the disagreement appears to have resulted froma miund stad~l 1both SICe

msunderstand on both sides concerning w atsoecific type of equipment
was requested. ad sent word, again
through interme ar is, to aarane that ran was pleased because it did
not get the correct equipment. Subject stated that the Iranians apparently
had expected a hewer, modified version of the Hawk system. According to
Subject, the opportunity to deal with Iran now is *excellent" because Tehran
is "desperate" for specific types of equipment such as the TOW anti-tank
missiles. He also noted that neither Iran nor its surrogate has attacked or
kidnapped any-Americans In some months. The crew, for example, that had flown
in the Hawk missiles had not only been permitted to return unimpeded but were
given "caviar" to eat on their flight out of Iran. These developments auger
well for the United States and every effort should be made to exploit Tehran's
need for arms in order to build bridges with more moderate elements of the
Iranian government and to preclude additional attacks against American
interests. This was a long term strategy that the United States--with caution
and discretion--needs to pursue.

S. Subject again turned to Ghorbanifar. The latter, at great personal
risk, travels to Iran about once month to discuss weapons procurement.
Ghorbanifar has even traveled to Israel--without Tehran's knowledge--to meet
with Israeli officials. All told, Subject has had about a dozen meetings with
Chorbanifar In France, Switzerland, Israel, and the United States. In fact,
Subject arranged for Ghorbanifar to come to the US In October and actually
brought Ghorbanifar into the White House. As a result, Ghorbanifar enhanced
his credibility with senior Iranian officials, including Rafsanjani, who
believes that Vice President lush Is orchestrating the US initiative with
Iran. Jn fact, according to Subject, Rafsanjani believes that Bush Is the-
most powerful man in the US because in addition to being Vice President.he
was once Director of Cl1 .- oj/-

A ILLA AR1 I
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. 6. Subject Stated that Ghorbanifar had met with Agency officials in the
ast but that he found that CIA officers did not trust him. Ghorbanifar was

lextremely reluctant to have further contact with CIA and stated that his* xperiences with CIA *had been W8d.

7. Subject Stated that 6horbanifar
Id discredit Libyan leader fadhafl.I

8. Subject stated that Ghorbauifar probably has a "limited life span* and
speculated that the Iranians may eventually take action against him.
Nonetheless, It was Important to use fully Ghorbanifar's knowledge and
contacts at this stage. Subject noted that he would be traveling again
shortly to Europe and would be discussing the proposed Libyan operation
further with Ghorbanifar. He was hopeful that, in the meantime, som reaction
could be obtained from CIA. Subject noted that he had discussed this Issue
with Oliver North of the NSC who favors the undertaking of this operation.

9. Subject claims that Ghorbanifar hs good bona fides with
and that tite risk of running the sting ope-ratTonis Orea v
r ver, in his view, the risk of exposine the US hand was enuallv

10. Subject also claimed, without further explanation, that has
been recruited" and would do the bidding of those working on freiT **
American hostages.

K
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SUSJCCTt IRANIAN TERRORIST THREAT INFORMATION

OAiill RECEIVED M lwG N&MUHO1,DC8

" K-F&MC OR TICE

Z30561"ffY UW l TTSMINATED ON 25 n tt. k. ALTHOUGH
0 MJ Q A TON FROM JAN.-.GTO SEPT 81

E HAO £ HISTORY Of PREDICTING
1V~fNfWIW(UTWHEY HAPPENED AND WAS PERCEIVIS TO If A

RURpONGER Of OCCASIONAL USEFULNESS. NIS-INFORMATIO',.
CONSIiSTNTLY LACKED SOURCING AND OTAIL NOlWITSTANO',. HIS
EXCLUSIVE iNTERESt IN,,ING MON[Y FOR HIS QUISTIONA.;.
PuRSuITS. IN AR 81, OLUNTEERED INFORMATION ON
KIDNAPPING OF AN AMERI C g-rA T AND ON A PLOT TO AI:ASSINATE
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES. EXAMS ANI INVESTIGATE :N OF
HIS STORY DETERMINED THAT IOERATELY PROVIDED FALSE
INFORMATION ABOUT SOT NOTS. .-

a L

LASSIFIEfl
p, IA" states* 'I,-
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26 Movember 1985

i 0400

MEMORANOU FOR: Vice Admiral John M. Poindexter, USN
Deputy Assistant to the President

for National Security Affairs

SUBJECT: Presidential Finding on Hiddle fast

Pursuant to our conversation this should go to
the President for his signature and should not be
passed around In any hands below our level.

Attachment:
As stated

CL BY 0CC8C74
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Finding Pursuant to Section 662 of the Foreign
ASsistance Act or L961, As Amended, Concerning
Operations Undertaken by the Central Intelligence
Agency In Foreign Countries, Other Than Those
Intended Solely for the Purpose of Intelligence.
rol-LectionI 0401

I have been briefed on the efforts being made by private_
parties to obtain the release of Americans held hostage in
the Middle East, and hereby find that the following operations
in foreign countries (including all support necessary to
such operations) are important to the national security of
the United States. Because of the extreme sensitivity of
these operations, in the exercise of the president's consti-
tutional authorities, I direct the Director of Central
Intelligence not to brief the Congress ot the United States,
as provided for in Section 501 of the National Security Act
of 1947, as amended, until such time as I may direct otherwise.

SCOPE
Hostage Rescue -

Middle East

DESCRIPTION

The provision of assistance by the
Central Intelligence Agency to
private parties in their attempt to
obtain the release of Americans
held hostage in the Middle East.
Such assistance is to include the
provision of transportation,
communications, and other necessary
support. As part of these efforts
certain foreign materiel and munitions
may be provided to the Government
of Iran which is taking steps to
facilitate the release of the
American hostages.

All prior actions taken by U.S.
Government officials in furtherance
of this effort are hereby ratified.

The White House
Washingon, D.C.

Date:
4 ,# t %# e9 0

. e O
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Oeputy Director of Central intelligence

FROM: Director of Central Intelligence 0275

1. At the 1030 meeting today. Aud reported on his diSCusSiOnS over the

weekend with Gorbanifehr in London. He did not Aave a good impression 0'
Gorbha we t he r re1a onship

2. Everybody supported tis If our roundtable discussion. Other options
which Bud had suggested were to let the Israelis go ahe doing wat hwwould

a do anyway, and hope that we get some benefit
The President argued mildly for letting the " a'on-o ea without

Vr71uItmentS from us except that we should ultimately fil up the Israeli
pipeline in any vvent, or the Congress will do It for us. e was afraid that
terminating the ongoing discussions, as Sud had speculated they might, could
lead to early action against the hostages. The trend of the succession of
this was that it was a little disingenuous and would still bear the onus of
having traded with the captors and provide an incentive for them to do so"e
more kidnapping,. ich was the main burden of the argument against going forward
on the program. The President felt that any ongoing cop.act would be Justified
and any charges that might be made later could be met and Justified as an effort
to influence future events In Iran. I did point out that there was historical
precedent for this and that was always the rationale the Israelis had given
us for their providing arms to Iran.7

TV -f fair who are willing to do business On the basis of xcn4Dgt4A

information and looking for ways to collaborate with respect :o raft's .:ure.

4. As the meeting broke up. I had the idea that the President mad *It
entirely given up on encouraging the Israelis to carry on witn thp Iran' ns.

I suspect he would be willing to run the risk and take the heat in tne .ure
if this will lead to springing the hostages. It appears that Bud his t-# action.

William J. Casey

SUNLSSI CL a

CLASSIFIED T
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M A UiL ofIr ID ?kgn
MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Central Intelligence

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Ch* Na ast Division

Meetings with Michael Ledeen/Manuchehr Ghorbanifar

1. On the afternoon of 21 December, Chief,
contacted Mike Ledeen to lay-on arrangementsto"moo

Manuchehr Ghorbanifar (Subject). Ledeen advised that Subject would
be arriving a day later than anticipated. He suggested we get
together at 1100 hours 22 December to discuss our coming meeting
with Subject. 0282
Meeting with Michael Ledeen

- During the 22 December meeting, Ledeen reviewed his
relationship with Subject. He said about a year ago, he (Ledeen)
had gone to the former National Security Advisor Robert Mcrarlane to
discuss the need for an Iran policy. Ledeen suggested to Mcfarlanethat he be authorized to contact the Israeli Government to see'what
could be done in conjunction with them. mcarlane authorized this
contact and shortly thereafter Ledeen met Prime minister Peres.
Ledeen added that Pares was very enthusiastic about working with
Ledeen and the U.S. Governrent on the Iranian problem and told him
about their contact with Subject. Two Israeli officials, David
Kimche and Jacob Nimradi, introduced Ledeen to Subject. Since then,
he has seen Slbject 20-30 times, often in conjunction with Kimche
and Nimradi. It was from this contact that the operation developed
to have the Israelis at our behest deliver to Iran 500 Tow missiles
and, more recently, 10 Hawk missiles in exchange for the release of
all the hostages held in Lebanon. Ledeen is convinced that the
release of Reverend Weir was tied directly to the first shiprent of
issiles. Ledeen went on to say, however, that he never really
expected the Iranians to deliver all the hostages given the

OIranian's merchant mentality.0

- The delivery of the Hawk missiles has been an operational
nightmare. There was a misunderstanding about the type of missiles
the Iranians were seeking. They wanted a missile that could hit a

WARNING NOTICE
INT'LLIGENCE SOURCE
AND "EflDS INVOLVED KU

- flum Lv~vrirm

V CL BY~

It3,L 1 8UW ftu 140"
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target at seventy-thousand feet and already had Hawk missiles in
their arsenal. what they thought they were going to get was a
modified and advanced version of the Hawk. They are quite angry
about the delivery of the missiles and have asked that they be
removed from Iran as soon as possible. Their presence in Iran is
politically troublesome to the Iranian hierarchy. They are now
asking for Hercules or Phoenix missiles.

- Ledeen stated that at a recent high-level meeting which
included the President, Secretary of State Schultz and Defense
Secretary Weinberger a decision was made not to proceed with
Ghorbanifar in an effort to release the hostages. Schultz and
Weinberger reportedly were quite unhappy about this operation.

- As an aside, Ledeen noted they had purposely overcharged the
Iranians and had used around $200,000 of these funds to support
Subject's political contacts inside Iran. Later that same evening,
Subject stated he was holding $40 million which the Iranians went
returned. I 0283

- Ledeen is a fan of Sub)ect and describes him as a 'wonderful
man .... almost too good to be true.' He had asked Sub)ect to come
to the U.S. to meet with us in order to straighten out his
credibility and to find a way to keep the relationship going with
him. The number one item in this latter area is his proposed Libyan
Qtr a.JUA. Ledeen said that when he learned of our But FoRtTcr on
Subject, he contacted him in an effort to have him explain the
situation (see Attachment A). He commented that Subject admitted
lying to us, saying he could not reveal his source nor explain his
relationship with senior Iranian officials. He felt we would not
understand his relationship with the Iranian government. We
suggested that perhaps a new polygraph would be useful given these
latest revelations. He agreed to a polygraph to be conducted in the
Hqs area on 6 JAnu_Y-

- In closing out this session, Ledeen made the point that any
Serious covert action operations direct against Iran using
Ghorbanifar should be run out of the White House not CIA because 'it
will leak from Congress.'

Meeting with Ledeen and Ghorbanifar

- At 2100 hours, we met with Ledeen and Subject at Ledeen's
home. After a few pleasantries, we began to discuss Subject's
reporting concerning the *Iranian hit team' which allegedly is

UN.CMSWFIED
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te S o0 ;ever, at the meeting on theafteon Off
December, he identified his source as This
is the same source who provided the filsIe information last Matc"
concerning an alleged Iranian plan to assassinate Presidential
candidates which did not hold up during Sutject's polygraph (see
Attachment E).

______ iommenc: *uojecL-a repvctanq vn Lri
tear is very rominiscont-o his previous terrorist reporting which,
after investigation and polygraph, turned out to be fabricated.
is our feeling there are bits of valid information in SubjeCt's
reporting but he has embellished and projected his own feelings IM
presenting this information as hard fact. This has been a
presistant problem throughout the four years we have known hin. His
reporting has sometimes been useful but it is extremely difficult to
separate the good from the bad information. It is hard to find in
the file any instance where his reporting in fact resulted in a
solid development.)

'I,ASSIFIED
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I 0285
- Subject had no additional Information to add st thqjJ4

this p-nt in the discussion, we shifted to his views on
the current divisions within the Iranian GovernMent. He described
them as:

line one - rightists
line two - hardline:
line three - balancers.

He said that he would like to modify his earlier reporting
(Attachment B). He believes 'line two' and 'line three' are now
working nore closely than in the past. His reporting on this is
very substantive and did not bring forward any really new
tnformation. He .sai h is workinn tealu with the 'rlnhtit l i

not

.n*9

mf *U&hd e hy c ig d ni st assoue
of the physical danger associated
government. Because they are not
measure their gn it hin he
Bazar etc.ft

is not *slly UiUeW u6V uyoaus
with openly opposing the
'visible', it is difficult to
Armed Forces, RevolutionajrYGyard,

is new information ara
will find very useful.
fully translated, the

IffalyifrOf the Isla€ic Jihad. He said there
Fdetaili in this document which our analyst

(Corent: While we are having the document
translator's early impression is that the

Fe waillng to ans
three guarantees:

There would be no harm done to

- That we would coordinate all our efforts with Ghorbanifar
and;

- That we would support to beco:

Iu0 .A I SIFIED
no-
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Re added that this 0e would have to come from the Director of
cIA. He described as being go of purchasing weapons
tor Iran. When asked whir-suppott is looking for, Sublect
replied that we should help him be g ecTe ,i (Comment:
What we are talking about here is facilitating larmi
purchasing efforts. We told him we would review" Ort
carefully and get back to him with additio nj lirements. It is
noteworthy that Ghorbanifar's contact with sry recent
and he only raised the idea of cooperation with one week
ago.)

- At that point, we reviewed his relaLjAn h
a). Subjct said he has known /2 years

a s eyeop good personal relationsh with him. He
descr ibeda i who is loyal to
the sraiid 0i d hsit ho0 w n

- Subject Said that because Of the negotiations concerning the
exchange of the hostages for missiles, there has not been a
terroristact directed against the USG since July. He implied that
this might change now that tlre negotiations have broken off.

- Finally, we discussed his proposed Libyan operation
(Attachment D). Re reiterated that Oadhafi is very much interest*ed

hin sas ad ((&l-. byan oosition

al-hugarieff's de
e s s e n c e # S U o e ©C I s p p o s i nw a a w i n g v r . . . . . . .. . . .
would provide $10 million in exchange for
iss. e bleves-he would be able to extract

I

u4i
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0287
believes that when ai-Hugarieff reappears, it would have a
devastating Impact on Qadhafi' image. e proposed using the funds
($10 million) obtained from Oadhaft for Joint opera g heIra an& or . n.. .. h.er - .. .. ... , .... ...e.°rein

- Subject plans to travel to London on 24 December to be withhis faily for 2-3 days* He has agreed to return on 5 January to
undergo a polygraph scheduled for 6 January.

- Around 2330 hours NSC staffer, Ollie North, dropped by'to say
hello to Sub3ect and to talk wIth him about the problem of-tatr..Ying the missiles from Ira. we departoa &t 2400 hours and it
was arranged to gttogr og tlonthe afternoon of 23 Decenber to
discuss further some of his ideas. (Comner:s: This latter r'.ettng
took place as scheduled and the new information obtained during thissession is folded into this report -- specific a t W the

ona polygraph and the identification of
W~as his source of terrorist activities iniurope.).

- Subject is registered at the Madison Hotel in alias, Nicholas
Kralis.

V7 61%SSIFIED

I
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NgRORANDUN FOR TUB RECORD

SUBJECT: Ghorbanifar Polygraph Examination

i #

1 0601

On the afternoon/evening of 11 January 19@0, Ghorbanifor
underwent a polygraph examination'. Ve shoved deception on
virtually all of the relevant questiorL. No has
lied/fabricated his information on terrorist activities an_"
tried to mislead us concerning his relat ionahJiaL th the
line inside Iran. He also has distorted role
Islamic Jihad. moreover, Ohorbanifar watesst on his
involvement in the deal to release the hostages. The test
indicated that he knew ahead of time that the hostages would
not be released and deli at tried to deceive us both
independently and with " 0

Ghorbanifar provided new information cojnflaJ 9leged
terrorist plan to attack U. S. interests in He
was also tested on this information and wasmi U ying.

It seemed ;lear from Ghorbanifar's behavior that he
realized that the polygraph test indicated deception. While he
cormented during the test that he was comfortable with all of
the test questions# he said that perhaps the machine might

ote some problems on a series of questions concerning
and the rightists inside Iran. ne said he had been.told
it* House representatives' not to discuss this topic with

CIA because the operation was 'too far advanced' and it CIA
were involved 'it would require Congressional briefings.' He
went on to add that he has supposedly expended $800,000 of his
own funds for this purpose and has been assured by these 'White
House representatives' that he will be reimbursed for these
expenditures. (Comment: The polygraph operator stated that
Ghorbanifar's explanation/rat ionalilation would not influence
the sults on the questions being asked in connection
with w and his supporters).

I In discussing the hostage deal, Ghorbanifar stated he was
very comfortable with the questions asked. During one of the
breaks in the testing, he commented that the Israelis received
the S24 million as soon as the shipment was delivered and they
are holding all o Lthe funds that the Iranians are requesting
Ibe aH ed that the Israelis-told him that they had

POPOdv IA S N.74(oit L MA VA" ISO* ftd
WAMDl) a V', L4 ICL BY___
MNulma SOURCE 6  M CL
AND MW lWM ~OV!D MAWERMal1
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#doubled* the cost of the shipment apparently because the
Americans were involved. He said the Iranian# were very upset
about the last shipment and might resort to terrorist
activities against U. $, interests. He remarked the Iranian#
have been refraining from these terrorist activities inches
negotiations began. 'iun u2

Ghorbanifakr is clearly a fabricator and wheeler-dealer vho
has Ondertaken activities prejudicial to U. S. interests.

Neither Ghorbanitar nor Ledeen have been advised about the
results of the test. Michael Ledeen asked that be be Informed
about the results of the test as soon as possible. He was
called on the morning of 12 January and told that the polygraph
operator will be reviewing the results on sunday and we should
have feedback about the test on 13 January.

SL&SIF!ED

ow
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COMMENTS ON GHOR5ANIFAR'S POLYGRAPH

I. Ghorbanifar has been polygraphed by the Agency on three
occasions. Each test showed deception on the relevant
questions. In March 1914, he fabricated Information concerning
an assassination plot against the U. S. presidential
candidates. On 14 June 1914, he was poly raphed concerning
information he. allegedly had concerning the whereabouts of the
JLL...na Las held in Lebanon. All the Agency officers

involved with Ghorbanifar over the years havVYUV
what our relationship be terminated with him. A

burn notice was issued on his in 1914.

2. In his most recent polygraph on 11 January 1986, the
examination shoved deception on all of the relevant questions;
specifically he

(a) Lied!fabricated his information on terrorist
activities;

(b) Tried to mislead us concerning his relationship.
with the "rightist line inside Iran";

distorted the leadership role of
inside Islamic Jihad;

(d) He showed deception on the question of whether he
was under the control of the Iranian Governrent.

The test also indicated Chorbanifar knew ahPad of time that the
hostages would not b.o released despite our providing missiles
to tte Iraniars. I, deliberately tried to deceive l.tHs
issue both independently and with the collusion ofboth~~ I ene-ladvt

qoy

/I I I "d VUrF It.
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EXHIBIT CG-51

National Intelligence Council NIC 0047346
29 January 1986

KEMORANOUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with Subject

Subject's Relationshlp with CIA

1. On Monday, 13 January 1986, I spent five hours with Subject an
Iranian national who has had sensitive contacts with senior officials of the
National Security Coun!cil. d et@1thjiubJec~lzg eTqueStWfihEII ! o

request cam after Subject had failed a polygraph examination 40adr-stered by
the Agency two days earlier. The purpose of meting with Subject was to
obtain a general overview of the information he possesses, not to conduct a
detailed debriefing.

2. Prior to discussing specifics, EbJect Stated SIbL.1e2nledIo

4ro.sxtjsT&atI,4 He stated that he cooperated With Agency officials from 1980
to 1982 but, because CIA only wanted to use him as another source, he decided
to cut off all contact. Hist~ttd ShatlM3dTht /IM"1M3 no W
oo.tJn9 hat the'" "tf ojctian." gim atsu grd t rJIe

f iacsuppoit ftlran" ePJfhe1r~d eclI2 11lax
ajUQJ.a"hInl. He claim to have d

off with the Agency because CAUW1' , e
6 O&uA 16mas"NoWu. As _ros~g~f .oeTI~f- th

retaliated" by ensuring that some of his Iranian contacts stopped their
relationship with CIA or that they fed the Agency false information.

m ri

J !CLI SSOFWN
I &~ P110 01 of -k noIx-IYLf
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4. in essence, Ssbtec bAt hota ualustJno lS &na U tJWAC D love
l1 b HIS major reason in asking for a

relat1shlp with CIA was to seek its support in a long.ter. effort to modify

4.ua3E1talir~t~~tIR AR 1i The United States must lead the effort
to preclude the Soviets from controlling Iran. Subject stated that he can
assist because Alm shee r etT5-rpA .eCt IBM

Iin atluS n b~Za an.iavation,~tIn €ooperating with the Agency, Subject stated that 4he and his organization'
would pay for the operations they conduct. Once, however, he and his group
have completed a major operation with Agency support and endorsement that, for
example, "saves the life of the Crown Prince of Shrain,' he would expect that
his organization would ragolo di ia tL La t 0LjL mu* 1J, millions of
dollars) in return r"Th funds would
be used to support his ..

Areas of Possible Cooperation

S. Subject stated that iml shedSor with eU$3ftVer M C1A
in-anMt!m*r minras) Clearly, thefiS3o*Z"pesied I2MlbM were a high
prioity. He would continue to work with the White House on this issue; this

'effort would be kept separate. A second area would be to affi thVWe~tto0
mbntin 'T$M1Ii'51VS. A third area would be working with the Agency to
UAUU.1bya.wtRpz. J. wmin.lo tt W rIUL- OUo dtr irt the mverthr :of
L41byanj.gdfagzamhi1)

6. On the first two areas, Subject stated that some issues were
interrelated: hostages and the futura-course of arpnian terrorism directed at
the United States. He claimed thas 1meZ12iie.t r tArLioT' a

|&'FR.JT&M-. All three Iranians have told
President Ali Khamenei that the 4 2r ISti INS "qiIlproAIyjl
sopbt l RIWD137 'UfFV in return, IT.a .'s promise to secure the
release of US hostages held In Lebanon. Musavi-Khamenei, and
Aqazadeh had assured Khamenei and otherolonT "I ian officials that a

pD I d h, MINOS Q Gt 1 4 ' .n rawi1U~UTlc TT5Wtd r an aCurLed
aga is tlht]JS ofd, 'fi"Jnths* Subject stated that athe Islamic Jihad
Organization (IJO)' would strike soon unless a new understanding was reached,
perhaps as early is 24 January.

7. Subject stated that he had convinced the Prime Minister and the
Minister of Oil to trust the United States with Israel acting as an
intermediary. oteal hoers omlt] h a Ya gJ143dVAR1e0_.lS
ele U. SIfLe s J oyemer% 1f ss 1 1 ss ues le
4naxt*e2ovemIr~mhIyV'MWdld

'o,~~~jgjfli~~~l~y'.LS~ ,dIpo4teiwkt3U e hran ~Ijjgfl

others believe they 'were cheated.' In fact, nine of the ISaks have the +
AJ" o
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Star of Oavid Inscribed on them. 403#1MIled It/i w Tis Ito I jhalr.",1Miuit.Sr~hat 1EIohlm tll WTth hEItin I~tjteslls WflhW m r7
241a nuaryloolftId MrlOh'Pr*.Wl~leasi ntmdia lie .o
w ithullev"ntIMI"

1. As far as his personal sit V concerned, Subject expressed no
serious concern. .. . C t

wiA..±h hoin jannalJ sta 4veromnt.)ere.1%."to.ecom nbwh. Even
though alnl-hrelndviduals are Identified with Line Two and have blood on
their hand, h h~ flr oLte, nctfEubr#sSIeS tl'thatqf-alk '
brfltw WTR Jdj %terrorJst U%'1t fl I 12Mile.

9. Subject stated that hd'X'itRtPlinidyolccept11S&s1Jstance AIJitaryIdv€'c_,. d , C .An15 1 PMsinc*"Jehra) ithen
th ha "-hIn~oBOFWC3A M to Musavi .Khamenei ' dismay.
ThejrtgnalmIan vas orra -to ry I* o1el ver;not-W.ythe ive 21S ostag.s

, ,o h" k 1 t1Wst-kariay .f lnsue. Subject
spoke of activism by Shiites In Pakistan as being a particularly worrisome
source of potential terror against US interests. ihbWranianSevolutJonaryGua rjl.COrs !*ZNGC ) .'iEEYlt "lb'Ol :bI "ver.Ih "h I |te .'a ptori3*h -D

Aaerjcans M II 1that"'l IM" TI1 Td) S"or orJ"e
Miif 1A6e: t~ 1~ROC MI I 3RV67-thaici

10. Subject stat*4JULID issue of the hostages could go either of teo
ways. d eaenei i dou diS rek.JgLejf~o 21 rbkdhtl! WTh W i t Itt s .5cur .oVisjly'pi f ey q .a.ld
euril XO e A eolaemb'r : % 1" oasr .Idmts:2f eatsV E"hla. Subjectnoted that he feared the Soviets would attempt to take advantage of the
current factionalism within the Iranian regime. For example, tXM Mht tett knQ tf [ il llthIrIlntryl~f Vore tgn~ffalrsE(NFJ ) ,7~ay)e
sympathettma62h i A The United States would be wise not to let
this happen; cooperation was essential to ensure that Iran moves towards a
more moderate course*
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14. Subject stated that he had four sources of In
ema o rn first source was, of course

rHe maop le. oln-diet contact w th
AerorT - 0-- --3people.s an extr&ely
individual but Subject can controTh1T'W- fact, Subject has paid
large sums of money and has Information by which he could blackmai
if necessary. .

- S~f~N(W~It~tj~f4 q~~' 0o
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1 23. Subject stated that his current relationship wit
aSSiSt t att with procurement of a r Two. e C a
assisted n obta fro In one instance,
load of weapns was held bu c nervened to get the
released for transit on twas grateful for this
accomplishment.

s to
to have
a plane
plane

24. Subject related a number of instances where he had Intervened to
assist Iranians ta-difficulty with the Khomeini reome and wher Liotare

{tA~StF.17 jrA

73 978
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The Syrian Connection:

26. Subject claims that b th Syr

p" t P 6
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38. In closing, Subject reiterated his willingness to work with the US
government, not as a controlled agent, but as an individual who controls key
assets inside and outside Iran that wish significant chale in the government
and needs US support. Subject made it clear that he and his organization'
wished to be reimbursed fo r eating terrorist acts.
For example, he stated tha t u hOUld provide him with
handsome rewards (i.e., mil ... . abletowarnofa abl

39. Content: Subject is a highly energetic, excitaoie lnolvioua! who
possesses an exTraordinarily strong ego that must be Carefully fed.
Intelligent and clearly an individual who has made a considerable amount Of

money in procurement of arms and in provision of *other services', he is
relatively straight forward about what he hopes to get out of any arrangement
with the United States. He deeply resents "his treatment* by the Agency in
the 1980-2 timeframe and frequently speaks scornfully of a woman with the
name of 'Lucy' from the US Embassy in London who met with him at that time. A
personable individual, he also consistently speaks of his love of Iran and tne
need to change the composition of the current government there, It is
difficult to gauge just what Subject's "organization" consist of but he
appears to have influence over or business arrangements with a substantial
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-umber of Individuals In the Middle fast and Europe and Inside Iran itself.
4e have hard evidence that he is CloI Ister, the Minister of
Oil, and other senior officials like There is no question,
however, that he exiggerates and Infae esons sc of his: relationships. He is Impatient If one tries to pin him down on the specifics
of some of the complex plots that he describes. For this reason, the best
strategy Is to go back over details in a series of meetings so that all
aspects of the plot can be determined. This Indirect approach takes.tine but
builds rapport with Subject. The worst approach to Subject would be to
attempt to lecture him.
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STAFF I-

SusJa C1A EXAM NATION ....

i UNDERWENT A JXAINATION ON
IHis RECENT .13T EPORTING. THE
TO ALL RELEVANT ISTIONS AILhli TOPLANS NO FURTHER .TACT WITH"
i. oCL OAOR D'NUn1 -1Z. ALL

AUTHN.
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EXHIBIT CG-55

OUYGOIE

TOT:.25 AN 86 DIRECTOR 705774

" 2 R740566

UNCLASSIFIED
NIACT ISLAMABAD.

SUBJECT: PRESENT STATUS IN SAGA REGARDING THE MOVEMENT OF TOW
MISSILES

PLEASE PASS TO DCI FROM DDCI EYES ONLY AT START OF HIS DAY AND
PLEASE CONFIRM DELIVERY.

1. A NEW DIMENSION HAS BEEN ADDED TO THIS PROGRAM AS A RESULT
f)F MEETING HELD IN LONDON BETWEEN NORTH AND GHORBANIFAR. WE HAVE

EEN ASKED TO PROVIDE A MAP DEPICTING THE ORDER OF BATTLE ON THE
IRAN/IRAQ BORDER SHOWING UNITS. TROOPS. TANKS. ELECTRONIC INSTALLA-
TIONS. AND WHAT NAVE YOU. THE GAME PLAN IS FOR A SEGMENT OF THL MAP
DEPICTING A PART OF THE FRONT TO BE PASSED TO SHOW OUR SONA FLOES
AND THAT WILL START 114 TRAIN A SERIES OF EVENTS. WHEN THE MOVEMENT
OF THE MISSILES TAKES PLACE. THE REMAINDER OF THE MAP WILL BE PASSED
AND THAT WILL PROMPT ALL THE RECIPROCAL ACTION ON THE PART OF THE
IRANIANS. TIMING IS FOR THE FIRST SEGMENT OF THE MAP TO BE
DELIVERED LEAVING HERE TOMORROW. SATURDAY, 25 JANUARY. THEN ON THE
9TH OF FEBRUARY. A THOUSAND TOWS WITH THE REMAINDER OF THE MAP AS
THE FIRST TRANCHE OF A 4.000 COMMITMENT.

2. WE ARE TO GET THE TOWS FROM THE US ARMY AND ARRANGE III
TRANSPORT OVERSEAS.

3. EVERYONE HERE AT HEADQUARTERS ADVISES AGAINST THIS
OPERATION NOT ONLY BECAUSE WE FEEL THE PRINCIPAL INVOLVED IS A LIAR
AND HAS A RECORD OF DECEIT. BUT. SECONOLV. WE WOULD BE AIDING AND
ABETTING THE WRONG PEOPLE. I MET WITH POINDEXTER THIS AFTERNOON
TO APPEAL HIS DIRECTION THAT WE PROVIDE THIS INTELLIGENCE. POINTING
OUT NOT ONLY THE FRAGILITY IN THE ABILITY OF THE PRINCIPAL TO
DELIVER. BUT ALSO THE FACT THAT WE WERE TILTING IN A DIRECTION
WHICH COULD CAUSE THE IRANIANS TO HAVE A SUCCESSFUL OFFENSE AGAINST
THE IRAQIS WITH CATACLYSMIC RESULTS. I NOTED THAT PROVIDING
DEFENSIVE MISSILES WAS ONE THING BUT WHEN WE PROVIDE INTELLIGENCE

> ON THE ORDER OF BATTLE. WE ARE GIVING THE IRANIANS THE WHEREWITHAL

r
Partially Declalfid/Released on_________ COPY 0 001

In*er povisions of EDO. 12356 I1CLflW 1Et 3 7L by. Ebats National Secuit Council
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- PATOT: 35 JAN 66 DIRECTOR ?O5?74*

FOR OFFEN$1yVs ACTION. td.. i

4. 'POINOIATEI 010 NOT OISPUTE OUR RATIONALE OR OUR ANALYSIS.But INSISTIO THAT IT WAS AN OPPORTU ITY THAT SHOULD SE EXPLORED. HEFELT THAT SIY DOING IT IN STEPS THlIOS T WE COULD LOSE IF IT 010. NOT
REACH FULFILLMENT WOULO SE 1,000 TOWS AND A MAP OF ORDER OF BATTLE
WHICH IS PERISHABLE ANYWAY.

S. WE ARE NOW PROCEEDING TO PREPARE t fNA MAP AND DELIVER IT
-TO NORTH AT 1100 SATURDAY MORNING WASRINGTON TIME.

6. !'i REID OE SIGNED F:NC:46 , : , ,NU" ;' ge96 *:c.4
u:s s 1-4 7~ Au'cg;*f T: 0o 8'!! 7nE '45 :9 1'e.1 _Si'Ni -Ci i

1PITE OF OUR COUNSEL TO THE CONTRiARY. WE ARE PROCEEDING TO FOLLOW
OUT ORDERS AS SO AUTHORIZED IN THE FINOING.

7. NO FILE. DECL OAOR DRY HUIM-4-82.
OR 10: DO C I MCMAKON 1SSSIG

END OF MESSAGE

ALL TOP SECRET.)

flCLUF E
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NatimIIudhpa~v Carnal

PCHNW "N FOR TH RECORD

SUNECT: Interview with Subject, 24 January 19W

1, 1 met with Subject for three hours at the ChurchhIll Hotel in Portan
Square, London, on the evening of 26 January 198. We spent about half this
tim going over photograps that had been passed to a American officIal a few
days earlier. Subject also described a n**r of terrorist plots and
disgusted the rlationship that he wished to develop with the Agency.

2. Subject bogY the noting with a ITLheemjg Ibe aILnsy1
officer Ome he metrecomtly by the NOe teins ad
asked his for Subject's file on Aystoll r am I
In* Tehran, He described this request a4 f'I h
association with those wishing to chang the satvr 0V th loV
Tehran was *a very sensitive tter., He accused thz A ." 0a,100 Oto go
directly to the source" with the objective of anto
working for thb United States. He stressed thabs IrOh to be i
future loader in Iran I.tt h ag in gOve4rn1 O, that he was
workingROM1=osely mi that he resented the Agency's effort tocontcmdiretly, -SI J4. aso €-mp--td t t sinner In which
his recet jgrh had be te ,I Norting tha hr
had beemania r~pwt A ~ ~ b on asi
He said he 0f ot It!OV f# It heW.14"81W

,a°*- ,,,.t.&

317 170;9

amihk

IVL *We

3. Subject clawoe that Oftad qVtihioth rno f atsix years at greatersona epense a ai rfice. endevorI, with others to
build an organization Ins1de,0d outside of Iran that Is cap40le Of
challenging the Line Two. Subject reounted how much he had suffered since
the Khomaln regime had come to power, He said that .i. had lost 'hOs best
friends' and that his Sister had bten tortured.

4. Subject claimed that, his organization had such influence he could get
subjects inserted into the debates in the ajles, He also asserted that he
could get a subject discussed at the Friday prayers by President Khanenei. He

CL r
OECL

vW of .O. 12356
an Scuuty Council J1

il A& F ED

.01777Y
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claimed that we control the President like a chicken.' He noted that his
organization is not *a broker of change" but *an architect'. He stated he had
put his personal fortune and the lives of his family at stake in order to seek
such change In Iran.

again recounted whad
ON a because he would not agree to be a controlledagent.' He also asserted that as in procurement agent for the current IranianGovernment, he could write checks for millions of dolars, and displayed a

checkbook as well as records of deposits of large amounts of money.
6. Subject stated that he and his organization wished to enter into arelationship with the Agency in order to draw upon its resources to effect

change In Tehran. He asserted that 'we do not wish to be kingmakers" only the
right to be 'a small partner' whereby his organization and the United States
could work toward mutually beneficial goals. He claimed that his organization
had over $100 million in assets In Iran. With some emotion, he stated that. he
loved his country and that he wished to return with his family. His whole
being was dedicated toward this effort. He compared his organization to Ia
company" which had certain assets. His organization was more than willing to
provide information as part of the bargain; this was understood. Subject
described himself as 'an unusual Individual' who is straightforward in his
dealings. He said that he would not 'trick' anyone, unless he found himself
dealing with deceptive individuals or organizations.

- E;Nmjscw4rtn
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UH EISSWED

17. Subject recounted problems that he was having with Col. JacobNimrodi, an Israeli who runs an Import-export business out of Tel Aviv,
London, and New York. He commented that Niarodi claim to be worth
$75 million, including 10 million pounds In the UK Midlands Bank. Nierodi,
according to Subject. is unhappy over being excluded from certain business
arrangements with Subject and has threatened him (Subject).

Sgsstm
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22. Subject agin raised the question of his relationship with theAgency. Ne inphaSiZed the need for an early decisi noted th thlswould not be a one-way street.* Subject noted that asgaining in stature but would need some financial support1as he olliIITidatedhis position. According to Subject, K .ja ay soon step down In order thata proper succession can occur In fran. d others are urging thatKhomeini step down on 11 February but t0l tYnot occur until I March.Ayatollah Montuerl will be Khoini's successor.
-00
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3. There are two items in the attached memoranda, however,
which are clearly untrue:

(a)

AS a result,.questions were included
in th oxam~tinTr Ncerning the veracity of these

statements;. The exaPination indicated deception on the I 0279
Information he provided oa, this subject. In the follow-up
questioning, Ghorbanifar shoved himself to be evasive and often
reluctant to answer the questions ad contradicted himself on
relevant points. This was.eported in the operator's writeup.

4

wR~m. Q11mv %flLa "da a asuIZ *LUVWMfl1 Pdw UY WUu a H AILLaf,we planned to test him on its veracity and included in the
polygraph a question c~.cerning whether he actually obtained
the SAVAW file on . In the pre-test interview, however,
he said that he never had possession of these documents, but
had heard about them. As a result, we deleted this question
from the testing and no further discussion was held concerning
the file.

UNLASSIFIED

I
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1 280

6 yet another example o orhanifar not producing wnen
the chips were down.

6. It is also worth pointing out that each of
Ghorbanifar's schemes involve substantial sums of money which
he would receive in exchange for his services. In his proposal.
to "sting" the Libyan Government, he expected in

I and his latest proposal concerning
$50 million. Over and over again in i tie

"""w yT ;gle is present in all of his prc-osals.

7. As far as the Israelis are concerned, it is interesting
to note that in the memorandum of 18 February 1984, Ghortanifar
stated he is having difficulty with former Israeli official
Lacob Nimrodi. It was through this official that Michael
L$AzAn..w.as originally introduced to Ghorbanifar. This falling
out might be due to the financial arrangements made in the
negotiations. _ . . .. .

8. The major problem with Ghorbanifar's information is
sorting out fact from fiction and we will never be certain
which is which. While Ghorbanifar has contact with Iranian
officials, there- are real questions about his motivation and
control. It is not at all clear which side he is working for.
In fact, his,raivxraDh indicated that he is under Iranian
Goivernm1L ontrol. Unfortunately, the U. S. Government has
1h1iiiined this fabricator's credibility with the Iranians by
using him as an intermediary in the negotiations for the
hostages. --

3' UNftUSSIF ED
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9. We have traced several of the'individuals mentioned in

-Ghorbanifar's memorandum and the results are contained in
Attachment B.

ATTACIENTS:
As stated above C/Ne
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.

* ~IWs~L~ceW

.? March I W4

The 1 e Robert C. McFarlane
Assistant to the President for

Itional .Scurity Affairs

*SPlin Asststanca to iears
. . -

- - IF 1a

I. in vii slble difficulties In obtaining supplemental appro-priations to carry CAs the Nicaraguan Covert action project through theremainder of this year, I explorefunding alternatives ;h
.J IkW Lgf putting one of a opriateshould promptly be pursued. You wtI) recall that the NflhP arsl-urs out of funds in mid-Nay. gi , addItional moneys are indevdrequired to continue the project In the at fiscal year. equipmgmt od "materiel made available from other sour ght in part substitute for somefunding. We are therefore currently ex g two such alternatives. - Pleasenote, however, that we are unlikely to Mteriel assistance from thesesources by mid-Nay.

rtnaily, after examning legalities, you eight consiappropriate private US citizen to establish a foundation thatrecipient of nongovernmental funds which could be diSbrSed tjFON.
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ExHmrr CG-64

UNCLASSIF9ED.........
00C-64-S] 747
23 Agust 1984

MZ,/ORA'NDU FORt General Coun*e1

OPROM " rl Counsel

SU~kJg t H.A. 5399'-- Section 107. Prohibition on Covert
Assistance fOr Military Operations in Njciar 49ua

1. The Director hat asked for a legal interpretation at the
restriction et.ntained In Section 107 at H.A. 5399, which was
recently passed by the House oatIRepresentatives. Kaeers pecit-
really, OCC has been asked to anal m he of vision
on expand sfortaf

BmY view, while we P nhcancpayh
9he basis of t&hsthepprolgtions, wedust asclearly cannot utillsae these resources an any acti v Its which

wo ild have the affect o9 suppring aramilitary operations in
Vicaragua by anyone.

2. ' In addition, we have asked to comment upon the usseof third countries to continue the Nicaragua project. I believe

the Agency can request third countries -o catty on the progranat
their own expense so long ae it is made clear that no U.S. funds
would be used either now or in the future to repay such a cosit-
sent. The extent to which Agemy persornel can be Involved in
soliciting third country support would have to be determined on a
casby-case, basis*

3. Although the language of Section 107 differs, only
slightly from that of Section 104 of the Intelligence Authoriza-
tion Act for rT 84 (hereinafter Section 104), the legal effect of
those differences is substantial. Section 107 reads as follows:

rOIDITQI ONCONCOVERT ASSIANCS FOR
MILITARY OMRATIOU Il NICARAGUA

Sa. 107. Diering fiscal year 1965, no funds A MBIT___
available to the Central Intelligence Agency, the
Department of Defense, or any other agency or entity
of the United States involved in intelligence aettv-
ities may be obligated or aeperned for the purpoee;X

ALL PORTiOVS CL B y. vovWMStBI " "I 3 .,,, e, rCr D3C L OADR
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whi~h woul4 havw the offot of supporting direct) or 0416
indiritctlY, Military or p4ramilitary operations in
Nicaragua by ainy netgn, grouP. orlanitation, move.
uent, or individual. A

-On its ae &O 4=w veytlv MY~-te-e-
total prohibtion on tie use of any funds by U.S. Intelligence
elements during IrY 0 for direct or indirect support of military
or paremilitary operations in Nicaragua by anyone. This 1%iguagq
effectively blocks all direct U.S. activities in Nicaragua and

precludes. U.S. financial support for the Contras during TY 65 by
any see In dissecting Section 107, we are faced with the fol-

lowing reetzicLiooes

A) RZSTRICTIC N O TIME -- This prohibition
would operate throughout FYS5 and any subseq.ient sup-
plemental appropriations would likewise be subject to
its restrictions. Should this language become the
final version 9-1 next year's Intelligence Authorila-
tion Act, as ot 30 September 1964, an amendment of the
Section would be required in order to legalise spend-
ing for t*e Nicaragua program.

5) RESTPICTI0U ON FUNDS -- The wording con-
tained in Section 107 that ono funds available" may be
obligated or expended for the restricted purpose
translites into a total prohibition on all activities
supporting paramilitary operatias in Nicaragua that
require funding by the U.S. The funds available are
not limited by year of appropriation. Thus, repro-
gramsing of prior year fund and releases from the
Reserve tot Contingencies would be prohibited. More-
over, the prohibition is not "iaited by its language
to voroprt ted funds. The broadness of the wording
of this section appears to prohibit the u=o of funds

/ Sy comparison, Section 10 of the Intelligence Authori-
zation Act for TY 1964 reads as followss

LZNITATICO ON COVERT AX515TANC. run mz9I1TXXY
OPIRATIONIS IN NICARAGUA

Sec. 106. During fiscal year 1964, not more than
*24,000,000 of the funds available to the Central
Intelligence Agency the Department of Defense, ort my
other agency or entity of the United States involved
in intolligence activities may be obligated or e-
pended for the purpose or which would have the effect
of supporting, directly or indirectly,**Pilirror '"

eramlltasy operations &n Nicaragua by any nation,
group. organisation, movement, or individual.

UNCLA'SIFIED01/044i
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T ASSIFFO
.ade "ava:l)blCe to the Agencl- by other nations,
groups or id iOuals. Thereic e. the Agency could
nOt conduct l t action wille another nation,I oup-ogb-l - -4 out-,t.*-eb-s _

C); I STicTOt roN OBLIGATIONS OR EXpzNOJURES
-- This restriction on both obligations and eApendi-
tuses of funds available in FY05 not only prectudesAgencp aianding now for the :4$tXricted Purposes but

forbid& tbe king of commitments to spend available
funds at am* future time. This same language to can-

tain*4 toWftr4's spending cap and the question was
raised in that situation whether funds obligated in
rY83, but espended.in FY64, would te subject to the
$24 million limitation. It is my understanding that
tho question was informally reso'ved because the Com-
mittees reportedly did ncit intend the limitation to
effect funds already obligated. In any event. funds
that have been obligated arguably are not "available"
to the Agency in a technical sense. To avoid future
uestions by the Committees, however, it might be
appropriate to urge Congress to modify any final
restrictive language in a manner that clartifles this
point. Perhaps adding to the phrase 'no funds avail-
able* the wor a "for obligation" would narrow the
restriction.1/

C 0477

I/ There has been at least one instance where the language
of a proposed amendment required the doobligation of funds and
their return to the Treasury. Senator Proxmire offered the fol-
lowing amendment to the Department of State Authorization Act for
rY84-83# S. 13421

PROHIBITION O0l CERTAIN-ASISTANC TO THE
KHMER ROUGE IN KAMPUCHZA

Sec. 701. (a) Notwithstanding any other provi
laan m fW 10nw a n un uw G uvtaur u ' w 1 V -[

priated by this Act or any other Act may be obligated
or expended for the purpose, or with the effect, of
prpmotJng, sustaining or augmenting, directly or indi-
raetly, the capacity of the Khmer Rouge or any of its
members to conduct mil:itery or paramilitary operations
in Kampuchea or eleewh:,re in Indochina.

(b)(l)
enactment of
expended for
described in

All funds appropriated before e date of
this section which were obligated but not
activities having the purpose or effect
subsection (a) shall be deobligated.

(2) All funds deobligated pursuant to paror
(1) $hall be deposited in the Treasury of the United.
states &s*miscellaneous receipts

UN*ASSIFIED
VGA r 7~7 I'I
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W) NESTkCTION OR WNO MAY SPEND -- ThIt provl-

sion expr*$sl the CIA, DoD and "any otheragencyy orat.s. Involved in iflllignco C 0418atIvt is u llte fund ar Subject to the
WVSG&Wwiag :3=7 Iappears to Prohibit use 01fundsa avilable to te Department of State. Lo

the extest that isipanditureof those funds woiald havethe effeOn of supporting paramilitary operations.
Section £@'does tot. however, prohibit the Deparrment
from obligating or expedftg funds for diplomatic or
other purpe s in Nicaza". Although the restriction
does not apply to eatities not involved in intelli-
gence, such " the Deportment of Agriculture, for
example, any appropriated funds available to those
agencies could not legally be expended for unautho-
rized purposes under traditional appropriations law.
Obviously such other agencies are not authorized by
law to conduct paramilitary operations.

9) RESTRICTIOI 03 PURPOSE OR PFPOEC -- The 4
language of Section 207 requires the Agency not aslyto refrain from committing or spending funds for the
express purpose of supporting paramilltery activities
in Nicaragua, but also demands that the CIA anticipate
the "effect" of Its expenditures. Thus, funds given
to the Contras that were being expended, for ample,to provide humanitarian support, interdict the fliw ofarms in the region or assist with public relations
efforts, would be prohibited only it shc assistance 4were determined to have the "efGect" *0 epporting
paramilitary activities in Nicaragua. mkIle the lan-
guage of Section 107 itself can be ccm trued to permithumanitarian aid by U.S. intelligence elements, the
legislative history indicates that thMlle propo-
nents would oppose any assistance to the Contras.

F) RESTRICTION ON DICT OR INDIRECT SUPPORT
FOR N ILITAR OR PAMILITARY OPERATIONS -- The re-
striction on direct or indirect support for military/
paramilitary operations prohibits the funding of anyAgency activatles which have a resonable nexus with
the Nicaraguan covert action program. While theintepretation of "direct* support may cause us few
problems, how to define what will have the effect of
indirctly supporting such activities in Nicaragua
cannot be dete*sminedwith certainty. Rather than
drawing a thin line. tle language paints a gray zone
subject to interpretation. The provision of medical
supplies to the Contras, for example# arguably has the"effect" of "indirectly" supporting their paramilitary
activities.

UN 4 SIR
I J~ - -
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This point takes on particular 8ignificrnce wihc-n
we Iasi. this year's $24 million cap with the "no

-IS it ion of Section 107. As we were 041f _d ecap. CIA infornd the Committoe that
tstAencwp had not exceeded the statutory 124 Ohill ion
limitation. We responded to congcesvional inquiries
regarding certain expenditures by trea.Lng the a.atter
as an accounting issue and distinguishing dirt or
indirect support from dire:t and indirect costs. We
noted that the legislative history gave no indication
that all "Indirect costs" conceivably related to the
program mist be charged against the cap and that we
had charged costs in accordance with long-standing
Agency socmntinq procedures. The SICI found no prob-
lems with this expLanation, but the majority sembers
of HPSC? stated their belilt that all'direct and indi-
rect costs o th, program should have been charged
against the cap.l/

The essential difference between the cap and the
prohibition is that. in the former, the Agency had
authorization for an ongoing program and could expend
funds and account for them in-some way until $24 mil-
lion was reached: in Section 107 U expenditures can
be charged against the Hicaeaguan covert action pro-
gram.

The only useful discussion of the meaning of the
terminology "directly or indirectly" is found in theHouse Report on H.R. 2760, which attempted to impos
an absolute ban on support fog allitary/paramilitary
operations in Nicaragua. The language of that bill is

1/ Only one reference was made during the floor debate to
the accounting practices utilized by the intelligence community in
accounting for IY04 funds. Congressman Miller remarkeds

I would also suggest that the funding is illegal.
because never have I seen sunh mragnificant bookkeeping
that can allow this $21 million to go the number of
months that it has. They are always going to run out
just before we take up the bill, but when the bill
does not come out the way the intelligence community
likes, then they are able to fund It for several
months because somehow the economies are worked out.
This is the most efficiently run wag in history if
they can make 121 million go this far. But we know
that is not what is going on. There is diversion ot
other military sources and there is the sailing of
money in tha private sector to support these mercen-
aries*

. ___f

UN L SIE Emmimiili
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OPERATIONS IN NICAUGUA

S$C. 601. (a) Home of the funds appropriated fW
fiscal year 1963 or 1964 for the Central Intelligence
Agency or any other department, agency, or entity ad
the United States involved in iutellig'ence activities
may be obligated or expended for the purpose or which
would have the offset of supporting, directly Wr indi-
rectly. military or paremilitary.operations In
Nicaragua by any nation, group, organisation, mes -
sent, or individual. U.2. 3760, 94th Cong.. "a Seas.

S NULk11IFIEDI

*satlrf wordag of Section 107 and ray h ho -
gut 1 mw what the House had in aitA.j- The C
sec n -tianalysois of the relevant provi-
e1I stfdtrovt support* in the context of
ui8 of lntitteoOutaide Nicaragua which operate
wN Ncaraqus. The specific example given to show
tllapp1 Of indirect support that would be prohibited
wetm ining conducted exclusively outside Nicaragua16t n in prepaaion f~r military or paramilitary
ac q . inside Nicaragua.

"is rqrt expresly noted that the section would
not prohita the collection, production or analysis of
intelligence' Nor would it prohibit the provision of
that intelligence to foreign governments, as long as
the provision of such intelligence did not support
military/paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by for-
eign i.ation8 or other oitities.

0) RESTRICTION 03 PLACE -- Section 107 pro-
hibits the financial support of military or paramili-
tary activitiesI r. icari.gi. Pending for any activ-
ity which would tkFe place outidoeNicaragua but would
hbve the effect of supporting psaailitesy operations
inside Nicaragua would thus be fesbidden.

H) RESTRICTION ON WHO MW TH OPERATIONS --
The restriction against fundigapplies to paramili-
tary operationb "by any nation , geoup, organtsation,
movement, or individual.* This wording effectively
prohibits the Agency'b funding €d such activities via
intermediaries.

Leislative "itory

4. The legislative history Is helpful only for discerning
the spirit behind Section 107. There s no analysis of the word-
Ing In 20 pages of floor debate. 130 CONG. RXC. H$264&4

mom"I

I

I

I6A,
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(.a&ily .4. Au9. .31994). Sth those in favor of end thus#
d% ictin agreed, however, that Section 107 liens ttq1a i n %,t-.J v=*icton 9c
provil m. jubSnds tot ailitary ot Paramilitary ,ctivities In

- E V t t h e i n t e n tt , o t o , .,.i n ~ - 3 -&*., .t o & I

5, Congre.:esman.Pland stated in his opening remarks that the
x 3tt issue ii disagreement on the effectiveness and appropri.

sten e sa particular covert action to overthrow the govern,.nt
of 0afther nation." d_. at 0266. He later added that "our policy

does no strengtM* democracy in Nicaraguea end that (t)his
secret twar shedl end -- today." Id.a4t 0276. Congressmen Hyde

noted Itat Seation 107 "forbids an-y asistance to the freedom
fighters |aMlearague..... No food, no medicine* no ammunition,
not even moral support. Id. at 6269. The spirit of Section 107

ts abundantly clear -- the-ROuse eAFects Section 107 to end U.S.
assistance to the Contra&.

G. While the drafters more than likely attempted to imitate
the Clark Amendment's prohibition qq assistance of any kind for
paramilitary operations in Angole,/ it can be argued that the
Section 107 restriction is somewhat different. Unlike the Clark
Amendment. this section limit eLL" funds rather than %ll
assitance end it could be thvolht, theefore, to permit certain
ai.;lit"I'sprecluded under the Clark Amendment. Section 107.can
be read to allow assistance that either does not require funding
by intelligence elements or that does not directly or indirectly
support prasilitary operations.

Staff Slr~#

7. With regard to tesel al4*

prohibit the obligation or expenditure of unds available to the

11 The Clark Amendment reads, in pertinent part:

Limitation on certain assistance to and activities in Angola

Sec. 401(a) Votwithstanding any other provision
of law, no assistance of any kind may be provided fCM
the purpose, or which would have the effect, of pro-
noting or auguentipg, directly or indirectly, the
capacity of any nation, group# orgqniation, nmvesent,
or individual to conduct military or paramilitary
operations in Angola unless and until the COWae@
expressly authorizes such assistance by law enacted
after the date of enactment of this section.A Y

.. .,F E
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W ., ltont the Do e xpen iturov would uv

• r lt ~ paremlte ryoperationsin__ic__ __ ,_._ _,

; fquoet5d r Alloction Of the co at##which aeson *&Pjrtejt
points ader the spendIng cap# is iot an ioue under the :.r,1i1j, ,
Sect .1O. Since no funds can be obligated oc expended in ryqS
no MMAM a tnpngram by the U.S. whih supports parrilltacyop'0i;"k a in Nicatevueis Possible.O p s IfiN~ gC 0422

riga b nrnv~~ _ . ' ==d Count r ies

9. With regard to the provision of aid by third countries, --

Section 107 prohibits funding. not discussion. This issue also
present& a gray zone sub)ect to interpretation. Certainly asking
other countries to provide aid on their own is not prohibited sgo
loi.g as there is no q. If, however, the third country
expected repayment from te .S , such assistance would be for-
bidden. If such a country provided aid with the understanding
that the U.S. would provide an equal amount for one of their pro-
gr9me. the Agency wo..d be in violation of both the letter and the
spirit of Section 107 and would be upen to charges of deliberate
circumvention of the lav.

9. T"he more difficult question is the extent to which Agency
personnel can be used to solicit third country assistance. In my
view. when FY85 begins, Section 107 prohibits the payment of the
salaries and expenses of personnel for s:Licitation of third coun-try assistance because such effects wOuild lave the effect of indi-
rectly supporting paramilitary operations in Nicaragua. Once
again, on the spectrum of possibleAgency activities to solicit
tbird country assistance, some ofh11rts would clearly be prohibited
and others are arguably authorized. Payment of the salary and
expeness of an employee whose full-time wee dedicated tu solicit-
ing such assistance would contravene t rstrictio n the
other hand, requests for assistance by in the
course of his normal duties presents a_ "d arc asMae.MW

10. A'tother hypothetical situation poses troubling'legal
questions, the use of Agency personnel as couriers for funds pro-
vided by third countries to the Contras. While I believe such
activity would be prohibited by Section 107 tf the cotrier's sole
function was to pass those funds# If that Ite was a de minimis
part of the courier's functions, it could be argued that no funds
were expended for the restricted purpose.

/ If the President tasks the representative of a nonintel-
ligence agency to solicit such asusrtance in diplomatic or other
channels, the letter of ec tion 107 would not ayar to be vio-
lated, but such action might be viewed by supporters of the
reotriction je violation of the Writ of that prohibition.

UNCt*SSIF"E .
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In 4n1*vents under the requirement to keep Congaeeefull ad Mu~ft!ly intoteed e:.cetningintollj.en.e eativtiee,the a, qi nj requted to advisethe oCommittsee of Vetniento IS isy seetance for the Contra@.. anyp... ansP

C 0423
" .he congressional intent behind $action 107 In to stopcov i assistance to the Contree. The Housa crafted the lAn-

Vuea het sectlmatightly in order-to reetriet in every waypass oblitSos or expendituree by U.6. Intelligence *."nte m a*eult. incontinued assistance to military orparamil ln aLidtee In ieecaaua. MouLd that language regainin the fi e aeftbrization act. ini my view*.sany e108e eases wouldbe viewed by the proponent# of Eection 107 as . .tort to csu.-vent the statutory prohibit . .

I
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ExHmrr CCG-65

UNOIUASSIFIED
7 January 1505

. tof.

Ditectoc of Central intelligence

Stanley Sporkin
General Counsel

Nicaragua - Legal Options

1. This is in response- to your memorandum of 5 January i9es
which raises the issue of whether the State Department or the SSC
(or someone other than CIA) can go to third countries to urge them
to provide financial or paramilitary support to the contrast.

2. It seems clear to the CIA Is precluded from
spending any funds which you the purpose or the effect- of
supporting military operatlo icaragua directly or
indirectly. Theref6ce, other ,he activities spelled out in
my memorandum of 26'December there is little the CIA can do
with resp&dt to third country e a--a-vis the contra program.:,

3. The President is cle t arged with the conduct of
foreign relations.' While it to me that certaLn members of
Congress vold take the viev ny approach to third nations to
assist the coatra program wo slat* the current law# such a
view in my odinion would conflict witb the Presidential
prerogatives if it were applied to prevent non-CIA, -OD, or
-intelligence elements frbm seeking third-party assistance In the
contra program. It is4.obvLous# however, that the specific agency
tasked, whether it be the State Department or the NSC, would be
the organization to makeethe appropriatelegal call.

4. ?Tiere are two points Which should be kept
pursuing this matter:

a. The prohibition in the continuing i
written as a spending pcohibLtion. Thisisi 
so-called Clark Aendment, originally enact
prohibited any kind of assistance to au gaetJ
any individuals or groups to conduct milit%
operations in Angola. 1.

3:7: tCl,,

is
it to the
which
ty of

ilitacy

b. The 26 June 194 memorandum Pr v a as a re L ofour eetlt witb the Attorney General ma's ekeCp I

under provmtoos f EO. 12356i'
tv 3)1 by L. Roger, Natonal Securty Bo h, Y Sporkin,

Attachment 1b
1- Portions Secret F~EF1

1 '
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UNCLASSIFIED .85-03

i S January 1"

r

General Counsel
D0etY Director for Orations
chief, Latin America Division, 00
Chief, Central America Task Force.o

Director of Central Intelligence

Support of Cl

The legal memorand;A on
Contras didn't seem to get at
The question is not whether w
intelligence matters with res
the State Department or the N
suggest to them that they pr@
mi try support to the Contr
says the CIA, the Defense Dep
government cannot provide.

other countries to support the
issue I wanted to see addressed.
dl with other countries on

the Sandinistas - itis whether-
legally go to other countries and
military financial and/or pare-

k is something which the statute
and other agencies of the

11-1
Attachments William J. Casey
0GC 84-53482
0GC 84-53485 1

aimN3j UNOIASSIFIED
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NIHOihefe Central America Task Voice
V nisySpackle

General Counsel

$l * aessment of Potential foe Third Country
sistance to the licaragua Opposition (5)

1. raised several questions concerning what kinds
of couniatiMeoe with third countries would be leglly-)eclil.
sible regarding their interest in providing flinanei elsupptr. to
the Nicaragua opposition. As will be discussed more fully below,
communications with third countries for purposes of aintelgence
collection concerning their ovo inteatione in celatios to;.

icaragua for the cucent time frae and to study the fessibility
of and to construct plans for s Ible futureciurses of action in
conjunction with the .S., t be in contraveei..on Of*the
ItS funding prohibition as 1 the Agency makes It clear to
those countries that such co ions are fcr current coleeo.
tion and future planning putp ly and are not for the purpose
of requesting or inducing pre ittary assistance on the paCt
of those nations. A written r should be maintained of all
such approaches made to third rise in order to demonstra".
the purpose and content of the saons. (3)

TU FYS SU NOIG PROIBIZTXOt C 8
2. The 1905 Continuing Resolution contains the following

languages

Sec. 00$(&). During fiscal year 1985p no funds
available to the Central Intelligence Agency, the
Department of Defenseo or any other agency or entity
of the United States involved In intelligence acEtiv-
ies may be obligated or expended for the pu

| which would have the effect of supporting, dir, r
indirectlyl military or paramilitary operation
Nicaragua any nation, group, organizationsento atIndividual.

N.J. Rea. 648, 98th Cong., 2d Sass. 130 CONG. 1t daily-
ed. Oct. 10, 1964).

CIO 31?$899DOl~r OADRt

UNCLASSIFU°- ,.
C.,IIM 3114
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Se . o, s:a~es a t te r ' e € ery l|Is s t~e Pceeu~ d ,n-

may return to Congress and, after staing specific cectifications,
request funding for assistance tomilittery and paranalitagy op..a.
tions in Niaragua within a 014 million ceiling. Congress has
provided for expedited processing of any future requests Undert h i s e U )

pondin section of The Intelligence Authocisa-

tI year 1905 providess
N II RO R PARNILITA Y ACTVI ?ZTI jN iLA SSF E

Is Ac ytheIntelligence Authorisation Act
C 1904 (Public Law 9-3215) may be obli-

d1 fo the purpose og which would have
supporting, directly or indirectly,

all aamlitary operations is Nicaragua by
any nation. group, ocganisation, movement, or Individ-
ual, except to the extent provided and under the term
and Gonditions specified by souse Joint Resolution.
646, making continuing appropriations for the fiscal
year s195# and for other purposese. a enacted.

N.t. $30, 9th Cong., 2d e So 30CONG. 31C. 312206 (daily ed.
Oct. 11, 1904). (0)

4. As0CCC has previously ed, given the funding prohibi-
tion, specific proposals conc qNicaragua should be reviewed
in light of two questions:

A) Does this proposal r e U.S. funding?

8) Will this proposal e purpose or effect of
directly or indirect sporting paranilitary
operations in Nicara 3

The proposal you have outlined, which concerns communicating with
third countries to assess their current activities and future
intentions in regards to Nicarague and which would aid the Ixecu-
tive branch in formulatig U.S. foreign policy, is not a proposal
for Q.S. covert assistance at al1but, rather, constitutes a tra-
ditional intelligence collection activity. indeed, the Congress
itself by requesting intelligence Information on t he

lNicaragua opposition is getting its funding now t f* inan-
cial support has ceased, has evidenced the expect at the
U.S. will contInue to gather such intelligence, is pro-
posal is not truly a candidate far the typical a Covert
assistance that GC has suggested. ()if

4- > With respect to the first inquiry reg #
sending an Agency official (or officials) to coun-
tries in order to collect intelligence about Ans

NUNCLAS*FlED ____,

74-938 - 88 - 32
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* C; 444Or o dsJss OSSOs1ty ofatcountry s oLStance after 2 February 1965, would require"tho 6 11
gation And expenditure of U.S. funds toe salary and travel

9 4e oXpenses. Thus, we would have to analyse the purpose and effect
of Such eXpenditures. Of course, to the extent tat Agency ogfA-

ft C e a position to obtain such information because of
theit_ and without the expenditure of travel fundseeol pose, th s proposal would not evereau ireending and the inquiry would end. (Z

Cd I it wete detecained that funds would be obligated orex d , we would thin move to the second inquiry concerning thefr pu or effe f those expenditures and we would have to view(1$ 1f sal i • of communications regarding both present and
S fut i

JAAAC! VhEs

AS to present assessments, communications with
third countries in order, for example, to learn
their current plans in relation to the Iicaragua
opposition, to evaluate the alignment of powers
in the region and such would constitute ordinaryintelligence collection which is not prohibited
by the statute. Wha must be avoided are any
inducements to get t ountries to provide
suppo t for pacamilL peationso in Uicaraguawhile the .S. oIs at rily prohibited from
doing the same.

3) FUTUM ACTIVITU5 - - '
As to assessments ce possible future
assistance, such a p 1 will have no effect
on current military- military operations in
Nicaragua. At most, discussions amount to
intelligence collection concerning the intentionsof foreign countries in the event a hypothetical
series of events occur. If, after 28 February
1905, a new Presidential finding is obtained rec-

_ognising the need to utilize third countries In
providing assistance to the Nicaragua opposition
and Congress authorizes the release of appropria-
tions, the prohibition as now written wo se
to have effect. The proposal to assess
country intentions consists of nothing

,/ This situation would be distinguishable fr ting
problems the Agency faced with respect to the o Uether
CIA had exceeded the $24 million spending cap5  at nopersonnel would be dedicated to suppcOrtingaaceprogram. (3)I /

[*IN6 L SI sE 0
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t . O eC Ofl Sf4 e'ia.... . . ,,..*.T, .,.,,

1Agence in order to prudently consider future
Q'S' options In relation to Nicaragua, s 4well as
to develop new plans. (5)

7. Ira atically, the dowuide ln speaking to third coun-
uIos issdue is that any current plans they may have to
pcov ,to the Nicaragua Opposition may be perceived ashLI *de~ the United States as a result of our

It is essential that the Agency make it
@ itd ie that no inducements ate being offered in
ex 'fo any assistance to the vicaragua opposition and that
no nces of present or future retmeburseent are being
eho r t suggest that all conjqrsatione with third
Go pes wes be fully documented.Y (S)

sod discussions with third countries, which are
ltsn oC obtaining necessary intelligence concerning
Current a v tee and hypothetical future plans.would not re-
quire a Presidential finding under the Eughes-Ryan Amendment to
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. While this sort of collection
activity# to our knowledge, has never been considered a, signtli-
cant intelligence activity* which would require prior notice to
the Oversight Committees under Section 501 of the Matiopal Secu-
city Act of 1947# you may wish to raise the reporting =one with
thes 000. (S)

anley Sporkin

3/ It should be recognized that discussions vi tries
that may be currently providing support, or whi on
their own In the forseeable future, may be sub 0 tr-
pretation. Consequently you may wish to keep t such
countries to a minimum and take extra steps t. aa
clear record of any discussions that take pla'

N1LA S -ED,
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UNCL0SFIED 27 cesber

HIO Deputy Director of Central Intelligence

V O i i~ley Sparkin
ral Counsel

Sf Nicaraegua -- Legal Options

"ed, and other members of this Office,
410 Chief# LA Division/Central American Task

o m R. Nichel, Principal Deputy Assistant
Boret er-American Affairs, Craig Johnstone, Deputy
Assistant otary for Central Americeas and l chel Natheson.
Deputy Legal Adviser, Department of State, to explore the
following issues involving the icaraguan programs

a. Converting the current covert'progra to an
overt one#

2. v
designate

b. use of third a to provide assistance to
the Sicaraguan res programs and

c. Providing ove distance to the Nicaraguan
resistance movement h the Foreign Military
Assistance Act.

We had a very long an ustive discussion on the'
ed topics as follows#

a. it was the co n that to employ the foreign
military assistance ts would require that we
recognize the Nicaraguan resistance as a juridical
body. The State Department people made it clear that
the resistance movement does not meet the criteria
governing recognition of foreign governments for .
purposes of the foreign military assistance statutes.

42

b. We considered other kinds of overt assistance.
We specifically explored the possibiliti ,
providing overt assistance as contempla the
Boland/ablocki bill and concluded that t would
not justify the very meager benefits t be
obtained from construction of a wall i to
interdict arms coming from Nicaragua or.

All Portions Classified Secret

UNCLASSIM1E -
0

I
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0. We next explore option involving the use 0
third nations. At pr there is not much that can,
be done with third na- witut running afoul of
the appropriation cutb latu?. With congressional
approval a third nati ion !oes provide certain
possibilities, althou do nct think it is a real
option other than it daes Congress with a way to-
save face and buy back into the Nicaraguan program.

3. The State Department group would like very much to have
the attached :emorandum and with your permission I would like
to send it to Mr. Michel in its present form. They haie asked
to receive it by close of business, 28 Dece=er 1984. While it
is a ver T rrelimirary draft, I do think it c:' 1d form the basis
for -t-- c t, * 9 n. I have provided te,' togiuck Briggs and d in order to expedite 4 iess of
getting scoethin q-e State Depart:entwi
indicated deadline.

Stanley

Attach~ont

CC. AC/LAI0O
C/ LA/CA'r7/ LC
:)/01-

0-i11 N3116

2 A
PURLASSIFED
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Partlly Declasd/RlW on I4 -7
under provions of LO. 12356

by B. Reger, National Security Council
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EXHMI CG-69

FIEDM'tFMOR 4NDL M
NATIONAL SIECL'RITY COUNCIL

February * 6 "v

SYS~gm Iv
WSCIICS-4OROO)

N 6917
ACTION

HMMOANDUM ?on

IrloM,
susJZC?

O LZV3RL. no M!34

Vifcaragu Ann sShipments

The Nicaraguan merchant shire NOUIUiO W snogin port atToichunq, Ta wan, where it Isunloi 0 caro It Is estiumted!or deparure, oramorrw..Vehima---

)At this point, there appear to be three options
S w -LA lO ete. .h.dl

-- t ":n nPPI OU old be eie/sd and the voSAPOn8 dOlivsted tothe Ol

the ship could be sunkI or
" the shipment and the m parties involved therein could be

made ublic as a s preventing the delivery.

"1.2 Wd jdi' IVM&PWMMIIU

/

I
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UNCLASSIFIED
2

Zf asked, Cal r..oul - ." -Pi t* t de s i "do s not however d. be vfla cns p e c ia l oh a.ve suf l o 1h atoufi n a nc e th e O p e
th _*i t t onne numbers o tr -°-P ration. Me

h h ethod f I d sNr 
Stating

N

Zfsuch an OP qe
rhemozo:: a tion wa * undertaken, it vo

A N " ' a s ~t c l e a r e h n _ t O l d . . .. . ....
P a c if o a Co r n t o . e a s t 0 0 1 d b e b e a t t o s e •unlelo al fth cargo for Crrangam.8nt 04 O to N ic ara u

. , , 1 ¥ t h t a y # - f r t h r t r a n s f e r ut o h e , t o M a r a q u a sUliel yerthat* cargo for fnnts wou d have to be Atodbt ont er Other r lAeihaataeo ul d for
Zf tie dos r heir harbor* on., she had been Pirated,Zf tlme does not Permit acan quickly be PrOVspecialtOPeration 

to be launched,

to Sink the Ves l bef oroviddwith 
the maritimeas

,c,0tltact, with Eel t~a
-- a i ne .ss OPerat-pr t ad t ss t required

it canroach P ur veort. mof i
rCOMtoDAconduct such an -oration

That YOU authorize

That You ator s Calero to be provided ihoship, approached on the atr d o with the Information on
f S N .o ttZbr of seizing or Sinking the

Approvev

Disap00

.... r, ar. e aL
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MEIORANDUMI UNcAT I
NATIONALL 5ZCURtTY COUNCIL

9. '; -1
SYSTEM IV
NSC/ICS-402000
Re-do

February 6, 19jS

ACTION

MUMORANDUN FOR

SUIJEC?:

2OiSRT C. NC?5R8JI

OLVIR L. 10RTUT

Cable to President Suaso'of 1onduras

Attached at Tab I is a mo from you to Seretaries Shults andweinberger, Director Casey, and General Vessey requesting theirconcurrence in a proposed backehanmel cable to President Suatsfrom President Reagan (lab A). The cable is intended toemphasize for Preal4ont Suaso our support in the event of a

Since ve originally.repor .j..
indications of an attack.

have been ePC
and rockets.
Monday, tebru
point of A
ortains. -

since January 2, the Saadinista-callyfirng into ondures vith their artillery
4 Pdauo elivered to the Peatago on4, two 2in rocket assemblies taken from their

as ntelligenge at Tab 11

MIWMAmIE

N 7013

I

Defaeeify, ow

I
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OIB5IFIED
2 SIT

N 7015
At this point, two steps need to be urgently taken

-- The ON Is In Urgent need of__ner-oterm financing--approxjmt
$2"--for the purchase of rifles9 aumnitton, and boots for
the now volunteers.

The Kondurans need to be stiffened wAb as
United states that VLrll m at me reason

recent trip#n davelas
indicated to @MVtThet y want to
help in a ab a thheld the
dissemination of the are & ontactedme privately to
assure that they Will not b4qme oomon knowledge. Singlaub will
be here to M LeArJo. ZVtb youLpermLssion, I will askhLm

r-Ocee I-t i-theioffer . Li fo-ould then ut-Calero in-
direct contact with each of these, officers. noWhte Kouse/NSC
solicitation would be made. baw 4-&-W ,.a-. U A '.f. 64v

R.COMMeDATIOus

1. That you sign and transmit the memo at Tab 1.

Approve Disapprove

2. That you authorize me to proceed as indicated with GEN
SLnglaub.

Aprove -

Attachments

Disapprove

Tab I - NMtarlane Memo to Shultz/Weinberger/Casey/Vessey
Tab A - Proposed Iackchannel Cable to Suazo

Tab 11 - Intelligence
Tab III - Photograph
Tab IV - 3ackground Cables

M UNj#A #ED. - -", I

ts I
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C 2155

FI(MHEFOR: THE WEORD

SLUMT.. mottsig.wft

25 February 1"S

Ith AMN
719"

Johnm Polsiexter,

" V..

3. PondextoO fudieat4d thet . . eftnyl lusheo woudfbs only on carauand lWht to -to lbs gftOwtmeCenrs. Inoted that we are rapidly runmieg oetw. psrtlalrlyf m Ifott of
the messve buldup of uaiterfl ad I hch the Saidlnoft$usare
bringing to bear on t tConn&s. ...

A

UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHnT CG-71

#K?0P4 I C -) ,T".. .. - "... - - ..

" CIl

WARNING worIct
souncUs0OnIMTw00SINVOLVED

Shipment to

THIS IS AX IVURATOI UPORTT. FiNALY EVALUATED 'ZTELLIGr MC

so nta tiv e o g 0 a n c ~
Ii purclisiigiqarsoor4

shipment t Anong tne ' purcnaseq were 4 wA-i
missiles (at 00_2?each) . 10;sT 1" million rounds ot
7.625 ammunition and OO75MM r rifle s m. "

buying the material half
R:Jhee.U i,! a retired U.S6 AJkayit"zma"
Secor heavily implied that-he 'was makiftlt.. hs*..
Central Intelligence Agency. •

purclOas came 4rom

OADR DM HUM 4-802 ALL.OR
CLASSIFICATIO8 ANDWJ U OVER ALg

SUNCLASSIFIED U
A;"..tially (e ,ssified!Relpsed on -

vim dbm. R, onf SOr. G.12355
Piie 7f? by 3. Rger iaaio~ Security CoundiI - q

'Xe.

C0,945
14.

SUSJECTs
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wAR*1U46 HOTICI
SOUpCZS 01 METHODS INV4

$5. (H4adquarters Comments The Central Intelligence Agency is
not in contact with Richard Secor, who is a retired Air Force Major
General .)

Clair E. aorge
..- Deputy Director fr:'Operations

- - " "

- • I .,., . .

FIRDS-312/00912-85
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• ,,.................

STAFF 3FI!bIP Aa
TOf "PA'

SUIJCT SOLICITOR OF CONTRIUTIONFRO in

YOU SHOULD INFO" TAT 1m is tNO*juVOi'E0IN GENERAL SINGLAUU'S ENT TTIT VNoINTEREST IN THISEFFORT T WISH TO MONITOR THESE OEV[LOPMENTS. ANYOECISIO= ACHIS WITH RESPECT TO SINGLAU'S REQUESTAUST AJI I .. ORV HUM4-1. ALL SECRET.ORIG: COORO C/LAI REL: 0.OO. L SY
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rtially Declagifid/hlk
undir provlilod

by 8. Rpr National
of 1.0. 126 ,nIED
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M!OPAY O Slee Ditribvtion List

SUBJICC? Support for the UItcarauan ,uced Opposition
a n T t inary Iront

TrS IS AN £PVOWMATxO* REPORT, M.O ?VEALLY EVALUATID IMflLLIGINaCE

2. During January 198s5 a shi is lcheduled to deJlpounds of militarylsupplies the SarA&VOlUtinnArv rpA V v*%L a w
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a ex SOURCES OR METHODS INVOLVED

EXTEM 3 RIBUTION LIST

COPY NO I. Abramowitz
4 e of of Intelligence and Research

COPY NO. 2. The normal* Kenneth W. Dan
Deputy Secretary of State

COPY V0. 3: Mr. Robert Macrarlane
Assistant to the President

for National Security Affairs

COPY NO.

:COPY NO.

COPY NO.
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COPY NO. 7:

COPY NC Deputy Director for Intelligence

COPY NC is National Intelligence Officer
for Latin America
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0 Feviewed what had been done so fees

--One plane load had been sent to the tcantins on
24 4ovem6eru we dd not know it that included
Hawk missiles, a

--OIver !Iorth was to get to LonJon thet weekend
foe discussionso the foLlowing week he was
aurangtng p to five plane loads, Lnclidlng
747sj

-Thes VILun bJL!± j oing tram
tIt, lmoIr"*"lI

-- President signed the ending$ - * ,-40 "

--0lver Nlorth was lining up the planes we don't
4flCE .cw.

o n ces;onse o a question &Ias c L, t oe the landing
rights, s eione noted that t " Octa tandin gby$

o A question was raised eqacdIng a plane got

.0 fur NernWirsatton was

o A cevtw oQ recent [ranian repocting noted -:.e ollowingi

--No real opposition that we could capital;ze on;

--Khomeini seemed to be in better hea*.rh:

--The economic situation vas deterior atL.g

--The possibility of a ne major offensive :ould
stimulate opposition within ran,

--Key players were Kiche and the private 3.S. citizen--
interlocutor.

-- Weir released for one I a loadt:* othina fo
*sccnd load. ia

-- ODCI requested that the source of es .:nfoer:aation b*e
checked.

o c U itd any i n t l L 
SSn c I IEDce e
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EXHr G-79

U

PartisibDeC1# Rsa an ?'AP fF
IiHII

14 December 1P64

Director of Central tatelligonce'

Deputy director for tntellifonce

: Nicragiua

1. It is time to talk ahsoluttly straight about
Nicaramua. To recap where we are:

The Soviets and Cubade cc* turning licara8ue into as
armed cmup with milwlary forces far beyon4 Its defentsie
meeds and tn a posit am to Intimidate and COere its
nethbors.

The Nicarauan regime i steadily soina toward
conesolidation of a Warxist-Lentrist government and the
establIshnent of a permanent and well armed ally of the
Nowiet Union and Cuba on the mainland of the western
Remisebre. Its avowed aim is to spresA further
revolution i the Auetas.

Americas efforts to fore, the Sadisistas to alter their
regime, will see the handwriting on the wall, determine
that their personal futures are tn peril end leave the
country. It is altasether coaeitvable that wejMOTT. .

. . •
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at an IntI JJA.!ifs.!of ozemn "carsgus over
% st year of pleof the C r

.. (@i of the C8HTT one coul1 account for m .
-- Ptu .ef the united Ststes to provide further

---. Zbsee unsettled noliticel and mtlitrv circumstances inCl renewed
snd result in

"itw FiidsjIand political InsthflM throughout
the region. (Ri

1. These are strong a sert rch as wel as
re o±rts of our poop

44 ('e it possih tos aniat each of te abor

3. Vhat is happentn* in Central America in many ways
vividly calls to mind the old saw that those who forget the nast
are condemned to repeat it. I

-- In QSA-6l we thought Ithat we could reach some sort of
am accommodation with" Castro that would encourage him to
build a pluralistic government in Cuba. We have been
trying to do the samethia with the Nicaraguans, with
the same success.

In Vietnam, our strategy consisted of a series of
measures anplied very xraduall, and over a long period
of time. With each ste of new I1S involvement the
gradual approach enahied the enemy to adjust to each new
turn of the screv so that hy the end of the war. even in
the face of the most severe bombing, the Vietnamese had
developed enormous tolerance. Palf measures, half-
heartedly anolied, will have the same resy t in
Ifcaeragua

1n 174 .the united tatee President annnuncethat
American assistance to UPYTA in Angola yas inhe
national interest of the Ulniete Statesand strongly
urged the Congress to support military assistance to
that group. The Conmrese turned it down, therehy not
only proving that the lnitted States wOuld not Involve
itself in any signtficant way in the.Third 'orld'to
comat Soviet subversion and activity but, moreover,
that the Congress dould effectively block any moves the
President did wish to make. The Boland Amendment and
the cutoff of aid to the Cnneo is having the sam

C\ k\j UNCLASSIFIED -3 9 ,-

assisi-8;,ce to t%* roe use
t would force
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ct aain, shoving the Soviets nd our third VorlA
Oka* hoy little has chased in nine years, even vith

d~r*-att i 4nt like Ronald Reatan.

-- o fn•'" Luty of places, incluoing Vetnat, negottattons
tn effect become a cover for the consolidation and
further expansion of iomounist control. 'htle they
mtiht osherve whatever nareoment vere reached for the
firstpese or as lon* as AserIcan attention
(1erto$euLerly sedtiaattentionn) es focused an the
afteatiom, they Inev they coul4 outlast our attention
open. suallvvithin a relatively short e riod of tipe"..theo vets openly violating whatever arenents had been
zcteved. (R)

4. The truth of the matter is that our police has been to
muddle along In Nicaragua vith an essentially half-hearted policy
uuhstantiallyhecause there is no agreement ithin the
Administration or vith the Congress on our real oblecttves. Us
started out Justifying the program on the basis of curtailing the
flov of reasons to E1 alvedo '. Laudable though that objettve
might have been, It vas attaclIs a symptom of a larger problem
In Central America and not th4 problem Itself.

UIILLR~Irol

I
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EXHIrr CG-80

C,.; L A "IFM ED XII

6 December 1984

Oeputy Oirector of Central Intelligence
Deputy Director for Opvrations
ChrQf, Latin America Division, O0
Chief, Central America Task Force, DO

FROM: Orector of Central Intelligence

SUBJECT: Analysis of the Nicaraguan Revolution

. 1. That's a good analysis of the Nicaraguan revolution and our options
with respect to it that the Central America Task Force did recently. We now
have to get the best thinking hare on policyy and operational actions
for which It calls, and this should b(dome as quickly as possible. As the
analysis states so well, time Is short

'I

Wi 1111

/undP pmlelsS of Lo 12356
SB. R" MOWtb 3tjJ
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CBS EVENING NEWS
with

DAN RATHER
(Bob Sohifeff mutoitutirg)

as broadest ovW' the

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

Friday, April 6, 1964

6S3O - 70 PM, EST
7soo - 7130 PM, EST

(Update)

PRODUCED BY CBS NEWS

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: Lens VOnurds

O MCMLXXXIV CBS Io.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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,CVORAOUM. FOR: General Counsel

R.O ,s'. . George Jameson
*'so caat.Gneral Counsel

Assistance to Millitary Resupply Activities
-of the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance

1. You have asked for an opinion on CIA's authority durin;
Fiscal Year 1964 to provide assistance to the military resupply
efforts of the Nicaraguan demo.rAlic resistance. The question
&rises because of Allegations ti a a CIA officer during tat
time provided information to e.brs of the resistance and to
persons, the so-called "priva q;binefactors," aiding thor to
enable the resistance to receive weapons, ammunition. ad other
supplies inside Nicaragua durthn.-Ithe period of a congressional
limitation on the ezponditure'o funds to support paramilitary
operations in Nicaragua. Tbli .ineorandum was provided to, and
discussed vith, you in draft nj January 1967. It is
substantially Identical to thIO* that it
incorporates editorial Coan provided to me on
5 February 1967.

S JIMARY:

2. During Fiscal Tear 1986, CIA was authorized to provide
limited information and advice to support the effective
delivery and distribution of military equipment t
resistance. It Is both the degree of CIA's invol and the
nature of that Involvement that is determinative hAV
Authorized CIA to shate intelligence with the se

6 , S. m coop

*94rMW4mo
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including information that-would have 1tential military
significance.. The.congressional repol :Language states that
CIA could not, *however-, engage In activities *that amount to
participation in the planning or execution of military or
paramilitary operations in icsagul by the Nicaraguan
democratic resistance, or to participation in logistics
activities integral to such operations." In MY opinion, t.e(ae provided authority for C1A to provide ie5m7I3'T Invrolving
safe delivery sites, veathier conditions, hostile risk
assessiente..and the like to assist the Nicaraguan resistance
in their resupply activities, where CIA's role did not amoun:
to participating 'in the actual delivery of material or in
planning, directing. or otherwise coordinating deliveries
during the course of or in the contest of specific military
engagement.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:

3. The applicable statutory'p'ovision is found at section.
105 of the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1966V
(P.L. g99-16, 4 Dec-. 195S),.vhich.provides

(a) Funds available to.the Central Intelligence
Agency$ the Department of Defense, or any other
agency-or entity of the UnitediStates involved in
intelligence activities may. be!obligated and.
expended during fiscal yea. '16'to providefunds,,
materiel, or other assista.ce..to the ficaraguan.
democratic resistance to support military or
paramilitary operationssin Nicaragua only as
authorized in section-101 and as specified in the
classified Schedule. of Authoriletioe. referred to in-
section 102. or pursuant to section 502 of the
National Security Act of 1047# or to section 106 of
the Supplemental Appropriations Act. 1985 (Public
Law 9-88).

(b) Nothing in this section precludes.-o

(1) administration. by the vicargun, -..
umanitarian Assistance Office establish*dbyi -

zxecutive Order 12530. of the prograM o' T
humanitarian assistance- to the icaraga.. ...
deocratic resistance provided for inm.3thW .. 5.
supplemental Appropriations Act. lS or. "". .

1, *0 . "
m po

-4OJ~
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.. "re'Il. activity # of the Aefsrtment of Stateto solicit such humanitartan assistance for the

Kleariogus.,idemocr atic resistance.

The Joint Explanatory Statement 'that accompanied the conference
report to H..9 2419, which yes the souse version of this
provision, stated&...,

The confer ee note that under current low and
the restriction contained in Section 105 of thisConference Report. the intelligence agencies say
provide advice, including intelligence and counter-
intelligence information, to the Nicaraguan
democratic resistance. Section 10S does not permit
intelligence agencies to engage in activities,
including training other than the communications
training provided for pursuant to Section 105, that
amount to participation ini.th-, planning or executionof military or paramilitary operations in Ncragua
by the Nicaraguan democratic resistance. or to
participation in 1ogistici.activities integral to
such operations. 3.5. Rop,' No. 99-373, 99th Cong.,
1st 5.,,. 16 (1985). ".

4. In hispresentation of" the bill. IpSCI Chairman
Hamilton stated that "training', o any other activities--
including advice-that amount to-participation in the planning
or execution of military activities by the Contra$, or acting
as military advisors to the Contras is.i prohibited." Cong.
Rec. H.10294 (daily etd. 19 Nov. 1985).

Section 105 represents a small step forward
toward full q ppport for the resistance by perm4tt4ng
cooperation in the areas of information sharing,.
advice, transportation, and husanitarian aid. do-,
at 1.10294. £ -'

The tranportation assistance referred tolabove tan
amilton was to be provided by the *tat$ DOpr
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CA-aor"'d1TIry. of humanitarian sidi wouid constitute
participation rather than mere provision of advice. It was in
this context-that Representative lonlor speciflcally addressed
the restrictionlJni>.A'n participation in activities such as
training, or anything including lo'listical support, that vould
amount to participation in the planning or execution of
paramilitary or Military operations in Nicaragua. NO drew the
distinction betveenwpermissible and nonpertmssible involvement
as ;

. . -
"Tus8",OM". Speaker, the intelligence authorization

conference report has drawn a clear line between, on
the one hand, the sharing of intelligence information
with the Contras# which U.S. agencies involved in
intelligence activities are permitted to dol and, on
the other hand, planning for, pilrticipation in, or
providing advice on any paramilitary or military
operations, vhich U.S. ag.e.ies involved in intelli-
gence activities art expressly prohibited from
doing. Id. at 5.10297,

Congressman Hamilton agreed.
9

S. Two days later. Senator Durenberger, in presenting the
bill to the Senate for passage, attempted to clarify the intent
of the provisions 

Clearly, the intelligence agencies will be
.pov id IMO inlfezra t 0to0 and"" cent ters of -

concern to the Nicaraguan democratic resistance, such
as information on Sandinista capabilities, resources
and intentions, and advice on matters such as
effective delivery and distribution of materiel. The
conferees have, however, specified -that the
intelligence agencies are not to engage in activities
that actually amount to partitation in the plUIing
or execution of military or paramilitary operations
in Nicaragua by the Nicaraguan democratic resfstance.
or to participation in logistics activities 4ntegaj~.
to such operations, Cong. tec. S.16074 (daily.edi.
21 Nov. 198S). ,.- w..

.,., .. ,,. • ,
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The legislative therefore, to draw distinctions

between, gn.the onq hand, participate planning, and
providing advice (Which would not be permitted in support of
paramilitary boerations) and. on tile other hand. information.
sharing, including advice @n the delivery of supplies. This
information-sharing would be authoriLed even if it would have
potential military significance so long as it did not amount to
participation. 414nn"ing, or military advice. There is no clear
inidication that Congress intended to prohibit CIA from giving
advice on uidpply operations, and sone indication that it did
intend, to distinguish between mere Information-sharing and
actual participation in such operations. Furthermore, there
would appear to be a valid distinction between permissible,
general military resupply operations and operations in the
context of specific military operations, which vere not
authorized.

0C VIEWS: 1,w
6. With this in mind, the Office of General Counsel,

following enactment of the bill" into law, took a
forward-leaning although guaided4position on the provision of
information relating to the supply of resistance forces.

-- Essentially, OGC interpreted'the #law not to distinguish between
information 'or advice of a lo0gistics1 nature and advice in
general, except for advice U .pecific military operations. On
19 December 1965, then General'Counsel Stanley Sporkin noted to
the Director of Central Intei'gence in the context of this
congressional restriction th On,!L while advice on logistical
matters not integral' to MilWry operations would be
t~ee*pt~b1tre1'Sfif ill, j'tOrb4 dtAVh *&id- *omtii se
for concern the CloSer the CIA role, approaches the provLsiop of
advice that 'Supports specific military operations" (Tab A). In
addressing the Implications of any otforts ogo CIA to give
advice on the effective delivery and distribution of sib1tary
equipment# Mr. Sporkin seemed to say that-0GC could legally
defend CIA's authority to do so, although te that this
would have-to be worked out with th intelligence 0Mitties in
order to maintain a consensus on the program. T06,j1"utionary
note was given in the face of disagreement that &.to etween
sPSCI Chairman amnilton and SSC.1 Chairman urOe following

ijitsL.
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the enactment:of.section os and in l,* o the letter's
statement to. the Senate.

HPSCX/SsVC DISAGrviEtENT:

7. Chairman Hamilton, in a letter to the DCI on 4 December
1985, stated that-the law intended to preclude advising the
resistance on logisticall operations upon which military or
paramilitaryloperations depend for their effectiveness* (Tab
8). Senator Durenberger disagreed and, in a letter to Matilton
dated S"December" 1985. stated that he believed the law wold
preclude advice o.n logistics activities integral to the
effectiveness of particular military or paramilitary operations
if it would amount to "participation- in such activities, even
if that participation were not physical.* however, he
distinguished between "general logistical advice (or logistical
advice related to humanitarian or communications assistance)
and advice that amounts to participation in logistics
activities integral to military ori paramilitary operations"
(Tab C). Clearly, Senator Darenbirger, jn responding to

Congressman Hamilton, intended to,"pertit a wider range of
advisory activities than Chairmanilami~lton, In a reply, on
9 December 1985 (Tab D), Chairan'Ulamilton expressed his
continued disagreement. He also Implied that this was because
any logistical advice could be.used to support paramilitary
operations. and be seen as prohibited military advices

,.. j

it would ill serve the"Agency to become embroiled
in controversy at this juniturie regarding a mater...
about which Congress has expressed such repeated
reservations.

Setting aside for a moment the purely hortatory nature of this
language, if Chairman 1amilton's view were adopted, it would
mean that Congress Intended that CIA provide no til Iyr -related
information to the resistance. (See Tab Z for OGCL pion on
authority tO share Intelligence of potential sil ti "'.
significance.) me does not differentiate between tical
advice| &nd military advice, between information-B a d
participation in, or planning for military operafI L
between activities Integral to military operati ad icovision

A ft

/
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og ingorut~n support logistics a4  ties in a more general
context tLthat s; -not involving a speilf Ic military operation st
engagement as opposed to routine or periodic resupply). This
Agency,.'in fact,-adopted an interpretation more in line with the
ssCI position.

CONGRESSISOKAL 5RI.INCS,

interprets'ticks of the phrase 'effective delivery and distribu-
tion of jateriel to the resistance," and asked how CIA would
'ensure that advice you may give does not rise to training
resistance forces in logistics activities." The Agency's
response made it clear that it considered the provision of
advice to support resupply efforts to be authorized, including
"general advice that is not specific or essential to planning or

executing military or parailitary operations in Hicaragua"
(lab 7), * believe the exchan ge~indicates a clear UPSCI
recognization that CIA would .ivog resistance information and
advice relating to resistance~actilvities.

5. In conclusion, in Fiscals.ear 1966 CIA was authorized to
provide informtion .P the..iob Jl ors.Wp resistance that
could include intelltlence infort.ion of potential military
significance: for example. informa'tion on Sandinista
capabilities, resources. and Ie'aj~aptions. CIA also could provide
advice on matters such as the effective delivery and
distribution of military equipment, so. long as this did not
amount to. parcipaltion , na pacaaiiita~y operations. in- icaragua.. ..
either in their planning or execution, or in logistics
activities *integral" to such operations. Advice could rise to
the level of participation if CIA took an active part. in
planning rcodntn reup lissions for specif ic paeru-

or€odntlgrspl

military operatibns. I!ovever. Irately 3233min lel ence on,#nc ii 8 un r ra Ilacemnts, weather conolton i.h

mupp es* geera maantenanceof the orces ) '~~',_
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' sh mcdly the same kind of information-sharing

Hmltevoe or to determine * whether the
activities of a specific CUA employee vere consistent vith thestatute during tte applicable period.

Attachments. a/s .I.t.ra", to
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SUSJECli6UIELINES REGARDING UNO/FON AND UNO/SOUTH

L.. fljyjSfJ S TO REAFFIRM WITH GUIDELINES THAT NORE-EA rN MA TERIEL OR NETARTA OFoVED TOUNO/EDN OR UNO/SOUTH REPRESENTATIVES A AN
?PROVIDE ADVICE AND COMO EQUIPMENT AS A pCA
JENGAGE IN INTELLIGENCEEXCHANGE AS APPROVED BY "QS.
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Out understanding CA, Steel and Possib L... have 1'd Long meettn.
over last tvo days. ReSults thus far.I aut no lonqer speak to
anyone, *include Ralph. on operational matters. CIA says there WL1:
be ome operator/controller S fre from Uno who will direct &11
operations. Once he is here ust turn in his 43, we don'. xcw
about Steels. In *onvrsatn with Ralph last nlqht, .eII be his only means of support, none will come from

not know yet what Steel's role will be in tuturi,..
Evidently CIA has done much discussing with Washinqton Iayyer on
this and are concerned with their legal statue in this program.
Know you have same concern for our position but can work out with
Good.

A n pm m t I 2
t B. Rep Nu LAI Iu O

UJNCLASSIFIE9
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MKORANDUM

TO :

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MACT comm TO WUm

toY #A m RSAC1T* "IN w"
UETo SAUS CAPM
WA sGOW. SC 2OWI

July 23, 1907

underI isii' d Co. & IV
by B. ANN$ Now mft Cma

I.,

Chairman Hamilton
John Nields
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- U-NdAel I it

FROM: Robert A. Bermingham #

RE: Allegations Re: Contra Involvement With Drug Smuggling

synopsis

Our investigation has not developed any corroboration of
media-exploited allegations that U.S. government-condoned drug
trafficking by Contra leaders or Contra organizations or that
Contra leaders or organizations did in fact take part in such
activity. The Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and the
Crime Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee have been
conducting investigation in this area, but, to date, have not
developed concrete evidence. The Crime Subcommittee and the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee are continuing their
inquiries, as is the Special Counsel. It is recommended that
after coordination with Chairman Innouye, the Joint Committee
issue a statement to the above effect and pledge cooperation
with the Senate and House ongoing investigations.

Details

During the course of our investigation, the role of U.S.
government officials who supported-the Contras' and the private
resupply effort, as well as the role of private individuals in
resupply, were exhaustively examined. Hundreds of persons,
including U.S. government mployees, Contra leaders,

I4'UNCLRSSIFILD
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representatives of foreign governments, U.S. and foreign law
enforcement officials. , i litary personnel, private pilots and
crews involved in actual operations were questioned and their
files and records examined. Despite numerous newspaper
accounts to the contrary, no evidence was developed indicating
that Contra leadership or Contra organizations were actually
involved in drug trafficking. Sources of news stories
indicating to the contrary were of doubtful veracity. There
was no information developed indicating any U.S. government
agency or organization condoned drug trafficking by the Contras
or anyone else.

The scope of our investigation does not specifically
include determining whether the Contras have been independently
or individually involved in drug trafficking. The Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, particularly Senator Kerry; the
House Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control under
Rep. Rangel; and the Crime Subcommittee under Rep. Hughes of
the Judiciary Committee. have been looking into this specific
subject for some time. They have travelled to Central America,
interviewed witnesses there and in Miami and have held
hearings. Rep. Rangel is quoted in the Washington Post,
7/22/87. as stating his investigation, which started in June of
1986 and includes reams of testimony from hundreds of
witnesses, developed no evidence which would show that Contra
leadership was involved in drug smuggling. His Committee is to
give its information to the Crime Subcommittee of the Judiciary
Committee which will continue to investigate whether U.S.
government officials deliberately ignored drug dealing by
individuals who carried supplies to the Contras. The Judiciary-
has engaged a Miami-based investigator.

DEA and Justice have issued statements disclaiming any
concrete evidence of such activities by U.S. government
officials. Contra leaders or Contr-orqapziations.

Dave Faulkner, Investigator, Senate Select Committee,
advised that the Senate investigation was also substantially
negative with regard to Contra drug smuggling. On 7/21/87.
Faulkner and the writer conferred with Hayden Gregory, Counsel,
of the Crime Subcommittee of the Judiciary. He confirmed that
his committee has been and continues to investigate the
question of U.S. government-sponsored Contra organizations
being involved in drug smuggling. His investigation, including
interviews in Central America and Miami of many of the persons
named in the newspapers as suspects, has been inconclusive to
date. He confirmed that several of those involved have also
been questioned or deposed by the ongoing investigation by

UNCLASSIF; Eg
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Senator Kerry. Gregory confirmed the newspaper account thatRepresentative Rangel's committee is deferring to the Judiciaryin this matter. He also stated he has, to date, developed nopertinent information above the level of-"street talk".
During the course of our investigation, we examined filesof State, DoD, NSC, CIA, DEA, Justice, Customs and FBI,especially those reportedly involving newspaper allegations ofContra drug trafficking. We have discovered that almost all ofthese allegations originate from persons indicted or convictedof drug smuggling. Justice has stated that such persons aremore and more claiming, as a defense, that they were smugglingfor the benefit of the Contras in what they believed was a U.S.government-sponsored operation. Typically, they furnish noinformation which can be corroborated by investigation. Inaddition to the above-mentioned negative file reviews,interviews with employees of these U.S. agencies have also been

negative.

Contra leaders have been interviewed and their bank recordsexamined. They denied any connection with or knowledge of drugtrafficking. Examination of Contra financial records, privateenterprise business records and income tax returns of several "individuals failed to locate any indication of drug trafficking.
It is known that the Special Counsel is looking into thisarea and that the FBI has pending investigations regarding

similar allegations.

Conclusion

It is felt that additional investigation of theseallegations is unwarranted in view of the negative results todate, the questionable reliability of the accusers, the factthat two Congressional committees are already deeply involvedin such investigations and that the matter is currently underinvestigation by the Special Counsel.

UNCLASSIFRE"
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1~Aafleo' sdIn the period May to August 1976.,Collected fterous refeences to Mr.WIrt1Fjjy ajjygj Lu Tehran# Iran, which indicated that thisgentleman was an Influential factor in the 9porvof AmerI
nnan slarbee baaat... hv A a..;&wd. s. - v---A

which vasiobtaiidt t oij AU7 aw1wguamiefnwu0 tEbe outlined as f£@l Wl v .. uut176tm rm

. :- ts round: M r kiIm nsa 1956 gradu-
with-& M "0alifornia Polytech. Mr. lakimconsiders himself A secPilist in electronics, particularly'insofar as this area of technology relates to the problemsof military esetablishments and intelligence services.

b. Marital ujs -Mr. Hakim is married and has twochildren.7Y children attend school in Switzerland.

c. Rofdlnce: Mr. auin resides of a yin Cox,France, but hti&Iso maintflns a residence hran,Iran. In addition, he is a frequent vi the home
offices of Stanford Techn6logy Corpora ueAvenue,Mountain Viev, California 94040tionMr. NakJm speds a lot of time in Gene w land.

d. Comercial jtrucjur:l Mr. aad in anumber of comrcia enterises. 10 ideal with potential export from theIrepresents himself as-the President o co er-
national, Ltd.# 130 Sorayj Avenue,dTean, IranA

tan&1 *: F15

. .A37 3 /
Z-32, j

OF0 -O

/VD4t

. 1 4

|t

( L k

--IranianNat ion
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o reations he Indicates that he is the luropeua
=e 111be five for the tatiftord Techno o r Cororation

with a -Kling address of P.O. Box 52, 121 Geneva,
24 Switzerland.

e. 7YP4 of lusin r. a U has let it be -known
t a -ent y in the process of sell ig theocuroty system of_te Stanford Teano"ov

0ai~ O to Iran . TU'BJ I ani latef ~ted I4e! Lty system

'aat with COMOMIcaions suvellt

Z 2 s -mmto quiiit 4=01- Iga 47l-1 I*--- Wet
ra npurchaseofAUO-19eaHr

Hakim is caatinig about fOr cOt&t is the U.S. GovenWMet with
whoa be Gan td a mualty of PnterUSt In 1

* t

a

S
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en Phone Call

I, Micheal Ledeen called to speak to you this IOrningwith What he teried a "Flash-. for you *to pass to Oeey. |explained you were out of town until Tues. #ight, but 1 wasyour chief of staff - could I ,help? me hesitated for sm longaments, :then said no, he'd get the message to ewey anotherway*

2. eW Ison Toy&Ill we o,
called back about an hour later .('Thlwanting m to Pas a message to Oemey
follows:

frprisin1 lf) tedenSagan),
message was as

A-sflying fl
ayoal t i)

be having dinner in Frankfli It will
Other
duv Is

the other one Is imy beore at the dinerbut there will be at least thee two.'

3. wnt down to Cl and talked to the
wiisl i itl ith the

4. It to a while to get back to We hedid, he seemed a fused. He did not knowbut said he would find out and handle all thiswithio agreed that melhe would have to move fast, because be w e down to a window of only a couple of ho r I TTtola trrrow to see what--if anything- occurred.1° I'e o fy Ifg oc-rd

JL
C11 4 blq

SUVE[CI:

I

( t*A I
mommilu- --- ---
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April 9, 1984
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UNCLASSIFED

The Honorable William J. Casey
Director of Central Intelligence
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505

Dear bill:

1O 2356
** A. COA

All this past weekend, I've been trying to figure out how I can
most easily tell you my feelings about the discovery of the
President having approved mining some of the harbors of Central
America.

It gots down to one, little, simple phrase: I am pissed off!

I understand you had briefed the House on this matter. I've heard
that. Now, during the Important debate we had all last week and
the week before, on whether we would increase funds for the
Nicaragua program, we were doing all right, until a Member of the
Committee charged that the President had approved the mining. I
strongly denied that because I had never heard of it. I found out
the next day that the CIA had, with the written approval of the
President, engaged in such mining, and the approval came in February:

Bill, this is no way to run a railroad and I find myself in a hell
of a quandary. I an forced to apologite to the Members of the
Intelligence Committee because I did not know the facts on this.
At the same time, my counterpart In the House did know.

The Presidemt has asked us to back his foreign policy. $Ill, how
can we back ils foreign policy when we don't know what the hell he
is doing? Lebanon, yes, we all knew that he sent troops over there.
but mine the harbors in Nicarsdua? This Is an act violating
international law. It is an act of war. For the life cf me, I
don't see how we are going to explain it.

My simple guess is that the House is going to defeat this supplemental
and we will not be in anyv ston to put up much of an argument
after we were not given t.1e Information we were entitled to receive;
particularly, if my memory served e correctly, when you briefed
us on Central America lust .. le of weeks ago. And the order
was signed before that.

UNCLASSFta (~)
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The Honorable William J. C4sey
Page Tvo
April 9, 1984

I don't like this. I don't like it one bit from the Preedent or
from you. I don't think we need a lot of lenathy explanations.
The deed has been done and, to the future, if anything like this
happens, I'm 8oing to raise one hell of a lot of fuss about it
in public.

lda r

UNCLASSIFIED
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with

DAN RATHER
(Bob Schieffer substitutirg)
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CIO RVENIG N Ws wrru DAN RATHIR 4/6/64 6
(Bob Sehieffr smlUtauW

OSCHIMFFR .. o met swoems have told CBS News that the Centrel
bhfMllpgee ps" actively dkreetU w te mlz of learagumn ports. It had
beow thaught that antl-kndinlsta rebels were respouuble, but the govnmment
, eourom say th rebels not doin any of the mu-layrg. The nationaUty of Just
who Is Is not known. The CIA has a freghter off Nlaregust cost and sources ay
boats we lowered from it to take the mnm into the harbors.

(Ahead: Montht Worth of Rain / Swish .. History is Made)

ANNOUNCEMENT1

* R pwitoned here in 7:00 East (me p. 13)
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AERICANS ON SHIP
SAID TO SUPERVISE
NICARAGUA MINING

INVOLVEMV '[,ILED

Actual Placement of Devices
Is Reportedly Carried Out

by Latin Commandos

By PHI" TAURMAN

WASHFNGTON, Aprtl 7
cam *oiolcg for te Central Lotetih.
0uc Agency Mca shap off Nicsguw *
Patcth coast have b supervnisg thie
ning of Nicaraguan heitors to m-

ca muthA, aeord t w Reagam Ad-
mimstraticc officials and membus a,

The scuresa my the mining peatm
marks the f rm time sm th 4te
SUL"n began aippatlng Nicrguan
re els three years ap tt Amaicaes
have become directly ietlve to mxIll-
tafy wpruam agatnst Kborua.

The actual piacemeat of the mte
msde Ncaraguan teritoa watems.
they said. is bandiedI by an eltet group
of Laun Amiencah commands who
use sm&Lt. hig speed bots to pOe

1

trate stuppuwglanes dow w thto.
Cloer to Dirt CsAtroatadoe'

The ofti als said that unlike ground
operas msile Nicaragua cducted
by rebel forces. wtndi Amecan advi a.
ws nxmitor tram Honduras hi do M
=-"rnt the planting of me mines to
Nicaragua* waters d4uly invohe
Americans and is e their mmedi-
ate cotl

Members of the Senat aMd Bouse t-
tetpeoce camuttam said the rule of
the Anmerica=toveuad a skgnifiant
change m C.LA. opera pnt
Nuaragua and, an me Democrati
Sautor said. "cm as a theabxld that
brmop as d~oet to a dit elrcta
tat witb Nicaragua

A spok,= ,an for the C.L.A. Dale
Paers iod today tht doe a"
Wwd not emmet o the -1-09
opeton or the toVolV t of Ameri-
cans, Intelligence otbcala MAd pet-
vatety that Americam ivole to the
minng ,ctVIty do not catr Ncaxra
guan terria waters . L

Terrumetal Uida Are Dispeaed
Nicaragua daims ottonal wais

up Lo 2l miles o t share, b the Unitad
State respects oy a 12-mile imit.
The intellence Stop that cares
Amecas opertts outde the 1l-miM
bmt but well wti the 30N.mle
bondr. Admimmtaice officials
aas. The bh4pd boats travel
wihmn a mile or tw a( the Nicaraguan

oased cc the 12 mnie limt rpcted
by the United StAAnS, W10lligene o&
csA omnedei that Amiecans am UK
irecly involved in miltary operatlmn

agsait Nicaragua bet Asoe serve i
an adviory cap"y tn totarnaie
water sana to the rol of AmrkMa
based in Bonduras who trin and 06-
totue to help rip. vame rebl Usedforum amd. luaragea.

10isd Cmemem icluinembrs and Cge mid the

C "s e Pagec2 ss.$s

fact that A men crema ouuta4, the
13-mwe umit Oe not ieaw their re
spoosibry for tbe ;em Un

"We have carshluly mutared these
acyvtie to omiu that. wbatever e
happened. Aimenrms dw't gso ito
comat-typ rateinm a guam Nice.
mags." a Replbcan member of t*
Semna mwtoiwsn coaimnittuo said,

lowvd Ditvecly

The Senator, whe as&W to remain
aBOyinu., added: "That duactiai
ias nowe been l. When am Amerca
om the mother sw In a ubon ope.

boo. he's involved di et y in mitary
acivIte It's -mlvast whether ti
aapl Iin inlarmU l watm -"

Neither the Senate am Ros mm-
itue wMe nrwedl abut the mwfrecw the plltpeIi ci maia

mal neen wes. S= = t r Da/e Pat.
rick MYSA. Democra o NeW York
and vice cirum of the Smes ,eaws
Commtteecczaaica mid In an

Priy mining et
be mp id and it wil be topped" Be
mld the Snate ommintee bas aed-.
alel a m eng a em wk im
C..A.offilals me the m

Mr. moyinw. wo mr thi week
veed to tavor of giving the C..A. e

dtlioJ n l milie go supr Nice.
I~in rebel aenvole tan year. mid
be uqamed the owtngc the pam&
,lh- ft violate !r m of the sammas
PlAM the United States n -the absurd

noi o laying) mine tha wesr
iseren natlas may ie and re.

Mr. Moyian was referrmn to an
i after by Fnua made pubbc anurgm'

day. to help Nicrau diea the =40es
BnUtn told the Reagan AdxrniStrattic
rber tius week that it dLt;prved of

the Mining as an uterlere r wth us-

IThe House Selec* C=mr.:tfe at In-
taligasc was bneled ab .r :.b miing

cperaUc wIthin the last two weeks, ac.
I mrding to members. Tbere Is wide.
spread opprauc among House Demo.
acs to the S21 mwimi wncrse in cov.

it aid to the Nicaraguan rebel ap-
proved by the Senate this week. and the
minn lene Is expecud a pily a
mao role In Huse debate cc thememu

T mining of three Niaraguan bar.
brs Pm Caito ad Puero
Sandzo an the Pacific mos and E
bluff 00 te Alatic, began two
mncct ago withia notincation at c-
grs aoi to tnem!be1 of the
Senate a itelgence commit.

Sws. Tt mite hv dam ad vemei
I frim six mum. lncltdod a Sov
f relgbie, sinc arch 1.

The C.IA. tinder fejtda]u law, is rM-
rquied to ke CccU inifored

about the inteljpence opa-iom.
Members Of Cccpgeft. altbatih irri-
tated by the deay in this case. sald the
agency could resoably have m,
eluded that CADVIS implicitly ap.
proved an opetm msu as the mining
we t aubri finaeg for th

coven activitie ag.s Nac."agia
Admutrution officials saidAm.can tectniciam nwee tveved j opr.

visg the mn g became r
adanedeuimetwas inole

They said th o ids of mAe, ,
that repond to direct ootaI. seoed
wave and water pnrif,, have em Iplanted n Nicaraguan waters

The miM. &medin to the Admiis.
tratK8 officials. wer assembled in

Homu" an Ej alvdor With thsehzelp of Americans. for the iminin at
Pwrto CartUto awu Ptm"l 6"an,
the saw, te um. ,a smua U, g.,
sped hrta wad to pla them in ship.
o n= wers atwspatd to water
of aregia aboard a larger v!tw
tbat serne as the M ee w. to

The ahip, winch was modified by the
C.A. to 01apor ink lt pam
cried both Ameiefca ni an elli
unit Iof Latin Americans who we
bmem1 to plant mine by the United
States. according to thd tiWuat m
official.

The acntsl pln of tmm in
harbor appmueeq, was don by the

bayi Americanaor the -m~j

Adinnlstzl officials meld that If
the mning OPeraui o Issspentled be-
cause of Catgaa - InccMr. the
Mine areedy puanted wueld notps
an indefinit tam toaMn bcus
they aft propanamed tolrnecto Map-
arab~e aftersevers) mouhe.
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